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TWO YEAR OLDS

TO BE SOLD BY AUCTION

BY

ROYAL WESTERN INDIA TURF CLUB, LTD.

IN THE

Race Course, Mahalakshmi,
Mumbai - 400 034

ON

MONDAY, Commencing at 4.00 p.m. FEBRUARY, 03RD
(LOT NUMBERS 1 TO 71)

AND

TUESDAY, Commencing at 4.00 p.m. FEBRUARY, 04TH
(LOT NUMBERS 72 TO 142)
IMPORTANT NOTICES

ALLOTMENT OF RACING STABLES

Acceptance of an entry for the Sale does not automatically entitle the Vendor/Owner of a 2-Year-Old for racing stable accommodation in Western India. Racing stable accommodation in Western India will be allotted as per the norms being formulated by the Stewards of the Club and will be at their sole discretion. THIS CLAUSE OVERRIDES ANY OTHER RELEVANT CLAUSE.

For application of Ownership under the Royal Western India Turf Club Limited, Rules of Racing.

For further details please contact
Stipendiary Steward at
stipes@rwitc.com
BUYERS BEWARE

All prospective buyers, who intend purchasing any of the lots rolling, are requested to kindly note:-

1. All Sale Forms are to be lodged with a Turf Authority only since all foals born in 2018 are under jurisdiction of Turf Authorities with effect from 1 Jan 2020.

2. A Turf Authority will not register a Sale wherein the seller or the buyer is ON THE UNPAID FORFEIT LIST/DEFAULTERS’ BAN LIST OF ANY TURF AUTHORITY.

3. Latest list of persons who are on UNPAID FORFEIT LIST / DEFAULTERS’ BAN LIST is available for perusal with the Chief Accountant, RWITC Ltd.

4. Prospective buyers are advised to ascertain from Stud Book Department whether the person signing a sale form holds the authority to do so on behalf of the Vendor.

5. All Vendors are requested to note Para 56 of Conditions of Sale. R.W.I.T.C., Ltd. reserves the right to refuse sale of lots in the Ring of any Vendors whose name figures in the UNPAID FORFEIT LIST/DEFAULTERS’ BAN LIST OF ANY TURF AUTHORITY.
CONDITIONS OF SALE

For the purpose of the Conditions of Annual Auction Sale - 2020, the expression “vendor”, “purchaser”, “sale” and “sold” shall be deemed to include “lessor”, “lessee”, “lease” and “leased” respectively.

These Conditions of Sale are applicable only to Annual Auction Sale 2020 (“the said Sale”) and do not in any manner whatsoever, spell out conditions of eligibility for future sales to be conducted by Royal Western India Turf Club Ltd. (“RWITC Ltd.”). Any lot entered in this Catalogue is not automatically eligible for future sales. Eligibility for future sales will be as specified in the letter inviting entries for that particular sale.

--------------------------------------------- IMPORTANT ---------------------------------------

As the accommodation at Mumbai Race Course is limited, a total of only 250 entries will be accepted for the said Sale. The Committee shall, if required, draw up the performance criteria based on which the excess entrants shall be refused entry and would consider keeping a reserved list of such horses, which could be substituted for horses not arriving for the said Sale. PROVIDED, HOWEVER AND NOTWITHSTANDING THE AFORESAID, it is expressly clarified that the Committee shall have power at all times, at their sole and absolute discretion, to either restrict the number of entries to less than 250 or to permit increase in the number of entries to more than 250 or to vary the number of entries which may have already been permitted for the said Sale. This power may be exercised by the Committee at any time before horses arrive at Pune / Mumbai and enter the Sale Stables and the Committee shall not be liable to any person or party for any such decision in the matter.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Entries in the said Sale Stables

1. Each Lot shall be at the Vendor’s entire risk for any loss, damage or injury whether by disease, accident, willful or negligent act or default of any person, natural cause or otherwise howsoever from the time of arrival till the time the Lot shall be in the said Sale Stables of RWITC Ltd. unless such Lot shall have been sold in which case such Lot shall be at the Purchaser's entire risk in all respects from the fall of the hammer and the Club shall in no event be liable or responsible either to the Vendor or the Purchaser in any manner whatsoever.

2. The RWITC Ltd. shall in no way be liable for any damage or injury caused by any horse at any time when in the said Sale Stables / Parade Ring / Holding Area or Sales Paddock, either to the attendant of the two year old or to third parties.

3. Any loss or theft of the Vendor’s or visitors properties or any injury or accident to the Vendor’s or visitor’s or their employees at said Sale Stables / Parade Ring / Holding Area or sales paddock will not be the responsibility of the RWITC Ltd.
4. Any Lot may be examined by previous arrangement with the consent of the Vendor or his representative.

Entry into the said Sale Stables

5. Lots will not be permitted to enter the said Sale Stables before **6.00 a.m. on 27 January 2020**. However, all horses must arrive into the Annual Auction Sale stables latest by **5.00 p.m. on 31 January 2020**. This is mandatory, as stipulated by the Senior Veterinary Officer, RWITC Ltd. so as to facilitate timely issuance of health clearance certificates well in time before the horses leave after the said Sale.

6. Any horse that does not possess the stipulated health certificates will not be permitted to enter the said Sale or RWITC stables. RWITC Ltd. will render help without being bound to do so (on payment of admission charges fixed by RWITC Ltd.) in obtaining such Certificates, but it being clarified that it is the ULTIMATE AND SOLE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE VENDORS themselves to obtain such Certificates. Even if assistance is provided by RWITC Ltd. as above, RWITC Ltd. will not be responsible or liable in the event of failure to obtain such Certificates. Further, RWITC Ltd. will also not be liable for any errors / omissions in such Certificates on account of any assistance rendered by it as aforesaid.

Lots Arriving In Mumbai

7. In order to help long distance breeding establishments entering horses for the said Sale, a facility will be provided by RWITC Ltd to those Vendors who desire to break journey of their animals. They may do so by bringing their horses to Pune Race Course after **23 January 2020** and on or before **28 January 2020** and then take them to Mumbai Race Course for the said Sale. However, All such horses must arrive in the Annual Auction Sale Stables, Mumbai latest by **5.00 p.m. on 31 January 2020**. All such horses arriving at Mumbai must pass through the Auction Ring at their scheduled turn.

Direct Entry into Trainers' Yards

8. Two-Year-Olds whether entered in the Catalogue or not may be permitted to enter the trainers' yards at Mumbai on a date which will be separately notified by the Stewards of the RWITC Ltd. If such horses arrive before that date due prior permission shall be obtained from the Stewards of RWITC Ltd by the person in-charge of such horses before they arrive in Mumbai. Such permission may be given by the Stewards on such charges and terms and conditions as the Stewards deem fit. Such horses will not be permitted to be stabled at the Annual Auction Sale Stables.
Feeding

9. As a service to Vendors, RWITC Ltd., will arrange to provide fodder at fixed rates, provided the Vendor intimates his requirement in writing. The total amount must be settled by **28 February 2020** failing which, such amounts will be treated as outstanding RWITC Ltd. / Stud Book Authority of India dues with all attendant disqualifications like non-registration of returns / documents, suspension of membership, etc.

Fire Hazard

10. All Vendors who bring their horses into the said Sale Venue, by the very act of doing so undertake to observe such fire precautions as are prescribed and render themselves liable to the prescribed penalties for failing to observe them.

11. Any violation of fire security orders will constitute breach of the conditions of the said Sale. Designated employees of the Club and security personnel will hold a “Panchnama” on observing any violation of fire security orders and notify the fact to their superior officer and no further corroboration will be deemed necessary. Penalties as applicable for violation will be as under:

   (a) **First Instance** - A written warning will be issued by In-Charge, Annual Auction Sale Cell.

   (b) **Second Instance** - A penalty of ₹ **10,000/-** + GST @ 18% or applicable rate will be levied which will be payable immediately in cash.

   (c) **Third Instance** - A penalty of ₹ **50,000/-** + GST @ 18% or applicable rate will be levied which will be payable immediately in cash.

   (d) **Fourth Instance** - The matter will be reported to the Committee with the recommendation that the offending Vendor be barred from coming for the RWITC Ltd. Sales for a period to be determined by the RWITC Ltd. Committee.

12. The Club will endeavor to provide adequate fire fighting facilities. Vendors should inform RWITC Ltd. of requirements / shortfall, if any, in this regard.

Rolling

13. Organised Rolling of lots will be carried out as follows:

   (a) On Friday 31 January 2020 - 9.00 a.m. to 11.30 a.m.

   (b) On Saturday 01 February 2020 - 4.30 p.m. to 7.30 p.m.

   (c) On Sunday 02 February 2020 - 9.00 a.m. to 11.30 a.m.

   (d) On Monday 03 February 2020

   (e) On Tuesday 04 February 2020
14. There will be **no rolling** in the evening from **Saturday, 01 February 2020** to **Tuesday, 04 February 2020**. Lots may be inspected during the abovementioned hours with the consent of the Vendor or his representative in their Stables.

**Rolling Rings**

15. Allotment of Rolling Rings will be informed to all concerned in due course.

**Catalogue Details**

16. The Vendors are solely responsible for the accuracy of all information concerning their horses, including the write-ups in the Catalogue.

17. While every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the information contained therein, RWITC Ltd. will not be liable for any loss resulting to any party from any errors or omissions occurring in the Catalogue details.

18. No errors or omissions of descriptions either as to quality, pedigree, performance or engagements shall vitiate the sale of any Lot nor shall the purchaser be entitled to any rebate or allowance.

19. No warranty of any nature whatsoever is given or implied with any Lot offered and all Lots are open to inspection prior to the commencement of the said Sale vide Para 4, 13 & 14 above. **EACH LOT IS SOLD WITH ALL FAULTS, IF ANY.**

**Lots Not Arriving in Mumbai**

20. All lots, whose intimation of arrival has not been lodged on the prescribed form with the Annual Auction Sale Cell by **5.00 p.m. on 31 January 2020**, will be taken as withdrawn from the Catalogue.

**Non-Appearance Penalty**

21. A Non-appearance penalty of **₹ 50,000/- + GST @ 18%** or applicable rate will be levied on any Lot which has arrived in Mumbai by **31 January 2020** and has failed to appear in the Ring in its scheduled turn. The orders if any given by the In-Charge, Annual Auction Sale Cell or Chief / Sr Stipendiary Steward of RWITC Ltd requiring appearance of a horse in the Ring, shall be binding on all Breeding Establishment / Vendors / Agents / Representatives and disregard / non-observance or breach of such orders shall entail the levy of the non appearance penalty.
22. In addition to imposing the non-appearance penalty, the Committee may at its sole discretion also debar the Vendor from entering any lot in any future Annual Auction Sale held by RWITC Ltd if the Vendor fails to satisfy the Committee about the reasons for the non-appearance. The decision of the Committee shall be binding on the Vendor.

Withdrawal On Veterinary Grounds

23. Even if a Lot is withdrawn on account of illness or accident, after arriving in Mumbai at the said Sale Venue, the entry fee of ₹10,000/- together with GST @ 18% or applicable rate, will be payable.

24. After arrival in Mumbai, any lots may be withdrawn on account of illness or accident only provided the same is under a certificate issued by the Senior / Chief Veterinary Officer of RWITC Ltd.

25. Lots withdrawn for the above reason shall have to be moved to the Equine Veterinary Hospital in Mumbai OR Isolation Stables and shall not be permitted to be shown to any person other than to a Veterinarian or the Owner/s thereof.

Certification before Acceptance of Entry

26. The Committee of RWITC Ltd has authorised Dr Hasneyn Mirza to visit breeding establishments desirous of making entries for the Sale and certify at his sole discretion and on the basis of conformation, soundness and keeping in mind the overall specimen, horses which he considers fit to be entered for the said sale.

Certification after arrival in Mumbai

27. Upon arrival of the horses entered for the said Sale they will be examined by the Senior / Chief / authoriseds Veterinary Officer of RWITC Ltd for general health, soundness, etc. Only those horses which are certified to be fit will be allowed to be rolled or enter into the Auction Ring.

Bidding At The Auction

28. The highest bidder at or over the Vendor’s reserve, if any, to be the purchaser and if any dispute arises between two or more bidders, the Lot so disputed shall immediately be put up again and resold. The RWITC Ltd. reserves the right to reject any or all bids.

29. RWITC Ltd. reserve to itselfs the right to sell without reserve unless written orders to the contrary are sent before the said Sale and Vendors reserve to themselves the right to bid through the Auctioneer as their agent as often as they please.
30. The minimum starting bid shall be ₹10,000/-.
Bidders shall advance by ₹1,000/- till ₹1,00,000/-, ₹5,000/- till ₹3,00,000/- and ₹10,000/- thereafter.

31. **ONLY APPROVED OWNERS TO BID.** Only persons who are approved Owners of horses i.e. persons approved by a race club to own and run racehorses shall be permitted to bid at the said Sale. All approved owners shall remit 10% of the purchase price immediately. The balance amount of the purchase price must be remitted to RWITC within 03 (three) days of the conclusion of the said Sale. If the purchaser/s do not remit the balance amount within 03 days of the conclusion of the said Sale, the initial amount of 10% remitted by the purchaser/s shall stand forfeited by RWITC without any further notice to the purchaser/s and further, the said Sale shall be deemed to have stood cancelled automatically on the expiry of the aforesaid 3 (three) days period and the Lot shall be returned to the Vendor. In addition, the purchaser/s who default in payment will immediately be placed on the Unpaid Forfeit List with all attendant consequences as per the Rules of the Racing of RWITC Ltd.

32. **A maximum of ₹1,90,000/- in cash (as per requirement of Income Tax Act) may be remitted by the purchaser for all lots together purchased by him on a particular day where the value of purchase (incl. GST) does not exceed ₹1,99,999/-. The remaining amount must be remitted by him/her by Demand Draft or bank/electronic transfer.**

33. Should the highest bidder fail to sign the Auctioneer’s Card and deposit 10% of the sale price as provided for above, the concerned lot will be put up for auction again as soon as feasible with the same reserve price, if any. While RWITC Ltd. will endeavor to take such action as is warranted or possible against such a defaulter, it will not be liable for any damages to the Vendor on account of the default.

34. If a Trainer bids for a Lot at the Annual Auction Sales and a default is committed with regard to payment thereof, the said Trainer will be held solely responsible for payment of the purchase price, etc of the said Lot and will be placed on the Unpaid Forfeit List with all its attendant consequences as per the Rules of Racing of RWITC Ltd.

35. If any person shall purchase a Lot and not pay for it within the time limit, nothing contained in these conditions shall prevent/preclude RWITC Ltd. and/o Owner of the Lot from compelling the purchaser to pay for it by taking such lawful action as they think fit, if RWITC Ltd. and/o the Owner shall so desire.
36. If a person declared by the Club to be the purchaser of a youngstock in the ring fails to perform and / or honor the agreement entered into by him / her for the purchase of a two year old or any other racehorse at an auction sale held under the auspices of the Club (the decision of the Committee as to whether such a person has failed to perform or honor the written agreement of purchase or not will be final and conclusive and binding on the person concerned) or fails to observe undertakings given by him / her to the Club, such person shall be liable to such penalty / punishment as may be deemed fit by the Committee at its discretion, including being placed on the Unpaid Forfeit List with all its attendant consequences as per the Rules of Racing of RWITC Ltd.

37. Purchasers are advised in their own interest to maintain sufficient amount in deposit with the RWITC Ltd. to cover the purchase money of the Lots intended to be purchased by them at the said Sale.

38. If the purchaser shall fail to comply with these Conditions or any of them, any money which he shall have paid to RWITC Ltd. on account of his purchase shall be absolutely forfeited to RWITC Ltd. and the Owner and / or RWITC Ltd. shall be at liberty to sue such purchaser for breach of contract, or at their option, to resell the Lot/s in any manner and upon such terms and conditions as they may think proper, and all loss and expenses, consequent upon such resale and all damages which RWITC Ltd. may sustain thereby shall be recoverable by them from the purchaser as and by way of liquidated damages. It shall not be necessary to give any notice of such resale to the defaulter.

39. Lots may be bought-in by Vendors, Owners or their Authorised Agents through the Auctioneer only. The full commission of 3% on the last bid, shall be charged for all lots declared sold by the Auctioneer irrespective of the fact that it may be signed for by the Vendors, Owners or their Authorised Agents.

40. Horses bought-in or receiving no bids in the ring will be allowed to be sold / leased privately and their sale / lease forms shall be accepted for registration at any time after the bought-in / no bid announcements are made by the Auctioneer.

Commissions

41. The Club will charge commission on sale of all Lots entered in the Catalogue. The Commission will be charged as under:-

(a) **Lots sold in the Ring.** 3% of the last bid. [No Leases allowed]

If there is no bid in the Auction Ring for any Lot, an offering fee of ₹ 10,000/- + GST @ 18% or applicable rate will be charged.

(b) **Lots bought-in.** 2% of the Reserve Price or ₹ 10,000/- + GST @ 18% or applicable rate (whichever is higher).
Goods & Service Tax (GST)

42. **GST @ 12%** or applicable rate as prescribed by Government will be recovered from the Purchaser on the purchase price of any Lot purchased in the State of Maharashtra at any time after arrival in Mumbai. It will be the responsibility of the vendors, selling the horses, to comply with GST requirement (as applicable) including raising of invoice and payment of taxes, e-way bills, etc.

43. The Vendor shall be entitled to receive the purchase money as soon as possible after the said Sale provided the Club shall have by then received the purchase money and due taxes and / or delivered the Lot out of their custody, but not before.

Delivery of Lots and Removal from Sale Stables

44. Custody and possession of any Lot sold under the hammer shall remain with the Vendors until they are directed by the RWITC Ltd. to deliver the Lot to the Purchaser or his Agent. No order or directions to deliver such Lot will be given to the Vendor by the RWITC Ltd. until payment in full and taxes have been received by them from the Purchaser.

45. No Lot can be removed from the said Sale Stables either by the Vendor or the Purchaser, unless a "**Clearance Certificate**" / "**Gate Pass**" from the Accounts Department is lodged with the Stable Supervisor. Removal of horses without lodging of such a Certificate shall be deemed to be a breach of the said Sale conditions which will be reported to the Committee and such breach shall make the person concerned to become liable for payment of all dues like, taxes, commission, forfeits, etc. of any and every nature whatsoever which are payable under any of the clauses of the conditions of the said Sale.

46. All lots must vacate the said Sale Stables by **28 February 2020**. Lots staying on in the RWITC Stables after 28 February 2020 (unless a Western India trainer has taken proper charge), will be liable to pay stable rent of `500/- per day per horse for the first 15 days, `1,000/- per day per horse for the next 15 days and `2,000/- per day per horse thereafter. Names of Vendors / Owners who overstay will also be reported to the Committee for further action as deemed appropriate.
Purchasers Not Taking Delivery In Time

47. Delivery of a Lot must be taken by the Purchaser within 48 hours of the fall of the hammer. Vendors may, if they so desire, hand over to the Club such Lots whose delivery is not taken. The Club will hand over such Lots to the Purchaser/s only on payment of upkeep charges in cash of ₹ 1,000/- per day, or part thereof, of their stay in the Club’s custody. The lots will be considered to have been held at the Purchaser’s request and risk, and the Club will accept no responsibility for them. This facility is only applicable to lots sold under the hammer.

48. Passport of a Lot purchased at the said Sale will NOT be handed over to the Purchaser or the Owner or his Authorised Agent until full payment towards purchase price + GST @ 18% or applicable rate, Withdrawal Forfeits, (for 2-Year-Olds to be raced in Western India), etc. and / or such other dues payable in accordance with the Conditions of the said Sale have been made.

49. If a lot has not been paid for in full and yet the Vendor desires to have the lot handed over to the Purchaser/s prior to receiving the full / balance payment of the lot, the Vendor shall in such case authorize the Club in writing to hand over the lot to the Purchaser/s, the same being at the sole risk, responsibility and liability of the Vendor. In such case, the Club shall not in any manner be responsible for recovery of any dues of the lot on behalf of the Vendor and recovery of dues, (part or full), shall be the sole responsibility of the Vendor. Further, the Club shall hand over the lot to the Purchaser/s upon such authorization being received by the Club from the Vendor and without any further reference to the Vendor and without being liable in any manner whatsoever to the Vendor or any other person / party.

Clearance of Account

50. A Vendor is liable to clear accounts of lots entered by him in all respects (commission, GST @ 18% or applicable rate, Feed Charges, Stables Charges, Veterinary Bills, etc.) by 28 February 2020.

51. Vendors (the person / persons making the entry) are required to obtain a copy of a special Clearance Certificate, duly signed and stamped by Accounts Department of RWITC Ltd.
52. Accounts Department, RWITC Ltd. will forward to In-Charge, Annual Auction Sale Cell, by **05 March 2020**, a consolidated list of Vendors who have not obtained this Clearance. The In-Charge, Annual Auction Sale Cell will then take the following action: -

(a) Report the names of such Vendors to the Committee.

(b) Arrange to post such Vendors / their authorised agents on the UNPAID FORFEIT LIST.

(c) Refuse to accept entries of such Vendors for sale to be conducted in **2021** unless all charges are paid in advance.

**Transit**

53. The said Sale Stables both at Pune and Mumbai are meant for stabling of only those horses entered in the Catalogue and whose entry fees have been paid and cannot be used as a transit station for lots meant for trainers’ yard at other Centers or broodmares going to Breeding Establishments. Transients will not only be liable to pay ₹ 10,000/- + GST @ 18% or applicable rate each as stabling fee but their Vendors / Owners will be reported to the Committee of the Club for disciplinary action. The Stewards of RWITC Ltd. will be the sole authority for deciding on the cases of the transients and their decision in the matter shall be final and binding on all. The Stewards of RWITC Ltd on prior application may permit at their sole discretion such horses in their other stables on terms and conditions as may be fixed by them in this connection. Such application shall be made only to the Chief Stipendiary Steward, RWITC Ltd.

**Claims**

54. No claim for any expenses or loss supposedly incurred by the Breeding Establishment, Vendors or Owners in respect of any Lot will be entertained by the Club.

**Amendments, Jurisdiction etc.**

55. The Committee of RWITC, Ltd., reserves the right, in its absolute discretion, to amend, modify, add to or delete any existing clauses in the letter Inviting Entries to the Catalogue and / or the Conditions of the said Sale.

56. The Committee of RWITC Ltd., reserves to itself the right, if for any reason it may consider sufficient, to prevent any lot from being put up for sale even after it has been included in the Sale Catalogue.

57. The decision of the Committee of RWITC, Ltd., on all matters pertaining to the Annual Auction Sale 2020 shall be final and binding on all concerned.
58. Any person submitting an entry to the Catalogue for Annual Auction Sale 2020 shall be deemed to have consented and accepted that in the event of any dispute arising, whether out of decision of RWITC Ltd. or otherwise, the same shall be subject to the jurisdictional courts within the city of Mumbai, (India) only, to the exclusion of any other Courts in India.

59. Persons, Vendors etc, participating in the Annual Auction Sale - 2020 in any manner, including submitting entries in the prescribed form, would be deemed to have consented to be bound by the Conditions of the Annual Auction Sale - 2020 contained herein as also the terms contained in the Letter Inviting Entries in the Catalogue for Annual Auction Sale - 2020.

By Order of the Committee

Sd/-

Secretary & CEO,
ROYAL WESTERN INDIA TURF CLUB, LTD.
Pedigrees and performances are supplied for the Sales Catalogue by Stud Book Authority of India as a service to Royal Western India Turf Club, Ltd. who are acting in their capacity as agents of the Vendors. The Vendors are solely responsible for the accuracy of all information concerning their horses (see Condition 17).

Write-ups appearing under the photographs of the Blue pages are as given by the vendors.

While every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the information contained herein, neither Stud Book Authority of India nor Royal Western India Turf Club, Ltd. accept liability for any loss resulting from any errors or omissions contained in the Catalogue details.

Bold-face is used for horses which have won or placed in races approved by International Cataloguing Standards Committee. Capitals denote a winner while placed horses are shown in upper/lower letters.

Grade.Group designators are used with following conventions:-

* For races run in India retrospectively without any cut-off year.
* For races run abroad, from 1971 and thereafter.
* No designators are used for American Stakes horses.

Examples: PHENOMENALE, won Nanoli Stud Derby, Gr.1, GERMANICUS, won S A Poonawalla Multi-Million, Gr.3, Exception, 2nd in Calcutta 1000 Guineas, Gr.3, Ice Floe, 3rd in Bangalore Summer Million, Gr.3, etc.

Nationality suffixes have been used consistent with the conventions outlined in ‘Foreword’ to Indian Stud Book, Vol. X; viz,

(a) Horses born in India do not carry any suffix; e.g. DANDIFIED, ROYAL GLADIATOR, etc.

(b) Horses which have never come to India also do not carry a suffix, irrespective of their movement abroad; e.g. BARATEA, POWER, etc.

(c) Horses which have been imported to India prior to 1976 are denoted with an asterisk as a suffix; e.g. GREY GASTON*, etc.

(d) Horses which have been imported to India after 1976 carry a country-code suffix; e.g. AMPERE[FR], EXCELLENT ART[GB], KINGDA KA[AUS], MULTIDIMENSIONAL[IRE], PERFECT STRIDE[GB], SURFRIDER[IRE], SPEAKING OF WHICH[IRE], SUSSEX[GB], etc.
Stakes earned by horses have been updated for races run in India upto 31st October 2019. Stakes won include place money in case of most of the recent performers. Foreign race results are gleaned from different sources and do not have a common cut-off date as regards updation.

Compilation of stakes earnings of horses (excluding Breeders’ Premium and Incentives) currently running in India has been computerised. The computerised records are continuously checked and all errors noticed in-house are rectified and hence it is possible that readers may come across horses whose earnings have decreased when compared to its previous figure. Any errors noticed may kindly be brought to our notice and they will be gratefully acknowledged.

With effect from 1 Nov 2010, horses which have placed 4th in Graded Races in India are not considered as having earned Black-type. Similarly, horses which have placed 4th in non-graded races have not been considered as having 'placed' with effect from that date.

Ownership details are as registered with the Stud Book Department as on 15th December 2019.
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classic Moment</td>
<td>b c</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clementi</td>
<td>b f</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coccinella</td>
<td>b f</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cogito Ergo Sum</td>
<td>b c</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corona di Oro</td>
<td>ch f</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyrene</td>
<td>ch c</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## B

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Balmoral Castle</td>
<td>b c</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banner Year[USA]</td>
<td>dk b c</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bella</td>
<td>b f</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belle Jour[USA]</td>
<td>b c</td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black Magic Woman</td>
<td>b f</td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blackjack</td>
<td>ch c</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloody Mary</td>
<td>b c</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolt</td>
<td>b c</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire Angel</td>
<td>dk b f</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flaming Bay</td>
<td>b f</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flaming Glory</td>
<td>b c</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Follow the Dream</td>
<td>b f</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forever Amber</td>
<td>b c</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forgotten Voice</td>
<td>b c</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golden Bright[USA]</td>
<td>b c</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golden Slipper</td>
<td>b c</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green Path</td>
<td>b f</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## C

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Callista</td>
<td>dk b (mtg) f</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cashel Queen[USA]</td>
<td>b c</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charmstone[USA]</td>
<td>ch c</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chase the Sun</td>
<td>b f</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chef d’Oeuvre</td>
<td>b c</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee Star[USA]</td>
<td>b f</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chintz</td>
<td>b f</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cincinnati</td>
<td>dk b c</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Habituated</td>
<td>b f</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honey Dew</td>
<td>b f</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hugoshair[IRE]</td>
<td>dk b c</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
INDEX TO DAMS

I

Iceglow ......................... b f  33
Imaan .......................... b c  34
Isn’t She Special ............ b c  35
Iverness ....................... b f  36

K

Keukenhof ...................... b c  37
Kinky Boots ................... ch f  38

L

La Joie De Vie ............... b c  134
Lad Star ....................... ch c  39
Lady Danehill .................. b f  40
Ladybird ........................ b f  138
Leonora ........................ dk b f  41
Liberal Dancer ......... b c  42
Lombardia ...................... b c  68
Luminous One[IRE] ....... ch c  43

M

Maleficent ...................... b c  44
Masara[USA] .................. b f  45
Mathematica .................... b f  46
Maun Vrat[IRE] ............ b f  47
Mawaheb[IRE] ................ b c  70
Meohmy[GB] ..................... b c  48
Miss Arazan ..................... b c  49
Miss Rising ..................... dk b c  50
Mooring[GB] ..................... b f  51

N

Napoleons Mistress[IRE] .. b f  140

O

Oceanic ....................... b f  52
Oyster Reef[GB] .......... b c  53

P

Peace[GB] .......................... b f  54
Pointillist[IRE] ................. b c  55
Praise of Folly[GB] .......... b f  56
Provocateur ...................... b f  57

Q

Queen of Hearts .......... b f  58

R

Rappadan Glory ............. b f  59
Raw Silk ....................... b c  60
Renee .......................... ch f  72
Resolution ....................... b c  73
Rising Tide ..................... dk b/br c  74
River Dance ..................... b f  75

S

Salt .......................... b c  76
Santa Ana ....................... b f  77
Saphirine[IRE] ............... b c  78
Sarvagnya ....................... ch c  79
Satin Rose[GB] ............... b c  80
Savvy Shopper[USA] ....... dk b c  81
Scholastic Giant[USA] .. b c  132
Set Ablaze ....................... ch f  82
Si Gentille ....................... b c  83
Silken Dancer ............... dk b c  84
Silken Star ...................... b f  135
INDEX TO DAMS

Silver Scent ................... 85
Siwah[FR] ................... 86
Smoky Opal[USA] ........... 87
Snow Dew ................... 88
Solange ..................... 89
Somethingabouther ........ 90
Sorrento Steel[GB] .......... 91
Starry Eyes .................. 92
Stravella[IRE] ............... 136
Strawberry Fields .......... 93
Striking Beauty ............. 94
Sudestada[GB] ............. 95
Supereva[IRE] ............. 96
Sweeping Star ............. 139
Sweet Solairo[USA] ........ 141

Tatbeeq[IRE] ................. 97
Terrazas ..................... 98
Tikka Masala[IRE] .......... 99
Too Hot to Handle .......... 100
Tootsie Wootsie[IRE] .... 101
Top Romance ............... 137
Touch My Soul[FR] .......... 102
Trivia ....................... 103
Turkana[GB] ................ 104

Ulrika ....................... 105
Vijays Famme ............... 106
Vision of Art ............... 107

Westphalia .................. 108

Xtreme ....................... 109

Zazou ....................... 110
Zest ......................... 111
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ABBEYSIDE[GB]</th>
<th>DAVID LIVINGSTON[IRE]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dancerella .................. ch f</td>
<td>14  Iverness .............................. b f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imaan ........................ b c</td>
<td>34  Belle Jour[USA] .................... b c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kinky Boots .................. ch f</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Savvy Shopper[USA] ....... dk b c</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver Scent ................. dk b f</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somethingaboutother ........ b f</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EXCELLENT ART[GB]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5  Accessorize[IRE] ........................ ch c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11  Amazing Queen .......................... dk b c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Balmoral Castle ......................... b c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10  Black Magic Woman ..................... b f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13  Blackjack ............................. ch c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bolt ........................................... ch f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10  Coccinella ............................ b f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>26  Forgotten Voice ........................ b c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>35  Isn’t She Special ...................... b c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>37  Keuenhof ............................... b c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>40  Lady Danehill ........................... b f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>70  Mawaheb[IRE] ........................... b c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>49  Miss Arazan ............................. b c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>56  Praise of Folly[GB] .................... b f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>75  River Dance .............................. b f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>77  Santa Ana ............................... b f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>132 Scholastic Giant[USA] .................. b c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>88  Snow Dew ............................... b c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>92  Starry Eyes ............................. b c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>136 Stravella[IRE] ........................ dk b c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>93  Strawberry Fields ...................... ch f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>139 Sweeping Star ........................... b c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARAZAN[IRE]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Callista ..................... dk b (mtg) f</td>
<td>1  Scholastic Giant[USA] . b c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chintz ........................ b f</td>
<td>67  Snow Dew ............................... b c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flaming Glory ................ b c</td>
<td>142 Starry Eyes ............................. b c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Joie De Vie .............. b c</td>
<td>134 Stravella[IRE] ........................ dk b c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leonora ....................... dk b f</td>
<td>41  Strawberry Fields ...................... ch f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHEVALIER[IRE]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloody Mary ................... b c</td>
<td>64  IVORY TOUCH[USA] .......................... b f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Habituated .................... b f</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salt ............................ b c</td>
<td>76  Masara[USA] ............................. b f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRIMSON CHINA[USA]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analyst ........................ b f</td>
<td>121 Charmstone[USA] .................. ch c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doing My Best ................ ch c</td>
<td>17  Cyrene ................................. ch c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enchanting Miss[USA] ....... ch f</td>
<td>19  Maun Vrat[IRE] ........................ b f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Follow the Dream ............ b f</td>
<td>24  Napoleon Mistress[IRE] .. b f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resolution .................... b c</td>
<td>73  Oyster Reef[GB] ........................ b c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DANDIFIED</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberal Dancer .............. b c</td>
<td>42  Turkana[GB] ............................. b c</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## INDEX TO SIRES

### LEITIR MOR [IRE]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIRE</th>
<th>CHAMPIONSHIP</th>
<th>COLOR</th>
<th>WINNERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deraasaat [GB]</td>
<td>b c</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Moehmy [GB]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elouana [IRE]</td>
<td>b c</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Sorrento Steel [GB]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maleficent</td>
<td>b c</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>Sweet Solario [USA]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MIDNIGHT INTERLUDE [USA]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIRE</th>
<th>CHAMPIONSHIP</th>
<th>COLOR</th>
<th>WINNERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Golden Bright [USA]</td>
<td>b c</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>ROYAL GLADIATOR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MULTIDIMENSIONAL [IRE]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIRE</th>
<th>CHAMPIONSHIP</th>
<th>COLOR</th>
<th>WINNERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Classic Moment</td>
<td>b c</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Rising Tide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clementi</td>
<td>b f</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### OISEAU DE FEU [USA]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIRE</th>
<th>CHAMPIONSHIP</th>
<th>COLOR</th>
<th>WINNERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ulrika</td>
<td>dk b f</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>Sarvagnya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Solange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tatbeeq</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### PERFECT STRIDE [GB]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIRE</th>
<th>CHAMPIONSHIP</th>
<th>COLOR</th>
<th>WINNERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alaric</td>
<td>dk b f</td>
<td>114</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albeed [GB]</td>
<td>b f</td>
<td>69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amorina</td>
<td>b c</td>
<td>118</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banner Year [USA]</td>
<td>dk b c</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>Azarenka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cincinnati</td>
<td>dk b c</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Oceanic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desdemona</td>
<td>b c</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Vision of Art</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire Angel</td>
<td>dk b f</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>Xtreme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forever Amber</td>
<td>b c</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queen of Hearts</td>
<td>b f</td>
<td>58</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silken Dancer</td>
<td>dk b c</td>
<td>84</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoky Opal [USA]</td>
<td>b c</td>
<td>87</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Striking Beauty</td>
<td>dk b f</td>
<td>94</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zest</td>
<td>b f</td>
<td>111</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### POWER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIRE</th>
<th>CHAMPIONSHIP</th>
<th>COLOR</th>
<th>WINNERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sapphirine [IRE]</td>
<td>b c</td>
<td>78</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### RODERIC O’CONNOR [IRE]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIRE</th>
<th>CHAMPIONSHIP</th>
<th>COLOR</th>
<th>WINNERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Avec Pleasure</td>
<td>b c</td>
<td>125</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aviette</td>
<td>ch f</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>Agility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cashel Queen [USA]</td>
<td>b c</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Alhuda [USA]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chase the Sun</td>
<td>b f</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Amouresque</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evatina</td>
<td>b f</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Honey Dew</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iceglow</td>
<td>b f</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>Siwah [FR]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ROYAL GLADIATOR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIRE</th>
<th>CHAMPIONSHIP</th>
<th>COLOR</th>
<th>WINNERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Royal Gladiator</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### SEDGEFIELD [USA]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIRE</th>
<th>CHAMPIONSHIP</th>
<th>COLOR</th>
<th>WINNERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sedgefield</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### SMUGGLER’S COVE [IRE]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIRE</th>
<th>CHAMPIONSHIP</th>
<th>COLOR</th>
<th>WINNERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Smuggler’s Cove [IRE]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### SPEAKING OF WHICH [IRE]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIRE</th>
<th>CHAMPIONSHIP</th>
<th>COLOR</th>
<th>WINNERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Speaking of Which</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### SURFRIDER [IRE]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIRE</th>
<th>CHAMPIONSHIP</th>
<th>COLOR</th>
<th>WINNERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Surfrider</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## INDEX TO SIRES

### SUSSEX[GB]
- Antilia .......... b f 122
- Too Hot to Handle .... b c 100
- Trivia ............... ch f 103

### TALE OF A CHAMPION[USA]
- Autumn Sky .......... b c 124
- Excellent Ability .... b f 21
- Flaming Bay .......... b f 23
- Golden Slipper ........ b c 28
- Green Path .......... b f 29
- Lad Star .............. ch c 39
- Rappadan Glory ....... b f 59
- Terrazas ............ b f 98
- Tikka Masala[IRE] .... b c 99
- Vijays Famme ........ b c 106

### TOP CLASS[USA]
- Bella......................... b f 128
- Provocateur ................ b f 57

### VARENAR[FR]
- Luminous One[IRE] ....... ch c 43
- Supereva[IRE] ............. ch f 96

### WESTERN ARISTOCRAT[USA]
- Desert Conqueror ....... dk b f 71
- Ladybird .................... b f 138
- Raw Silk .................... b c 60
- Sudestada[GB] .......... b c 95

### WHATSTHESCRIPT[IRE]
- Cherokee Star[USA] .... b f 6
ALPHABETIC LIST OF VENDORS

Brar Mr Navtej Singh

34  b  c  Abbeyside[GB] / Imaan
36  b  f  David Livingston[IRE] / Iverness
42  b  c  Dandified / Liberal Dancer
90  b  f  Abbeyside[GB] / Somethingabouther

Brar Mr Tegbir S

85  dk b  f  Abbeyside[GB] / Silver Scent

Cyza Agro and Stud Farms LLP

37  b  c  Excellent Art[GB] / Keukenhof
75  b  f  Excellent Art[GB] / River Dance

Dr Kehar Singh Stud & Agricultural Farm

14  ch  f  Abbeyside[GB] / Dancerella
81  dk b  c  Abbeyside[GB] / Savvy Shopper[USA]

Dubash Mr Ardeshir B K

84  dk b  c  Perfect Stride[GB] / Silken Dancer

Equus Breeding Pvt Ltd

54  b  f  Ampere[FR] / Peace[GB]

Equus Stud Pvt Ltd

32  dk b  c  Ampere[FR] / Hugoshair[IRE]
46  b  f  Ampere[FR] / Mathematica
55  b  c  Ampere[FR] / Pointillist[IRE]
83  b  c  Ampere[FR] / Si Gentille

Five Stars Shipping Company Private Limited

13  ch  c  Kingda Ka[AUS] / Cyrene
27  b  c  Midnight Interlude[USA] / Golden Bright[USA]
53  b  c  Kingda Ka[AUS] / Oyster Reef[GB]
69  b  f  Perfect Stride[GB] / Albeed[GB]
72  ch  f  Kingda Ka[AUS] / Renee
101 b  f  Roderic O’Connor[IRE] / Tootsie Wootsie[IRE]
104 b  c  Kingda Ka[AUS] / Turkana[GB]
140 b  f  Kingda Ka[AUS] / Napoleons Mistress[IRE]
ALPHABETIC LIST OF VENDORS  (contd.)

Five Stars Shipping Company Private Limited and Desai Mr Berjis Minoo

138  b  f  Western Aristocrat[USA] / Ladybird

Five Stars Shipping Company Private Limited, Hyperion Bloodstock Private Limited and Desai Mr Berjis Minoo

47  b  f  Kingda Ka[AUS] / Maun Vrat[IRE]

Garcha Col K S

24  b  f  Crimson China[USA] / Follow the Dream
121  b  f  Crimson China[USA] / Analyst

Gee Stud Farm Private Limited

19  ch  f  Crimson China[USA] / Enchanting Miss[USA]
73  b  c  Crimson China[USA] / Resolution

Greentree Stud & Agricultural Farm

123  b  c  Speaking of Which[IRE] / Artesia

Jai-Govind Stud & Agricultural Farm

45  b  f  Ivory Touch[USA] / Masara[USA]
79  ch  c  Sedgefield[USA] / Sarvagnya
89  ch  c  Sedgefield[USA] / Solange
97  b  c  Sedgefield[USA] / Tatbeeq[IRE]

Jaipur Riding & Polo Club Pvt Ltd

17  ch  c  Crimson China[USA] / Doing My Best

Kang Mr J S

52  b  f  Smuggler’s Cove[IRE] / Oceanic
107  b  c  Smuggler’s Cove[IRE] / Vision of Art
109  b  f  Smuggler’s Cove[IRE] / Xtreme
127  b  f  Smuggler’s Cove[IRE] / Azarenka

Mehra Miss Ameeta

65  dk b  c  Speaking of Which[IRE] / Alice Springs

Mehra Stud & Agricultural Farms Private Limited

9  b  f  Multidimensional[IRE] / Clementi
61  b  c  Speaking of Which[IRE] / Adiella
120  b  f  Speaking of Which[IRE] / Analeah
Mr Anil K Bodani & Others

6  b  f  Whatsthescript[IRE] / Cherokee Star[USA]
95  b  c  Western Aristocrat[USA] / Sudestada[GB]

Mrs R K Radha

16  b  c  Perfect Stride[GB] / Desdemona

Mukteshwar Stud LLP

57  b  f  Top Class[USA] / Provocateur
128  b  f  Top Class[USA] / Bella

Poonawalla Astonish Stud Private Limited

2  b  c  Roderic O’Connor[IRE] / Cashel Queen[USA]
18  b  c  Leitir Mor[IRE] / Elouana[IRE]
40  b  f  Excellent Art[GB] / Lady Danehill
44  b  c  Leitir Mor[IRE] / Maleficent
88  b  c  Excellent Art[GB] / Snow Dew
129  b  f  Excellent Art[GB] / Black Magic Woman
130  ch  c  Excellent Art[GB] / Blackjack
136  dk  b  c  Excellent Art[GB] / Stravella[IRE]

Poonawalla Estates Stud & Agri Farm Pvt Ltd

26  b  c  Excellent Art[GB] / Forgotten Voice
49  b  c  Excellent Art[GB] / Miss Arazan
93  ch  f  Excellent Art[GB] / Strawberry Fields

Poonawalla Exhilaration Stud Pvt Ltd

10  b  f  Excellent Art[GB] / Coccinella
20  b  f  Roderic O’Connor[IRE] / Evatina
33  b  f  Roderic O’Connor[IRE] / Iceglow
62  b  c  Excellent Art[GB] / Balmoral Castle
66  ch  f  Excellent Art[GB] / Bolt
92  b  c  Excellent Art[GB] / Starry Eyes
102  b  f  Roderic O’Connor[IRE] / Touch My Soul[FR]
116  dk  b  c  Excellent Art[GB] / Amazing Queen
132  b  c  Excellent Art[GB] / Scholastic Giant[USA]
139  b  c  Excellent Art[GB] / Sweeping Star
141  ch  f  Roderic O’Connor[IRE] / Sweet Solairo[USA]
## ALPHABETIC LIST OF VENDORS (contd.)

**Poonawalla Mystical Stud Private Limited**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Breed</th>
<th>Father</th>
<th>Mother</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>117</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>Excellent Art[GB] / Amazing Ray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>142</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>Arazan[IRE] / Flaming Glory</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Poonawalla Stud Farm Private Limited**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Breed</th>
<th>Father</th>
<th>Mother</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>Roderic O’Connor[IRE] / Lombardia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Pratap Stud Farm**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Breed</th>
<th>Father</th>
<th>Mother</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>ch</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>Royal Gladiator / Corona di Oro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>dk b</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>Royal Gladiator / Miss Rising</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>dk b/br</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>Royal Gladiator / Rising Tide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>Sussex[GB] / Too Hot to Handle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>103</td>
<td>ch</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>Sussex[GB] / Trivia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>122</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>Sussex[GB] / Antilia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Raptakos, Brett & Co Ltd**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Breed</th>
<th>Father</th>
<th>Mother</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>Ampere[FR] / Chef d’Oeuvre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>Ampere[FR] / Cogito Ergo Sum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>ch</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>Varenar[FR] / Luminous One[IRE]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>Ampere[FR] / Satin Rose[GB]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>ch</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>Varenar[FR] / Supereva[IRE]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>Ampere[FR] / Westphalia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>Ampere[FR] / Zazou</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Raptakos, Brett & Co Ltd and Five Stars Shipping Company Private Limited**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Breed</th>
<th>Father</th>
<th>Mother</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>ch</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>Kingda Ka[AUS] / Charmstone[USA]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Ruia Stud Farms Private Limited**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Breed</th>
<th>Father</th>
<th>Mother</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>Chevalier[IRE] / Habituated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>Surfrider[IRE] / Honey Dew</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>Chevalier[IRE] / Bloody Mary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>Chevalier[IRE] / Salt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>Surfrider[IRE] / Siwah[FR]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>113</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>Surfrider[IRE] / Agility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>115</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>Surfrider[IRE] / Alhuda[USA]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>119</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>Surfrider[IRE] / Amouresque</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Samra Stud & Agri Farm**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Breed</th>
<th>Father</th>
<th>Mother</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>105</td>
<td>dk b</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>Oiseau de Feu[USA] / Ulrika</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Sarvang Stud and Agricultural Farm

21  b  f  Tale of a Champion[USA] / Excellent Ability
23  b  f  Tale of a Champion[USA] / Flaming Bay
28  b  c  Tale of a Champion[USA] / Golden Slipper
29  b  f  Tale of a Champion[USA] / Green Path
39  ch  c  Tale of a Champion[USA] / Lad Star
59  b  f  Tale of a Champion[USA] / Rappadan Glory
98  b  f  Tale of a Champion[USA] / Terrazas
99  b  c  Tale of a Champion[USA] / Tikka Masala[IRE]
106 b  c  Tale of a Champion[USA] / Vijays Famme
124 b  c  Tale of a Champion[USA] / Autumn Sky

The Poona Stud Farm (Pvt) Ltd

15  b  c  Leitir Mor[IRE] / Deraasaat[GB]
35  b  c  Excellent Art[GB] / Isn't She Special
51  b  f  Roderic O'Connor[IRE] / Mooring[GB]
70  b  c  Excellent Art[GB] / Mawaheb[IRE]

Usha Stud & Agricultural Farms Private Limited

8   b  c  Multidimensional[IRE] / Classic Moment
82  ch  f  Speaking of Which[IRE] / Set Ablaze
133 b  f  Speaking of Which[IRE] / Astral Flash
135 b  f  Speaking of Which[IRE] / Silken Star

Villoo's Greenfield Farms

4   b  f  Roderic O'Connor[IRE] / Chase the Sun
41  dk b  f  Arazan[IRE] / Leonora
48  b  c  Roderic O'Connor[IRE] / Meohmy[GB]
56  b  f  Excellent Art[GB] / Praise of Folly[GB]
77  b  f  Excellent Art[GB] / Santa Ana
91  ch  f  Roderic O'Connor[IRE] / Sorrento Steel[GB]
112 ch  c  Excellent Art[GB] / Accessorize[IRE]
125 b  c  Roderic O'Connor[IRE] / Avec Pleasure
126 ch  f  Roderic O'Connor[IRE] / Aviette
131 b  c  David Livingston[IRE] / Belle Jour[USA]

Vinayaka Breeders Private Limited

38  ch  f  Abbeyside[GB] / Kinky Boots
### ALPHABETIC LIST OF VENDORS (contd.)

#### Yeravada Stud & Agricultural Farm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Dam</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>dk</td>
<td>b (mtg)</td>
<td>Arazan[IRE]</td>
<td>Callista</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>dk</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>Perfect Stride[GB]</td>
<td>Cincinnati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>dk</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>Perfect Stride[GB]</td>
<td>Fire Angel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>Perfect Stride[GB]</td>
<td>Forever Amber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>Perfect Stride[GB]</td>
<td>Queen of Hearts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>Western Aristocrat[USA]</td>
<td>Raw Silk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>dk</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>Perfect Stride[GB]</td>
<td>Banner Year[USA]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>Arazan[IRE]</td>
<td>Chintz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>dk</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>Western Aristocrat[USA]</td>
<td>Desert Conqueror</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>Power</td>
<td>Saphirine[IRE]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>Perfect Stride[GB]</td>
<td>Smoky Opal[USA]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>dk</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>Perfect Stride[GB]</td>
<td>Striking Beauty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>Perfect Stride[GB]</td>
<td>Zest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>114</td>
<td>dk</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>Perfect Stride[GB]</td>
<td>Alaric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>118</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>Perfect Stride[GB]</td>
<td>Amorina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>134</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>Arazan[IRE]</td>
<td>La Joie De Vie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>137</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>Kingda Ka[AUS]</td>
<td>Top Romance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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</tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
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<td>118</td>
</tr>
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</table>
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SISTER LUMLEY.........................(127)

SNOOT....................................34 (141)

SOURYVA...............................99

SPINAWAY..............................73

SUNBRIDGE............................(67)

SWEETHEART...........................104

TACTIQUE..............................(102)

TILLYWHIM.............................(47)

TIT FOR TAT............................(40)
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WATERHEN.............................28 92

WENONAH...............................(111)

WIDGEON...............................7 (41) 130
Monday, February 03, 2020
( Lots 1 to 71 )

and

Tuesday, February 04, 2020
( Lots 72 to 142 )

ABBREVIATIONS USED TO DENOTE BRAND-MARKS

RS - Right Saddle
RQ - Right Quarter
RSh - Right Shoulder
LS - Left Saddle
LQ - Left Quarter
LSh - Left Shoulder

OTHER ABREVIATIONS USED

ETR - Equalled Track Record
NTR - New Track Record
TRH - Track Record Holder

1. All lots appearing in this catalogue have been parentage tested by DNA-typing.

2. Ownership details have been abbreviated in some cases with a view to saving a line. The registered names of owners are as shown in the Vendor’s Index.
FIRST DAY

Monday

February 3, 2020

Lots 1 to 71
CALLISTA won 4 races, ₹ 7,97,250 incl. D.M. Shivashwarn Memorial Cup, etc; dam of:
BLOSSOM (dk b f 2011 by Burden of Proof[IRE]), 5 wins, ₹ 28,60,901; broodmare.
ZACARA (gr f 2012 by Burden of Proof[IRE]), 2 wins, ₹ 13,67,750 and placed; producer.
Magic Dust (gr g 2014 by Burden of Proof[IRE]), placed, ₹ 1,70,975.
GODSWORD (gr f 2015 by Diffident[FR]), 2 wins, ₹ 6,93,928 incl. M D Mehta Trophy & placed.
Celtic Ramo (dk b c 2016 by New Famous[BRZ]), unraced.

KARIBA won 7 races, ₹ 13,37,818 incl. Highland Queen Calcutta 1000 Guinea, Gr.2 and placed 3rd in Classic Calcutta 2000 Guineas, Gr.1, etc; dam of 8 winners:
Cedros, 3 wins, ₹ 12,36,073 and placed 2nd in Jayachamaraja Wadiyar Cup, Gr.3, etc.
Striesand, 2 wins, ₹ 3,45,594; 4th in Calcutta 1000 Guineas, Gr.3, etc; dam of GUNS N ROSES (4 wins, ₹ 9,68,409), BARBARA (2 wins; producer) and SILVER SPRINGS. Other winners: ARIBA (5 wins, ₹ 6,77,995), QUEENS COLOUR (4 wins, ₹ 21,20,899), CYPRESS HILLS (dam of winners), STEEL BUTTERFLY, CARLITO, CALLISTA (above).

Silver Chimes won 1 race; 4th in Bangalore 1000 Guineas, Gr.3, etc; dam of 10 winners:
STRIKER, 7 wins, ₹ 10,56,867 incl. Guindy Gold Cup, Gr.3, Hyderabad Colts’ Trial Stakes and placed 2nd in Bangalore 2000 Guineas, Gr.1, South India Derby, Gr.1, etc.
NATIVE CHIEFTAIN, 4 wins, ₹ 9,87,900 incl. Bagpiper Gold Bangalore Derby, Gr.1, etc.
KARIBA, above.

Silver Toy, 4 wins, ₹ 7,53,502; 4th in Calcutta 1000 Guineas, Gr.3, Indian Produce Stakes, Gr.3, etc; dam of SILVER ROSE (5 wins; dam of ENTER CANTER), SOLE POWER, etc.
Charmagne, 3 wins; 2nd in South India Oaks, Gr.1, etc; dam of CAVALA (2 wins), etc.
HOURGLASS, 4 wins; dam of CACOPHONY (Fillies’ and Mares’ Stakes, Gr.3, etc; dam of SONGSTRESS, 7 wins, ₹ 26,69,050, ZULIMA, 6 wins, ₹ 11,38,500, VOCATION, etc); dam of: CINCO CONFIANZA, 6 wins; dam of EL TROPICO (7 wins), KINSHASA (6 wins), etc. Other winners: EXULT (1 win, ₹ 2,21,360), ATTUNE (1 win, ₹ 1,80,550) and JUST GREAT.

CLOCKED[GB] won 1 race in England, £ 295 and placed; dam of 10 winners incl.: ALMANAC, 18 wins incl. Indian Derby, Gr.1, Indian 2000 Guineas, Gr.1, Indian St. Leger, Gr.1, Indian Turf Invitation Cup, Gr.1, President of India Gold Cup, Gr.1, etc; sire.
BEAT THE CLOCK, 12 wins, ₹ 7,73,850 incl. Golconda 2000 Guineas, Gr.2 and placed.
TICK TOCK, 6 wins, ₹ 3,29,571 incl. South India 1000 Guineas, Gr.2 and placed; dam of:
TIME AND PLACE, 11 wins incl. Sprinters’ Cup, Gr.2, dam of NAME AND FAME (27 wins incl. Bangalore 2000 Guineas, Gr.2, etc), FIRE ARCH (10 wins incl. Sprinters’ Classic, Gr.1), GLORIOUS COLOURS (Bangalore, Gr.1), SMART NOBLE, etc; grandam of STAR PORTAL (Guindy Grand Prix, Gr.3), Star Twist, Secrecy, Obst, Exclusive Colours.
PIERCE ARROW, 8 wins, ₹ 11,98,922 incl. Black Label Colts’ Trial Stakes, Gr.1, etc.
QUEENSCLIFF, 4 wins incl. Y.M. Chaudhry Mem. Million, Gr.3, etc; grandam of Apalis, etc.
Treasured, 11 wins; 4th in Guindy Gold Cup, Gr.3, etc; dam of SPRINGLILY (4 wins incl. Eclipse Stakes of India, Gr.2, etc; dam of winners), etc; grandam of New Emperor, etc.
Pendulum, 6 wins; 4th in Bangalore 1000 Guineas, Gr.1; dam of HIGH LIFE (4 wins), etc.
Singita, 4 wins; 2nd in Iadar Gold Trophy, Gr.3; dam of SAHILI (5 wins), HURACAN, etc.
Other black-type placed winners: Emulation (dam of winners) and Silver Chimes (above). TIME AFTER TIME, 3 wins; dam of ORABELLA (Golconda 1000 Guineas, Gr.2, etc), etc.

Her dam, half-sister to DUTCH BELLS (Royal Lodge Stakes), etc. Tracing to BELVOIRINA.
CASHEL QUEEN[USA] placed in Ireland and England at 3; dam of:
Crackling Rosie (ch f 2006 by Dr Fong), unplaced; producer.
Wadha (b f 2008 by Cape Cross), placed in England at 3, £ 2,481.
Squisitamente Mia (b f 2009 by Whipper), unraced.

CASHEL QUEEN[USA] placed in Ireland and England at 3; dam of:
Shahinaaz (dam of an 2016 by Arazan[IRE]), unraced.
Standilya (b c 2016 by Arazan[IRE]), unraced.

CASHEL QUEEN[USA] placed  in Ireland and England at 3; dam of:

Stud:
2019 (grandam of
Wendylina, unraced; dam of
Shahinaaz,
AQUARIUS,
HOUWAYDA, KAMIYA; dam of

Mar 24, 2018

DNA-Typed       (b - 2001)                               Caerleon              Nijinsky[CAN]

Bred by:              Mr. Prospector        Raise a Native

CASH QUEEN ANNA (b f 2007 by Dr Fong), 6 wins in England and USA at 2 to 6; producer.

CASHEL QUEEN[USA] placed in Ireland and England at 3; dam of:

Roderic O’Connor[IRE]                                         Allegretta

2

Galileo

Sadler's Wells                      Northern Dancer

Urban Sea

Fairy Bridge

Danehill

Miswaki

Chalamont

Allegretta

Mr. Prospector

Danzig

Kris

Raise a Native

Luminous Beauty

BLUE RAMBLER, etc.

Gr.1

COURRENESTONE

including

L

Grandam of:

Sakis, 7 wins incl. Prix de Diane Hermes, £ 370,941 incl. Prix de Diane Hermes, Gr.1; 2nd in Prix Marcel Boussac, Gr.1, 3rd in Poule d'Essai des Pouliches, Gr.1, etc; dam of 9 winners incl.:

La Nuit Rose, 1 win in England; 3rd in Irish 1000 Guineas, Gr.1, etc; dam of TAM LIN (7 wins, £ 95,021 + $ 309,900 incl. Kelso Handicap, Gr.2, etc), BLUE RAMBLER, etc.

Black-type placed winners:

Luminous Beauty (grandam SOUPER COLOSSAL), Lina de Vega.

STAR MIE, 2 wins; dam of CURREN MIROTIC, HIKARU AMARANTHUS, etc.

MACHEERA, 1 win; dam of AL WUKAIR (Prix Jacques le Marois, Gr.1), Dream Today, Witches Brew (dam of ANTONIA DE VEGA, 3 wins incl. 2019 Abingdon Stakes, L), etc.

Cashel Queen[USA], above.

DINALINA won 1 race in England at 2, £ 10,671; dam of 9 winners incl.:

SWALINA, 2 wins in France, £ 37,998 incl. Prix Suave Dancer-Charles Laffitte, L, etc.

CAERLINA, above.

Leonila, 2 wins; 2nd in Prix des Tourelles, L, etc; dam of SERETH, Salutino (sire), etc; grandam of SEMPER SENTENTIAE, Caste of May, etc.

Wendylina, unraced; dam of SRI PUTRA (5 wins incl. Earl of Sefton Stakes, Gr.3, etc), etc.

Shahinaaz won 2 races and placed 2nd in Prix de Royallieu, etc; dam of 8 winners:

KARADAR, 10 wins, £ 131,455 incl. Doncaster Cup, Gr.3, Jockey Club Cup, Gr.3, etc.

KHALIDA, 2 wins incl. Prix de la Porte de Passy, L, etc; dam of KHARAYDA, etc; grandam of KALILA, Kharizmi, etc; 3rd dam of KASTALIA, Putra Sandhurst (sire), etc.

KALIDAR, 4 wins incl. Grand Prix de Bordeaux, L; 2nd in Prix de Chaudenay, Gr.2, etc.

KARAMITA, 4 wins at 3, £ 31,361 incl. Princess Royal Stakes, Gr.3, etc; dam of:

KARTAJANA, 6 wins incl. Prix Ganay, Gr.1, etc; dam of Flow Chart (dam of a winner), etc; grandam of Gigas (dam of a winner), Belhamage, Mikki Cheerful, etc; Koei Takeru. Other black-type winners:

KARASI and KARAMIYNA (dam of Valentina Guest, etc), etc.

KAZAVIYNA; dam of KAZABAIYN (Explosive Bid Handicap, Gr.3, sire), Karamiyan, etc.

Kamalia; dam of Cranko (5 wins; 3rd in G.P. du Con. Gen. des Alpes Maritimes, L), etc.

KAMIYA; dam of HOUWAYDA, etc; grandam of TURTLE BOWL (sire), AGE OF AQUARIUS, NIGHT OF THUNDER, PIMENT ROUGE, 3rd dam of MILITARY BOWL, etc. Other winners: PUSHKINIA (dam of Magic Street, etc), KADAYAR and DINALINA (above). Karmala, placed; dam of BERKELEY COURT, etc; 3rd dam of BLU TASCHETA, etc.

Tracing to DORINA (Prix de Diane, etc); ancestress also of DICHTUS, PREACHER, etc.
CHARMSTONEUSA did not place in France; dam of:

(b c 2014 by VarenarFR), placed, ₹ 52,000; 3 rd in Col K M Bharucha Mem. Trophy. CLASSIC REMARK (ch g 2015 by TariqGB), 5 wins, ₹ 20,76,418 incl. Smt Teegala Suolchana Reddy Memorial Cup and placed 2 nd in Basalat Jah Memorial Cup, etc.

OTHER WINNERS: POWER OF WAR (1 win in Mexico) and CHARMING FOX (1 win in Korea).

TRESTLE did not race; dam of:

PLACERVILLEUSA (sire), etc; 3 rd dam of:

AMERICAN QUEEN (4 wins at 3, $ 155,533; 3 rd in Cornucopia Stakes, L, etc; dam of winners). SEEKING SUCCESS, 1 win at 3, £ 8,373; dam of STAMP OF APPROVAL (17 wins), etc; dam of winners.

STRIKE THE STARS (7 wins, ₹ 28,80,783 incl. Bangalore Summer Million, Gr.3), HEADWAY (3 wins, ₹ 28,15,605), MASCARADA (3 wins), TOKYO ROSE.

TRESTLE: 10 winners:

SPORTS VIEW, 10 wins at 3 and 4, $ 915,952 incl. Queens County Handicap, Gr.3, etc; sire. CLASSY CATHY, 7 wins incl. Alabama Stakes, Gr.1, etc; dam of PLACERVILLEUSA (Champion Sire in India), etc; granddam of NINE PINES (dam of winners), NOBLE CAUSEWAY ( sire), Lime Rickey (2 nd in Palm Beach Stakes, Gr.3), BLACKSILKSTOCKINGS, etc; 3 rd dam of AKILINA (Pago Hop Stakes, L, etc), VITA ALLEGRIA, Kitty Panda, Papa Shot, etc.

MS. MARGI, 6 wins at 3 and 4, $ 247,915 incl. Breeders’ Cup Handicap, L, etc; dam of: Carreras, 8 wins at 2 to 4, $ 223,540 and placed 2 nd in Ellis Park Juvenile Stakes, L, etc. BARE OUTLINE, 5 wins, $ 241,437 and placed incl. 2 nd in McConnell Springs Stakes, etc.

Miss Lulu, unplaced; dam of Narvaz (2 nd in Gulfstream Park Sprint Stakes, Gr.3, etc), etc; dam of winners.

TOP TRESTLE, 3 wins incl. Misty Isle Stakes; dam of HEJAZIAH (Premio Gino Mantovani, L), etc; dam of winners.

Half-sister to EDGE (4 wins incl. El Encino Stakes, Gr.3, etc; dam of BOUNDARY, sire, etc; granddam of DISTRICT, sire, SPIRE, KEIAI GERBERA, etc; 3 rd dam of KEIAI NAUITE (NHK Mile Cup, Gr.1, etc), FIERCE IMPACT (2019 Cantala Stakes, Gr.1, 2019 Toorak Handicap, Gr.1), UNBRIDLED HAPPY, UNBRIEDLED, LIDERIS, VIBRANCE (2 nd in Chandelier Stakes, Gr.1, etc), ISABELLA D’ESTE (grandam of BALLADO’S DEVIL, sire, CAPILANO, etc; 3 rd dam of MADEIRA PARK, LANGARA LASS, OVERACT, AMBLESIDE PARK, etc), etc. Their dam PONTE VECCHIO, won 9 races incl. Maskette Handicap, Gr.2, etc. Tracing to MAID OF MASHAM, etc; ancestress also of CYLLENE, FAIRY GOLD, etc.
Property of **Villloo’s Greenfield Farms**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stud</th>
<th>Villloo’s Greenfield Farms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

---

**CHASE THE SUN** won 6 races, ₹1,04,52,512 incl. Calcutta 1000 Guineas, **Gr.3**, Calcutta Oaks, **Gr.3** and placed 2nd in Calcutta 2000 Guineas, **Gr.2**, Mysore 1000 Guineas, **Gr.3**, 3rd in Smt Teegala Sulochana Reddy Memorial Byerly Turk Million, **Gr.3**, etc; dam of: Asgard (b g 2015 by Air Support[USA]), unplaced. Sun Splash (b rig 2016 by Air Support[USA]), unplaced, ₹90,105. Baltimore (b f 2017 by Air Support[USA]), in training.

**Catch Fire** won 5 races, ₹7,11,633 incl. Vedavathi Cup, Forbes Cup, Balagunda Estate Gold Cup and placed 4th in Bangalore Juvenile Million, **Gr.2**, etc; dam of **5 winners**: **CHASE THE SUN**, above.

**COUNT ON ME** did not race; dam of **5 winners**:
- **Count Du Monet**, 1 win, ₹10,66,605; 2nd in Pune Derby, **Gr.1**, S A P Million, **Gr.2**, etc.
- **Sound Bet**, 1 win, ₹7,59,800 and placed incl. 4th in Bangalore Winter Million, **Gr.3**, etc.
- **Catch Fire**, above.

Other winners: **COUNTESS** (3 wins) and **CONT ARE SU ME** (dam of **DIAMOND QUEEN**).

**LOREN’S BABY[USA]** ran only once in USA at 2; dam of **5 winners**:
- **VID KID**, 6 wins incl. Tattling Handicap, L, Princess Elizabeth Stakes, L, etc; dam of: **EASY WARNING**, 13 wins, ₹521,016 + Riyals 109,400 incl. Gallant Fox Handicap, **Gr.3**.
- **DISCOVERY HANDICAP**, 9 wins, ₹11,23,719 incl. Royal Turf Club Doncaster Handicap, **Gr.2**, Ben Ali Stakes, **Gr.3** and placed 2nd in Jockey Club Gold Cup Stakes, **Gr.1**, etc.
- **VIVED SUNSET**, 4 wins; 2nd in Breeders’ Cup Handicap, **Gr.2**, etc; dam of **UNBRIDLED KID** (3rd in TTA Sales Futurity, etc), **CLASSICAL WEST** (3rd in Jim Bowie Stakes, etc), etc.
- **MY CHANEL**, 4 wins; dam of **TRENDS** (7 wins, ₹388,662 incl. Joseph T. Grace Handicap; 2nd in Canadian Turf Stakes, **Gr.3**, etc), **NUMBER FIVE**, **STARLET O’HARA** (producer), etc.
- **STEADY KID**, 18 wins, ₹228,759 and placed incl. 2nd in Canadian Maturity Stakes, etc.

Other winners: **SOVIET PARK** (18 wins), **LOREN’S TRICK**, **BARLEY BABY** (dam of winners). Count On Me, above.

Half-sister to **LAUGHING BOY** (sire), **BEAUTY HOUR** (3 wins incl. Sorrento Stakes, etc; granddam of **JUDGES’ VIEW**, 12 wins incl. Garden State Stakes, **Curious Judge**, etc), **STYLISH QUEEN**, **Cornish Heroine**, **COPO** (dam of **CAPTAIN GARFIO**), 3 wins incl. Clasico Derby Nacional, **Gr.1**, etc; sire, **CAPITAN CORAJE**, 7 wins incl. Clasico Presidente de la Republica, **Gr.2**, etc, **CAPITANA MIA**, **MATZ UMA**, etc). Green Pompadour (dam of **Never Is Never**, **Hannah’s Time**, etc; dam of **Pyrite Green**, **Pyrite Score**, etc), etc. Their dam, half-sister to **Mondella**, **Jargon**, **VANITY CASE** (grandam of **Happyevehaveit**), etc). **LADY MURIEL** (1 win; dam of **TOWNSEND LASS**, **CEYLON TEA**, **TRANSMITTED**, etc), etc. Immediate family of **PROUD THIEF**, **PRINCE DON** (sire), **BRIGHT NEWS** (Irish Sweeps Derby), **STALINO**, **TOLOMEIO**, **TANFIRION**, etc. Tracing to **CHLOE**; ancestress also of **PADDYKIN**, **EFISIO**, **PHAKOS** (sire in India), **TURFFONTEIN** (Australia Stakes, **Gr.1**), **WANTED**, **OVERREACH**, etc. Family in 2019 of **STREETS OF AVALON**, etc.
Stud: Equus
Property of Raptakos, Brett & Co Ltd

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stud Name</th>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Dam</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Galileo</td>
<td>Sadler's Wells</td>
<td>Northern Dancer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban Sea</td>
<td>Fairy Bridge</td>
<td>Miswaki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allegretta</td>
<td>Allegretta</td>
<td>Allegretta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lady Godolphin</td>
<td>Lady Godolphin</td>
<td>Lady Godolphin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>São Paulo</td>
<td>São Paulo</td>
<td>São Paulo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zaffrani</td>
<td>Zaffrani</td>
<td>Zaffrani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>togatour</td>
<td>togatour</td>
<td>togatour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balbonella</td>
<td>Balbonella</td>
<td>Balbonella</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Park Appeal</td>
<td>Park Appeal</td>
<td>Park Appeal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raptakos, Brett &amp; Co Ltd</td>
<td>Raptakos, Brett &amp; Co Ltd</td>
<td>Raptakos, Brett &amp; Co Ltd</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Casa di David won 4 races, Rs 36,41,150 incl. Threptin Fillies’ & Mares’ Stakes, Gr.3 and placed 2nd in Villoo Poonawalla Indian Oaks, Gr.1, 3rd in Chief Minister’s Trophy, etc.

ALIWIYYA[IRE] placed 2 times; dam of 3 winners:

Casa di David, above.

ANGEL DUST won 2 races, Rs 7,25,273 and placed 3rd in Sir Sultan Chinoy Trophy, etc.

UNDENIABLE won 1 race, Rs 4,50,000 and placed incl. 2nd in Botanical Garden Cup, etc.

ALIYAA won 2 races in India at 3, Rs 27,424 incl. Oyster Stakes, L, etc; dam of 7 winners:

ALANDI, 5 wins, Rs 394,988 incl. Irish Field St. Leger, Gr.1, Prix du Cadran, Gr.1, etc; sire.

ALIYAA, 3 wins, Rs 79,127 incl. Oyster Stakes, L; 2nd in Ballycullen Stakes, L, etc; dam of:

ALVEENA, 4 wins incl. Brown Panther Stakes, L; 3rd in Curragh Cup, Gr.2, etc; producer.

ALMELA, 2 wins incl. Oyster Stakes, L; 2nd in Qatar Prix de Royallieu, Gr.2, etc; producer.

Other winners: ALIYAPOUR (3 wins in Greece), ALISAR (3 wins in Ireland and Spain), ALISHAN (1 win in Ireland) and AYLA[IRE] (1 win; dam of AYLA’S EMPEROR, 7 wins).

ALANNA won 2 races in France at 2 and 3, Rs 19,018 incl. Prix La Camargo, Gr.3, Prix Penelope, Gr.3, etc; dam of 9 winners incl.:

ALIYA, Champion 3YO Filly in England, 2 wins, £ 31,925 incl. Marley Roof Tile Oaks Trial Stakes, L and placed once viz. 2nd in Kildangan Stud Irish Oaks, Gr.1; dam of:

DESSERT STORY, 3 wins in England, £ 110,846 incl. Craven Stakes, Gr.3, etc; sire.

ALIYAA, 1 win at 3 and placed thirte; dam of:

ALAMSHAR, Champion 3YO in England and Ireland, 5 wins, Rs 939,760 + £ 602,700 incl. Irish Derby, Gr.1, Prix de l'I要看完整内容，请阅读自然文本。
Stud: Manju Meadows

Property of Mr Anil K Bodani & Others
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CINCINNATI won 3 races, ₹ 6,73,415 incl. Elegance Trophy and placed; dam of:
Dream Neo (dk b f 2010 by Alnasr AlWasheek[GB]), placed twice, ₹ 2,28,613.
Well Done (b g 2011 by Diffident[FR]), unplaced.

JUGGERNAUT (b g 2014 by Diffident[FR]), 4 wins, ₹ 9,81,944 incl. A. I. Rahimtoo Trophy. Active (dk b g 2015 by New Famous[BRZ]), placed, ₹ 9,86,000 incl. 3rd in OTA Cup, etc.
Bourgeois (dk b f 2016 by New Famous[BRZ]), unraced; died at 3.

Dream Neo, Dream Neo (dk b f 2010 by Alnasr AlWasheek[GB]), placed twice, ₹ 2,28,613.

LA BONNE VIE won 6 races, ₹ 10,46,394 incl. A.C. Ardeshir Trophy. Gr.2 and placed 2nd in McDowell Indian Derby, Gr.1, 3rd in Indian Oaks, Gr.1, etc; dam of: 10 winners

STAR WAVE. 4 wins, ₹ 30,37,487 incl. Mysore 1000 Guineas, Gr.3, etc; broodmare.

LA UNIQUE. 4 wins, ₹ 8,39,172 incl. Godolphin Barb Stakes, Gr.3, etc; dam of:
Running Bull, 3 wins, ₹ 24,32,002 and placed incl. 2nd in Colts’ Trial Stakes, Gr.1, etc.

CIEL FLEURI, 2 wins ₹ 18,02,331 incl. Golconda Juvenile Million, Gr.3; etc; dam of:
CIELO REY, 6 wins, ₹ 62,94,785 incl. RWITC Ltd. Gold Cup, Gr.2 and placed.
Other black-typed placed winners:
Gr.2 Ciel Indienne, Big Heart and Devputra.
Other winners: ABSTRACT ART (4 wins), SILVER SOUL (3 wins) and CIEL ETOILE.

Supreme Challanger, 21 wins, ₹ 10,11,250; 3rd in Bangalore Juvenile Million, Gr.2, etc.

Mighty Crusader, 4 wins, ₹ 28,20,136; 3rd in Vaishnavi North India Derby, Gr.3, etc.

Mitzvah, 4 wins, ₹ 6,47,458; 4th in Eve Champion Trophy, Gr.3, etc; dam of:
Adam’s Star, 6 wins, ₹ 24,27,314 and placed 2nd in The Hindu Sprinters’ Cup, Gr.1, etc.

GOLDEN LILLY, 7 wins, ₹ 22,04,191 incl. Mrs S Aruna Memorial Cup and placed.
Other winners:
SECRET FURY, SIX STARS (dam of SOLARIUM, 6 wins, PLEIADES, etc),
ARNATTA (dam of winners) WIND OF SOUL, REKINDLE, STAR MOUNTAIN, etc.
LA REINE, 2 wins; grandam of Tosoro (2 wins; 2nd in Juv. Sprinters’ Million, Gr.3, etc), etc.
Other winners:
SUPREME CRUISE (11 wins), SHEARWALK (2 wins), CINCINNATI (above).
Impazzata, unraced; dam of HIGHWAY EXPRESS (2 wins) & HUNTING PLEASURE (1 win).

Maandavi won 4 races, ₹ 91,530 and placed incl. 2nd in Bangalore Oaks, Gr.3, Karnataka Police Gold Cup, 3rd in Bangalore 1000 Guineas, Gr.3, etc; dam of 13 winners incl.:

TURF RULER, 8 wins, ₹ 3,77,815 incl. Guindy Grand Prix, Gr.2, Christmas Cup, Gr.3, etc.

DESERT WARRIOR, 7 wins, ₹ 24,23,796 incl. McDowell Indian Derby, Gr.1, etc; sire.

LA BONNE VIE, above.

Feelings, 8 wins; 4th in Indian 2000 Guineas, Gr.1, etc; dam of ARSENAL (Breeders’ Cup [Calcutta], Gr.3), Accentuate (3rd in Breeders’ Produce Stakes, Gr.2); grandam of Panzer.

Alison Rose, 5 wins, ₹ 4,61,100; 4th in Rank Industries Golconda Oaks, Gr.2, etc.

Queen Ann, 1 win; 2nd in President of India Gold Cup, Gr.1, Bangalore St. Leger, Gr.2, etc; dam of BOURBON KING (21 wins, ₹ 2,34,67,930 incl. Derby Bangalore, Gr.1),
MAGISTERIAL (3 wins incl. Bangalore Summer Million, Gr.3, etc), Bourbon Queen (dam of NANHIPARI, 3 wins, ₹ 35,69,605 incl. Golconda Oaks, Gr.2, etc, MALAKEYE ZIBA, 2 wins; producer), Self Appointed, Aemilia (dam of winners), Star Chieftan, Mars, etc.

MOONLIGHT MAGIC, 2 wins; dam of STAR MAGIC, SOCIETY DREAM (dam of winners),
AMATORY, 2 wins; grandam of EMPEROR CRUISE (3 wins incl. Juv. Sprinters Million, Gr.3)
Tight Fit, unraced; dam of OLYMPIC FLAME (sire), Moonlight Quest, Royal Patron, etc.

Immediate family of APHROZE, O.K. SIR (sire), ENTER THE RED, etc. Tracing to WIDGEON.
Family in 2019 of OLYMPICO (Fort Marcy Stakes, Gr.3), LIEGE, etc.
CLASSIC MOMENT won 3 races, ₹15,69,471 incl. Sir Charles Forbes Trophy, etc; dam of: Multidimensional [IRE], etc; 3rd in Kingfisher Derby Bangalore, Gr.1, etc. Tracing to SANFARA.

Anagram won 5 races, ₹14,10,177 incl. W. Buckley Stakes, Sir H.M. Mehta Trophy; 2nd in Eve Champion Trophy, Gr.3, 3rd in F.D. Wadia Trophy, Gr.2, etc; dam of 6 winners: NOBLE VIEW, 20 wins, ₹92,61,267 incl. Calcutta 2000 Guineas, Gr.2, Ministerial Trophy, John Sullivan Memorial Trophy and placed 4th in Kingfisher Derby Bangalore, Gr.1, etc. Star Empire, 6 wins, ₹32,66,911 and placed incl. 4th in S.A.P. Multi-Million, Gr.2, etc. Dazzling Skill, 1 win, ₹2,66,350; 3rd in Breeders’ Juvenile Fillies’ Championship, Gr.3; dam of: STRIKING, 4 wins, ₹1,09,53,269 incl. Calcutta 1000 Guineas, Gr.3, Godolphin Barb Million, Gr.3 and placed 2nd in Nizam’s Gold Cup, Gr.2; Mysore 1000 Guineas, Gr.3, Calcutta Oaks, Gr.3, North India Derby, Gr.3, 3rd in Maj R B Mehra Memorial Super Mile Cup, Gr.1, Indian Champion Cup, Gr.1, C N Wadia Gold Cup, Gr.2, etc; producer. Other winners: SIR LEGEND (4 wins), DAZZLING STAR and STRATEGIST (2 wins each). Other winners: LAD STAR (producer), WOODBERG and CLASSIC MOMENT (above).

IDEAS AND TRENDS [USA] did not race; dam of 8 winners incl.: RIVER GOD, 8 wins, ₹23,17,333 incl. Karnataka Cup, Gr.3, Chief Justice’s Cup, Gr.3; 2nd in Dawn R. R. Ruia Gold Cup, Gr.2, 3rd in F.D. Wadia Trophy, Gr.2, etc. ADESINA, 6 wins, ₹29,23,547 incl. Bangalore Summer Million, Gr.3, Jayachamaraja Wadiyar Trophy, Gr.3, 2nd in Mysore 2000 Guineas, Gr.3, 4th in Mysore Derby, Gr.1; dam of: ADAM, 10 wins, ₹1,30,20,697 incl. The Hindu Sprinters’ Cup, Gr.1, MRC Sprinters’ Cup, Gr.1. OAKDALE, 3 wins, ₹14,47,335; dam of OAK BROOK (4 wins, ₹15,42,745), FANCOURT. LUNAR MUSIC, 5 wins, ₹15,69,062 incl. Eveready Guindy Gold Cup, Gr.3; 2nd in S.I. 1000 Guineas, Gr.2, etc; dam of MUSTANG ROYAL (17 wins), LUNAR QUEST (producer), etc. AL DENTE, 7 wins, ₹17,59,919 incl. Southern Command Gold Trophy, Gr.3, etc; dam of: ATTILA, Champion Sprinter in India, 9 wins, ₹82,30,296 incl.Sprinter’s Cup, Gr.1 (twice), etc. SARATOGA SPRING, 3 wins, ₹23,68,136; 3rd in Heeroji Lad Bangalore Juv. Million, Gr.3, etc. Other winners: ANBIORN, REINCARNATION (5 wins each), MULTIPLE (4 wins), QUEEN OF VENUS, MONTESEORO and VALE OF LEVEN (dam of FOREST DUNES, 3 wins). Anagram, above.

IMPORTANT MESSAGE ran once in France; dam of 3 winners incl.: SURPRISE NEWS, 7 wins; 2nd in Sandcastle Handicap, L, etc; dam of HEAVENS THRONE, etc. Ideas and Trends [USA], above.

Half-sister to VIGLIOTTO (sire), VISCOSITY, Secala (dam of SIR SIMON, etc; grandam of CRICKET BAT, etc; 3rd dam of VA BANK, won Premio Roma, Gr.2, etc, THE GOLDEN AGE, won The Lion Rock Trophy, Gr.3, etc; PONTY ROSSA, EQUIANO, ARTISTIC JEWEL, EVITA PERON, KONTRASTAT, ENCORE D’OR, etc). River Lullaby (dam of RUN SOFTLY, sire, WIXIM, sire, BERCEAU, etc; grandam of BIRTHPLACE, EUROPEAN ROSE, HESSONITE, etc; 3rd dam of KING’S ROSE, won New Zealand One Thousand Guineas, Gr.1, etc, HARDHAM, CORONADO ROSE, SONEVA, GYBE, etc), CLEVER DANCER (dam of LATIN AMERICAN, sire, EIGHTSOME, etc), Ballerina Princess (dam of SALMON LADDER, PICO TENERIFE, CAPOTE’S PROSPECT, sire, etc; grandam of MINISTER ERIC, MARCHFIELD, CONGOR BAY, HENCE, etc; 3rd dam of DEVIL MAY CARE, REGAL Ransom, etc), Assemblage (grandam of BIZARDO SAM, etc; 3rd dam of DELEITE PIN, etc), etc. Their dam, ALADANCER, won 9 races incl. Firenze Handicap, Gr.2, etc. Tracing to SANFARA.
EFRHINA[IRE] won 4 races, £ 20,967 and placed 16 times; dam of 6 winners:

**AMAZING GRACE**, 10 wins, ₹ 1,52,80,864 incl. Signature Indian St. Leger, **Gr.1**, Maharaja’s Gold Cup, **Gr.2**, Bangalore St. Leger **Gr.2**, Jewel Royals Maharaja JiwiJairao Scindia Trophy, **Gr.2**, Chief Justice’s Cup, **Gr.3**, Idar Gold Trophy, **Gr.3**, Eve Champion Trophy, **Gr.3**, Sir M Vishvesvaraya Memorial Cup and placed 2nd in Maharaja’s Gold Cup, **Gr.2**, Chief Justice’s Cup, **Gr.3**, 3rd in Omkar Indian Turf Invitation Cup, **Gr.1**, etc.

**Amazing Charm**, 2 wins, ₹ 17,60,551 incl. Forester’s Trophy; 2nd in Gayatri Devi Memorial Trophy, S N Harish Memorial Trophy, 3rd in Golconda 1000 Guineas, **Gr.2**, etc; producer.

**Hajira**, 2 wins, ₹ 13,14,535 and placed incl. 2nd in Darley Arabian Million, **Gr.3**, etc.

**ECHO RULES**, 8 wins in Czechoslovakia at 2 to 9 and placed.

**ALL ABOUT ALFIE**, 6 wins in Ireland at 4 to 10, € 51,361 and placed. **Liberate**, 2 wins, ₹ 7,85,000 incl. Stewards Cup; 3rd in Nawad M Bahadur Mem. Cup, etc.

**ESHO ALBAHR** did not race; dam of 9 winners:

**Albahja**, 1 win in England at 3, £ 23,810 and placed incl. 2nd in Golden Daffodil Stakes, **Gr.3**, etc; dam of **Jaaryah**, **Huffoof** (both producer), **Ya Latif**, **Kronful**, etc. Other winners: WIN CLEAR VIEW, WIN ANGELUS (both dam of winners), LEO LOFTY, WIN VINTAGE, WIN STING, BUR BAHR, ARIEL BAROWS, EFRHINA[IRE] (above).

**EQUATE** won 3 races at 3 and 4, $ 58,063 and placed 4 times; dam of 8 winners:

**Cyber Chat**, 12 wins in USA at 2 to 9, $ 226,142 and placed.

**Dayflower**, 4 wins; dam of **Potanio** (3 wins, $ 90,663 incl. Iowa Breeders’ Derby), etc. **Hayley’s Abby**, 1 win; dam of **Like Me Wild** (Wiggle Stakes, L, etc; dam of winners), etc. Other winners: **Yanardag** (4 wins in Turkey), **Line Error** (3 wins, $ 44,859), **Corona Time** (2 wins, $ 12,382), **Internal Force** and **Prince Ashton** (1 win each). Eshq Albaehr, above.

Half-sister to **WELDINAS** (4 wins, £ 78,962 incl. John of Gaunt Stakes, L and placed 3rd in Scottish Equitable Gimcrack Stakes, **Gr.2**, etc; sire), **Bank on Her** (dam of I’m in Love, 2 wins and placed 2nd in Athenia Handicap, **Gr.3**, etc; dam of **More Than Love**, 2 wins incl. Miesques Stakes, **Gr.3**, etc; producer, **Torgau**), etc. Atyaaf (dam of **Raise a Grand**, 3 wins incl. Solario Stakes, **Gr.3**, etc; sire, **Royal Aty**, **Nasaleb**, etc; dam of **Sniplaz**, 5 wins in Australia and Hong Kong and placed 2nd in San Domenico Stakes, **Gr.3**, etc, **Kissing Lights**, 1 win and placed 3rd in Childers Stakes, **Gr.2**, etc; 3rd dam of **Alexander James**, 3 wins incl. Prix Le Fabuleux, L, etc, **Zifena**, 1 win and placed 3rd in Prestige Stakes, **Gr.3**, etc), Dawn of Love (grandam of **Hero Bull**, 8 wins and placed 2nd in Puerto Rico Futurity, **Gr.1**, Clasico Luis Munoz Rivera Memorial, **Gr.1**, etc, **Sentencia**, 2 wins and placed 2nd in Clasico Antonio R Matos, **Gr.2**, etc), etc. Their dam, full-sister to **Gallant Special** (Richmond Stakes, **Gr.2**, etc) and half-sister to **Gallant Sister[USA]** (Datsun Invitational Handicap, etc; dam of **Heritage of Gold**, **Golden Oldie**, etc), **Awesome Account** (dam of **Anguilla**, **Kashgar**, etc; dam of **America Alive**, **Lomaki**, **Salute Him**, etc; 3rd dam of **Cousin Stephen**, 3rd in Sam F Davis Stakes, **Gr.3**, etc), etc. Tracing to **La Troienne**; ancestress also of **Buckpasser**, **Cohoes**, **Busher**, **Allez France**, **Numbered Account**, **Caerleon** (Champion Sire), **Woodman** (Champion Sire) and in India of **Razeen[USA]** (Champion Sire in India), **Jeremiah**, **Iris**, etc. Family in 2019 of **Circus Maximus** (St. James’s Palace Stakes, **Gr.1**), **Come Dancing**, **Classique Legend**, etc.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DNA-Typed</th>
<th>Stud: Poonawalla Exhilaration Stud Pvt Ltd Property of Poonawalla Exhilaration Stud Pvt Ltd</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bay Filly</strong></td>
<td><strong>Fifth Foal</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Feb 15, 2018 | **Coccinella** (b - 2008) Brands: **Stately Home** **Palazzo** LS - P 8 E9
| **Pivotal** | **Excellent Art[GB]** |
| **Fearless Revival** | **Nureyev** |
| **Obsessive** | **Marie d'Argonne** |
| **Secret Obsession** | **Stifida** |
| **Sadler's Wells** | **Mr. Prospector** |
| **Some Special** | **Con Game** |
| **Cursetjee Dhunjishaw Trophy; 2nd in Dr S C Jain Sprinters’ Championship,** | **Secretariat** |
| **Coccinella** | **Ann Stuart** |
| **Fifth Foal** | **Northern Dancer** |
| **Alnasr Alwasheek[GB]** | **Fairy Bridge** |
| **Bay Filly** | **One In a Million** |
| **Secret Obsession** | **Classy Cathy** |
| **Excellent Art[GB]** | **Santiago[RE]** |
| **Fearless Revival** | **Stately Treasure[USA]** |
| **Pivotal** | **Palazzio** |
| **Marie d'Argonne** | **Stately Home** |
| **Secretariat** | **Stately Treasure[USA]** |
| **Ann Stuart** | **Palazzio** |
| **Northern Dancer** | **Classy Cathy** |
| **Fairy Bridge** | **Santiago[RE]** |
| **One In a Million** | **Stately Treasure[USA]** |
| **Secretariat** | **Breeders’ Multi Million** |

**Coccinella** won 6 races, ₹ 18,47,391 incl. A Campbell Trophy, Beautiful Stranger Trophy, Cursetjee Dhunjishaw Trophy; 2nd in Dr S C Jain Sprinters’ Championship, Gr.2, etc; dam of: Mercy Pilot (b f 2014 by Arazan[IRE]), unraced; producer.

**Marianella** (b f 2015 by Arazan[IRE]), placed, ₹ 1,29,780 incl. 3rd in Hallmark Run, etc.

**Hidden Gold** (b g 2016 by Leitir Mor[IRE]), placed, **PAULAZIO** won 9 races, ₹ 36,94,324 incl. Maj P K Mehra Memorial Super Mile Cup, Gr.1, Dr. S. C. Jain Sprinters’ Trophy, Gr.2, twice, Turf Club Trophy, Gr.2, etc; dam of 6 winners:**

**PAULAZIO’S SUN**, 8 wins, ₹ 73,93,350 incl. Sprinters’ Cup, Gr.1; 2nd in Nanoli Stud and Breeders’ Sprinters’ Cup, Gr.1, 3rd in Bangalore 2000 Guineas, Gr.2, Juvenile Million, Gr.2.

**Messaalina**, 2 wins, ₹ 36,97,475; 2nd in Mysore Derby, Gr.1, F D Wadia Trophy, Gr.2; dam of **Spirited Regent** (1 win, ₹ 14,10,258; 2nd in Bangalore Juv. Million, Gr.3, etc), ISABELLA (6 wins), GLORIOUS HYMN (5 wins), TURF MAGIC, TRUE HEIR, GALLOPING GOLDMINE.

**Coccinella**, above.

**STAR GODDESS**, 5 wins; dam of CHASE YOUR DREAMS (6 wins, ₹ 51,56,118 incl. Darley Arabian Million, Gr.3; 2nd in Kakatiya Million, Gr.3, etc), SONGKRAN (1 win), etc.

Other winners: RISING BRAVE (2 wins, ₹ 11,30,891), PETITE FLEUR (1 win, ₹ 6,68,950).

**STATELY HOME** won 7 races, ₹ 13,90,900 incl. Nilgiris Fillies’ Trial Stakes, Gr.2, Kwalis Walls Fillies’ Million and placed 3rd in Bangalore Juvenile Million, Gr.2, etc; dam of 7 winners:

**RAPIER**, 3 wins, ₹ 20,20,476 incl. Maharaja Sir Harsinghji Trophy, Gr.3; 3rd in Indian Derby, Gr.1, McDowell Indian 2000 Guineas, Gr.1, 4th in McDowell Indian St Leger, Gr.1, etc;

**PALAZIO**, above.

**Flaming Glory**, 2 wins, ₹ 21,00,058 incl. N.M. Irani Trophy and placed 2nd in Poonawalla Breeders’ Multi Million, Gr.1, 3rd in Breeders’ Produce Stakes, Gr.2, etc; dam of:

**CHIEF OF COMMAND**, 8 wins, ₹ 1,20,11,080 incl. Nilgiris Derby, Gr.1, Nilgiris 2000 Guineas, Gr.2, Madras Gold Vase, Gr.3, Christmas Gold Cup, Gr.3; 2nd in S.I Derby, Gr.1.

**SITARA**, 2 wins, ₹ 20,18,735 incl. Byerly Turk Million, Gr.3; 2nd in Sprinters’ Million, Gr.3.

**SEA QUEEN**, 2 wins, ₹ 5,34,460; dam of LUMOS (3 wins, ₹ 19,24,275), ASTRILD (2 wins). Other winners: DISTINCTLY AHEAD, QUANTI CO (3 wins each) and SUNSTORM (2 wins).

**STATELY TREASURE[USA]** won 1 race in USA, $ 17,907 and placed; dam of 7 winners:

**STATELY HOME**, above.

**FIVE SHILLINGS**, 4 wins in USA at 3, ₹ 8,777 and placed.

**BAYWATCH**, 4 wins; dam of Cote d’Azur (dam of MASTER NOVAK, 9 wins, ₹ 31,25,100 ).

**COURBETTE**, 1 win; dam of GUIDING LIGHT (10 wins; dam of a winner), ATHLETIC STAR.

Other winners: BALANCITA, FANTASY STAR (3 wins each) and SUNSTORM (2 wins).

Half-sister to NEAR THE LIMIT (10 wins incl. Sentinel Stakes and placed 2nd in Louisiana Derby, Gr.3, etc; sire), Profanity (sire), Raise a Princess (dam of NATIVE SAL, etc; grandam of BALLY’S STARLET, etc), Desire (dam of ADVOCATE TRAINING, sire, TOTAL TEMPO, etc; grandam of TAKES TWO TO MANGO, etc; 3rd dam of TWO TO GET READY, Cahill Chrome, etc), Failibility (dam of ALL ABILITY, etc; grandam of AVAILABILITY, etc), Nearly a Princess (dam of AUTOBOT, GREG AT BAT, etc; grandam of RIVER MOUNTAIN RD, UPPITY KITTY, etc) and full-sister to LEPRECHAUN LYN (dam of KITS PEAK, etc; grandam of CARLSBAD, etc). Their dam, half-sister to WHITE STAR LINE (dam of WHITEHAVEN, NATIVE WIZARD, etc; grandam of COPELAND, etc; 3rd dam of FILIBERTO, sire), etc. Tracing to MAGNOLIA. Family in 2019 of INTI (February Stakes, Gr.1), FRENCH KING, etc.
COGITO ERGO SUM won 4 races, ₹ 8,59,624 incl. Maharashtra And Gujarat Area Trophy, Municipal Commissioner’s Trophy and placed 3rd in Almanac Trophy, etc; dam of:

CHARLES BRIDGE (b g 2015 by Varenar[FR]), 1 win, ₹ 2,78,840 viz. Rajcoomar Guadhurst Memorial Trophy and placed incl. 2nd in Janardhan Trophy, etc.

KNIGHT OF THUNDER (b c 2016 by Varenar[FR]), 1 win, ₹ 3,82,540, viz. David Jacob Cup. Pense’é (b f 2017 by Varenar[FR]), in training.

HIGHSHAAN[GB] won 2 races in France at 2 and 3, € 28,680 and placed; dam of 5 winners:

EDGEFOUR, 2 wins in England at 5, £ 17,432 and placed; producer.

NIGHT DRIVER, 2 wins in England at 3, £ 11,891.

LAKE SPIRIT, 2 wins, ₹ 5,18,275. Other winners: ANNA BANANA (1 win in France; producer), COGITO ERGO SUM (above).

RENASHAAN won 2 races in France at 2 and 3, € 42,382 incl. Prix Casimir Delamarre and placed 3rd in Prix Vanteauxm Gr.3, Prix Saraca, etc; dam of 6 winners:

ALEXANDER GOLDRUN, Champion Older Mare in Ireland, 10 wins, £ 1,901,150 incl. Nassau Stakes, Gr.1, Audi Pretty Polly Stakes, Gr.1, twice, Prix de l’Opera Casino Barriere d’Enghien Les Bains, Gr.1, Cathay Pacific Hong Kong Cup, Gr.1; 2nd in Irish One Thousand Guineas, Gr.1, Tattersalls Gold Cup, Gr.1, Audi Pretty Polly Stakes, Gr.1, etc; dam of:

GOLDURISH, 3 wins, € 72,732 incl. EBF Cooley Stakes, L, Carlingford Stakes, L, etc.

MEDECIS, 4 wins at 2 and 3, € 219,823 incl. Prix de la Joncere, Gr.3; 2nd in Poule d’Essai des Poulains-French Two Thousand Guineas, Gr.1, Prix de la Foret, Gr.1, etc; sire.

Other winners:RENAZIG, RENALEON, SHADOWY FIGURE and HIGHSHAAN[GB] (above). Foreign Legionary, unplaced; dam of MANTASTIC (2019 Hayes Memorial Cup, L, etc), etc. Dashing, unraced; dam of BAADI (2 wins in England), AZENZAR (1 win; producer), etc.

GERBERA won 1 race in France at 3, € 22,334 and placed; dam of 5 winners:

RENASHAAN, above.

HANNABARBERA, 2 wins in France at 2, € 27,288 and placed; dam of:

Military Angel, 1 win, € 49,230; 2nd in Stud Fairy Bridge Stakes, Gr.3, etc; producer.

Grega, unplaced; dam of GRECIA CENTRAL (6 wins, Reals 112,061 incl. Presidente Luiz Alves de Almeida, L and placed 2nd in Presidente Jose Antonio Pampion de Andrade, Gr.2, 3rd in G P Barao de Piracicaba, Gr.1, G P Premio Immens, Gr.1, etc), etc;

HONORIFIQUE, 2 wins at 5, € 25,581 and placed; dam of: "HIGH DEFINITION (3 wins at 3, € 68,600; dam of winners), HUNTING, JEANNY’S HONORS (1 win each), etc. Other winners: SILVER PEAK (dam of IRIK STAR, CALL ME MARY, etc) and TROMBOLI.

Half-sister to WAY WEST (3 wins incl. Prix Servanne and placed 2nd in Prix de Ris-Orangis, Gr.3, etc; sire), Green Gold (10 wins and placed incl. 2nd in Prix Georges Trabaud, L, etc), Greenvera (dam of ROYAL REBEL, 7 wins incl. Ascot Gold Cup, Gr.1, twice, etc; grandam of GUADALUPE, 4 wins incl. Oaks d’Italia Milan, Gr.1, etc, GETAWAY, 9 wins incl. Grosser Preis Mercedes-Benz von Baden, Gr.1, etc; sire, GUADALAJARA, etc; 3rd dam of GUIGNOL, 6 wins incl. G P Preis Von Baden, Gr.1, etc, GUILIANI, 5 wins incl. Bayerisches Zuchtrennen, Gr.1, etc, GUANTANA, 3 wins incl. Siemens-Rennshin Hanshin Cup, L and placed 2nd in Walther J. Jacobs-Stutenpreis, Gr.3, etc, Guiri, Gauguin, etc), etc. Their dam, GREENWAY, won 3 races incl. Prix d’Arenberg, Gr.3, etc; Tracing to BLACK RAY; ancestress also of GOLD RIVER, GOLDIKOVA, etc. Family in India of KING CHARLES (Golconda Derby, Gr.1), etc. Family in 2019 of WATCH ME (Coronation Stakes, Gr.1), SPICED PERFECTION, etc.
Stud: Pratap

Property of Pratap Stud Farm

**Corona di Oro**
- **DNA-Typed**
- **LS - h 15, 8**
- **Bred at:** Pratap Stud Farm

**CROWN TREASURE**
- Won 11 races, ₹95,125 and placed; dam of:
  - (b f 2008 by Oath[IRE]), died since birth.
  - (b c 2009 by Royal Gladiator), died since birth.

**CROWN SECRET**
- 3 wins, ₹13,23,114; 2nd in Heritage Estate Juvenile Million, Gr.3, 3rd in Golconda Oaks, Gr.2, Calcutta Derby, Gr.1, etc; dam of 8 winners:
  - **CROMWELL**, 6 wins, ₹19,96,924 and placed incl. 3rd in S.A. Poonawalla Million, Gr.2, etc.
  - Other winners: CROWN RULE (11 wins), CROWN EMPEROR, CROWN JEWEL, CROWN EMPRESS (dam of RUM RUNNER), TREASURE ISLAND and CORONA DI ORO (above).

**VISION OF INDIA[IRE]**
- Won 1 race at 3, ₹2,319; dam of 8 winners:
  - **NATIONALISTIC**, 8 wins, ₹22,66,600 incl. S.A. Poonawalla Trophy, Gr.2, 2nd in Kingfisher Calcutta Derby, Gr.1, Calcutta 2000 Guineas, Gr.2, Queen Elizabeth II Cup, Gr.3, etc.
  - **AMAZING POWER**, 4 wins, ₹28,04,685 incl. Maj P.K. Mehra Mem. Super Mile Cup, Gr.1, Maharaja Sir Harisinghji Trophy, Gr.3 and placed 2nd in Indian 2000 Guineas, Gr.1, etc.
  - **ANDREYAN**, 4 wins, ₹25,84,384 incl. Bangalore St. Leger, Gr.2, 2nd in Bangalore Derby, Gr.1, Maharaja’s Cup, Gr.2, 3rd in Indian Derby, Gr.1, Indian Turf Invitation Cup, Gr.1, etc.
  - **KING OF HEARTS**, 3 wins, ₹15,02,263 incl. Governor’s Cup, Gr.3, 2nd in Hyderabad Cup, etc.

Other black-type placed winners: **Amaretto Bay** (3 wins) and **Peninsula** (dam of winners). FINEST HOUR, 1 win; dam of FINEST MOMENT (Juvenile Million, Gr.3), BRILLIANT, etc.

**FLYING BID**
- Won 1 race at 4, ₹2,826 and placed 9 times; dam of 9 winners:
  - **FLUTTER AWAY**, 3 wins incl. Mogylare Stud Stakes, Gr.1, etc; dam of Takano Prima, etc.
  - **RAHWAH**, 1 win; grandam of Good Day Too (3rd in Arlington Classic Stakes, Gr.2), etc.
  - Other winners: VERDI (6 wins), RIENROE (3 wins), COPPER MOUNTAIN (2 wins), NICE GUY, SONEETO and VISION OF INDIA[IRE] (above).

Full-sister to MAELSTROM LAKE (leading sire). Tracing to ROSY CHEEKS; ancestress of DANTE, SAYAJIRAO and in India of RED CHIEFTAN, etc. Family in 2019 of DRAFTED, etc.
### Property of Five Stars Shipping Company Private Limited

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stud: Nanoli</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Flying Spur</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kingda Ka[AUS]</strong> (b - 2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chesnut Colt</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fizz Lizi</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Royal Academy</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fancy Miss</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chloe's Delight[USA]</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chloe's Delight[USA]</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>My Privileged</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>My Privileged</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>My Privileged</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tour Verte</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cryene</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Glory of Hara</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dance On Tour</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1000 Guineas</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dance On Tour</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dance On Tour</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Cryene** did not race; dam of: Kate (bk f 2016 by Kingda Ka[AUS]); unraced.

**ESTONIA** won 4 races, $59,09,640 incl. Airtel Indian Oaks, **Gr.1**, S A Poonawalla Million, **Gr.2**, Dashmesh and Hargobind Stud Million, **Gr.3**, 2nd in McDowell Indian Derby **Gr.1**, Indian 1000 Guineas, **Gr.1**, 4th in Indian Turf Invitation Cup, **Gr.1,** etc; dam of **5 winners:**

- **Tsebebe**, 3 wins, $8,62,628; 2nd in United Spirits Challenge, 3rd in Plaggio Fillies' and Mares' Stakes, **Gr.3,** etc; dam of **Mishka's Pride** (1 win, $9,26,375; 2nd in Breeders' Juv. Fillies' Championship, **Gr.3,** etc), **AYRA'S PET** (5 wins, $20,89,032; broodmare), **QUEEN OF VENICE** (2 wins, $12,12,000), **FABIO** (1 win, $5,94,154), etc.

- **ANCIENT TITLE**, 5 wins, $22,32,839 incl. R S Nagendra Kumar Memorial Trophy, B K Krishnadevaraj Urs Memorial Trophy; 2nd in Tippu Sultan Cup, etc; producer.

- **GOSSIP**, 1 win; dam of **LIGHT** (2 wins incl. Nilgiris 1000 Guineas, **Gr.3,** etc; producer), etc.

Other winners: **DEIMUS** (3 wins, $9,86,255) and **DIVINE INSPIRATION** (1 win; producer). Cryene, above.

**CHLOE'S DELIGHT[USA]** won 3 races at 3 to 6, $72,449 and placed; dam of **8 winners:**

- **FEDORA**, 2 wins, $56,55,752 viz. Poonawalla Breeders’ Multi-Million, **Gr.1** and Heritage Estates Juvenile Million, **Gr.3,** 2nd in Bangalore Summer Million, **Gr.3,** etc; dam of **PALAZZO GRAZIOLE, ZAMBIAN** (2 wins each), **GRAND CELEBRATION, NICHE ORGANIC.**

**ESTONIA,** above.

- **Rococo**, 2 wins, $19,48,545; 2nd in Indian 2000 Guineas, **Gr.1**, R R Ruia Gold Cup, **Gr.2,** etc

Other winners: **MICHELE MARIECI** (dam of **YANGA, 6 wins, MIRACLE KING, 5 wins**), **ENGLISH POETRY, PHOENIX RISING** (both dam of winners), **HEARTHROB, ARRIVAL.**

**TOUR VERTE** won 1 race in France at 3, €13,896 and placed; dam of **12 winners** incl.:

- **Glamour Tour**, 2 wins, $34,076 and placed incl. 3rd in Candy Eclair Stakes, **L,** etc.

- **DANCE ON TOUR**, 2 wins; granddam of **My Privileged** (8 wins; 2nd in R. Baez Stakes), etc.

**CHLOE'S DELIGHT[USA],** above.

- **Hill Tour; dam of Dazzling Dancer** (2nd in D C South Island 3YO Final, **L;** dam of winners). Half-sister to **IL TIGRE** (9 wins in Italy, €47,400 incl. Premio Alessandro Sambruna, **L,** etc; sire), **TEMPLATION** (1 win in France; dam of **One Moment in Time,** etc; granddam of **THIS IS THE MOMENT,** etc; 3rd dam of **TAUMAN, GENEROUS TOUCH, SIGNATURE DOTTED LINE,** 2019 Frost King Stakes, etc). **TOURAIAD** (1 win in France; dam of **Farm Club,** 5 wins and placed incl. 3rd in Republic Bank Cup, **L,** etc; granddam of **BAROOD,** sire, **DESSERT CARNIVAL,** 5 wins incl. Pune Derby, **Gr.1,** etc, **ANGELES, Kass, Cold Fire,** etc; 3rd dam of **SUMMER SUN,** 5 wins), **Torriglia** (dam of **MONSIEUR MYSTERE,** etc; granddam of **Don't Panic,** etc), **Hanglands** (dam of **Zuno Warrior,** 3rd in Wharf Dragon Stakes, **L,** etc, etc). Their dam **Tour Nobel** won 4 races in France at 2 and 3, €33,457 and placed incl. 2nd in Prix Maurice de Geheest, **Gr.3,** 3rd in Prix Meautry, **Gr.3,** etc and half-sister to **CARLEMONT** (sire), **AVARAY** (sire), **TOURANGEAU** (sire), **PRINCESS TORA** (dam of **BOREALA, TORY CONQUEST, Princesse Lee Il, Nobiloys,** etc; granddam of **CORRE CAMINOS,** won Grand Prix Air Mauritius, **Gr.1,** etc, **PRINCESSE LIDA,** won Prix Morny, **Gr.1,** etc, **RECIPE,** won Derby Trial, **Gr.2,** etc; sire, **RACINGER,** won Prix du Muguet, **Gr.2,** etc; sire, **RIVER OF LIGHT, PRINCESSE VALI, SI Je N'Avais Plus,** etc; 3rd dam of **DICE ROLL,** won Prix Djebel, **Gr.3,** etc), etc. Tracing to **CANALETTE.** Family in 2019 of **TRUE VALOUR** (Thunder Road Stakes, **Gr.2,** **DEA REGALO** (Kyoto Himba Stakes, **Gr.3,** etc).
DANCERELLA won 4 races, ₹12,99,690 and placed incl. 3rd in Sanctity Trophy, etc; dam of: Abberella (ch f 2014 by Abbyside[GB]), 1 win, ₹16,92,567; 3rd in Calcutta Oaks, Gr.3, etc. David Off (b c 2015 by Abbyside[GB]), unraced. Mad Max (dk b c 2017 by Dandified), in training.

ONE UTTAMA did not place; dam of 4 winners: EXCLUSIVE DANCER, 9 wins, ₹45,39,790 incl. Mysore Race Club Cup, OTA Cup, V G Saravanabahvanantham Cup and placed 2nd in G Narasimhan Memorial Cup, etc. INTREPID WARRIOR, 4 wins, ₹17,21,075 incl. Madras Race Club Trophy and placed. CLASSY DANCER, 3 wins, ₹5,40,372 incl. Boat House Cup; 2nd in Pykara Cup, etc. DANCERELLA, above.

DESERT ROSE won 6 races, ₹5,23,103 incl. Northumberland Trophy, L, R.C.T.C. Trophy and placed 2nd in Stayers’ Classic, Gr.1, etc; dam of 4 winners: GROSVENOR SQUARE, 4 wins, ₹41,46,484 incl. Colts’ Trial Stakes, Gr.1, Bangalore Juvenile Million, Gr.2; 3rd in Dawn Ramniwas Ramnarain Ruia Gold Cup, Gr.2, etc. Other winners: EXCLUSIVE GESTURE, ASKAREL and FOREST HUNTER (3 wins each). One Uttama, above.

MADAME’S GIFT[IRE] did not race; dam of 9 winners: MAJESTIC BRAVE, 4 wins, ₹10,63,794 incl. Stayers’ Classic, Gr.1, etc. DESERT ROSE, above.

Alcyone, 4 wins and placed incl. 4th in Governor’s Trophy, Gr.3, etc; dam of: Indian Tech, 5 wins, ₹4,27,300; 4th in A V Thomas Mysore 2000 Guineas, Gr.3, etc. Arches of Gold, 3 wins; 2nd in Fillies’ and Mares’ Stakes, Gr.3; dam of FANKAAR (6 wins), PILLAR OF GOLD (4 wins; dam of I AM THE WAY (1 win, ₹3,82,963), etc. YVRESSE, 1 win; dam of FRAGRANCE (4 wins), BLUE MELLON, AMAZING POWER, etc. NEWPOWERGENERATION, 5 wins, ₹3,57,260 and placed.

BOSS LADY, 4 wins, ₹2,34,060 incl. Commanche Trophy and placed; dam of: Gambino, 4 wins; 2nd in F. D. Wadia Trophy, Gr.2, S.A. Poonawalla Million, Gr.2, etc. SLEW O’GOLD, 4 wins, ₹8,33,400 and placed. Other winners: ROMANTIC REVIVAL (dam of winners), AIR FRANCE and QUANTUM LEAP. Music In Motion, placed; dam of ANERES (5 wins), BOUND FOR GLORY, ROCK MUSIC, etc.

Half-sister to PAREO (Champion 3YO in Italy, 5 wins, €64,841 incl. Gran Criterium, Gr.1, etc; sire), TELESCOPIC (1 win; dam of Tart N Tiny, 3rd in Prairie Gold Lassie Stakes, etc), Merci Madame[IRE] (dam of MESMERIZE, 6 wins, ₹6,35,690 incl. Chief Minister’s Trophy, Gr.3, etc), ARECIBO, 2 wins, ₹2,32,128 incl. Good S. Poonawalla Trophy, Gr.3, etc; Rainbow Dancer, 5 wins and placed 2nd in Breeders’ Produce Stakes, Gr.2, etc; grandson of YEWALL, won BTC Trophy, Gr.3, etc. Their dam, half-sister to GREEN HERB, FOXY ONE (grandam of SANGELIN, won Norsk Oaks, Gr.1, etc), Green Valley (dam of GREEN DANCER, Champion Sire, ERCOLANO, sire, SIR RALEIGH, sire, SOVIET LAD, sire, etc; grandam of ALHAARTH, PINK, sire, RING PINK, LYPINK, GREEN POLA, BROOKLYN’S DANCE, etc; 3rd dam of MAKFI, European Champion 3YO Colt, won Prix Djebel, Gr.3, etc; sire, OKAWANGO, sire, AUTHORIZED, sire, RUSSIAN VALOUR, sire, GOLD DODGER, SOLEMIA, PROSPECT PARK, AQALEM, etc; 4th dam of BERLIOZ, etc), etc. The Judy O’Grady family of SLY POLA, GREY DAWN (sire), DREAM WELL (sire), SULAMANI (sire), etc. Family in 2019 of ANTHONY VAN DYCK (The Derby, Gr.1, etc), APOLLO NO SHINZAN, etc.
DERAASAAT[GB] won 1 race at 2, £ 3,905 and placed; dam of:

ANDHAAR (b g 2006 by Bahri), 5 wins in England at 3 to 12, £ 36,495 and placed.

Magroor (b c 2007 by Sakhee), unraced.

ANDHAAR (b g 2006 by Bahri), 5 wins in England at 3 to 12, £ 36,495 and placed.

DERASAAT[GB] won 1 race at 2, £ 3,905 and placed; dam of:

Nafhaat: 8 winners:

- 2 winners; 3 rd in Melbourne Cup.
- 7 winners

VAHORIMIX, etc; sire), etc.

Other winners: AKRAAN, HADEEL (bot h dam of winners), PENRIC and SHAHED.

Vaadwaan, etc; dam of

Habit

Lost Horizon II

DISTANT HORIZON placed in USA; dam of

RAINBOW’S EDGE, 1 win in USA at 2; 4 th in Prix Vermeillie.

Other winners: AKRAAN, HADEEL (bot h dam of winners), PENRIC and SHAHED.

DERAASAAT[GB], above.

Khibraat, unplaced; dam of Caveliero (2 wins; 3 rd in Betfred Derby Trial, Gr.3, etc), etc.

DISTANT HORIZON placed in USA; dam of 2 winners:

Nafhaat, above.

HIGH DESCENT, 2 wins in USA at 3 and 5, $ 23,290 and placed.

LOST HORIZON II won 4 races, Pesos 3,108,000 incl. Premio Espirita, L; dam of 7 winners incl.:

SISTERSHOOD, 10 wins, $ 339,945 incl. Santa Barbara Handicap, Gr.1, etc; dam of In The Habit, etc; grandam of Fly On Flash, etc; 3 rd dam of MUSTAMEET (sire), etc.

SWEET RHAPSODY, 2 wins, € 33,451 incl. Prix Pomone, Gr.3; 4 th in Prix Vermeillie, Gr.1, etc; dam of NATSKI (The Metropolitan Handicap, Gr.1; 2 nd in Melbourne Cup, Gr.1, etc; sire), RHAPSODIEN (sire), Lear Fan’s Flash, Rattlesnake Dancer (sire), etc.

RAINBOW’S EDGE, 1 win in USA at 2; dam of:

PIED A’TIERRE, 10 wins, $ 192,988 incl. Pilgrim Stakes, Gr.3; 3 rd in Laurel Futurity, Gr.1, etc.

RUDY’S FANTASY, 5 wins, £ 6,143 + $ 167,400 incl. Tanforan Handicap, Gr.3, etc; sire.

Vadsa, 1 win; 3 rd in Prix Coronation, L, etc; dam of VADSA HONOR (dam of VAHORIMIX, won Poule d’Essai des Poulains, Gr.1, etc; VADALIX, etc), VAGRANCY, Vadlava (dam of VAL ROYAL, sire, VADLAWYS, GRAND VADLA, VADLAMIXA, etc), etc.

DISTANT Horizon, above.

Full-sister to FOLKTALE (10 wins incl. Premio Colombia, etc; grandam of Madaya, Atavismo, etc), LUMERIA (11 wins incl. Premio Republica Federativa del Brasil, Gr.3, etc), etc. Their dam, QUIMERA, 4 wins incl. Premio Carlos Casares, etc and half-sister to IRMAK (Champion 3YO in Argentina, won Argentine Derby, etc; sire), etc. Tracing to JENNIE WINKLE.
Stud: Yeravada

Property of Mrs R K Radha
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Perfect Stride[GB] (b - 2006)</th>
<th>Oasis Dream</th>
<th>Green Desert</th>
<th>Danzig</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hope</td>
<td>Foreign Courier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Highest Honor</td>
<td>Dancing Brave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bahamian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Kennars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>High River</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sharpen Up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mrs Mosas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Roberto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Arabia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Desdemona (ch - 2006)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Furajet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Razeen[USA]</td>
<td>The Minstrel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Zumerudd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Safarit Girl</td>
<td></td>
<td>Northern Dancer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Parfait Amour</td>
<td>Secret Asset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Treasure Leaf[USA]</td>
<td>Pieces Of Gold[GB]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DESDEMONA won 2 races, र 6,77,860 incl. Annual Sale Cup and placed 2nd in Sir M Visvesvaraya Memorial Cup, 3rd in Justice P Medapa Memorial Trophy, etc; dam of: Song of My Heart (b f 2012 by Burden of Proof[IRE]), unplaced, र 20,000; producer.

Zaalima (ch f 2014 by Tariq[GB]), unplaced.

Hollywood Dream (b f 2015 by Midnight Interlude[USA]), unplaced.

Beforethedawn (b f 2016 by Whatsthescript[IRE]), placed once, र 3,00,000.

Mini Bar (dk b f 2017 by New Famous[BRZ]), in training.

SAFARI GIRL won 4 races, र 2,98,150 and placed; dam of 6 winners:

SAFARI, 6 wins, र 49,04,554 incl. Calcutta 1000 Guineas, Gr.3, Calcutta Fillies' Trial Stakes, Prince Khartoum Trophy and placed 4th in Calcutta 2000 Guineas, Gr.2, etc; dam of: GLORIOUS LILLY, 4 wins, र 32,37,849 incl. Dr C G Bhaskar Memorial Cup and placed. ASHWA CHICAGO, 3 wins, र 7,60,500 and placed incl. 3rd in Indian Army Cup, etc.

CREDIT EASE, 3 wins, र 15,56,500 incl. Angels Agritech Cup; 2nd in Racingpulse.in Trophy. NATION'S GLORY, 2 wins, र 10,44,025 incl. Urv Kar Trophy and placed; broodmare.

Other winners: CANTON CAPER (1 win, र 2,84,543 viz. Chantilli August Handicap; producer), LION OF CHINA (1 win, र 1,67,691) and DESDEMONA (above).

PARFAIT AMOUR won 4 races, र 8,16,750 viz. Bagpiper Bangalore Derby, Gr.1, South India 1000 Guineas, Gr.2, Leading Tipster Trophy, Talkad Cup and placed incl. 2nd in Classic Indian Turf Invitation Cup, Gr.1, South India Oaks, Gr.1, etc; dam of 7 winners:

ALAMEDA, 6 wins, र 33,44,854 incl. Usha And Mehra Stud Stayers' Trophy, Gr.1-NTR, Idar Gold Trophy, Gr.3-NTR and placed 2nd in Bangalore St. Leger, Gr.2, Maharaja's Cup, Gr.2, 3rd in President of India Gold Cup, Gr.1, 4th in Indian Turf Invitation Cup, Gr.1, etc.

Cyber Freak, 5 wins, र 5,54,917 and placed incl. 4th in Indian Champion Cup, Gr.2, etc.

NASTY BABY, 2 wins; dam of FRONTIER HERO (8 wins) and COURTIER (3 wins).

Other winners: WORTH A LOOK (5 wins, र 5,08,017), WILD ROMANCE (3 wins, र 2,35,864), SUPREME STATESMAN (1 win, र 1,04,700) and SAFARI GIRL (above).

Pieces of Gold[GB] won 2 races in England, £ 6,829 and placed incl. 4th in Lancashire Oaks, Gr.3, Rous Memorial Stakes, L, etc; dam of 10 winners incl.:

PARFAIT AMOUR, above.

Another Dream, 5 wins; 2nd in Deccan Derby, Gr.1, 4th in Bangalore Derby, Gr.1, etc.

Dance Smartly, 5 wins, र 3,77,274; 4th in McDowell Indian 2000 Guineas, Gr.1, etc.

Deep Sensation, 3 wins, र 7,87,344 and placed incl. 3rd in Wills Calcutta Derby, Gr.1, etc.

Aliysia, 2 wins; 4th in Calcutta 1000 Guineas, Gr.1; dam of ACADAMEUS, MAXIMUS, etc.

INDIAN MELODY, 2 wins; dam of DA VINCI ROSE (10 wins incl. Darley Arabian Stakes, Gr.3; dam of MIDNIGHT IN PARIS, 5 wins, BATUR, 4 wins, etc), Classical Song, Saregama, TEHEMA, 2 wins; dam of Nasheeta (3rd in Nizam's Gold Cup, Gr.3; dam of a winner), etc.

Treasure Piece, unraced; dam of Right Treasure (3rd in Byerly Turk Stakes, Gr.3, etc).

Half-sister to VALSE HESITATION (grandam of GEORDIELAND, 7 wins incl. Yorkshire Cup, Gr.2; 2nd in Ascot Gold Cup, Gr.1, etc); dam of WITHOUT REPROACH, etc.

Immediate family of WEIMAR (Gran Premio d'Italia, Gr.1), SONDARIO (Hialeah Turf Cup, Gr.1), MOHAMED ABDU (sire), ROYAL MANACLE (sire), JAN EKELS (sire), COUNSEL (sire), etc.

Tracing to MAID OF THE MIST; ancestress in India also of NEFYN, BEAUTIFUL BABE, C. MINOR, LEGAL STEPS, SEA JADE, FASTEST FINGER, GODSPEED, PIONEER, etc.

Family in 2019 of KRIS FIVE, WOMAN AT THE WELL, LAUGHING FOX, SOTTSASS, etc.
DOING MY BEST won 5 races, ₹ 22,55,515 incl. Dr. S.R. Captain Mem. Cup, Bangalore Turf Club Trophy and placed 2nd in A P Heritage Trophy, 3rd in Red Chieftan Cup, etc; dam of: (ch c. 2012 by Sharp Attack[USA]), un-named.

My Best Lady (ch f 2013 by Sharp Attack[USA]), unplaced in 1 start.

Conroy (ch f 2014 by Sharp Attack[USA]), placed, ₹ 3,53,923.

Nathu La (b g 2015 by Crimson China[USA]), placed, ₹ 4,41,001; 2nd in Bhagmati Cup, etc.

Integrity (b f 2016 by Crimson China[USA]), placed, ₹ 75,000.

Always At Best (ch f 2017 by Crimson China[USA]), in training.

BELLS OF HOLLAND[GB] placed 6 times at 2 and 3, £ 3,651; dam of 5 winners:

- MAID FOR LOVE, 3 wins, £ 12,32,824; 3rd in Smt Mohanakumari Satyanaarayana Mem. Cup. People Prime, 2 wins, ₹ 6,91,600 and placed.

- DANCING BUTTERFLY, 1 win, ₹ 4,51,750; 2nd in Hyd. College Golden Jubilee Cup, etc.

Other winners: DANCING DUKE (1 win, ₹ 2,80,700) and DOING MY BEST (above).

Bold Ballerina, placed, ₹ 17,500; dam of:

- GRAND PREMIER, 1 win, ₹ 2,18,860; 2nd in Nilgiris Fillies’ Stakes, Gr.3, etc; dam of:

- STAR OF PASSION, 7 wins, ₹ 52,41,851 incl. Christmas Cup, Gr.3, Nawab Ali Khan Memorial Cup, Army Cup; 2nd in D R Dogra Cup, K Balakrishna Rao Memorial Cup, etc.

Other winners: BLACK BELT (7 wins), BHAII JAAN (2 wins) and SUPREME ASSET.

ANNIE ALBRIGHT placed twice at 2 and 3; dam of 4 winners:

- SHAMANIC, 3 wins at 2 and 3, £ 38,735 and placed incl. 2nd in Norfolk Stakes, Gr.3, etc.

Other winners: LITERATIM (3 wins), PERCIPIENT and BELMONTEE (1 win each). Bells of Holland[GB], above.

CRYSTAL BRIGHT won 1 race in USA, $ 11,920 and placed thrice; dam of 4 winners:

CRYSTAL GAZING, 3 wins in England at 2 and 3, £ 115,862 incl. Shadwell Stud Nell Gwyn Stakes, Gr.3, Bottisham Heath Stud Rockfel Stakes, Gr.3 and placed 3rd in General Accident One Thousand Guineas, Gr.1, Las Ciengas Handicap, Gr.3, etc; dam of:

CONROY, 7 wins, Dhs 2,676,607 incl. Mahab Al Shimaal Stakes, Gr.3, twice, etc.

DARK VEIL, 1 win; dam of LAMENTATION (2nd in Orchid Stakes, Gr.3; dam of ELEGIAC, 5 wins incl. 2019 Further Flight Stakes, L, etc), etc.

POLISH LEGION, 6 wins in England and Ireland at 2 to 9, £ 3,580 + € 42,346 and placed. Other winners: WAINWRIGHT (5 wins; dam of winners) and STAUNCH RIVAL (11 wins). Belsay, unplaced; dam of KILLYBEGS (3 wins incl. Craven Stakes, Gr.3, etc), etc. Annie Albright, above.

Half-sister to Reamur (placed; dam of BOREAS, 6 wins incl. Doncaster Cup, Gr.3, etc; grandam of MISS STARLIGHT, 6 wins in England, Qatar and Germany incl. Al Maktoum Trophy, Gr.3, etc, Lowwatha, Duke of Bronte, etc), etc. Their dam, a half-sister to SMERALDA (grandam of ROYAL HEROINE, Champion Turf Filly, 10 wins incl. Hollywood Derby, Gr.1, etc, MACASO, Champion 2YO Colt in Mexico, etc, LIP SERVICE, FAHADI, etc; 3rd dam of SERVICE TERM, Regal Sabre[USA], sire in India, etc; 4th dam of CARMINE LAKE, PUSHY DANCER etc), etc. ROSE RED branch (ERHAAB, FESTOON, ANOTHER TREAT, BUSTINO, RIVER QUEEN, NOCTURNAL SPREE, ALTESSE ROYALE, EVEN STAR, QUACK, HOTFOOT, MUMMY’S GAME, etc) of MARCHETTA family. Family in India of STARFIRE GIRL (McDowell Indian Derby, Gr.1), ACADEMIC, HER EXCELLENCY, ACADEMY GOLD, BAY OF ANGELS, etc. Family in 2019 of VASILKA (Gamley Stakes, Gr.1), FROSTED GOLD (S A Nursery, Gr.2), MYTHICAL MAGIC, NORTH FRANCE, etc.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stud: Poonawalla Astonish Stud Private Limited</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Property of Poonawalla Astonish Stud Private Limited</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bay Colt</th>
<th>DNA-Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stud</th>
<th>Pream</th>
<th>Pream</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Cristhias Letter</td>
<td>Ellouana[IRE]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Leibr Mor[IRE]</th>
<th>Holy Roman Emperor</th>
<th>Danzig</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(b - 2010)</td>
<td>L'On Vite</td>
<td>Razyana</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Lanzana, unraced; grandam of grandam of EZANA**

- won 1 race in France at 3, € 10,976 and placed 5 times;
- dam of Ezilla;
- dam of Elbasana, unplaced;
- dam of Centenary Vase, Prix Royal Oak, Stud Irish Oaks, Gr.1

- Ebaza, unplaced;
- dam of Other winners: EBABAYA (dam of and placed 2nd in Bennett, Coleman – Procam Million, etc.

**TOURBILLON, etc.**

- Tracing to FR IZETTE; ancestress also of

**Light Heavy Half-sister to**

**Other winners:EBARAYA (dam of and placed 2nd in Bennett, Coleman – Procam Million, etc.)**

**TOURBILLON, etc.**

**Other winners: EYSHAL, above.**

**Half-sister to DEMIA (Prix de Flore, Gr.3, etc; dam of Demawend, sire, Danishgur, etc; grandam of Didjala, Dimianni, etc; 3rd dam of DILEK, etc), Emreli, Visala (dam of HOLWAH, etc; grandam of LIGHT HEAVY, etc), etc.**

- Tracing to FRIZETTE; ancestress also of TOURBILLON (Champion Sire), MR. PROSPECTOR (Champion Sire), etc.
ENCHANTING MISS[USA] did not place; dam of:

Senor Hill (b g 2009 by Danehill Star[AUS]), placed, ₹ 81,250. Mia (b f 2010 by Danehill Star[AUS]), unraced.

OPHELIA (dk b f 2012 by Ravel[USA]), 2 wins, ₹ 7,01,120 incl. Mount Everest Trophy, etc. Miss Revolution (b f 2014 by Ravel[USA]), unplaced in 1 start.

Top Enchanter (b g 2015 by Ravel[USA]), placed, ₹ 1,78,149. Miss China (b f 2017 by Crimson China[USA]), in training.

ARTIC ENCHANTRESS won 3 races at 2 and 4, $ 48,715 incl. Critical Miss Stakes; 3rd in Playpen Stakes. Established ECR at Philadelphia Park for 1700 m., etc; dam of 8 winners:

Chief Miswaki, 2 wins in USA at 2, $ 47,724; 3rd in Ellis Park Juvenile Stakes, L, etc.

BAG THE DEVIL, 5 wins in USA at 2 to 5, $ 64,642 and placed.

ARTIC SHEIKH, 4 wins in USA at 3 and 4, $ 10,989 and placed.

QUISTY, 3 wins in USA at 3 and 4, $ 33,700 and placed.

COLD BEAUTY, 2 wins at 3, $ 21,250; dam of ARCTIC DAZZLER (2 wins, $ 49,180), etc. Other winners: CAN DO IT (2 wins; producer), THRYM (1 win, $ 62,768), APPIN (1 win).

Artic Gold, unraced; dam of ARTIC SEA (3 wins), BERING SEA (dam of a winner), etc.

Enchanting Star won 5 races in 10 starts at 3 and 4, $ 45,911 and placed incl. 2nd in All Brandy Handicap, etc. Established NTR at Bowie for 1800 m., etc; dam of 5 winners:

THETRUTHISOUTTHERE, 5 wins at 5 and 6, $ 174,797 incl. Budweiser Emerald Handicap, L, Fox Sports Northwest Handicap, L; 2nd in Budweiser Emerald Handicap, L, etc.

ARTIC ENCHANTRESS, above.

LEDNAK, 12 wins in USA at 3 to 7, $ 141,108 and placed. Other winners: CHANTER’S GOLD (3 wins, $ 17,065), SECRET PUNCH (1 win, $ 13,120).

CANDLE STAR did not race; dam of 9 winners incl.: STARGARDS, Champion Stater in USA, won 15 races incl. AK-Sar Ben Cornhusker Handicap, Gr.2, Whitney Stakes, Gr.2, Carter Handicap, Gr.2, Bold Ruler Stakes, L; 2nd in Withers Stakes, Gr.2, 3rd in Laurel Futurity, Gr.1, Ohio Derby, Gr.2, etc; sire.

Lively Star, 6 wins at 3 and 4, $ 70,839; 3rd in Debby’s Turn Stakes, etc; dam of:

Sharp n Lively, 10 wins at 2 to 5, $ 112,705; 3rd in Sunbelt Stakes, etc; dam of winners.

Silent Native, 1 win at 2, $ 10,480 and placed incl. 3rd in Find Handicap, etc; sire.

Enchanting Star, above.

CANDY J.M., 10 wins; dam of Gold Card (3rd in Gowell Stakes, L, etc; dam of winners), etc.

SECRET GIFT, 4 wins; dam of Ryburn (3rd in Miss Diz Handicap); grandam of Nautilus, etc. Miracle Star, placed; dam of SEEK A STAR (La Troienne Stakes, Gr.3), grandam of Hurry Ski (6 wins in Brazil), Josie G. (2nd in Tiffany Lass Stakes, L, etc; dam of winners), etc.

Corvina, unraced; dam of Motel Rendezvous, etc; grandam of Stocks Are Rising (2nd in Graduation Stakes, Everett Mevin Alameda County Futurity, etc; Paula’s Pride (7 wins; 3rd in Rushaway Stakes, etc), Anchored Back (3rd in Magic City Classic, etc), etc.

Auxiliary, unraced; grandam of Capone (8 wins, £ 55,491; 3rd in Cleves Stakes, etc), etc.

Half-sister to BACASWO (dam of VENERALBE LASS, 9 wins incl. Free State Stakes, etc, Austin C., etc; 3rd dam of CAPT. BOLD, etc), Rangel Rime (grandam of ONE DOUBLE, etc; 3rd dam of GREINTON’S DANCER, etc MERYL’S MYTH, etc), etc. Tracing to BONNY BELL; ancestress of OWEN TUDOR, FAIREY FULLMAR, CADEAUX GENEREUX, etc.
EVATINA won 7 races, ₹40,19,049 incl. F D Wadia Trophy, Gr.2 and placed 3rd in Deccan Breeders’ Association Sprints’ Cup, Gr.1, etc; dam of:

- GOLD GLAMOUR (ch f 2009 by Ace[IRE]), 1 win, ₹11,69,115; dam of HEART OF GOLD.
- SOOTHSAYER (ch g 2011 by Ace[IRE]), 8 wins, ₹29,72,345 and placed.
- PRISTINA (b f 2012 by Arazan[IRE]), 1 win, ₹2,07,000 and placed; producer.
- Royal Ace (b g 2013 by Ace[IRE]), placed, ₹3,87,984 incl. 2nd in Cole Gold Trophy, etc.
- MY PRECIOUS (b f 2014 by Excellent Art[GB]), 3 wins, ₹10,35,401 and placed.
- ANFIA (b f 2015 by Excellent Art[GB]), 2 wins, ₹6,03,000.
- _____ (b f 2016 by Arazan[IRE]), died at 2.
- _____ (b c 2017 by Leitir Mor[IRE]), in training.

ABBESS won 4 races, ₹9,42,474 incl. Bookmakers’ Trophy, Gr.3, Chairman’s Trophy and placed 2nd in Castrol Indian 1000 Guineas, Gr.1, etc; dam of 4 winners:

- EVATINA, above.
- SANTARELLE, 5 wins, ₹5,27,740 incl. Calorescence Cup and placed; dam of:
  - ARGIANO, 6 wins, ₹72,72,386 incl. Calcutta Monsoon Derby, Gr.2, etc and placed.
  - Unleashed, 6 wins, ₹64,25,634 and placed incl. 2nd in VIF Bangalore Derby, Gr.1, Indian Champion Cup, Gr.1. 3rd in Queen Elizabeth II Cup, Gr.3, etc; died at 6.
- Other winners: SANTERO (4 wins, ₹18,23,000), SPALLANZANI, MELODY BELLE, etc.
- HABIBI, 1 win; dam of Own Empire (1 win and placed 3rd in Bangalore Winter Million, Gr.3), FLIRTING KING (7 wins, ₹34,32,093) and NUMINOUS (3 wins, ₹29,77,145).
- KOHINOOR KING, 4 wins, ₹17,42,000.

Bougrine[CAN] won 5 races and placed 2nd in Etobicoke Handicap, L; dam of 8 winners:

- BRIGHT COLOURS, 4 wins, ₹5,09,320 incl. Chettinad Cement South India St. Leger, Gr.1, etc; producer.
- ABBY, above.
- Baffin Bay, 3 wins, ₹11,77,335 and placed 2nd in Golconda 2000 Guineas, Gr.2, etc.
- STAR OF TREASURE, 3 wins; dam of Vision of Love (3 wins, ₹24,13,087; 3rd in Nilgiris 1000 Guineas, Gr.3), PRINCE OF PERSIA (8 wins, ₹23,47,580), KING’S TREASURE. Other winners: AMAZING CAREER (9 wins, ₹6,97,625), AMAZING WIN (7 wins, ₹7,05,940), ACCENTOR (3 wins, ₹1,66,575) and DIVA DANCER (3 wins; broodmare), Priceless Coral, placed; dam of GOLDEN BOUNTY (15 wins, ₹2,48,71,913 incl. S.I. Oaks, Gr.1, S.I. Derby, Gr.1), Ocean Jupiter (3rd in S.I. 2000 Guineas, Gr.2), etc.

Half-sister to RIPLEY (granddam of Accionario, etc), STAR ACCOUNT (1 win; dam of STAR BY DESIGN, 7 wins incl. Rustic Ruler Stakes, etc; granddam of INTEGRISTA, Executive Deed, etc; 3rd dam of A SHIN MOREOVER, etc), Counting Moonbeams (dam of BLACK GLAD, etc; granddam of Go Fernando Go, etc), etc. Their dam, EQUINOCE a half-sister to SCYTHE, MONITOR (sire), DUEL (sire), ELAINE, LOOP (dam of KNOT, etc; granddam of HITCH, etc), Satin (dam of SATEEN, etc; granddam of MARTIAL LAW, etc), SAPPHIRE, OUTLAW, SHAM, COASTAL CONNECTION, etc; 3rd dam of LUJAIN, sire, LILYUM, CAHILL CONNECTION, GRAND FORKS, etc), FLEET FLIGHT (dam of R. THOMAS, etc; granddam of SPIRIT FLIGHT, etc; 3rd dam of STOP THE STAGE, etc; 4th dam of SUZIE’S DECISION, etc.), Sara Lea (dam of APPEALING SARA, etc), Flaunt It (dam of FOLMAR, Leading sire in South Africa, etc; 3rd dam of SAKURA SAEZURI, etc), etc. Tracing to ORIENTA. Family in 2019 of PLATINUM WARRIOR (San Marcos Stakes, Gr.2, etc), LONG RANGE TODDY, etc.
EXCELLENT ABILITY won 3 races, ₹8,65,500 incl. Pearson Surita Memorial Cup and placed 2nd in Sir M Visvesvaraya Memorial Cup, 3rd in Ardent Knight Trophy, etc; dam of: Jawal Prince (b c 2013 by Express Wish[GB]), unraced. 

Amnesty Bay (b c 2016 by Senure[USA]), un-named. 

Fine Teak (ch c 2017 by Senure[USA]), in training.

Amnesty Bay won 8 races, ₹15,77,298; 2nd in Fillies’ Trial Stakes, Gr.1, South India St. Leger, Gr.1, 3rd in Derby Bangalore, Gr.1, Bangalore Oaks, Gr.2, etc; dam of 8 winners: FANTASTIC PRINCE, 15 wins, ₹28,92,322 incl. Golconda Juvenile Million, Gr.3 and placed 2nd in Bangalore Juvenile Million, Gr.2, 4th in Golconda 2000 Guineas, Gr.2, etc. GALLOPPING BAY, 13 wins, ₹27,51,310 incl. North India Derby, Gr.3, North India 2000 Guineas; 4th in Shapoorji Pallonji Breeders’ Juvenile Colts’ Championship, Gr.3, etc. WORK FORCE, 6 wins, ₹22,58,160 and placed incl. 3rd in Queen Elizabeth II Cup, Gr.3, etc. STAR CARVEL, 2 wins; dam of In the Moonlight (6 wins, ₹23,09,000 incl. S A A Annamalai Chettiar Gold Cup; 3rd in Northern India Breeders’ Madras Gold Vase, Gr.3, etc). Other winners: MINSTREL GIRL (9 wins, ₹9,88,425), NATIONAL TRUST (18 wins, ₹46,32,175), ALIZE (1 win, ₹15,56,936; producer) and EXCELLENT ABILITY (above).

ROMANTIC MEMORIES won 3 races, ₹13,85,715 incl. Classic Calcutta Derby, Gr.1; 2nd in Fillies’ Trial Stakes, Gr.1, 3rd in Kingfisher Derby Bangalore, Gr.1 etc; dam of 10 winners: ROMANTIC KNIGHT, 2 wins, ₹10,82,193 incl. Calcutta Million, Gr.1 and placed. NEBRASKA TORNADO, 4 wins, ₹10,81,273 and placed incl. 4th in Deccan Derby, Gr.1, etc. Other black-type placed winners: Proud Memories and Amnesty Bay (above). Other winners: STRAUSS (3 wins), HOUDINI (3 wins), SPECIAL PLACE (dam of IMPERATOR, 10 wins), SPECTACULAR ROLE, TALL BOY and DAKOTA FANNING.

CARTIER won 3 races, ₹2,66,208 incl. Indian 1000 Guineas, Gr.1; S.A. Poonawalla Cup, Gr.3 and placed 2nd in F.D. Wadia Cup, Gr.3, etc; dam of 5 winners: ROMANTIC DANCER, 10 wins, ₹40,39,568 incl. Kingfisher Derby Bangalore, Gr.1, etc. CARTIER MILLION, 5 wins, ₹6,01,854 incl. Fillies’ and Mares’ Stakes, Gr.3, etc; dam of: STAR MILLIONAIRE, 9 wins, ₹29,52,004 incl. General Rajendrasinhji Trophy, Gr.3, etc. Aeroogramme, 4 wins; 2nd in Gen. Rajendrasinhji Trophy, Gr.3; dam of Top Executive (3rd in Juvenile Million, Gr.3), Air Star (4th in Gool S Poonawalla Million, Gr.3, etc; dam of FABULOUS STRIKE, 7 wins incl. Christmas Cup, Gr.3; 4th in S.I. 2000 Guineas, Gr.2), etc CHILLIANDRINA; dam of Corbett (2nd in Bangalore 2000 Guineas, Gr.2), PRIDE N GLORY, etc. ANTHALIA; dam of Diamond Hunter, SAMARKHAND; granddam of SPLASH PROOF, etc. ROMANTIC CHAMP, 4 wins incl. Royal Challenge Super Mile Trophy, Gr.3, etc. ROMANTIC MEMORIES, above.

Barbie Doll, 2 wins and placed incl. 4th in Deccan Derby, Gr.1, etc; dam of a winner.

Half-sister to CALIBRE (5 wins incl. S. I. 2000 Guineas, Gr.2, etc), Mahogany (grandam of ALARMING, 4 wins incl. C.N. Wadia Gold Cup, Gr.2, etc, Signal Tap, Anguilla, etc; 3rd dam of AL FATHA, won Darley Arabian Million, Gr.3, etc, ANOTHER TIME, won Usha Stud Clacutta Oaks, Gr.3 and placed 2nd in Clacutta 1000 Guineas, Gr.3, etc, Welcome Back, Glory of North etc), SAVOIR FAIRE (grandam of Hugo Boss, etc; 3rd dam of Toofern Express, etc), etc. Immediate family of HARDING II (Prix Pourtales), TINA’S PET (sire), etc. Tracing to KELP; ancestress of TAHITI, ARGUMENT, TELEPROMPTER, etc. Family in India of CITY OF HARMONY, etc. Family in 2019 of CLOUDS UNFOLD (Sceptre Stakes, Gr.2, etc).
FIREFOOT won 5 races, ₹ 21,33,250 incl. Indian Air Force Cup, Sir Aali Cup and placed.

FIREFOOT won 5 races, ₹ 8,13,640 incl. Cole Gold Trophy and placed; dam of 3 winners:
- FIRE SONG, 5 wins, ₹ 16,86,000 incl. T N Banerjeea Cup and placed; producer.
- SHER AFGAN, 3 wins, ₹ 10,51,554 and placed.
- FIRE ANGEL, above.

CARTIER MILLION won 5 races, ₹ 6,01,854 incl. Fillies’ and Mares’ Stakes, GR.3 and placed 2nd in Magnasound Indian Oaks, GR.1, etc; dam of 9 winners:
- STAR MILLIONAIRE, 9 wins, ₹ 29,52,004 incl. General Rajendrasinhji Trophy, GR.3, etc.
- Aerogramme, 4 wins and placed incl. 2nd in Gen. Rajendrasinhji Trophy, GR.3, etc; dam of:
  - Top Executive, 3 wins, ₹ 5,96,810; 3rd in Heritage Estates Juvenile Million, GR.3, etc.
  - Air Star, 1 win, ₹ 3,39,000; 4th in Gool S. Poonawalla Million, GR.3, etc; dam of:
    - FABULOUS STRIKE, 7 wins, ₹ 57,88,750 incl. Christmas Cup, GR.3, etc; broodmare.
    - Other winners: KILLER (2 wins), BIRTHDAY GIFT, DARAKHSHAN SETARACH (1 win each)
    - Other winners: STAR FLIGHT (19 wins, ₹ 42,40,107), AEROSPACE (5 wins), KOHINOOR DELIGHT (3 wins), ILLUMINIQUE (2 wins), AIRLINER and AERO STAR.
- CHILIANDRINA, 3 wins, dam of Corbett (4 wins; 2nd in Bangalore 2000 Guineas, GR.2), PRIDE N GLORY (7 wins, ₹ 13,94,848), CACHAREL (5 wins, ₹ 18,01,419 and placed), etc.
- ANTHALIA, 1 win, ₹ 83,500; dam of Diamond Hunter (12 wins, ₹ 56,23,643; 2nd in Bangalore City Gold Cup, GR.3, etc); grandam of SPLASH PROOF (6 wins) BANK ON ME, etc.
- Other winners: TACTICAL ADVANTAGE (7 wins), ROYAL ENGAGEMENT (dam of winners), ST. GERLACH, SILVER HARROW (2 wins each) and FIREFOOT (above).

CARTIER won 3 races, ₹ 2,66,208 incl. Indian 1000 Guineas, GR.1, S.A. Poonawalla Cup, GR.3 and placed 2nd in F.D. Wadia Cup, GR.3, etc; dam of 5 winners:
- ROMANTIC DANCER, 10 wins, ₹ 40,39,568 incl. Kingfisher Derby Bangalore, GR.1, etc.
- ROMANTIC CHAMP, 4 wins incl. Royal Challenge Super Mile Trophy, GR.3, etc.
- ROMANTIC MEMORIES, 3 wins incl. Classic Cutcalla Derby, GR.1, etc; dam of:
  - ROMANTIC KNIGHT, 2 wins, ₹ 10,82,193 incl. Calcutta Million, GR.1 and placed.
  - Amnesty Bay, 8 wins, ₹ 15,77,298; 2nd in Fillies’ Trial Stakes, GR.1, S. I. St. Leger, GR.1; dam of FANTASTIC PRINCE (15 wins incl. Juvenile Million, GR.3), GALLOPING BAY (13 wins incl. North India Derby, GR.3, etc), WORK FORCE; grandam of IN THE MOONLIGHT, etc.
- Other black-type placed winners: Proud Memories and Nebraska Tornado (4 wins each).
- CARTIER MILLION, above.
- Barbie Doll, 2 wins and placed incl. 4th in Deccan Derby, GR.1, etc; dam of a winner.

RESOURCtFULL* won 3 races in England, £ 3,146 and placed; dam of 5 winners incl.:
- CALIBRE, 5 wins, ₹ 3,48,030 incl. S. I. 2000 Guineas, GR.2, Stayers’ Cup, GR.2, etc.
- CARLIE, above.
- Mahogany, 7 wins and placed incl. 2nd in C.N. Wadia Gold Trophy, L, etc; dam of:
  - EXCLUSIVE, 1 win; dam of ALARMING, won C.N. Wadia Gold Cup, GR.2, etc, SIGNAL TAP,
  - SAVOIR FAIRE, 7 wins; grandam of Hugo Boss, etc; 3rd dam of Toofan Express, etc.

Tracing to KELP; ancestress of TAHITI, ARGUMENT, TELEPROMPTER, etc. Family in 2019 of CLOUDS UNFOLD (Sceptre Stakes, GR.2), SENATOR (The January Cup, GR.3), etc.
FLAMING BAY won 2 races, ₹ 3,60,600 and placed 2nd in Bay of Treasure Trophy, etc; dam of: ________ (b f 2007 by Case Law[IRE]), un-named.

DEMANDING FORMAT (b f 2008 by Hymn[IRE]), 10 wins, ₹ 40,15,088 incl. Bol Publication Cup, F K Irani Memorial Cup, Hotel R R R Trophy, Nairn Cup, RWITC Ltd Trophy, etc. (b c 2009 by Hymn[IRE]), died since birth.

Chir Pine (b f 2010 by Home Affair[GB]), unplaced.
Pocket Aces (b c 2012 by Express Wish[GB]), unplaced; died at 3. ________ (b f 2015 by Crimson China[USA]), died since birth.

ELMAJARRAH[CAN] placed 3 times at 3; dam of 2 winners:
IMPERIAL CALL, 3 wins, ₹ 2,12,772; dam of RAN BANKA (2 wins, ₹ 5,13,000), etc.
FLAMING BAY, above.

PLAY AROUND HONEY did not race; dam of 5 winners incl.: LONDRINA, 6 wins in Brazil incl. Premio Edmundo Pires de Oliveira Dias, Gr.3, etc; dam of: ATACAMA, 6 wins, Reals 98,054 incl. Premio Copa Japao de Turfe, L, etc; producer. JAGUAPITA, 4 wins, Reals 23,200; dam of Controller, Alto Araguaia, etc.

LONDRINITA, 3 wins; dam of HALSTON (4 wins incl. Grande Premio Ipiranga, Gr.1), etc. Mandaguacu, unraced; dam of TERRA BRASILIS, DALTIVA, Evian Royal, Papito, etc.; producer.

Iain’tanangel, 3 wins, $ 68,658; 2nd in Fort Erie Breeders’ Cup Stakes; dam of: FINAL THUNDER, 6 wins, Reals 22,612 incl. Premio Delegacoes Turfisticas, L, etc.

PLAY AROUND HONEY Exclusive Native Indian Call

INDIAN CALL ran a few times in USA; dam of 5 winners:
ERWIN BOY, 11 wins, $ 205,876 incl. Bowling Green Handicap, Gr.2, Tidal Handicap, Gr.2, Edgemere Handicap, Gr.3 and placed 3rd in Man O’ War Stakes, Gr.1, etc.
SIBERIAN EXPRESS, 3 wins in France incl. Poule d’Essai des Pouilains, Gr.1, etc; sire.

CHEYENNE BIRDSONG, unraced; dam of: SHYWING, 8 wins, $ 453,830 incl. Las Ciengas Handicap, L; 2nd in La Canada Stakes, Gr.1, etc; granddam of MALDIVIAN (9 wins incl. C.F. Orr Stakes, Gr.1, etc), SUDDEN DEPARTURE (King County Handicap), CHIPPEWAWHITECHIEF, Sky Diver, etc. CRESTON, 5 wins at 2 to 6, $ 329,232 incl. Balboa Stakes, Gr.3 and placed.
COMPELLING SOUND, 4 wins at 3, $ 271,125 incl. Silver Screen Handicap, Gr.3, etc.
SEQUIYAH, 2 wins at 2, $ 96,587 incl. Fall Festival Juvenile Stakes and placed. Sky Feather, 2 wins and placed 2nd in Molly Butler H’cap, etc; dam of Smoke Break, etc.

REALLY TOPS, 2 wins; dam of ENUMERATOR (3 wins incl. Strong Rules Stakes, etc), etc. Crown n Feathers, unraced; dam of Cabo King (12 wins; 2nd in Blue Starter Handicap), etc.

Play Around Honey, above.

Half-sister to LADY TRAMP (Alcibiades Stakes, etc; 3rd dam of NOTIONAL, LOVELLON, POTRIQUILLO, etc), POPULAR DEMAND (sire), Myrtlewood Mona (granddam of BASTIAN, etc; 3rd dam of FORZA KEY, FORTINO KEY, etc), etc. Their dam, half-sister to JOUNALEETTE (dam of TYPECAST, etc; granddam of PRETTY CAST, LEADING COUNSEL, etc), MELO (dam of STRAIGHT AS A DIE), etc. MYRTLEWOOD branch (SEATTLE SLEW, LOMOND, DURAZNA, MISS DOGWOOD, MR. PROSPECTOR, etc) of FRIZETTE family.
Follow the Dream

Stud: Gee

Property of Col K S Garcha

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nickname</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Breed</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Dam</th>
<th>Owner</th>
<th>Trainer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Crimson China(USA)</td>
<td>(b - 2008)</td>
<td>Giant's Causeway</td>
<td>Storm Cat</td>
<td>Storm Bird</td>
<td>Terlingua</td>
<td>Rahy</td>
<td>Immense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parisian Affair</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mr. Greeley</td>
<td>Gone West</td>
<td>Long Legend</td>
<td>Dayjur</td>
<td>Liturgism</td>
<td>Abelia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bay Filly</td>
<td>Jan 17, 2018</td>
<td>Star of Paris</td>
<td>Tiro(IRE)</td>
<td>Alpine Niece</td>
<td>Thatching</td>
<td>Thatch</td>
<td>Abelia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNA-Typed</td>
<td>(b - 2008)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LS-QD 8 RS - 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FOLLOW THE DREAM won 6 races, ₹ 30,27,370 incl. Great Tribute Cup, etc; dam of: ________ (b f 2017 by Crimson China(USA)), un-named; died at 2.

MASAWARA(IRE) ran once at 3; dam of 4 winners:

MISS BOLD, 5 wins, ₹ 8,95,000 incl. Central Reserve Police Force Cup and placed. MISS MARINE, 5 wins, ₹ 7,56,750 incl. Lt Col Govind Singhji Memorial Cup and placed. Other winners: MITRAYA (4 wins, ₹ 12,06,100) and FOLLOW THE DREAM (above).

MASAWA won 1 race in Ireland at 3, ₹ 5,888 and placed thrice; dam of 2 winners:

MILIANA, 3 wins incl. Prix de Flore, ₹ 297,939 incl. Arcadia Handicap, Gr.3 and placed 6 times incl. 3rd in Eddie Read Handicap, Gr.1, El Rincon Handicap, Gr.2, etc. sire.

MAYORAL, 3rd in Newcastle 1000 Guineas, etc; dam of: MIRISI (2 wins incl. Balanchine Stakes, etc), Miranisa (grandam of LADY LE FAY, Lord Badger, The Tidy Express, etc), MABIRA, 3rd in Vodafone Nassau, Gr.3, etc; dam of: THE TIDY EXPRESS (dam of 2019 Rockfel Stakes, etc), etc.

MABIRA won 1 race at 2 and placed incl. 2nd in Molecomb Stakes, Gr.3, etc. Tracing to PRETTY POLLY. Family in India of WIND STREAM, ETERNAL FLAME, ANTONIOS, PLEASURE HUNT, PSYCHIC FORCE, etc. Family in 2019 of KASIMIR (Cape Flying Championship, Gr.1, etc), ADVERTISE (Commonwealth Cup, Gr.1), MAYORAL, etc.

Half-sister to MIRISI (3 wins in France and USA incl. Relaunch Stakes, L, etc), MABIRA (2 wins incl. Handicap d’Ete, L, etc; dam of Mamouona, 1 win and placed 3rd in Vodafone Nassau Stakes, Gr.2, etc; grandam of MARIDPOUR, 5 wins incl. Queen’s Vase, Gr.3, etc, Mirana, etc; 3rd dam of MILIANA, 3 wins incl. Prix de Flore, Gr.3, etc, MOURAMARA, won Prix de Royallieu, Gr.2, etc, Peres, Maimiad, sire), Miranisa (grandam of ORIENTAL FOREST, won Usha Stud South India 1000 Guineas, Gr.2, etc), Mourwara (grandam of DANEHILL MUSIC, etc), etc. Their dam, Miss Melody won 1 race at 2 and placed incl. 2nd in Molecole Stakes, Gr.3, etc. Tracing to PRETTY POLLY. Family in India of WIND STREAM, ETERNAL FLAME, ANTONIOS, PLEASURE HUNT, PSYCHIC FORCE, etc. Family in 2019 of KASIMIR (Cape Flying Championship, Gr.1, etc), ADVERTISE (Commonwealth Cup, Gr.1), MAYORAL, etc.
Stud: Yeravada
Property of Yeravada Stud & Agricultural Farm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>May 9, 2018</td>
<td>DNA-Typed</td>
<td>Bay Colt</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fifth Foal</td>
<td>Branded :</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L9 - Y 8 30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FOREVER AMBER won 3 races, ₹6,31,187 and placed; dam of:
DUSSEHRA (b f 2012 by Diffident[FR]), 2 wins, ₹4,97,250 and placed.
Solaris (b g 2014 by New Famous[BRZ]), placed, ₹1,01,600.
________ (b c 2016 by Whatasthescript[IRE]), died since birth.
Dashing Glow (b c 2017 by Arazan[IRE]), in training.

Romantic Alliance won 4 races, ₹4,24,268 and placed incl. 2nd in Chettinad Cement South India St. Leger, Gr.1, Rank Aqua Golconda Oaks, Gr.2, etc; dam of 8 winners.

PASSED SO FAST[USA] did not win in Ireland; dam of 9 winners incl.:

SHAMAAL, 6 wins, ₹41,87,465 incl. A V Thomas Sprints’ Cup, Gr.1, Dashmesh and Hargobind Stud Million, Gr.3 and placed 2nd in Indian 1000 Guineas, Gr.1, Maj P K Mehra Memorial Super Mile Cup, Gr.1, Dr S C Jain Sprints’ Trophy, Gr.2, etc; dam of:

FIELD MARSHAL, 7 wins, ₹1,72,43,041 incl. Mysore Derby, Gr.1, Bangalore 2000 Guineas, Gr.2, Mysore 2000 Guineas, Gr.3 and placed 3rd in Indian Derby, Gr.1, etc.

Other black-type placed winners: Sharaarat (producer), White Knight and Lightning Bolt.

Serrafina, 8 wins; 2nd in Calcutta Champion’s Sprint Trophy, Gr.3, etc; dam of winners.

Polish Lightning, 7 wins, ₹3,64,000; 3rd in Bangalore Oaks, Gr.1, etc; dam of:

WARS PACT, 5 wins, ₹46,02,101 incl. Indian St. Leger, Gr.1, etc; dam of BOLD MARCH (4 wins, ₹71,04,880 incl. Breeders’ Produce Stakes, Gr.3), WILNA (producer).

FLOWERSOFTHeforeST, 3 wins, ₹23,63,854 incl. Golconda Derby, Gr.1, etc; dam of:

SERENDINE (Calcutta St. Leger, Gr.3), Hope Spring’s (2nd in North India Derby, Gr.3), etc.

BIRTHDAY STAR, 6 wins, ₹16,41,700 incl. Godolphin Barb Stakes, Gr.3, etc.

L’AVENIR, 1 win viz. Golconda Juvenile Million, Gr.3; 2nd in Deccan Derby, Gr.1, etc.

Spark of Glory, 6 wins, ₹18,00,130 and placed incl. 4th in Bangalore Derby, Gr.1, etc.

Romantic Alliance, above.

Hot Baroness, unraced; granddam of DARE TO DREAM (9 wins incl. Indian Champion Cup, Gr.1, Golconda 2000 Guineas, Gr.2; 2nd in Golconda Derby, Gr.1), STARIDAR (3 wins), etc.

PAST EXAMPLE did not race; dam of 3 winners:

POLISH PRECEDENT, 7 wins incl. Prix du Moulin de Longchamp, Gr.1, etc; sire.

JASMINA, 6 wins; dam of SABADILLA, etc; granddam of BOLD GIRL ,etc.

DIALI, 1 win; dam of MAHARIB (Curragh Cup, Gr.3), etc; granddam of DESERT FALCON, etc.

Zienelle[USA]; grandam of INTIKHAB (sire), NEW PRINCE, Red Dragon, The General, Palisades Park, THE LIEUTENANT; 3rd dam of ROSES ARE FOREVERR (7 wins), etc.

Musical Precedent, unraced; dam of MR CHARLYPOTATOES (13 wins, ₹319,286), etc.

Passed So Fast[USA], above.

The LADY BE GOOD (Colleen Stakes) family of SQUANDER, MOTIVATOR (sire), etc.
FORGOTTEN VOICE, won 1 race, ₹ 3,24,000 and placed; dam of:
_____ (b c 2016 by Arazan[IRE]), died as yearling.
Activated (b f 2017 by Leitir Mor[IRE]), in training.

Lady One won 4 races, ₹ 19,17,269 incl. Vijayanagar Cup, Bangalore Turf Club Trophy; 2nd in DBA Sprinters’ Cup, Gr.1, Bangalore City Gold Cup, Gr.3, etc; dam of 3 winners:
Ademaro, 4 wins, ₹ 26,76,121 incl. Maharajadhiraja Uday Chand Mahtab of Burdwan Memorial Cup and placed 2nd in Queen Elizabeth II Cup, Gr.3, etc.
DARSHISH, 1 win, ₹ 11,10,868 viz. Kaleshwaram Cup; 2nd in Roses In Bloom Cup, etc.
FORGOTTEN VOICE, above.

LADY MOURA won 5 races, ₹ 30,73,376 incl. Maharaja Jiwaji Rao Scindia Trophy, Gr.3; 2nd in Poonawalla Breeders’ Multi-Million, Gr.1, Indian 1000 Guineas, Gr.1; dam of 7 winners:
SWEEPING SUCCESS, 6 wins, ₹ 1,90,84,729 incl. Deccan Derby, Gr.1, Indian Oaks, Gr.1, Indian 1000 Guineas, Gr.1, Indian Turf Invitational Cup, Gr.1; 2nd in Indian Derby, Gr.1, Indian St. Leger, Gr.1; dam of SWEEPING STAR, MY LAKSHMI (dam of HER LEGACY), etc.
Angels Touch, 3 wins, ₹ 11,57,722 incl. Nana Raghunath Trophy, B K Lagad Trophy and placed incl. 3rd in Forbes Breeders’ Juvenile Fillies’ Championship, Gr.3, etc.
LADY ONE, above.

LADYSHIP, 4 wins, ₹ 10,32,750; dam of KING OF THE WIND (1 win, ₹ 6,38,960), etc. Other winners: FRONTIER FLAME (4 wins, ₹ 7,71,210) and MANDALAY BAY (4 wins).

ILE DES SOEURS[CAN] won 7 races, ₹ 28,771 and placed; dam of 4 winners:
LADY MOURA, above.

LA PRIMAVERA; dam of MOUNT ROYALE (4 wins, ₹ 10,04,656) and KINNARI (producer). Other winners: FRONTIER FLAME (4 wins, ₹ 7,71,210) and MANDALAY BAY (4 wins).

ABEILLE[CAN] placed in Canada, ₹ 9,516; dam of 8 winners:
ALOUETTE, 6 wins, ₹ 8,90,355 incl. Breeders’ Produce Stakes, Gr.2, etc; dam of a winner.
Abiella, 1 win, ₹ 98,735 and placed incl. 3rd in CROS Champagne Stakes, Gr.3, etc; dam of ORBIT (6 wins, ₹ 14,23,550) and MASTER TIGER (5 wins, ₹ 10,60,000), etc.
Other winners: HONG KONG BOY (10 wins), GRATUIT (7 wins, ₹ 42,622), FORT CHIMO, MIDNIGHT MAGIC, AMBER PEARL (1 win; producer) & ILE DES SOEURS[CAN] (above).

Half-sister to L’Anse Au Griffon (5 wins, ₹ 97,670 and placed incl. 2nd in Bison City Stakes, 4th in Canadian Oaks, Gr.1; etc; dam of NORTHERN LANCE, 4 wins incl. Eclipse Handicap, Gr.3, etc; dam of BOND JAMES BOND, 5 wins incl. Canadian Juvenile Stakes, etc.
Exciting Metro, 5 wins and placed 3rd in Brutally Frank Stakes, etc; Ecume de Mer[CAN] (dam of Zeta Jones, 4 wins, ₹ 15,72,722; 3rd in Poonawalla Breeders’ Multi-Million, Gr.1, etc; 3rd dam of FLASH OF ELEGANCE, etc), Secret Diary[USA] (dam of Brave Hero, Bernstein, 5 wins in India and South Korea and placed 3rd in Dashmesh and Hargobind Stud Million, Gr.3, etc), Baie St. Paul (3rd dam of PREGUNTALE, 9 wins incl. Copa Jose Fernandez, etc), etc. Their dam half-sister to LA PREVOYANTE (Champion 2YO Filly in USA etc), FEUILLE D’ERABLE (grandam of GULLIVIEGOLD, Ashatamasha, etc), DANSEUSE TOILE (dam of DRAPEAU TRICOLOR, DAMPIERRE, etc; grandam of IRISH BOSS, won A.C. Ardeshir Trophy, Gr.2, etc; PROUD CITIZEN, etc), etc. The next dam, Arctic Dancer, full-sister to NORTHERN DANCER (Champion Sire), etc. Tracing to FLYING WITCH; ancestress in India of SUPERVITE, BOLD CLASSIC, etc. Family in 2019 of DANCING AGAIN, etc.
GOLDEN BRIGHT[USA] did not race; dam of:
NORMANDY (dk b g 2013 by Footstepsinthesand), 1 win, ₹ 2,69,875 viz.Uttam Singh Trophy.
Midnight Phantom (b g 2014 by Midnight Interlude[USA]), 1 win, ₹ 26,02,887 and placed incl. 3rd in Golconda Derby, Gr.1, South India St. Leger, Gr.2, Governor’s Trophy, etc.
GOLDEN HIND (b g 2015 by Kingda Ka[AUS]), 2 wins, ₹ 7,43,627 incl. Uttam Singh Trophy.
Otus (b c 2016 by Kingda Ka[AUS]), placed, ₹ 7,01,600; 3rd in Nilgiris 2000 Guineas, Gr.2, etc. (b c 2017 by Kingda Ka[AUS]), in training.

SHEENA’S GOLD won 1 race in USA at 3, $ 8,518 and placed; dam of 8 winners:
THE GROOM IS RED, 4 wins, $401,153 incl. Champagne Stakes, Gr.1 and placed; sire.
Other winners: BLACKTIEANDTUCKS (6 wins in USA), BALTORO (4 wins in USA), LAID BACK LADY, FACTUAL EVIDENCE, ELLE JOUET, WILD ANGEL and PAT’S FRIEND.
Golden Bright[USA], above.

AFASHEEN placed in France at 3 and 4; dam of 9 winners:
Antoniazzo, 4 wins in France at 3 and 6, €35,841 and placed incl. 3rd in Prieu Rieussec, L, etc.
FUTURE PAST, 4 wins; dam of WHERE OR WHEN (Queen Elizabeth II Stakes, Gr.1; sire), ALL THE WAY; grandsire of DANHEILL DESTINY, Royal Fire; 3rd dam of Momalorka, etc.
ON THE TILES, 1 win in Ireland; dam of AIR DE RIEN (dam of winners), Stilettoblade, etc.
Other winners: AFAMIYYA (grandam of Miyyareturn, etc), LEIGH BOY, C. R. BADGER BOY, IF YOU’RE READY, ARMINIYA (dam of winners) and SHEENA’S GOLD (above).
Abriyna, unraced; grandsire of BADGER’S DRIFT (7 wins incl. South African Derby, Gr.1, etc; sire), SECRET HOARD (Juvenile Futurity, Gr.2, etc), DANCIN’ THE RAIN, ARCADE, ON THE TILES, Olympic Bid, Scruples, etc; 3rd dam of ASIAN EMPEROR, etc.

AIMEE placed 5 times in France at 2 and 3; dam of 5 winners incl.:
AFAYOON L, 5 wins in France at 3 and 4, €18,892 incl. Prieu Edmond Blanc, Gr.3, etc.
FLAMING HEART, 2 wins in France at 3 incl. Prieu de Minerve, etc; dam of:
MAROUN, 6 wins in France incl. Prieu Jean Prat, Gr.2, Prieu Daphnis, Gr.3, etc; sire.
Safiah, 2 wins; 2nd in Prix Francois Andre, L; dam of SHELINA; grandsire of SHARAYA, SHARANISHA, SHANKKARA, KATTIMORE; 3rd dam of TEKKEN; 4th dam of SHAWARA.
Karmouna, placed; dam of KIRKIRG (sire), KARELIANA, etc; grandsire of KASHAN, etc.
ADJARIDA, 2 wins in France incl. Prieu de Bagatelle, L, etc; dam of ADJMAL, Adjanada, etc; grandsire of ADAIYKA, ADJARELI, etc; 3rd dam of FRONT HOUSE, ACCESS ALL AREAS, PRINCESS NALA, ADILABAD, FOREST MAGIC, ALYSHAKEYS, etc.
AFARA, 1 win; grandsire of MEAFARA (dam of a winner); 3rd dam of EDDIE B RUNS, etc.
Runaway Bride; dam of BLUSHING GROOM (Champion Sire), BAYRAAN (sire), etc; grandsire of MATADOR, CANAVERAL, ROYAL KINGDOM[IRE] (sire in India), LEROS[FR]; 3rd dam of AGNES DIGITAL (sire), SHELL GAME (sire), ENTICE, ARISTOS.
Zannira, unraced; dam of ZABARELLA (Oaks d’Italia, Gr.1), ZEOLIDE LECRAU, ZACCOLINO (sire), ZADKINE, ZAMPIERE, etc; grandsire of TISN’T, ZEUSSI, etc.
Khazaeeen; dam of THE DANCER, etc; grandsire of SIMPLY MAJESTIC (sire), HUSBAND, ALWUHUSH (sire), JACODRA’S DEVIL, JACODRA (sire), PIA BRIDE, PRETTY LADY, etc; 3rd dam of LADY ELI (Diana Stakes, Gr.1, Gamely Stakes, Gr.1, etc) TEJANO RUN (sire), PAYS TO DREAM, BIZZY CAROLINE, MORE ROYAL (sire), etc.
Afasheen, above.

Tracing to BLACK RAY; ancestress also of MILL REEF, GOLDIKOVA, GOLD RIVER, etc.
GOLDEN SLIPPER won 2 races, 9,051,519 and placed incl. 2nd in Mauritian Pearl Stakes, etc.

RHAPSODY IN BLUE won 2 races, 3,15,395; 4th in Goodfellas Cup; dam of 5 winners: Gershwinn, 4 wins, 13,44,240 incl. Kabini Dam Cup, R R Komandur Memorial Trophy and placed 3rd in Poonawalla Bangalore Derby, Gr.1, Chief Minister’s Gold Cup, etc.

AQUITANIA, 6 wins, 31,29,775 incl. Malaysia Cup, Quail Creek Wines Cup and placed. Other winners: TORERO (3 wins, 16,61,750) and GOLDEN SLIPPER (above).

SURRENDER did not race; dam of 4 winners: Ardennes, 2 wins, 5,13,644 and placed incl. 2nd in Usha Stud Calcutta Oaks, Gr.3, 3rd in Calcutta Derby Trial Stakes, 4th in Calcutta 1000 Guineas, Gr.3, etc; destroyed at 5.

Other winners: VISIONAIRE (2 wins), LAKE GENEVA (1 win), RHAPSODY IN BLUE (above).

GOURGANDINE[IRE] ran once in France at 3; dam of 8 winners incl.: AVALANCHE STAR, 13 wins, 30,42,586 incl. Calcutta Gold Cup, Gr.2-NTR, etc.

ALLIED FORCES, 11 wins, 63,40,615 incl. Stayers’ Trophy, Gr.1, Indian Champion Stakes, Gr.1, R.W.I.T.C., Ltd. Invitational Trophy, Gr.2, Bangalore St. Leger, Gr.2, etc.

PERCEIVED VALUE, 5 wins, 54,89,321 incl. The Hindu Deccan Derby, Gr.1, Golconda St. Leger, Gr.2; 2nd in St. Leger, Gr.1. 3rd in Indian Derby, Gr.1; dam of Imperial View, etc.

Pricewise, 4 wins, 10,42,060 incl. Sangam Cup; 4th in Indian Oaks, Gr.1, etc; dam of: WHOMAKESTHERULES, 8 wins, 2,33,85,089 incl. Maj P K Mehra Mem. Super Mile Cup, Gr.1, Indian Champion Cup, Gr.1, Clackett 2000 Guineas, Gr.2, Monsoon Derby, Gr.2, Karnataka Juv. Million, Gr.2; 2nd in Golconda St. Leger, Gr.2, Maharaja Jiwajirao Scindia Trophy, Gr.2, Maharaja’s Gold Cup, Gr.2, Colts’ Championship Stakes, Gr.3, etc.

STARRY EYES, 3 wins, 1,46,78,788 incl. Fillies’ Championship, Gr.3; 2nd in Breeders’ Multi-Million, Gr.1, Indian Derby, Gr.1, Gool S. Poonawalla Million, Gr.3, etc; producer.

Other black-type placed winners: Cambiasso (2nd Queen Elizabeth II Cup, Gr.3), Camacho.

BELLE DE CADIX, 1 win at 3, £ 3,987 and placed four times; dam of:

DOLLED UP, 2 wins, 129,385 incl. Prix du Bois, Gr.3; 2nd in Prix d’Arenberg, Gr.3, etc.

ZEITING; dam of COMBAT ZONE, ROYAL EMPIRE, SCOTTISH, Bikini Babe, Zut Alors. MADANY, 2 wins; dam of EQUIDAAR (Commonwealth Cup, Gr.1, etc), MASSAAT, etc.

Deserting[IRE], unplaced; dam of Money Ball (2nd in Juvenile Sprinter’s Million, Gr.3, etc).

Only Royale; dam of Bombardier, Simply Royale, STARISTOCRAT, MARKET LEADER, etc.

Pacific Fleet, placed; dam of Dolphin Bay (12 wins, 3rd in S I 2000 Guineas, Gr.2, etc). etc.

Star Supremacy; dam of Very Special (3rd in Calcutta St. Leger, Gr.3), ASCENDENCY, etc.

Surrender, above.

North Forland won 1 race at 3; 2nd in Ribblesdale Stakes, Gr.2, etc; dam of 5 winners incl.: FORTUNE’S WHEEL, 6 wins incl. Prix d’Harcourt, Gr.2; 3rd in Turf Classic, Gr.1, etc.

LIBERTINE, 3 wins; grandam of SGT PEPPER, etc; 3rd dam of INFAMOUS ANGEL, etc.

HARMLESS ALBATROSS, 3 wins; dam of VOLOCHINE (sire), KAHTAN (sire), ALMASS, GHATAAS (sire), SAKHA, etc; 3rd dam of RED TEA (2019 Kilboy Estates Stakes, Gr.2; 3rd in 2019 Prix Jean Romanet, Gr.1, 2019 Lanwades Stud Stakes, Gr.2, etc).

Gourdzandine[IRE], above.

Half-sister to INFRA GREEN (dam of ECOLOGIST, sire, INFRASONIC, GREEN REEF, Greensmith[GB], sire in India, etc; grandam of INHABITANT[GB], sire in India, LONDONNETDOTCOM, TOULON, Hill Reef, etc), etc. Tracing to WATERHEN.
GREEN PATH placed, ₹ 30,000; dam of:
Salwood (ch f 2016 by Senure[USA]), unraced.

**Chilly Wind**

- won 4 races, ₹13,89,265 incl. Mysore Cup and placed 3rd in Bangalore Oaks, Gr.2, 4th in K.R.O.A. Mysore 1000 Guineas, Gr.3, etc; dam of 1 winner:
- **GUSTY WIND**, 3 wins, ₹13,20,850 incl. Bangalore Turf Club Cup and placed.
- Green Path, above.

**MISS FREEZE**

- won 1 race, ₹ 1,61,154 viz. The Hindu Trophy and placed; dam of 5 winners:
- **Splendid Elegance**, 1 win, ₹ 9,51,265; 2nd in Calcutta Million, Gr.1, etc; broodmare.
- **Chilly Wind**, above.

**SNOW**

- won 5 races, ₹ 5,01,772 incl. Indian 1000 Guineas, Gr.1, Bookmakers’ Cup, Gr.3, and placed 2nd in Indian Oaks, Gr.1, Bangalore Derby, Gr.1, etc; dam of 9 winners incl.:**
- **SNOW DEW**, 8 wins, ₹ 80,41,577 incl. Kingfisher 1000 Guineas, Gr.1, Fillies’ Trial Stakes, Gr.1, Derby Bangalore, Gr.1, etc; dam of **SOUTHERN CHARGE**, Honey Dew (producer).
- **SNOW FOREST**, 8 wins, ₹ 6,96,171 incl. Calcutta Oaks, Gr.1; dam of WILD FOREST, etc.
- Other black-type placed winners: **Prince Arthur, Celestial Fire and Mystic View**.

**ALIX**

- won 5 races; dam of **ACCESS ALL AREAS** (S.A. Poonawalla Million, Gr.2 and placed 2nd in Fillies’ Trial Stakes, Gr.1, etc; dam of winners), **Angelo, Gentle Knight, Mountain Range**; grandam of **SUCCEDING STAR** (Queen Elizabeth II Cup, Gr.3, etc), **HONOUR**, etc.
- Trustworthy, placed; dam of **GISELE** (3 wins incl. Golconda Oaks, Gr.2, dam of ST BARTS), **Elusive Trust** (dam of **SIR CECIL**, 8 wins, ₹ 3,26,46,020 incl. Mysore Derby, Gr.1, Colts’ Championship Stakes, Gr.1, Derby Bangalore, Gr.1, Indian 2000 Guineas, Gr.1, etc; sire, **HALL OF FAMER**, 5 wins, ₹ 3,59,64,222 incl. Indian Derby, Gr.1, Calcutta Derby, Gr.1, Implicit Trust, 1 wins and placed incl. 2nd in Bangalore Oaks, Gr.2, etc; broodmare), etc. **MISS FREEZE**, above.

Full-sister to **BLUE ICE** (9 wins, ₹ 7,49,240 incl. S.I. India Oaks, Gr.1, S.I. 1000 Guineas, Gr.2, South India 2000 Guineas, Gr.2 and placed 2nd in Bangalore Derby, Gr.1; dam of **ICELANDIC**, 16 wins incl. Hong Kong Bank Cup, Gr.2, 3rd in Sprints’ Classic, Gr.1, etc; AMBER ROYAL, 13 wins, ₹ 16,73,016 incl. General Rajendrasinhji Million, Gr.3, etc, **SANTORINI STAR**, 9 wins incl. Derby Bangalore, Gr.1, Indian Oaks, Gr.1, etc; DANGEROUS LIASON, 4 wins incl. Indian 1000 Guineas, Gr.1, etc, **Silver Reef**, 9 wins; 3rd in Indian 2000 Guineas, Gr.1, grandam of **STAR PERFECTION** (Calcutta 1000 Guineas, Gr.3, etc), **SNOW FIelds, Amazing Striker, Aspiring Ballerina, Second Jewel**, etc; 3rd dam of Welcome Smile, 3rd in Calcutta 2000 Guineas, Gr.2, etc; Special Charm, Ambitious Reward, etc), **AMBER FLASH** (S. I. 2000 Guineas, Gr.2, etc; sire), etc and half-sister to **AMBERLAND, ONCIDIUM** (sire), ANOTHER DON, American Dancer and Royal Heroine, CICCIOLINA (grandam of Midtown Magic, etc), FACTS OF LIFE (grandam of BLOODY MARY, won Byerly Turk Million, Gr.3, etc; producer), Ming, Magic Million, etc. Tracing to DINNER. Family in 2019 of **THERA**, etc.
Habituated won 5 races, ₹21,16,463 incl. Squanderer Cup; 2nd in OR A Sparkle Million, 3rd in Ahmed I Rahimtoola Trophy. 4th in Alcock Arabian Stakes, Gr.3, etc; dam of: Angelina Star (b f 2012 by Chevalier[IRE]), unplaced in one start.

(b c 2013 by Chevalier[IRE]), died since birth.

Pretty Peach (b f 2014 by Surfrider[IRE]), placed, ________ (b c 2013 by Chevalier[IRE]), died since birth.

Bemuse (b c 2017 by Chevalier[IRE]), in training.

PAS DE L’ARGENT[FR] did not race; dam of 7 winners:

Habituated, above.

ANGELS GLORY, 9 wins; dam of CASTAWAY (4 wins, ₹21,04,150) and INCENDIO (2 wins).

GENERALISSIMO, 5 wins, ₹21,01,940 and placed incl. 2nd in Indian Navy Trophy, etc

GREEK GOD, 5 wins, ₹18,50,315 incl. A F S Talyarkhan Trophy, Bahrain Trophy, etc. Other winners: ALCANDER (4 wins) AFLATOON (2 wins), MATEUS ROSE (1 win; producer).

HABIGAEL placed twice in France, €3,049; dam of 4 winners:

SŒUR TI, 5 wins, €116,928 incl. Prix Finlande, L, etc; dam of PRINCELET (4 wins), etc.

HABIDANCER, 4 wins; dam of KALDONO (Grosser Preis von Dahlwitz, Gr.3), Demon Dancer (G P de Vichy, Gr.3), Galizano, Quirinus, etc; grandam of Langrune, etc. Other winners: JEWISH PRINCESS (2 wins, $8,600) and NEVER TITI (3 wins, $32,995).

Hermine, placed; dam of HERMOUN (4 wins; 3rd in La Coupe Maisons-Laffitte, Gr.3), etc.

Pas de l’Argent[FR], above.

PRINCESSE TORA won 2 races incl. Prix de la Calonne, etc; dam of 7 winners incl.:

BOREALE, 4 wins incl. Prix des Reservoirs, Gr.3; 2nd in Poule d’Essai des Pouliches, Gr.1, etc; dam of RIVER OF LIGHT (sire), etc; grandam of RECITAL (Criterium de Saint-Cloud, Gr.1), CORRE CAMINOS (Prix Ganay, Gr.1), RACINGER (sire), etc; 3rd dam of DICE ROLL (Prix Dijebel, Gr.3; 3rd in Poule d’Essai des Pouliains, Gr.1), Da Paolino, etc.

PRINCESSE Lida II, 2 wins and placed incl. 3rd in Prix Robert Papin, Gr.1, etc; dam of:

PRINCESSE LIDA, 4 wins incl. Prix Morny, Gr.1, etc; grandam of NOTTING HILL, PRINCE OF WALES (sire), L’ESCAPADE (dam of LEAO DE PRATA, etc), Daiichi Miracle, etc.

PRINCESSE VALI, 2 wins, €21,015 incl. Prix Belle de Nuit, L, etc; dam of TRICKY PRINCESS, etc.

TORY CONQUEST, 2 wins in England and South Africa at 2 and 4 incl. Ok Silver Bowl, L, etc.

Nobloys, 2 wins and placed incl. 4th in Laurent Perrier Champagne Stakes, Gr.2, etc; sire.

Habigael, above.

Half-sister to AVARAY (sire), CARLEMONT (sire), TOURANGEAU (sire), Tour Nobel (4 wins; dam of IL TIGRE, sire, etc; 3rd dam of THIS IS THE MOMENT, etc and in India of BAROOD, sire, DESERT CARNIVAL, ESTONIA, FEDORA, ANGELES, Kass, ROCOCO, etc), Torrefranca (2 wins; grandam of LE BALAFRE, sire, LOU PIQUET, sire, BLANC RIVAGE, sire, CHAMISENE, etc; 3rd dam of JACAMAR, etc), BELLA CARLOTTA (2 wins; dam of BEAUVALLON, sire, etc; 3rd dam of VINCENZO, VAL D’ISERE, BRAVE HUNTER, sire in India, TIROLLING, etc), CAMBRIENNE (1 win; dam of CRITIQUE, sire, etc; grandam of PLURALISME, sire, CLASSIC TALE[GB], sire in India, SINGELLA, ONLY, etc; 3rd dam of DR. DEVIOUS, sire, MARKOPDISTINCTION, sire, ARCHWAY, sire, ROYAL COURT, sire, SHINKO KING, sire, etc; 4th dam of HORATIA, SALSELON, etc; 5th dam of LAVEROCK, etc), Tracing to CANALETTE. Family in 2019 of TRUE VALOUR (Thunder Road Stakes, Gr.2), DEA REGALO (Kyoto Himba Stakes, Gr.3), CANUKEEPITSECRET, etc.
Honey Dew placed, $8,12,000 incl. 2nd in Gool S Poonawalla Million, Gr.3, etc.

Honey Dew won 8 races, $80,41,577 incl. Kingfisher 1000 Guineas, Gr.1, Fillies’ Trial Stakes, Gr.1, Derby Bangalore, Gr.1, Bangalore 1000 Guineas, Gr.2, 2nd in Breeders’ Produce Stakes, Gr.2, 3rd in Jayachamaraja Wadiyar Cup, Gr.3, etc; dam of 5 winners:

SOUTHERN CHARGE, 6 wins, $35,64,467 incl. Bangalore Juvenile Million, Gr.2, Bangalore 2000 Guineas, Gr.2, and placed 2nd in Madras Race Club Trophy, etc.

Honey Dew, above.
Other winners: SNOWDEN, SOUTHERN SKY (producer), SNOWDON and SNOW BLAST.

SNOW won 5 races, $5,01,772 incl. Indian 1000 Guineas, Gr.1, Bookmakers’ Cup, Gr.3, and placed 2nd in Indian Oaks, Gr.1, Bangalore Derby, Gr.1, etc; dam of 9 winners incl.: SNOW FOREST, 8 wins, $6,96,171 incl. Calcutta Oaks, Gr.1; dam of WILD FOREST, etc.

SNOW DEW, above.
Other black-type placed winners: Prince Arthur, Celestial Fire and Mystic View.

ALIX, 5 wins; dam of ACCESS ALL AREAS (S.A. Poonawalla Million, Gr.2 and placed 2nd in Fillies’ Trial Stakes, Gr.1, etc; dam of winners), Angelo, Gentle Knight, Mountain Range, etc; grandam of SUCCEEDING STAR (Queen Elizabeth II Cup, Gr.3, etc), HONOUR, etc.

MISS FREEZE, 1 win, $1,81,154 viz. The Hindu Trophy; dam of Splendid Elegance, 1 win, $9,51,265; 2nd in Calcutta Million, Gr.1, etc; broodmare.

Chilly Wind, 4 wins, $13,89,265; 3rd in Bangalore Oaks, Gr.2, etc; dam of GUSTY WIND.

SUCH A CHARM, 1 win, $6,20,522 incl. Man Force Motors Cup and placed; dam of:

SNOWSCAPE, 6 wins, $1,84,63,762 incl. Calcutta Derby, Gr.1. Calcutta Million, Gr.2, etc.

SNOWDRIFT, 6 wins, $2,15,51,541 incl. Cal. Derby, Gr.1, Indian Champion Cup, Gr.1, Cal. Gold Cup, Gr.2, Cal. Gold Cup, Gr.2; 2nd in Indian Champion Cup, Gr.1, etc.

Snow Blaze, 3 wins, $24,18,669; 3rd in Kunigal Stud Breeders’ Produce Stakes, Gr.3, etc; Trustworthy, placed; dam of GISELE (3 wins incl. Golconda Oaks, Gr.2, etc; dam of ST BARTS), Elusive Trust (dam of SIR CECIL), 8 wins, $3,26,46,020 incl. Mysore Derby, Gr.1, Colts’ Championship Stakes, Gr.1, Derby Bangalore, Gr.1, Indian 2000 Guineas, Gr.1, etc; sire, HALL OF FAMER, 5 wins, $3,59,64,222 incl. Indian Derby, Gr.1, Calcutta Derby, Gr.1, Implicit Trust, 2 wins and placed 2nd in Bangalore Oaks, Gr.2, etc; broodmare), etc.

AMBER FOREST[IRE], placed 4 times in Ireland; dam of 12 winners incl.: BLUE ICE, 9 wins, $7,49,240 incl. S I Oaks, Gr.1, S I 1000 Guineas, Gr.2, etc; dam of:

ICELANDIC, 6 wins incl. Hong Kong Bank Cup, Gr.2, 3rd in Sprints’ Classic, Gr.1, etc.

AMBER ROYAL, 13 wins, $16,73,016 incl. Threptin Gen Rajendra Singhji Million, Gr.3, etc.

DANGEROUS LIASON, 4 wins incl. Indian 1000 Guineas, Gr.1, etc; dam of Aspiring Ballerina, etc; grandam of Special Charm (Ted Fordyce Cup, etc), Welcome Smile, etc.

SANTORINI STAR, 9 wins incl. Derby Bangalore, Gr.1, etc; dam of STAR PERFECTION (22 wins; dam of Ambitious Reward, etc), Amazing Striker and Snow Fields.

Silver Reef, 9 wins and placed 3rd in Garware Paints Indian 2000 Guineas, Gr.1, etc.

CLASSIC STATEMENT, 2 wins; dam of Second Jewel, etc; grandam of MY ABLAZE, etc.

ONCIDIUM, 8 wins, $5,91,224 incl. Mysore Derby, Gr.2, Madras Gold Vase, Gr.3, etc; sire.

Other black-type winners: AMBERLAND, AMBER FLASH (sire), SNOW (above).
Other black-type placed winners: Another Don, American Dancer and Royal Heroine.

FACTS OF LIFE; grandam of BLOODY MARY (producer), Ming, Magic Million, etc.

CICCIOLINA, 3 wins; grandam of Midtown Magic (2nd in Golconda Juv. Million, Gr.3, etc).

Tracing to DINNAR. Family in 2019 of THERA (Clasico Frau Astrid, L), etc.
HUGOHAI[IRE] did not race in Ireland; dam of:
Master of Studies (b g 2014 by Masterofthehorse), placed, £28,658; 3rd Kingfisher Max Mile. LAKSHAY (ch g 2015 by Varenar[FR]), 1 win, £45,623; 2nd in N Karanjawalla Cup, etc.
Gallant Star (ch g 2016 by Varenar[FR]), unplaced, £18,000.
La Di Da (b f 2017 by Varenar[FR]), in training.

TWO MARKS won 2 races in England at 3, £11,222 and placed; dam of 6 winners:
CAT IN THE FOREST, 13 wins in USA at 3 to 7, $320,704 and placed.
FRAMLEY GARTH, 6 wins in England at 2 to 6, £47,021.
STOCK MARKET, 4 wins in England and Saudi Arabia at 3 to 5, £2,879 + Riyals 245,660.
Other winners: YU LONG SUCCESS (3 wins in Macau, Pataca 653,650 and placed in Australia), GOOD MARKS (3 wins, $33,660) and SPENNITHONE (2 wins, £11,682).
Hugoshair[IRE], above.

MUNNAYA won 1 race in England at 3, £16,629 viz. Champagne Ruinart Oaks Trial Stakes, L and placed 3rd in Madagns Pretty Polly Stakes, L, etc; dam of 11 winners:
ALPHA, 6 wins in USA, $1,785,667 incl. Travers Stakes, Gr.1, Woodward Stakes, Gr.1, Jim Dandy Stakes, Gr.2, 2nd in Wood Mem. Stakes, Gr.1, Champagne Stakes, Gr.1, etc; sire.
MYSTIC MELODY, 2 wins at 2 and 3, £73,890 incl. Prix Coronation, L and placed 2nd in Prix Vanteaux, Gr.3, Prix Saraca, L, 3rd in Prix des Reservoirs, Gr.3, etc; dam of winners.
Numaany, 9 wins at 2 to 5, 198,952 and placed incl. 3rd in Mujahid Al Bastakiya, L, etc; sire
Lavender Sky, 2 wins at 2 and 4, 195,852; 2nd in San Gorgonio Handicap, Gr.2, 3rd in Santa Ana Handicap, Gr.2, Dahlia Handicap, Gr.2, etc; dam of IZUMO (1 win in Japan), etc.
Yaya, 2 wins at 3, £43,205; 2nd in Prix Madame Jean Couturie, L, etc; dam of a winner.
Other winners: SAMARINDA (9 wins, £74,052), BESEIGED (6 wins), DREAMALONG (2 wins, £11,754; producer), TAXONOMIST, EPSILON and TWO MARKS (above).
Hugoshair[IRE], above.

HIAAH won 3 races in England at 2 and 3, £32,512 viz. Princess Margaret Stakes, Gr.3, Bet With The Tote Stakes, L, Wallis Stakes, L and placed; dam of 9 winners incl.: SHEER REASON, 2 wins, €83,999 incl. Criterium d’Evry, L, 2nd in Criterium des Deux Ans, Gr.3, etc; grandam of FAUGUERNON (3 wins, €59,300 incl. Derby de l’Ouest, L, etc), MALL QUEEN, 1 win viz. Prix Yacowlef, L, 3rd in Prix d’Arenberg, Haim, etc; dam of a winner.
MUNNAYA, above.
Crown of Love, placed; grandam of Tripped (3rd in Manatee Stakes, L; dam of a winner), etc.

Half-sister to KEY TO THE MOON (sire), GORGEOUS (8 wins incl. Vanity Invitational Handicap, Gr.1, etc; dam of STUNNING, etc; grandam of MUSIC SHOW, SWIFT TEMPER, ALL INCLUDED, SARACH, etc; 3rd dam of TURBULENT DESCENT, KING WHITE, AMERICIUM, HASHAM STAR, GALAN DE CINE, R U WATCHINGBUD, WISE RACHEL, won 2019 Pike Place Dancer Stakes, L, etc), SEASIDE ATTRACTION (dam of GOLDEN ATTRACTION, etc, CAPE TOWN, sire, CAPE CANAVERAL, sire, RED CARNIVAL, etc; grandam of CARNIVAL DANCER[GB], sire, DESERT LORD, FUNFAIR, GOLD TRADER, etc), DON’T RUSH (grandam of LA ZONA, etc; 3rd dam of REINE HEUREUSE, etc), WILAYIF (dam of MORNING PRIDE, etc; grandam of FLASHING, etc), 3rd dam of FLOODLIGHT, etc, KEY TO REMEMBER, Jood (dam of FANTASTIC LIGHT, sire, HI DUBAI, etc; 3rd dam of YOUR SONG, etc), etc. Tracing to PRETTY POLLY. Family in 2019 of KASIMIR (Cape Flying Championship, Gr.1), ADVERTISE (Commonwealth Cup, Gr.1), MAYORAL, HAikal, etc.
ICEGLOW won 2 races, ₹ 7,19,925 incl. K Venkatesh Nayak Memorial Trophy and placed 3rd in J B Mallaradhya Memorial Cup, etc.

ICEBREAKER won 9 races, ₹ 1,57,04,835 incl. Poonawalla Bangalore Derby Gr.1, Fernhill's Palace Bangalore 1000 Guineas, Gr.2, Bangalore Oaks, Gr.2, C N Wadia Gold Cup, Gr.2, Mysore Million, Gr.3, Nizam's Gold Cup, Gr.3 and placed 2nd in Gitanjali Indian 1000 Guineas, Gr.1, Karnataka Cup (twice), Gr.3, etc; dam of 5 winners:

**ICE GLACIER**, 4 wins, ₹ 1,30,58,185 incl. Mysore Derby, Gr.1, Bangalore Oaks, Gr.2, Poll Ramchandra Rao Memorial Trophy and placed 2nd in Karnataka Racehorse Owners Association Mysore 1000 Guineas, Gr.3, 3rd in Kingfisher Ultra Derby Bangalore, Gr.1, etc. **ICE FLOE**, 1 win, ₹ 7,26,940 and placed incl. 3rd in Bangalore Summer Million, Gr.3, etc. **TRUE GRIT**, 3 wins, ₹ 10,26,512 incl. Dr M A M Ramaswamy Million and placed. **HAILSTORM**, 2 wins, ₹ 14,09,400; 2nd in Madras Race Club Cup, 3rd in Taramati Cup, etc. **ICEGLOW**, above.

ICEBERG won 5 races, ₹ 19,57,651 incl. Gool S. Poonawalla Million, Gr.3, Western India Owners’ Racing Awards Trophy; 4th in Poonawalla Breeders’ Million, Gr.1; dam of 1 winner: **ICEBREAKER**, above.

FROST QUEEN did not race; dam of 10 winners:

**RONIN**, 5 wins incl. Eve Champion Trophy, Gr.3; 2nd in C.N. Wadia Gold Cup, Gr.2, etc. **ICE MAGIC**, 3 wins, ₹ 13,59,370 incl. Breeders’ Produce Stakes, Gr.2, etc; broodmare. **RED EAGLE**, 2 wins, ₹ 22,83,808 incl. Juvenile Sprinters’ Million, Gr.3 and placed. **ICEBERG**, above. **PREMIER QUEEN**, 3 wins, ₹ 7,73,851; dam of PRANCING QUEEN (2 wins, ₹ 6,97,816), etc. **QUEEN OF WORDS**, 1 win; dam of SPEED UP (4 wins), SECRETA; BROOKESHIRE, etc. Other winners: MOUNTAIN FORCE, FROST FAIRY (producer), LEONTINE, FAIR VALUE. Because of You, unraced; dam of FURIOUS (3 wins) and SPONTANEOUS EDDIE (2 wins).

Half-sister to REGAL GROOM (12 wins, ₹ 488,500 incl. Pomona Invitational Handicap, L, etc; sire), **Beaba** (4 wins, Reals 21,976 and placed incl. 3rd in Premio Presidente da Associação, L, etc; granddam of BOLT U, 3rd in Clasico Gran Premio Jockey Club, Gr.1), etc. Their dam, half-sister to Vicereine (dam of OFFICER’S SWORD, 25 wins in USA and Dominican incl. Wild Event Stakes, etc), etc. The next dam, **REGAL QUILLO** won 11 races, ₹ 135,494 incl. Shirley Jones Stakes, L, etc and half-sister to BACCALAUREATE (sire), SHARP-EYED QUILLO (Prince of Wales Stakes, etc), ALLQUILLO (Prince Elizabeth Stakes, etc), etc Immediate family of DANCE SMARTLY (Breeders’ Cup Distaff, Gr.1, etc), SKY CLASSIC (sire), ALWAYS A CLASSIC (sire), CLASSY ‘N SMART, SMART STRIKE (sire), HELLO SEATTLE (Champion 2YO Filly in Canada, won Mazarine Breeders’ Cup Stakes, Gr.1, etc), etc.

Half-sister to REGAL GROOM (12 wins, ₹ 488,500 incl. Pomona Invitational Handicap, L, etc; sire), **Beaba** (4 wins, Reals 21,976 and placed incl. 3rd in Premio Presidente da Associação, L, etc; granddam of BOLT U, 3rd in Clasico Gran Premio Jockey Club, Gr.1), etc. Their dam, half-sister to Vicereine (dam of OFFICER’S SWORD, 25 wins in USA and Dominican incl. Wild Event Stakes, etc), etc. The next dam, **REGAL QUILLO** won 11 races, ₹ 135,494 incl. Shirley Jones Stakes, L, etc and half-sister to BACCALAUREATE (sire), SHARP-EYED QUILLO (Prince of Wales Stakes, etc), ALLQUILLO (Prince Elizabeth Stakes, etc), etc Immediate family of DANCE SMARTLY (Breeders’ Cup Distaff, Gr.1, etc), SKY CLASSIC (sire), ALWAYS A CLASSIC (sire), CLASSY ‘N SMART, SMART STRIKE (sire), HELLO SEATTLE (Champion 2YO Filly in Canada, won Mazarine Breeders’ Cup Stakes, Gr.1, etc), etc. **FULL OF WONDER** (Breeders’ Cup Distaff, Gr.1, etc), GAL IN A RUCKUS (Kentucky Oaks, Gr.1, etc), HABIBTI (Hollywood Starlet Stakes, Gr.1, etc), etc. Tracing to GALLOPADE JR.; ancestress also of FIRST PAGE (Kentucky Oaks, etc), DEDICATE (sire), DISCOVERY (sire), PLEASANT STAGE (Breeders’ Cup Juvenile Fillies, Gr.1, etc), ROANOKE (sire), CLASS PLAY (C.C.A. Oaks, Gr.1, etc) and in India of SECRET HALO, ENDORSEMENT (sire)
IMAAN won 5 races, ₹11,20,50,00 incl. Palampet Cup and placed; dam of:

- Inaaya (b f 2014 by Carnival Dancer[GB]), unraced.
- Billy Jean (b c 2015 by Win Legend[JPN]), unraced; died at 3.
- BHERUNDUNA KISS (b g 2016 by Win Legend[JPN]), 1 win, ₹4,50,000 and placed.

INTEGRITY won 4 races, ₹8,66,875 incl. Byerly Turk Stakes, Gr.3 and placed 2nd in Golconda 1000 Guineas, Gr.2, 3rd in Golconda Oaks, Gr.2, etc; dam of 2 winners:

- PRICE WARRIOR, 4 wins, ₹20,23,682 incl. MCEME Roling Trophy; 3rd in A P Heritage Cup. IMAAN, above.

BAUNEAMON[USA] did not race; dam of 7 winners:

- ARYANOUSH, 7 wins, ₹9,19,780 incl. Alcock Barb Stakes, Gr.3; 2nd in Golconda Oaks, Gr.2, 3rd in Fillies’ Trial Stakes, Gr.1; dam of BRYANT PARK (7 wins, ₹24,41,169), etc.

INTEGRITY, above.

- Integral, 6 wins, ₹16,22,330 and placed incl. 2nd in Golconda 1000 Guineas, Gr.2, etc; dam of SWEET CANDY (9 wins, ₹48,76,234), ARBROATH (6 wins, ₹22,21,960), PRETTY GAL (4 wins, ₹25,53,202), MOUNT OLYMPUS (2 wins), BREAK CANDY, VALERIA, etc.
- ARACRUZ, 3 wins, ₹3,56,493; 2nd in Calcutta Fillies’ Trial Stakes, etc; dam of:
  - HERECOMESTHEBABE, 3 wins, ₹12,21,950 incl. Alcock Arabian Stakes, Gr.3, etc; dam of LADY PIMPERNEL (9 wins, ₹43,34,320), HERE’S ABBEY (2 wins, ₹12,70,836), etc.
  - Other winners: ACCURATE, ACCURACY, AARON’S, SUNDAY CRUZ, MAN ABOUT TOWN.

LET THERE BE LIGHT, 3rd in Coaching Club American Oaks, Gr.1, 3rd in Calcutta Derby, Gr.1, etc; dam of:

- INTEGRITY, above.

INTEGRITY, above.

- Flying Partner: 3rd in Coaching Club American Oaks, Gr.1, 3rd in Calcutta Derby, Gr.1, etc; dam of:

- SILENT ROAR, FANCY FUSAICHI, FANCY POINT, etc; 4th dam of CENTRE COURT, Bev Bev (dam of SPECTACULAR BEV, etc; grandam of MACHIVELLIANISM, LINK RIVER, etc; STELLVIO, DINER AT ARLENE’S, etc; 3rd dam of PLENIPOWENT, EXCHANGE RATE, sire, SABRE D’ARGENT, sire, SAAFEYA, ELEGANT ZAR, HAGADA, GRAND CANYON, ICE PALACE, PORTAL, etc. Tracing to SNOOT. Family in India of CATALEYA, CAPTAIN COURAGEOUS, MR HANDSOME, etc.

- Half-sister to: AJDAL (sire), FORMIDABLE (sire), FABULEUX JANE (dam of JOYEUX DANSEUR, sire, DOUBLES PARTNER, FABULEUX DANCER, sire, etc; grandam of ARAZI, sire, NOVERRE[USA], sire, SILENT ROAR, FANCY FUSAICHI, FANCY POINT, etc; 3rd dam of LET, PREMARDAL, LOVEMELIKEAROCK, OUTTA HERE, etc; 4th dam of CENTRE COURT, Bev Bev (dam of SPECTACULAR BEV, etc; grandam of MACHIVELLIANISM, LINK RIVER, etc; STELLVIO, DINER AT ARLENE’S, etc; 3rd dam of PLENIPOWENT, EXCHANGE RATE, sire, SABRE D’ARGENT, sire, SAAFEYA, ELEGANT ZAR, HAGADA, GRAND CANYON, ICE PALACE, PORTAL, etc. Tracing to SNOOT. Family in India of CATALEYA, CAPTAIN COURAGEOUS, MR HANDSOME, etc.
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<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bay Filly</th>
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<th>Galileo</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Iverness</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>David Livingston[IRE]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bravissima</td>
<td>DNA-Typed</td>
<td>(b - 2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Property of</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Sadler's Wells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stud:</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Northern Dancer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Glittering</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Cup,
27,06,177 incl. Fillies’ & Mares’ Stakes,
Gr.3; 2nd in C.N. Wadia Gold Cup,
Gr.2, 3rd in Bangalore Oaks,
Gr.2; 1st in Hotel R R R Gold Cup,
Gr.2, 3rd in Bangalore Derby,
Gr.1, Stewards Trophy, Stayers’ Trial Stakes,
4th in Indian Turf Invitation Cup,
Gr.1, etc.

KEUKENHOF

won 4 races, ₹ 44,19,870 incl. C N Wadia Gold Cup,
Gr.2 and placed 2nd in Jewel Royals Maharaja Jiwajirao Scindia Trophy,
Gr.2, 3rd in Villoo Poonawalla Indian Oaks,
Gr.1, Mysore 1000 Guineas,
Gr.3, etc; dam of:
Le Mans (b f 2016 by Leitir Mor[IRE]), unraced.

SECRET GARDEN
won 2 races, ₹ 2,71,750 and placed; dam of 5 winners:
SECRETIVE FORCE,
4 wins, ₹ 56,07,741 incl. Governor's Cup,
Gr.3, A M C Gowda Mem.
Trophy, Squanderer Trophy and placed 2nd in Mysore Derby,
Gr.1, President of India Gold Cup,
Gr.2, Jayachamaraja Wadiyar Golf Club Mysore 2000 Guineas,
Gr.3, etc.

KEUKENHOF, above.

SECRET DIMENSION,
4 wins, ₹ 28,10,180 incl. K T Shamaiah Gowda Memorial Trophy and placed 2nd in Bull Temple Trophy,
3rd in S Rangarajan Memorial Trophy, Hampi Cup, etc.

JUSTIFIED, 1 win, ₹ 2,83,500.

HABLITZIA[IRE] did not race; dam of 10 winners:
KING’S ACADEMY,
27 wins, ₹ 47,58,546 incl. Calcutta 2000 Guineas,
Gr.1, Calcutta Derby Stakes,
Gr.1, Calcutta St. Leger,
Gr.1, Queen Elizabeth II Cup,
Gr.2 and placed 2nd in Maharaja’s Cup,
Gr.2, 3rd in Deccan Derby,
Gr.1, Bangalore St. Leger,
Gr.2, etc.

STAR HOPEFUL,
19 wins, ₹ 52,92,813 incl. Golconda Derby,
Gr.1 and placed 3rd in C.N.
Wadia Gold Cup,
Gr.2, 4th in President of India Gold Cup,
Gr.1, Bangalore St. Leger,
Gr.1, AMBER REGENCY,
7 wins, ₹ 31,99,848 incl. Bangalore Derby,
Gr.1, Hotel R R R Gold Cup,
Gr.2, 3rd in Deccan Derby,
Gr.1, Bangalore St. Leger,
Gr.2, etc.

HABLITZIA[IRE] did not race; dam of 10 winners:
KING’S ACADEMY,
27 wins, ₹ 47,58,546 incl. Calcutta 2000 Guineas,
Gr.1, Calcutta Derby Stakes,
Gr.1, Calcutta St. Leger,
Gr.1, Queen Elizabeth II Cup,
Gr.2 and placed 2nd in Maharaja’s Cup,
Gr.2, 3rd in Deccan Derby,
Gr.1, Bangalore St. Leger,
Gr.2, etc.

STAR HOPEFUL,
19 wins, ₹ 52,92,813 incl. Golconda Derby,
Gr.1 and placed 3rd in C.N.
Wadia Gold Cup,
Gr.2, 4th in President of India Gold Cup,
Gr.1, Bangalore St. Leger,
Gr.1, AMBER REGENCY,
7 wins, ₹ 31,99,848 incl. Bangalore Derby,
Gr.1, Hotel R R R Gold Cup,
Gr.2, 3rd in Deccan Derby,
Gr.1, Bangalore St. Leger,
Gr.2, etc.

STRELITZIA,
6 wins, ₹ 27,06,177 incl. Fillies’ & Mares’ Stakes,
Gr.3; 2nd in C.N. Wadia Gold Cup,
Gr.2, 3rd in Bangalore Oaks,
Gr.2; 1st in Hotel R R R Gold Cup,
Gr.2, 3rd in Bangalore Derby,
Gr.1, Stewards Trophy, Stayers’ Trial Stakes,
4th in Indian Turf Invitation Cup,
Gr.1, etc.

VIOLET HONEY,
7 wins, ₹ 24,94,847 3rd in Fillies’ Trial Stakes,
Gr.1, etc; dam of PERFECTO (4 wins, ₹ 16,68,115 and placed), BEYOND INTENSITY (2 wins, ₹ 8,67,501; producer), etc.

SUPREME HEIGHTS,
7 wins, ₹ 6,00,960 and placed 2nd in Leading Bookmaker Cup, etc.

ABERLOUR,
6 wins, ₹ 11,14,000 incl. T V Reddy Mem. Trophy; 2nd in Nizamsgar Cup, etc.

Other winners: KNIGHT VALE (6 wins), ACTIVATOR (1 win), SECRET GARDEN (above). Straightforward, unplaced; dam of GLORIOUS FIRE (6 wins), FORWARD THRUST (3 wins).

GULF GIRL
won 1 race at 3, £ 961 and placed twice; dam of 7 winners incl.:
Carol Alt, 8 wins in Italy at 2 to 5, £ 69,371; 2nd in Premio Carlo Chiesa, etc; dam of winners.
HABLITZIA[IRE], above.

Half-sister to Levantine (3 wins and placed incl. 4th in Dee Stakes, Gr.3, etc), etc. Their dam half-sister to AREEPOLIS (15 wins incl. Arkansas Derby, etc), FLYING LEGS (5 wins incl. Lowther Stakes, etc; dam of CANVASSER, sire; etc; grandam of ICONA, Champion Older Stayer in South Africa, 8 wins incl. The Gold Cup, Gr.1, etc), INTENSIVE COMMAND, sire, BESTOFBOTHWORLDS, SONG OF AFRICA, Cock Robin, sire in Turkey; etc; 3rd dam of FIT PERFORMER, AROUND THE CAPE, sire, TRUE THOUGHT, SOMETHING VENTURED, etc), NEARONNA (dam of ARDALUAN, sire in USA, etc; 3rd dam of DECK THE HALLS, SCENIC ROYALE, etc), etc. Their dam, Alona, won 3 races and placed incl. 3rd in Clarence House Stakes and full-sister to GAUL (sire), half-sister to AMARYLLIS (Prince Aly Khan Gold Cup, etc). Tracing to FLITTERS; ancestress in India of HASEEN (Indian Oaks, Gr.1), etc. Family in 2019 of EDDIE HASKELL (Daytona Stakes, Gr.3), etc.
KINKY BOOTS did not place.

Sunny Clime won 5 races, ₹ 7,47,933 incl. Star of Gwalior Cup and placed 2nd in Army Cup, 3rd in Nizam’s Gold Cup, Gr.2, Chief Minister’s Trophy, 4th in President of India Gold Cup, Gr.1, The Hindu Bangalore Oaks, Gr.2, etc; dam of 9 winners:

ABS FABS, 3 wins, ₹ 1,31,75,719 incl. Poonawalla Mysore Derby, Gr.1, Bangalore Oaks, Gr.2, Mysore 1000 Guineas, Gr.3, Tippu Sultan Cup, 3rd in President of India Gold Cup, Gr.1, Bangalore 1000 Guineas, Gr.2, 4th in Indian Turf Invitation Cup, Gr.1, etc; dam of:

Courage, 4 wins, ₹ 64,72,660 incl. Bangalore Turf Club Trophy; 2nd in Winner’s Circle Trophy, 3rd in Colts Championship Stakes, Gr.1, Kingfisher Ultra Derby Bangalore, Gr.1.

Other winners: GOLDEN BELLE (4 wins, ₹ 24,92,989) and STREAMING GOLD (1 win).

Fabulous, 3 wins, ₹ 39,05,094; 3rd in South India 2000 Guineas, Gr.2, Governor’s Cup, Gr.3.

NET CHAMP, 6 wins, ₹ 27,08,224 incl. M B Mangalorkar Memorial Cup and placed.

APPLEJACK, 5 wins, ₹ 18,81,912 incl. Kunigal Stud Stayers Trial Stakes and placed.

FIGHTING STAR, 4 wins, ₹ 15,08,738 incl. Prudental Cup, Bangalore Turf Club Cup, etc.

HAVANA GOODTIME, 6 wins, ₹ 10,40,938 incl. F K Irani Memorial Gold Cup, etc; dam of:

CASTLE STUART, 5 wins, ₹ 23,10,011 incl. A M C Gowda Memorial Trophy and placed.

SOLAR CRYSTAL, 2 wins, ₹ 5,10,525; 2nd in Safi Darashah Memorial Cup, etc; producer.

BATHSHEBA, 2 wins, ₹ 1,54,850 and placed incl. 3rd in Kalied Cup, Fair Haven Cup, etc.

MOONSTONE did not race; dam of 4 winners:

Sunny Clime, above.

FERENEZE, 4 wins, ₹ 7,37,884 incl. Heir Apparent Salver, Hyderabab Cup and placed 2nd in Civil Service Trophy, A.V. Thomas Trophy, Delhi Trophy, etc.

SOLAR CRYSTAL, 2 wins, ₹ 5,10,525; 2nd in Safi Darashah Memorial Cup, etc; producer. BATHSHEBA, 2 wins, ₹ 1,54,850 and placed incl. 3rd in Kalied Cup, Fair Haven Cup, etc.

MISSY MOONLIGHT(CAN) won 3 races, ₹ 10,562, etc; dam of 2 winners:

AFFORDABLE, 6 wins, ₹ 4,59,020 incl. A. Campbell Trophy, J.E. Hughes Trophy, etc.


Half-sister to DOCTOR SMOKEY (1 win, ₹ 10,776; dam of BO CHERYL, 1 win viz. Princess Elizabeth Stakes, L, etc) etc. Their dam, half-sister to REGENT MISS (5 wins, ₹ 132,766 incl. Canadian Oaks, Gr.1, etc; dam of DEPUTY GOVERNOR, 5 wins incl. Eddie Read Handicap, Gr.1, John Henry Handicap, Gr.1 and placed 2nd in Inglewood Handicap, Gr.2, Royal Lodge Stakes, Gr.2, Champagne Stakes, Gr.2, Diomed Stakes, Gr.3, etc), Later Regent (4 wins and placed 2nd in Bull Page Stakes, 3rd in Kingarvie Stakes, etc), HELEN’S BABE (grandam of BENDY LADY, 3rd in Pesta Sukun Cup, L, etc; 3rd dam of NORM’S BRIDLE, etc). The next dam, half-sister to CARMEL ROYAL (2nd in Yearling Sales Stakes, 3rd in Shady Well Stakes, Gr.3; grandam of KID SHIRKIN, etc), etc. Immediate family of WISE LADY (Delaware Oaks and placed 2nd in Acorn Stakes, etc), FAIRENO (Belmont Stakes, Hawthorne Handicap, Victoria Stakes, etc), WISE FOX (Louisiana Derby, etc). Tracing to MINERVA ANDERSON.
LAD STAR won 7 races, ₹21,90,985 incl. R M Puttanna Mem. Trophy, Manitou Trophy, etc.

Anagram won 5 races, ₹14,10,177 incl. W. Buckley Stakes, Sir H.M. Mehta Trophy; 2nd in Eve Champion Trophy, Gr.3, 3rd in F.D. Wadia Trophy, Gr.2, etc; dam of 6 winners:

**NOBLE VIEW**, 20 wins, ₹92,61,267 incl. Calcutta 2000 Guineas, Gr.2, Ministerial Trophy, John Sullivan Memorial Trophy and placed 4th in Kingfisher Derby Bangalore, Gr.1, etc.

**Star Empire**, 6 wins, ₹32,66,911 and placed incl. 4th in S.A.P. Multi-Million, Gr.2, etc.

**Dazzling Skill**, 1 win, ₹2,66,350; 3rd in Breeders’ Juv. Fillies’ Championship, Gr.3; dam of:

**STRIKING**, 4 wins, ₹1,09,53,269 incl. Calcutta 1000 Guineas, Gr.3, Godolphin Barb Million, Gr.3 and placed 2nd in Nizam’s Gold Cup, Gr.2, Mysore 1000 Guineas, Gr.3, Calcutta Oaks, Gr.3, North India Derby, Gr.3, 3rd in Maj P K Mehra Memorial Super Mile Cup, Gr.1, Indian Champion Cup, Gr.1, C N Wadia Gold Cup, Gr.2, etc; producer. Other winners: SIR LEGEND (4 wins), DAZZLING STAR and STRATEGIST (2 wins each). Other winners: CLASSIC MOMENT (producer), WOODBERG and LAD STAR (above).

IDEAS AND TRENDS[USA] did not race; dam of 8 winners incl.:

**RIVER GOD**, 8 wins, ₹23,17,333 incl. Karnataka Cup, Gr.3, Chief Justice’s Cup, Gr.3; 2nd in Dawn R. R. Ruia Gold Cup, Gr.2, 3rd in F.D. Wadia Trophy, Gr.2, etc.

**ADESINA**, 6 wins, ₹29,23,547 incl. Bangalore Summer Million, Gr.3, Jayachamaraja Wadiyar Trophy, Gr.3; 2nd in Mysore 2000 Guineas, Gr.3, 4th in Mysore Derby, Gr.1; dam of:

**ADAM**, 10 wins, ₹1,30,20,697 incl. Sprinters’ Cup, Gr.1, M.R.C. Sprinters’ Cup, Gr.1, etc.

**OAKDALE**, 3 wins, ₹14,47,335; dam of OAK BROOK (4 wins, ₹15,42,745), FANCOURT.

**LUNAR MUSIC**, 5 wins, ₹15,69,062 incl. Eveready Guindy Gold Cup, Gr.3; 2nd in S.I. 1000 Guineas, Gr.2, etc; dam of MUSTANG ROYAL (17 wins), LUNAR QUEST (producer), etc.

**AL DENTE**, 7 wins, ₹17,59,919 incl. Southern Command Gold Trophy, Gr.3, etc; dam of:

**ATTILA**, Champion Sprinter in India, 9 wins, ₹82,30,296 incl.Sprinters’ Cup, Gr.1 (twice), etc.

**Saratoga Spring**, 3 wins, ₹23,68,135; 3rd in Heeroji Lad Bangalore Juv. Million, Gr.3, etc.

Other winners: ANBIORN, REINCARNATION (5 wins each), MULTIPLE (4 wins), QUEEN OF VENUS, MONTESORO and VALE OF LEVEN (dam of FOREST DUNES, 3 wins). Anagram, above.

IMPORTANT MESSAGE ran once in France; dam of 3 winners incl.:

**Surprise News**, 7 wins; 2nd in Sandcastle Handicap, L, etc; dam of Heavens Throne, etc.

Ideas and Trends[USA], above.

Half-sister to **VIGLIOTTO** (sire), **VISCOSITY** (sire), **Secala** (dam of Sir SIMON etc; granddam of CRICKET BAT etc; 3rd dam of VA BANK), won Premio Roma, Gr.2, etc; dam of **THE GOLDEN AGE**, won The Lion Rock Trophy, Gr.3, etc.

**PONTY ROSSA**, **EQUINO, ARTISTIC JEWEL, EVITA PERON, KONTRASTAT, ENCORE D’OR, etc.**, River Lulibay (dam of RUN SOFTLY, sire, WIXIM, sire, BERCEAU, etc; dam of BIRTHPLACE, EUROPEAN ROSE, HESSONITE, etc; 3rd dam of KING’S ROSE, won New Zealand One Thousand Guineas, Gr.1, etc.

**HARDHAM, CORONADO ROSE, SONEVA, KYBE, etc.**, CLEVER DANCER (dam of LATIN AMERICAN), sire, EIGHTSOME, etc; Ballerina Princess (dam of SALMON LADDER, PICO TENERIFFE, CAPOTE’S PROSPECT, sire, etc; granddam of MINISTER ERIC, MARCHFIELD, CONGOR BAY, HENCE, etc; 3rd dam of DEVIL MAY CARE, REGAL RANSOM, etc.

Assemblage (dam of BIZARDO SAM, etc; 3rd dam of DELEITE PIN, etc; Their dam, ALADANCER, won 9 races incl. Firenze Handicap, Gr.2, etc. Tracing to SANFARA.
Lady Danehill won 2 races, ₹ 9,39,781 incl. B K Ladag Memorial Gold Trophy and placed 2nd in Bahrain Trophy, 3rd in Gool S Poonawalla Million, Gr.3, Jehangir P Dubash Trophy, etc.

MISS DANEHILL[IRE] won 5 races in Italy at 2 and 3, € 44,600 and placed; dam of 7 winners:

MISS RUFFINA, 13 wins, € 2,09,14,750 incl. Poonawalla Breeders’ Multi-Million, Gr.1, Sprinners’ Cup Gr.1, (twice), Dr S C Jain Sprinters’ Championship, Gr.2, Gool S Poonawalla Million, Gr.3, Darashaw Million, Gr.3, Akkasaseh Maharaj Trophy, Gr.3, Noshir & Dolly Dhnunjiboy Sprint Million, Gr.3, Sir Homi Mehta Sprint Challenge, Gr.3 and placed; broodmare.

CORFE CASTLE, 6 wins ₹ 1,72,77,274 incl. Poonawalla Breeders’ Multi-Million, Gr.1, Golconda 2000 Guineas, Gr.2, Golconda Juvenile Million, Gr.3, Kakatiya Million, Gr.3, Governor’s Cup and placed 2nd in Jayachamaraja Wadiyar Cup, Gr.3, Colts’ Championship Stakes, Gr.3, Darley Arabian Million, Gr.3, and placed 1st in Deccan Derby, Gr.1, etc.

Lady Danehill, above.

LUCKY PINEAPPLE, 6 wins, ₹ 25,10,621 incl. Dinkoo N Chenoy Trophy and placed POLISHED CHROME, 4 wins, ₹ 18,13,864 incl. Bahrain Trophy and placed; producer.

Other winners: BLACK JACK ROAD (3 wins, € 14,880), OUT OF MY WAY (2 wins, € 39,100), LUCKY PINEAPPLE, 6 wins, ₹ 18,13,864 incl. Bahrain Trophy and placed; broodmare.

NO ISLANDS ran once at 3; dam of 3 winners:

NETTY, 7 wins in Germany at 2 to 5, € 48,575 and placed; producer.

MEDELAI, 3 wins in England at 2 to 7, £ 11,115 and placed 6 times; producer.

GIARDINI NAXOS, above.

LAND LINE did not race; dam of 3 winners:

LINUS, 3 wins in England at 5, £ 15,156 and placed.

DALWHINNIE, 2 wins in England at 5, £ 9,860; dam of DALWICH (3 wins; producer), etc. Michellisa, 1 win; dam of KENDOR DINE (4 wins, € 188,800 incl. Prix Exbury, Gr.3, 2nd in Prix du Muguet, Gr.2, 3rd in Prix Guillaume d’Ornano-Haras d’Etreham, Gr.3, Colt’s Championship Stakes, Gr.3, Darley Arabian Million, Gr.3, and placed 1st in Deccan Derby, Gr.1, etc.

No Islands, above.

Full-sister to ANCHOLIA (6 wins in France and Italy incl. Premio Dormello, Gr.3 etc), QUAY LINE (6 wins incl. Park Hill Stakes, Gr.2, etc; dam of Known Line, 4th in Lancashire Oaks, Gr.3, etc; dam of Pure GRAIN, won Irish Oaks, Gr.1, Yorkshire Oaks, Gr.1, etc; 3rd dam of FINE GRAIN, won Takamatsunomiya Kinen, Gr.1, etc, Goncharova, Louis The Pious, etc), TRADE LINE, HIGH FINALE (dam of My GENERATION, sire, QUE SYMPATHIA, etc; dam of SIPSI FACH, etc; 3rd dam of ALGECIRAS, Champion Miler in India, won Maj P. K Mehra Super Mile Cup, Gr.1, etc, DREAM EATER, etc), Shore Line (dam of SOVIET LINE, won Juddmonte Lockinge Stakes, Gr.1, twice, etc, Mamdoo, etc; dam of SOUTH ROCK, CAN’THELPBELIEVING, GOLD LAND, etc; 3rd dam of REPLENDENT CEE, SOLAR BOUND, MAJESTIC DUBAWI, etc), Question Mark (3rd dam of EURO CHARLINE, etc), Datum Line (dam of SILVER BANDANA, etc), etc. Immediate family of DARK ISSUE (Irish 1000 Guineas), BIJOU D’INDE (St. James’s Palace Stakes, Gr.1; sire), MIGHTY KINGDOM (Caulfield Cup, Gr.1), etc. Tracing to TIT FOR TAT; dam of SQUARE MEASURE (Royal Hunt Cup, etc; dam of ST. DONAGH (Irish 2000 Guineas, etc; ancestress also of SHANGAMUZO, STAR MOSS, BARATHEA (sire), DESERT STYLE (sire), etc. Family in 2019 of SANTA MONICA (Railway Handicap, Gr.1), SEMARI (Epona Stakes, Gr.3), etc.

**Stud: Villoo’s Greenfield**

**Property of Poonawalla Astonish Stud Private Limited**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Dam</th>
<th>Foal Year</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Breed</th>
<th>Date of Birth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pivotal</td>
<td>Polar Falcon</td>
<td>Nureyev Marie d’Argonne</td>
<td>Cozzene</td>
<td>Doublet</td>
<td>2007-07-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obsessive</td>
<td>Fearless Revival</td>
<td>Maria d’Argonne</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2007-07-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secret Obsession</td>
<td>Seeking The Gold</td>
<td>Mr. Prospector</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2007-07-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anabaa</td>
<td>Secretariat</td>
<td>Con Game</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2007-07-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asmara</td>
<td>Ann Stuart</td>
<td>Balbonella</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2007-07-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anaza</td>
<td>Danzig</td>
<td>Lear Fan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2007-07-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mira Adonde</td>
<td>Prince Sabo</td>
<td>No Islands</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2007-07-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prince Sabo</td>
<td>Miss Danehill[IRE]</td>
<td>Miss Danehill[IRE]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2007-07-02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DNA-Typed (b - 2013)**

- Pivotal (b - 2004)
- Obsessive (b - 2004)
- Secret Obsession (b - 2004)
- Anabaa (b - 2004)
- Asmara (b - 2004)
- Anaza (b - 2004)
- Mira Adonde (b - 2004)
- Prince Sabo (b - 2004)
- Miss Danehill[IRE] (b - 2013)

**Enter for Poonawalla Breeders’ Multi-Million 2021**
LEONORA won 1 race, ₹1,62,210 and placed; dam of:
Say it with Roses (dk b f 2008 by Diffident[FR]), unplaced; died at 4
ALL IS WELL (b f 2014 by New Famous[BRZ]), 5 wins, ₹6,91,500 and placed.
POWERHAUS (b f 2014 by Diffident[FR]), 5 wins, ₹13,58,000 incl. Rolli Stud Farm Cup, etc.
Tormenta Storm (dk b f 2017 by Kingda Ka[AUS]), in training.

Queen Ann won 1 race, ₹12,32,041 and placed incl. 2nd in President of India Gold Cup, Gr.1, Bangalore St. Leger, Gr.2, 3rd in McDowell Indian Derby, Gr.1, etc; dam of 10 winners:
BOURBON KING, 21 wins, ₹2,34,67,930 incl. Poonawalla Breeders’ Multi-Million, Gr.1, Indian 2000 Guineas, Gr.1, Kingfisher Derby Bangalore, Gr.1, etc; 4th in Indian Derby, Gr.1, etc.
MAGISTERIAL, 3 wins, ₹19,33,980 incl. Bangalore Summer Million, Gr.3 and placed.
Star Chieffean, 5 wins, ₹9,59,480 and placed 4th in Golconda 2000 Guineas, Gr.2, etc.
Mars, 5 wins, ₹21,58,739 and placed incl. 3rd in R R Ruia Gold Cup, Gr.2, etc.
Self Appointed, 2 wins, ₹11,93,719; 2nd in R.W.I.T.C., Ltd. Invitational Trophy, Gr.2, 3rd in The Hindu Deccan Derby, Gr.1, etc; dam of DREAM OF GOLD (3 wins, ₹9,68,870; producer), SELF DIRECTED (2 wins, ₹20,35,800), STRIDON (2 wins, ₹4,41,500), etc.
Aemilia, 3 wins, ₹41,88,605; 2nd in Calcutta Oaks, Gr.3, 3rd in Calcutta Derby, Gr.1, etc; dam of ADZUKIS (6 wins, ₹20,17,500), ZANARA (3 wins), EXCELLENT ELLA (1 win), etc.
Bourbon Queen, 3 wins, ₹10,30,882 and placed incl. 3rd in General Rajendrasinhji Trophy, Gr.3, Majesty’s Trophy (twice), Johnnie Walker Green Label Salver, etc; dam of:
NANHIPARI, 3 wins, ₹35,69,605 incl. Golconda Oaks, Gr.2, Daria Daulat Cup and placed.
Other winners: MALAKEYE ZIBA (2 wins; producer) and BOURBON PRINCESS (1 win).
Other winners:KINGDOM OF HEAVEN, VINDICATION (dam of winners), LEONORA (above), Empress Ann, unplaced; dam of JORIKI (5 wins; dam of ONCE MORE, etc), DESTINED PRINCE (3 wins), BAROCCI; grandam of MASTER OF UNIVERSE, SCHOLAR GYPSY, etc

Maandavi won 4 races, ₹91,530; 2nd in Bangalore Oaks, Gr.3; dam of 13 winners incl.:
TURF RULER, 8 wins, ₹3,77,815 incl. Guindy Grand Prix, Gr.2, Christmas Cup, Gr.3, etc.
DESSERT WARRIOR, 7 wins, ₹24,23,796 incl. McDowell Indian Derby, Gr.1, etc; sire.
LA BONNE VIE, 6 wins incl. A.Cordesir Trophy, Gr.2; 2nd in Indian Derby, Gr.1, etc; dam of:
STAR WAVE, 4 wins, ₹30,37,487 incl. Mysore 1000 Guineas, Gr.3, etc; broodmare.
LA UNIQUE, 4 wins incl. Godolphin Barb Stakes, Gr.3, etc; dam of Running Bull, etc.
CIEL FLEURI, 2 wins ₹18,02,331 incl. Golconda Juvenile Million, Gr.3; 2nd in Bangalore 2000 Guineas, Gr.2, 3rd in Kingfisher Fillies’ Trial Stakes, Gr.1, etc; dam of:
CIELO REY, 6 wins, ₹62,94,785 incl. RWITC Ltd. Gold Cup, Gr.2, and placed 2nd in Bangalore Juvenile Million, etc.
Other black-typed placed winners: CIEL Indienne, Big Heart and Devputra.
Supreme Challanger, 21 wins, ₹10,11,250; 3rd in Bangalore Juvenile Million, Gr.2, etc.
Mighty Crusader, 4 wins, ₹28,20,136; 3rd in Vaishnavi North India Derby, Gr.3, etc.
Mitzvah, 4 wins; dam of Adam’s Star (2nd inThe Hindu Sprints’Cup,Gr.1),GOLDEN LILLY. LA REINE, 2 wins; grandam of Torsoro (2 wins; 2nd in Juv. Sprints’ Million, Gr.3), etc.
Feelings, 8 wins; dam of ARSENAL, Accentuate, etc; grandam of Panzer, etc.
Other black-type placed winners: Alison Rose and Queen Ann (above).
MOONLIGHT MAGIC, 2 wins; dam of STAR MAGIC, SOCIETY DREAM (dam of winners), AMATORY, 2 wins; grandam of EMPEROR CRUISE (3 wins incl. Juv. Sprints Million, Gr.3) Tight Fit, unplaced; dam of OLYMPIC FLAME (sire), Moonlight Quest, Royal Patron, etc.

Immediate family of APHROZE, O.K. SIR (sire), ENTER THE RED, etc. Tracing to WIDGEON.
LIBERAL DANCER won 1 race, ₹2,75,200 and placed incl. 3rd in Esquire Cup, etc; dam of:
HURRICANE DANCER (b f 2009 by Hurricane State[US]), 2 wins, ₹13,08,000 and placed.
Avari (b f 2010 by Hurricane State[US]), unplaced.
Aaradhana (b f 2011 by Apache Road[US]), unraced.

Thundering Touch (b c 2014 by Hurricane State[US]), unraced; died at 2.
Dancing Queen (b f 2012 by Carnival Dancer[GB]), unraced.
Aaradhana (b f 2011 by Apache Road[US]), unraced.
Avari (b f 2010 by Hurricane State[US]), unplaced.
HURRICANE DANCER (b f 2009 by Hurricane State[US]), 2 wins,
dam Melodramatic
Overstay, unraced; grandam of
OVERSHADOW[IRE], above.
3rd dam of
OVERACT
Half-sister to
OVERACT (3 wins, ₹17,907 incl. Prix Gutt Tattersalls, L, 4th in May Hill Stakes,
Gr.3, etc; grandam of Lujana Boy, 3rd in Premio Torricola, L, etc), CROWN WITNESS (6 wins;
dam of TROJAN CROWN, won Fay Richwhite Sweet Solera Stakes, L and placed 3rd in May
Hill EBF Stakes, Gr.3, etc; grandam of Rough Arrogance, etc), Arena (dam of Sophie’s Pet,
etc) and full-sister to
Overcall (4th in Royal Whip Stakes, Gr.3, etc; dam of OVERBURY, 4
wins incl. American Derby, Gr.2; 2nd in Derby Italiano, Gr.1, BMW Deutsches Derby, Gr.1, etc;
sire, Lammas, etc; grandam of VINTAGE TIPPLE, won Darley Irish Oaks, Gr.1, etc, Spettro,
3rd in Gran Criterium, Gr.1, etc, Record Breaker, etc; 3rd dam of Tythymique, etc), etc.
Their dam
Melodramatic, won 3 races; 2nd in Strensall Stakes, L, 3rd in Coronation Stakes, Gr.2, etc;
Immediate family of
PHILEMON (Anglesey Stakes; sire), CARNOSTIE (sire), WINGED
FOOT, etc, MOLLY DESOND branch (BRIGADIER GERARD, FLOWER DUST*, INDIAN
HEMP, FEARLESS FOX, ARTAUS, etc) of PRETTY POLLY family. Family in 2019
of KASIMIR (Cape Flying Championship, Gr.1), ADVERTISE (Commonwealth Cup, Gr.1), etc.
### Stud: Equus

**Property of Raptakos, Brett & Co Ltd**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chestnut Colt</th>
<th>Apr 28, 2018</th>
<th>Stud: Equus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DNA-Typed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Branded:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS - £ 8 44</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Luminous One [IRE]** won 1 race in Ireland at 3, € 17,736; 3rd in Eyrefield Stakes, L; dam of:  
Lonrach (b f 2009 by Holy Roman Emperor), placed in Ireland at 2 and 3, € 8,390; dam of:  
**VERBAL DEXTERITY**, 2 wins in Ireland at 2, € 255,600 incl. National Stakes, Gr.1 and  
placed 2nd in Railway Stakes, Gr.2, 2019 Amethyst Stakes, Gr.3, etc.  
_______ (b c 2011 by Intense Focus), un-named.  
Luminize (b f 2012 by Vocalised), unplaced in 1 start in Ireland; producer.  
Galuminous (b f 2014 by Intense Focus), unplaced in Ireland; producer.  
**Bradfield College** (b c 2015 by Teofilo), 1 win, € 36,60,688 viz. Srinivasa Sadagopa Sharma  
Memorial Cup and placed 2nd in Golconda Derby, Gr.1, Salarjung Cup, Mystical Million, etc.  
Moonlight Night (b f 2016 by Varenar[FR]), unplaced, € 39,000.  
Southern Saffron (b f 2017 by Varenar[FR]), in training.  

**SMAOINEAMH** won 4 races in Ireland at 2 and 3, € 63,280 incl. Norelands Stud EBF Trial,  
Dawn Milk Challenge Stakes; 3rd in EBF Royal Whip Stakes, Gr.3, etc; dam of 7 winners:  
**LUMINATA**, 2 wins in Ireland at 2, € 147,000 incl. Silver Flash Stakes, L; 2nd in Moyglare  
Stud Stakes, Gr.1, etc; dam of **Five Avenue** (5 wins; 3rd in Prix de Tourgeville, L, etc; etc.  
Dathui, 2 wins; granddam of **TOBANN** (Brownstown Stakes, Gr.3; dam of a winner), **LANDYM**.  
Aretha, 1 win in Ireland at 2, € 31,941; 3rd in C L Weld Park Stakes, Gr.3; dam of a winner.  
**Luminous One [IRE]**, above.  
**SMAOINTEACH**, 1 win; dam of **TUSHNA**; grandam of **Sandie**, etc; 3rd dam of **Heart Focus**.  
Other winners: **MANCHETTA** (1 win in Japan) and **AMRAVATI** (2 wins; dam of winners).  
Scribonia, unplaced; dam of:  
**CUIS GHAIRE**, 3 wins, € 87,453 + £ 125,819 incl. Albany Stakes, Gr.3, etc; dam of winners.  
**SCINTILLULA**, 2 wins in Ireland, € 127,115 incl. Meld Stakes, Gr.3, etc; dam of a winner.  
**THE MAJOR GENERAL**, 2 wins in Ireland, € 39,615 incl. Nijinsky King George V Cup, etc.  
Other black-type placed winners: **Gile Na Greine & Claiomh Solais** (both dam of winners).  
Luminaria, unplaced; dam of **PAENE MAGNUS** (Carlingford Stakes, L, etc; twice; etc.  

**Fanghorn** won 2 races in England; 3rd in Poule d’Essai des Pouliches; dam of 7 winners incl.:  
**DOUBLE FORM**, 7 wins in England and France incl. King’s Stand Stakes, Gr.1, etc; sire.  
**SCIMITARRA**, 3 wins; grandam of **CAPTAIN GERRARD**, **SATURN**; 3rd dam of **ANSGAR**.  
**SMAOINEAMH**, above.  
Galika, 2 wins; grandam of **EVA LUNA** (Heinz 57 Phoenix Stakes, Gr.1; dam of winners),  
**COIS NA TINE** (sire), etc; 3rd dam of **Feabhhas** (3rd in C L Weld Park Stakes, Gr.3, etc; etc.  
GRADIVA, 3 wins; grandam of **LA MEILLEURE** (dam of **SHOLOKHOV**, sire, **NAPPER TANDY**, **AFFIANCED**, etc), **DOLYDELLE** (dam of **Drill Sergeant**, etc), **MR MOUDINI**, etc.  
ANGOR, 1 win; dam of **NORDIC SOPRANO**, etc; 3rd dam of **MIDNIGHT SOPRANO**, etc.  
Belle Epoque, placed in Ireland and England at 3 and 4; dam of:  
**AMINATA**, 3 wins; dam of **SWIFT GULLIVER** (sire), **ABDERIAN**, Minatonic, etc.  
Franziska; grandam of **KITTEN’S DUMPLINGS** (Queen Elizabeth II Challenge Cup Stakes,  
Gr.1, etc), **GRANNY’S KITTEN** (Bradley Handicap, Gr.3), **GRANNY MC’S KITTEN**, etc.  
Societe Royale, unplaced; dam of **STARVINSKY, ROYALE**, etc; 3rd dam of Laurent Du Var.  

**HONEYMOON HOUSE** placed in England at 2; dam of 7 winners incl.:  
Fanghorn, above.  
**WHISPERING II**, 2 wins; 3rd dam of **MEDICI CODE** (Del Mar Derby, Gr.2), **Polly Alexander**.  

Tracing to **PRETTY POLLY**. Family in 2019 of **KASIMIR, ADVERTISE, MAYORAL**, etc.
MALEFICENT won 5 races, ₹ 14,61,698 incl. J Rustomji Soparivala Trophy, Bangalore Turf Club Trophy, P D Bolton Trophy, Pune Police Commissioner’s Trophy; 2nd in Entrepreneurs’ Organisation Pune August Handicap, 3rd in Edgar DeSylva Trophy, etc; dam of:

MUFRADAT[IRE] won 3 races in Ireland at 3, € 57,299 and placed; dam of 5 winners:

MALEFICENT (ch f 2017 by Excellent Art[GB]), in training.

OTHER winners: INDIAN WARRIOR, KLEK, TOM, POPPADAM (dam of IN REALITY, FLYING CHILDERS STAKES), etc;

CLASSIC PARK won 3 races at 2 and 3, € 139,253 incl. Airlie Coolmore Irish 1000 Guineas, Gr.1 and placed 2nd in Go And Go Round Tower Stakes, L, etc; dam of 6 winners:

RUMPIPUMPUMPY, 5 wins, $ 471,279 incl. Diana Handicap, Gr.2, etc; dam of winners.

CLASSIC PARK, above.

Wilde Rufo, 3 wins at 2 and 4, £ 29,467 and placed incl. 3rd in July Stakes, Gr.3, etc; sire.

Magongo, 2 wins and placed twice incl. 2nd in Prix de Cabourg, Gr.3, etc; dam of winners.

Birthday Suit, 2 wins and placed 3rd in Cherry Hinton Stakes, Gr.2, etc; dam of winners.

Other winners: INDIAN WARRIOR, KLEK, TOM, POPPADAM (dam of IN REALITY, FLYING CHILDERS STAKES), etc; dam of GOLDEN LIGHT, etc; CASHMERE (dam of winners), HADRIAN, May[GB]; dam of Miss Lily (3 wins; 3rd in Golconda Oaks, Gr.2, Alcock Arabian Million, Gr.3, etc; dam of Runaway), etc; dam of SHADAN, Tamahere (3rd in 2019 Grand Criterium de Bordeaux, L, etc)

Half-sister to EASY OPTION (3 wins; £ 49,609 incl. Manton St. Hugh’s Stakes, L and placed 2nd in Prix de Gros-Chene, Gr.2, etc; dam of COURT MASTERPIECE, 7 wins incl. Sussex Stakes, Gr.1, Prix de la Foret, Gr.1 and placed 2nd in Queen Anne Stakes, Gr.1, etc; MAYBE FOREVER, 2 wins incl. Prix de Saint-Georges, Gr.3, etc; dam of Praise Eternal, etc), Bardasclero, Bimo, CATHERINE PEG (dam of Best Pound, 3rd in Premier’s Handicap, Gr.2, etc; Warden, etc; etc). Their dam, half-sister to BELPER (14 wins incl. Ladbroke City, etc), LOVERS LANE, Royal Ransom II (sire), MARY MURPHY (dam of IRISH EYES, Champion Older Horse in Norway, etc; WOLVERTON, sire, DOUBLE FIRST, sire), NELION (dam of RECAPERE, won Prix du Cadran, Gr.1, etc, sire, etc; 3rd dam of FALL HABIT, SHE’S ANNA, etc), Mauritania (dam of YOUNG RUNAWAY, sire, BATTEMENT DE COEUR, etc). Immediate family of MIDGET II (Chevelly Park Stakes, Gr.1, etc), MA BICHE (Cheveley Park Stakes, Gr.1), KISTENA, etc. Tracing to MIGHTY FAIRY (dam of WINNING FLEECE) and ancestors in India of SENTOUKI (Calcutta 2000 Guineas, Gr.1, sire; PATRON IN CHIEF, MASTER PROSPECT, GARDEN, etc). Family in 2019 of BIG BROTHERS PRIDE, SNITZKRAFT, etc.

MALEFICENT, above.

CLASSIC PARK, above.
Stud: Jai-Govind

Property of Jai-Govind Stud & Agricultural Farm
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MASARA[USA] placed in Canada at 3, $ 8,460; dam of:

_________ (ch c 2011 by Giant Gizmo), died as yearling.

Swaksha (ch f 2012 by Sedgefield[USA]), placed, $ 1,16,000; 3rd in Lively Emprey Trophy.

Koney (b c 2014 by Sedgefield[USA]), unplaced in 1 start.

Turf Prospector (b g 2015 by Hymn[IRE]), unplaced,

$ 93,775.

_________ (ch f 2016 by Sedgefield[USA]), un-named.

_________ (b f 2017 by Ivory Touch[USA]), in training.

SO SPIRITED did not race; dam of 6 winners:

VIOLATION, 7 wins in USA at 2 to 4, $ 119,520 and placed.

LUCY BLACK, 2 wins in USA at 3, $ 41,796 and placed; dam of:

Informative, placed in USA at 2, $ 35,800 viz. 2nd in 2019
James F. Lewis III Stakes, L, etc.

Other winners: ORIENT DREAM, LUCKY GOLD (2 wins each in Russia), JILLY (producer)
Sorrow’s River, unplaced; dam of DRA. LAURI (2 wins in Peru), DASEOT ME, XIANG, etc.

Masara[USA], above.

SILVERY SWAN did not race; dam of 7 winners:

EL CORREDOR, 7 wins, $ 727,920 incl. Cigar Mile Handicap, Gr.1, Pat O’Brien Handicap, Gr.2, Del Mar Breeders’ Cup Handicap, Gr.2 (twice); 2nd in Jerome H’cap, Gr.2, etc; sire.

ROMAN RULER, 5 wins, $ 1,220,800 incl. Haskell Invitational Handicap, Gr.1, Best Pal Stakes, Gr.2, Dwyer Stakes, Gr.2; 2nd in Goodwood Breeders’ Cup Handicap, Gr.2, etc; sire.

SILVER TORNADO, 4 wins, $ 133,075 incl. Reeve Schley Jr. Stakes, Gr.3, etc; dam of KENJISLUCKY (5 wins), ELUSIVE VALUE, BLADE BAROWS, KID TORNADO, etc.

Maimonides, 1 win in USA at 2, $ 62,200 and placed 3rd in Hopeful Stakes, Gr.1, etc.

SPUN SILVER, 2 wins, $ 77,780; dam of SIRENUSA (4 wins incl. Tawee Stakes, L, etc), etc

Other winners: SILVERY STARLET (1 win; producer) and MR. BIGBIRD (1 win, $ 14,011).

So Spirited, above.

Sociable Duck won 1 race, $ 37,156; 2nd in Spinaway Stakes, Gr.1; dam of 8 winners incl.: SEDUCER, 4 wins, $ 240,570 incl. Frances A Center Handicap, L; 2nd in Miss Grillo Stakes, Gr.3, etc; dam of SEDUCER’S SONG (Boiling Springs Stakes, Gr.3; dam of winners), etc.

SWIFT AND CLASSY, 3 wins, $ 61,770 incl. What a Summer Stakes, etc; dam of:

GOLD WONDER, 7 wins, $ 188,878 incl. Allen La Combe Memorial Handicap, L, etc.

RYDILLUC, 4 wins at 2 and 3, $ 486,490 incl. Palm Beach Stakes, Gr.3 and placed.

Other black-typed placed winners: Dangerous Guy and Whambam.

Smart Duck, 2 wins, $ 39,890; 2nd in Queen Charlotte Handicap, L, etc; dam of a winner.

Croom, 1 win in USA at 3, $ 55,725 and placed 2nd in Junior Champion Stakes, L, etc.

DEPUTY STAR, 2 wins, $ 37,200; grandam of Chicken Soup Kid (11 wins in USA), etc.

Down Here; grandam of Nada Mas Queda (3rd in Julio Subercaseaux Browne, Gr.3), etc.

SILVERY SWAN, above.

Half-sister to RAISED SOCIALY (6 wins incl. Lafayette Stakes, L, etc; sire), SITTING DUCK (dam of SEJM’S LUNAR STAR, MUSCO DUCK, etc; grandam of FAJARDO, FORT LA ROCA, Bar Harbor, Lord Henry, etc), Coast Along (grandam of LIKE NOW, won Gotham Stakes, Gr.3, etc), CHING CHING (dam of ROYAL CHING, ULVITUNNOIT), etc. Their dam, Unsocial, won 2 races and placed 3rd in Santa Ysabel Stakes, L, etc. Tracing to ORMONDA; ancestress of WHIRLAWAY (sire), REAPING REWARD, MIDTOWN[IRE] (sire in India), BREVITY, etc. Family in 2019 of SERGEI PROKOFIEV, GENTLE RULER, etc.
Mathematica won 2 races, ₹15,72,725 viz. Sir Jamsetjee Jeejeebhoy (VI Bart) Trophy, Starky Trophy and placed incl. 2nd in HDIL Indian Oaks, Gr.1, etc; dam of:

Aromatica (b f 2010 by Ikhtyar[IRE]), placed, ₹1,96,250; 3rd in Yawar Rashid Trophy, etc.

WIND ZOOM (b f 2011 by Tariq[GB]), 4 wins, ₹20,67,577; 2nd in Amarazin Cup; producer.

Q’ED (ch f 2012 by Varenar[FR]), 1 win, ₹3,85,582; 2nd in Pradeep Vijaykar Trophy.

VIJAYS HONOUR (ch c 2013 by Varenar[FR]), 1 win, ₹10,11,096 and placed.

ARITHMETICA (b f 2014 by Tariq[GB]), 3 wins, ₹15,83,500 and placed 2nd in RWITC Cup, etc.

(ch f 2015 by Varenar[FR]), destroyed as yearling.

Magic Circle (ch f 2017 by Varenar[FR]), in training.

STAR ROCK won 1 race, ₹1,05,550 and placed; dam of 5 winners:

Greyhound, 8 wins, ₹16,03,550 and placed incl. 3rd in Darley Arabian Stakes, Gr.3, etc.

Mathematica, above.

CALYPSO QUEEN, 2 wins, ₹8,85,860 incl. Volkswagen India Trophy and placed.

Other winners: DUKE OF EDINBURGH (2 wins, ₹5,10,750) and STAR IS BORN (1 win).

SARMATARA[USA] placed 3rd once at 2 from only 4 starts, £302; dam of 11 winners:

GRUEZI, 6 wins, £26,53,910 incl. Fillies’ and Mares’ Stakes, Gr.3 and placed 2nd in Eclipse Stakes of India, Gr.2, C.N. Wadia Gold Million, Gr.2, Governor’s Cup, Gr.3, etc; dam of:

DOMINATION, 3 wins, £17,47,544 incl. Kejriwal Trophy; 2nd in Harvard University Trophy.

Other winners: GLORIOUS NISSY (2 wins, ₹11,89,313) and ALOHA (2 wins, ₹3,66,456).

Parkway, 6 wins, ₹8,75,200 and placed incl. 3rd in Darley Arabian Stakes, Gr.3, etc.

Raghuvansh, 5 wins, ₹56,52,580 and placed 2nd in Calcutta Derby, Gr.1, Calcutta 2000 Guineas, Gr.2, Elusive Pimperl Cup, 3rd in Indian Champion Cup, Gr.1, etc.

White Nite, 5 wins, ₹12,15,689 and placed incl. 2nd in Bangalore Juvenile Million, Gr.2, 3rd in Kingfisher Derby Bangalore, Gr.1, 4th in Kingfisher Colts’ Trial Stakes, Gr.2, etc.

Southern Smoke, 4 wins, ₹8,12,252; 4th in Gool S. Poonawalla Million, Gr.3, etc.

Other winners: MOMENTOUS MOVER (5 wins, ₹8,44,755), SNOW MOUNTAIN (2 wins, ₹11,44,010), PROUD ‘N’ TRUE (2 wins, ₹3,10,368), ROESTI (2 wins, ₹4,82,392), GENEROUS GREY (dam of SHANAYAA’S PET, WILD FIRE, etc), STAR ROCK (above).

SAMATA won 2 races at 2 and 3, ₹36,405 incl. Prix Joubert, L, etc; dam of 7 winners incl.:

SAMMETSMAN, 10 wins in Czechoslovakia incl. Velka Cernova Cena, L, etc.

SAMARID, 5 wins incl. McGrath Stakes, L and placed 4th in Tanforan Handicap, Gr.3; sire.

Samneea, 1 win and placed incl. 3rd in Prix Isonomy, L, etc; dam of SAMAPOUR, etc.

Samirza, unraced; dam of SAMOURZAKAN (3 wins, ₹70,585 incl. Armour Handicap, Gr.3, etc).

SAMIRI (6 wins incl. Prix Right Royal, L; 2nd in Prix de Barbeville, Gr.3, etc), Sibelleinne, unraced; dam of NEWPORT (9 wins, Aus$1,248,100 incl. Brisbane Cup, Gr.2, etc).

Fresh Boy (2nd in Sires’ Produce Stakes, Gr.1, etc; granddam of MISS LEONIDAS (2019 Caulfield Sprint, Gr.2, 2019 Bel Esprit Stakes, L; 2nd in 2019 A J Moir Stakes, Gr.1).

Sarmatar[USA], above.

Half-sister to SUMAYR (sire), SANTALINA (Prix Joubert, L, etc; dam of Sansiya, Sanamia, etc; 3rd dam of SARAFINA, European Champion 2YO Filly, won Prix de Diane-French Oaks, Gr.1, etc, SANAYA, etc), Rassulka, STAPARA (dam of STEVE LUCKY, etc), etc. Their dam, Sarsum Corda, won 1 race and placed 2nd in Grand Handicap de la Manche, L, etc. Tracing to CLAQUE; ancestress of SHANDON BELLE, RED RUFUS (sire), SUTIL, etc. Family in 2019 of MISS FLORIDA (Allan Robertson Fillies Championship, Gr.1), I AM EXCITED, etc.
MAUN VRAT[IRE] placed in England at 3, £674; dam of:

DIXIELAND (b f 2014 by Holy Roman Emperor), 2 wins, ₹6,17,910 and placed; broodmare.

SEMELE (b f 2015 by Midnight Interlude[USA]), 4 wins, ₹14,33,259 incl. S S Mothilal Cup.

Black Cherry (dk b f 2016 by Kingda Ka[AUS]), placed, ₹1,42,875; 2nd in Amjad Khan Trophy.

Vachan (b g 2017 by Whatsthescript[IRE]), in training.

Delauny won 1 race in France at 2, €29,270 and placed incl. 2nd in Prix Suave Dancer-Prix Charles Laffitte, L, 3rd in Prix de Liancourt, L, etc; dam of 4 winners:

DELSARTE, 2 wins in England at 3, £89,363 incl. Newmarket Stakes, L and placed 2nd in King Edward VII Stakes, Gr.2, Aston Park Stakes, L, 3rd in Scottish Derby, Gr.2, etc.

VEENWOUDEN, 2 wins at 2 and 3, £20,269; 3rd in Jockey Club Cup, Gr.3, etc; dam of:

HURRICANE HOLLOW, 4 wins in England at 3 to 5, £29,105 and placed.

Other winners: VINCENTO (1 win, €33,900), JADOT (1 win, €13,400) and CELESTIN’S.

REGINA MUNDI, 3 wins in Italy, €36,400; 3rd in Premio Paolo Mezzanote, L, etc; dam of:

ROQUES, 3 wins in France at 2, €79,500 incl. Prix d’Aumale, Gr.3, etc.

Other winners: ROMANCE D’AMOUR (2 wins in France and Italy) and KING PACHA (1 win).

PEPERTREE, 2 wins in England at 3 and 4, £10,454 and placed; producer. Humble And Proud, unraced; dam of GLORIOUS EMPIRE (11 wins, €32,825 + HK$604,200 + $833,119 incl. Sword Dancer Stakes, Gr.1; 2nd in Bowling Green Stakes, Gr.2, etc). Maun Vrat[IRE], above.

CASEY won 4 races in England at 3, £112,687 incl. Kikuka Sho Park Hill Stakes, Gr.2; 2nd in Long Island Handicap, Gr.2, 3rd in Princess Royal Stakes, Gr.3, etc; dam of 9 winners incl.:

TENZAN SEIZA, 6 wins in Japan at 3 to 8, ¥244,685,000 incl. Kyoto Shim bun Hai, L, etc.

SILENT CRUISE, 5 wins in Japan at 3 to 6, ¥142,380,000 and placed 3rd in Final Stakes, L, etc.

Delauny, above.

NAMURA IMPULSE, 9 wins in Japan at 3 to 6, ¥6,470,000.

JOINT ACCOUNT[USA], 6 wins in Hong Kong at 3 to 7. HK$3,211,181; sire in India.

HOWL THUNDER, 4 wins in Japan at 3 and 4, ¥18,356,000; also placed over jumps.

THROW A KISS, 1 win; dam of DESTINY LOVE (producer), WIN LA VERITE, etc. Perrine, unraced; dam of T M AURORA (6 wins incl. Fuchu Himba Stakes, Gr.3, etc), etc.

Kiss won 4 races in England at 3; 3rd in Portland Handicap, L, etc; dam of 6 winners incl.:

CASEY, above.

CRACK, 3 wins; 2nd in Henry II EBF Stakes, Gr.3, 3rd in Tia Maria March Stakes, L, etc.

ALESSIA, 1 win in England at 2, £6,847 and placed; dam of:

PATAVELLIAN, 8 wins incl. Prix de l’Abbaye de Longchamp, Gr.1; 3rd in Sprint Cup, Gr.1.

AVONBRIDGE, 7 wins incl. Prix de l’Abbaye de Longchamp Maj. Barriere, Gr.1, etc; sire.

Lady Mar, dam of ROMAN EMPIRE (2 wins in Turkey, €295,000 incl. Mimar Sinan, L), etc.

Half-sister to REJUVENATE (3 wins, £65,505 incl. Park Hill Stakes, Gr.2, etc), GREEN TURBAN (14 wins incl. Stadshypotek Tabby Varsprint, L, etc), Colorific, Society Boy, JUBILEE TRAIL (dam of JUBILATION, PEACE ENVOY, etc), etc. Their dam, MISS PETAR, won 3 races, £10,849 incl. Ribblesdale Stakes, Gr.2, etc. ASTRID branch (PANASTRID, PANASLIPPER, LE MOSS, SWEET MIMOSA, LE MOSS, COMMANDERIE, MARAAHEL, THOSE TROIKAS, etc of TILLYWHIM family. Family in India of MANIFOLD, etc. Family in 2019 of MUSTASHRY (Lockinge Stakes, Gr.1), SOUTHERN HILLS, etc.

Stud: Nanoli

Property of Five Stars Shipping Company Private Limited, Hyperion Bloodstock Private Limited and Mr Berjis Minoo Desai
Stud: Villoo’s Greenfield Farms

Property of Villoo’s Greenfield Farms

Bay Colt
Jan 2, 2018
Ninth Foal

DNA-Typed: Meohmy[GB] (b - 2003)
Branded: Meshhed

Stud: Meohmy[GB]

Property of Villoo’s Greenfield Farms

Meohmy[GB] placed in England at 5 and 6, £ 3,836 3rd in Mill Wood Winter Open, L; dam of: NATURAL VIEW (ch f 2010 by Zafeen), 2 wins, ₹ 5,30,307 and placed 2nd RCTC Cup, etc. Surprise (b f 2011 by Placerville[USA]), unraced; died at 4.

KING OF KINGS (ch g 2012 by Ace[IRE]), 2 wins, ₹ 14,51,828 incl. G Kasturi Trophy and placed 2nd in D H Dasappa Memorial Trophy, Defence Services Staff College Cup, etc. Night Fury (b f 2013 by Arazan[IRE]), placed, ₹ 1,52,187 incl. 3rd in Party Whip Trophy, etc. LANCASHIRE (b g 2014 by Arazan[IRE]), 1 win, ₹ 10,46,351 and placed.

HIGHLAND EMPRESS (b f 2015 by Excellent Art[GB]), 2 wins, ₹ 7,52,062; 3rd in DRC Cup, etc. ADHIRIT (b g 2016 by Arazan[IRE]), 1 win, ₹ 7,31,570 viz. C M Varma Mem. Cup and placed. ______ (b f 2017 by Leitir Mor[IRE]), in training.

Meshhed won 3 races at 2 and 3, ₹ 20,296; 2nd in John Musker Stakes, L; dam of 9 winners: Montaff, 2 wins in England at 2 and 5, ₹ 118,152 and placed 3 times incl. 2nd in Charles Heidsieck Champagne Henry II Stakes, Gr.2, Totesport.com Derby Trial, Gr.3, etc.

Amga River, Champion 3YO Filly in Czechoslovakia, 4 wins at 3 and placed.

Meohmy[GB], above.

TANGLED UP IN THE BLUE, 7 wins at 2 to 5, ₹ 11,828 + $ 79,891 and placed 8 times. OAZON MAUDIT, 3 wins in France at 4 and 5, ₹ 70,475 and placed.

STARISSIME, 2 wins in France at 2 and 4, ₹ 39,365 and placed.

SAGE ROSE, 2 wins in France at 3, ₹ 29,500 and placed; producer. Other winners: MISTY ISLES (1 win in England) and DEAR ANNEZA (1 win in Greece).

Unniyatee won 2 races at 3, ₹ 38,192 and placed 4 times incl. 2nd in Moss Bros October Stakes, L, 3rd in Goffs Irish 1000 Guineas, Gr.1, Virginia Stakes, L, etc; dam of 5 winners: YES BOOK, 7 wins at 2 to 5 incl. Classico Delegacoes Turisticas, L and placed 6 times incl. 3rd in G. P. Presidente Arthur da Costa e Silva, Gr.3, Classico Much Better, L, etc.

Jarah, 6 wins, ₹ 17,046 + Dh 272,150; 2nd in Jebal Ali Hotel Nad Ali Sheba Mile, L, etc.

Meshhed, above.

GRAN DAMA, 2 wins; dam of GRAN LIONESS (4 wins, $ 263,984 incl. My Trusty Cat Stakes, L, 3rd in Dogwood Stakes, Gr.3; etc; dam of winners), Doppio (2nd in San Simeon Stakes, Gr.3, etc), grandam of MARTITA SANGRITA (a dam of winner), etc.

RIENS DU TOUT, 2 wins at 3, ₹ 15,931 and placed incl. 3rd in Rosemary Handicap, L, etc; dam of winners.

Haafiz, 4 wins, ₹ 32,721 and placed incl. 3rd in Robert K Kerian Memorial Handicap, L, etc.

Tracing to MALVA (dam of BLENHEIM, KING SALMON, etc), etc. Family in India of SNIPER, etc. Family in 2019 of KEEP ON FLY (Derby Italiano, Gr.2), GREY LION, etc.
MISS ARAZAN won 1 race, ₹ 4,45,000 viz. A F S Talyarkhan Trophy and placed incl. 2nd in Astapi Trophy, Willingdon Sports Club Trophy, etc.

**Strawberry Fields** won 2 races, ₹ 13,23,945; viz. Panchshil Million, Cursetjee Dhunjishaw Trophy and placed 4th in Indian 1000 Guineas, Gr.1, etc; dam of **5 winners**;

- **EXODUS**, 6 wins, ₹ 21,91,975 incl. Juvenus Trophy, Commanche Double Stakes, etc.
- **SCHUMII**, 5 wins, ₹ 6,50,909 and placed incl. 2nd in Finger Post Cup, Masinagudi Cup, etc.
- **FREEDOM FIRE**, 2 wins, ₹ 7,70,705 incl. Hyderabad Veterinary College Cup and placed.
- **STRAWBERRY CRUSH**, 1 win, ₹ 4,30,000 and placed 2nd in Conrad Pereira Trophy, etc. MISS ARAZAN, above.

**BAROQUE PEARL[FR]** ran only twice; dam of **12 winners**;

- **SHINJUKU**, 9 wins, ₹ 17,09,620 incl. Indian Produce Stakes, Gr.2 and placed 3rd in Indian Champion Cup, Gr.2, 4th in Calcutta 2000 Guineas, Gr.1, Sprinters’ Classic, Gr.1, etc.
- **PRICELESS ASSET**, 6 wins, ₹ 44,15,725 incl. Fillies’ Trial Stakes, Gr.1, S.D. Parkash Mem. Super Mile Trophy, Gr.3; 2nd in Kingfisher Derby Bangalore, Gr.1, Indian 1000 Guineas, Gr.1, 3rd in Indian Derby, Gr.1, Indian Oaks, Gr.1; dam of **ASTRAEA** (4 wins; 2nd in Indian 1000 Guineas, Gr.1, Indian 2000 Guineas, Gr.1; producer), **FOREST Knight** (12 wins; 3rd in Pratap Stud Million, Gr.3), **DUKE OF WINDSOR** (14 wins), **DEOCRATIE**, etc.
- **ARKA**, 8 wins, ₹ 6,92,529 incl. Breeders’ Cup [Calcutta], Gr.2 and placed.
- **SUPER BRAVE**, 4 wins, ₹ 42,58,585 incl. McDowell Indian 2000 Guineas, Gr.1, Classic Indian Turf Invitation Cup, Gr.1-NTR, McDowell Indian St. Leger, Gr.1 and placed.
- **QUEEN TO CONQUER**, 7 wins, ₹ 16,36,187 incl. Bangalore Juvenile Million, Gr.2 and placed 3rd in Sprinters’ Classic, Gr.1, etc; dam of:
  - **STAR ADMIRAL**, 30 wins, ₹ 68,57,534 incl. Super Mile Trophy, Gr.3 and placed 2nd in Kingfisher Derby Bangalore, Gr.1, Colts’ Trial Stakes, Gr.1, P.B.M.M., Gr.1, etc.
  - **PRICELESS**, 9 wins, ₹ 1,02,58,853 incl. Poonawalla Breeders’ Multi-Million, Gr.1; dam of: CEST BON, 1 win; dam of **SANS PriX** (2 wins, ₹ 24,86,114; 3rd in Calcutta Monsoon Derby, Gr.2, etc), **BON VIVANT** (2 wins, ₹ 7,14,020; producer), **TENERIFE** (1 win), etc.
  - **BID FOR GOLD**, 3 wins incl. Cal. 1000 Guineas, Gr.3; dam of **ASHWA YASHOBALI**, etc. **Vijays Conquer**, 10 wins, ₹ 65,15,194 and placed incl. 2nd in Kakatiya Million, Gr.3, etc.
  - **Mesmerising**, 2 wins, ₹ 5,55,750; 3rd in Golconda 1000 Guineas, Gr.2, etc.
  - **Exclusive Affair**, 4 wins; 4th in Calcutta Derby, Gr.1, Queen Elizabeth II Cup, Gr.3, etc. Other black-type placed winners: **Bentley** and **Strawberry Fields** (above).
  - **SUMMER QUEEN**, 7 wins, ₹ 4,58,900; dam of IVORY SNOW (4 wins), ORIENTAL MAGIC. **CONQUERESS**, 3 wins; grandam of **Dandi March** (3rd in Gool S Poonawalla Million, Gr.3). Other winners: **DEEP BLUE** (1 win, ₹ 2,00,150) and **FINAL VERDICT** (1 win, ₹ 1,43,700).

**PERLA** won 4 races, £ 11,654 incl. Phoenix Stakes, Gr.2, etc; dam of **3 winners** incl.: PERLE DU RHIN, 4 wins in France at 3 to 7, £ 59,799 and placed; producer. Sovereign Pearl, unplaced; dam of **Take No Chances**, etc; grandam of **Sugino Good Luck**. Baroque Pearl[FR], above.

Tracing to SIMON’S SHOES through DALMARRY (sire), SAKT CYRIEN, NUREYEV, THATCH, SADLER’S WELLS, etc. Immediate family of LORENZACCIO (sire), MARQUIS DE SADE (sire), LAVACHE (sire), ISLINGTON, NORTH LIGHT (sire), BACHELOR DUKE (sire), GONDOKORO. Family in 2019 of OUT FOR A SPIN (Ashland Stakes, Gr.1), etc.
MISS RISING did not race; dam of:
- RISING POWER (b c 2009 by Warrshan[USA]), 5 wins, ₹ 26,14,500 incl. Areonative Cup.
- OSCAR SPARKLER (b f 2010 by Warrshan[USA]), 4 wins, ₹ 10,27,975 and placed.
- Fikar Not (gr f 2012 by Pinson[IRE]), unplaced.
- Roma Rising (b f 2013 by Royal Gladiator), unraced; died at 3.
- My Queen (dk b f 2015 by Royal Gladiator), placed, ₹ 3,07,495.

RISING FLAME won 6 races, ₹ 11,92,874 incl. Dr. S.C. Jain Sprinters’ Gold Trophy, Gr.3, Fillies’ Handicap Stakes-NTR and placed 3rd in S. A. Poonawalla Astonish Million, Gr.2, 4th in Castrol Indian 1000 Guineas, Gr.1, etc; dam of 1 winner:

SIMPLY SPECIAL, 11 wins, ₹ 8,32,000 incl. Members’ Cup and placed; dam of:
- SWEET AS SUGAR, 7 wins, ₹ 30,97,000 incl. Madras Gold Vase, Gr.3, etc; dam of:
  - PHOEBE BUFFAY, 1 win, ₹ 17,74,699 and placed 2nd in S N Harish Memorial Cup, etc.
- SPECIAL EDITION, 10 wins, ₹ 59,11,025 incl. S.J.K. Irani Mem. Cup, Nandi Hills Cup, etc.
- ALWAYS PRECIUS, 8 wins, ₹ 28,19,461 incl. Chikkavaram Gold Cup, etc; broodmare.
- Rising Phoenix, unplaced; dam of:
  - ADAMANT APPROACH, 7 wins, ₹ 28,85,175 incl. Darley Arabian Stakes, Gr.3 and placed.
  - REFRESH, 4 wins, ₹ 9,84,850 and placed incl. 4th in Heir Apparent Trophy, etc.
  - BORN TO PERFORM, 3 wins, ₹ 12,10,355; 3rd in H. Krishna Naik Memorial Stakes, etc.

TOLOMETTE[GB] won 1 race in France at 3, € 13,721 and placed; dam of 5 winners:

RISING FLAME, above.
- COVINGTON, 9 wins, ₹ 10,29,450 incl. Madras Race Club Cup; 2nd in Oxford Blue Cup, etc.
- FRIENDLY TYPE, 3 wins; dam of GARCIA MARQUEZ (7 wins), MACINTOSH (2 wins), etc.
- GALAXIE DUST, 2 wins, ₹ 3,77,700 incl. Champion Jockey Cup and placed; died at 6.
- MARAGIA, Champion imported 3YO filly in Spain, 1 win at 3. £ 1,892 and placed.
- Winning Venture; dam of QUEEN OF HEARTS (dam of winners) and TURBO BABE (3 wins).
- Domette, unraced; dam of BOMBAY SAPPER, ZEPHYR (6 wins each) and GEM OF A LADY

GROVETTE did not race; dam of 2 winners:
- CARR WOOD, 4 wins in Sweden and England, £ 3,550 and placed.
- TOLOMETTE[GB], above.
- Fair Eleanor, unraced; dam of IMPERIAL MEASURE (Round Table Handicap, L), etc.

Half-sister to BOOMERANG (6 wins incl. Norsk Kriterium, etc), HAZARD (sire in Australia), HORNTON GRANGE (dam of SWISS MAID, 5 wins incl. Champion Stakes, Gr.1, etc, Slavonic, etc; grandam of Our Pageant, 2nd in Prix de la Jonchere, Gr.3, etc, Dalleh, etc), PETWOOD (dam of GETTING CLOSER, sire, INSTRUMENTAL, etc; grandam of Keshaar, Willpower, etc; 3rd dam of VOLKSTOK’N’BRELL (International Stakes, Gr.1, New Zealand Stakes, Gr.1, Otaki-Maori WFA, Gr.1, Rosehill Guineas, Gr.1 and placed 2nd in New Zealand Derby, Gr.1, 3rd in AJC Australian Derby, Gr.1, etc, LE BARON, won Northern Guineas, Gr.2, etc, Queen of Pop, 3rd in New Zealand Bloodstock Royal Stakes, Gr.2, etc), ABERGROVE (dam of Marzook, etc; grandam of Lord’s Wood, Duty Time, Myrmidon, etc), DEBUTANTE (dam of LES BOYER, sire, DON ORAZIO, sire in Italy, etc; grandam of AL AKBAR, sire, MISTERO, sire, SIRCARN DAMON, etc), etc. Immediate family of PINCHED, THE CREDITOR, ABWAH (sire), etc. Tracing to CANTERBURY PILGRIM (Epsom Oaks).
MOORING[GB] won 2 races in France at 3, € 33,100 incl. Prix de Lieurey, L; dam of:
Star Port (b f 2004 by Observatory), unraced; dam of GRIMILLIER, LAST STAR FALLING, etc
PRINCE APOLLO (b g 2005 by Dansili), 11 wins at 3 to 8, € 80,340 + £ 8,836 and placed.
Riverbank[GB] (b f 2006 by Barathea), placed; dam of HOUDINITHEMAGICIAN (3 wins), etc.
BUFFERING (b f 2007 by Beat Hollow), 1 win at 3, € 48,200; 2nd in Prix Oceonie, L; etc; dam of:
ROLLER (3 wins in England), BUFFER ZONE (4 wins in England), FOREWARNING, etc.
ANCHORED (b f 2008 by Dansili), 2 wins in Italy at 4, € 3,368 and placed.
Harbour Side (b f 2009 by Dansili), unplaced.
Fiscal Union (b c 2010 by Three Valleys), unraced.
( b f 2011 by Beat Hollow, un-named).
HEATHER (b f 2012 by Champs Elysees), 3 wins, ₹ 20,35,389 incl. Goolconda Oaks, Gr.2
and placed 2nd in Hydroabad Race Club Trophy, Strengthststrength Trophy, etc; producer.
SASSY LASS (b f 2014 by Excellent Art[GB]), 4 wins, ₹ 11,74,372 incl. Kejriwal Trophy, etc.
Barbaresco (b g 2015 by Excellent Art[GB]), 1 win, ₹ 29,30,954 viz. Nawab & Begum Faiyaz
Husain Memorial Trophy and placed 2nd in Calcutta Derby Gr.1, etc; died at 4.
CIPHER (b f 2016 by Excellent Art[GB]), 1 win, ₹ 4,75,313; 2nd in D K Ashish Trophy, etc.
Moringa (b f 2017 by Leitir Mor[IPE]), in training.

DOCKAGE won 2 races at 2 and 3, £ 41,684 incl. Prix d’Automne, L, etc; dam of 11 winners:
WHARF, 4 wins at 2 to 4, £ 161,091 incl. July Stakes, Gr.3, Darley Stakes, L and placed 2nd
in Lockinge Stakes, Gr.2, San Bernardino Handicap, Gr.2, Craven Stakes, Gr.3, etc; sire.
MOORING[GB], above.

DOCKLANDS, 5 wins in France at 4, € 24,315 and placed; dam of:
RAIL LINK, 5 wins, € 1,558,700 incl. Grand Prix de Paris, Gr.1, Prix de l’Arc de Triomphe, 
Gr.1, Prix Niel Casino Barriere d’ Enghien Les Bains, Gr.2, etc; sire.
CROSSHARBOUR, 6 wins in France, € 233,500 incl. Prix du Conseil de Paris, Gr.2, sire.
CHELSEA MANOR, 3 wins in France at 3, € 135,681 incl. La Coupe deMaisons-Laffitte, 
Gr.3 and placed 2nd in Prix d’Harcourt, Gr.2, Prix Messidor, Gr.3, etc; sire in France.
MAINSAIL, 3 wins in France, € 132,900 incl. Prix du Fer Du Ford, Gr.3 and placed.
MILFORD SOUND, 1 win; dam of Carntop (4 wins; 2nd in Derby Trial Stakes, L, etc), etc.
Canada Water, placed; dam of Lawmaking (5 wins; 2nd in Prix La Rochette, Gr.3, etc), etc.
FABRIAN, 6 wins in England at 7 and 8, £ 44,233 and placed.

FONAGE, 2 wins; dam of ZAFONICAL STORM (2 wins incl. El Gran Senor Stakes, L), etc.
COLZA, 1 win in England at 2 from only 2 starts; dam of:
LINDA’S LAD, 4 wins, € 265,080 + £ 36,893 incl. Criterium de Saint-Cloud, Gr.1; sire.
ULTERIOR MOTIVES, 5 wins, € 43,588 + $ 17,645; 3rd in 24 Badener Meile, Gr.3, etc.
Cheeky Madam; dam of Hurricane Havoc (3rd in Lanwades Stud Stakes, Gr.3; producer).
SHAPELY, 1 win in England; dam of AVERROES, PERSUADE, DAN TUCKER, etc.
Other winners: LANDING CRAFT, PONTOON, MARINA CAY and ADMIRALS WAY.
Galley, placed; dam of PORTAGE (4 wins incl. Silver Stakes, L), CAPE MAGIC (producer).
Trading Places, unraced; dam of VONA (1 win, £ 27,975 viz. Marygate Stakes, L), etc.

Half-sister to Known Alibi (grandam of VIZIR BERE, 4 wins incl. Prix des Chenes, Gr.3, etc).
Their dam, half-sister to DAHLIA (Benson & Hedges Gold Cup, Gr.1, twice; etc; dam of:
DAHAR, sire, RIVLIA, sire, DELEGANT, sire, DAHLIA’S DREAMER, LLANDAFF, sire, 
WAJD, etc; grandam of NEDAWI, sire, FITFUL SKIES, WALL STREET, CAPITAL PLAN, etc; 3rd 
dam of BEST OF TIMES, PERFECTLY ASSOCIAT, RITE OF PASSAGE, BELLA 
SHAMROCK, etc), CAPTAIN GENERAL, etc. Tracing to FRIZETTE; ancestress also of MR.
PROSPECTOR (Champion Sire), DJEDDAH (sire), etc. Family in 2019 of FILLMORE, etc.
Stud: Track Supreme

Property of Mr J S Kang

Bay Filly
Mar 17, 2018

Second Foal

Oceanic
(b - 2011)

DNA-Typed
Branded :
LS - 18 RS - NT
23

Fastnet Rock
Smuggler's Cove[IRE] (b - 2012)
Chenchikova

Danehill
Piccadilly Circus
Danzig
Sadler's Wells
Royal Academy
Kasora
Danehill Dancer
Danzig
Gatana
Northern Dancer
Darshaan
Kozana
Danehill
Mira Adonde
Black Tie Affair
Darshaan
Fairy King
Sisania
Danehill
Nordico

OCEANIC did not race; dam of:
__________ (b f 2017 by Smuggler's Cove[IRE]), died since birth.

MELODY ISLAND[IRE] won 1 race in Ireland at 2, € 24,457 and placed; dam of 4 winners:
RUDI VALENTINO, 2 wins, € 11,098 + HK $ 1,254,400 and placed.
MASTER MELODY, 3 wins in Ireland at 3 and 6, € 25,265 and placed.
Other winners: MARKS MAN (1 win, £ 45,530) and OUR ENSIGN (1 win, € 3,12,792).
Oceanic, above.

LINGERING MELODY did not place; dam of 7 winners:
INDIAN PRINCE, 2 wins in England at 3, £ 58,539 incl. JRA Nakayama Rous Stakes, L and placed 3rd in Victor Chandler Nunthorpe Stakes, Gr.1, Procelanosa Sprint Stakes, L, etc.
DUSTY TRAIL, 10 wins in Ireland at 3 to 9, € 82,969 and placed.
DEFINE, 4 wins in Ireland at 3 and 5, € 62,322 and placed.
B MAJOR, 3 wins in England and UAE at 2 to 4, £ 10,346 + Dhs 91,100 and placed.
RAINBOW MELODY, 2 wins in England and Ireland at 2 and 3, £ 33,930 + € 18,358; dam of:
Musical Rain, 3 wins, € 29,384 + $ 96,247; 3rd in Island Handicap, Gr.3; dam of a winner.
Other winners: MADEIRA MAN (1 win in Ireland) and MELODY ISLAND[IRE] (above).

ADRNA won 1 race in England in her only start at 2, £ 2,716; dam of 4 winners:
AL FLORA, 5 wins, £ 127,327 + € 140,137 incl. Queen Anne Stakes, Gr.2, etc; sire.
NA-AMMAH, 3 wins in Ireland at 4, £ 21,007 incl. Challenge Race, L, etc; dam of:
River Canyon, 1 win in Ireland at 2, £ 12,846; 3nd in Derrinstown Stud Derby Trial, Gr.3, etc.
LEOPARDESS, 1 win; grandam of YORKSTERS GIRL (2 wins; 3rd in Radley Stakes, L, etc; dam
OF PURELY A DREAM, 2 wins, £ 138,769 incl. Bourbonette Oaks, Gr.3, etc, etc).
COLOSSUS, 3 wins in England at 3 and 4, £ 16,352 and placed.

LE MELODY won 2 races in Ireland at 2 and 3, £ 2,058 and placed; dam of 8 winners incl.:
ARDROSS, 14 wins incl. Ascot Gold Cup, Gr.1, twice, Prix Royal Oak, Gr.1, etc; sire.
GESEDEH, 4 wins incl. Prix de Flore, Gr.3, etc; grandam of ELECTROCUTIONIST (Juddmonte International Stakes, Gr.1), ROYAL HIGHNESS, ROBERTICO (sire), ROYAL DUBAI, GRIGORIEVA, Alezal, etc; 3rd dam of FREE PORT LUX, REALEZA, RUMH, etc.
LARROCHA, 4 wins incl. Galtes Stakes, L; 3rd in Prix Vermeille, Gr.1; dam of RAZKALLA (Fred Archer Stakes, L; 2nd in Dubai Sheema Classic, Gr.1), WESTERN ADVENTURE, Gr.1, etc.
KAROL, 2 wins at 3 and 4 incl. Trigo Stakes, L, etc; 2nd in Bahrain Stakes, Gr.2, etc; sire.
KHOZDAR, 2 wins in England at 2, € 22,987 and placed 3rd in Clive Graham Stakes, L, etc

Half-sister to ARCTIQUE ROYALE (Irish One Thousand Guineas, Gr.1, etc), RACQUETTE (April Fillies' Stakes, etc, etc. Tracing to MADAME DU BARRY (Irish Sweeps Derby). Family in 2019 of MASTER OF REALITY (Vintage Crop Stakes, Gr.3), etc.
OYSTER REEF[GB] did not race; dam of:

CASTILLIAN (b g 2016 by Power), 2 wins, ₹ 29,62,900 viz. Nilgiris 2000 Guineas, Gr.2 and Nadia Mary Homi Wadia Trophy and placed incl. 2nd in Nilgiris Derby, Gr.1, etc. Ashwa Kahira (b f 2017 by Kingda Ka[AUS]), in training.

DIAMOND REEF ran in France at 3, € 1,250; dam of 1 winner:

WELL TRIED, 8 wins at 3 to 7, Krona 601,278; also placed in France, Norway and Denmark. Oyster Reef[GB], above.

CORALINE won 1 race in France at 3, € 16,160 and placed; dam of 6 winners:

REEFSCAPE, 6 wins in France at 3 to 8, € 521,685 incl. Prix du Cadran, Gr.1 and placed 2nd in Gold Cup, Gr.1, Prix Ganay, Gr.1, Prix Royal-Oak-French St. Leger, Gr.1, etc; sire.

COASTAL PATH, 6 wins incl. Prix Hubert de Chaudenay Casino Barriere, Gr.2, etc; sire

MARTALINE, 5 wins in France, € 255,636 incl. Prix Maurice de Nieuil, Gr.2, etc; sire.

Clear Thinking, 2 wins, € 111,925; 2nd in Prix Bertroux, Gr.3, etc; also winner over the jumps.

Prankster, 1 win, € 36,800; 2nd in Prix Michel Houyet, L, etc; also 2 wins over the jumps.

WHYBORNE, 1 win in England at 4, £ 7,614 + € 13,000 and placed.

Crystal Reef, placed; dam of DOHA DREAM (5 wins incl. Prix Chaudenay, Gr.2, etc), etc. Household Name, placed; dam of GOBI DESERT (2 wins incl. Legacy Stakes, L, etc), etc. Diamond Reef, above.

BAHAMIAN won 1 race in England at 3, £ 23,053 viz. Marley Roof Tile Oaks Trial Stakes, L; 2nd in Prix de Pomone, Gr.2, 3rd in Park Hill Stakes, Gr.2, etc; dam of 7 winners:

WEMYSS BIGHT, Champion 3YO Filly in Ireland in 1993, 5 wins € 323,371 incl. Irish Oaks, Gr.1, Prix de Malleret, Gr.3, Prix Cleopatre, Gr.3; 2nd in Prix Vermeille, Gr.1, etc; dam of:

BEAT HOLLOW, 7 wins in England, France and USA incl. Grand Prix de Paris, Gr.1, Manhattan Handicap, Gr.1, Arlington Million Stakes, Gr.1, Woodford Reserve Turf Classic Stakes, Gr.1, 2nd in Eddie Read Handicap, Gr.1, 3rd in Derby Stakes, Gr.1, etc; sire.

YARALINO, 4 wins, £ 4,866 + $ 179,989 incl. Tanforan Handicap, Gr.3, etc.

Ancient Culture, 2 wins in England and USA and placed 2nd in Mataji Stakes, L, etc. Brightest, placed; dam of GLOWING (Brownstown Stakes, Gr.3), GLARING, THE ANVIL, etc. Biloxi, unplaced; grandam of DUCK FEET (4 wins incl. Premio Guido Berardelli, Gr.3, etc).

VACAMONTE, 2 wins in England and USA incl. Weatherbys Superlative Stakes, L, etc.

New Abbey; dam of WEALED (11 wins, € 24,750 + Dhs 66,854 + Krona 436,100 + Krona 293,075; 2nd in Marit Sveas Mynelop, Gr.3); dam of BIT BY BIT (dam of a winner), etc.

Treliss Bay, 1 win and placed 2nd in NGK Spark Plugs Stubbs Rated Stakes, L, etc; dam of:

BELLAMY CAY, 7 wins incl. Prix Maurice de Nieuil, Gr.2; 2nd in Prix Royal-Oak, Gr.1, etc.

CINNAMON BAY, 3 wins; dam of NEW BAY (5 wins incl. Prix Gontaut-Biron, Gr.3, etc), etc.

Kellys Ocean Jewel; dam of SAN MIGUEL (1 win, NZ$ 29,650; 2nd in Champagne Stakes, L), etc.

Other winners; SPANISH WELLS (dam of SPANISH DON, etc; grandam of CUSTOMARY, etc; etc), etc; dam of RUBY'S DAY, etc.

RIGAS DAL (3 wins in Greece), CORALINE (above). Namaste; grandam of COUNTERMEASURE (3rd in Sky Bet York Stakes, Gr.2), OBEDIENT, etc.

Hope; dam of OASIS DREAM (Champion 2YO in Europe in 2002, Champion 3YO Sprints in Europe in 2003, won July Cup, Gr.1; sire), ZENDA (Poule d'Essai des Pouliches, Gr.1 etc; dam of KINGMAN, sire, REMOTE, sire; grandam of FAJAJ, etc), HOPEFUL LIGHT, etc.

Family in India of SHIVANSH (Calcutta Monsoon Derby, Gr.2, etc), etc. Tracing to CREDEENDA. Family in 2019 of MAIN EDITION (German 1000 Guineas, Gr.2, etc).
Stud: Equus Breeding Pvt Ltd

Property of Equus

Galileo
Ampere[FR]
(b - 2012)

Bay Filly
Feb 3, 2018

Thirteenth Foal

DNA-Type:

Virtuous

Amorosa

Sadler's Wells

Fair Bridge

Northern Dancer

Urban Sea

Sri Pekan

Triple Couronne

Vulture

Red Ranaam

Nearctic

Millionaire

Virtuous

Winners:

PEACE[GB] won 1 race in England at 3, £ 6,679 and placed twice; dam of:
Better In Heaven (b c 2005 by Zamindar), unplaced in England.
Congenial (b f 2006 by Kyllachy), unplaced; dam of DALOOL (4 wins; producer), etc.

Other winners:

Dancing Debut, placed; dam of

Other Black-type placed winners:

RABBIT KING, LIIQING HILL, VIRTUOSITY (1 win; dam of JUDGEMENT), JUDICIOUS

Madeira (b f 2013 by Varenar[FR]), 1 win, £ 15,562 and placed.
Cordiality (b g 2007 by Kingsalsa), unplaced in England.

Dancing Surpass (sire), Mizayala[GB], Maitre a Bord.
Other winners: CONNOISSEUR (2 wins in Malaysia) and EXCLUSIVE VIRTUE (above).
American Order; granddam of BECKETT (sire), BARRING ORDER (dam of Boogie, etc).
Bay Colt
Jan 21, 2018
Seventh Foal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pointillist[IRE]</th>
<th>For Example</th>
<th>RS - £ 6,096</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DNA-Typed</td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

POINTILLIST[IRE] did not place; dam of:
Estella (b f 2011 by Hurricane Run), unraced.

SHAKESPHERE (ch f 2013 by Varenar[FR]), 2 wins, ₹ 19,74,022 and placed.
Point The Star (ch f 2014 by Varenar[FR]), unplaced.
SHARAREH (b f 2015 by Varenar[FR]), 2 wins, ₹ 8,06,554 and placed incl. 2nd in Dr M A M Ramaswamy Million, 3rd in Cole Gold Trophy, Villoo C Poonawalla Million, etc.

FOR EXAMPLE placed once at 3 viz. 3rd in Tanavalla Maiden; dam of 7 winners:
VIZ, 2 wins, ₹ 7,846 + ₹ 31,590 incl. Premio Giovanni Falco – Trofeo Darley, L, etc; dam of:
VITZORIA, 5 wins, ₹ 110,755 + ₹ 101,298 incl. OLBG Park Stakes, Gr.2, etc; producer.
Swizzle Stick, unraced; dam of:
FIFTY STARS (8 wins, Aus$ 540,050 incl. 2019 Blamey Stakes, Gr.2, 2019 Ajax Stakes, Gr.2, etc); WHISKEY SOUR (6 wins in Ireland).
Other black-type placed winners: Forbearing and Dryden House (producer).
MISS EMMA MAY; dam of Leader Writer, King of Camelot, etc; grandam of My Scholar.
Other winners: MONTASER (4 wins), FORETO LD (2 wins) and ISSAC NEWTON (1 win).
Pointillist[IRE], above.

Bold Example won 3 races, ₹ 42,131; 2nd in Blue Hen Stakes, L, etc; dam of 5 winners incl:
HIGHEST REGARD, 7 wins at 3 and 4, ₹ 166,638 incl. Dark Mirage Stakes, L, etc; dam of:
AWE INSPIRING, 7 wins, incl. American Derby, Gr.1, Flamingo Stakes, Gr.1, etc; sire.
RECOGNIZABLE, 8 wins in USA, incl. Distaff Handicap, Gr.2, Sabin Handicap, Gr.3, etc; dam of Proud Leader, etc; grandam of GLINT, BOBCAT JIM, Rhetorical, etc.
Highest Goal, placed; grandam of CACTUS KRIS (Hendrie Stakes, Gr.3, etc), etc.
FRENCH CHARMER, 5 wins in USA incl. Del Mar Oaks, Gr.2 and placed; dam of:
ZILZAL, 5 wins incl. Queen Elizabeth II Stakes, Gr.1, Sussex Stakes, Gr.1, etc; sire.
CHARMANTE, 2 wins; dam of Charlock (dam of winners); grandam of ALMORADI (2019 Premio Francisco Y Aureliano R Larreta, Gr.3, etc), AL DRAGON (26 wins), etc.
TARAS CHARMER, 2 wins in USA at 3 and 4, $ 35,365 and placed; dam of:
NAUGHTY NOTIONS, 5 wins, $109,439 incl. Manatee Stakes, etc; dam of:
NEGLIGEE, 2 wins incl. Darley Alcibiades Stakes, Gr.1; 3rd in Sands Point Stakes, Gr.2.
Wild Notions, 8 wins, $ 127,770 + HK$ 2,050,200; 2nd in Shandong General, etc.
YAFFILL, 1 win, £ 6,096; dam of HULA QUEEN, LOVING PRIDE, etc.
Bare Essence, 4 wins; 2nd in Meadowlark Stakes, etc; grandam of IOWA TREASURE, etc.
Perfect Example, unraced; dam of CULTURE VULURE (Champion Older Mare in Italy, 5 wins incl. Fillies’ Mile, Gr.1, etc); Rubies From Burma, etc; dam of Alo Pura, Ivory Gala, etc; 3rd dam of APPROVE (sire), CAPE OF APPROVAL, BEAUCHAMP XERXES, SANTA CATARINA, SAVANNAH SOUND, Red Galileo, Beauchamp Viceroy, etc.
Past Example; dam of POLISH PRECEDENT (Prix du Moulin de Longchamp, Gr.1, etc; sire), JASMINA (Southland Stakes; dam of SABADILLA, etc; grandam of BOLD GIRL, etc), etc; grandam of SHAMAAL, MAHARIB, etc; 3rd dam of INTIKHAB (sire), NEW PRINCE, FIELD MARSHAL, FLOWEROFTHEFOREST, WARSAW PACT, BIRTHDAY STAR, L’AVENIR, ROMANTIC FOREVER, STAR BEAUTY, Lightning Bolt, Palisades Park, etc; 4th dam of DARE TO DREAM, BOLD MARCH, SERENDINE, JO’S BOND, etc.

For Example, above.

Tracing to LADY BE GOOD (Colleen Stakes). Family in 2019 of FIFTY STARS, etc.

Stud: Equus

Property of Equus Stud Pvt Ltd

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Galileo</th>
<th>Sadler’s Wells</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ampere[FR] (b - 2012)</td>
<td>Northern Dancer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amorama</td>
<td>Urban Sea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Pekan</td>
<td>Miswaki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanzania</td>
<td>Allegretta</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other black-type placed winners:
FIFTY STARS Swizzle Stick, unraced; dam of
Bold Example Pointillist[IRE], above.
Other winners: MONTASER (4 wins), FORETO LD (2 wins) and ISSAC NEWTON (1 win).
Pointillist[IRE], above.
Property of Villoo’s Greenfield Farms

Stud: Villoo’s Greenfield

Bay Filly

Selkirk

Ninth Foal

Praise of Folly[GB]

Song of Hope

DNA-Typed

Branded:

LS - P 8

G13

PRAISE OF FOLLY[GB] did not place; dam of:

HOLY BULL (b g 2010 by Papal Bull), 2 wins, ₹ 6,47,780 incl. Volkswagen India Trophy and placed 2nd in P R Mehta Trophy, 3rd in General Obaidullah Khan Trophy, etc.

GLORIOUS HARMONY (b f 2011 by Placerville[USA]), 2 wins, ₹ 4,90,500 and placed; producer.

Red Wonder (ch f 2012 by Ace[IRE]), placed, ₹ 1,64,628 incl. 2nd in G2 Gold Cup, etc.

Silver Shadow (b f 2013 by Arazan[IRE]), placed, ₹ 1,20,000; producer.

___________ (ch f 2014 by Excellent Art[GB]), destroyed as yearling.

Sandra (b f 2015 by Arazan[IRE]), placed, ₹ 48,385; 3rd in Moosa M Hoosein Trophy, etc.

Exclusive Stevia (ch f 2017 by Leitir Mor[IRE]), in training.

Song of Hope won 2 races, $ 22,556; 2nd in Firth of Clyde Stakes, L, etc; dam of:

9 winners:

FRONTO, 3 wins in Greece at 4 and placed.

SONG OF SKYE, 3 wins, £ 37,506 and placed; dam of Skelyady[GB] (3 wins; dam of EXCELLENT, 5 wins, ₹ 27,69,037 incl. F D Wadia Trophy, Gr.3, S A Poonawalla Million, Gr.3, etc, OMBER GLAZE, 2 wins, ₹ 8,79,120, REMEMBRANCE OF YOU, producer), CLAN PIPER (5 wins in Sweden), STEVIE JUNIOR (2 wins in England), SKYERON, etc.

MIRIAM, 2 wins; dam of IVORY LACE (13 wins; dam of SOLVEIG’S SONG, 6 wins), VIEWFORTH (10 wins, £ 73,621), PARK STAR (dam of LETS MOVE IT, etc), LA LUZ (5 wins), PARA SIEMPRE (producer), UNITED PASSION (dam of BOOKIESINDEX, etc), etc.

KINGDOM PRINCESS, 2 wins in England; dam of Mint Julep (8 wins in Denmark and Sweden incl. 3rd in Golden Mile, L, etc), SHORT RESPITE (dam of GOOD MAN JOM), etc.

PETITE MAXINE, placed at 2; grandam of TOROSAY SPRING, BARATHEA BLAZER, etc.

Half-sister to PARSIMONY (4 wins incl. Corl and Orrey Stakes, etc; dam of PETTY PURSE, SCARCELY BLESSED, etc; grandam of COLLEGE CHAPEL, etc; 3rd dam of LEAP FOR JOY, etc; 4th dam of TURTLE ISLAND, sire, WELSH DIVA, EXPRESS WISH[GB], sire, etc), etc. Tracing to PARAFFIN. Family in 2019 of HARLEM (Australian Cup, Gr.1, etc).
**Stud: Mukteshwar**

Property of Mukteshwar Stud LLP

Storm Cat

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Storm Bird</th>
<th>Northern Dancer</th>
<th>South Ocean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Terlingua</td>
<td>Secretariat</td>
<td>Crimson Saint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gone West</td>
<td>Mr. Prospector</td>
<td>Secrettame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simadhartha</td>
<td>Salchow</td>
<td>Nijinsky(CAN)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Bay Filly**

Apr 11, 2018

Fifth Foal

Provocateur

DNA-Typed: Mullagh[IRE]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LS - (0) RS - 31</th>
<th>Fantastic Light</th>
<th>Rahy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>True Joy</td>
<td>Zizal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Genealogy**

**PROVOCATEUR** won 3 races, ₹6,71,380 and placed; dam of:

- TOP BRASS (dk b g 2014 by Top Class[USA]), 3 wins, ₹10,44,305.
- Wind Chaser (b f 2016 by Top Class[USA]), placed, ₹76,900. 
- Zaeim (dk b c 2017 by Top Class[USA]), in training.

**MULLAGH[IRE]** did not place; dam of **5 winners:**

**SUPREME STAR**, 9 wins, ₹1,26,36,948 incl. Karnataka Mile Championship Cup, Gr.2, Southern Command Gold Trophy, Gr.3, Maharaja Sir Harisinghji Trophy, Gr.3 and placed 2nd in Nanoli Stud Pune Derby, Gr.1, Indian 2000 Guineas, Gr.1, Colts’ Championship Stakes, Gr.1, R. R Ruia Gold Cup, Gr.2, A C Ardeshir Trophy, Gr.3, etc.

**REWALDING**, 4 wins, ₹40,07,462 incl. BJR’s Gallop’s North India Derby, Gr.3, etc.

Other winners: BRIONI, DANCING DUKE and PROVOCATEUR (above).

**TRUE JOY** did not place; dam of **6 winners:**

**NANS JOY**, 4 wins in England, Germany and USA at 3 and 5, £37,260 + £27,000 + £79,056 incl. Stuten Meile der Frankfurter Volksbank, L and placed; producer.

**ETON FOREVER**, 6 wins at 3 to 7, £174,400 incl. Totepool Guisborough Stakes, L, etc.

**Referral**, 4 wins, $82,260; 2nd in Gleaming Stakes, L, etc; dam of **Holy Spring**, etc.

**DAME ANOUSKA**, 1 win; dam of **KENOUSKA** (2 wins incl. Jacques Bouchara, L, etc), etc.

Other winners: TORBATO (7 wins in France) and PANTALEO.

Mullagh[IRE], above.

**FOREIGN COURIER**, unraced; dam of **9 winners** incl.: **GREEN DESERT**, 5 wins at 2 and 3, £219,686 incl. Norcros July Cup, Gr.1, Flying Childers Stakes, Gr.2; 2nd in General Accident 2000 Guineas, Gr.1, etc; Leading Sire in England.

**YOUSEFIA**, 4 wins in England and USA at 2 and 4 incl. Great Lady M Stakes, L, etc; dam of:

- **MYTHICAL GIRL**, 3 wins incl. Princess Margaret Stakes, Gr.3; dam of TORUK MACTO, etc.
- **VESPA** (Diamond Stakes, Gr.1, Wellington Guineas, Gr.2, etc), etc.
- **MATICANKENUTSUSIMAIDA**, 3 wins; dam of **DARK SHADOW** (5 wins, ¥337,015,000 incl. Mainichi Okan, Gr.2), etc.
- **Choiwaru Grande** (6 wins; 3rd in Sirius Stakes, Gr.3, etc), etc.
- **Messer Missing**; 3rd in **WEDDING CRASHER**;
- **VERDUGO** (dam of **AISHAH**
- **ALDIZA** (won Breeders’ Cup Handicap, Gr.2), etc.
- **ALYSSUM**
- **PRINCESS OOLA** (dam of **AZZAAM**, sire, **BALWA**, etc; dam of **PLACE IN LINE**, etc).

Half-sister to **NATIVE COURIER** (14 wins incl. Bernard Baruch Handicap, Gr.3; 2nd in Man o’War Stakes, Gr.1, etc), **ALTHEA** (8 wins, incl. Arkansas Derby, Gr.1, etc; dam of **YAMANINPARADISE**, **DESTINY DANCE**, **ALYSSUM**, **AURORA**, etc; granddam of **ARCH**, etc).

**FESTIVAL OF LIGHT**, etc; dam of **ALCES**, etc;

**BETTWICE PRINCESS**, etc; dam of **KETOH** (Cowdin Stakes, Gr.1, etc), **NAMAQUA** (dam of **NAMAQUALAND**, sire), **MAIDEE** (dam of **DEFACTO**, etc), **EMBELLISHED** (dam of **SEATTLELAWN**, etc; dam of **WASSEMA**, **PITAMAKAN**, etc), **Amizette**; dam of **KING OF ROME**, etc. 

Tracing to **WANDA**. Family in **CAMPAIGN** (Tokyo City Cup, Gr.3, etc), etc.
QUEEN OF HEARTS won 7 races, ₹ 14,88,428 incl. Mount Everest Trophy, Sub-Area Commander’s Trophy and placed 3rd in Amorina Cup, Delhi Race Club Cup, etc; dam of:

SPEAR OF TRIUM (dk b g 2011 by Diffident[FR]), 7 wins, ₹ 19,75,750 and placed.

Dakota (b f 2012 by New Famous[BRZ]), died since birth.

OLYMPICDUEL (b f 2015 by Diffident[FR]), 2 wins, ₹ 11,55,000 incl. Consolation Cup, etc; dam of:

EN SABAH NUR (b g 2016 by Diffident[FR]), 1 win, ₹ 3,48,437; 2nd in B K Lagad Trophy, etc.

WINNING VENTURE did not place, ₹ 4,500; dam of 2 winners:

TURBO BABE, 3 wins, ₹ 6,25,225 incl. S N Harish Memorial Trophy and placed.

QUEEN OF HEARTS, above.

TOLOMETTE[GB] won 1 race in France at 3, € 13,721 and placed; dam of 5 winners:

RISING FLAME, 6 wins, £ 11,92,874 incl. Dr. S.C. Jain Sprints’ Gold Trophy, Gr.3, Fillies’ Handicap Stakes-NTR, Red Rufus Trophy, Squanderer Trophy and placed 3rd in S. A. Poonawalla Astonish Million, Gr.2, 4th in Castrol Indian 1000 Guineas, Gr.1, etc; dam of:

SIMPLY SPECIAL, 11 wins; dam of SWEET AS SUGAR (7 wins, ₹ 30,97,000 incl. Madras Gold Vase, Gr.3; dam of a winner), SPECIAL EDITION (10 wins) and ALWAYS PRECIOUS.

Rising Phoenix, unraced; dam of BOMBAY SAPPER, ZEPHYR (6 wins each), GEM OF A LADY.

WINNING VENTURE, above.

GROVETTE did not race; dam of 2 winners:

CARR WOOD, 4 wins in Sweden and England, £ 3,550 and placed.

TOLOMETTE[GB], above.

Fair Eleanor, unraced; dam of IMPERIAL MEASURE (Round Table Handicap, L), etc.

Half-sister to BOOMERANG (6 wins in Norway incl. Norsk Kriterium and placed 3rd in Norsk Derby, etc), Hazard (sire in Australia), HORNTON GRANGE (5 wins; dam of SWISS MAID, 5 wins incl. Champion Stakes, Gr.1, etc; Slavonic, etc; grandam of Our Pageant, 2nd in Prix de la Jonchere, Gr.3, etc; Dalleh, etc), PETWOOD (dam of GETTING CLOSER, sire, INSTRUMENTAL, etc; grandam of Keshaar, etc; 3rd dam of VOLSTOK’N’BARRY, won International Stakes, Gr.1, New Zealand Stakes, Gr.1, Otaki-Maori WFA, Gr.1, Rosehill Guineas, Gr.1 and placed 2nd in New Zealand Derby, Gr.1, 3rd in AJC Australian Derby, Gr.1, etc; LE BARON, won Northern Guineas, Gr.2, etc; Queen of Pop, 3rd in New Zealand Bloodstock Royal Stakes, Gr.2, etc), ABERGROVE (3 wins; dam of Marzook, etc; grandam of Lord’s Wood, Duty Time, Myrmidon, etc; DEBUTANTE (dam of LES BOYER, sire, DON ORAZIO, sire in Italy, etc; grandam of AL AKBAR, sire, MISTERO, sire, SIRCARN DAMON, etc), etc. Immediate family of PINCHED (Royal Lodge Stakes, etc), THE CREDITOR (Queen Elizabeth Stakes), ABWAH (sire), etc. Tracing to CANTERBURY PILGRIM (Epsom Oaks).
RAPPADAN GLORY won 4 races, ₹ 15,03,860 incl. Smart Chieftan Trophy, Nethravati Trophy and placed 3rd in Evensky Trophy, etc; dam of: Be My Glory (b f 2015 by Express Wish[GB]), unplaced.

Jigni Dost (b c 2016 by Senure[USA]), unraced.

BLUE RIBBON[GER] won 1 race in Germany at 3, € 9,920 and placed; dam of 5 winners: BERESFORD, 1 win in Germany at 3, € 5,457.

BENGHOR, 1 win in Germany at 3, € 8,350; dam of BENWAKI (3 wins, € 59,100), etc.

BOLD MAJESTY, 6 wins, Bangalore 2000 Guineas, etc; dam of: LOVEOFMYLIFE, FOND ME MORIES (both producer), ALVIANO, BARACK.

BLACK POWER, 7 wins, incl. Derby Bangalore, 7 wins, incl. Derby Bangalore, 7 wins, incl. Derby Bangalore, etc; dam of: BARA BIBI, Home Girl, etc. Immediate family of ASSOCIANCE; grandam of: ACCRA, etc.

BERNICA, above.

BERNICA won 1 race, £ 390; dam of 2 winners: BERNICA, above.

BERFAN, 5 wins in France at 2 to 6, € 46,039 and placed.

Her dam HIGHLAND REEL, a half-sister to BARA BIBI (Park Hill Stakes, etc), PRINCESS SAKA, etc. Immediate family of MASAKA, SILVER SHARK (sire), LASHKARI (sire), KAHYASI (sire), etc. Tracing to QURRAT-AL-AIN; ancestress also of: GALLANT MAN (sire), QUEEN OF SHIRAZ, LAW SOCIETY and in India of LINDSAY, KINSKI, SARABANDE, etc. Family in 2019 of DUBARA, etc.
RAW SILK won 5 races, ₹ 13,31,750 incl. INS Hooghly Cup and placed.

SILKEN MAGIC won 3 races, ₹ 4,46,985 incl. Lt Col Gaunt Memorial Cup, Datta Jewellers Gold Cup; 3rd in Jog Cup, D.M. Shivaswamy Memorial Cup, etc; dam of 4 winners: SMOOTH AS SILK, 6 wins, ₹ 23,92,250 incl. H H M Jagaddipendra Narayan Bhup Bahadur of Cooch Behar Memorial Cup; 2nd in Mysore Race Club Cup, Topmost Cup, etc; producer. SILKEN DANCER, 4 wins, ₹ 13,31,250 and placed 2nd in Soviet Song Trophy, etc; dam of: LADY TWO, 3 wins, ₹ 16,92,750 and placed 2nd in Marinsky Cup, Mica Empress Cup, etc; BALLER, 2 wins, ₹ 10,29,750 and placed incl. 2nd in Governor’s Cup, etc Other winners: LUCKY STREAK (3 wins, ₹ 12,59,914 and placed) and RAW SILK (above).

Mulberry won 4 races, ₹ 7,34,451 incl. Canny Scot Trophy, Governor’s Trophy, H.R. Shantidas Trophy and placed 2nd in Madras Race Club Trophy, 3rd in Kingfisher Indian Oaks, Gr.1, 4th in Bombay Dyeing C.N. Wadia Gold Cup, Gr.2, etc; dam of 8 winners: Falconet, 3 wins; 3rd in Indian Champion Cup, Gr.2, 4th in Queen Elizabeth II Cup, Gr.3, etc. TOP ROMANCE, 7 wins, ₹ 11,46,000 incl. J Rustomji Soparivala Trophy, etc; dam of: SEVENTH STEP, 2 wins, ₹ 9,29,870 and placed incl. 3rd in Police Martyr’s Cup, etc. TRUE GENIUS, 1 win, ₹ 2,31,453.

BAYBERRY, 6 wins, ₹ 14,90,839; dam of JULIO CESARO (2 wins, ₹ 9,29,060), etc. SERIOUS WARRIOR, 5 wins, ₹ 12,81,104 and placed incl. 2nd in Huntsey Stud Trophy. OTHER WINNERS: SNOWBERRY (3 wins), REWARDING KING and SILKEN MAGIC (above).

BLUEBERRY ran only once; dam of 12 winners: Mulberry, above. TOP CLASS, 8 wins, ₹ 5,17,800 incl. Telangana Cup, Madras Trophy, etc. POWDER BLUE, 7 wins, ₹ 2,38,012 incl. Nilgiris Gold Cup and placed. HABENDUM, 3 wins, ₹ 56,195; dam of INSPECTOR EAGLE (3 wins), BAAZ (2 wins), etc. WILD BEAUTY, 2 wins, ₹ 75,500 and placed; producer. ELUSIVE, 1 win, ₹ 1,06,762; dam of ELUSIVE BAY (12 wins, ₹ 5,44,000), APACHE TROOPER, etc; grandam of SIXTY SECONDS (4 wins), SHE’S A STAR (3 wins), etc. BLUE FAIRY, 1 win, ₹ 16,700; dam of JESSE JAMES (5 wins), CANNON BAY, etc. GOLDEN BERRY, 1 win, ₹ 15,400 and placed; dam of DOWNTOWN GIRL, etc. Other winners: BEAVERBROOK (3 wins, ₹ 1,55,000), GOOSEBERRY (3 wins, ₹ 1,10,164), RUNNING BRAVE (2 wins and placed) and GLARING EAGLE (1 win, ₹ 41,000).

Other sister to GHAZAB (7 wins incl. Indian 1000 Guineas, Gr.1, Indian Oaks, Gr.1, Eve Champion Cup, Gr.3, Maharaja Jiwajirao Scindia Gold Cup, Gr.3, etc), NOOR-E-SHIRAZ (7 wins incl. Indian 2000 Guineas, Gr.1, Indian St. Leger, Gr.1-NTR, R.R. Ruia Gold Cup, Gr.3, Mulberry Cup and placed; sire), ROYAL FAVOUR, SWEETHEART, VALMOSS (11 wins), CRANKY BOY (9 wins), SKANDA (8 wins), GHALIB and SAMANA (2 wins each). Their dam, half-sister to grandam of REGENT STREET (Prix de la Foret, etc), etc. The next dam half-sister to TILLER* (dam of HIGH SEAS, won South India 2000 Guineas, Gr.2, etc), etc. Tracing to FREE TRADE; ancestress also of MASSINE (Prix de l’Arc de Triomphe, etc; sire), BROWN DUCHESS (Epsom Oaks, etc), LA CAMARGO (Prix de Diane, etc), etc.
BLUE SECTION

ELEVEN LOTS

1. The Blue section contains details of 11 horses.

2. Horses which qualify to be featured in the Blue Pages are one of these :-

   (a) Horses entered by Breeding Establishments / Vendors which have produced at least one Indian Classic Winner (i.e. Indian Derby, Indian 1000 Guineas, Indian 2000 Guineas, Indian Oaks and Indian St. Leger) run in Western India.

   (b) Lots out of a Group Winning dam.

   (c) Lots which are siblings to a Group Winner in India or abroad.

Write-ups appearing under the photographs of the Blue pages are as given by the vendors.
This exceedingly smart and compact colt is from a classic winning family of **PSYCHIC FORCE, EMINENCE, SUPREME PRINCESS, ARTWORK, WIND STREAM** etc. His dam **Adiella** herself is rated 116 and is classic placed incl. 2nd in Calcutta Million, **Gr.2**, Calcutta 2000 Guineas, **Gr.2**. This colt’s Grand dam **PSYCHIC FLAME** is winner of the Mc Dowell Indian Derby, **Gr.1**, Calcutta Derby, **Gr.1**. etc.

The pedigree influences of Razeen, Multidimensional and Invincible Spirit make him a potent combination of classic speed and stamina.
Adiella won 7 races, ₹66,38,303 incl. Indian Champagne Stakes, Kunigal Stud Indian Produce Stakes and placed 2nd in Calcutta Million, Gr.2, Calcutta 2000 Guineas, Gr.2, etc; dam of: Adorinda (b f 2017 by Speaking of Which[IRE]), in training.

PSYCHIC FLAME won 4 races, ₹73,72,599 viz. McDowell Indian Derby, Gr.1, Calcutta Derby, Gr.1, Calcutta 2000 Guineas, Gr.2, Calcutta 1000 Guineas, Gr.3 and placed incl. 3rd in Indian Turf Invitation Cup, Gr.1, etc; dam of 5 winners:

PSYCHIC WARRIOR, 1 win, ₹19,45,195 viz. Bangalore Winter Million, Gr.3 and placed.
Sacred Fire, 1 win, ₹8,49,363; 3rd in Breeders’ Juv. Fillies’ Championship, Gr.3, producer.
Adiella, above.

Other winners: STAR OF DESTINY (3 wins, ₹11,41,400), SPELLBINDER (dam of winners).

Psychic Light; dam of PSYCHIC FORCE (6 wins, ₹1,07,04,671 incl. S. I. Derby, Gr.1, etc)

EMINENCE won 5 races, ₹9,29,124 incl. Indian 1000 Guineas, Gr.1, 2nd in McDowell Indian Derby, Gr.1, Bangalore Oaks, Gr.1, Bangalore Derby, Gr.1, etc; dam of 11 winners incl.: SUPREME PRINCESS, 8 wins incl. Calcutta Oaks, Gr.3, etc; dam of SUPREME FAIRY (5 wins, ₹67,62,851 incl. Golconda 1000 Guineas, Gr.2; 2nd in Deccan Derby, Gr.1, etc.

PSYCHIC FLAME, above.

Battle Royale, 4 wins, ₹1,19,640 and placed incl. 3rd in Madras Gold Vase, Gr.3, etc.
Distinction, 3 wins; 2nd in Fillies’ Trial Stakes, Gr.1, 4th in Derby Bangalore, Gr.1, etc; dam of:

PSYCHIC STRENGTH (Mysore Derby, Gr.1), Perfect Venue, Destined Path, etc.

Star of Fashion, 9 wins, ₹4,46,301 and placed incl. 2nd in Madras Gold Vase, Gr.3, 3rd in South India 1000 Guineas, Gr.2; South India 2000 Guineas, Gr.2, etc; dam of:

STAR FORTUNE, 4 wins, ₹30,28,408 incl. F.D. Wadia Trophy, Gr.2, C. N. Wadia Gold Cup, Gr.2 and placed 2nd in Pune Derby, Gr.1, 4th in Indian Oaks, Gr.1, etc; dam of:
Clarion Call, 5 wins, ₹40,01,300; 2nd in Indian St. Leger, Gr.1, C N Wadia Gold Cup, Gr.2.

REGAL GRACE, 1 win; dam of:

MOON FOREST, 28 wins, ₹98,77,168 incl. Eveready Calcutta Derby, Gr.1, Calcutta 2000 Guineas, Gr.2; 3rd in Queen Elizabeth II Cup, Gr.3, 4th in Indian Champion Cup, Gr.2, etc.

ARTWORK, 5 wins, ₹17,61,326 incl. Calcutta 1000 Guineas, Gr.3, Mysore 1000 Guineas, Gr.3 and placed 3rd in Calcutta Gold Cup, Gr.2, 4th in Mysore Derby, Gr.1, etc; dam of:

WIND STREAM, 6 wins, ₹2,22,26,279 incl. Mysore Derby, Gr.1, Bangalore 2000 Guineas, Gr.2, Mysore Million, Gr.3 and placed 2nd in Indian Derby, Gr.1, President of India Gold Cup, Gr.1, Stayers’ Cup, Gr.1, Bangalore St. Leger, Gr.2, 3rd in St. Leger, Gr.1, etc.

Right Again, 16 wins, ₹51,45,085 and placed 2nd in Indian Champion Cup, Gr.2, etc.

YUTAI, 2 wins incl. Golconda Oaks, Gr.2; dam of ETERNAL FLAME (Fillies’ Championship Stakes, Gr.1, etc), Yuaville (4 wins; 2nd in A C Ardesshir Trophy, Gr.3, etc; producer), etc.

Fabulous Star, 4 wins, ₹45,11,745 and placed incl. 2nd in Indian Turf Invitation Cup, Gr.1, Bangalore Derby, Gr.1, Indian St Leger, Gr.1, The Hindu Golconda Derby, Gr.1, etc.

TINA’S WAY[GB] placed in England; dam of 5 winners:

EMINENCE, above.

Little Tina, 2 wins, ₹1,39,634 and placed incl. 2nd in Byerly Turk Stakes, Gr.3, etc.

Other winners: TRIBAL WAY (in England), LEAD THE WAY and MIKONOS.

Immediate family of MISS NYMPH (G.P. Polla de Potranças, Gr.1, etc), MACNAL, etc.

POLLY FLINDERS branch (SUPREME COURT, THE COBBLER, UNITE, SIGY and in India of ANTONIOS (Indian Derby, Gr.1, etc), PLEASURE HUNT, etc of PRETTY POLLY family.

Family in 2019 of MAYORAL (Clasico Presidente de la Republica, Gr.1), KASIMIR, etc.
This colt is by Champion Sire EXCELLENT ART out of BALMORAL CASTLE who was winner of the Bangalore Oaks, Gr.2, Mysore Million, Gr.3, 2nd in the Golconda Derby, Gr.1 and 3rd in the Mysore 1000 Guineas, Gr.3.

He is full brother to Lady Barrington who was runner up in the Bangalore Juvenile Million, Gr3.

Balmoral Castle’s second dam LEANDRA was a dual Group Winner and Multiple Group placed in France, incl. 2nd in the Gr.1 Prix Vermeille, Gr.3 Prix Penelope, Gr.3 Prix Royaumont. Among her 8 winners she produced LEARIVA (Multiple Group Winner, incl. the Budweiser International Stakes, Gr.1); LEXA (Multiple Group Winner); ALESSO (winner of 6 races incl. 2nd in the Prix-Royal-Oak French St. Leger).
Multi-Million Poonawalla de la Nonette, JOYEUSE MARQUISE Juvenile Million, Racehorse Owners’ Association Mysore 1000 Guineas, etc, Prix Exbury, wins and placed incl. 3
HIGHLAND LASS (b f 2015 by Excellent Art[GB]), 1 win, HIGH FIVE[FR] placed 7 times in France at 3 and 4; dam of Thea’s Castle (b c 2017 by Arazan[IRE]), in training. __________ (b c 2016 by Arazan[IRE]), died at 2.

LEANDRA HIGHWAY EXIT, 8 wins at 2 to 7 and placed.

HIGH FIVE[FR] won 3 races, ₹ 61,68,687 incl. Bangalore Oaks, Gr.2, Mysore Million, Gr.3 and placed 2nd in Vijay Textiles Golconda Derby Stakes, Gr.1, 3rd in Karnataka Racehorse Owners’ Association Mysore 1000 Guineas, Gr.3, etc; dam of: DAY FLOWER (b f 2013 by Arazan[IRE]),1 win, ₹ 8,23,609 and placed 2nd in Mumbai Cup.

Lady Barrington (b f 2014 by Excellent Art[GB]), 1 win, ₹ 12,19,020; 2nd in Bangalore Juvenile Million, Gr.3, R M Puttanna Memorial Trophy, 3rd in K S Premchand Mem. Trophy. HIGHLAND LASS (b f 2015 by Excellent Art[GB]), 1 win, ₹ 3,87,809 and placed. __________ (b c 2016 by Arazan[IRE]), died at 2.

Thea’s Castle (b c 2017 by Arazan[IRE]), in training.

HIGH FIVE[FR] placed 7 times in France at 3 and 4; dam of 2 winners: Balmoral Castle, above.

HIGHWAY EXIT, 8 wins at 2 to 7 and placed.

LEANDRA won 4 races at 2 and 3, ₹ 206,453 incl. Prix de Malleret, Gr.2, Prix de la Nonette Gr.3 and placed 2nd in Prix Vermeille, Gr.1, Prix Penelope, Gr.3, Prix de Royaumont, Gr.3, 3rd in Prix Cleopatre, Gr.3, etc; dam of 8 winners incl.: LEXA, 6 wins in France and USA incl. Prix e Royallieu, Gr.2, Buena Vista Handicap, Gr.2, etc; grandam of HEMP HEMP HURRAY (3 wins, ₹ 219,425 incl. Animal Kingdom Stakes, L and placed 2nd in King Corrie Stakes, L, 3rd in Nearctic Stakes, Gr.2, etc), etc.

LEARIVA, 5 wins, ₹ 165,095 incl. Budweiser International Stakes, Gr.1, Prix d’Astarte, Gr.2, Prix Exbury, Gr.3, Prix Predicateur and placed 2nd in Prix de Flore, Gr.3, 3rd in Prix Perth, Gr.3, etc; dam of ATHANOR (Prix du Ranelagh), L, 2nd in Prix Quincey Lucien Barriere, Gr.3, etc), etc; grandam of CITY LIGHT (2019 Prix du Pin, Gr.3, Prix de Saint-Georges, Gr.3, 2nd in 2019 Prix de la Foret, Gr.1, Diamond Jubilee Stakes, Gr.1, etc), BUSYBEINGFABULOUS (Amfinit Lunds Mannelop, L; 2nd in Stora Pris, Gr.3, etc), GRANDES ILLUSIONS, Soft Light (2nd in 2019 Prix Hocquart, Gr.2, 2019 Grand Prix de Deauville, Gr.2, 2019 Prix de l’Avre, L, etc), Highest Height, etc. Alesso, 6 wins at 3 to 7, ₹ 139,400; 2nd in Prix Royal-Oak-French St. Leger, Gr.1, etc; sire. SEA JEWEL, 4 wins; dam of JEWEL KING (3rd in Grand Prix de la Region Alsace, etc), etc. LEISURE, 1 win; dam of LEVITSKI (4 wins incl. Grand Prix du Nord, Prix Edellic, L, etc), etc. Leave of Absence; dam of The Living Room (3rd in Prix de Bagatelle, L; dam of winners), etc High Five[FR], above.

ADY ENDRE did not race; dam of 2 winners: LEANDRA, above.

PLAYFUL RIVER, 16 wins and placed.

Her dam MARMARA won 4 races in France at 2 and 3 incl. Prix Chloe, etc; dam of MARKA (2 wins; dam of Matmata, 1 win and placed incl. 3rd in Prix La Fleche, etc; grandam of Majuba, 2 wins and placed incl. 3rd in Prix Herbager, L, etc, Madrigale, 2 wins and placed incl. 3rd in Prix de la Nonette, Gr.3, etc; 3rd dam of INKATHA, 10 wins incl. Red Bank Handicap, Gr.3 and placed 3rd in Maker’s Mark Miles Stakes, Gr.2, etc), Martinique (dam of LORNA CRIQUE, won Cave Shepherd 5000, etc), etc and half-sister to MONIQUE, 3 wins incl. Prix de Royallieu, etc; dam of MARASALI (6 wins incl. Prix du Consul de Paris, Gr.2, etc; sire), ORTANIQUE (4 wins incl. Prix d’Aumale, etc), etc; grandam of PANDOUR (Prix du Casino de Trouville and placed 3rd in Prix Noailles, Gr.2, etc), WONDERFUL WORLD (Champion Stayer in Hong Kong, won Queen Mother’s Cup, etc), QUEEN MAUD (Prix Vermeille, Gr.1, etc) etc; 3rd dam of JOYEUSE MARQUISE, etc. Tracing to BONNIE MORN.
PERFECT STRIDE was a good racehorse in England, and won 4 races between 7 and 10 fr. Incl. Paradise Stakes (L) and Wolferton H’cap (L) both at Ascot, and placed in the Strensall Sks (Gr.3) York, & Select Sks. (Gr.3) Goodwood. He was rated Timeform 117. His sire OASIS DREAM is one of Europe’s leading versatile stallions. His female line of MRS MOSS has produced 12 Group winners and is responsible for Champion New Zealand stallion TAVISTOCK. This is his first crop.

BANNER YEAR won three races in USA and placed. She is very well-bred tracing to the blue hen broodmare NALEE through a succession of top maternal sires. Her own sire DIXIE UNION is also maternal grandsire of 2019 champion American racehorse CODE OF HONOUR.

BANNER YEAR’s first foal died due to illness at 3 years after only one run and her second foal KAMYAR has won and placed.
Stud: Yeravada

Property of Yeravada Stud & Agricultural Farm

Monday, February 3rd

BANNER YEAR[USA] won 3 races in USA at 3 and 5, $ 39,440 and placed; dam of: Connoisseur (dk b g 2014 by U S Ranger), unplaced in 1 start; died at 3. KAMYAR (b c 2015 by Diftident[FR]), 1 win, ₹ 10,44,001 and placed 3rd in Sparks Cup, etc.

GOLD STREAMER won 5 races in USA at 3 and 4, $ 182,385 incl. Inside Information Stakes, Doylestown Handicap and placed 3rd in Monmouth Beach Stakes, L, etc; dam of 8 winners: GABBY’S GOLD, Champion Imported Stayer in Trinidad and Tobago in 2013, 8 wins at 2 to 7, Tr $ 654,105 and placed. Other winners: GOLDEN UNION (4 wins, $ 82,161), BURGEE (3 wins, $ 73,610), NEON MOON (dam of JIVE JACK), STARTLING BEAUTY (dam of MARKET MONEY), BANNER DAY (dam of CHIP VAN WINKLE, 9 wins), ACES FULL and BANNER YEAR[USA] (above).

BANNER DANCER placed in USA at 3, $ 4,805; dam of: GOLD STREAMER, above. A. P. Five Hundred, 1 win at 3; 3rd in Super Derby, Gr.2, Oklahoma Derby, Gr.3, etc. sire. LIBERTY FLAG, 1 win in England at 3, £ 6,848 and placed; dam of: LITTLE CHESNEY, 4 wins in USA at 3 and 4, $ 150,495 incl. Jupiter Beach Stakes, etc. Forever Thing, 3 wins at 3 to 5, $ 112,649 and placed 2nd in Long Branch Stakes, L, etc. DANCE HALL GIRL, 2 wins; dam of MEDAL OF COURAGE (15 wins incl. Fremont Stakes). Other winners: FOUR ONE SIX (4 wins in USA) and SIMPLE MINE (1 win in Russia).

NALEES FLYING FLAG did not race; dam of 8 winners incl.: SACAHUISTA, Champion 3YO Filly in USA, 6 wins at 3, $ 1,298,842 incl. Breeders’ Cup Distaff, Gr.1, Oak Leaf Stakes, Gr.1, Spinster Stakes, Gr.1 and placed; dam of: EKRAAR, 8 wins, £ 167,718 + € 300,785 incl. Gran Premio del Jockey Club, Gr.1, etc; sire. Humonnet, 2 wins at 2, $ 58,202; 3rd in Count Fleet Stakes, etc; Leading Sire in Chile. SACHARISTE, 1 win; dam of Head Noises (2nd in 2019 Port Adelaide Guineas, L, etc), Balenciaga, unplaced; dam of: CRISTOBAL, etc; granddam of GIANT’S STEPS (El Ensayo Mega-Chilean Derby, Gr.1, etc), Prince Hamlet, Boston Girl, Harbor Song, etc. Parading Lady; dam of J.K L’s Legacy (3rd in May Juliet Stakes, L; dam of a winner ), etc. FAR FLYING, 8 wins at 3 to 5, $ 278,226 incl. Busher Handicap, L and placed; dam of: DALHART, 6 wins, $ 333,440 incl. Rebel Stakes, Gr.3, Nashua Stakes, Gr.3, etc; sire. ROSE FRANCES, 3 wins incl. Sprint Stakes, L; dam of: SEA LEVEL DRIVE, Cascade Rose. Double o’ Slew, 3 wins, $ 115,051 and placed 3rd in Breeder’s Cup’ Stakes, L, etc; sire. FLEET MARGUERITE, 2 wins; dam of: FLAG OFFICER, BLIMEY O’ REILLY, etc; granddam of SANTA ANA LANE (Aquis T J Smith Stakes, Gr.1, etc), DOUBLEMINT (worn 2019 Peninsula Handicap, Gr.2, etc), PETALA (Kenilworth Fillies Nursery, Gr.3, etc), etc. Garimpeiro; dam of: GERI (Oaklawn Handicap, Gr.1, etc; sire), A.P. ARROW (sire), CLURE (sire), ALMONSOON; granddam of SENOR FRIDAY (2019 Turf Paradise Derby, L, etc). Shadow On The Moon; dam of: MY SPECIAL J’S (dam of Main Street, etc), The Program, etc; granddam of: LINDA LINDA (Alberto Solari Magnasco, Gr.1, etc), ZURDA, etc. John Treasure, 5 wins, $304,436; 2nd in Belmont Stakes, Gr.1, Dwyer Stakes, Gr.1, etc; sire. Letty’s Pennant, 3 wins; dam of: ASSOCIATE, etc; granddam of: RACING FEVER (Frizette Stakes, Gr.1, etc; dam of: RACING TOWN, etc), STORMIN FEVER (sire), ROARING FEVER (sire), SECRET LIASON (dam of Souper Knight); 3rd dam of: NOBLE GUERRERO (sire). SIGNTAURE FLAG, 2 wins; dam of: GRAZIELLA (dam of ROOM FOR ME, UNCLE B). Banner Dancer, above. Tracing to AFFECTION. Family in India of DESERT GOD, BORSALINO, SUR LA TETE, etc.
10% discount on the hammer price offered to the Purchaser by Usha Stud Poonawalla Group
Stud: Ruia

Property of Ruia Stud Farms Private Limited

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bay Colt</th>
<th>April 2, 2016</th>
<th>Fourth Foal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DNA-Typed</td>
<td>Branded:</td>
<td>Cats Concert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloody Mary</td>
<td>(b - 2008)</td>
<td>Facts of Life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Mellon[USA]</td>
<td>DNA-Typed</td>
<td>Razeen[USA]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BLOODY MARY won 6 races, ₹ 33,46,514 incl. Smt Teegala Sulochana Reddy Memorial Byerly Turk Million, Gr.3, Raja RJK Ranga Rao Memorial Cup, Ivanjica Cup, etc; dam of: Aflatun (b c 2015 by Chevalier[IRE]), placed, ₹ 3,14,412. (b c 2016 by Surfrider[IRE]), un-named.

Sakara (b f 2017 by Surfrider[IRE]), in training.

CATS CONCERT won 5 races, ₹ 3,85,063 and placed; dam of 7 winners:

BLOODY MARY, above.

Ming, 6 wins, ₹ 21,18,717 and placed 2nd in Calcutta Champions’ Sprint Trophy, Gr.3, etc.

Other winners: CATALUNYA (7 wins, ₹ 12,11,085), RISING CONCERT (4 wins, ₹ 7,91,880), MR HURRICANE (3 wins, ₹ 14,00,258), AMBER CAT (2 wins), MAGICAL FILLY (1 win).

FACTS OF LIFE won 2 races at ₹ 1,53,500 and placed; dam of 4 winners:

FLASH OF SPEED, 4 wins, ₹ 3,28,250; dam of LADY SPEED (1 win, ₹ 4,87,000), etc.

LIFE IS LIFE, 1 win; dam of Magic Million (5 wins, ₹ 21,91,256; 2nd in Godolphin Barb Stakes, Gr.3, etc), ROCKY, BHARADVJ, SSWASTIKA, FOR SURE (both producer), etc. Other winners: PICK OF THE PACK (1 win, ₹ 1,27,000) and CATS CONCERT (above).

AMBER FOREST[IRE] placed 4 times in Ireland; dam of 12 winners incl.:

BLUE ICE, 9 wins, ₹ 7,49,240 incl. S I Oaks, Gr.1, S I 1000 Guineas, Gr.2, etc; dam of: ICELANDIC, 16 wins incl. Hong Kong Bank Cup, Gr.2; 3rd in Sprinters’ Classic, Gr.1, etc. AMBER ROYAL, 13 wins, ₹ 16,73,016 incl. Threptin Gen Rajendrasinhji Million, Gr.3, etc.

DANGEROUS LIASON, 4 wins incl. Indian 1000 Guineas, Gr.1; etc; dam of Aspiring Ballerina, etc; granddam of Special Charm (Ted Fordsyce Cup, etc), Welcome Smile, etc. SANTORINI STAR, 9 wins, ₹ 60,18,004 incl. Derby Bangalore, Gr.1, Indian Oaks, Gr.1, Kingfisher Fillies’ Trial Stakes, Gr.1, Bangalore 1000 Guineas, Gr.2, etc; dam of:

STAR PERFECTION, 22 wins incl. Calcutta 1000 Guineas, Gr.3, etc; dam of Ambitious Reward (2nd in Chief Justice’s Cup, Gr.3, etc), SIMONA (2 wins), MULTISTAR, etc. Other black-type winners: Amazing Striker and Snow Fields.

Silver Reef, 9 wins and placed incl. 3rd in Garware Paints Indian 2000 Guineas, Gr.1, etc.

CLASSIC STATEMENT, 2 wins; dam of Second Jewel, etc; granddam of MY ABLAZE, etc.

ONCIDIUM, 8 wins, ₹ 5,91,224 incl. Mysore Derby, Gr.2, Madras Gold Vase, Gr.3, etc; sire. AMBERLAND, 7 wins, ₹ 3,15,480 incl. Breeders’ Cup, Gr.2 and placed.

AMBER FLASH, 6 wins, ₹ 3,34,010 incl. South India 2000 Guineas, Gr.2, etc; sire.

SNOW, 5 wins, ₹ 5,01,772 incl. Indian 1000 Guineas, Gr.1, etc; dam of SNOW DEW (Indian 1000 Guineas, Gr.1), SNOW FOREST (Calcutta Oaks, Gr.1), Prince Arthur, Mystic View, Celestial Fire, etc; granddam of ACCESS ALL AREAS, SOUTHERN CHARGE, GISELE, Angelo, Splendid Elegance, Chilly Wind, Gentle Knight, Elusive Trust, Mountain Range, Honey Dew, etc; 3rd dam of HALL OF FAMER (Indian Derby, Gr.1, Calcutta Derby, Gr.1, Golconda 1000 Guineas, Gr.2, etc), SNOWSCAPE (Calcutta Derby, Gr.1, etc), SNOWDRIFT (Calcutta Derby, Gr.1, Indian Champion Cup, Gr.1), SIR CECIL (8 wins, incl. Mysore Derby, Gr.1, Colts’ Championship Stakes, Gr.1, Derby Bangalore, Gr.1, Indian 2000 Guineas, Gr.1, sire), HONOUR, SUCCEEDING STAR, Implicit Trust, Snow Blaze Other black-type placed winners: Another Don, American Dancer, Royal Heroine, etc.

CICCIOLINA, 3 wins; granddam of Midtown Magic (2nd in Golconda Juv. Million, Gr.3, etc). FACTS OF LIFE, above.

Tracing to DINNER. Family in 2019 of THERA (Clasico Frau Astrid, L), etc.
This spectacular well-conformed and correct colt is racy and bred in the purple!

His dam ALICE SPRINGS won FOUR CLASSICS, and placed in two. The 2nd and 3rd dams have both produced champions (coincidentally two of these champions SOUTHERN REGENT and FOREST FANTASY have won the Indian Turf Invitation Cup Gr.1 in Record time).

His dam is also a full sister to SOUTHERN REGENT who won the Indian Derby Gr.1, Indian Turf Invitation Cup Gr.1 (in Record timing) and the President of India Gold up Gr.1 etc.
ALICE SPRINGS won 5 races, ₹ 1,04,26,123 incl. Calcutta Monsoon Derby, Gr.3, Calcutta 1000 Guineas, Gr.3, Calcutta St. Leger, Gr.3, 2nd in Calcutta Oaks, Gr.3, etc; dam of: Kyoto (dk b c 2012 by Multidimensional[IRE]), placed, ₹ 6,47,000; 2nd in B K Rattansey Memorial Maiden Multi-Million, 3rd in Faiz Jasdanwalla Trophy, etc; died at 3.

(b f 2013 by Multidimensional[IRE]), un-named.

Tiger Kingdom (b g 2015 by Multidimensional[IRE]), unplaced in 2 starts.

Bonis Avibus (b f 2016 by Multidimensional[IRE]), unraced.

Manifest (b c 2017 by Multidimensional[IRE]), in training.

ALLINDA won 4 races, ₹ 1,89,250 incl. El Obro Cup, etc; dam of 8 winners:

SOUTHERN REGENT, 12 wins in India and England, ₹ 1,50,53,713 + £ 15,527 incl. Indian Turf Invitation Cup, Gr.1-NTR, President of India Gold Cup, Gr.1, McDowell Indian Derby, Gr.1, Maharaja’s Cup, Gr.2, Golconda St. Leger, Gr.2, Maharaja Jiwajirao Scindia Trophy, Gr.3 and placed 2nd in Indian 2000 Guineas, Gr.1, Pune Derby, etc.

ALICE SPRINGS, above.

South Star, 9 wins, ₹ 29,56,635; 3rd in Vijay Textiles Golconda Derby Stakes, Gr.1, etc.

Storm Regent, 8 wins, ₹ 23,08,355 incl. Rusi Patel Trophy and placed 2nd in President of India Gold Cup, Gr.1, Golconda St. Leger, Gr.2, Nizam’s Gold Cup, Gr.3, etc.

Razalin, 5 wins, ₹ 6,99,108 incl. Dr. S.R. Captain Trophy; 4th in Dr. S.C. Jain Sprints’ Trophy, Gr.2, etc; dam of RAFAGA (3 wins, ₹ 4,97,655; dam of RUNNVIJAY, 5 wins), etc. Other winners: SUNLORD, STAR FORCE and GRACE N GRIT (dam of GRACE KELLY, etc)

LADY HARRIET[FR] placed in France at 3, € 2,744; dam of 10 winners incl.: FOREST FANTASY, 9 wins, ₹ 1,23,58,124 incl. Indian Turf Invitation Cup, Gr.1-NTR, Indian Oaks, Gr.1, Indian 1000 NTRs, Gr.1, Nanoli Stud Pune Derby, Gr.1, Breeders’ Million, Gr.1, etc; dam of SPECTACULAR QUEST (8 wins, ₹ 66,40,728 incl. Maj P K Mehra Mem. Super Mile Cup, Gr.1, etc), RUBEN STAR (10 wins, ₹ 41,26,667 incl. F D Wadia Trophy, Gr.2), LEAVE IT TO ME (3 wins, ₹ 37,64,483 incl. Golconda Oaks, Gr.2, etc; dam of FLASHING HONOUR), Nearness of You (2nd in Bangalore Derby, Gr.1, etc; producer), etc.

ENRICO, 6 wins, ₹ 14,58,766 incl. Indian 2000 Guineas, Gr.1-NTR, R.W.I.T.C., Ltd. Invitational Cup, Gr.2; 2nd in Indian Derby, Gr.1, Indian St. Leger, Gr.1, etc; sire.

OUR MINSTREL, 6 wins incl. Nilgiris Derby, Gr.1, Nilgiris Colts’ Trial Stakes, Gr.2, etc.

Espionage, 3 wins, ₹ 4,16,173 and placed incl. 2nd in Classic Pune Derby, Gr.1, etc.

Palace View, 2 wins, ₹ 2,83,575 and placed incl. 2nd in Bangalore Oaks, Gr.1, etc.

Archaeology, 1 win, ₹ 1,67,500 and placed incl. 3rd in S.A. Poonawalla Million, Gr.2, etc.

Princess Xena, 1 win; 2nd in F.D. Wadia Trophy, Gr.2; dam of VALIANT BAY (25 wins), etc. Other winners: ENRIETTA (dam of Native Mission, etc) and ALLINDA (above).

Ladona won 1 race in France, ₹ 12,265; 2nd in Prix des Tuileries, L; dam of 4 winners incl.: PRINCE DANILLO, 2 wins incl. Premio Cigarillos Diana, L, etc.

DONATO, 1 win in France viz. Prix Juigne, L and placed 2nd in Prix de Turene, L, etc.

Dollar Girl[IRE]; dam of Southern Girl (2nd in Indian 1000 Guineas, Gr.1, etc; grandam of Contribute (3rd in F.D. Wadia Trophy, Gr.2), Southern Star (dam of INDIAN FURY), etc. Lady Harriet[FR], above.

Half-sister to MONTEVERDI (Dewhurst Stakes, Gr.1, etc; sire), JALAMOUN (sire), JADANA, etc; dam of JADE HUNTER, sire, etc; 3rd dam of NO INFLATION, etc. Tracing to ATHASI.
This filly by Champion Sire EXCELLENT ART is out of the PLACERVILLE mare Bolt, who has Group 1 winners in her first three generations! Bolt is out of Group 1 and Classic Winner AMAZING PRINCESS and is full-sister to Group 1 and Classic Winner NOBLE PRINCE, Group 1 Winner ORDAINED ONE and Group and Classic Winner STAR ANGEL.

NOBLE PRINCE won the Gr.1 Indian St. Leger, broke the track record in the Gr.3 Chief Justice's Cup, placed 2nd in the Gr.1 Derby Bangalore, Gr.1 President of India Gold Cup, Gr.2 Maharaja's Cup (twice), 3rd in the Gr.1 Indian Derby, etc.; ORDAINED ONE (winner of 20 races, Multiple Group Winner and Multiple Group placed, incl. the Gr.1 President of India Cup.); STAR ANGEL (winner of 24 races incl. the Calcutta 1000 Guineas, Gr.3, Calcutta Oaks, Gr.3).

Bolt’s dam AMAZING PRINCESS was a Multiple Group Winner, incl. the Gr.1 South India Oaks, 2nd in the Gr.2 Bangalore 1000 Guineas, Gr.2 Golconda St. Leger, 3rd in the Gr.1 President of India Gold Cup. She is a half-sister to OPERA PRINCE (winner of the Gr.1 South India St. Leger, 2nd in the Gr.1 Golconda Derby, 3rd in the Gr.2 Bangalore 2000 Guineas).

This two year old filly’s grand-dam Kirov Ballet is half-sister to U.S. Champion racehorse MAJESTY’S PRINCE, 5-time Grade 1 winner and 7-time Grade 1 placed!
AMAZING PRINCESS won 5 races, ₹23,37,595 incl. South India Oaks, Gr.1 and placed 2nd in Indian Champion Cup, Gr.2, Nizam’s Gold Cup, Gr.2, Golconda St. Leger, Gr.2, Bangalore 1000 Guineas, Gr.2, 3rd in President of India Gold Cup, Gr.1, etc; dam of 6 winners:

STAR ANGEL, 24 wins, ₹47,37,329 incl. Calcutta Oaks, Gr.3; 3rd in Calcutta Derby, Gr.1, etc; dam of Justice Angel (4 wins, ₹36,14,486; 2nd in HH Sri Krishnaraja Wadiyar Memorial Trophy, Gr.3, 3rd in Bangalore Juv. Million, Gr.3), BRIGADIER (4 wins), STRIKING VIEW (3 wins), SPEED ANGEL (2 wins), GALLANT KNIGHT, ARTICULATE (1 win each), etc.

ORDAINED ONE, 20 wins, ₹1,44,63,094 incl. President of India Gold Cup, Gr.1, Nizam’s Gold Cup, Gr.3 and placed 3rd in Indian St. Leger, Gr.1, Golconda Derby, Gr.1, etc.

NOBLE PRINCE, 7 wins, ₹1,21,72,023 incl. Indian St. Leger, Gr.1, Chief Justice’s Cup, Gr.3 and placed 2nd in Kingfisher Derby Bangalore, Gr.1, 3rd in Indian Derby, Gr.1, etc.

Theatre Lady, 2 wins, ₹4,37,502 and placed 4th in Gen. Rajendrasinhji Trophy, Gr.3, etc.

MONTEZUMA, 4 wins, ₹14,78,695 incl. Ista Hotels Champions Trophy and placed. AMAZING QUEEN, 1 win; dam of INTO THE GROOVE, GIFT OF VALENTINE and KANEEZ. Bolt, above.

KIROV BALLET[USA] did not place; dam of 4 winners:

OPERA PRINCE, 5 wins incl. S.I.St. Leger, Gr.1 and placed 2nd in Golconda Derby, Gr.1, etc.

AMAZING PRINCESS, above.

Azilian, 5 wins, ₹7,01,480 incl. Calcutta Trophy; 3rd in Calcutta Gold Cup, Gr.2, etc.

VICTORY AND GOLD, 1 win from one start, ₹40,000; dam of:

Neona, 4 wins, ₹42,23,398 incl. F D Wadia Trophy, Gr.2, S.A. Poonawalla Multi-Million, Gr.2 and placed 2nd in Thripthip Fillies’ & Mares’ Stakes, Gr.3, etc; producer.

Arabian Victory, 3 wins, ₹6,45,650 and placed 4th in S.A. Poonawalla Million, Gr.2, etc.

Keringdingan, 1 win, ₹25,95,600 and placed 3rd in Good S. Poonawalla Million, Gr.3, etc.

CLEAN SWEEP, 1 win; dam of SHE’S SWEET, CRUISE CLEAR (both producer), etc. Other winners: EMPIRICAL (29 wins, ₹63,73,450), BLUE DANUBE (6 wins, ₹17,98,999), HEROISM (5 wins), ARCHIMEDES and MONOPOLY (dam of STUNNER, 3 wins, etc).

PIED PRINCESS did not race; dam of 7 winners incl.:

MAJESTY’S PRINCE, 12 wins, ₹2,030,452 incl. International Stakes, Gr.1 (twice), etc; sire.

I’M SNAKE BIT, 4 wins in USA at 3 and 4, ₹21,003 and placed; sire.

PRICELESS BOND[USA], 1 win; dam of BANK OF BURDEN (19 wins), ROCK OF RIDD (9 wins; producer), Dunia, Forest Storm (in India),etc; 3rd dam of Campus Drive, etc LITTLE CINDERELLA[USA], 1 win; dam of PROTÉGÉ (Indian St. Leger, Gr.1, etc; sire), etc.

Free The Princess, placed; dam of TOP BRACKET, In By Six, Becoming, Photarc, etc; granddam of TIGER SHARK, Scarlet Regent (in India), etc; 3rd dam of Norjac, etc Kirov Ballet[USA], above.

Half-sister to SECOND COUNTER (sire), EAGER EXCHANGE, HAGLEY’S RELIC (dam of HAGLEY’S QUEST, etc), SPECIAL EDITION (dam of PROSPECTOR’S NEWS, etc), etc. MIRANDA branch of ADMIRATION family. Family in India of STAR SUPERIOR (Indian Derby, Gr.1, etc), BUCEPHALUS, TOBLER, WORLD OF MAGIC, LA DONA etc. Family in 2019 of VOLPE VELOCE (Westbury Classic, Gr.2), HOLY DAY, etc.
ARAZAN was a leading two-year-old in Ireland, winning the Galileo EBF Futurity Stakes Gr.2, 1400m and was 3rd in the Bank of Scotland National Stakes Gr.1, 1400m.

The leading winners from his current 5th crop (four-year-olds in 2020) are WELL CONNECTED (Bangalore Fillies Championship Gr.1, Bangalore Derby Gr.1, Deccan Fillies Championship Gr.3), MISSING YOU (Poonawalla Breeders’ Multi Million Gr.1 & Gen. Rajendrasinhji Million), SULTAN SULEIMAN (S. A. Poonawalla Million Gr.3), PASO ROBLES (Golconda 1000 Gns.) SITARA (Byerly Turk Million Gr.3) and FREE GOLD (Gool S Poonawalla Million Gr.3 Mumbai).

CHINTZ 4 wins, Rs. 9,78,225, incl. Hotel RRR Gold Cup, dam of the winner HIBIKI and of CRACKSMAN placed as a 3-year-old in 2019. Her 2-year-old ASHWA CHINTZ has so far placed in Western India. She is own sister to the good racemare and good producer CAMARIOCA.

The next dam LITTLEOVER was a Champion racemare who won the Indian Derby and three other classic. She became a very successful broodmare and established her own branch of the ELGIN MARBLES family. This family is noted for black type fillies and has produced no less than 8 classic winners of 16 classics + an Invitation Cup in the last three generations, incl. the three sisters VENUS de MILO, ELEGANCE & HELIANTHA.
Chintz (b f 2006) is DNA-Typed Northern Dancer (b - 2006) Bolder Than Bold[USA] Plum Bold Chintz Bay Filly, Apr 27, 2018, placed, Asmara, Wac Sixth Foal
DNA-Typed Chintz (b - 2006) Branded : Littleover LS - Y 8 26

Chintz won 4 races, $9,78,225 incl. Hotel RRR Gold Cup and placed; dam of: Chambray (b g 2012 by Admiralofthefleet[USA]), placed, $1,73,844.

HIBIKI (b f 2013 by Admiralofthefleet[USA]), 1 win, $4,91,775 incl. 3rd in Portugal Cup, etc.

Hovering (b f 2015 by Air Support[USA]), placed, $3,05,920.

Cracksman (dk b g 2016 by New Famous[BRZ]), placed, $7,80,000; 2nd in Continual Trophy.

Ashwa Chintz (dk b c 2017 by New Famous[BRZ]), in training.

LITTLEOVER won 8 races, $29,82,110 incl. McDowell Indian Derby, Gr.1, Bangalore Derby, Gr.1, Bangalore Oaks, Gr.1, Fillies’ Trial Stakes, Gr.2, Blue Riband Bangalore 1000 Guineas, Gr.2 and placed 3rd in Classic Indian Turf Invitation Cup, Gr.1, etc; dam of 8 winners:

CAMARAOCA, 5 wins, $22,39,828 incl. KROA Mysore 1000 Guineas, Gr.3; 2nd in Bangalore Oaks, Gr.2, 3rd in Mysore Million, Gr.3, Chief Justice’s Cup, Gr.3; dam of:

CAMERON, 9 wins, $1,63,34,631 incl. Golconda St. Leger, Gr.2, Calcutta 1000 Guineas, Gr.3, Calcutta Oaks, Gr.3, Jayachamaraja Wadiyar Cup, Gr.3, Chamundi Million, Mysore Cup and placed 2nd in Deccan Derby, Gr.1, Nizam’s Gold Cup, Gr.2, Fillies’ & Mares’ Stakes, Gr.3, 3rd in C N Wadia Gold Cup, Gr.2, KROA Mysore 1000 Guineas, Gr.3, etc; producer.

CAMORRA, 6 wins, $52,48,774 incl. Nizam’s Gold Cup, Gr.2, Sandur Trophy and placed 2nd in Stayers Cup, Gr.1, Golconda St. Leger, Gr.2, 3rd in Indian Champion Cup, Gr.1, etc.

STERLING FINISH, 3 wins, $14,29,304 incl. Red Surprise Cup, etc; dam of winners.

COLOUR BEARER, 3 wins, $11,86,971 incl. Thunder Storm Trophy; 2nd in Breeders’ Produce Stakes, Gr.2, 3rd in F D Wadia Trophy, Gr.2, Harvins Bangalore 2000 Guineas, Gr.2, etc.

CHIMERIQUE, 2 wins, $13,15,570; 3rd in Bangalore Oaks, Gr.2; dam of CAMBRIDGE (9 wins, $54,41,000 incl. Calcutta Gold Cup, Gr.2, A C Ardeshi Trophy, Gr.3, etc), CRONOS, etc

CELEBRITY, 1 win, $10,71,275; 2nd in Bangalore 1000 Guineas, Gr.2, etc; dam of winners.

COCO BEACH; dam of Cocconut (6 wins; 2nd in North India Derby, Gr.3, etc), ARABIAN DANCER (8 wins), RUDIMENTARY (7 wins), TIGANA, LAURUS PRIDE (5 wins each), etc. Other winners: SOVIET DANCE, STORMING BROWN (1 win each) and CHINTZ (above).

STERLING LASS won 2 races, $78,314 incl. Heliantha Trophy, etc; dam of 9 winners:

LITTLEOVER, above.

D’Artagnan, 2 wins, $1,21,660 and placed 3rd in Gen. Rajendrasinhji Trophy, Gr.2, etc

APPRISE, 6 wins, $6,93,970 incl. Ardiles Cup, Brave Dancer Cup and placed.

AFFINED, 4 wins, $4,76,620 incl. Jog Cup and placed 3rd in Bangalore Turf Club Trophy, etc.

MYSTIQUE SMILE, 1 win; dam of Private Audience, etc; granddam of Be my Valentine, etc

Other winners: NOSTROMO, RAZANA, TRIPLE TIARA (both dam of winners), RANVEER. Rhinefield Beauty; dam of SAUCE PIQUANT (4 wins; $6,23,500), MASTER PLANNER, etc.

HELIANTHA won 7 races, $1,81,304 incl. Indian 1000 Guineas, Gr.1, Indian Oaks, Gr.1, Maharaja of Morvi Gold Cup, etc; dam of 3 winners:

FAIT ACCOMPLI, 2 wins; dam of Equation, etc;grandam of DEMOCRATICUS, Mandolin, etc

KAZANKINA, 1 win, $25,600; dam of JUST DELIGHT (dam of a winner), MILESTONE, etc.

STERLING LASS, above.

Full-sister to ELEGANCE (7 wins incl. Indian 1000 Guineas, Gr.1, etc) and half-sister to VENUS DE MILO (dam of VOX POPULI, CONFUCIUS, etc), MARBLE COURT (grandam of DEB’S DELIGHT, etc; 3rd dam of CHETAN, etc), HERO’S PALACE (grandam of KEEP ME WAITING, RADJIM), etc. The SUNBRIDGE family of PASTY (Cheveley Park Stakes, Gr.1, etc), WINDSOR LAD (Epsom Derby, Gr.1, etc), RESPLENDENT, SOL SPERANZA, etc.
By the mighty GALILEO’s Group 1 and Classic Winning son, RODERIC O’CONNOR (Voted Champion Sire in Brazil 2017) and from his first crop in India, this colt is out of the highly rated LOMBARDIA (Rated 108). By RAZEEN, LOMBARDIA was winner of the Nizam’s Gold Cup, Gr.3, placed in the Indian St. Leger, Gr.1, Fillies Trial Stakes, Gr.1, 3rd in the Derby Bangalore, Gr. 1.

LOMBARDIA’S dam Naseem El Fajr was half-sister to FLUTTER AWAY (Gr.1 Moyglare Stud Stakes, Gr.3 Railway Stakes) and to VISION OF INDIA who produced CROWN TREASURE (Mysore Derby, Gr.1, Golconda 1000 Guineas, Gr.2, Bangalore 2000 Guineas, Gr.2, Bangalore Oaks, Gr.2, Mysore 2000 Guineas, Gr.3, 2nd in the Indian Turf Invitation Cup, Gr.1, Derby Bangalore, Gr.1); NATIONALISTIC (S.A.Poonawalla Million, Gr.2, Calcutta St. Leger); ANDREYAN (Bangalore St. Leger, Gr.2, Chief Justice Cup, Gr.3, 2nd in the Bangalore Derby, Gr.2, Maharaja’s Cup, Gr.2, 4th in the Indian Derby, Gr.1, Indian Turf Invitation Cup, Gr.1); AMAZING POWER (Major P. K. Memorial Super Mile Trophy, Gr.1).
POONAWALLA Stud Farm Private Limited
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Poonawalla Breeders’ Multi-Million 2021

Lombardia (b - 2003)
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LOMBARDIA won 3 races, ₹ 41,80,236 viz. Nizam’s Gold Cup, Gr.3, J D & Peggy Banatwalla Trophy, Jimmy Bharucha Trophy; 2nd in Fillies’ Trial Stakes, Gr.1, Indian St. Leger, Gr.1, RWITC Ltd Invitational Trophy, Gr.2, Kingfisher Derby Bangalore, Gr.1, etc; dam of: AMERICAN BAY (ch f 2009 by Placerville[USA]), 2 wins, ₹ 11,29,612 incl. Chief Minister’s Cup. LOMBARDO (b c 2011 by Ace[IRE]), 3 wins, ₹ 7,53,250 incl. Navy Cup and placed.

RITZ (b f 2012 by Arazan[IRE]), 1 win, ₹ 39,90,547 and placed; producer. VELOCIDAD (b g 2015 by Excellent Art[GB]), 2 wins, ₹ 21,10,021; 2nd in Kolkata Cup, etc.

Sky Vision (b f 2016 by Arazan[IRE]), unplaced in one start.

Lomardy (ch f 2017 by Leitir Mor[IRE]), in training.

SALADIN, 5 wins, ₹ 6,19,493 incl. Aayush Cup and placed 2nd in Commanche Cup, etc.

NAUTILUS, 1 win, ₹ 3,64,590; dam of Black Mischief (4 wins, ₹ 15,16,860; 3rd in Vijay Textiles Golconda Derby, Gr.1, Golconda 2000 Guineas, Gr.2, etc), Naughty Lass (3 wins, ₹ 15,64,000 incl. Global Stud Million; 3rd in North India Derby, Gr.3), NOBLE BREEZE, etc. TANNENPRINZESSIN, 1 win, ₹ 2,08,345; 2nd Munawar Shah Babloo Mem, Trophy, Producer.

HAYA (b f 2014 by Excellent Art[GB]), un-named; died at 3. VISION OF INDIA[IRE], 1 win at 3, ₹ 2,31,893; dam of:

CROWN TREASURE, 11 wins, ₹ 50,00,670 incl. Mysore Derby, Gr.1, 1000 Guineas, Gr.2, 2nd in Indian Turk Invitation Cup, Gr.1, Derby Bangalore, Gr.1, Bangalore Derby, Gr.1, etc; dam of Crown Secret (3 wins; 2nd in Heritage Estates Juvenile Million, Gr.3, etc; dam of Azure Fire, 10 wins, etc), Cromwell (6 wins; 3rd in S. A. Poonawalla Million, Gr.2, etc).

NAUTILUS, 1 win, ₹ 3,64,590; dam of:

CROWN TREASURE, 11 wins, ₹ 50,00,670 incl. Mysore Derby, Gr.1, 1000 Guineas, Gr.2, 2nd in Indian Turk Invitation Cup, Gr.1, Derby Bangalore, Gr.1, Bangalore Derby, Gr.1, etc; dam of Crown Secret (3 wins; 2nd in Heritage Estates Juvenile Million, Gr.3, etc; dam of Azure Fire, 10 wins, etc), Cromwell (6 wins; 3rd in S. A. Poonawalla Million, Gr.2, etc).

AMAZING POWER, 4 wins, ₹ 28,04,685 incl. Super Mile Cup, Gr.1 and placed.

ANDREYAN, 4 wins, ₹ 25,84,384 incl. Bangalore St. Leger, Gr.2, Chief Justice’s Cup, Gr.3 and placed 2nd in Poonawalla Bangalore Derby, Gr.1, Maharaja’s Cup, Gr.2, 4th in McDowell Indian Derby, Gr.1, Indian Turk Invitation Cup, Gr.1, etc.

CROWN TROPHY, 11 wins, ₹ 50,00,670 incl. Mysore Derby, Gr.1, 1000 Guineas, Gr.2, 2nd in Indian Turk Invitation Cup, Gr.1, Derby Bangalore, Gr.1, Bangalore Derby, Gr.1, etc; dam of Crown Secret (3 wins; 2nd in Heritage Estates Juvenile Million, Gr.3, etc; dam of Azure Fire, 10 wins, etc), Cromwell (6 wins; 3rd in S. A. Poonawalla Million, Gr.2, etc).

AMAZING POWER, 4 wins, ₹ 28,04,685 incl. Super Mile Cup, Gr.1 and placed.

ANDREYAN, 4 wins, ₹ 25,84,384 incl. Bangalore St. Leger, Gr.2, Chief Justice’s Cup, Gr.3 and placed 2nd in Poonawalla Bangalore Derby, Gr.1, Maharaja’s Cup, Gr.2, 4th in McDowell Indian Derby, Gr.1, Indian Turk Invitation Cup, Gr.1, etc.

KING OF HEARTS, 3 wins, ₹ 15,02,263 incl. Governor’s Cup, Gr.3, 2nd in Hyderabat Cup,etc

Amaretto Bay, 3 wins, ₹ 2,92,555 and placed incl. 2nd in Golconda Oaks, Gr.2, etc. Peninsular, 1 win, ₹ 8,02,542; 3rd in HDIL Indian Oaks, Gr.1; dam of PUNNY LANE, etc. FINEST HOUR, 1 win; dam of FINEST MOMENT (Golconda Juvenile Million, Gr.3, etc). Other winners: VERDI (6 wins), RENROE, COPPER MOUNTAIN, NICE GUY & SONNEETO. Osprey Point[IRE], unraced; dam of Super Sunshine (3rd in Bangalore Winter Million, Gr.3). Naseem El Fajr[IRE], above.

NASEEM EL FAJR[IRE] did not race; dam of 8 winners:

LOMBARDIA, above.

FLYING BID won 1 race at 4, ₹ 2,82,685 and placed 9 times; dam of 9 winners:

FLUTTER AWAY, 3 wins incl. Myoglyre Stud Stakes, Gr.1, Railway Stakes, Gr.3, etc; dam of Takano Prima (3 wins in Japan and placed 2nd in Hochi Hai Timba Tokubetsu, L), etc.

FLYING BIDDY, 2 wins in England and South Africa and placed 3 times; dam of:

UNITED FRONT, 6 wins incl. Gosforth Park 4YO Colts & Geldings Handicap, L, etc.

RAHWAI, 1 win; granddam of Good Day Too (3rd in Arlington Classic Stakes, Gr.2, etc).

VISON OF INDIA[IRE], 1 win at 3, ₹ 2,31,893; dam of:

CROWN TREASURE, 11 wins, ₹ 50,00,670 incl. Mysore Derby, Gr.1, 1000 Guineas, Gr.2, 2nd in Indian Turk Invitation Cup, Gr.1, Derby Bangalore, Gr.1, Bangalore Derby, Gr.1, etc; dam of Crown Secret (3 wins; 2nd in Heritage Estates Juvenile Million, Gr.3, etc; dam of Azure Fire, 10 wins, etc), Cromwell (6 wins; 3rd in S. A. Poonawalla Million, Gr.2, etc).

NATIONALISTIC, 8 wins, ₹ 22,66,000 incl. S.A. Poonawalla Trophy, Gr.2, Calcutta St. Leger and placed 2nd in Kingfisher Calcutta Derby, Gr.1, Calcutta 2000 Guineas, Gr.2, etc

AMAZING POWER, 4 wins, ₹ 28,04,685 incl. Super Mile Cup, Gr.1 and placed.

ANDREYAN, 4 wins, ₹ 25,84,384 incl. Bangalore St. Leger, Gr.2, Chief Justice’s Cup, Gr.3 and placed 2nd in Poonawalla Bangalore Derby, Gr.1, Maharaja’s Cup, Gr.2, 4th in McDowell Indian Derby, Gr.1, Indian Turk Invitation Cup, Gr.1, etc.

KING OF HEARTS, 3 wins, ₹ 15,02,263 incl. Governor’s Cup, Gr.3, 2nd in Hyderabat Cup,etc

Amaretto Bay, 3 wins, ₹ 2,92,555 and placed incl. 2nd in Golconda Oaks, Gr.2, etc. Peninsular, 1 win, ₹ 8,02,542; 3rd in HDIL Indian Oaks, Gr.1; dam of PUNNY LANE, etc. FINEST HOUR, 1 win; dam of FINEST MOMENT (Golconda Juvenile Million, Gr.3, etc). Other winners: VERDI (6 wins), RENROE, COPPER MOUNTAIN, NICE GUY & SONNEETO. Osprey Point[IRE], unraced; dam of Super Sunshine (3rd in Bangalore Winter Million, Gr.3).

Naseem El Fajr[IRE], above.

Full-sister to MAELSTROM LAKE (leading sire). Trace to ROSY CHEEKS; ancestress of DANTE, SAYAJIRAO and in India of RED CHIEFTAN, etc. Family in 2019 of DRAFTED, etc.
10% discount on the hammer price offered to the Purchaser by Usha Stud Poonawalla Group
ALBEED[GB] won 1 race in England at 3, £4,652 and placed; dam of:
HALSALL (b c 2013 by Kodiac), 1 win in England at 2, £5,043 and placed.
ARAB MOON (b g 2014 by Elndam), 5 wins in England at 3 and 4, £30,475 and placed.
Maknifico (ch g 2015 by Makfi), unplaced in England.
Peppoli (b f 2017 by Tamayuz), in training.

AYUN won 3 races at 3, £23,028 and placed; dam of 8 winners:
AKMAL, 8 wins in England at 3 and 4, £204,911 incl. Blue Square Henry II Stakes, Gr.2,
Jockey Club Cup, Gr.3, Directa Signs Noel Murless Stakes, L and placed 2nd in Totepool
Sagaro Stakes, Gr.3, 3rd in JLT Aston Park Stakes, L, etc.
AQDAAR, 6 wins in Qatar at 3 and 4, Riyals 297,396 and placed.
Other winners: AAZIF (4 wins in England), ELRASHEED (3 wins in England and France),
FERAA (2 wins in Greece), AINNE (2 wins), ALFAAYZA (producer), ALBEED[GB] (above).

OUIMALDAAYA Champion 3YO Filly in Italy in 1992, 3 wins, £72,910 incl. Premio Lydia
Tesio, Gr.2, Lupe Stakes, L, etc; dam of 5 winners:
HAAMI, 5 wins at 2 to 4, £128,103 incl. Ridgewood Pearl Desmond Stakes, Gr.3 and placed
2nd in Dixie Handicap, Gr.2, Reed Print Beeswax Stakes, Gr.3, Weatherby's Earl of Sefton
Stakes, Gr.3, Michael Page Int. Silver Trophy Stakes, L, 3rd in Solario Stakes, Gr.3, etc.
Other winners: BRANDANE, ASAS, MUSIC PEARL (dam of winners) and AYUN (above).
Extraordinary, unplaced; dam of EXTRA STEPS (5 wins, £10,865 + Riyals 288,940), etc.
Cape Jasmine, unplaced; dam of EPONA JASMINE (3 wins, ¥4,437,000 and placed), etc.

HISTOIRE won 1 race in France, €11,160; dam of 7 winners:
ERHAAB, Joint Champion 3YO in Europe in 1994, 4 wins, £596,661 incl. Epsom Derby
Stakes, Gr.1; 2nd in Feilden Stakes, L, 3rd in Coral Eclipse Stakes, Gr.1, etc; sire.
HISPANOLIA, 2 wins in France, €45,789 incl. Prix Melisande, L, etc; dam of winners.
OUIMALDAAYA, above.
Hittias, 7 wins in France and USA and placed incl. 3rd in Seneca Handicap, Gr.3, etc; sire.
Other winners: HISTORIQUE (2 wins in France), SAMIM and ASH HAB (1 win each).
Al Beedaa, placed; dam of VILLANDRY (5 wins incl. River City Handicap, Gr.3, etc), etc.
Wadia, unplaced; dam of WADI RUM (5 wins incl. Yonago Stakes, L; dam of winners), etc.
Mawhiba, unplaced; dam of CHAIBIA (3 wins incl. Prix de Psyche, Gr.3, etc; dam of ALL
THE KING’S MEN, etc; 3rd dam of MISTER STUNNER (6 wins, ¥12,60,000), etc.

Half-sister to HAMADA (4 wins incl. Prix de la Porte Maillot, Gr.3 and placed 4th in Prix de la
Foret, Gr.1, etc; dam of HARIFA, 4 wins incl. PRIX SOYA, L and placed 3rd in Prix Robert Papin,
Gr.1, etc; granddam of Heckly, Mubadir, Hexton, Park Charger, etc; 3rd dam of RUM
CHARGER, 3 wins incl. Ballycousus Stakes, Gr.3, etc; EASTERN APPEAL, 4 wins incl. E.B.F.
Athasi Stakes, Gr.3, etc; Pakhoes, Park Romance, etc), Haut Relief (4 wins and placed incl.
3rd in Grand Premio Memorial Duque de Toledo, L, etc), Hybla (dam of BIRD AND MUSIC, 11
wins incl. Prix Max Sindic, etc, A P GRAND PRIX, LURING, etc), Helvetique (dam of HARLY,
sire, etc; grandam of News And Echo, etc), Hyeres (dam of ENDANGER, etc), etc. ROSE
RED branch (ALTESE ROYAL, RIVERQUEEN, BUSTINO, FESTOON, LARKSPUR, etc) of
MARCHETTA family, Family in India of STARFIRE GIRL, ACADEMIC, HER EXCELLENCY,
etc. Family in 2019 of VASILKA (Gamely Stakes, Gr.1), FROSTED GOLD, etc.
By Champion Sire EXCELLENT ART out of the well rated winning MAWAHEB, (daughter of the French 1000 Guineas, Gr.1 winner TA RIB) and dam of 9 winners incl. a Classic Winner and 2 Group performers.

This two-year-old colt is half-brother to PASO ROBLES (winner of the Golconda 1000 Guineas, Gr.2) and Star Marquess (winner of 11 races, 3rd in the Bangalore 2000 Guineas, Gr.2) and he is full-brother to MERITOCRACY (winner of the Byerly Turk Million, Gr.3).

MAWAHEB’s dam, the Gr.1 French 1000 Guineas winner TA RIB produced 5 winners including black type horses Fajr and Khaizarana and is out of stakes winning MADAME SECRETARY (dam of Dual Listed Winner and Group placed TABDEA who in turn produced TOLPUDDLE, dual Listed Winner and dual Group placed).
MAWAHEB[IRE] won 1 race at 3 (2200 m.), £ 10,314 and placed twice; dam of: Riviera (dk bbr f 2006 by Key of Luck), unplaced in France.

MUSH MIR (b g 2007 by Key of Luck), 9 wins in England at 3 to 5, £ 30,596.

War Marquess (b g 2008 by Intikhab), 11 wins, ₹ 57,19,269 incl. Defence Services Staff College Cup and placed 2nd in Golconda St. Leger, Gr.2, Ramniwas Ramnarain Ruia Gold Cup, Gr.2, Jayachamaraja Wadiyar Cup, Gr.3, 3rd in Bangalore 2000 Guineas, Gr.2, etc.

WIND OF THE HILLS (ch f 2009 by Placerville[USA]), 1 win, ₹ 1,89,250 and placed.

DEMONIC (b g 2010 by Placerville[USA]), 4 wins, ₹ 6,79,380 and placed; died at 6.

STAR SKIPPER (b g 2011 by Ace[IRE]), 3 wins, ₹ 8,95,102; 2nd in Madras Race Club Cup, etc

CAPTAIN CALM (b g 2012 by Arazan[IRE]), 1 win, ₹ 4,34,434 and placed 3rd in IPC Cup, etc.

MISTRESS OF SPICE (b f 2013 by Arazan[IRE]), 1 win, ₹ 12,22,825 and placed: producer.

MERITOCRACY (ch f 2014 by Excellent Art[GB]), 5 wins, ₹ 42,12,066 incl. Byerly Turk Million, Gr.3; 3rd in Bhagyanagar Novice Handicap Million, Shri S Ramakrishna Raju Mem. Cup, etc.

PASO ROBLES (b f 2016 by Arazan[IRE]), 2 wins, ₹ 8,05,002 incl. Onnu Onnu Onnu Cup, etc. 

Melania (ch f 2017 by Letir Mor[IRE]), in training.

TA RIB won 2 races at 3, £ 164,428 incl. Poule d’Essai des Pouliches French One Thousand Guineas, Gr.1 and placed incl. 2nd in Falmouth Stakes, Gr.2, etc; dam of 5 winners:

Fair, 8 wins, £ 80,859 and placed incl. 3rd in Cheveley Park Stud Criterion Stakes, Gr.3, etc.

Khaizarana, 1 win; 3rd in Carey’s Swithley Stakes, L; etc; dam of Argos Quercus, MAGHYA (dam of NAFAQA, 2 wins incl. Scotsman Stakes, L; 2nd in Royal Lodge Stakes, Gr.2, etc.

Other winners: KABEEER, ESTIHAL (dam of a winner) and MAWAHEB[IRE] (above).

ERAADAAAT, unplaced; dam of Black Beach (3 wins; 3rd in Marble Hill Stakes, L, etc).

MADAME SECRETARY won 2 races, ₹ 22,236 incl. Dolly Val Handicap; dam of 9 winners incl.: TABDEA, 3 wins at 2 and 3, ₹ 45,505 incl. Reference Point Sceptre Stakes, L, etc; dam of: TOLPUDDLE, 5 wins, ₹ 128,147 incl. Heritage Stakes, L; 3rd in Earl of Sefton Stakes, Gr.3, etc.

Prevalence, 4 wins, £ 98,803 and placed 3rd in Bay Meadows Breeders’ Cup Derby, Gr.3, etc.

Muravka; dam of THE WOW SIGNAL (Darley Prix Morny, Gr.1, etc; sire), MISS INFINITY, etc. 

TA RIB, above.

Hawl, 5 wins in England and Malaysia at 2 to 4 and placed incl. 2nd in Tunku Gold Cup, L, etc.

RUBY TUESDAY placed at 3, $ 1,596; dam of 5 winners: MADAME SECRETARY, above.

Zero Watt, 3 wins at 3 and 4, £ 36,377 and placed 2nd in E.B.F. Stakes, Gr.3, etc.

Other winners: GREEN RUBY (sire), VANIR (3 wins in USA), ISLAND RIVER (1 win).

Red Hot Dance; dam of Kinky Afro (2nd in EBF Dick Hern Fillies’ Stakes, L; producer), etc.

Half-sister to CRESTA RIDER (4 wins incl. Prix Jean Prat, Gr.2, etc; sire), MITZI (dam of LIL TYLER, 7 wins incl. General George Stakes, L, etc; sire, Cherokee Blade, etc), One For Cuz (grandam of HURACAN DAVID, Champion Older Horse in Venezuela, won Premio Dia Del Ejercito, etc, GRAND TRAVERSE BAY, etc), Woad (grandam of Strawberry On Top, etc; 3rd dam of STRAWBAILEY, Touch Of Creme, etc), Blue Rider (3rd dam of GAÏLO CHOP, won Australian Cup, Gr.1, Ranvet Stakes, Gr.1 and placed 2nd in Queen Elizabeth Stakes, Gr.1, 3rd in 2019 Underwood Stakes, Gr.1, etc); Their dam, THOROLY BLUE, won 5 races incl. Princess Stakes, etc, full-sister to BLUE THOR and half-sister to TATAMI. Tracing to ORMONDA; ancestress of WHIRLAWAY (sire), REAPING REWARD, MIDTOWN[IRE] (sire in India), BREVITY, etc. Family in 2019 of SERGEI PROKOFIEV, GENTLE[IRE], etc.
WESTERN ARISTOCRAT is one of the most versatile sires in the country. From four crops he has had to-date 59 winners of 165 races worth Rs.13,03,28,757 incl. 6 graded winners among whom are KANGRA (Indian Turf Invitation Cup Gr.1, Bangalore Derby Gr.1, Bangalore Oaks Gr.2 etc. Rs. 3,13,02,200), HARTNELL (Calcutta St. Leger Gr.3, Rs. 61,50,000), TRAFALGAR (Calcutta Monsoon Derby Gr.2, Rs. 44,89,271) and IZZY (Calcutta 1000 Gns. Gr.3, Calcutta Monsoon Fillies Trial & Rs. 37,85,081).

DESERT CONQUEROR was a speedy filly, winning 5 races up to Class I in Western India. She traces back to the foundation broodmare CLOCKED. At stud her first three foals are all winners: RICH CELEBRATION (Rs.18,90,412 and producer), DESERT RAGE (Rs. 8,91,766) & DESERT KING (Rs. 17,58,750). Her three-year-old EXCELLENT HUNTER by ARAZAN is in training.

This filly offers dual value as a racing proposition as well as future broodmare potential.
DESERT CONQUEROR won 5 races, ₹8,80,250 incl. Karl Umrigar Trophy and placed 2nd in P.D. Bolton Trophy, 3rd in J Rustomji Soparivala Trophy, Mohawk Trophy, etc; dam of: RICH CELEBRATION (b f 2009 by Diffident[FR]), 4 wins, ₹18,90,412 and placed; dam of: GREAT CELEBRATION, 2 wins, ₹6,15,615 incl. Leading Tipster Cup and placed. (b f 2010 by Diffident[FR]), died since birth.

DESERT RAGE (dk b f 2011 by New Famous[BRZ]), 2 wins, ₹8,91,766 and placed; producer. (b c 2013 by Diffident[FR]), died since birth.

DESERT KING (dk b c 2015 by New Famous[BRZ]), 2 wins, 17,58,750 and placed. Excellent Hunter (dk c 2016 by Arazan[IRE]), unplaced in 1 start.

VOICE OF SPRING won 3 races, ₹1,79,954 and placed; dam of 2 winners: KALPAVRIKSHA, 3 wins, ₹6,90,750 incl. Bottolanda Gold Cup; 3rd in G Essaji Trophy, etc. DESERT CONQUEROR, above.

AMORITA won 4 races, ₹2,68,947 incl. Bahrain Trophy and placed; dam of 3 winners: DECLARATIONOFLOVE, 3 wins, ₹2,38,050 and placed. Other winners: GOLD MINT (3 wins, ₹9,81,100) and VOICES OF SPRING (above).

CLOCKED[GB] won 1 race in England, £295 and placed; dam of 10 winners incl.: ALMANAC, 18 wins incl. Indian Derby, Gr.1, Indian 2000 Guineas, Gr.1, Indian St. Leger, Gr.1, Indian Turf Invitation Cup, Gr.1, President of India Gold Cup, Gr.1, etc; sire.

BEAT THE CLOCK, 12 wins, ₹7,73,850 incl. Golconda 2000 Guineas, Gr.2 and placed. TICK TOCK, 6 wins, ₹3,29,571 incl. South India 1000 Guineas, Gr.2 and placed; dam of: TIME AND PLACE, 11 wins incl. Sprints’ Cup, Gr.2; dam of NAME AND FAME (27 wins incl. Bangalore 2000 Guineas, Gr.2, etc), FIRE ARCH (10 wins incl. Sprints’ Classic, Gr.1), GLORIOUS COLOURS (Derby Bangalore, Gr.1), Smart N Noble, etc; grandam of STAR PORTAL, Star Twist, Secrecy, Oban (dam of winners), Exclusive Colours, etc.

PIERCE ARROW, 8 wins, ₹11,98,922 incl. Black Label Colts’ Trial Stakes, Gr.1, etc. QUEENSCLIFF, 4 wins incl. Y.M. Chaudhry Mem. Million, Gr.3, etc; grandam of Apalis (2 wins, ₹11,52,078; 2nd in Nilgiris 1000 Guineas, Gr.2, etc), THE VICEROY, etc.

Treasured, 11 wins; 4th in Guindy Gold Cup, Gr.3, etc; dam of SPRUNGLI (4 wins incl. Eclipse Stakes of India, Gr.2, etc; dam of winners), etc; grandam of New Emperor, etc.

Pendulum, 6 wins; 4th in Bangalore 1000 Guineas, Gr.1; dam of HIGH LIFE (4 wins, etc). Singita, 4 wins; 2nd in Idar Gold Trophy, Gr.3; dam of SWAHILI (5 wins), HURACAN, etc.

Emulation, 7 wins; 4th in Indian Oaks, Gr.1; dam of STAR RULER (18 wins), REVOLUTION (5 wins), KNIGHT ROYALE (4 wins), EQUINOX, ANTONIA (3 wins each), ARNIE, etc.

Silver Chimes, 1 win and placed 4th in Bangalore 1000 Guineas, Gr.3; dam of: STRIKER, 7 wins incl. Guindy Gold Cup, Gr.3; 2nd in Bangalore 2000 Guineas, Gr.1, etc. NATIVE CHIEFTAIN, 4 wins, ₹9,87,900 incl. Bagpiper Gold Bangalore Derby, Gr.1, etc.

KARIBA, 7 wins, ₹13,37,818 incl. Calcutta 1000 Guineas, Gr.2; 3rd in Calcutta 2000 Guineas, Gr.1; dam of STRIESAND (4th in Calcutta 1000 Guineas, Gr.3, etc), Cedros, etc. Other black-type placed winners: Silver Toy and Charmagne (both dams of winners).

HOURGLASS, 4 wins; dam of CACOPHONY (Fillies’ & Mares’ Stakes, Gr.3; dam of winners) TIME AFTER TIME, 3 wins, dam of ORABELLA (Golconda 1000 Guineas, Gr.2, etc), etc. AMORITA, above.

Her dam, half-sister to DUTCH BELLS (Royal Lodge Stakes), etc. Tracing to BELVOIRINA.
SECOND DAY
Tuesday
February 4, 2020
Lots 72 to 142
Venus Arising** won 7 races, ₹ 86,93,711 incl. Indian Oaks, **Gr.1**, Indian 1000 Guineas, **Gr.1**, Pune Derby, **Gr.1**, A.C. Ardestehir Trophy, **Gr.2**, Gen. Rajendrasinhji Trophy, **Gr.3** and placed 2nd in Manjri Stud Breeders’ Juvenile Fillies’ Championship, **Gr.3**, 3rd in RWITC Ltd. Invitational Trophy, **Gr.2**, 4th in President of India Gold Cup, **Gr.1**, etc; dam of 6 winners: Crescendo, 7 wins, ₹ 36,44,245; 2nd in Chevalier Trophy, **Gr.3**, in Nilgiris Derby, **Gr.1**, etc. Simon Says, 3 wins, ₹ 8,31,289 and placed incl. 3rd in G2 Gold Cup, etc. Golden Weaver, 3 wins, ₹ 5,80,186 incl. Cantonment Board Trophy, etc; broodmare. Sunrise Ruby, 1 win, ₹ 3,17,500 incl. Suraiya & Masoom Master Trophy and placed. Venus Marina, 1 win, ₹ 2,39,000 and placed; broodmare. Renee, above.

LEI won 6 races, ₹ 52,75,010 incl. Poonawalla Breeders’ Million, **Gr.1**, Breeders’ Produce Stakes, **Gr.2**, Gool S. Poonawalla Trophy, **Gr.3**, in Indian Oaks, **Gr.1**, dam of 10 winners: Aster Rose, 6 wins, ₹ 1,46,68,802 incl. Aquaguard Championship RWITC Ltd. Gold Cup, **Gr.2**, Fillies’ Championship Stakes, **Gr.3**, Maharaja Cup, **Gr.3**, Fillies’ & Mares’ Stakes, **Gr.3** and placed 2nd in Derby Bangalore, **Gr.1**, Deccan Derby, **Gr.1**, Karnataka Mile Championship, **Gr.2**, 3rd in Golconda Oaks, **Gr.2**, etc; producer.

Venus Arising, above.

Transformation, 2 wins, ₹ 12,19,011; 3rd in Byerly Turk Million, **Gr.3**, etc; dam of Tasawwur (3 wins, ₹ 8,87,145; 3rd in R R Ruia Gold Cup, **Gr.3**), Star Style (2 wins, ₹ 9,48,945), etc. Other winners: CHINA MILLENNIUM, THE LEADER, GLORIOUS QUEST (both producers), IMPERIALARDO (1 win in Singapore), SUPREME FALCON, GLORY and AJMAL BIRJU.

Steinby, unraced; dam of Kuchipudi (4 wins, ₹ 23,73,977; 3rd in Pratap Stud Darley Arabian Million, **Gr.3**, etc), GRIGORI, SUDDEN IMPACT, RAJA, etc.

Canoeing[GB] ran only twice at 2; dam of 7 winners: Wave of Bliss, 2 wins, ₹ 9,95,247 incl. Fillies’ Championship, **Gr.3**, dam of EMERALD STAR (11 wins), CROWN ROYAL (5 wins), HILLSTONE, WAVES OF MAGIC, CALISSA. LEI, above.

Other winners: SEA OF LOVE (dam of winners), EARL GREY (6 wins, ₹ 7,27,942), RAPID CORACLE (2 wins, ₹ 37,209), ORATORICAL (1 win, ₹ 1,03,075) and SAIL ON (1 win).

Half-sister to River Express (11 wins, ₹ 91,624 and placed incl. 2nd in Prix Thomas Bryon, **Gr.3**, etc; sire), BAINO BLUFF (1 win in France at 3, ₹ 13,567 and placed; dam of TAKE RISKs, 5 wins, ₹ 129,582 incl. Prix Edmond Blanc, **Gr.2**, etc; sire, Bainobless, 12 wins, ₹ 92,776 and placed incl. 3rd in Grand Prix de la Teste, **L**, etc, Lake Baino, Pride of Kings, etc; grandam of STELLA BLUE, BAINO ROCK, BAINO HOPE, Anzas, etc; 3rd dam of SIRIUS PROSPECT, Sunset Boulevard, etc), Indrayani[USA] (dam of Flavius Victor, 3rd in Indian Derby, **Gr.1**, etc, Giocometti, etc), etc. Their dam Rapids, won 1 race and placed incl. 3rd in Park Hill Stakes, **Gr.2** and half-sister to HAWAIIAN SOUND (Benson & Hedges Gold Cup, **Gr.1**, etc; sire), SONUS (sire), LULLABY (dam of HAWAIIAN RAIN, etc; grandam of COOL AIR, UNTIL SUNDOWN, etc; 3rd dam of MORPHY, MY HALO BROKE, etc), ISLE OF SUCCESS (dam of Mid Yell, sire), CAERLEON'S SUCCESS (dam of STUKA, sire), etc. Tracing to DONNETTA. Family in India of SACRED ROMAN (Or M A M Ramaswamy Stayers’ Cup, **Gr.1**, etc), Family in 2019 of DIXIE WAVE (Clasico Ciudad de Line, **Gr.2**), DOWN TO ZERO (Tommy Hots pur Handicap, **Gr.3**), etc.
RESOLUTION won 4 races, ₹15,62,750 incl. Jango Cup and placed 2nd in T N Banerjea Cup, 3rd in Chianti Cup, etc.

SO COLORFUL[GB] placed at 2 and 3, ₹5,350; dam of 2 winners: CANDY PAINT, 1 win in USA at 3, ₹9,340 and placed; producer. RESOLUTION, above.

JUST SAY NO did not race; dam of 1 winner: QUEST VENTURE, 9 wins at 3 to 6, ₹213,444. So Colorful[GB], above.

TINACA did not place; dam of 8 winners: QUEST STAR[USA], 8 wins in USA at 3 to 7, ₹937,849 incl. Pan American Handicap, Gr.2 (twice), National Museum of Racing Hall of Fame Stakes, Gr.2, etc; sire. DISTANT COUSIN, 6 wins in England at 3 to 8, £41,316 and placed 22 times.

LUCKY RAINBOW[USA], 1 win in England at 3, £4,641 and placed; dam of: Jehovahedarc, 2 wins in France at 3 and 4, €59,550; 2nd in Ishaies Lillie Langtry Fillies’ Stakes, Gr.3, Betfred the Bonus King E.B.F. Daisy Warwick Stakes, L, etc; producer.

Other winners: ORA ZULU (5 wins, €28,008) and SHAMHOOTA (1 win, £3,913).

Dhahab[USA], placed in England; dam of: SOLOMON, 7 wins, ₹73,00,612 incl. Attila Sprints’ Cup, Gr.1, Allah Rakhkha Gold Trophy and placed 2nd in Sprints Trial Stakes, Gr.3, Tattersalls Million, etc.

Other winners: MONTE POWER (6 wins), TENACITUS (4 wins, Aus$ 154,770), STAR SPANGLED (producer), HAMMERBLOW and ZURS VICTORY (2 wins each).

Princess Latifah; dam of Kilowatt (6 wins, NZ$96,500; 3rd in 2019 Hotel Riverton Cup, L). Just Say No, above.

Half-sister to MARIAH’S STORM (10 wins incl. Arlington Washington Lassie Stakes, Gr.2, Budweiser Turfway Park Breeders’ Cup Handicap, Gr.2, etc; dam of GIANTS CAUSEWAY, Champion 3YO in Europe in 2000, 9 wins; £2,031,426 incl. Sussex Stakes, Gr.1, Coral Eclipse Stakes, Gr.1, etc; Leading Sire, YOU’RESOTHIRRILLING, 2 wins, £83,678 + £52,658 incl. Irish Thoroughbred Cherry Hinton Stakes, Gr.2, Sprint Stakes, Gr.3, etc; Roar of The Tiger, sire, Freud, sire, Tumblebruts, sire, Tiger Dance, sire, Hanky Panky, Butterflies, etc; grandam of DECORATED KNIGHT, 8 wins incl. Tattersalls Gold Cup, Gr.1, etc.

GLENEAGLES, 7 wins, €460,120 + €527,545 incl. Goffs Vincent O’ Brien National Stakes, Gr.1, etc; sire, HAPPILY, 4 wins, €570,160 incl. Moyglare Stud Stakes, Gr.1, Grand Criterium, Gr.1, etc; TAJ MAHAL, 4 wins, €71,613 + Aus $766,500 incl. Sandown Classic, Gr.2, twice, MARVELLOUS, 2 wins, €184,005 viz. Irish One Thousand Guineas, Gr.1, etc, STORM THE STARS, won Betway Great Voltigeur Stakes, Gr.2, etc; COOLMORE, 1 win, £47,335 viz. C. L. & M.F. Weld Park Stakes, Gr.3, etc; producer, etc; 3rd dam of FORT MYERS, won 2019 Star Appeal Stakes, L; 3rd in 2019 Railway Stakes, Gr.2, 2019 Round Tower Stakes, Gr.3, etc; PANORAMIC (3 wins, £196,015 incl. Prix d’Harcourt, Gr.2, etc; sire), AIR ZION (3 wins, ¥63,598 incl. Jiji Press Hai Queen Stakes, L, etc; dam of winners), SUN BLUSH (1 win; dam of RELINQUISH, etc; 3rd dam of GUYS REWARD, etc), etc. Their dam, IMMENSE won 5 races, $123,424 incl. Little Silver Handicap, Gr.3, etc and half-sister to DEARLY PRECIOUS (Champion 2YO Filly, 12 wins incl. Acorn Stakes, Gr.1, etc; dam of MISTER MODESTY, sire, DEARLY TOO, etc; 3rd dam of TWINING NINER, etc), etc. Tracing to SPINAWAY. Family in 2019 of DONA MUSSETTA, OBLIGATE, BLITZKRIEG, MIRAGE DANCER, etc.
Property of Pratap Stud Farm

74
Royal Gladiator
(b - 1998)

Honour and Glory
Relaunch
In Reality
Fair to All
In Reality
Ela-Mana-Mou
In Reality
Goodnight Moon[GB]
In Reality
Her Grace
In Reality

RISING TIDE won 1 race, ₹ 5,48,000 and placed; dam of:
High Tide (b f 2009 by Chatham Strait[USA]), unplaced.
BAAZIGAR (b g 2010 by Chatham Strait[USA]), 5 wins, ₹ 22,59,730 and placed.
Sailaab (br c 2011 by Oath[IRE]), unraced; died at 3.
AEOULUS MAXIMUS (b g 2012 by Royal Gladiator), 1 win, ₹ 9,57,203 viz. PA d’Avoine Trophy.
Royal Striker (b f 2013 by Royal Gladiator), unplaced, ₹ 60,996.

(b f 2016 by Royal Gladiator), un-named.

Xfinity (b c 2017 by Sussex[GB]), in training.

URANIUM did not race; dam of
Xfinity (b c 2017 by Sussex[GB]), in training.

TABLE FAVORS[USA] ran only thrice at 3; dam of 5 winners:
STAR FAVOURS, 5 wins, ₹ 12,03,500 and placed; broodmare.
MAGNETIC MOMENT, 3 wins, ₹ 7,27,750 incl. Regency Cup and placed.
BLUE FOX, 1 win in USA at 3, ₹ 6,636 and placed.
Other winners in India: DELIGHTER (1 win, ₹ 1,13,500; producer), THE TATTLING (1 win).

Phils Jest did not race; dam of 10 winners incl.:
TWICE FOOLISH, 4 wins, ₹ 34,071 incl. Steve’s Friend Stakes, etc; dam of:
ALL NONESENSE, 5 wins incl. Divot Digger Handicap, L, Midwest Stakes, L, etc.
STRAWBERRY ROAD, 5 wins incl. American Beauty Stakes, etc; dam of winners.

Grey Vigors, 2 wins; dam of Little Grey Holme (3 wins, ₹ 57,334; 2nd in Palatine Breeders’ Cup Stakes, etc; dam of CAT COME HOLME, LITTLE HONCHO, etc).
Trenchant Wit, placed; dam of Tough On Top (2 wins; 2nd in Breeders’ Cup Stakes, etc), etc. Table Favors[USA], above.

Half-sister to TWO RELICS (sire), MISS CARMIE (3 wins incl. Clipsetta Stakes, etc; dam of:
CHRIS EVERT, ALL RAINBOWS, won Mademoiselle Stakes, etc; granddam of WINNING COLORS, Champion 3YO Filly, 8 wins, ₹ 1,526,837 incl. Kentucky Derby, Gr.1, Santa Anita Oaks, Gr.1, etc;
FAAZ, sire, MISSED THE STORM, TWO TIMING, sire, BEYTON, PARISTO, sire, GREEN MEANS GO, etc; 3rd dam of CLOUD SCAPES, SIX CROWNS, WIMBLEDON STAR, LIASON, GOSSIS, CHIEF’S CROWN, Champion 2YO, 12 wins incl. Breeders’ Cup Stakes, etc; dam of:
CLASSIC CROWN, won Frizette Stakes, Gr.1, TAP DANCE CITY, won Japan Cup, Gr.1, LAMBENT LIGHT, SPICY AWARD, HOMETOWN QUEEN, REVASSER, VIVIANA, LAGUDIN, EXBOURNE’S WISH, HIWAYA, TALKING DRUM, Ready to Confess, Best of the Blues, etc; 4th dam of SIGHTSEEK, TATES CREEK, ETOILE MONTANTE, won Prix de la Foret, Gr.1, FREEDOM’S DAUGHTER, HALLOWED DREAM, INDIAN MAIDEN, DANCE DREAMER, BOWMAN’S BAND, SILK PHOENIX, DELAY OF GAME, NASIJ, etc; 5th dam of POLLARD’S VISION, SKYWALKER’S CHOICE, FRENCH ASSAULT, GLASWEGIAN, ALVARITA, 3 wins incl. Fillies’ Trial Stakes, Gr.1, etc, ARTS, etc; 6th dam of ADJUDICATE, won Calcutta Derby, Gr.1, Indian Turf Invitation Cup, Gr.1, Indian St Leger, Gr.1, etc), Family Fame (dam of CLASSIC FAME, sire), etc. Her dam full-sister to TWO LEA (dam of TIM TAM, sire, ON-AND-ON; sire, etc), etc. Tracing to GALOPADE.

AEOULUS MAXIMUS (b g 2012 by Royal Gladiator), 1 win, ₹ 9,57,203 viz. PA d’Avoine Trophy.
Royal Striker (b f 2013 by Royal Gladiator), unplaced, ₹ 60,996.

(b f 2016 by Royal Gladiator), un-named.

Xfinity (b c 2017 by Sussex[GB]), in training.

URANIUM did not race; dam of
Xfinity (b c 2017 by Sussex[GB]), in training.

TABLE FAVORS[USA] ran only thrice at 3; dam of 5 winners:
STAR FAVOURS, 5 wins, ₹ 12,03,500 and placed; broodmare.
MAGNETIC MOMENT, 3 wins, ₹ 7,27,750 incl. Regency Cup and placed.
BLUE FOX, 1 win in USA at 3, ₹ 6,636 and placed.
Other winners in India: DELIGHTER (1 win, ₹ 1,13,500; producer), THE TATTLING (1 win).

Phils Jest did not race; dam of 10 winners incl.:
TWICE FOOLISH, 4 wins, ₹ 34,071 incl. Steve’s Friend Stakes, etc; dam of:
ALL NONESENSE, 5 wins incl. Divot Digger Handicap, L, Midwest Stakes, L, etc.
STRAWBERRY ROAD, 5 wins incl. American Beauty Stakes, etc; dam of winners.

Grey Vigors, 2 wins; dam of Little Grey Holme (3 wins, ₹ 57,334; 2nd in Palatine Breeders’ Cup Stakes, etc; dam of CAT COME HOLME, LITTLE HONCHO, etc).
Trenchant Wit, placed; dam of Tough On Top (2 wins; 2nd in Breeders’ Cup Stakes, etc), etc. Table Favors[USA], above.

Half-sister to TWO RELICS (sire), MISS CARMIE (3 wins incl. Clipsetta Stakes, etc; dam of:
CHRIS EVERT, ALL RAINBOWS, won Mademoiselle Stakes, etc; granddam of WINNING COLORS, Champion 3YO Filly, 8 wins, ₹ 1,526,837 incl. Kentucky Derby, Gr.1, Santa Anita Oaks, Gr.1, etc;
FAAZ, sire, MISSED THE STORM, TWO TIMING, sire, BEYTON, PARISTO, sire, GREEN MEANS GO, etc; 3rd dam of CLOUD SCAPES, SIX CROWNS, WIMBLEDON STAR, LIASON, GOSSIS, CHIEF’S CROWN, Champion 2YO, 12 wins incl. Breeders’ Cup Stakes, etc; dam of:
CLASSIC CROWN, won Frizette Stakes, Gr.1, TAP DANCE CITY, won Japan Cup, Gr.1, LAMBENT LIGHT, SPICY AWARD, HOMETOWN QUEEN, REVASSER, VIVIANA, LAGUDIN, EXBOURNE’S WISH, HIWAYA, TALKING DRUM, Ready to Confess, Best of the Blues, etc; 4th dam of SIGHTSEEK, TATES CREEK, ETOILE MONTANTE, won Prix de la Foret, Gr.1, FREEDOM’S DAUGHTER, HALLOWED DREAM, INDIAN MAIDEN, DANCE DREAMER, BOWMAN’S BAND, SILK PHOENIX, DELAY OF GAME, NASIJ, etc; 5th dam of POLLARD’S VISION, SKYWALKER’S CHOICE, FRENCH ASSAULT, GLASWEGIAN, ALVARITA, 3 wins incl. Fillies’ Trial Stakes, Gr.1, etc, ARTS, etc; 6th dam of ADJUDICATE, won Calcutta Derby, Gr.1, Indian Turf Invitation Cup, Gr.1, Indian St Leger, Gr.1, etc), Family Fame (dam of CLASSIC FAME, sire), etc. Her dam full-sister to TWO LEA (dam of TIM TAM, sire, ON-AND-ON; sire, etc), etc. Tracing to GALOPADE.
MYSTIC DANCER won 1 race, ₹ 2,14,500 and placed; dam of 5 winners:

SOUTHERN EMPEROR, 3 wins, ₹ 1,26,17,348 incl.Mysore Derby, Gr.1, Jayachamaraja Wadiyar Golf Club Mysore 2000 Guineas, Gr.3, 2nd in Dr P Dayananda Pai & P Satish Pai Bangalore 2000 Guineas, Gr.2, 3rd in Deccan Bookmakers Golconda Derby, Gr.1, etc.

MYSTIC ROMANCE, 4 wins, ₹ 14,80,787 incl. Eastern Command Cup, etc; producer MYSTIC FLAME, 2 wins, ₹ 12,70,709 and placed incl. 2nd in Villico C Poonawalla Million, etc.

HUDSON, 2 wins, ₹ 4,60,897 and placed incl. 3rd in D K Ashish Trophy, etc; broodmare.

RIVER DANCE, above.

MYSTIC MEMORY won 10 races, ₹ 55,22,420 incl. Indian St. Leger, Gr.1, Indian 1000 Guineas, Gr.1, Bangalore St. Leger, Gr.1, etc; dam of 8 winners:

MYSTICAL, 16 wins in India and UAE incl. Indian Turf Invitation Cup, Gr.1, Indian St. Leger, Gr.1, Indian 2000 Guineas, Gr.1, President of India Gold Cup, Gr.1, Bangalore St. Leger, Gr.2, A C Ardesthpur Trophy, Gr.2, R R Ruia Gold Cup, Gr.2, Karnataka Cup, Gr.3, etc.

CASTLE PARK, 4 wins, ₹ 19,83,942 incl. Bangalore Juv. Million, Gr.2, etc; dam of CASTLEQUEEN, etc; grandam of CASTLEBRIDGE (10 wins, ₹ 3,16,60,223 incl. Indian 2000 Guineas, Gr.1, Mysore Derby, Gr.1, Cofts' Championship Stakes, Gr.1, etc), etc.

Star of Marmalade, 12 wins, ₹ 32,79,201; 2nd in Fernhills Palace Juv. Million, Gr.2, etc. Other black-type placed winners: Starcent (dam of winners) and Randysberg.

Other winners: MYSTIFIED, STAR SENSATION and MYSTIC DANCER (above).

Memory Bay; dam of Mystic Bay (2 wins, ₹ 6,96,206; 2nd in Karnataka Juv. Million, Gr.3, etc)

DIVINE LIGHT won 10 races incl. Bangalore Derby, Gr.1, etc; dam of 8 winners:

AIR STRIKE, 6 wins, ₹ 16,07,906 incl. Southern Command Gold Trophy, Gr.3, etc.

ASCOT LASS, 6 wins, ₹ 13,61,916 incl. Governor’s Cup, Gr.3; dam of GREEN BAX, etc.

DIVINE DREAMS, 5 wins, ₹ 16,49,090 incl. Golconda Derby, Gr.1, etc; dam of:

SUN DIVINE, 10 wins, ₹ 41,06,839 incl. Noshir & Dolly Dhunjibhoy Sprint Million, Gr.3, etc.

SI SENORA, 3 wins; dam of WOMAN ON TOP (6 wins, incl. Juv. Sprints’ Million, Gr.3, etc; dam of HEART OF THE CITY, NAAYAAB, etc); grandam of ARECA LEGEND, etc.

CELESTRELLA, 3 wins, ₹ 5,79,640; dam of CAPTAIN COURAGE (6 wins, ₹ 37,27,100 Dr S C Jain Sprints Championship, Gr.2; 3rd in Gool S Poonawalla Million, Gr.3, etc), CARLTON (8 wins), CONROD (5 wins), HUMAN TOUCH, REACH THE HEIGHTS, etc.

Other winners: CAMELOT (4 wins, ₹ 9,98,430), CELTIC CHIEF (2 wins, ₹ 1,73,250).

MYSTIC MEMORY, above.

Other black-type placed winners: Stara Zagora and Desert Pride.

Other winners: IT’S MY STYLE (6 wins, ₹ 6,19,650) and SELANGOR (2 wins).

Crown Collection; dam of GUEST CONNECTIONS (Indian 1000 Guineas, Gr.1, 2nd in Indian Oaks, Gr.1, etc; dam of APACHE SUNRISE, 5 wins incl. Bangalore Summer Million, Gr.3; 2nd in Mysore Derby, Gr.1), WELL CONNECTED (4 wins incl. Fillies’ Championship Stakes, Gr.1, Kingfisher Ultra Derby Bangalore, Gr.1, Fillies Championship Stakes, Gr.3, etc).

Half-sister to MINISTERIAL (Indian Turf Invitation Cup, Gr.1, etc), MINISTRELLA (Kingfisher Derby Bangalore, Gr.1, etc; dam of MINISTERIAN, etc), Speedbird (dam of ESTEREILLI, etc; grandam of APRILLIA, etc), Schiaparelli[HOL] (dam of ADLER, sire, STAR COMRADE, SHOCKING, VESUVIUS, sire, etc; grandam of BUSINESS TYCOON, SANS PAREIL, PANAMERA, etc; 3rd dam of MR. GREEDY, San Martino, etc), etc. Tracing to SCHIAPIARELLI.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stud: Ruia Stud Farms Private Limited</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>76</strong> Chevalier[IRE](b - 2000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legend Maker</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Salt</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Danehill</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Danzig</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Northern Dancer</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pas de Nom</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>His Majesty</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Spring Adieu</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sadler's Wells</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fairy Bridge</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Shirley Heights</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sunbittern</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Northern Dancer</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Special</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Irish River</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Shy Dawn</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Shy Princess</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Placerville[USA]</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Classy Cathy</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Baroque Pearl[FR]</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dance In Time</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Perla</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Bay Colt**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jan 15, 2018</th>
<th>Fourth Foal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DNA-Typed: Salt (dk b - 2008)</td>
<td>Branding: Conqueress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baroque Pearl[FR]: Branded:</td>
<td>DNA-Typed: Placerville[USA]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LS - NR RS - 8</td>
<td>Branded: Baroque Pearl[FR]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **3** | **31,500** |
|       |           |

SALT won 5 races, ₹20,87,300 and placed incl. 2nd in B K Rattonsey Memorial Maiden Multi-Million, C C & F C Cup, 3rd in Faiz Jasdanwalla Trophy, S S Bala Memorial Cup, etc; dam of: Panararea (b f 2015 by Chevalier[IRE]), placed, ₹31,500

Dandi March (b g 2016 by Chevalier[IRE]), 3 wins, ₹17,18,786 incl. Longchamp Million, Usha Stud Million; 2nd in Hall of Famer Trophy, 3rd in Gool S Poonawalla Million, Gr.3, etc. Dharasana (b c 2017 by Surfrider[IRE]), in training.

CONQUERESS won 3 races, ₹7,40,852 incl. Delhi Race Club Trophy; dam of 4 winners: RIVER DRAGON, 11 wins, ₹25,63,007; 2nd in Mid Day Trophy, Thunder Bird Trophy, etc.

CONQUISTAROSE, 2 wins, ₹5,17,500 and placed; producer. Other winners: CONQUERABLE (1 win, ₹5,46,150 and placed) and SALT (above).

BAROQUE PEARL[FR] ran only twice; dam of 12 winners:

**SHINJUKU**, 9 wins, ₹17,09,620 incl. Indian Produce Stakes, Gr.2 and placed 3rd in Indian Champion Cup, Gr.2, 4th in Calcutta 2000 Guineas, Gr.1, Sprints' Classic, Gr.1, etc.

**PRICELESS ASSET**, 8 wins, ₹44,15,725 incl. Fillies' Trial Stakes, Gr.1, S.D. Parkash M.Super Mile, Gr.3; 2nd in Kingfisher Derby Bangalore, Gr.1, Indian 1000 Guineas, Gr.1, 3rd in Indian Derby, Gr.1, Indian Oaks, Gr.1; dam of **Astraea** (4 wins; 2nd in Indian 1000 Guineas, Gr.1, Indian 2000 Guineas, Gr.1; producer), **Forest Knight** (12 wins; 3rd in Pratap Stud Million, Gr.3), **DUKE OF WINDSOR** (14 wins), DEMOCRATIE, etc.

**ARKA**, 8 wins, ₹6,92,529 incl. Breeders' Cup [Calcutta], Gr.2 and placed.

**SUPER BRAVE**, 4 wins, ₹42,58,585 incl. McDowell Indian 2000 Guineas, Gr.1, Classic Indian Turf Invitation Cup, Gr.1-NTR, McDowell Indian St. Leger, Gr.1 and placed.

**QUEEN TO CONQUER**, 7 wins, ₹16,36,187 incl. Bangalore Juvenile Million, Gr.2 and placed 3rd in Sprints' Classic, Gr.1, etc; dam of:

**STAR ADMIRAL**, 30 wins, ₹68,57,534 incl. Super Mile Trophy, Gr.3 and placed 2nd in Kingfisher Derby Bangalore, Gr.1, Colts' Trial Stakes, Gr.1, P.B.M.M., Gr.1, etc.

**PRICELESS**, 9 wins, ₹1,02,58,853 incl. Poonawalla Breeders' Multi-Million, Gr.1; dam of: CEST BON, 1 win; dam of **Sans Prix** (2 wins, ₹24,86,114; 3rd in Calcutta Monsoon Derby, Gr.2), **BON VIVANT** (producer), **TENERIFE**, **THE GREAT GATSBY** (2 wins each), etc.

**BID FOR GOLD**, 3 wins incl. Cal. 1000 Guineas, Gr.3; dam of **ASHWA YASHOBALI**, etc.

**Vijays Conquer**, 10 wins, ₹65,15,194 and placed incl. 2nd in Kakatiya Million, Gr.3, etc.

**Mesmerising**, 2 wins, ₹5,55,750; 3rd in Golconda 1000 Guineas, Gr.2, etc.

**Exclusive Affair**, 4 wins; 4th in Calcutta Derby, Gr.1, Queen Elizabeth II Cup, Gr.3, etc.

**Bentley**, 3 wins, ₹1,79,240 and placed incl. 4th in Governor's Cup, Gr.2, etc.

**Strawberry Fields**, 2 wins, ₹13,23,945; 4th in Indian 1000 Guineas, Gr.1; dam of winners.

**SUMMER QUEEN**, 7 wins, ₹4,58,900; dam of **IVORY SNOW** (4 wins), ORIENTAL MAGIC. Other winners: DEEP BLUE, FINAL VERDICT (1 win each) and CONQUERESS (above).

**PERLA** won 4 races, £11,654 incl. Phoenix Stakes, Gr.2, etc; dam of 3 winners incl.: PERLE DU RHIN, 4 wins in France, £14,463 and placed.

Sovereign Pearl, unplaced; dam of **Take No Chances**, etc; grandam of **Sugino Good Luck**. Baroque Pearl[FR], above.

Tracing to SIMON’S SHOES through DALMARRY branch (**SAINT CYRIEN**, NUREYEV, THATCH, SADLER'S WELLS, etc). Immediate family of **LORENZACCIO** (sire), **MARQUIS DE SADE** (sire), **LAVACHE** (sire), **ISLINGTON**, **NORTH LIGHT** (sire), **BACHELOR DUKE** (sire), **GONDKORO**. Family in 2019 of OUT FOR A SPIN (Ashland Stakes, Gr.1), etc.
Property of Villoo’s Greenfield Farms

Stud: Yeravada

Yeravada

Excellent Art[GB]

Pivotal

BAY FILLY

May 16, 2018

Third Foal

DNA-Typed

Branded:

LS - Y 8

32

SANTA ANA won 1 race, ₹ 6,32,710 and placed incl. 2rd in Justice P Medapa Memorial Cup, 3rd in Koku-Kika Trophy, etc; dam of:

Soldier of Fortune (b g 2016 by Arazan[IRE]), unplaced, ₹ 65,813.

Ultimate Choice (dk b f 2017 by Arazan[IRE]), in training.

SASANANDA[IRE] won 3 races in France, € 14,056 and placed; dam of:

KINSKI, 8 wins, € 6,84,700 incl. A.C. Ardeishir Trophy, Gr.2, Fillies’ and Mares’ Stakes, Gr.3, Owners’ Association Trophy, Gr.3, Maharaja’s Gold Cup, etc; dam of:

Steinlen, 22 wins, ₹ 45,09,634 incl. South India Gold Cup, Altimara Cup, Monsoon Cup and placed 2nd in Guindy Gold Cup, Gr.3, Eastern Command Cup, Calorecence Cup, etc.

KEMPINSKI, 1 win; dam of LOVEABLE (4 wins; 3rd in Galloping Acres Stud Farm Cup), etc.

ARISEN, 4 wins ₹ 4,61,757 incl. Castrol Calcutta Oaks, Gr.1, etc; dam of ANNOTATE (6 Gr.1 ₹ 4,61,757 incl. Castrol Calcutta Oaks, etc; grandam of WONDER BLAZE), etc.

LINDSAY, above.

Maraschino. 7 wins and placed 3rd in Mohgal Monarch Calcutta 2000 Guineas, Gr.2, etc.

SLOVANIA, 3 wins, ₹ 6,48,995 incl. Manasarovara Stakes, etc; dam of:

ASTOUNDING GALLOP, 3 wins, ₹ 29,56,356 incl. Golconda 2000 Guineas, Gr.2, etc.

Other winners: STAR LAP (3 wins), RUSH (dam of LINCON CONTINENTAL, 2 wins), etc.

Supromene; dam of Lycoel (3rd in Bangalore Winter Million, Gr.3, etc; dam of Eastern Star, 6 wins, ₹ 45,09,156; 2nd in Calcutta 2000 Guineas, Gr.2, etc, ROSE WOOD, 4 wins, SMOKY SED, HAWA, ABSOLUTE JEWEL, etc; grandam of WONDER BLAZE), etc.

Stormy Way, placed; dam of HARLEY QUINN (2 wins, ₹ 17,78,175 incl. Malpe Trophy), etc.

SHAMA placed thrice in France, ₹ 25,500; dam of 5 winners:

SHABINA, 5 wins in France, ₹ 39,179 and placed; dam of KZAM (6 wins, ₹ 30,736), TOLOLO (3 wins, ₹ 19,484), STRABINA (2 wins, ₹ 11,738) and SKHANDER (1 win, ₹ 14,635).

SHAMOURA, 1 win at 3; grandam of Boccadirosa (2 wins, ₹ 85,694; 3rd in Criterion Partenopeo, L etc; dam of winners), etc.

Other winners: SHALOUNA (dam of a winner), SHABRIMA and SASANANDA[IRE] (above).

Half-sister to KALKEEN (4 wins incl. Prix de la Seine, L etc; dam of KARKISIYA, KADISSYA, Kalikala, etc; grandam of KAHYASI, sire, KADAKA, KALILIA, KALABO, KALAJANA, KEY CHANGE, won Yorkshire Oaks, Gr.1 and placed 2nd in Irish St. Leger, Gr.1, etc, SINA COVA, KITHANGA, etc; 3rd dam of MILAN, won Champion 3YO Stayer, won St. Leger, Gr.1, etc, sire, KASSANI, KASSANA, SUNNINGDALE, sire, DISCREET BRIEF, KOORA, etc), Khaledean (dam of KADIAL, sire, KALIM, sire, etc; grandam of KHALAFIYA, etc; 3rd dam of PREDAPPIO[GB] (sire in India), etc. Tracing to QUIRRAT-AL-AIN; ancestress also of MASAKA, GALLANT MAN (sire), SILVER SHARK (sire), LAW SOCIETY (sire), LASHKARI (sire) and in India of BOLD MAJESTY, FOND FANTASY, WANDERING STAR, STAR OF WINDSOR, etc. Family in 2019 of MALOTRU, BRIAN RYAN, DUBARA, etc.
### Crystal Music

**Property of Yeravada Stud & Agricultural Farm**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bay Colt</th>
<th>Jan 21, 2018</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Foal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNA-Typed</td>
<td>Sapphirine[IRE]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Branded</td>
<td>LS - Y 8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Green Desert</th>
<th>Danzig</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Power</td>
<td>Foreign Courier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frappe</td>
<td>Dancing Brave</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Hope | Bahamian |
| Inchinor | Ahoncoera |
| Glatisant | Inchmurrin |
| Giant’s Causeway | Rainbow Quest |
| Helsinki | Dancing Rocks |
| Sapphirine[IRE] | Storm Cat |
| Helen Street | Mariah’s Storm |
| Helsinki | Machiavellian |

**Sapphirine[IRE]** won 1 race in France at 4, € 28,900 and placed.

**Crystany** won 1 race in England at 2, £ 27,459 and placed incl. 2nd in totetotefollow.co.uk Kilington Fillies’ Stakes, L, 3rd in Timeform Cecil Frail Stakes, L, etc; dam of 4 winners: **Vivianite**, 1 win in Ireland at 3, € 17,155 + £ 8,476; 3rd in 2019 Conqueror Stakes, L, etc. **SMUGGLERS CREEK**, 4 wins in Ireland and England at 3 and 5, € 10,088 + £ 19,719. **COSQUILLAS**, 1 win in England at 3, £ 3,681; dam of **TICKLISH** (1 win in England), etc. **SMUGGLERS CREEK**, 4 wins in Ireland and England at 3 and 5, € 10,088 + £ 19,719.

**CRYSTAL MUSIC** won 3 races in England at 2, £ 200,551 + € 55,138 incl. Fillies’ Mile Stakes, Gr.1; 2nd in Coronation Stakes, Gr.1, Irish 1000 Guineas, Gr.1, etc; dam of 6 winners: **Treasury Devil**, 7 wins, £ 17,344 + $ 184,714; 3rd in Makfi Newmarket Stakes, L, etc. Other black-type placed winners: **Crystal Moment** (3 wins, £ 172,996), **Crystany** (above). Other winners: **HIGH END** (3 wins in England), CRYSTAL TRIBE (2 wins), FIRNAS (1 win).

**Crystal Maze**, unraced; dam of **OCOVANGO** (3 wins, € 211,130 incl. Prix Greffulhe, Gr.2, 3rd in Grand Prix de Paris, Gr.1, Qatar Prix Niel, Gr.2, La Coupe, Gr.3, etc; sire), etc. **Glimmerball**, dam of **Glitter Girl** (3 wins, £ 66,023; 2nd in Oh So Sharp Stakes, Gr.3, producer).

**CRYSTAL SPRAY** won 1 race in Ireland at 4, € 1,240 and placed; dam of 7 winners incl.: **DUBAI SUCCESS**, 3 wins at 3 to 5, £ 110,626 + £ 24,800 + Riyals 4,680 incl. Dubai Irish Village Stakes, Gr.3; 2nd in Geoffrey Freer Stakes, Gr.2, Betfair Curragh Cup, Gr.3, etc. **SOLAR CRYSTAL**, 2 wins, £ 34,433 + £ 24,392 incl. May Hill Stakes, Gr.3, etc; dam of **Feared In Flight** (3rd in Racing Post Trophy Stakes, Gr.1); grandam of **Cristal Fashion**, etc. **STATE CRYSTAL**, 2 wins at 2 and 3, £ 58,549 + £ 24,392 incl. Lancashire Oaks, Gr.3; 2nd in Sun Chariot Stakes, Gr.2, 3rd in Yorkshire Oaks, Gr.1, etc; dam of: **Crystal Curling**, 1 win; 3rd in Cheshire Oaks, L, etc; dam of **SPARKLING CRYSTAL** (dam of **Royal Crystal**, 2nd in Deccan Derby, Gr.1), WOTABREEZE (4 wins in England), etc. **TRUE CRYSTAL**, 1 win in England at 3, £ 4,865; dam of: **LIBRAN**, 9 wins in England and Australia at 3 to 6, £ 52,010 + Aus$ 1,325,050 incl. Chairmans Handicap, Gr.2; 2nd in Sydney Cup, Gr.1, 2019 Neville Sellwood Stakes, Gr.3. **TIME CRYSTAL**, 1 win; dam of **SPARKLING PORTRAIT** (Glasgow Stakes, L, etc), Start Right (4 wins, £ 53,905 + ¥ 1,365,000+ Dhs 625,247; 3rd AbuDhabi Championship, Gr.3), etc Other winners: **JACK THE GIANT** (9 wins, £ 221,458), **MALAKIYA** (5 wins), **CRYSTAL ROCK**, ANGEL’S GUARD THEE, NO TRUTH (both producer) and MOUNT CRYSTAL. **Top Crystal**, unplaced; dam of THREE ROCKS (5 wins, £ 134,768 incl. Keeneland Minstrel Stakes, Gr.3 and placed 2nd in Desmond Stakes, Gr.3, Amethyst Stakes, Gr.3, etc), etc. **Opera Aida**, unplaced; grandam of **ZELZAL** (4 wins, £ 365,495 incl. Prix Jean Prat, Gr.1), **IBIZA** (Morocco Cup Prix Chloé, Gr.3, etc; producer), **Ice Cave** (6 wins, ₹ 30,24,782; 3rd in Byerly Turk Million, Gr.3), **Zenbennie**, TIME FOR FUN (8 wins), SADDLE THE WIND, etc.

**CRYSTAL MUSIC**, above. **Tchaikovsky**, 2 wins; 2nd in Derby Trial Stakes, Gr.3, 3rd in Irish Derby, Gr.1, etc; sire. **SNOW CRYSTAL**; grandam of **SPACE TRAVELLER** (2019 Solonaway Stakes, Gr.2, 2019 Jersey Stakes, Gr.3; 3rd in 2019 Strensall Stakes, Gr.3, etc), **PELLUCID** (producer), etc. **Crystal Melody**, unplaced; dam of **GRANDE MELODY** (dam of **Broadway Boogie**, etc), etc.

**Half-sister to CRYSTAL HEARTED** (Flughafen Frankfurt Trophy, Gr.2, etc), **PINK CRISTAL** (dam of **ALWAYS FIRST**, etc). Their dam, half-sister to **ROYAL PALACE** (Leading Sire), **PRINCE CONSORT** (sire), **SELHURST** (sire), etc. **Tracing to ABSURDITY**. Family in India of **ARROGANT APPROACH** (Maharaja’s Cup, Gr.3, etc), **STAR INSPIRATION**, etc.
SARVAGNYA won 8 races, ₹ 28,88,833 incl. Bhagmati Cup; 2nd in Turf Club Cup, etc; dam of: Dalasan (ch c 2017 by Sedgefield[USA]), in training.

AHLIYAT[USA] won 1 race in England at 3, £ 3,306 and placed twice; dam of 7 winners: ATTRACTRESS, 6 wins, £ 65,88,390 incl. Golconda 1000 Guineas, Gr.2, Golconda Oaks, Gr.2, Alcock Arabian Stakes, Gr.3 and placed 2nd in Golconda Textiles Deccan Derby, Gr.1, Vijay Textiles Golconda Derby, Gr.1, 3rd in Poonawalla Mysore Derby, Gr.1, etc; dam of: Star Carnation, 4 wins, £ 53,23,729 and placed incl. 2nd in Catalyst Properties Bangalore Derby, Gr.1, 3rd in D P Sharma Memorial Sprints Trial Stakes, Gr.3, etc.

Dazzling Bay, 4 wins, ₹ 32,67,576; 3rd in Deccan Fillies’ Championship Stakes, Gr.3, etc; 2nd in Easter Cup, etc; dam of: Alcyon, unraced; dam of: Krypton, 5 wins, € 394,988 incl. Irish St. Leger, Gr.1, etc; sire. Black-type winners: ALIYAPOUR (3 wins in Greece), ALISAR (3 wins in Ireland and Spain), etc; dam of: ALASHA, 2nd in Villoo Poonawalla Indian Oaks, Gr.1, etc; sire. Black-type placed winners: Altountash (sire) and Altinya (granddam in India of Rocket Force).

ALANNYA won 2 races in France at 2 and 3, € 19,018 incl. Prix la Grotte, Gr.3, Prix Penelope, Gr.3, etc; dam of: Desert Story, 3 wins in England, £ 110,846 incl. Craven Stakes, Gr.3, etc; sire. ALAYA, 1 win and dam of: FLOWERS OF SPRING (Lanwades Stud Stakes, Gr.3, etc), etc.

ALIYOUN, 4 wins, € 9,452 + $ 80,745 incl. Apache Trail Handicap and placed; sire.

ALIYA, 2 wins in Ireland at 3, € 27,424 incl. Oyster Stakes, L, etc; dam of: ALANDI, 5 wins, € 394,988 incl. Irish Field St. Leger, Gr.1, Prix du Cadran, Gr.1, etc; sire. Other black-type winners: ALIYFA (dam of ALVEENA, etc) and ALMELA (producer). Other winners: ALIYAPOUR (3 wins in Greece), ALISAR (3 wins in Ireland and Spain), etc; dam of: ALANZA, 1 win in Ireland and AYLA[IRE] (1 win; dam of AYLA’S EMPEROR, 7 wins), etc; dam of: CHEF D’OEUVRE (4 wins, ₹ 36,41,150 incl. Fillies’ & Mares’ Stakes, Gr.3; 2nd in Villoo Poonawalla Indian Oaks, Gr.1, etc; producer), ANGELS HARMONY, etc. Black-type placed winners: Altountash (sire) and Altinya (granddam in India of Rocket Force).

ALIAL, 2 wins in France; dam of: ALTAYAN (sire), ALTASHAR, etc; dam of: ALASHA, ALAYA, etc; 3rd dam of: ALANZA, ALONSOA, Highland Breeze, Harnup, etc; sire. ALIMANA, above.

Alaiya, unraced; dam of: ZELATOR (sire), etc; granddam of: BREAK CARD (Premier’s Cup, L, etc); 3rd dam of: YOSEI (4 wins incl. Tiara Winter Stakes, Gr.1, etc), Albonetti, etc.

Tracing to MUMTAZ MAHAL; ancestress also of MAHMOUD, NASRULLAH, etc. Family in India of ANGEL DUST, ACCADELLE, ACCLAIMED, COLOMBIANA, AGGREGATED, etc. Family in 2019 of MYSTIC JOURNEY (Australian Guineas, Gr.1, etc), CATCH ME, etc.
Bay Colt
Jan 30, 2018
Ninth Foal
9
DNA-Typed
Shamwari

Stud: Equus
Property of Raptakos, Brett & Co Ltd
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Ampere[FR]
(b - 2012)
Galileo

Sadler's Wells
Northern Dancer
Fairy Bridge
Urban Sea
Miswaki
Sri Pekan
Red Ranaom
Lady Godolphin
Tanzania
Alzao
Seeking the Gold
Mr. Prospector
Satin Flower
Con Game
Shadeed
Sateen
Exotic Treat
Vaguely Noble
Rare Treat

SATIN ROSE [GB] won 1 race in England at 3, £ 3,764 and placed; dam of:
Eucharist (b f 2008 by Acclamation), 4 wins in England at 2 and 3, £ 162,265 incl. Epsom Derby, Gr.1, Sean Graham Ballymoss Stakes, Gr.2, Nijinsky Stakes, Gr.2, etc; sire.

OFFICE WIFE, 5 wins in USA, $ 157,726 incl. Modesty Handicap, L and placed 2nd in Queen Charlotte Handicap, Gr.3, 3rd in Firenze Handicap, Gr.2, etc; dam of:
DANCE TREAT, 4 wins in France at 3 and 4, € 112,354 incl. La Coupe, Gr.3, etc; dam of:
SOUTH EASTER, 4 wins, £ 76,141 + Sin$ 196,066 + € 11,400 incl. Dee Stakes, Gr.3, etc;
DIXIE DANCE, 3 wins; dam of Light My Fire (4 wins, £ 56,115 and placed incl. 3rd in Firth of Clyde Stakes, Gr.3, 2019 EBF Terme di Merano, L, etc), etc.

SHAMWARI placed 6 times in England at 3 and 4, £ 4,526; dam of 5 winners:
CHOKITA, 3 wins in South Africa at 3 and 4; dam of REPTILIAN (3 wins), SENIOR DOBA, etc; BE MY LOVER, 1 win, € 29,471; dam of WOOD LARK ISLAND, IN LOVE WE TRUST, etc.
Other winners: CORNELL PRECEDENT, SALERNO and SATIN ROSE[GB] (above).

EXOTIC TREAT did not race; dam of 5 winners:
GOLDEN FLEECE, Champion 3YO in Europe, 4 wins at 2 and 3, £ 162,265 incl. Epsom Derby, Gr.1, Sean Graham Ballymoss Stakes, Gr.2, Nijinsky Stakes, Gr.2, etc; sire.

OFFICE WIFE, 5 wins in USA, $ 157,726 incl. Modesty Handicap, L and placed 2nd in Queen Charlotte Handicap, Gr.3, 3rd in Firenze Handicap, Gr.2, etc; dam of:
DANCE TREAT, 4 wins in France at 3 and 4, € 112,354 incl. La Coupe, Gr.3, etc; dam of:
SOUTH EASTER, 4 wins, £ 76,141 + Sin$ 196,066 + € 11,400 incl. Dee Stakes, Gr.3, etc;
DIXIE DANCE, 3 wins; dam of Light My Fire (4 wins, £ 56,115 and placed incl. 3rd in Firth of Clyde Stakes, Gr.3, 2019 EBF Terme di Merano, L, etc), etc.

Other black-type placed winners: Sharjah and Polish Blue (sire).

Exotic Slew, 4 wins, $ 159,439 and placed incl. 2nd in Excelsior Handicap, Gr.2, etc.

ZAWAHAHY, 1 win in England at 3, £ 8,403 and placed; dam of:
SUMMERTIME LEGACY, 2 wins, £ 74,159 incl. Prix des Reservoirs, Gr.3, etc; dam of:
MANDAECAN, 3 wins, £ 154,850 + Dhs 282,783 incl. Criterium de Saint-Cloud, Gr.1, etc.

WAVERING, 2 wins, incl. Prix Saint Alary, Gr.1, etc; dam of Switching, Floirderer, etc.

Winters Moon, 1 win; 3rd in Dubai Fillies’ Mile, Gr.1, etc; dam of EARTHLIGHT (2019 Middle Park Stakes, Gr.1, 2019 Prix Morny, Gr.1, 2019 Prix de Cabourg, Gr.3, etc), etc.

Mister Green, 5 wins, £ 30,346 and placed incl. 3rd in Derby Trial Stakes, L, etc.

Lavender And Lace; dam of Maxi Boy (3rd in 2019 Superlative Stakes, Gr.2, etc), etc.

Quiet Waters, unplaced; dam of PAS DE SECRETS (2 wins incl. Songline Classic, L), etc.

NORTHERN TREAT, 1 win in USA at 3, 23,300 and placed.

Exotic Bride; dam of Admiral’s Well (3rd in Ascot Gold Cup, Gr.1, etc), Yukon Gold, etc; granddam of Secret Love (3rd in Cal. Monsoon Derby, Gr.3; producer), WALK OF LIFE, etc.

Shamwari, above.

Half-sister to WHAT A TREAT (Champion 3YO Filly in USA, 11 wins incl. Alabama Stakes, etc; dam of BE MY GUEST, Champion Sire, Bendara, etc; granddam of IDA DELIA, NIKISHKA, VERS LA CAISSE, HIGH COMPETENCE, ESPERANTO, etc; 3rd dam of VICTORY SPEECH, sire. MAKE NO MISTAKE, ATLANTIC DESTINY, LEMONLIME, MISS MOSES, etc), RING TWICE, ROUSLANA (grandam of FREEZES, etc), Tracing to CHEROKEE ROSE II; ancestress also of MAJESTIC LIGHT, GREEN FOREST[USA], etc.
SAVVY SHOPPER[USA] did not race; dam of:

Call The Law (b f 2006 by Acclamation), placed in Ireland at 2 and 4, € 4,074.

Jeeran (b g 2008 by Acclamation), un-placed.

Launch On Line (b f 2009 by Majestic Missile), placed in England at 2, £ 605.

Shop Till You Drop (b f 2010 by Camacho), placed in England at 2, £ 733.

Dazzling Touch (b f 2014 by Carnival Dancer[GB]), un-placed; died at 3.

Gringo (b g 2015 by Abbeyside[GB]), un-placed.

BLISSFUL ROSE (b f 2016 by Abbeyside[GB]), 1 win, ₹ 3,48,000 and placed.

MERCANTILE won 4 races at 3 and 4, € 58,083 incl. Prix Panacee, L etc; dam of 3 winners:

MARCHAND DE SABLE, 3 wins in France at 2 and 5, € 283,938 incl. Criterium de Saint-Cloud, Gr.1 and placed 2nd in Grand Prix d’Evy, Gr.2, P. Jean de Chaundenay-G.P. du Printemps, Gr.2, Prix Noailles, Gr.2, Prix Hocquart, Gr.2, Prix de Conde, Gr.3, etc; sire.

Other winners: MAGICIENNE (1 win in France; dam of winners), CHOKAI CROWN (1 win), Touville, un-placed; dam of:

Fontevrault, 3 wins in France at 2 and 3, € 79,425; 3rd in Prix Thomas Byron, Gr.3, etc.

BLANCHELUSIENNE, 4 wins; dam of Le Roumois (8 wins; 3rd in Prix Max Sicard, L etc), Partie de Dames, un-placed; dam of PARTY PRO (2 wins and placed; producer), etc.

Doors to Manual; dam of SAFETY CHECK (10 wins, £ 139,149 + Dirhams 2,569,176 incl.

Zabeel Mile, Gr.2, Al Fahidi Fort, Gr.2; 3rd in Lennox Stakes, Gr.2, etc Savvy Shopper[USA], above.

Mercuriale won 2 races in France at 2 and 3 and placed incl. 2nd in Prix de Conde, Gr.3, 3rd in Prix Penelope, Gr.3, etc; dam of 9 winners incl.:

GENERAL, 4 wins in France and USA at 2 and 4, € 28,203 + $ 17,020 incl. Prix Thomas Byron, Gr.3 and placed 3rd in Prix de Guiche, Gr.3, Prix La Force, Gr.3, etc; sire.

EXCEPTIONNEL, 3 wins in France at 2 to 5, € 5,793 incl. Grande Prix de Nantes, L and placed 3rd in Criterium de Saint-Cloud, Gr.2, Prix Noailles, Gr.2, etc; sire.

MERCANTILE, above.

Selagine, 1 win; dam of Migrator (6 wins in France and USA; 2nd in Prix Lord Seymour, L etc), ERIA DIESE (dam of Kheops Quercus, 10 wins; 3rd in Prix Georges Trabaud, L), etc. Main Verte, placed; dam of VERTICAL SPORT, Maiden Lady (2nd in JWS Langerman Handicap, Gr.3, etc; dam of Money Bags, 2nd in Investec Cape Derby, Gr.1), MAMUSHKA (dam of TIZA, 13 wins incl. The Klawervlei Stud Nursery, Gr.1, etc, Opening Partner, 2nd in Byerly Turk Plate, Gr.3, etc), Mischief Maiden (dam of Mombasa, etc), etc.

Mahonie, un-placed; dam of KEEMOON, Montaudry, etc; grandam of JOINEM, etc.

Half-sister to HALTILALA (11 wins incl. Prix Bagatelle, etc), SOPHORA (8 wins incl. Grand Prix de Vichy, etc), Corymbe, VERBENA (dam of EXPRESS TIGERE, 7 wins incl. Anne Andulel Handicap, L, etc; grandam of CAVEAT COMPETOR, 6 wins incl. Lake George Stakes, Gr.3, etc; 3rd dam of Doms Flash, etc), etc. Their dam SIRRIMA, half-sister to DIE HARD (Players’ Navy Cut Trial Stakes, etc), EVERY BLESSING (Princess Elizabeth Stakes, etc), etc. Tracing through AURORA to MARCHETTA; ancestress in India of STARFIRE GIRL, MARCHETTA, ACADIA, AMYNTOR, etc. Family in 2019 of VASILIKA (Gamley Stakes, Gr.1), FROSTED GOLD (SA Nursery, Gr.2), MYTHICAL MAGIC, NORTH FRANCE, etc.
SET ABLAZE placed, ₹ 1,57,500 viz. 2nd in Juventus Trophy; dam of:
Setaglow (b f 2014 by Multidimensional[IRE]), 3 wins, ₹ 13,84,685; 3rd in Prince Ardent Trophy.
Advika (b f 2015 by Multidimensional[IRE]), 2 wins, ₹ 16,78,780 incl. Bookmaker's Association Cup and placed 3rd in Calcutta 1000 Guineas, Gr.3, Calcutta Oaks, Gr.3, Acorn Stakes, etc. Flameoftheforest (ch f 2017 by Speaking of Which[IRE]), in training.

Set Aside won 7 races, ₹ 10,88,151 incl. A.S. Vaidya Memorial Cup and placed 3rd in Command Calcutta 1000 Guineas, Gr.3, etc; dam of 5 winners:
SET ALIGHT, 11 wins, ₹ 2,20,13,765 incl. President of India Gold Cup, Gr.1, Kingfisher Derby Bangalore, Gr.1; 2nd in Mc Dowell Signature Indian Derby, Gr.1, Nizam’s Gold Cup, Gr.3; dam of SATELLITE (7 wins incl. Kakatiya Million, Gr.3, etc; broodmare).Shaman (4 wins, ₹ 55,14,221; 2nd in Calcutta 2000 Guineas, Gr.2, 3rd in Calcutta Derby, Gr.1, etc, etc).
SETAFLAME, 8 wins, ₹ 1,30,49,473 incl. Calcutta St. Leger, Gr.3; 2nd in Monsoon Derby, Gr.2, Calcutta Million, Gr.2, 3rd in Calcutta Derby, Gr.1, Calcutta 2000 Guineas, Gr.2, etc.
MY FRIEND PAUL, 5 wins, ₹ 15,61,581 incl. Gool & Soli Poonawalla Mem. Gold Trophy, etc. Other winners: RIVER KNIGHT (2 wins, ₹ 4,98,505) and SET TO WIN (4 wins, ₹ 16,86,670). Set Ablaze, above.

TROIS ETOILES[USA] won 3 races in France, € 11,677 and placed; dam of 13 winners:
ARTESIA, 8 wins, € 1,61,76,542 incl. Calcutta Oaks, Gr.3, Calcutta St. Leger, Gr.3; 2nd in Calcutta Derby, Gr.1, Cal. 1000 Guineas, Gr.3, Queen Elizabeth II Cup, Gr.3, etc; producer. NOBLE OPINION, 3 wins, € 43,98,567 incl. Poonawalla Breeders’ Multi-Million, Gr.1, etc.
Romantic Getaway, 5 wins, € 26,84,759; 4th in Heritage Estates Juvenile Million, Gr.3, etc. Star Alliance, 4 wins; 3rd in C.N. Wadia Gold Cup, Gr.2, 4th in Bangalore Derby, Gr.1, etc. Allez Indi, 1 win; 2nd in Golconda 1000 Guineas, Gr.2, etc; dam of MASTERS GLORY, etc. Our Dynasty, 1 win, € 5,50,480 and placed incl. 2nd in Bangalore Oaks, Gr.2, etc. Other winners: NOBLE KINGDOM (17 wins), DUCKWORTH, NOBLE POSSESSION, RIVENDELL, KARISINI (both dam of winners), STAR ALONE and SET ASIDE (above).

TREFOIL won 3 races in France at 3 and 4, € 47,183 and placed; dam of 6 winners incl.; FIRECREST, 5 wins, £ 51,156 incl. Galtres Stakes, L; dam of All Set To Go (3rd in Ballysax Stakes, Gr.3), PHOENIX FLIGHT, LADY LONGBIRD[IRE] (dam of SILVER EDGE, etc), etc. TROIS ETOILES[USA], above.

Gentle Thoughts, placed; dam of BLUE BAJAN (12 wins incl. Henry II Stakes, Gr.2, etc). Mink Mitten[GB], placed; dam of CAVALLO VELOCE (Chief Minister’s Cup, Gr.3, etc), etc. Second City[GB], dam of Eastern Crown (2nd in Indian Champagne Stakes, Gr.3).
Second Prayer[IRE], unraced; dam of Malpas Missile (dam of RENFREW STREET, etc).

Half-sister to FIRST PRAYER (14 wins incl. Grand Prix de Deauville, Gr.2, etc), WATER LILY (4 wins incl. Next Move Handicap, Gr.3, etc; dam of TALINUM, sire, Gharam, 3rd in Poule d’Essai des Pouliches, Gr.1, etc; granddam of NOBLE ROSE, SIMEON, NOCTILUCENT, GREAT NOTION WAGGAAS, WOLF MAN ROCKET, Shayaa, Eishamms, etc; 3rd dam of dam of TAQSEEM, TAMWEEL, GALILEO’S NIGHT, sire, CROC VALLEY, NOTABILITY, SIMON DE MONTFORT, TAJMEEL, MASTER OF WAR, etc; 4th dam of DESIRE, etc), MATIN D’ETE, Colourful, YOUTHFUL (dam of JEUNE, Champion Older Horse in Australia, won Melbourne Cup, Gr.1, etc; sire, BENEFICIAL, sire; etc; granddam of FIRST FANTASY, etc), Snowdrop (dam of ASCETIC SILVER, SILVER CROSS, etc), etc. Their dam, FIRST BLOOM, Champion 2YO Filly in France, won 4 races incl. Prix Thomas Bryan, Gr.3, etc. Tracing to SALAMANDRA.
Si Gentille won 2 races, ₹6,56,229 incl. Gold Street Trophy and placed 2nd in Vijay Chauhal Trophy, 3rd in Own Opinion Trophy, 4th in Indian 1000 Guineas, Gr.1, etc; dam of:

**SINNTARA**, 4 wins in Ireland at 3, ₹34,996 incl. Giolla Mear Race, L, etc; dam of:

**SINNDAR**, 7 wins incl. Prix de l'Arc de Triomphe Lucien Barriere, Gr.1, etc; sire.

**Sequence**, 2 wins, £19,481; 2nd in EBF Galtres Stakes, L, etc; dam of a winner.

**Simawa**, 1 win, ₹17,743 and placed incl. 3rd in Martin Molony Stakes, etc; dam of:

**SILWANA**, 4 wins incl. Loughbrown Stakes, L; 3rd in Vintage Crop Stakes, Gr.3, etc.

**Summaya**, 1 win in Ireland at 3, £28,240; 2nd in Derby Trial Stakes, Gr.3, etc; sire, etc.

**SINNIDYA**, 1 win; dam of **SINDIRANA** (dam of **Sinkal**, etc), **Simannka**, etc; grandam of **SIKANDRARABAD** (2019 Mornington Cup Prelude, L; 2nd in 2019 Carlyon Cup, Gr.3, etc).

**MISTINQUETT**, 6 wins; dam of **MISTERNANDO** (10 wins incl. Willie Park Trophy Stakes, L).

**SABANIYA**, 1 win; dam of **Chaguaramas**, etc; grandam of **PHENOMENALE** (Pune Derby, Gr.1; dam of **GERMANICUS**, 5 wins, ₹1,08,57,125 incl. Golconda Derby, Gr.1, Golconda 2000 Guineas, Gr.2; 2nd in Pune Derby, Gr.1, etc, PHENOMENAL MEMORY, 4 wins), etc.

**Si Gentille**, above.

Flag Support, unraced; dam of **GO ROCKIN’ ROBIN** (4 wins, $318,681 incl. Peter Pan Stakes, Gr.2, sire), etc; grandam of **Unleash the Humor** (12 wins, $346,238; 2nd in Charles Town Juvenile Stakes, L, etc), **Isomer** (3 wins, £63,225; 2nd in Chesham Stakes, L), etc.

**ACCOMMODATING[USA]** won 2 races in France at 2 and 3, €67,902 incl. Prix Ronde de Nuit, L; 2nd in Prix Vanteaux, Gr.3, 3rd in Prix Saint-Alary, Gr.1, etc; dam of 1 winner:

**Si Gentille**, above.

Flag Support, unraced; dam of **GO ROCKIN’ ROBIN** (4 wins, $318,681 incl. Peter Pan Stakes, Gr.2, sire), etc; grandam of **Unleash the Humor** (12 wins, $346,238; 2nd in Charles Town Juvenile Stakes, L, etc), **Isomer** (3 wins, £63,225; 2nd in Chesham Stakes, L), etc.

**ACCOMMODATING[USA]**, above.

**MCKEESPORT**, 1 win in USA at 3, $9,600 and placed; dam of:

**Mountain Region**, unraced; dam of **Llanera** (1 win in Venezuela, Bolivars 3,200,000; 3rd in Clasico Jose Rafael Ball, L, etc), etc; grandam of **LA INVASORA** (6 wins incl. Clasico Gelinotte, Gr.2, etc), **BACK TO LOVE** (1 win in Venezuela incl. Clasico Jib Dancer, L, etc), **Prince Sheik** (2nd in Copa Canonero, Gr.2, etc), **Little Dailyn**, **Tuki Monton**, etc.

Other winners: **BASIC** (sire), **MEENSHAR** (dam of a winner), **SIAMESE** and **CLEVERMEN**.

**STOYANA** placed in France at 3; dam of 6 winners:

ACCOMMODATING[USA], above.

**MCKEESPORT**, 1 win in USA at 3, $9,600 and placed; dam of:

**Mountain Region**, unraced; dam of **Llanera** (1 win in Venezuela, Bolivars 3,200,000; 3rd in Clasico Jose Rafael Ball, L, etc), etc; grandam of **LA INVASORA** (6 wins incl. Clasico Gelinotte, Gr.2, etc), **BACK TO LOVE** (1 win in Venezuela incl. Clasico Jib Dancer, L, etc), **Prince Sheik** (2nd in Copa Canonero, Gr.2, etc), **Little Dailyn**, **Tuki Monton**, etc.

Other winners: **BASIC** (sire), **MEENSHAR** (dam of a winner), **SIAMESE** and **CLEVERMEN**.

**STOYANA** won 2 races in France at 3, ₹7,897 and placed; dam of 6 winners incl.:

**SADJIYD**, 4 wins in France at 2 and 3, ₹149,460 incl. Prix Noailles, Gr.2 and placed; sire.

**SIDAMA**, 4 wins in France at 3, ₹36,069 and placed; dam of:

**SINNARIEA**, 4 wins in Ireland at 3, €34,996 incl. Giolla Mear Race, L, etc; dam of:

**SINNDAR**, 7 wins incl. Prix de l’Arc de Triomphe Lucien Barriere, Gr.1, etc; sire.

**Sequence**, 2 wins, £19,481; 2nd in EBF Galtres Stakes, L, etc; dam of a winner.

**Simawa**, 1 win, €17,743 and placed incl. 3rd in Martin Molony Stakes, etc; dam of:

**SILWANA**, 4 wins incl. Loughbrown Stakes, L; 3rd in Vintage Crop Stakes, Gr.3, etc.

**Summaya**, 1 win in Ireland at 3, £28,240; 2nd in Derby Trial Stakes, Gr.3, etc; sire, etc.

**SINNIDYA**, 1 win; dam of **SINDIRANA** (dam of **Sinkal**, etc), **Simannka**, etc; grandam of **SIKANDRARABAD** (2019 Mornington Cup Prelude, L; 2nd in 2019 Carlyon Cup, Gr.3, etc).

**MISTINQUETT**, 6 wins; dam of **MISTERNANDO** (10 wins incl. Willie Park Trophy Stakes, L).

**SABANIYA**, 1 win; dam of **Chaguaramas**, etc; grandam of **PHENOMENALE** (Pune Derby, Gr.1; dam of **GERMANICUS**, 5 wins, ₹1,08,57,125 incl. Golconda Derby, Gr.1, Golconda 2000 Guineas, Gr.2; 2nd in Pune Derby, Gr.1, etc, PHENOMENAL MEMORY, 4 wins), etc.

**Si Gentille**, above.

Full-sister to **ABGAL**, etc. Their dam Bielka, a half-sister to **COREJADA** (Irish Oaks, etc), **ALBANILLA**, **FLORIANA** etc. Tracing to **FRIZETTE**. Family in 2019 of **NAOMI BROADWAY** (Grande Premio Zelia Gonzaga Peixoto de Castro, Gr.1), **FILLMORE**, etc.
SILKEN DANCER won 4 races, ₹13,31,250 and placed 2nd in Soviet Song Trophy, etc; dam of:
LADY TWO (dk b f 2014 by New Famous[BRZ]), 3 wins, ₹16,92,750; 2nd in Marinsky Cup, etc
Welcare (b f 2015 by Chevalier[IRE]), unplaced.
BALLER (dk b g 2016 by New Famous[BRZ]), 2 wins, ₹10,29,750; 2nd in Governor’s Cup, etc.
Chakram (dk b c 2017 by New Famous[BRZ]), in training.

SILKEN MAGIC won 3 races, ₹4,46,985 incl. Lt Col Gaunt Memorial Cup, Datta Jewellers Gold Cup; 3rd in Jog Cup, D.M. Shivaswamy Memorial Cup, etc; dam of 4 winners:
SMOOTH AS SILK, 6 wins, ₹23,92,250 incl. H H M Jagaddipendra Narayan Bhup Bahadur of Coch Behar Memorial Cup; 2nd in Mysore Race Club Cup, Topmost Cup, etc; producer.
RAW SILK, 5 wins, ₹13,31,750 incl. INS Hooghly Cup and placed; producer.
Other winners: LUCKY STREAK (3 wins, ₹12,59,914) and SILKEN DANCER (above).

Mulberry won 4 races, ₹7,34,451 incl. Canny Scot Trophy, Governor's Trophy, H.R. Shantidas Trophy and placed 2nd in Madras Race Club Trophy, 3rd in Kingfisher Indian Oaks, Gr.1, 4th in Bombay Dyeing C.N. Wadia Gold Cup, Gr.2, etc; dam of 8 winners:
Falconet, 3 wins; 3rd in Indian Champion Cup, Gr.2, 4th in Queen Elizabeth II Cup, Gr.3, etc.
TOP ROMANCE, 7 wins, ₹11,46,000 incl. J Rustomji Soparivala Trophy, etc; dam of:
SEVENTH STEP, 2 wins, ₹9,29,870 and placed incl. 3rd in Police Martyr’s Cup, etc.
TRUE GENIUS, 1 win, ₹2,31,453.
BAYBERRY, 6 wins, ₹14,90,839; dam of JULIO CESARO (2 wins, ₹9,29,060), etc.
SERIOUS WARRIOR, 5 wins, ₹12,81,104 and placed incl. 2nd in Huntsey Stud Trophy.
BORN PURPLE, 4 wins, ₹8,29,076 and placed incl. 2nd in Leading Tipster Trophy, etc.
Other winners: SNOWBERRY (3 wins), REWARDING KING and SILKEN MAGIC (above).

BLUEBERRY ran only once; dam of 12 winners:
Mulberry, above
TOP CLASS, 8 wins, ₹5,17,800 incl. Telangana Cup, Madras Trophy, etc.
POWDER BLUE, 7 wins, ₹2,38,012 incl. Nilgiris Gold Cup and placed.
HABENDUM, 3 wins, ₹56,195; dam of INSPECTOR EAGLE (3 wins), BAAZ (2 wins), etc.
WILD BEAUTY, 2 wins, ₹75,500 and placed; producer.
ELUSIVE, 1 win, ₹1,06,762; dam of ELUSIVE BAY (12 wins, ₹5,44,000), APACHE TROOPER, etc; grandam of SIXTY SECONDS (4 wins), SHE’S A STAR (3 wins), etc.
BLUE FAIRY, 1 win, ₹16,700; dam of JESSE JAMES (5 wins), CANNON BAY, etc.
GOLDEN BERRY, 1 win, ₹15,400 and placed; dam of DOWNTOWN GIRL, etc.
Other winners: BEAVERBROOK (3 wins, ₹1,55,000), GOOSEBERRY (3 wins, ₹1,10,164), RUNNING BRAVE (2 wins and placed) and GLARING EAGLE (1 win, ₹41,000).

Half-sister to GHAZAB (7 wins incl. Indian 1000 Guineas, Gr.1, Indian Oaks, Gr.1, Eve Champion Cup, Gr.3, Maharaja Jiwajirao Scindia Gold Cup, Gr.3, etc), NOOR-E-SHIRAZ (7 wins incl. Indian 2000 Guineas, Gr.1, Indian St. Leger, Gr.1-NTR, R.R. Ruia Gold Cup, Gr.3, Mulberry Cup and placed; sire), Royal Favour, Sweetheart, VALMOSS (11 wins), CRANKY BOY (9 wins), SKANDA (8 wins), GHALIB and SAMANA (2 wins each). Their dam, half-sister to grandam of REGENT STREET (Prix de la Foret, etc), etc. The next dam, half-sister to TILLER® (dam of HIGH SEAS, won South India 2000 Guineas, Gr.2, etc), etc. Tracing to FREE TRADE; ancestress also of MASSINE (Prix de l’Arc de Triomphe, etc; sire), BROWN DUCHESS (Epsom Oaks, etc), LA CAMARGO (Prix de Diane, etc), etc.
Property of Mr Tegbir S Brar

Stud: Dr. Kehar Singh

Abbeyside[GB] (b - 2006)

Danehill       Daneziz
Mira Adonde          Rayzana
Alysheba          Sharpen Up
Trois Graces       Lettre d'Amour
Ancient Regime       Alydar

Silver Scents

DNA-Typed

BRANDED: Silver Set (ch f 2016 by Abbeyside[GB]), placed,

SILVER SCENT did not race; dam of:

Silver Scent, above.

Summer Review won 1 race in France at 3, € 22,570 and placed incl. 2nd in Premio Royal Mares, Gr.3, 3rd in Prix de Honfleur, L, etc; dam of 3 winners:

SUMMER TRIP, 1 win at 3, € 132,790 viz. CIGA Prix de Royallieu, Gr.2 and placed incl. 2nd in Prix de Pomone, Gr.2, Prix Fille de l’Air, Gr.3, Premio Baggio, Gr.3, 3rd in Oaks d’Italia, Gr.1, Grosser Preis der Berliner Bank, Gr.1, Grosser Preis von Baden, Gr.1, Prix de Pomone, Gr.2, 4th in Prix de Diane Hermes French Oaks, Gr.1, etc; dam of:

MUSHEER, 1 win in England, £ 15,516; 3rd in Laurent Perrier Champagne Stakes, Gr.2, etc.

Pomone, 1 win in England, £ 15,516; 3rd in Laurent Perrier Champagne Stakes, Musheer, above.

SUMMER SWEETIE[USA] did not place; dam of 3 winners:

SWEET CONSOLIDATOR, 6 wins in USA at 3 to 7, $ 107,538 and placed.

IRISH FERRY, 3 wins in USA at 3 and 4, $ 36,507.

FIVE STAR SWEETIE, 2 wins in USA at 3, $ 25,968.

Silver Scent, above.

Summer Review won 1 race in France at 3, € 22,570 and placed incl. 2nd in Premio Royal Mares, Gr.3, 3rd in Prix de Honfleur, L, etc; dam of 3 winners:

SUMMER TRIP, 1 win at 3, € 132,790 viz. CIGA Prix de Royallieu, Gr.2 and placed incl. 2nd in Prix de Pomone, Gr.2, Prix Fille de l’Air, Gr.3, Premio Baggio, Gr.3, 3rd in Oaks d’Italia, Gr.1, Grosser Preis der Berliner Bank, Gr.1, Grosser Preis von Baden, Gr.1, Prix de Pomone, Gr.2, 4th in Prix de Diane Hermes French Oaks, Gr.1, etc; dam of:

MUSHEER, 1 win in England, £ 15,516; 3rd in Laurent Perrier Champagne Stakes, Gr.2, etc.

Conomo Point; dam of:

Point Me to It (6 wins; 2nd in Montauk Handicap, etc; producer), etc.

Elatis, 1 win in England at 3, £ 6,139; dam of:

AL NASRAIN, 5 wins in Japan at 2 to 5, ¥ 311,721,000 incl. Nikkei Sho, Gr.2, Metropolitan Stakes, L, 2nd in Tenno Sho, Gr.1, 3rd in Kyoto Daishoten, Gr.2, Keisei Hai, L, etc.

Tsurumaru Glamor, 1 win; 2nd in KBS Kyoto Sho Fantasy Stakes, L, etc; dam of winners.

HELIAIANTHEMUM, 2 wins in France, € 24,034; dam of HUNTING FALCON (4 wins), etc.

Summer Sweetie[USA], above.

RAISE A BABY won 3 races in France at 2 and 3, € 33,396 incl. Prix de Minerve, Gr.3, Prix Major Fridolin, L, etc; dam of 7 winners:

Summer Review, above.

Diamond Shoes, 1 win in England at 3, £ 6,629; 3rd in Virginia Stakes, L; dam of a winner.

Other winners: ARLINGTONS BABY (7 wins), WOODLAND RITES (2 wins), SECRET EXILE (2 wins), CAPIRAZZA (1 win, $ 23,445) and ATTENGUR (1 win; sire).

Half-sister to KALI SERA (14 wins at 2 to 7, $ 96,367 and placed 3rd in Gettysburg Claiming Stakes, L, etc), TABOLA (1 win and placed 3rd in Duchess Stakes, L, etc; dam of SON OF BRIARTIC (Sir Barton Stakes, L, etc), PETRUS (Ontario Foaled Stakes, L, etc; dam of Brave Capade, etc; grandam of STELLAMATUTINA, etc), Son of the North (2nd in New Providence Stakes, L, etc), High Table, Country Picnic, etc) PUSHY (dam of TUGGER, won Noble Damsel Handicap, Gr.3, etc; grandam of MONTERO, SEEKING ANGELS, etc), TABERET (dam of HALO'S PRINCESS, won Princess Elizabeth Stakes, L, etc; grandam of VOILE D'OR, won WATC Derby, Gr.1, etc, IMPERATRIX, HAILSHAM, Royal Minister, etc), ARCTIC WINTER (dam of POLAR BIRD, won Barronstown Stud E.B.F. Debutante Stakes, Gr.3, etc; grandam of FOKINE, OCEAN RIDGE, MY REDBYRD, POLAR CIRCLE, etc), Tabolian (dam of REAL POET, etc), Danseuse Classique (dam of REGAL PARADE, etc; grandam of APPLE DANISH, etc, etc). Their dam, BAMBOLA won 5 races at 2 to 4, £ 1,593 and half-sister to COOL MOON (sire), DONATO (Blandford Stakes, etc), Moon Shot (3rd in Dante Stakes, etc), etc. Tracing to LADY JUROR (half-sister to MUMTAZ MAHAL), Family in India of SERJEANT AT ARAMS, PROSERPINE, LA RONDINE, etc. Family in 2019 of ASIESELMANI, etc.
Baronova won 1 race in Ireland at 3, € 1,308 and placed; dam of Siwah[FR], above.

Gavroche, 1 win; dam of Imaflashycat, 1 win; dam of La Miserable, unplaced in 2 starts in France; dam of:

Other winners:
- Vavavumwa (2 wins in Italy; produce r), Hot Salt (1 win in France; producer)
- Royal Rivalry, 2 wins; dam of Royal Goofy (10 wins), Rivara (dam of a winner), etc
- Other black-type placed winners:
  - Lady Cozzene, 1 win; dam of Her dam, half-sister to Aus $ 256,000 incl. Underwood Stakes, won 3 races in England and USA at 2 and 4, £ 4,211 + $ 50,850 + € 5,681 and placed
  - Miranda __________ (b c 2017 by Surfrider[IRE]), discarded.

AquaTicAa (b f 2013 by Soldier Hollow), 3 wins, Sarasota (ch f 2011 by Sulamani), unraced.

Safie (b f 2010 by Linda's Lad), unraced.

Stroochkova (ch f 2009 by Kentucky Dynamite), placed in France at 2 and 3, € 9,150. 5,86,670.

Siwah[FR] did not race; dam of:

Tale of the Cat sire, etc; 3rd dam of
- Robellino, 2 wins; dam of Sea Gift, 1 win; dam of Treasure Trove; dam of Other black-type placed winners:
  - Lady Cozzene, 1 win; dam of Flor De Luna, etc.

Her dam, half-sister to Title (grandam of Stop the Blues, Fire Sale Queen, 3rd dam of Desi's Patriot, etc), fabled Monarch, sire. Blade, sire, State (dam of Double Feint, Region, Narrateur, Announce, Dibs, etc; grandam of Preach, Northcote Road, Haunt, sire, Le Carre, etc; 3rd dam of Classic Threat, Minardi, sire, Pulpit, sire, Tale of the Cat, sire, etc; 4th dam of Johannesburg, sire), Isobella (grandam of Robello, Champion Sire, Inner City[IRE], sire in India, Hakari, Lucky N Green, etc; 3rd dam of Mister Cosmi, Seneca Reef[IRE], etc). Tracing to Aloe.
SMOKY OPAL[USA] won 4 races in USA at 4, $ 60,120 and placed; dam of:

HIS EXCELLENCY (b c 2015 by Twirling Candy), 1 win, DNA-Typed (dk b/br - 2009), Smart Strike, Mr. Prospector, Hope, Dancing Brave, Smoky Opal[USA], above.

SOUND THE FANFARE won 5 races at 3 and 4, $ 129,937 incl. Jammed Lovely Stakes, L and placed 3rd in Pan Zareta Stakes, etc; dam of 5 winners:

CRUCIBLE, 7 wins in USA at 3 to 6, $ 645,332 incl. Pelletieri Breeders’ Cup Handicap, L; 2nd in Finger Lakes Breeders’ Cup Stakes, Gr.3, Taylor’s Special Handicap, L (twice), 3rd in Commonwealth Breeders’ Cup Stakes, Gr.2, Mervyn Breeders’ Cup Handicap, Gr.3, etc. QUIT CHEER, 5 wins at 2 to 4, $ 242,034 incl. Ontario Lassie Stake, etc; dam of:

SMART ROAR, 6 wins, $ 142,968 incl. Duchess of York Handicap; dam of BLUES ROAR. Burst of Fire, 4 wins at 3; 2nd in Breeders’ Stakes, 3rd in Toronto Handicap, Gr.3, etc. Mountain Beacon, 2 wins at 3 and 5, $ 153,267 and placed 3rd in Breeders’ Stakes, etc. Follow the Piper, 2 wins at 3 and 4, $ 121,586 and placed 2nd in With Approval Stakes, etc. Mountain Bonfire, unraced; dam of Somethingaboucher, Pin High, Smart Short, etc. Wild Rhythm, 17 wins at 4 to 8, $ 264,959 and placed incl. 3rd in Parnitha Stakes, etc. Wilderness Hush, 2 wins in 3 starts at 3, $ 38,006; dam of:

Strike Softly, 6 wins at 2 to 4, $ 683,309 incl. Nassau Stakes, Gr.2, etc; dam of:

GOLDEN SABRE, 4 wins at 3 and 5, $ 323,223 incl. Durham Cup Stakes, Gr.3-NTR; 2nd in Sky Classic Stakes, Gr.2, Nijinsky Stakes, Gr.3, Henry S Clark Stakes, L, etc. Strike Me Down, 1 win, $ 142,280 and placed incl. 2nd in Cup and Saucer Stakes, etc. Written in Stone, 6 wins in Canada and USA at 3 to 7, Can$ 250,575 + $ 139,417 incl. Chesapeake Stakes-NTR and placed 2nd in Eillo Stakes, L, etc. Wild Trumpet, 1 win in USA at 4, $ 78,713 and placed. Time For Trumpets; grandam of Grecian Princess (2nd in Strike Your Colors Stakes, L), etc. Twenty One Guns, above.

NALEE’S RHYTHM won 6 races in USA at 3 and 4, $ 65,402 incl. Somethingroyal Handicap and placed 3rd in Ontario Matron Handicap, etc; dam of 5 winners incl.: WILDERNESS SONG, 15 wins, $ 1,482,033 incl. Sprinter Stakes, Gr.1, etc; dam of Go to the Sun (8 wins; 3rd in Summer Stakes, Gr.2, etc; sire), etc; grandam of UP WITH THE BIRDS (Champion Horse of the year in Canada, 8 wins incl. Jamaica Handicap, Gr.1, Nijinsky Stakes, Gr.2 and placed 2nd in International Stakes, Gr.1, 3rd in Sky Classic Handicap, Gr.2, etc), SPEIGHTSONG (6 wins incl. Queenstown Stakes; 2nd in Colonel Power Stakes, L, 3rd in 2019 Chesapeake Stakes, L, etc), MULMUR (4 wins incl. Ontario Jockey Club Stakes, etc), Giant’s Tom, Butterfly McQueen (producer), King Rontos, etc. SOUND THE FANFARE, above.

Rhythm of Life, unraced; dam of SARAVA (3 wins incl. Belmont Stakes, Gr.1, etc; sire), etc. Half-sister to DANCE TO MARKET (Champion 2YO in Canada, won Grey Handicap, etc; sire), ANSWER TO MUSIC (Rancho Santa Fe Stakes, etc; sire), OVERPROOF, MAITRE DE DANSE (sire), etc. Tracing to BELLA-DONNA. Family in 2019 of YES I AM FREE, etc.
Stud: Poonawalla Astonish

Property of Poonawalla Astonish Stud Private Limited

| Bay Colt | DNA-Typed Branded | Stud: 2019 |
|----------|-------------------|------------|---|
| Pivotal | Excellent Art[GB] (b - 2004) | P4 |---|
| Polar Falcon | Nureyev | Marie d'Argonne |---|
| Fearless Revival | Cozzene | Stufida |---|
| Obsessive | Seeking The Gold | Mr. Prospector |---|
| Con Game | Secret Obsession | Secretariat |---|
| Northern Dancer | Secret Asset | Graustark |---|
| Neardic | Snow Dew | Grey Gaston* |---|
| Snow | Snow | Fortino II |---|
| Snow | Amber Forest[IRE] | Baroda Princess |---|
| Snow | Yellow God | Forest Fun |---|

SNOW DEW won 8 races, ₹ 80,41,577 incl. Kingfisher 1000 Guineas, Gr.1, Fillies' Trial Stakes, Gr.1, Derby Bangalore, Gr.1, Bangalore 1000 Guineas, Gr.2 and placed 2nd in Breeders' Produce Stakes, Gr.2, 3rd in Jayachamaraja Wadiyar Cup, Gr.3, etc; dam of: SOUTHERN CHARGE (ch g 2004 by Placerville[USA]), 6 wins, ₹ 35,64,467 incl. Bangalore Juvenile Million, Gr.2, Bangalore 2000 Guineas, Gr.2, 2nd in Madras Race Club Trophy, etc; SOUTHERN CHARGE (b g 2005 by Placerville[USA]), 5 wins, ₹ 8,66,500 incl. Karl Umrigar Trophy, etc. Snow Dew (b f 2006 by Placerville[USA]), placed, ₹ 2,23,125; 2nd in Forest Area Cup, etc. (foal 2008 by Placerville[USA]), died since birth.

SOUTHERN SKY (b f 2010 by Placerville[USA]), 4 wins, ₹ 18,94,216 incl. Welcome Cup, etc. SNOW BLAST (b f 2011 by Ace[IRE]), 2 wins, ₹ 5,39,686 and placed; broodmare.

Minerva (b f 2012 by Arazan[IRE]), died at 5.

Honey Dew (b f 2013 by Arazan[IRE]), placed, ₹ 8,12,000 incl. 2nd in Gool S Poonawalla Million, Gr.3, E d’Avoine Trophy, etc; producer.

Amaethon (ch g 2014 by Excellent Art[GB]), placed, ₹ 1,32,995.

SNOWDON (b c 2015 by Excellent Art[GB]), 3 wins, ₹ 11,32,705; 2nd in Essenzi Da Wills Cup. (b f 2017 by Arazan[IRE]), in training.

SNOW won 5 races, ₹ 5,01,772 incl. Indian 1000 Guineas, Gr.1, etc; dam of 9 winners incl.: SNOW FOREST, 8 wins, ₹ 6,96,171 incl. Calcutta Oaks, Gr.1; dam of WILD FOREST, etc.

SNOW DEW, above.

Other black-type placed winners: Prince Arthur, Celestial Fire and Mystic View.

ALIX, 5 wins; dam of ACCESS ALL AREAS (S.A. Poonawalla Million, Gr.2 and placed 2nd in Fillies' Trial Stakes, Gr.1, etc; dam of winners), Angelo, Gentle Knight, Mountain Range, etc; grandam of SUCCEEDING STAR (Queen Elizabeth II Cup, Gr.3, etc), HONOUR, etc.

MISS FREEZE, 1 win; dam of Splendid Elegance (2nd in Calcutta Million, Gr.1, etc; broodmare), Chilly Wind (3rd in Bangalore Oaks, Gr.2, etc; dam of GUSTY WIND), etc; grandam of SNOWSCAPE (6 wins incl. Calcutta Derby, Gr.1, etc), SNOWDRIFT (6 wins incl. Cal. Derby, Gr.1, Indian Champion Cup, Gr.1, etc), Snow Blaze, Trustworthy, placed; dam of GISELE (3 wins incl. Golconda Oaks, Gr.2; dam of ST BARTS), Elusive Trust (dam of SIR CECIL, 8 wins, ₹ 3,26,46,020 incl. Indian 2000 Guineas, Gr.1, Mysore Derby, Gr.1; sire, HALL OF FAMER, 5 wins, ₹ 3,59,64,222 incl. Indian Derby,Gr.1, Calcutta Derby, Gr.1, etc; Implicit Trust, 2nd in Bangalore Oaks, Gr.2, etc; dam of St BARTS) etc.

AMBER FOREST[IRE] placed 4 times in Ireland; dam of 12 winners incl.: BLUE ICE, 9 wins, ₹ 7,49,240 incl. S I Oaks, Gr.1, S I 1000 Guineas, Gr.2, etc; dam of: ICELANDIC, 16 wins incl. Hong Kong Bank Cup, Gr.2, 3rd in Sprinters' Classic, Gr.1, etc; AMBER ROYAL, 13 wins, ₹ 16,73,016 incl. Threptin Gen Rajendrasinhji Million, Gr.3, etc; DAMAGNER LIASON, 4 wins incl. Indian 1000 Guineas, Gr.1, etc; dam of Aspiring Ballerina, etc; grandam of Special Charm (Ted Fordyce Cup, etc), Welcome Smile, etc.

SANTORINI STAR, 9 wins incl. Derby Bangalore, Gr.1, etc; dam of STAR PERFECTION (22 wins; dam of Ambitious Reward, etc), Amazing Striker and Snow Fields.

Silver Reef, 9 wins and placed incl. 3rd in Garware Paints Indian 2000 Guineas, Gr.1, etc; CLASSIC STATEMENT, 2 wins; dam of Second Jewel, etc; grandam of MY ABLAZE, etc.

ONCIDIUM, 8 wins, ₹ 5,91,224 incl. Mysore Derby, Gr.2, Madras Gold Vase, Gr.3, etc; sire.

Other black-type winners: AMBERLAND, AMBER FLASH (sire), SNOW (above).

FACTS OF LIFE; grandam of BLOODY MARY (producer), Ming, Magic Million, etc.

CICCIOLINA, 3 wins; grandam of Midtown Magic (2nd in Golconda Juv. Million, Gr.3, etc).

Tracing to DINNER. Family in 2019 of THERA (Clasico Frau Astrid, L), etc.
SOLANGE won 3 races, ₹ 10,81,108 incl. Col Mahadik Memorial Trophy and placed.

**Shadow Roll[IRE]** placed, £ 4,824 incl. 3rd in Sweet Solera Stakes, L, etc; dam of 9 winners:

- **UNDERDONE**, 1 win at 2, £ 3,909; dam of:
  - **PRINCESS YAIZA**, 3 wins in Ireland and France at 2 and 3, € 195,881 + £ 13,450 incl. Qatar Prix de Royallieu, **Gr.2** and placed 2nd in Ardilaun Hotel Oyster Stakes, L, **Gr.3** in Irish Stallion Farms E.B.F. Salsabil Stakes, **Gr.1**, Arkle Finance Cheshire Oaks, L, Johnnie Lewis Memorial British Abingdon E.B.F. Stakes, L, etc.  
  - **PICANTE**, 3 wins in France at 2 and 3, £ 61,500 and placed at 2.  
  - **A J COOK**, 2 wins in England at 3 and 6, £ 14,524 and placed.  
  - **CARRAGOLD**, 8 wins to 5 at 9, £ 37,501 and placed.  
  - **SHADOW CABINET**, 6 wins in Australia at 2 and 3, AUS$ 180,000 + £ 2,290 and placed.  
  - **ADVERSE**, 5 wins in Greece at 4 and also placed in England at 3.  
  - **MANTOU**, 3 wins in England at 3 to 7, £ 13,093.  
  - **SHADY POINT**, 1 win; dam of:  
    - **MASTERSHIP**, 4 wins, £ 49,732,  
    - **SECRET SOCIETY**, 3 wins, £ 89,788,  
    - **DOCK ON TIME**, 1 win, € 13,200 and  
    - **EASTERN SOCIETY**, 1 win; producer.  

**WARNING SHADOWS** won 2 races in England at 3, £ 57,656 + £ 72,413 incl. Sun Chariot Stakes, **Gr.2**, 2nd in Irish 1000 Guineas, **Gr.1**, etc; dam of 4 winners:

- **SHADOWLESS**, placed at 2, £ 10,131 incl. 2nd in Weatherbys Superlative Stakes, L, etc.  
- **Shadow Roll[IRE]**, above.

SHADOWLESS was placed:

- **SHADY POINT**, 1 win; dam of **MASTERSHIP** (4 wins, £ 49,732), **SECRET SOCIETY** (3 wins, £ 89,788), **DOCK ON TIME** (1 win, £ 3,909) and **EASTERN SOCIETY** (1 win; producer).
- **DARK PLANET**, 1 win at 3, £ 7,676 and placed 5 times.

**SILENT MOVIE** did not place; dam of 3 winners:

- **WARNING SHADOWS**, above.

Other winners:

- **RUNUN** (1 win in England) and **PEARLY MIST** (dam of **MSARREB**, 5 wins).

Half-sister to **NOALTO** (5 wins, £ 121,020 incl. Champion Two Year old Trophy, L and placed 2nd in Tote Lockinge Stakes, **Gr.2**, Diomed Stakes, **Gr.3**, Inglewood Handicap, **Gr.3**, etc; sire), **RHYME ROYAL** (9 wins, £ 41,404 and placed incl. 2nd in Brigadier Gerard Stakes, **Gr.3**), **CONTRALTO** (2 wins; dam of **ENHARMONIC**, 7 wins incl. Diomed Stakes, **Gr.3**, Oettingen-Rennen, **Gr.3**, etc; dam of **SOPRANO**, 3 wins incl. International Stakes, L and placed 2nd in Trusthouse Forte Hungerford Stakes, **Gr.3**, etc), **SHAMISEN**, 1 win and placed incl. 2nd in Lowther Stakes, **Gr.2**, etc; grandam of **MEMBERSHIP**, 4 wins, £ 159,366 incl. Jersey Stakes, **Gr.3** and placed 3rd in Gimcrack Stakes, **Gr.2**, etc; **TREAT**, 1 win and placed incl. 2nd in Meon Valley Stud Mile, **Gr.1**, etc; 3rd dam of **SONATINA[GB]**, 2 wins and placed incl. 2nd in Thoroughbred Stakes, L, etc, **SPINNING TOP**, **WOODLANDS FOREST**, **MOONSONG MAGIC**, **STAVE JOBS**, etc), etc. Their dam, half-sister to **BERKELEY SQUARE** (Cavendish Cape Handicap, etc), **COLLATERAL** (4 wins; dam of **FIRST CHARGE**, 14 wins in Barbados incl. Da Costa Stakes, etc; 3rd dam of **ALEXIS**, won Dance Smartly Handicap, **Gr.3**, etc, **FRESHWATER PEARL**, **MISS HELGA**, etc), **LOVE LETTER** (1 win; dam of **SHAW PARK**, etc; grandam of **SLICIOUS**, **JUST A FLUTTER**, etc), etc. Tracing to **CREDENDA**; ancestress in India of **VERSAKI** (Nanoli Stud Pune Derby, **Gr.1**), **AVEC PLAISIR** (Gool S. Poonawalla Million, **Gr.3**, etc), **IKARIA**, **CASTILIAN**, **SHIVANSH**, etc. Family in **MAIN EDITION** (German 1000 Guineas, **Gr.2**, etc), **ETANA** (Doobemen Roses, **Gr.2**), **LA TENE**, **BLIZZARD**, etc.
Stud: Akal Sahai

Property of Mr Navtej Singh Brar

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Race</th>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>Owner</th>
<th>Trainer</th>
<th>Winner</th>
<th>Place 1</th>
<th>Place 2</th>
<th>Place 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Feb 11, 2018</td>
<td>Alysheba</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Bay Filly</td>
<td>1600m</td>
<td>Mr Navtej Singh Brar</td>
<td>Mr Navtej Singh Brar</td>
<td>Alydar</td>
<td>Lettre d'Amour</td>
<td>Olden Times</td>
<td>Caterina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Abbeyside[GB]</td>
<td>(b - 2006)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Aloha</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Ninth Foal</td>
<td>1600m</td>
<td>Mr Navtej Singh Brar</td>
<td>Mr Navtej Singh Brar</td>
<td>Alydar</td>
<td>Lettre d'Amour</td>
<td>Olden Times</td>
<td>Caterina</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Somethingabouther** won 3 races, ₹ 8,81,743 incl. Ray of Light Trophy and placed 2nd in Manjri Stud Breeders’ Juv. Fillies’ Championship, Gr.3, Regal Domain Trophy, etc; dam of: Something Gorgeous (dk b f 2010 by Win Legend[JPN]), 2 wins, ₹ 6,91,294; 2nd in K L Modi Cup. LEGENDE INDIENNE (dk b f 2012 by Win Legend[JPN]), 3 wins, ₹ 11,11,250 and placed. AGATTA GIRL (dk b f 2013 by Win Legend[JPN]), 1 win, ₹ 10,31,295 and placed. The Man In Black (b g 2014 by Win Legend[JPN]), placed, ₹ 2,75,750. Ajeeta (b f 2016 by Win Legend[JPN]), placed, ₹ 3,12,160 and placed 3rd in Acorn Stakes, etc. Allabouther (dk b f 2017 by Win Legend[JPN]), in training.

**SOMETHING BEAUTIFUL** did not race; dam of 2 winners: Somethingabouther, above. **KING COBRA**, 3 wins, ₹ 5,06,000 and placed 3rd in Jockey Kavan Kariappa Mem. Cup, etc.

**BELLE ET CHERE[USA]** placed twice in France at 2 and 3, ₹ 3,201; dam of 3 winners: FUENJI, 3 wins at 2 and 3, ₹ 53,204 incl. Prix Ronde de Nuit, L, etc; dam of grandam of VOUS ETS JOLIE (3 wins, ₹ 71,117,000 incl. Niigata Nisai Stakes, Gr.3, etc), Belle Lumiere (4 wins, ₹ 121,218,000; 2nd in Sankei Sports Hai Hanshin Himba Stakes, Gr.2), Belles Soeurs (1 win, ₹ 19,094,000; 2nd in KSB Kyoto Sho Fantasy Stakes, Gr.3), etc.

**High Mare**, 2 wins, ₹ 68,754 and placed incl. 2nd in Haras de Puits, L, etc; dam of winners. **MA PRIERE**, 1 win at 3, ₹ 25,307 and placed; dam of MIRACLE (6 wins), RED MAGIC, etc. Something Beautiful, above.

**MADGE** won 1 race in France, ₹ 5,946; dam of 3 winners: **MA BICHE**, Champion 2YO Filly in Europe, 7 wins in England and France, ₹ 140,977 incl. One Thousand Guineas, Gr.1, William Hill Cheveley Park Stakes, Gr.1, etc; dam of: **KASSBAAN**, 13 wins, £ 21,194 + Dhs 500,000 incl. Nad Al Sheba Sprint, L, etc; dam of **BLUSHING PINK[USA]**, placed twice at 2 and 3, ₹ 6,556; dam of: **PINKY MOUSE**, 1 win in Italy at 3, ₹ 6,611 and placed; dam of: **SUNDAY’S BRUNCH**, 8 wins, ₹ 157,069 incl. Premio Guido Berardelli, Gr.3, etc; dam of **BLESSED LUCK**, 5 wins at 2 and 3, ₹ 119,415 incl. Premio Dormello, Gr.3 and placed. **SILENT KILLER**, 7 wins, ₹ 116,720 incl. Premio ITS EX Tulio Righetti, L and placed. **Lamarita**, dam of TROJAN RIVER (28 wins, ₹ 23,77,500), CASINO KNIGHT (26 wins), Miss Fyr, unraced; dam of **Most Charming** (dam of CHARMING PRINCE, TIAN SHAN, etc), FYORS GIFT[IRE] (1 win; dam of King's Consort, 4th in Christmas Cup, Gr.3, etc), Biodwen; dam of **Carolines Secret** (dam of ELEKTRUM, won John C. Mabee H'cap, Gr.2), etc; dam of **CHARMING PRINCE**, 13 wins at 2 and 3, ₹ 119,415 incl. Premio Dormello, Gr.3 and placed. **CHARMING PRINCE**, 7 wins, ₹ 119,415 incl. Premio ITS EX Tulio Righetti, L and placed.

Half-sister to **MIGE** (3 wins incl. Cheveley Park Stakes, etc; damgrandam of TRUCULENT, sire, NORTHERN BOY, sire, POLYXENA, etc; 3rd dam of YXENERY, INDIAN FUN, CHARMING SCENE, etc; 4th dam of POLYGREEN, ENCHANTED GHOST, etc, 5th dam of FIJI ISLAND, etc). Exploit (sire), Midou (grandam of FRUITS OF LOVE, sire, MUJADIL, sire, SCARLET FLUTTER, MAJINSKAYA, etc; 3rd dam of KISTENA, MODEEER, Chinese Whisper[IRE], sire in India, etc; 4th dam of BELARDO, etc, BERLING, Margery (grandam of SENTOUKI, sire, etc), etc. Tracing to MACKWILLER; ancestress in India of PATRON IN CHIEF, etc.
Sorrenarto Steel[GB], Champion 3YO Filly in Scandinavia in 2005, won 4 races in Norway and Sweden at 2 and 3, £ 24,189 and placed: dam of:

GOLDEN VIPER (b g 2008 by Golden Snake), 4 wins, £ 12,60,460 incl. Bandipur Cup, etc.

San Ramon (b g 2009 by Placever[USA]), 4 wins, £ 30,00,875; 3rd in Deccan Derby, Gr.1.

Duranththu (b c 2010 by Placever[USA]), died since birth.

Secret Mission (ch g 2011 by Placever[USA]), placed, £ 74,520; 2nd in H. Mehra Trophy.

Nothing But Wind (b g 2012 by Arazan[IRE]), unraced.

EXCELLENT SORRENTO (b c 2015 by Excellent Art[GB]), 3 wins, £ 11,09,500 and placed.

Golden Steal (ch rig 2016 by Leitir Mor[IRE]), unplaced, BTC Anniversary Cup.

INDIAN’S FEATHER[IRE], 6 wins, £ 44,425 and placed 17 times; dam of:

SPINAZZ, 13 wins in Italy, € 99,000 incl. Suresh Mahindra Multi-Million Trophy, etc. Immediate family of

G SFENTON, 9 wins in England at 3 and 4, £ 27,247 and placed.

Other winners: CRIMSON SHOWER (dam of  CATARINADIMEDICI), MASHMOUM (above).

GEORGE FENTON, 9 wins in England at 3 and 4, £ 27,247 and placed.

Other black-type placed winners:

Other winners: ZAMUNDA (dam of winners) USQUAEBACH, SORRENTO STEEL[GB] (above).

CRIMSON SHOWER (dam of CATARINADIMEDICI), MASHMOUM (above).

Nothing But Wind (b g 2012 by Arazan[IRE]), unraced.

Secret Mission (ch g 2011 by Placever[USA]), placed, £ 74,520; 2nd in H. Mehra Trophy.

Nothing But Wind (b g 2012 by Arazan[IRE]), placed, £ 1,89,650.

Fasterthanhu (b f 2013 by Arazan[IRE]), unraced.

Opposite SORRENTO STEEL[GB], Champion 3YO Filly in Scandinavia in 2005, won 4 races in Norway and Sweden at 2 and 3, £ 24,189 and placed: dam of:

GOLDEN VIPER (b g 2008 by Golden Snake), 4 wins, £ 12,60,460 incl. Bandipur Cup, etc.

San Ramon (b g 2009 by Placever[USA]), 4 wins, £ 30,00,875; 3rd in Deccan Derby, Gr.1.

Duranththu (b c 2010 by Placever[USA]), died since birth.

Secret Mission (ch g 2011 by Placever[USA]), placed, £ 74,520; 2nd in H. Mehra Trophy.

Nothing But Wind (b g 2012 by Arazan[IRE]), placed, £ 1,89,650.

EXCELLENT SORRENTO (b c 2015 by Excellent Art[GB]), 3 wins, £ 11,09,500 and placed.

Golden Steal (ch rig 2016 by Leitir Mor[IRE]), unplaced, £ 99,000

Nova (b f 2017 by Leitir Mor[IRE]), in training.

MASHMOUM won 1 race in England at 3, £ 5,503 and placed once; dam of 7 winners:

SPINAZZ, 13 wins in Italy, £ 99,320 and placed 22 times.

INDIAN’S FEATHER[IRE], 6 wins, £ 44,425 and placed 17 times; dam of:

BOLD COMMAND, 7 wins. £ 1,58,62,124 incl. Suresh Mahindra Multi-Million Trophy, Gr.2, BTC Anniversary Cup, Gr.2, Mysore 2000 Guineas, Gr.3, Bangalore Summer Million, Gr.3, Rajyotsava Trophy, Gr.3, New Year Cup, Gr.3 and placed 2nd in Mysore Derby, Gr.1. Major P K Mehra Memorial Super Mile Cup, Gr.1, New Year Cup, Gr.3, etc.

STAR COUNCILLOR, 1 win, £ 30,12,250 viz. Breeders’ Juv. Colts’ Championship, Gr.3, etc.

INDIAN TOUCH, 16 wins, £ 58,71,887 and placed incl. 2nd in F D Wadia Trophy, Gr.2, etc.

GEORGE FENTON, 9 wins in England at 3 and 4, £ 27,247 and placed.

NEWPORT ARCH, 3 wins in England at 2 and 4, £ 8,887 and placed.

Other winners: ZAMUNDA (dam of winners) USQUAEBACH, SORRENTO STEEL[GB] (above).

FLAMING ROSE, placed 5 times at 3 and 4, £ 7,780; dam of 5 winners:

CHIPAYA, 6 wins, £ 166,535 incl. October Stakes, L, etc; granddam of BYRAMA (Vanity Handicap, Gr.1, etc; producer).

KLAMMER (Horris Hill Stakes, Gr.3, The Warrior, etc).

Fernanda, 3 wins, £ 39,229; 2nd in Crowson Prestige Stakes, Gr.3, etc; dam of:

GIN ROSA, 2 wins; dam of Dimmi Di Su (9 wins; 3rd in Premio Gardone, L, etc), etc.

Other winners: CRIMSON SHOWER (dam of CATARINADIMEDICI), MASHMOUM (above).

Bonica; dam of WINKER WATSON (3 wins incl. July Stakes, Gr.2, etc, all his starts), etc.

PAPAMIENTO placed 4 times in USA at 2 and 3, £ 6,225; dam of 6 winners incl.:

GWYDION, 4 wins incl. Queen Mary Stakes, Gr.3; 3rd in July Cup, Gr.1, etc; dam of:

ENRIQUE, 3 wins incl. Greenham Stakes, Gr.3; 2nd in Irish 2000 Guineas, Gr.1, etc; sire.

SYNERGETIC, 2 wins incl. La Coupe de Marseille, L, etc; sire.

Our Prince, 5 wins in France and Singapore; 2nd in Prix du Gros-Chene, Gr.2, etc. Ballet Society; dam of SWIFT TANGO, First Row; grandam of PERFECT TRIBUTE, etc.

Other black-type placed winners: Kresa, Forest Ride and Opalescence.

Flaming Rose, above.

Peggy’s String; dam of Tumbleweed Quartet (1 win; 3rd in Champagne Stakes, Gr.2, etc). Danzig’s Dandy, unraced; dam of Dandy Danzig (3rd in Whirlaway Breeders’ Cup Stakes, L) Bunnicula; grandam of Before Electricity (3rd in Channel Three Stakes, L), Jonsey Rabbit.

Half-sister to ARMISTICE (sire), TWICE WORTHY (sire), Combattante II (dam of RECORD ACCLAIM, etc) etc. Immediate family of PRINCE CHEVALIER (sire), PHARLY (sire), NOBLE OPINION (Poonawalla Breeders’ Multi-Million, Gr.1), etc. Tracing to SAINT ASTRA.
Stud: Poonawalla Exhilaration Stud Pvt Ltd

Property of Poonawalla Exhilaration Stud Pvt Ltd

Bay Colt

Excellent Art[GB]  (b - 2004)

Branded:
Polar Falcon                  Pricewise
Fearless Revival            Multidimensional[IRE]
Obsessive                    Sacred Song
Secret Obsession             Gourgandine[IRE]

Starry Eyes                  Auction Ring
(b - 2010)

Pivotal                      North Forland

E1

Bay Colt Dates:
Jan 3, 2018

Third Foal

DNA-Type:

Starry Eyes                  North Forland
(b - 2010)

Pricewise

Gourgandine[IRE]

Stud:

Starry Eyes                  Ruby Ransom
Sacred Song                   Northern Dancer
Multidimensional[IRE]         Secret Asset
Razyana                      Pricewise
Imperial View                 Secret Asset
Daneshill                    Razyana

DNA-Typed:

Multidimensional[IRE]         Razyana
Sacred Song                   Pricewise

Stud:

Starry Eyes                  Ruby Ransom
Sacred Song                   Northern Dancer
Multidimensional[IRE]         Razyana

Third Foal Dates:

Surrender; dam of

BELLE DE CADIX 1, 3; 3rd in Indian St. Leger, Gr.1, R.W.I.T.C., Ltd. Invitational Trophy, Gr.2, Fillies’ & Mare’s Stakes, Gr.3, etc; dam of: Stars For You (b f 2016 by Arazan[IRE]), unraced.

FIRST-YEAR SIRE:

GOURGANDINE[IRE] ran once in France at 3; dam of 8 winners incl.:

AVALANCHE STAR, 13 wins, ₹ 30,42,566 incl. Calcutta Gold Cup, Gr.2-NTR, etc.
ALLIED FORCES, 11 wins, ₹ 63,40,615 incl. Stayers’ Trophy, Gr.1, Indian Champion Cup, Gr.1, R.W.I.T.C., Ltd. Invitational Trophy, Gr.2, Bangalore St. Leger, Gr.2, etc.
PERCEIVED VALUE, 5 wins, ₹ 54,69,321 incl. The Hindu Deccan Derby, Gr.1, Golconda St. Leger, Gr.2, 2nd in St. Leger, Gr.1, 3rd in Indian Derby, Gr.1, dam of Imperial View, etc. Other black-type placed winners: Cambiasso, Camacho and Pricewise (above).
BELLE DE CADIX, 1 win at 3, ₹ 3,987 and placed four times; dam of:

DOLLED UP, 2 wins, ₹ 129,385 incl. Prix du Bois, Gr.3, 2nd in Prix d’Arenberg, Gr.3, etc.
ZEITING; dam of COMBAT ZONE, ROYAL EMPIRE, SCOTTISH, Bikini Babe, Zut Alors, MADANY, 2 wins; dam of EQTIDAAR (Commonwealth Cup, Gr.1, etc), MASSAAT, etc.
Deserting[IRE], unplaced; dam of Money Ball (2nd in Juvenile Sprinter’s Million, Gr.3, etc). Only Royale; dam of Bombardier, Simply Royale, STARGOCRAT, MARKET LEADER,etc Pacific Fleet, placed; dam of Dolphin Bay (12 wins; 3rd in S.I 2000 Guineas, Gr.2, etc), Star Supremacy; dam of Very Special (3rd in Calcutta St. Leger, Gr.3), ASCENDENCY, etc. Surrender; dam of Ardenes (2 wins; 2nd in Usha Stud Calcutta Oaks, Gr.3, 4th in Calcutta 1000 Guineas, Gr.3, etc) grandam Gershwin (3rd in Poonawalla Bangalore Derby, Gr.1).

North Forland won 1 race at 3; 2nd in Ribblesdale Stakes, Gr.2, etc; dam of 5 winners incl.:

FORTUNE’S WHEEL, 6 wins incl. Prix d’Harcourt, Gr.2; 3rd in Turf Classic, Gr.1, etc.
LIBERTINE, 3 wins; grandam of SGT PEPPER, etc; 3rd dam of INFAMOUS ANGEL, etc.
HARMLESS ALBATROSS, 3 wins; dam of VOLOCHINE (sire), KAHTAN (sire), ALMASS, GHATAAS (sire), SAKHA, etc; 3rd dam of RED TEA (2019 Kilboye Estates Stakes, Gr.2, 3rd in 2019 Prix Jean Romanet, Gr.1, 2019 Lanwades Stud Stakes, Gr.2), etc.
Gourgandine[IRE], above.

Half-sister to INFRA GREEN (dam of ECOLOGIST, sire, INFRASONIC, GREEN REEF, Greensmith[GB], sire in India, etc; grandam of INHABITANT[GB], sire in India, LONDONNETDOTCOM, TOULON, Hill Reef, etc), etc. Tracing to WATERHEN.

STARRY EYES won 3 wins, ₹ 1,46,78,788 incl. Forbes Breeders’ Juvenile Fillies’ Championship, Gr.3; 2nd in Poonawalla Breeders’ Multi-Million, Gr.1, McDowell Signature Indian Derby, Gr.1, Good S. Poonawalla Million, Gr.3, 3rd in Indian 1000 Guineas, Gr.1, Indian St. Leger, Gr.1, RWITC Gold Cup, Gr.2, Fillies’ & Mare’s Stakes, Gr.3, etc; dam of: Stars For You (b f 2016 by Arazan[IRE]), unraced.

(b c 2017 by Arazan[IRE]), died since birth.

Pricewise won 4 races, ₹ 10,42,060 incl. Sangam Cup, Varada Cup and placed 3rd in Indian Republic Trophy, 4th in Indian Oaks, Gr.1. Fillies’ Trial Stakes, Gr.1, etc; dam of 6 winners:

WHOMAKESTHEREULUES, 8 wins, ₹ 2,33,85,089 incl. Maj P K Mehta Mem. Super Mile Cup, Gr.1, Indian Champion Cup, Gr.1, Clacutta 2000 Guineas, Gr.2, Monsoon Derby, Gr.2, Karnataka Juv. Million, Gr.2; 2nd in Golconda St. Leger, Gr.2, Maharaja Jiwajirao Scindia Trophy, Gr.2, Maharaja’s Gold Cup, Gr.2, Colts’ Championship Stakes, Gr.3, etc.

STARRY EYES, above.

PRIZE FINDER, 3 wins, ₹ 16,46,881 incl. Delhi Cup, Vidhana Soudha Cup; 2nd Delhi Cup, etc; SCARBOROUGH FAIR, 1 win, ₹ 8,35,486 and placed 3rd in French Cup, etc; producer.

WE MAKE THE RULES, 1 win, ₹ 7,94,250; 3rd in August Handicap, Tattersalls Mile, etc.

NATALMA, 1 win, ₹ 4,16,029 and placed incl. 2nd in Sir Sultan Chinoy Trophy, etc.

GOURGANDINE[IRE] ran once in France at 3; dam of 8 winners incl.:

AVALANCHE STAR, 13 wins, ₹ 30,42,566 incl. Calcutta Gold Cup, Gr.2-NTR, etc.
ALLIED FORCES, 11 wins, ₹ 63,40,615 incl. Stayers’ Trophy, Gr.1, Indian Champion Cup, Gr.1, R.W.I.T.C., Ltd. Invitational Trophy, Gr.2, Bangalore St. Leger, Gr.2, etc.
PERCEIVED VALUE, 5 wins, ₹ 54,69,321 incl. The Hindu Deccan Derby, Gr.1, Golconda St. Leger, Gr.2, 2nd in St. Leger, Gr.1, 3rd in Indian Derby, Gr.1, dam of Imperial View, etc. Other black-type placed winners: Cambiasso, Camacho and Pricewise (above).
BELLE DE CADIX, 1 win at 3, ₹ 3,987 and placed four times; dam of:

DOLLED UP, 2 wins, ₹ 129,385 incl. Prix du Bois, Gr.3, 2nd in Prix d’Arenberg, Gr.3, etc.
ZEITING; dam of COMBAT ZONE, ROYAL EMPIRE, SCOTTISH, Bikini Babe, Zut Alors, MADANY, 2 wins; dam of EQTIDAAR (Commonwealth Cup, Gr.1, etc), MASSAAT, etc.
Deserting[IRE], unplaced; dam of Money Ball (2nd in Juvenile Sprinter’s Million, Gr.3, etc). Only Royale; dam of Bombardier, Simply Royale, STARGOCRAT, MARKET LEADER,etc Pacific Fleet, placed; dam of Dolphin Bay (12 wins; 3rd in S.I 2000 Guineas, Gr.2, etc), Star Supremacy; dam of Very Special (3rd in Calcutta St. Leger, Gr.3), ASCENDENCY, etc. Surrender; dam of Ardenes (2 wins; 2nd in Usha Stud Calcutta Oaks, Gr.3, 4th in Calcutta 1000 Guineas, Gr.3, etc) grandam Gershwin (3rd in Poonawalla Bangalore Derby, Gr.1).

North Forland won 1 race at 3; 2nd in Ribblesdale Stakes, Gr.2, etc; dam of 5 winners incl.:

FORTUNE’S WHEEL, 6 wins incl. Prix d’Harcourt, Gr.2; 3rd in Turf Classic, Gr.1, etc.
LIBERTINE, 3 wins; grandam of SGT PEPPER, etc; 3rd dam of INFAMOUS ANGEL, etc.
HARMLESS ALBATROSS, 3 wins; dam of VOLOCHINE (sire), KAHTAN (sire), ALMASS, GHATAAS (sire), SAKHA, etc; 3rd dam of RED TEA (2019 Kilboye Estates Stakes, Gr.2, 3rd in 2019 Prix Jean Romanet, Gr.1, 2019 Lanwades Stud Stakes, Gr.2), etc.
Gourgandine[IRE], above.

Half-sister to INFRA GREEN (dam of ECOLOGIST, sire, INFRASONIC, GREEN REEF, Greensmith[GB], sire in India, etc; grandam of INHABITANT[GB], sire in India, LONDONNETDOTCOM, TOULON, Hill Reef, etc), etc. Tracing to WATERHEN.
Entered For
Poonawalla
Breeders’
Multi-Million
2021

Chesnut Filly
Feb 10, 2018

Ninth Foal

Strawberry Fields
(b - 2005)

DNA-Typed
Branded:
LS - CZ 8
P3

Excellent Art[GB]
(b - 2004)

Pivotal

Polar Falcon

Nureyev

Marie d’Argonne

Cozzene

Stufida

Mr. Prospector

Con Game

Secretariat

Ann Stuart

Gold Digger

Private Account

Trestle

Mr. Prospector

Dance In Time

Northern Dancer

Classy Cathy

Private Account

Northern Dancer

Pennetta

Mr. Prospector

Dance In Time

Northern Dancer

Stud:

SCHUMII (b g 2010 by Ace[IRE]), 5 wins; 2nd in Indian 1000 Guineas, Gr.1, etc.

STAR ADMIRAL

Indian Turf Invitation Cup, Gr.1, etc.

CONQUERESS, 3 wins; grandam of

Ivory Snow (4 wins), Oriental Magic

Other black-type placed winners:

GALLISSA won 1 race, £ 1,233 and placed; dam of:

Baroque Pearl[FR], above.

Lore, unplaced; grandam of

GALLIC LEAGUE (sire), etc; 3rd dam of

FARM (sire), etc.

Tracing to SIMON’S SHOES through

DAMMARY branch (SAINT CYRIEN, NUREYEV,

THATCH, SADLER’S WELLS, etc). Immediate family of

LORENZACCIO (sire), MARQUIS DE SADE (sire), LAVACHE (sire), ISLINGTON, NORTH LIGHT (sire), BACHELOR DUKE (sire), GONDOKORO. Family in 2019 of

OUT FOR A SPIN (Ashland Stakes, Gr.1, etc).

Strawberry Fields won 2 races, ₹ 13,23,945; 4th in Indian 1000 Guineas, Gr.1, etc; dam of:

(Ch c 2009 by Ace[IRE]), destroyed as yearling.

SCHUMII (b g 2010 by Ace[IRE]), 5 wins, ₹ 6,50,909 and placed 2nd in Masinagudi Cup, etc.

STRAWBERRY CRUSH (b g 2011 by Ace[IRE]), 1 win, ₹ 4,30,000; 2nd in Cardinal Trophy, etc.

EXODUS (b g 2012 by Arasan[IRE]), 6 wins, ₹ 21,91,975 incl. Juvenis Trophy and placed.

MISS ARAZAN (b f 2014 by Excellent Art[GB]), 2 wins, ₹ 7,70,705 incl. H V College Cup.

Colosseum (ch f 2015 by Excellent Art[GB]), unplaced, ₹ 40,000

Strawbelicious (b f 2016 by Arazan[IRE]), unraced.

BAROQUE PEARL[FR] ran only twice; dam of 12 winners:

SHINJUKU, 9 wins, ₹ 17,09,620 incl. Indian Produce Stakes, Gr.2 and placed 3rd in Indian Champion Cup, Gr.2, 4th in Calcutta 2000 Guineas, Gr.1, Sprints’ Classic, Gr.1, etc.

PRICELESS ASSET, 8 wins, ₹ 44,15,725 incl. Fillies’ Trial Stakes, Gr.1, S.D. Parkash Mem. Super Mile, Gr.3, 2nd in Kingfisher Derby Bangalore, Gr.1, Indian 1000 Guineas, Gr.1, 3rd in Indian Derby, Gr.1, Indian Oaks, Gr.1; dam of

ASTREA (4 wins; 2nd in Indian 1000 Guineas, Gr.1, Indian 2000 Guineas, Gr.1, producer), FOREST KNIGHT (12 wins; 3rd in Pratap Stud Million, Gr.3), DUKE OF WINDSOR (14 wins), DEMOCRATIE, etc.

ARKA, 8 wins, ₹ 6,92,529 incl. Breeders’ Cup [Calcutta], Gr.2 and placed.

SUPER BRAVE, 4 wins, ₹ 42,58,585 incl. McDowell Indian 2000 Guineas, Gr.1, Classic Indian Turk Invitation Cup, Gr.1-NTR, McDowell Indian St. Leger, Gr.1 and placed.

QUEEN TO CONQUER, 7 wins, ₹ 16,36,187 incl. Bangalore Juv Million, Gr.2, etc; dam of

STAR ADMIRAL, 30 wins, ₹ 68,57,534 incl. Super Mile Trophy, Gr.3 and placed 2nd in Kingfisher Derby Bangalore, Gr.1, Colts’ Trial Stakes, Gr.1, P.B.M.M., Gr.1, etc.

PRICELESS, 9 wins, ₹ 1,02,58,853 incl. Poonawalla Breeders’ Multi-Million, Gr.1; dam of:

CEST BON, 1 win; dam of

SANS PRIXT (2 wins, ₹ 24,86,114; 3rd in Calcutta Monsoon Derby, Gr.2, etc.), BON VIVANT (2 wins, ₹ 7,14,020; producer), TENERIFE (1 win), etc.

BID FOR GOLD, 3 wins incl. Cal. 1000 Guineas, Gr.3; dam of ASHWA YASHOBALI, etc.

Vijays Conquer, 10 wins, ₹ 65,15,194 and placed incl. 2nd in Kakatiya Million, Gr.3, etc.

Mesmerising, 2 wins, ₹ 5,55,750; 3rd in Golconda 1000 Guineas, Gr.2, etc.

Exclusive Affair, 4 wins; 4th in Calcutta Derby, Gr.1, Queen Elizabeth II Cup, Gr.3, etc.

Other black-type placed winners:

Bentley and

STRAWBERRY FIELDS (above).

SUMMER QUEEN, 7 wins, ₹ 4,58,900; dam of IVORY SNOW (4 wins), ORIENTAL MAGIC

CONQUERESS, 3 wins; grandam of

Dandi March (3rd in Gool S Poonawalla Million, Gr.3).

Other winners:

DIP BLUE (1 win, ₹ 2,00,150) and FINAL VERDICT (1 win, ₹ 1,43,700).

PERLA won 4 races, ₹ 11,654 incl. Phoenix Stakes, Gr.2, etc; dam of 3 winners incl.: PERLE DU RHINE, 4 wins in France at 3 to 7, ₹ 59,799 and placed; producer.

Sovereign Pearl, unplaced; dam of

TAKE NO CHANCES, etc; grandam of

SUGENO GOOD LUCK.

Baroque Pearl[FR], above.

GALLISSA won 1 race, ₹ 1,233 and placed; dam of 5 winners incl:

PERLA, above.

Lore, unplaced; grandam of

GALLIC LEAGUE (sire), etc; 3rd dam of FARM (sire), etc.

Property of Poonawalla Estates Stud & Agri Farm Pvt Ltd

Stud: Poonawalla Estates
STRIKING BEAUTY won 4 races, ₹ 8,19,412 incl. Bahrain Trophy, Nanda Deep Trophy; dam of: AFLAME (b f 2008 by Alnasr Alwasheek[GB]), 4 wins, ₹ 9,48,271 incl. A Campbell Trophy; 2nd in New Year Trophy, Pune Cantonment Board Trophy, AWB of India Trophy, etc. THREE ROSES (b f 2009 by Diffident[FR]), 2 wins, ₹ 5,22,250 and placed. BEAU ROYALE (b g 2010 by New Famous[BRZ]), 2 wins, ₹ 3,90,250, died at 6. FLYING BULLET (b g 2011 by Diffident[FR]), 3 wins, ₹ 13,55,489; 2nd in Argiano Cup; broodmare. CASH IN HAND (b g 2014 by Diffident[FR]), 2 wins, ₹ 5,77,000; 2nd in Juvenile Cup, etc.

TIMELESS BEAUTY won 6 races, ₹ 32,66,343 incl. F.D. Wadia Trophy, Gr.2, P D Bolton Trophy and placed 2nd in Poonawalla Breeders’ Million, Gr.1, McDowell Indian 2000 Guineas, Gr.1, 3rd in Castrol Indian 1000 Guineas, Gr.1, Owners’ Trophy, Gr.3, etc; dam of 1 winner: STRIKING BEAUTY, above. GUILTY GUEST[USA] placed in England at 3 and 4, £ 1,270; dam of 2 winners: TIMELESS BEAUTY, above. CHEEKY CHAPPY, 11 wins in England at 4 and 5, £ 42,141 and placed. INNOCENT VICTIM won 5 races, $ 79,629 incl. Modesty Handicap, etc; dam of 5 winners: Coco’s Main Man, 4 wins at 3 and 4, $ 180,575 and placed incl. 3rd in Khaled Stakes, etc. KAY’S COMET, 4 wins at 3 to 5, $ 124,059; dam of BANK THE CASH, CENTAURI, etc. MOVIN’ NORTH, 3 wins in USA at 3 and 5, $ 21,489 and placed. Other winners: BE MY VICTIM (1 win in USA at 3) and TO MY JULIE (1 win in USA at 4). Staged Innocence, unplaced; dam of STAGE CORY (2 wins), FORT McCOY (1 win), etc. Paster’s Finale, unraced; grandam of RED CRÈME (9 wins), FINAL TANK (2 wins), etc. Paster’s Finale, unraced; grandam of RED CRÈME (9 wins), FINAL TANK (2 wins), etc. GUILTY GUEST[USA], above.

Half-sister to Hypothesizer (4 wins, $ 31,324 and placed incl. 2nd in Hygro Stakes, etc; sire), FAMOUS SIS (1 win; dam of SNAPPER RED, 3 wins at 2, $ 27,822 incl. Bayouland Sales Stakes, etc). Their dam, half-sister to BRAZEN BROTHER (10 wins, $ 138,807 incl. Dragon Stakes, Jim Dandy Stakes, Mayflower Stakes and placed 2nd in Tyros Stakes, 3rd in Florida Breeders Handicap, etc; sire), LI’L Puss (2 wins and placed incl. 3rd in Colleen Stakes, Miss Florida Handicap, etc; dam of PLENTY O’TOOLE, 6 wins incl. San Clemente Stakes, etc; grandam of DEVIL HIS DUE, 11 wins incl. Pimlico Special Handicap, Gr.1, Wood Memorial Invitational Stakes, Gr.1, etc; sire; 3rd dam of GRIFFINITE, won Lafayette Stakes, Gr.3, O K TO DANCE, won Gaily Gaily Stakes, RUNNING BRIDE, 3 wins incl. City of Anderson Stakes, etc). The next dam half-sister to LI’L FELLA (22 wins, $ 283,845 incl. World’s Playground Handicap, Great American Handicap, Philadelphia Turf Handicap-NCR, etc; sire), NITIME (13 wins incl. Hurricane Handicap, etc), LI’L Edition (3rd in John Alden Handicap, etc). Their dam RADIO TIME half-sister to DETECTIVE (16 wins incl. Albany Handicap, etc; sire), ALBATROSS (29 wins incl. Hialeah Juvenile Stakes, etc), Immediate family of MISSILE (Pimlico Futurity), etc. Tracing to SANDFLY; ancestress of LUKE MCKUKE, MARMOR, GODSWALK, etc. Family in 2019 of HEAVENLY SCORE (Minerat Stakes, L), etc.
SIRENA won 5 races in Germany at 3 to 5, € 18,150 and placed; dam of Salvo (b c 2017 by Western Aristocrat[USA]), in training.

Queen of the Heart (b f 2016 by Kingda Ka[AUS]), unraced.

SPIRIT OF EAGLES won 11 races in USA at 2 to 6, £ 31,588 and placed; dam of Sudestada[GB], above.

SYRENKA, 1 win in England at 3, £ 4,159 and placed.

SPANISH CONQUEST, 5 wins in England at 3 to 5, £ 34,538 and placed 7 times.

SPIRIT OF EAGLES, above.

SUDESTADA[GB] did not race; dam of:

Gatsby (b g 2012 by Archipenko), unplaced.

DESSERT GOLD (dk b f 2013 by Mull of Kintyre[USA]), 4 wins, ₹ 8,59,175 and placed.

AMAZING ANGEL (dk b f 2014 by Ace[IRE]), 1 win, ₹ 4,70,495; 3rd in Leading Tipster Cup.

Queen of the Heart (b f 2016 by Kingda Ka[AUS]), unraced.

Salvo (b c 2017 by Western Aristocrat[USA]), in training.

SIRENA won 5 races in Germany at 3 to 5, € 18,150 and placed; dam of 3 winners: Vinando, 4 wins at 3 and 5, £ 84,403; 2nd in Prix Denisy, L, 3rd in St. Leger Italiano, L, etc.

SPANISH CONQUEST, 5 wins in England at 3 to 5, £ 34,538 and placed 7 times.

SYRENKA, 1 win in England at 3, £ 4,159 and placed.

Sudestada[GB], above.

SPIRIT OF EAGLES won 11 races in USA at 2 to 6, £ 31,588 and placed; dam of 10 winners:

SILVANO, Champion Older Horse in Germany, 7 wins in Germany, USA, Hong Kong and Singapore, € 213,567 + $ 700,000 + HK $ 6,030,000 + SIN $ 667,200 incl. Arlington Million Stakes, Gr.1, Audemars Piguet Queen Elizabeth II Cup, Gr.1, Emirates Grosster Preis der Wirtschaft, Gr.2, Oppenheim Colonia Union-Rennen, Gr.2, Singapore Cup, L and placed 2nd in Man O’ War Stakes, Gr.1, 65 Gerling - Preis, Gr.2, etc; sire.

SABIANO, 7 wins in Germany and USA, € 423,167 + $ 424,000 incl. Credit Suisse Private Banking Pokal, Gr.1, West LB-Deutschland-Preis, Gr.1, DEE Hansa-Preis, Gr.2 and placed 2nd in WGZ Bank-Deutschland Preis, Gr.1, 3rd in Preis von Baden, Gr.1, etc; sire.

SPIIDER, 8 wins in Germany at 3 to 11, € 48,251 and placed.

SOLOLA, 2 wins in Germany; dam of SMAIH (2 wins incl. Horris Hill Stakes, Gr.3, etc), etc.

SPRING CITY, 2 wins in England at 3, £ 10,397 and placed.

STRONG ASAKUSA, 1 win in Japan at 3, ¥ 13,845,000 and placed.

SINGUITA, 1 win in Germany at 2, € 3,700 and placed; producer.

SIMACOTA, 1 win, € 4,960; dam of TAJAARUB (6 wins in England and France), etc.

Other winners: SPIRIT QUEEN (1 win, € 3,880) and SIRENA (above).

Shina, unplaced; dam of SANTA CLARA (3 wins, Rands 646,250 incl. 2019 Fillies’ Guineas, Gr.2, 2nd in 2019 Umzimkulu Stakes, Gr.3, 3rd in Fillies’ Championship, Gr.2, etc), etc.

HORIZON (3 wins, Rands 598,525 incl. Cartier Politician Stakes, Gr.3, etc), SOLAPUR (SWB Derby Trial, L, etc), Sanskrit (3rd in 2019 Perfect Promise Fillies Sprint, L, etc), etc.

BIG SPIRIT did not race; dam of 11 winners incl.: BIG PAL, 16 wins incl. California Juvenile Stakes, Gr.3, Gold Rush Stakes, L, etc.

LOVELY HABIT, 10 wins; granddam of I CAME TO PRAISE (Indiana Stallion Stakes, etc), etc

SPIRITUAL MEETING, 1 win; dam of Trick Meeting (3rd in Great White Way Stakes), etc.

SPIRIT OF EAGLES, above.

Half-sister to BEAUTIFUL MELODY (4 wins incl. Beverly Hills Handicap, Gr.1 and placed 2nd in Wilshire Handicap, Gr.2, etc); 3rd dam of COSMO HELENOS, won Sports Nippon Sho Stayers Stakes, Gr.2, etc), BEAUTIFUL GLASS (6 wins incl. El Encino Stakes, Gr.3, etc; dam of JEANNE JONES, won Fantasy Stakes, Gr.1, etc, Beautiful Crown, sire, Avenue of Flags, sire; granddam of ROMAN TREASURE, etc; 3rd dam of GOING TO KUKARO, TEGGIANO, BELLE OF PERINTOWN, Ten K Cat, etc), BEAUTIFUL RIVER (1 win; granddam of FOLLOW THE RAINBOW, BALIUS, DELFOS, etc; 3rd dam of SOLID APPEAL, IT TIZ, etc. Tracing toETOILE FILANTE. Family in 2019 of GLOBAL EXCHANGE (Alister Clark Stakes, Gr.2, etc).
**Property of Raptakos, Brett & Co Ltd**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Breed</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Dam</th>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Maternal</th>
<th>Maternal</th>
<th>Maternal</th>
<th>Maternal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Varenar[FR]</td>
<td>Chestnut</td>
<td>Filly</td>
<td>Jan 2, 2018</td>
<td>Twelfth Foal</td>
<td>DNA-Typed</td>
<td>Branded: RS &lt;6 1</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supereva[IRE]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danzig</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Razyana</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Varenar[FR]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offshore Boom</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Be My Guest</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Prospector</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Look[USA]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Dancer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectacular Bid</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuerta</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nearctic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natalma</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bold Reason</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wake Robin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buckpasser</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rock of Gibraltar</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Razyana</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAMASCUS GATE</td>
<td>4 wins incl. Ladbroke Sprint Cup, Gr.1; Champion sire.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAGLE EYED</td>
<td>sire.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARPIA, EUPHONIC</td>
<td>(3rd dam of SEISMIC WAVE, won 2019 Cutler Bay Stakes, L; 2nd in 2019 Pennie Ridge Stakes, Gr.3), etc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPRINT QUALITY, NEWSLETTER, SHIBBOLETH; grandam of DUNDONNEL; 3rd dam of KINNA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PASSING TRICK, Londoner (dam of a winner), Aprilia, etc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final Farewell, above.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SUPEREVA[IRE]** won 5 races in Italy at 3 and 4, € 90,520 and placed; dam of:

ROYAL SUPERLATIVE[GB] (b f 2006 by King's Best), 1 win at 3, £ 4,247; dam of JOLFA (3 wins, £ 12,09,975), FAIRWEATHER TRADER (1 win in England), etc.

CAROUSEL (b f 2008 by Pivotal), 2 wins, £ 5,173 + £44,780; dam of SPINNING KITTEN, etc.

SUPERCILIARY (b g 2009 by Dansili), 5 wins in England at 4 and 6, £ 20,420.

Medeva (b f 2010 by Medicean), unraced.

RAVENOUS (b g 2011 by Raven's Pass), 5 wins in England at 3 to 7, £ 75,277 and placed.

PACIFY (b g 2012 by Paco Boy), 3 wins in England at 2 to 6, £ 72,229 and placed.

SCIION (b g 2013 by Paco Boy), 1 win, £ 2,57,585; 2nd in Moosa S Hoosein Trophy, etc.

YOU'RE MY LADY, 2 wins in USA, $ 23,824; dam of:

SPRING ADIEU won 3 races in USA at 3, $ 13,757; dam of 3 winners:

YOU'RE MY LADY, 2 wins in USA, $ 23,824; dam of:

LADY'S DELIGHT, 8 wins incl. Swani Howe Nomads Charity Handicap and placed; dam of: EXPRESS POWER, 4 wins, AUS $ 215,755 incl. Prestige Gold Coast Bracelet, L; etc.

Sunday Service, 3 wins, AUS $ 143,800; 2nd in Sky High Stakes; dam of THAT'S A GOOD IDEA (Ortensia Stakes, L; 2nd in OTC Cup, Gr.2), KNEELING, DAY OF REST, etc.

Razyana, 3 wins; 2nd in Mullins Lawyers' Rough Habit Plate, Gr.3, etc; dam of winners.

LADY BROADHURST, 5 wins in South Africa, Rands 205,600 incl. Sceptre Stakes, Gr.2, etc.

DAPHNE DONNELLY, 5 wins incl. George Azzie Memorial Handicap, etc; dam of:

QUEEN'S BAY, 8 wins incl. Yellowwood Handicap, Gr.3, etc; dam of Royal Utopia, etc.

Draw Bridge, 3 wins, Rands 235,300 and placed incl. 3rd in Derby Trial, L, etc.

Bay Tree, unraced; dam of BOUQUET-GARNI (5 wins incl. South African Derby, Gr.1), etc.

ANOUNCE, 5 wins in South Africa incl. Thukela Handicap, L and placed; sire.

YOUTHFUL LEGS, 3 wins at 3 and 4, $ 73,350 incl. Citation Stakes, etc; sire.

Other black-typed placed winners: Chayim (sire) and Sarge (sire).

GABBING GLORIA, 3 wins; dam of DIATRIBE (sire), etc; grandam of Unannounced, etc.

My Lady's Key, unraced; dam of AL SAMER (sire), etc; grandam of MODERN TSAR, etc.

Other winners: DAMASCUS GATE (4 wins and DIN DON (2 wins in Peru at 3).

Razyana; dam of DANEHILL (Champion 3YO Sprinter, 4 wins incl. Ladbroke Sprint Cup, Gr.1; Champion sire), EAGLE EYED (sire), HARPIA, EUPHONIC (3rd dam of SEISMIC WAVE, won 2019 Cutler Bay Stakes, L; 2nd in 2019 Pennie Ridge Stakes, Gr.3), etc.

Half-sister to NORTHERN DANCER (Champion Sire), BORN A LADY (dam of ARROWTOWN, etc), NATIVE VICTOR, Arctic Dancer, Raise The Standard (dam of COUP DE FOLIE, etc; grandam of MACHIAVELLIAN, EXIT TO NOWHERE, etc; 3rd dam of RIVER CROSSING, ADMIRALOTHETFLEET[USA], etc), etc. Tracing to FLYING WITCH; ancestress in India of IRISH BOSS, LADY MOURA, etc. Family in 2019 of LEADEM IN KEN, etc.
Stud: Jai-Govind

Property of Jai-Govind Stud & Agricultural Farm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Breed</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Ear Tag</th>
<th>Birth Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stud</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jai-Govind</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart Strike</td>
<td>Sedgefield[USA]</td>
<td>(ch - 2004)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belva</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Prospector</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raise a Native</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gold Digger</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classy ’n Smart</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theatrical</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Committed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green Desert</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Courier</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danzig</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nureyev</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree of Knowledge</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hagley</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minstinguette</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tatbeeq[IRE]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invincible Spirit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rafael</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eljazzi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danehill</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danzig</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Razvana</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gint of Gold</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rivers Maid</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ninth Foal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TATBEEQ[IRE]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Branded:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNA-Typed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invincible Spirit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marinado</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remoosh</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TATBEEQ[IRE] won 1 race in England at 3, £ 7,419 and placed; dam of:
Ground To Garden (b f 2010 by Muhtathir), unplaced in England.
Go Jamesway (b c 2011 by Royal Applause), placed in England at 2, £ 625.
QUINTA VERDE (b f 2012 by Tammayuz), 2 wins in USA at 3 and 5, $ 92,186 + € 10,855 incl.
River Cilites Stakes, L and also placed in Ireland incl. 3rd in Grangecon Stud Stakes, Gr.3.
Staffordtown Stud Silken Glider Stakes, L, etc; producer.
Alabaalay (b c 2013 by Tammayuz), placed in England at 2, £ 433.
Thea O Thea (b f 2014 by Nayef), unplaced.
Mayurana (b f 2015 by Midnight Interlude[USA]), placed, £ 433.
Star Appearance (b f 2016 by Western Aristocrat[USA]), 3 wins, £ 17,25,467 incl. Mysore Fillies’ Trial Stakes, Dharmaprakash L S Venkaji Rao Memorial Cup and placed 2nd in Bangalore Juvenile Million, Gr.3, etc.
________________________ (b f 2017 by Whatsthescript[IRE]), in training.

ANNOUNCING PEACE did not place; dam of 6 winners:
CROSSPEACE, 6 wins in England at 2 to 4, £ 189,717 incl. Coutts Glorious Stakes, L; 2nd in Select Stakes, Gr.3, September Stakes, Gr.3, 3rd in Wolferton Stakes, L, etc; sire.
CARBURATORE, 2 wins in Italy at 2 and 3, € 37,437 and placed.
SO SWEET, 2 wins; dam of UNDISCLOSED DESIRE (3 wins), BRIGANT CHIOCCHIO, etc.
DESSERT EAGLE, 2 wins in Ireland and USA at 2 and 4, € 11,050 + $ 13,820 and placed.
Other winners: BEST OF MY LOVE (1 win in England, £ 4,146) and TATBEEQ[IRE] (above).

REMOOSH unplaced in England; dam of 5 winners:
MOORISH, 5 wins in England at 2 to 9, £ 70,879 and placed.
ANNE HAUGLAND, 4 wins in Italy at 2 to 4, € 16,396 and placed.
FOOTSTEPS, 2 wins in England at 2, £ 12,865 and placed; dam of MONTE SOLARO, 2 wins; dam of ALTATOR (20 wins in England at 4 to 9, £ 1,234,017), etc.
Other winners: MOUNT PLEASANT (1 win in England), PARADISE WAY (1 win in England).
Announcing Peace, above.

RIVERS MAID won 1 race in England at 2, £ 767 and placed; dam of 5 winners:
NOMINATION, Joint Champion 2YO in France in 1985, 4 wins, £ 55,642 incl. OCL Richmond Stakes, Gr.2 and placed 2nd in C. B. A. Greenslands Stakes, Gr.3, etc; sire.
Other winners: DESERT POWER, RIYADH LIGHTS, RIVERS MAGIC and PENTATEUCH.
Remoosh, above.

Full-sister to DECENT FELLOW (13 wins incl. John Porter Stakes, Gr.2, etc) and half-sister to MUSCATITE (4 wins incl. Craven Stakes, Gr.3 and placed 2nd in Coral Eclipse Stakes, Gr.1, 3rd in Two Thousand Guineas, Gr.1, etc; sire), etc. Their dam, TAKETTE, full-sister to COLICHEEN, 3rd in Waterford Testimonial Stakes, etc. The next dam, three-parts sister to FAIR FREEDOM (dam of MARSHAL NEY, 12 wins incl. Niagara Stakes, Gr.3, LIBERAL LADY, 22 wins incl. Lowther Stakes, Gr.3, etc; BE CAREFUL, etc; grandam of SPREE, etc; 3rd dam of JULIETTE MARY, 3 wins incl. Irish Guinness Oaks, Gr.1, etc; JULIO MARINER, sire, SCINTILLATE, 2 wins incl. Epsom Oaks, Gr.1, etc; 4th dam of ALSHINFARAH, PUNCHLINE, JOLLY BAY, JULY GIRL, etc; 5th dam of GAICK FOREST, DUBAI DESTINATION, etc) and half-sister to REPUBLIQUE (3rd dam of HAMAH, etc), SUNRIGHT (grandam of SHOWDOWN, sire, FARFALLA, etc; 3rd dam of L’IRRESPONSABLE, etc) Tracing to DEMOCRATIE; ancestress also of GODOT (sire), etc. Family in 2019 of SWEETEST DREAM (Clasico Olavarria, Gr.3, etc), MULTAJA (Juanmo Stakes, L, etc).
Property of Sarvang Stud and Agricultural Farm

Bay Filly
Mar 18, 2018
Sixth Foal
Terrazas
DNA Typed: LSh - 10 RSh - 58
Branded:

98

Tale of the Cat
Tale of a Champion[USA]
(b - 2008)

If Angels Sang

Storm Cat
Storm Bird
Yarn
Yarn
Seattle Slew
Seattle Slew
Chapel of Dreams
Chapel of Dreams
Glory of Dancer[GB]
Glory of Dancer[GB]
Shareef Dancer
Shareef Dancer
Glory of Hera
Glory of Hera
Cristofori[USA]
Cristofori[USA]
Zuni[USA]
Zuni[USA]

Terrazas
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Storm Cat
Storm Bird
Yarn
Yarn
Seattle Slew
Seattle Slew
Chapel of Dreams
Chapel of Dreams
Glory of Dancer[GB]
Glory of Dancer[GB]
Shareef Dancer
Shareef Dancer
Glory of Hera
Glory of Hera
Cristofori[USA]
Cristofori[USA]
Zuni[USA]
Zuni[USA]

Terrazas won 1 race, ₹ 7,78,772 viz. Bengal Area Cup and placed incl. 2nd in Acorn Stakes, A B Stud Thoroughbred Produce Stakes, 3rd in Calcutta Million, Gr.2, etc; dam of: ASHRAFIE (b f 2011 by Mull of Kintyre[USA]), 3 wins, ₹ 10,83,575; 3rd in Onassis Trophy, etc Red Cedar (b g 2012 by Mull of Kintyre[USA]), unplaced, ₹ 1,05,685. QUICK ACTION (b f 2013 by Express Wish[GB]), 3 wins, ₹ 14,05,705 incl. Totalizator Cup. Beautiful Sam (dk b f 2014 by Express Wish[GB]), unraced. Pine Tree (b c 2016 by Senure[USA]), unraced.

LICATA won 3 races, ₹ 3,73,750 and placed 3rd in Wanaparthy Cup, etc; dam of 2 winners: Terrazas, above.

ZUNI[USA] placed twice in Ireland at 3, ₹ 579; dam of 8 winners:

KANTHARA, 4 wins, ₹ 33,16,999 incl. A C Ardeshir Trophy, Gr.2-NTR, Fillies’ and Mares’ Stakes, Gr.3; 2nd in Indian 2000 Guineas, Gr.1, etc; dam of TOUGH ONE (4 wins), COLOMBIANAPRINCESS (3 wins), BERNARDINO and OUI SAUVAGE (1 win each), etc. ESOTERIC, 1 win; 4th in G. S. Poonawalla Million, Gr.3, etc; dam of MIRACULIX, etc. GAEA, 5 wins, ₹ 9,71,413 incl. Independence Trophy, etc; dam of COUP DE FOUDRE (4 wins, ₹ 9,91,400), TURF KING (3 wins, ₹ 12,35,400), RARE SILVER, LOOK OUT, etc. Other winners: BIG OLD MAN (4 wins), DELAFRIZ (3 wins; dam of VERSALLIES, 5 wins), BEYOND EXPECTATION (3 wins), SIBELIUS (1 win) and LICATA (above).

SooNI won 3 races, ₹ 27,418; 3rd in Seashore Handicap, Gr.3; etc; dam of 7 winners incl.: BLACK CASH[USA], 6 wins, ₹ 486,962 incl. Eclipse Handicap, Gr.2; etc; sire in India.

MY MARCHESA, 6 wins; dam of MARK ONE, ROOKIE SENSATION, sire; grandam of PLEASANT PRINCE, HOLLY BOSS, HOLY HELENA (8 wins incl. 2019 Dance Smartly Stakes, Gr.2, Sheepshead Bay Stakes, Gr.2, 2019 The Very One Stakes, Gr.3, etc); etc. Other black-type placed winners: Super Sam, C. Sharp (dam of Peef, etc; grandam of Alvis) Soon For Missy, unplaced; dam of CHANTICLAR (3rd in Premio Jose Calmon, etc), etc. Sinful Sooni, unraced; 3rd dam of D E LOVE (16 wins incl. Championship Stakes, etc), etc. Zuni[USA], above.

Full-sister to TOLL BOOTH (3 wins; dam of PLUGGED NICKLE, sire, CHRISTIECAT, KEY TO THE BRIDGE, IDLE GOSSIP, TOLL FEE, etc; 3rd dam of HAVRE DE GRACE, won Belmont Stakes, Gr.1, etc; BOUQUET BOOTH, RISKAVERSE, COSSY CORNER, TONALIST, etc) and half-sister to GAY MISSILE (Ashland Stakes, Gr.1, etc; dam of GAY MECENE, Leading Sire, GALILEELA, sire, LASSIE DEAR, GALLANTA, etc; grandam of MADISON’S CHARM, etc; dam of GAY GALLANT, sire, WEEKEND SURPRISE, SPECTACULAR SPY, sire, FOXHOUND, sire, SPORTSWORLD, sire, GAY GALLANNA, etc; 3rd dam of SUMMER SQUALL, sire, A.P. INDY, Champion Sire, LEMON DROP KID, sire, BITE THE BULLET, sire, SHUAILAAN, sire, WELCOME SURPRISE, EAVESDROPPER, sire, AL JADEED, BYRON (sire), AREEK, RAINBOW AND GOLD, SEMARANG, MYSTIC, Magical Steps, etc; 4th dam of DUKE OF MARMALADE, MADISON’S CHARM, COURT VISION, RAJA BABA (sire), MASTER BOLD (sire), SAUCE BOAT (sire), DROMBA (sire), CHOKRI (Durazna Stakes), RULER OF THE WORLD (Investec Epsom Derby, Gr.1, Prix Foy, Gr.2, etc), etc. Tracing to UVIRA (Irish Oaks). Family in 2019 of SUMMERLAND, etc.
Sarvang
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Storm Cat

Storm Bird

Terlingua

Mr. Prospector

Narrate

Bold Reasoning

My Charmer

Northern Dancer

Terlingua

Tacha

Mr. Prospector

Savannah Dancer

Raysiya

Cure the Blues

Rilasa


TIKKA MASALA[IRE] won 1 race at 3, £ 4,009 viz. Fillies' Handicap and placed, etc; dam of:

\[
\text{________ (b f 2011 by Hurricane Run), died since birth.}
\]

\[
\text{________ (ch c 2012 by Kingda Ka[AUS]), died as yearling.}
\]

\[
\text{MINT (b f 2014 by Express Wish[GB]), 4 wins, ₹ 21,77,770 incl. Esquire Trophy and placed.}
\]

\[
\text{JESSICA (ch f 2015 by Express Wish[GB]), 1 win, ₹ 4,87,000 and placed.}
\]

Thyme (b c 2016 by Senure[USA]), unraced.


RAYSIZA won 2 races in Italy at 3, € 51,594 incl. Premio Alberto Zanoletti di Rozzano, etc; dam of:

\[
\text{RAYSEKA, 2 wins, £ 25,090 and placed incl. 3rd in IAWS Curragh Cup, Gr.3, etc.}
\]

\[
\text{RAYYANA; dam of RAYENI, etc; granddam of REHANA (Athasi Stakes, Gr.3), Rayisa, etc.}
\]

\[
\text{Raydaniya; dam of RAYDIYA, Roseburg (3rd in Coronation Cup, Gr.1).}
\]

\[
\text{RIYDA 2 wins; 3rd dam of RIDASIYNA (Prix de l'Opera Longines, Gr.1), RIDAAR, VALONIA, Antiquarian, Shaktiroop, SOLITARY EAGLE (12 wins); 4th dam of Jeannine.}
\]

\[
\text{RIFADA, 2 wins; dam of RIFAPOUR (Prix Hoquart, Gr.2), TARANDOT, etc.}
\]

RAYSIIYA, above.

Tracing to SOURYVA; ancestress also of DALTAWA, DAYLAMI, DALAKHANI, etc.
Property of Pratap Stud Farm

TOO HOT TO HANDLE did not race; dam of:
TOUGH SUSSEX (b f 2014 by Sussex[GB]), 2 wins, ₹10,35,335 and placed.
A Little Magic (b f 2015 by Sussex[GB]), placed, ₹108,000.
Galan Dar (dk b g 2016 by Royal Gladiator), placed in two starts.

CAVIAR QUEEN[USA] won 1 race in USA at 3, $ 9,704 and placed; dam of 3 winners:
VEGA, 4 wins, $10,66,848 incl. Original Vel B Ashok Kumar Memorial Gold Cup, etc.
ASTON MARTIN, 2 wins, $ 8,72,500 incl. Jasdanwalla Cup; 2nd in Cole Gold Trophy, etc.
KNOCK OUT, 1 win, $1,98,000.
Too Hot to Handle, above.

CZAR’S PRINCESS won 1 race at 3, $ 17,239 and placed 4 times; dam of 9 winners:
SUMMER PRINCE, 16 wins at 3 to 10, $ 176,770 incl. Tempe Handicap and placed.
MOONLAND PRINCESS, 10 wins in USA at 2 to 5, $ 146,097 and placed; dam of:
T J’S LUCKY MOON, 2 wins at 3, $ 671,505 incl. Queen’s Plate Stakes, etc.
HAIL A PRINCESS, 5 wins at 3 and 4, $ 39,033 and placed; dam of:
ALL HAIL STORMY, 9 wins incl. County Stakes, L; 3rd in Mr. Prospector Handicap, Gr.3.
HIGH IN THE PARRY, 3 wins in USA at 3 and 4, $ 64,067 and placed; dam of:
DIVINE PARK, 6 wins at 3 and 4, $ 612,935 incl. Metropolitan Handicap, Gr.1, etc; sire.
SHESACOUGAR, 1 win; dam of CATCHACOUGAR (2019 Spaghetti Mouse Stakes, L), etc
Wahoo Gold, unraced; dam of Ya Gotta Wanna (2nd in Del Mar Handicap, Gr.2), etc.
PRINCE OF THE WILD, 2 wins at 2 and 5, $ 50,956 and placed; sire.
RISEN CZAR, 2 wins in USA at 2 and 4, $ 30,918 and placed.
Other winners: ARRIESGAO (1 win in Panama), YES MEN, CAVIAR QUEEN[USA] (above);
Evil Eyed Czarina, placed; dam of IMPERIAL CZAR (Miami Mile Handicap, L, etc), etc.
Fistown, unraced; grandam of DEGENERES (Clasico Miss Marena, L and placed 2nd in
Clasico Gustavo Avila, Gr.3, 3rd in Clasico Rafael Rodríguez Navarro, L, etc), etc.

HONOR AN OFFER did not race; dam of 11 winners incl.: SARDULA, 6 wins, $882,460 incl. Kentucky Oaks, Gr.1, Starlet Stakes, Gr.1 and placed.
IMPERIAL GESTURE, 6 wins, $ 1,149,140 + Dhs 991,918 incl. Beldame Stakes, Gr.1.
Gazelle Handicap, Gr.1; 2nd in Breeders’ Cup Juvenile Fillies’, Gr.1; dam of a winner.
TEMPEST DANCER, 4 wins; dam of WINDRUSH (Stymie Handicap, Gr.3, etc; grandam of Orilisblackgold (2nd in Tokyo City Cup Stakes, Gr.3, Honorable Treasure, Parkur, etc.
Other black-type placed winners: Acyl Oneezer, Spring Valley (dam of Southern Accents, etc; grandam of BIG CITY BOB, won 2019 Sapling Stakes, L; 3rd in 2019 Champagne Stakes, Gr.1), Coming and Going (2nd in Criterium Femminile, Gr.3; dam of winners), etc.
CZAR’S PRINCESS, above.
Stretch Up, unraced; 3rd dam of MIKAYLA’S BABY, Dreamin N Schemin, TUFFY TOO, etc.

Half-sister to TEA SIPPER (Berlo Handicap, Hydrangea Handicap, etc; 3rd dam of Pe de Anjo, 2nd in Dia da Juistica, etc), RAISE THE BRIDGE (dam of secret Mirage, etc; dam of VICTOR’S SECRET, won Brighthouse Belles’ Handicap, etc; grandam of Twistgrips, etc), YANKEE TRADITION (dam of Blessed Soul, etc), Lasha (dam of SALINJA, etc; grandam of THOROUGHLY HOLY, HEY LEROY, Akid, sire, etc), WAYWARD ACE, O’Connell Street (grandam of SMELLY, sire, ALADAR, etc), etc. Their dam, Bridget O’ Brick, won 5 races, and placed 2nd in Regret Stakes, 3rd in Astarita Stakes, Gr.3, Magnolia Stakes, Gr.3, etc. Tracing to ETOILE FILANTE. Family in 2019 of SANTA CLARA (Fillies Guineas, Gr.2, etc).
Property of **Five Stars Shipping Company Private Limited**

**Stud: Villoo’s Greenfield**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bay Filly</th>
<th>DNA-Typed</th>
<th>Stud</th>
<th><strong>Sadler’s Wells</strong></th>
<th><strong>Northern Dancer</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Secret Garden</td>
<td>Danzil</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Chalamont</td>
<td>Kris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sixth Foal</td>
<td></td>
<td>Tootsie Wootsie[IRE]</td>
<td>Shemima</td>
<td>Blakeney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DNA-Typed</td>
<td>Pecking Order</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Branded</td>
<td>Shemiyra</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TOOTSIE WOOTsie[IRE] did not place; dam of:**

- **Stud:**
  - **Beautiful Princess** (b f 2015 by Excellent Art[GB]), placed once in 2 starts,
  - Property of Shenkara, unplaced; dam of:
    - **WHAXAAR**, 2 wins in England at 4, £ 6,66,800 and placed.
    - **SHORAN**, 6 wins in Italy at 2 to 4, € 122,940 and placed.
    - **SHERIYNA Farahnaaz** (b f 2017 by Leitir Mor[IRE]), in training.
    - **Flying Yoda** (b c 2016 by by Arazan[IRE]), unplaced in two starts.
    - **44,373**; 3 rd in EBF Guisborough Stakes, placed incl. 2 nd in Aubigny Stakes, Prix Chaudenay.
    - **KATIYKA**
    - Her dam, half-sister to **SHASHNA**, above.
    - **twice, etc)**, grandam of
      - **SHADEMAH**, 3 wins; dam of
        - **SHAREKANN**, 8 wins, £ 436,472 incl. Bowling Green Handicap, etc; dam of
          - **SHALAPOUR**, etc; sire.
      - **SHARANNPOUR**, 2 wins; dam of
        - **SHAMIR**, 3 rd in Grand Criterium, Gr.1, etc; dam of
          - **TOP ACT** (6 wins in Hong Kong incl. Sa Sa Ladie’s Purse), etc
      - **SHAMIM**, 2 wins in France at 3; dam of **6 winners**:
        - **SHEMAYA**, 2 wins; dam of
          - **Shemiyra**, unplaced; dam of **FULL OF LUCK** (9 wins incl. Premio El Derby, Gr.1, etc; producer.
          - **DONA SARITA** (Clasico Oscar Berckemeyer Pazos, Gr.2), etc.
          - Shelaya, place; of **SHELI** (2 wins, € 41,325 incl. **2019** Tetrarch Stakes, L, etc).
          - **Shekhem** (1 win, € 37,929 and placed incl. **2019** Beresford Stakes, Gr.2, etc).
          - Shemiyra, unplaced; dam of **TOP ACT** (6 wins in Hong Kong incl. Sa Sa Ladie’s Purse), etc
        - **SHERIYNA**, above;
        - **Sheshara**, 2 wins; 2 nd in Prix Vulcan, L; 3 rd in Prix de Lutece, Gr.3; grandam of **SUNDAR**, etc
          - Other winners: SHENAR, SHANAB (2 wins each in France) and SHENABLI (1 win).
        - **SHAMIM** won 1 race in France at 2, € 50,251 and placed 3 times; dam of **4 winners incl.**:
          - **SHARANNPOUR**, 8 wins, € 436,472 incl. Bowling Green Handicap, Gr.1, etc; sire.
          - **SHAKAPOUR**, 3 wins in France incl. Grand Prix de Saint-Cloud, Gr.1, etc; sire.
          - **SHADEMAH**, 3 wins; dam of **SHAHRASTANI** (Epsom Derby, Gr.1, Irish Derby, Gr.1, etc), etc; grandam of
          - Palm Springs Record Breaker, Go My Girl, etc.
          - Sheshara, above.
        - Her dam, half-sister to **KAMARAAN II** (6 wins, € 239,544 incl. Prix du Conseil de Paris, Gr.2, twice, etc).
          - **ARIDAAN**, Shamaraan, KALOUDIYA (dam of KATIYFA, etc; grandam of
            - KATIYKHA, KARINIYD, etc; 3 rd of KATIYRA, etc. etc. Tracing to BLACK CHERRY.

**LADY BE GOOD (b f 2014 by Arazan[IRE]), 2 wins, ** died since birth.

**TOOTSIE WOOTsie[IRE] did not place; dam of:**

- **LADY BE GOOD (b f 2014 by Arazan[IRE]), 2 wins, ** died since birth.
- **TOOTSIE WOOTsie[IRE] did not place; dam of:**
  - **Stud:**
    - **Beautiful Princess** (b f 2015 by Excellent Art[GB]), placed once in 2 starts, placed.
    - Property of Shenkara, unplaced; dam of:
      - **WHAXAAR**, 2 wins in England at 4, £ 6,66,800 and placed.
      - **SHORAN**, 6 wins in Italy at 2 to 4, € 122,940 and placed.
      - **SHERIYNA Farahnaaz** (b f 2017 by Leitir Mor[IRE]), in training.
      - **Flying Yoda** (b c 2016 by by Arazan[IRE]), unplaced in two starts.
      - **44,373**; 3 rd in EBF Guisborough Stakes, placed incl. 2 nd in Aubigny Stakes, L, 3 rd in Chesham Stakes, L, etc). CARA’S MUSE, etc.
      - Tootsie Wootsie[IRE], above.

**SHERIYNA won 2 races in France at 3, € 39,637 incl. Prix Denisy, L, etc; dam of 3 winners:**

- **SHORAN, 6 wins in Italy at 2 to 4, € 122,940 and placed.**
- **WHAXAAR, 2 wins in England at 4, £ 6,685 and placed.**
- **SHOGUN, 1 win in England at 4, £ 6,678 and placed.**
- Shenkara, unplaced; dam of **You Da One** (5 wins, £ 46,653 + SIN$ 119,837 + Ringgits 44,373; 3 rd in EBF Guisborough Stakes, L, etc), **Crocodile Bay** (9 wins, £ 61,873 and placed incl. 2 nd in Aubigny Stakes, L, 3 rd in Chesham Stakes, L, etc), CARA’S MUSE, etc.
- Tootsie Wootsie[IRE], above.

**SHASHNA ran a few times in England at 3; dam of 6 winners:**

- **SHEMAYA, 2 wins in France at 2 and 3, € 289,044 incl. Prix de Diane Hermes-French Oaks, Gr.1, Prix de Conde, Gr.3, Prix de la Nonette, Gr.3, etc; dam of:**
- **SHEMAYA, 2 wins in France at 2 and 3, € 289,044 incl. Prix de Diane Hermes-French Oaks, Gr.1, Prix de Conde, Gr.3, Prix de la Nonette, Gr.3, etc; dam of:**
- **SHASNA ran a few times in England at 3; dam of 6 winners:**
  - **SHEMAYA, 2 wins in France at 2 and 3, € 289,044 incl. Prix de Diane Hermes-French Oaks, Gr.1, Prix de Conde, Gr.3, Prix de la Nonette, Gr.3, etc; dam of:**
  - **SHAMMAR, 6 wins in Italy at 2 to 4, € 122,940 and placed.**
  - **WHAXAAR, 2 wins in England at 4, £ 6,685 and placed.**
  - **SHOGUN, 1 win in England at 4, £ 6,678 and placed.**
  - Shenkara, unplaced; dam of **You Da One** (5 wins, £ 46,653 + SIN$ 119,837 + Ringgits 44,373; 3 rd in EBF Guisborough Stakes, L, etc), **Crocodile Bay** (9 wins, £ 61,873 and placed incl. 2 nd in Aubigny Stakes, L, 3 rd in Chesham Stakes, L, etc), CARA’S MUSE, etc.
  - Tootsie Wootsie[IRE], above.

**SHERIYNA won 2 races in France at 3, € 39,637 incl. Prix Denisy, L, etc; dam of 3 winners:**

- **SHORAN, 6 wins in Italy at 2 to 4, € 122,940 and placed.**
- **WHAXAAR, 2 wins in England at 4, £ 6,685 and placed.**
- **SHOGUN, 1 win in England at 4, £ 6,678 and placed.**
- Shenkara, unplaced; dam of **You Da One** (5 wins, £ 46,653 + SIN$ 119,837 + Ringgits 44,373; 3 rd in EBF Guisborough Stakes, L, etc), **Crocodile Bay** (9 wins, £ 61,873 and placed incl. 2 nd in Aubigny Stakes, L, 3 rd in Chesham Stakes, L, etc), CARA’S MUSE, etc.
- Tootsie Wootsie[IRE], above.

**SHASHNA ran a few times in England at 3; dam of 6 winners:**

- **SHEMAYA, 2 wins in France at 2 and 3, € 289,044 incl. Prix de Diane Hermes-French Oaks, Gr.1, Prix de Conde, Gr.3, Prix de la Nonette, Gr.3, etc; dam of:**
- **SHEMAYA, 2 wins in France at 2 and 3, € 289,044 incl. Prix de Diane Hermes-French Oaks, Gr.1, Prix de Conde, Gr.3, Prix de la Nonette, Gr.3, etc; dam of:**
TOUCH MY SOUL [FR] won 2 races in 4 starts in Germany at 2 and 3, €63,000 incl. Credit Suisse Hanshin Cup - Stutenpreis, Gr.3 and placed 2nd in Preis der Winterkönigin, Gr.3, Pucker Up Stakes, Gr.3, 3rd in P. Union-Gestuts Frühjahrs-Stuten-Preis, L, etc; dam of:

Amber Sultan (b f 2011 by Kitten’s Joy), unraced.

TOPLAN w on 2 races in 3 starts in Germany at 3 and placed; dam of 9 winners:

TOUCH MY SOUL [FR], above.

Thyolo, 2 wins in England at 2, £32,559 and placed incl. 3rd in Wolferton Handicap, L, etc.

TITUS MANIUS, 4 wins in France and Germany at 3 and 4, €15,145 and placed.

TROPICAL PEARL, 2 wins in France at 2 and 3, €38,300; dam of TROPICAL PRINCESS.

TARSA, 1 win in France; dam of Tiger Voice (2 wins; 2nd in Prix Francois Mathet, L), etc.

RONDINAY, 1 win at 2; dam of ROCK MY LOVE (3 wins in Germany. €106,100 incl. Preis der Winterkönigin, Gr.3 and placed 3rd in Prix Allez France, Gr.3, etc), ROCK MY SOUL (dam of YOUNG RASCAL, 5 wins, €156,155 incl. Chester Vase Stakes, Gr.3, 2019; 2nd in 2019 St. Simon Stakes, Gr.3, etc), ROCK MY HEART, Rapido, Run Wild, etc.

TABITA, 1 win in Germany at 3, €3,579 and placed in France; dam of TSARINA BLUE, etc.

THARGELIA, 1 win in Germany at 3, €3,320 and placed; dam of TIFFANY’S CAT (4 wins), etc.

TASTE OF ‘Art (b f 2014 by Excellent Art[GB]), unraced; died at 4.

TOPLAN won 2 races in 3 starts in Germany at 3 and placed; dam of 9 winners:

TOUCH MY SOUL [FR], above.

Thyolo, 2 wins in England at 2, £32,559 and placed incl. 3rd in Wolferton Handicap, L, etc.

TITUS MANIUS, 4 wins in France and Germany at 3 and 4, €15,145 and placed.

TROPICAL PEARL, 2 wins in France at 2 and 3, €38,300; dam of TROPICAL PRINCESS.

TARSA, 1 win in France; dam of Tiger Voice (2 wins; 2nd in Prix Francois Mathet, L), etc.

RONDINAY, 1 win at 2; dam of ROCK MY LOVE (3 wins in Germany. €106,100 incl. Preis der Winterkönigin, Gr.3 and placed 3rd in Prix Allez France, Gr.3, etc), ROCK MY SOUL (dam of YOUNG RASCAL, 5 wins, €156,155 incl. Chester Vase Stakes, Gr.3, 2019; 2nd in 2019 St. Simon Stakes, Gr.3, etc), ROCK MY HEART, Rapido, Run Wild, etc.

TABITA, 1 win in Germany at 3, €3,579 and placed in France; dam of TSARINA BLUE, etc.

THARGELIA, 1 win in Germany at 3, €3,320 and placed; dam of TIFFANY’S CAT (4 wins), etc.

TASTE OF ‘Art (b f 2014 by Excellent Art[GB]), unraced; died at 4.

TOPLAN won 2 races in 3 starts in Germany at 3 and placed; dam of 9 winners:

TOUCH MY SOUL [FR], above.

Thyolo, 2 wins in England at 2, £32,559 and placed incl. 3rd in Wolferton Handicap, L, etc.

TITUS MANIUS, 4 wins in France and Germany at 3 and 4, €15,145 and placed.

TROPICAL PEARL, 2 wins in France at 2 and 3, €38,300; dam of TROPICAL PRINCESS.

TARSA, 1 win in France; dam of Tiger Voice (2 wins; 2nd in Prix Francois Mathet, L), etc.

RONDINAY, 1 win at 2; dam of ROCK MY LOVE (3 wins in Germany. €106,100 incl. Preis der Winterkönigin, Gr.3 and placed 3rd in Prix Allez France, Gr.3, etc), ROCK MY SOUL (dam of YOUNG RASCAL, 5 wins, €156,155 incl. Chester Vase Stakes, Gr.3, 2019; 2nd in 2019 St. Simon Stakes, Gr.3, etc), ROCK MY HEART, Rapido, Run Wild, etc.

TABITA, 1 win in Germany at 3, €3,579 and placed in France; dam of TSARINA BLUE, etc.

THARGELIA, 1 win in Germany at 3, €3,320 and placed; dam of TIFFANY’S CAT (4 wins), etc.

TASTE OF ‘Art (b f 2014 by Excellent Art[GB]), unraced; died at 4.

TOPLAN won 2 races in 3 starts in Germany at 3 and placed; dam of 9 winners:

TOUCH MY SOUL [FR], above.

Thyolo, 2 wins in England at 2, £32,559 and placed incl. 3rd in Wolferton Handicap, L, etc.

TITUS MANIUS, 4 wins in France and Germany at 3 and 4, €15,145 and placed.

TROPICAL PEARL, 2 wins in France at 2 and 3, €38,300; dam of TROPICAL PRINCESS.

TARSA, 1 win in France; dam of Tiger Voice (2 wins; 2nd in Prix Francois Mathet, L), etc.

RONDINAY, 1 win at 2; dam of ROCK MY LOVE (3 wins in Germany. €106,100 incl. Preis der Winterkönigin, Gr.3 and placed 3rd in Prix Allez France, Gr.3, etc), ROCK MY SOUL (dam of YOUNG RASCAL, 5 wins, €156,155 incl. Chester Vase Stakes, Gr.3, 2019; 2nd in 2019 St. Simon Stakes, Gr.3, etc), ROCK MY HEART, Rapido, Run Wild, etc.

TABITA, 1 win in Germany at 3, €3,579 and placed in France; dam of TSARINA BLUE, etc.

THARGELIA, 1 win in Germany at 3, €3,320 and placed; dam of TIFFANY’S CAT (4 wins), etc.

TASTE OF ‘Art (b f 2014 by Excellent Art[GB]), unraced; died at 4.
TRIVIA did not race; dam of:

GOOD EARTH (ch c 2014 by Sussex[GB]), 3 wins, ₹ 20,31,025; 2nd in M B Appaya Memorial Trophy, BOL Publication Trophy, 3rd in Sardar K B Ramachandraraj Urs Mem. Trophy, etc. Ahearn (dk b c 2016 by Oath[IRE]), placed, ₹ 77,280; 3rd in Prudential Chamo Trophy, etc.

MAXIM’S ran a few times; dam of 3 winners:

CRACKERJACK, 5 wins, ₹ 11,43,055 incl. Margrove Estate Gold Cup; 2nd in Esquire Trophy. INSPICITOR, 4 wins, ₹ 21,50,441 incl. Leading Bookmaker Trophy and placed. AS GOOD AS IT GETS, 6 wins, ₹ 20,33,973 and placed incl. 3rd in Nethravathi Trophy, etc. Foudroyer[GB], above.

FOUDROYER[GB] ran twice at 3; dam of 6 winners:

FOUDRE won 1 race at 3, £ 1,590 and placed 3 times; dam of 2 winners incl.: MULL HOUSE, 8 wins, £ 47,601 and placed 13 times; also placed over hurdles. Flash Dolly, unplaced; grandam of Hidden Treasure (3rd in La Mission, Gr.2), etc; dam of HIDDEN ROCK, 2 wins at 2 and 3, Pesos 11,350,000 incl. Luis Davila Larrain, L, etc), etc. Foudroyer[GB], above.

Half-sister to KING LUTHIER (4 wins incl. Prix Kergorlay, Gr.2, etc; sire in France), LIGHTED GLORY (2 wins incl. Prix de Flore, Gr.3 and placed 2nd in Prix Saint-Alary, Gr.1, etc; dam of LIGHT THE LIGHTS, won Prix de Pomone, Gr.2, etc, LAST LIGHT, sire, LIASTRA, LIGHTED RAINBOW, etc; grandam of LIGHTS OUT, sire, LUMINOUSO, LIFTOFF, etc; 3rd dam of LATICE, GO LIB GO, LIBERTAIRE, LAWMAN, 4 wins incl. French Derby, Gr.1; sire, SATRI, sire, etc; 4th dam of FENCING, etc), Blakes Beacon[GB] (sire in India), Torus (2nd in Irish St. Leger, Gr.1, etc; sire), Star In The North (dam of COOL, sire, MOUNTAIN KINGDOM, HEAVEN AND EARTH, won Wiley Post Handicap-NTR, etc; grandam of WINNING POINT, etc; 3rd dam of ITAQUERE COLONY, TALK VEUVE TO ME, won Indiana Oaks, Gr.3; 2nd in 2019 Presque Isle Downs Masters Stakes, Gr.2 Leon Bisty, etc), Aragon Laser (dam of DR MASSINI, sire, etc; grandam of Sneakin Thru, etc), Mifawii (dam of NO SPEND NO GLOW, etc), Amarna (dam of ACE HIGH, etc; grandam of CREPUSCULO, ITMAYBEYOU, etc), Trasimenlo[IRE] (dam in India of FOREST ROSE, etc; grandam of Lord Admiral, etc), Natchez Trace (grandam of ROSIE BRIAR, etc), etc. Their dam, half-sister to CROCKETT (sire), CRYSTAL LIGHT, etc. Tracing to ABSURDITY. Family in India of ARROGANT APPROACH (Maharaja’s Cup, Gr.3, etc), etc.
Stud: Nanoli

Property of Five Stars Shipping Company Private Limited

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stud</th>
<th>Dam</th>
<th>Property of</th>
<th>Owners</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kingda Kal[AUS]</td>
<td>Fizzi Lizzi</td>
<td>Five Stars Shipping Company Private Limited</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b - 2004)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bay Colt

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stud</th>
<th>Dam</th>
<th>Property of</th>
<th>Owners</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gulfstream</td>
<td>Danzig</td>
<td>Five Stars Shipping Company Private Limited</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b - 2012)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Second Foal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stud</th>
<th>Dam</th>
<th>Property of</th>
<th>Owners</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Urban Sea</td>
<td>Forestry</td>
<td>Five Stars Shipping Company Private Limited</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b - 2012)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TURKANA[GB] did not place in France at 3; dam of:

LION FOREST did not race; dam of 2 winners:

La Dragontea, placed in Turkey at 2, Lira 50,000 incl. 3rd in Siay ve Sah Der Stakes, L, etc.
EVERGATE, 4 wins in England and Bahrain at 2 and 5, £ 65,395 + Dinar 5,500 and placed.
GASPIRALI, 1 win in England at 2, £ 6,382 and placed.
Turkana[GB], above.

PLAYCALLER won 5 races at 2 and 3, $ 128,825 incl. Davona Dale Handicap, L, Delta Miss Stakes and placed twice incl. 2nd in Princess Futurity, L, etc; dam of 10 winners incl.:

DIPLOMAT LADY, 4 wins, $ 552,784 incl. Hollywood Starlet Stakes, Gr.1, Stonestide Beaumont Stakes, Gr.2, etc; dam of REAL LUCK (7 wins in USA), DIPLOMSONG, etc.
DREAM PLAY, 3 wins at 2 and 3, $ 187,906 incl. Comely Stakes, Gr.2, Dearly Precious Stakes and placed once viz. 2nd in Cicada Stakes, Gr.3, etc; dam of:

ZULU LAND, 1 win, Aus $ 269,625 incl. Henry Bucks Sires' Produce Stakes, Gr.2 and placed 2nd in Moet & Chandon Champagne Stakes, Gr.1, etc; dam of:

Chicago Bull, placed in 2 starts in Australia at 2; 3rd in Maribyrnong Plate, Gr.3, etc.
Foxcaller, 3 wins in USA at 2 and 3, $ 102,929; 2nd in Indian Summer Stakes, L, etc; dam of:

GANGBUSTER, 6 wins at 2 to 5, $ 356,502 incl. Fort Harrod Stakes, L and placed.
DREAMCALL, 5 wins, $ 307,364 incl. Distaff Stakes, L; 2nd in Molly Pitchor Stakes, Gr.3, etc
Glorified, 2 wins; 2nd in Las Flores Handicap, Gr.3, 3rd in La Brea Stakes, Gr.1, etc; dam of:

ANYTHINGYOUCANDO, 3 wins, $ 145,307 incl. Albuquerque Distaff Handicap, L; 2nd in Molly Pitchor Stakes, Gr.3, etc
Anahauca, 4 wins, $ 239,188 and placed 2nd in Mar Hulman George Stakes, L, etc; producer.
Oblige; dam of HUNTER O'RILEY (5 wins incl. 2019 United Nations Stakes, Gr.1, etc), etc.
RANSOM CALL, 3 wins in Hong Kong, HK $ 2,121,800 and placed.
YELLOW FLAG, 1 win; dam of Five Yard Penalty (4 wins; 2nd in Fantasy Stakes, L, etc, etc.
WILD FLO, 1 win; dam of Running Tap (2nd in Pennsylvania Nursery Stakes, L, etc; sire).
Fumble; dam of Top Of The Page, etc; grandam of FOREST FIRE (7 wins incl. 2019 Maryland Million Classic Stakes, etc), Fuera de Serie (2nd in 2019 Copa Laffit Pincay, Gr.2).

DELIANCE won 9 races at 3 and 4, $ 165,835 incl. A Gleam Handicap, Camilla Urso Handicap, Silver Spoon Handicap and placed 2nd in La Centinela Stakes, etc; grandam of 9 winners incl.:

CAGNA, 5 wins incl. Texas Wild Flower Stakes, L-NTR, etc; grandam of BUSTER ROSE (10 wins, $ 394,493 incl. Snack Stakes and placed 2nd in Governor's Stakes, etc), etc.
PLAYCALLER, above.
Miss Delice, 1 win, $ 54,648; 2nd in Joe Namath Stakes, 3rd in Arlington Washington Lassie Stakes, Gr.1, etc; dam of Warrantor (8 wins, Pan$ 24,860; 2nd in Premio Temistocles Diaz Q, L, etc; sire), Don's Verdict (4 wins, $ 38,600; 2nd in Flagship Farm Stakes, etc), etc.
Frio Town, unraced; dam of BEAU'S TOWN (13 wins, $ 697,850 incl. Breeders' Cup Handicap, Gr.2, etc), etc; grandam of ORCHESTRATOR (3 wins, $ 178,445 incl. Bourbonette Oaks, Gr.3, etc; dam of a winner), AFLEET WILLY, Gio Pantera, etc.

Tracing to SWEETHEART. Immediate family of BOUNDING HOME, RIVA RIDGE, etc.
**Stud: Samra**

Property of **Samra Stud & Agri Farm**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stravinsky</th>
<th>Fire the Groom</th>
<th>Seattle Slew</th>
<th>Adorable Minister</th>
<th>Diesis</th>
<th>Skiable</th>
<th>Spectrum</th>
<th>Newtown Villa[GB]</th>
<th>New Abbey</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Olseau de Feu[USA] (b - 2006)</td>
<td>Northern Dancer Special</td>
<td>Blushing Groom</td>
<td>Prospector's Fire</td>
<td>Bold Reasoning</td>
<td>My Charmer</td>
<td>Deputy Minister</td>
<td>Adorable Minister</td>
<td>Kerali</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**First Foal**

**Dark Bay Filly**  
Mar 27, 2018  
DNA-Typed: (b - 2011)  
LS – 10  RS - 8

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ulrika</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ULRIKA placed, ₹ 96,000.

**NEWTOWN VILLA[GB]** ran two times in England at 3; dam of 1 winner: DANVILLA, 5 wins in England at 3 to 5, £ 25,751 and placed; producer. Ulrika, above.

**New Abbey** won 2 races in England at 3 and 4, £ 24,726 and placed incl. 2nd in Princess Royal Wilmot Dixon Stakes, Gr.3, 3rd in Riggs Bank Harvest Stakes, L; dam of 2 winners: **Weald**, 11 wins in France, UAE, Sweden and Norway at 3 to 7, £ 24,750 + Dhs 66,854 + Krona 436,100 + Krona 293,075 and placed 2nd in Marit Sveaas Minnelop, Gr.3, etc. HARRISTOWN, 3 wins in England at 3 to 6, £ 25,178 and placed.

**Lixian**; placed; dam of **Bit By Bit** (2 wins, £ 32,600 and placed 3rd in Prix de Thiberville, L, etc; dam of a winner), **FEARSOME** (7 wins in England), **MINXILINX** (1 win in Argentina), etc; dam of **Einberg** (3 wins; 3rd in Criterium du Bequet, Gr.1, etc; etc), **FLAMENCO RED** (2 wins in England), etc; grandam of **La Tenne** (VRC Sires Produce Stakes, Gr.2), **BLIZZARD** (Fortune Bowl, Gr.3), etc.

**REEFSCAPE** (Prix du Cadran, Gr.1, etc; sire), **COASTAL PATH** (sire), **MARTALINE** (sire), **Clear Thinking**, **Prankster**, etc; grandam of **DOHA DREAM**, **GOBI DESERT**, etc; 3rd dam of **CASTILIAN** (Nilgiris 2000 Guineas, Gr.2, etc), etc.

**SPANISH WELLS**, 1 win; dam of **SPANISH DON** (7 wins, £ 141,200 + £ 28,661 incl. James Seymour Stakes, L, etc), **FLAMENCO RED** (2 wins in England), etc; grandam of **Ruby's Day** (3 wins; 3rd in Criterion du Bequet, L), **Customary** (2 wins in France at 2, £ 44,870 and placed incl. 2nd in Prix Francois Mathet, L), **SCARLET OAK** (3 wins in England; dam of a winner), **BLAZE OF FIRE** (2 wins in France). CHAI CHAI (2 wins in England), **MASTER GOLD** (2 wins in Hong Kong), **ADEEB** (2 wins in Greece), **NATURAL LEADER**, etc.

**Namaste**; grandam of **Countermeasure** (3rd in Sky Bet York Stakes, Gr.2), **OBEDIENT**, etc. Hope, unplaced; dam of **OASIS DREAM** (Champion 2YO in Europe in 2002, Champion 3YO Sprinter in Europe in 2003, won July Cup, Gr.1, etc; sire), **ZENDA** (Poule d’Essai des Pouliches, Gr.1, etc; dam of **KINGMAN**, won St. James’s Palace Stakes, Gr.1, etc; sire), **REMOTE**, sire, etc; grandam of **Let's Meet in Rio**, **Fajjaj**, etc, **HOPEFUL LIGHT**, etc.

Tracing to CREDENDA; ancestress in India of **VERSAKI** (Nanoli Stud Pune Derby, Gr.1, Poonawalla Breeders Multi-Million, Gr.1, etc), **AVEC PLAISIR**, **IKARIA**, **SHIVANSH**, etc. Family in 2019 of **MAIN EDITION** (German 1000 Guineas, Gr.2), **ETANA** (Doomben Roses, Gr.2), **LA TENE** (VRC Sires Produce Stakes, Gr.2), **BLIZZARD** (Fortune Bowl, Gr.3), etc.
VIJAYS FAMME won 3 races, ₹8,34,000 incl. Dynamic Dancer Cup and placed; dam of: (b c 2012 by Express Wish[GB]), died at 2.

GREEN MEADOW (ch f 2013 by Express Wish[GB]), 4 wins, ₹16,42,901 and placed incl. 2nd in Bangalore Turf Club Cup, 3rd in P M Channabasavanna Memorial Trophy, etc.

SEDONA won 6 races, ₹6,67,556 incl. Rajipla Trophy, Potential Champion Trophy, Sweet Memories Trophy, September Handicap and placed; dam of: 3 winners:

DUTCH ART, 1 win, ₹1,42,500 and placed incl. 3rd in Running Flame Trophy, etc.

Other winners: AL HUZZAH (1 win, ₹97,000) and VIJAYS FAMME (above).

STOP IT DEAR[USA] won 1 race at 2, ₹6,295; dam of 6 winners:

GIRL FROM IPANEMA, 6 wins, ₹14,13,780 incl. Maharaja Sir Hansinghji Trophy, Gr.3, Thunder Storm Trophy and placed 3rd in A.C. Aradeshir Trophy, Gr.2, etc; dam of:

ARKTOUROS, 16 wins, ₹1,20,94,719 incl. Maj. P. K. Mehra Memorial Super Mile Cup, Gr.1, Y.M. Chaudhry Memorial Trophy and placed 3rd in Calcutta 2000 Guineas, Gr.2, etc; STUPENDOUS, 1 win; dam of MUSK MELON, MAJESTIC HEROINE (4 wins each), etc.

Other winners: PORTAL OF GRACE (2 wins), PRINCE OF DARKNESS and OCEAN GIRL.

STUNNING FORCE, 1 win; dam of 6 winners:

LIESSL (3 wins; dam of MAJESTIC REWARD, 3 wins, ₹10,53,375, SHOW BIZ), PICASSO (3 wins in USA) and SEDONA (above).

Other winners: LANDLOVER (1 win, ₹18,91,275 and placed), etc.

LADY TELL YOU, 2 wins in Brazil at 2; dam of:

TOP SIZE, 6 wins in Brazil, Reals 138,106 incl. G.P. Linneo de Paula Machado, Gr.1; sire; SINISTRO, 11 wins in Brazil, Reals 369,343 incl. G.P.O.S.A.F., Gr.2, etc; sire; JET QUEEN, 4 wins Reals 182,772 incl. G.P. Adayr Eiras de Araujo, Gr.2, etc; producer;

Blues Singer, 4 wins in Brazil, Reals 13,841; 2nd in G.P. Encerramento, L, etc; dam of:

ISTAMBUL, 4 wins, Reals 60,277 incl. Delegacoes Turfisticas, L and placed.

LET ME TELL YOU, 1 win; dam of 3rd dam of:

MADDIE'S CHARM, 4 wins in Brazil, Reals 13,841; 2nd in G.P. Encerramento, L, etc; grandam of:

HALF-sister to AFFIRMED (sire), WO N'T SHE TELL (Blush With Pride Stakes, etc; dam of DRILLING FOR OIL, WHITE CROWN[USA])

sire in India, DR. CATON, sire, etc; grandam of:

CONFIDENTIAL LADY, won Pnx de Diane, Gr.1, HONOLUA STORM, PARIS VEGAS, won Pnx Policeman, L, etc; sire; PAREN LA MUSICA, Greek Mythology, etc; 3rd dam of RED BOX, etc; SILENT FOX (sire), Century Gold, SHE WON'T TELL (dam of SENOR PETE, sire, etc; grandam of:

THANK U PHILIPPE, MADDIE'S CHARM, etc; 3rd dam of LANDLOVER, EUPHRADES, etc; SPANKED (grandam of HOLLYCOMBE, RON BON, sire, AUTUMN GLITTER, CONFI RMED DANCER, SARATOGA SIZZLE, YOLANDA, etc; 3rd dam of:

UPSTREAM, STROKE, won Longhorn Sprint Stakes-NTR, BOCA BAY, etc; 4th dam of FREE ROLL, etc), In Memory (dam of CROWNETTE, etc; grandam of:

CHOCOLATE CANDY, etc), etc; immediate family of:

BILLINGS, NOBLE AND NICE, WALIM, etc; tracing to EDITH.
Property of Mr J S Kang

Stud: Track Supreme

Cape Africa

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DNA-Typed</th>
<th>Branded:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(b - 2010)</td>
<td>LS - 18 RS - NT 30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VISION OF ART won 5 races, ₹ 13,79,000 and placed incl. 2nd in Defence Services Cup, North India 1000 Guineas, 3rd in D R C President Cup, etc; dam of:

Smuggler’s Art (b f 2017 by Smuggler’s Cove[IRE]), in training.

CAPE AFRICA placed thrice, ₹ 1,10,500; dam of 7 winners:

STARLET, 5 wins, ₹ 45,00,547 incl. H H Sri Krishnaraja Wadiyar Memorial Trophy, Gr.3, A B Stud Fillies’ Trophy, Mayor’s Cup, Rolli Stud Farm Million; 2nd in Bangalore Summer Million, Gr.3, Mysore Dasara Sprint Championship, Gr.3, 3rd in BTC Anniversary Cup, Gr.2, etc.

SUPER FORCE, 5 wins, ₹ 30,58,815 incl. Champion Trainer Cup, Bangalore Turf Club Trophy, Leading Stud Trophy, Nethravathi Trophy and placed 2nd in Civil Service Cup, etc.

VISION OF ART (above).

Other winners: MUSIC DIVINE (1 win, ₹ 3,69,560) and VISION OF ART (above).

SARTORIAL did not race; dam of 4 winners:

BESPOKE, 6 wins, ₹ 24,61,149 incl. Chief Minister’s Cup, Gr.3, Royal Challenge Game for Life Challenge; 2nd in Dr. S. C. Jain Sprinters’ Championship, Gr.2, etc; producer.

VIJAY DHANUSH, 5 wins, ₹ 19,48,000 incl. Andhra Sub-Area Trophy and placed.

Other winners: STAR SUMMIT (5 wins, ₹ 17,10,517) and ALGIERS (4 wins, ₹ 8,64,150). Capé Africa, above.

AU PANACHE won 3 races, ₹ 2,22,152 incl. Indian 1000 Guineas, Gr.1; dam of 7 winners:

ILLUSTRIOUS REIGN, 21 wins, ₹ 31,14,860 incl. President of India Gold Cup, Gr.1 and placed 2nd in President of India Gold Cup, Gr.1, 3rd in Castrol South India St. Leger, Gr.1, The Hindu Nilgiris Derby, Gr.1, S.I.C. Nilgiris Colts’ Trial Stakes, Gr.2, etc.

CAMPANERO, 6 wins, ₹ 25,90,051 incl. Heritage Estates Eclipse Stakes of India, Gr.2 and placed 2nd in Golconda St. Leger, Gr.2, RRO Eclipse Stakes of India, Gr.2, Wadia Group C.N. Wadia Gold Cup, Gr.2, 3rd in Golconda 2000 Guineas, Gr.2, etc.

NATIVE QUEST, 4 wins, ₹ 18,85,081 incl. Golconda Oaks, Gr.2, Alcock Barb Stakes, Gr.3 and placed 2nd in Golconda 1000 Guineas, Gr.2, 3rd in Deccan Derby, Gr.1, etc; dam of:

QUEST FOR CASH, 5 wins, ₹ 17,39,145 incl. Juvenile Fillies’ Championship, Gr.3, etc.

Other winners: HIGHLAND QUEST, NATIVE SPEAKER, EXCLUSIVE MONARCH (2 wins each), QUEST FOR LOVE (2 wins) and ARDENT LOVER (1 win).

Other winners: DA VINCI (4 wins), ROYAL PANACHE (2 wins), SAINT EMILION (1 win) and ELEGANTE (dam of TIMELESS DEEDS, 3 wins, ₹ 13,41,490, DAKSHESH, 3 wins).

Sartorial, above.

Half-sister to OBOLENSKY (9 wins, ₹ 5,29,312 incl. G.W. Indian Produce Stakes, Gr.2, etc),

STEP BY STEP (8 wins, ₹ 3,85,582 incl. Maharaja Jiwajirao Scindia Trophy, Gr.3 and placed 2nd in Indian 2000 Guineas, Gr.1, Eve Champion Trophy, Gr.3, 4th in Indian Derby, Gr.1, etc).

Alpha (6 wins and placed 2nd in F.D. Wadia Trophy, Gr.3, 3rd in Sprints’ Cup, Gr.2, etc).

Abhinaland (6 wins; 3rd in Indian Produce Stakes, Gr.2, etc), MAH NOOR (dam of DAGINO, won Turf Club Trophy, Gr.2, etc, Re-Limit, 3rd in Hongkong Bank Cup, Gr.2, etc, Earky Arabian, etc; grandam of Desert Shot, Nigaren, etc), SENORA (dam of STONEY VALLEY, 6 wins incl. Breeders’ Cup [Calcutta], Gr.3, etc). Their dam AMANATHA won 4 races, ₹ 74,080 and placed 3rd in Indian 1000 Guineas, Gr.1, etc and half-sister to ETHICS II, ZABARDAST, etc. Tracing to BURLETTA. Family in 2019 of KENEDNA (Doomben Cup, Gr.1), etc.
### Champagne Stakes, EXCLUSIVE ORDER

**FLAME** (Champion 3YO Colt in Spain in 2016, 3 wins incl. Copa de Oro Donostia, grandam of Older Mare in Ireland, 9 wins incl. Matron Stakes, Gr.1, etc),

**Other Black-type placed winners:**

- **Mizaaya** [GB] (sire), **Dancing Surpass**
- **American Order; grandam of Tracing to SERENISSIMA; ancestress of Gate Handicap, Lockinge Stakes, winners), Dancing Debut, placed; dam of**
- **Other winners:** **NULLI SECUNDUS** (4 wins), **EXCLUSION ZONE** and **VIRTUS**.

**Virtuous** won 1 race in England at 2, £ 10,617 and placed; dam of:

**UNITED** (b f 2017 by Varenar [FR]), died since birth.

**WESTPHALIA** won 3 races, ₹ 14,98,629 incl. August Handicap and placed; dam of:

**Coventry Stakes, 3rd in 2020, 8 wins incl. 2019 Juddmonte International, Royal Lodge Stakes, Prix Vermeille, etc; 3rd dam of INTEGRAL (QIPCO Falmouth Stakes, etc), etc; dam of**

**Other winners:** **LIBERTY** (1 win; dam of PERFECT CLASS; producer, RABBIT MEDICEAN, RABBIT KING, LIIOQING HILL), **VIRTUOSITY** (1 win; dam of JUDGEMENT), **JUDICIOUS Quixotic, unraced; dam of**

**Other winners:** **NULLI SECUNDUS** (4 wins), **EXCLUSION ZONE** and **VIRTUS**.

**Virtuous**, above.

**Congenial, unplaced; dam of DALOOL (4 wins at 3 and 4, Riyals 136,110; producer), etc.**

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Stud:</strong> Equus Property of Raptakos, Brett &amp; Co Ltd</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>108</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Galileo</strong> Galileo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ampere[FR]</strong> (b - 2012) Urban Sea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bay Filly</strong> Sire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Amorama</strong> Tanzania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bushranger</strong> Danetime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Westphalia</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bushranger</strong> Efsio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DNA-Typed Branded :</strong> Peace[GB]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RS - £ 8</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>29</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WESTPHALIA won 3 races, ₹ 14,98,629 incl. August Handicap and placed; dam of:

---

**Virtuous** won 1 race in England at 2, £ 8,503; 3rd in Oaks Trial Stakes, Congenial, unplaced; dam of:

**DALOOL** (4 wins at 3 and 4, Riyals 136,110; producer), etc.

**WESTPHALIA,** above.

**IL BATTISTA,** 3 wins in England at 2 and 3, £ 15,562 and placed.

**GLORIOUS HOPE,** 6 wins, £ 27,92,001 incl. Jockeys Trophy, Leading Owner Cup, etc.; 3rd dam of

**RABBIT KING,** **LIIQING HILL**), **VIRTUOSITY** (1 win; dam of JUDGEMENT), **JUDICIOUS Quixotic, unraced; dam of**

**YOGYA,** 1 win,

**4 winners:** **LIBERTY** (1 win; dam of PERFECT CLASS; producer, RABBIT MEDICEAN, RABBIT KING, LIIOQING HILL), **VIRTUOSITY** (1 win; dam of JUDGEMENT), **JUDICIOUS Quixotic, unraced; dam of**

**Other winners:** **NULLI SECUNDUS** (4 wins), **EXCLUSION ZONE** and **VIRTUS**.

**Virtuous**, above.

**Congenial, unplaced; dam of DALOOL (4 wins at 3 and 4, Riyals 136,110; producer), etc.**

---

**EXCLUSIVE VIRTUE** won 1 race in England at 2, £ 10,617 and placed; dam of:

**Virtuous,** above.

**Other winners:** **NULLI SECUNDUS** (4 wins), **EXCLUSION ZONE** and **VIRTUS**.

**Dancing Debut, placed; dam of DANCE PARTNER** (5 wins incl. John Musker Stakes, L, etc),

**Kindlelight Debut, etc; grandam of LAHALEE (Taylor Stakes, Gr.1, etc; dam of winners), PRECOCIOUS STAR** (dam of North Thunder, etc), etc; 3rd dam of

**FLANDERS FLAME** (Champion 3YO Colt in Spain in 2016, 3 wins incl. Copa de Oro Donostia, L, etc).

**EXCLUSIVE ORDER** won 4 races incl. Prix Maurice de Gheest, Gr.2, dam of

**ENTREPRENEUR, Champion 3YO Miler in Europe, 3 wins incl. 2000 Guineas, L, etc; sire EXCLUSIVE, 2 wins, £ 172,697 incl. Coronation Stakes, Gr.1, dam of ECHELON (Champion Older Mare in Ireland, 9 wins incl. Matron Stakes, Gr.1, etc), CHIC, DE Rigueur, etc; grandam of INTEGRAL (QIPCO Falmouth Stakes, etc, etc; 3rd dam of FOREIGN SOURCE (2019 Champion Juvenile Cup, L and placed 2nd in 2019 Racing Association Stakes, L, 3rd in 2019 East Cape Nursery, L, etc), etc

**DANCE A DREAM, 2 wins incl. Cheshire Oaks, L; 2nd in Epsom Oaks, Gr.1, etc; dam of ECLUSIVE DREAM** (10 wins incl. Air-Berlin-Cup-Langer Hamburger, etc), etc; grandam of

**PIPEDREAMER** (Prix Dollar, etc), **Kasseopia** (2nd in Grey Stakes, Gr.3, etc), etc.

**IRISH ORDER, 2 wins incl. Prix Obelisque, L, etc; dam of IRISH WINGS** (2 wins incl. Golden Gate Handicap, Gr.3, etc), **West Order** (sire), **Cour de France** (dam of winners), etc.

**SADLER’S IMAGE, 4 wins incl. Chester Stakes, L and placed 3rd in Chester Vase, Gr.3, etc.**

**Other Black-type placed winners:** **Dancing Surpass** (sire), **Mizaaya[GB]**, **Maître a Bord**.

**Other winners:** **CONNOISSEUR** (2 wins in Malaysia) and **EXCLUSIVE VIRTUE** (above).

**American Order; grandam of BECKETT** (sire), **BARRING ORDER** (dam of Bogle, etc, etc).

**Tracing to SERENISSIMA; ancestress of HYPERION, PHARMOND, EVERYDAY II**, etc.
Property of Mr J S Kang

Stud: Track Supreme

Fastnet Rock            Danzig
Smuggler's Cove[IRE]    Razyana
(b - 2012)              Royal Academy

Chenchikova              Gatana

Sadler's Wells           Northern Dancer

Kasora                   Fairy Bridge

Danhill                  Darshaan

Piccadilly Circus       Kozana

Northern Dancer         Gatana

Galana                  Darshaan

Northern Dancer         Kozana

Piccadilly Circus       Chenchikova

Sadler's Wells           Kasora

Fastnet Rock

property of Mr J S Kang

Bay Filly
Feb 10, 2018

Fourth Foal

DNA-Typed

Branded :

LS - 18 RS - NT

Xtreme                   Senure[USA]

(b - 2007)

Girllon[ARG]

Xtreme won 3 races, ₹ 11,55,580 incl. Deccan Bookmakers Trophy and placed 3rd in Golconda Oaks, Gr.2, etc; dam of:
Maestro (b g 2014 by Phoenix Tower[USA]), placed, ₹ 1,92,780.

Girllon[ARG] won 3 races in Argentina at 3 and 4, $ 31,567; 2nd in Clasico Chile, Gr.3, 3rd in G P Criadores, Gr.1, Clasico Los Criadores, Gr.2, 4th in Clasico Partica, Gr.2, etc; dam of 6 winners:
Xtreme, above.
LIBERTY SPEAKS, 6 wins, ₹ 12,33,470; dam of Award Winner (6 wins, $ 45,99,206 and placed 3rd in Nilgiris 2000 Guineas, Gr.2, etc) and POWER OF LIBERTY (1 win, $ 4,35,049) ARTEMISIA, 4 wins, ₹ 12,58,750 and placed incl. 2nd in Thailand Trophy, etc.

VETTEL, 3 wins, ₹ 7,82,903.

SUN GIRL won 4 races in Argentina incl. Clasico Juan P. Artigas, L and placed 2nd in Clasico Jockey Club de Rosario, L, etc; dam of 7 winners:

SUN GIRL, above.

POTRA GIRL, 5 wins in Argentina and USA at 3 to 5 and placed.

PAINTED GIRL, 2 wins at 3 and 4, Pesos 65,025 and placed.

Other winners: POTRO SOL (3 wins), DANCINGTIN, POTRA ARROW (dam of a winner).

TOUGH GIRL placed in Argentina; dam of 8 winners:
SUN FINGER, 8 wins in Argentina and USA incl. Premio Canada, Gr.3; 2nd in Associazioni de Proprietarios de Caballos de Carrera, Gr.3, 3rd in Premio Gilberto Larena, Gr.2, etc.
SUN GIRL, above.

Other winners: POTRO FOUR, FINGERSTIN (4 wins each), TOUGHTIN, THALIALON, POTRI BRUNO and SUN MEDEA.

SUN Fingers, unraced; dam of ALY SUN (8 wins in Argentina, Pesos 92,253 incl. Clasico equistad, L, Clasico Urbano de Iriondo, L and placed 2nd in G.P. Joaquin V. Gonzales, Gr.1, Clasico Malgraime, L, etc), POCHOLO (10 wins), etc.
Potrisarina, unraced; dam of Sib Danzig (3rd in Grande Premio Parana, Gr.1, etc), etc.

Half-sister to Gilltown (4th in Clasico Propietarios, L, etc), Their dam Thalia's Girl, half-sister to THALES (sire), THAI DYE (4 wins in USA incl. T.S.C. Lowe Stakes, etc) dam of The Parties Over, 5 wins and placed 3rd in Fleet Treat Stakes, etc), Scaffold Baron (2 wins in USA and placed incl. 2nd in Don B. Stakes, etc), Thaliara (2 wins in Argentina and placed incl. 2nd in Grande Premio Saturnino J. Unzue, Gr.1, etc) and grandam of GRAN PUNTO, won Clasico Latinoamerica, Gr.3, etc, etc.

Their dam, THALIA (Clasico Clasico Italia, etc) half-sister to THAILINDO (Premio Uruguayo, L), Thai Lin (unraced; dam of BIG FINGERS, etc), Tin Girl (unraced; grandam of CORCEL DE OURO, won Grande Premio Consagracao, Gr.1, etc), etc. Tracing to PHILOMATH. Family in 2019 of ROGER BAROWS (Tokyo Yushun Derby, Gr.1, etc), SO GLITTERING, etc.
ZERZAYA[IRE], 4 wins in England at 3, £ 17,971 and placed; dam of:

- **ZARIYA**, won 2 races at 2, £ 3,168 and placed; dam of

  - **FABULOUS SHOW**, **SENEGAL** (1 win each) and **ZAZOU** (above).

- **GRAF OTTO**, 1 win in Switzerland at 4.

- **ZEPHYR LILLY**, 1 win in Ireland at 3 and placed; dam of **FEEL THE AIR** (1 win in Ireland).

Other winners: **ZAYNAL** (1 win in Ireland) and **ZAMANAYN** (2 wins in Ireland).

**ZAHRA** placed 4 times in France at 3, € 3,583; dam of **Zariyba[IRE]**, above.

**ZARILIYA**, 1 win; grandam of **REMEMBER THE TIME**, 2 wins, **CLODOVA**, 2 wins in Ireland at 3, € 24,217 and placed; producer.

**ALWAYS LOVE**, 3 wins, £ 5,59,852 and placed; producer.

**CLODOVA**, 2 wins in Ireland at 3, € 24,217 and placed; producer.

**ZEFNUDDIN** did not race in Ireland; dam of **ZAHRA**, placed 4 times in France at 3, € 3,583; dam of **Zariyba[IRE]**, above.

**ZARINA**, 1 win; grandam of **ZARSHANA** and **ZAFANALIYA**.

Other winners: **ZAYDIYA**, 1 win at 3, € 50,917 and placed incl. 3rd in Prix Belle de Nuit, **L**, etc; dam of winners.

**ZARAN**, 1 win; dam of **ZARANNA** (dam of Zerashan, Zarad, etc; granddam of **ZANUGHAN**, **ZAND**; 3rd dam of **ZANINDA**), Zarlana (dam of Zarebiya; grandam of SIEMPRE NUEVA), ZARKANA (dam of ZARKIYA, Zariyan; grandam of **ZARKAVA**, European Champion 3YO Filly, won Prix de l’Arc de Triomphe, **Gr.1**, etc), etc.

**ZARIYA** was 2nd in Radha Sigtia Trophy, 3rd in Karl Umrigar Trophy, etc.

**ZARIYA[IRE]** did not race in Ireland; dam of 9 winners:

- **ALWAYS LOVE**, 3 wins, £ 5,59,852 and placed; producer.
- **CLODOVA**, 2 wins in Ireland at 3, € 24,217 and placed; producer.
- **REMEMBER THE TIME**, 2 wins, £ 9,53,031 and placed 2nd in Elusive Pimpernel Trophy, etc.
- **SHE WHISPERS**, 1 win in England at 2, £ 5,353 and placed.
- **ZEPHIR LILLY**, 1 win in Ireland at 3 and placed; dam of **FEEL THE AIR** (1 win in Ireland).

**GRAF OTTO**, 1 win in Switzerland at 4.

Other winners: **FABULOUS SHOW**, **SENEGAL** (1 win each) and ZAZOU (above).

**ZAHRA** placed 4 times in France at 3, € 3,583; dam of 5 winners:

- **ZAYYANI**, 3 wins, £ 48,483 incl. Singer & Friedlander Greenham Stakes, **Gr.3**, etc; sire.
- **ZERZAYA[IRE]**, 4 wins in England at 3, £ 17,971 and placed; dam of:
  - **ZERPOUR**, 7 wins in England and Australia incl. Queen Elizabeth Stakes, **Gr.2**, etc; sire.
  - **ZAFZALA**, 2 wins at 2 and 3, £ 40,561; 2nd in Pretty Polly Stakes, **Gr.2**, etc; dam of:
  - **Zafaraniya[IRE]**, 1 win at 3, € 31,740; 3rd in Airlax Race, etc; dam of winners.
- **Zafayania, unplaced; dam of Zafayania[IRE]** (dam of Zafilani, LADY ALMEDA, etc; etc.
- **Zabadi**, 2 wins and placed incl. 2nd in Ballysax Race, etc; also 9 wins over jumps.
- **ZARILIYA**, 1 win; dam of **IGUGU** (S.African Fillies’ Classic, **Gr.1**, etc; dam of a winner), **HONORIUS**, **NGAGA**, **Sweet Fire**, etc; 3rd dam of **TARKA** (Stan Fox Stakes, **Gr.2**), etc.

Other winners: **ZAYNAL** (1 win in Ireland) and **ZAMANAYN** (2 wins in Ireland).

Zarishasha, unplaced; grandam of **THANK YOU BYE BYE**, etc; 3rd dam of **SIR ANDREW** (7 wins incl. Stewards Cup, **Gr.1**, The Queen’s Silver Jubilee Cup, **Gr.1**, etc, etc).

Ziya, unplaced; dam of **Hello Fuji** (2nd in Bequet-Ventes Osarus, **L**, etc; dam of winners), etc. Zariyba[IRE], above.

**ZAHRA** placed 4 times in France at 3, € 3,583; dam of 5 winners:

- **Zareef**, 5 wins at 3 and 5 and placed incl. 3rd in Premio Ellington, **Gr.3**, etc.
- **Zallaka**, 1 win at 3, € 50,917 and placed incl. 3rd in Prix Belle de Nuit, **L**, etc; dam of winners.
- **ZAILA**, 1 win; dam of **ZAINITA** (Prix de Diane Hermes-French Oaks, **Gr.1**, dam of winners).
- **ZARNA**, 1 win; dam of **ZARANNA** (dam of Zerashan, Zarad, etc; granddam of **ZANUGHAN**, **ZAND**; 3rd dam of **ZANINDA**), Zarlana (dam of Zarebiya; grandam of SIEMPRE NUEVA), ZARKANA (dam of ZARKIYA, Zariyan; grandam of **ZARKAVA**, European Champion 3YO Filly, won Prix de l’Arc de Triomphe, **Gr.1**, etc), etc.
- **ZARIYA**, above.

Zarzaya, unplaced; dam of **ZAYDIYA** (Grand Prix de Nantes, etc; etc; grandam of **FRENCH FIFTEEN** (sire), **NIGHT RUN**, etc; 3rd dam of ZAREWITSCH (sire), Zakopane, etc.

Zarafa; dam of **ZAFADOLA**, etc; grandam of EMILY BRONTE, ZELANDA, SET TO MUSIC; 3rd dam of **EARNSHAW, LOCK WOOD, PEARL GREY, TIME PRISONER, ZENNOR**, etc.

Tracing to **MUMTAZ MAHAL**; grandam of **MAHMOUD** (Epson Derby-NTR; leading sire), etc. Family in India of **ANGEL DUST** (Kingfisher Derby Bangalore, **Gr.1**, etc) **ACCOLADE** (Poonawalla Breeders’ Multi-Million, **Gr.1**), **ACCLAIMED**, **SALUTE HER**, **NIJINSKY’S CROWN, COLOMBIANA, AGGREGATED**, etc. Family in 2019 of **MYSTIC JOURNEY** (Australian Guineas, **Gr.1**, etc), **VERRY ELLEEGANT** (AJC Australian Oaks, **Gr.1**, etc).
ZEST won 1 race, ₹ 1,01,100 and placed; dam of:
HATCHET HARRY (b g 2008 by Diffident[FR]), 4 wins, ₹ 12,31,869 incl. Sri V B Ramachandran Memorial Trophy and placed 3rd in Leading Tipster Cup, etc.
Blue Wonder (b g 2009 by Diffident[FR]), placed, ₹ 1,23,120; died at 3.
ZIP AWAY (b g 2010 by New Famous[BRZ]), 5 wins, ₹ 12,46,850 incl. Asian Age Cup, etc.
Morning Star (ch f 2011 by Tariq[GB]), unplaced.
Good Spirit (b c 2012 by Diffident[FR]), unplaced; died at 3.
Nentara (b f 2013 by Diffident[FR]), unplaced, ₹ 42,615.
Caravella (ch f 2017 by Kingda Ka[AUS]), in training.

ZARVARI won 4 races, ₹ 4,07,341 incl. Fillies’ and Mares’ Stakes, Gr.3 and placed 3rd in Royal Challenge Indian 1000 Guineas, Gr.1, etc; dam of 5 winners:
ZARAN, 7 wins, ₹ 8,71,744 incl. Indraprastha Cup and placed 2nd in Mysore Cup, etc.
POTENTIAL FORCE, 3 wins, ₹ 5,97,430 incl. Leading Bookmaker Trophy and placed.
Other winners: SOLITARY CHAMP (4 wins), NESARA (2 wins) and ZEST (above).
Wild Rain, not trained due to an accident; dam of JUST GREAT (5 wins, ₹ 14,97,020), FOOT PRINT (3 wins, ₹ 5,26,000), SERIOUSLYDANGEROUS (1 win, ₹ 3,52,852).

Martial Air won 5 races, ₹ 2,00,054 incl. K.M. Munshi Cup, Chief of Kagal Cup and placed 3rd in Southern Command Cup, L, 4th in Indian Oaks, Gr.1, etc; dam of 8 winners:
ZARVARI, above.
Court Minstrel, 4 wins, ₹ 3,65,651 and placed 4th in South India 2000 Guineas, Gr.2, etc.
ASSERTION, 17 wins, ₹ 9,12,032 incl. Indian Navy Rolling Challenge Trophy, etc.
BIRTHDAY PARADE, 9 wins, ₹ 5,39,760 incl. Indian Republic Cup and placed.
BATTLE HYMN, 3 wins, ₹ 1,26,600 incl. Mudki Trophy, etc; dam of:
PRINCE OF WAR, 5 wins, ₹ 4,64,751 incl. Desire Cup and placed 2nd in HRC Trophy, etc.
INDIAN FAME, 3 wins, ₹ 3,44,610 incl. Leading Bookmaker’s Trophy, etc; producer.
SHINING PATH, 3 wins, ₹ 2,39,450; dam of SASHA (3 wins, ₹ 85,932; producer), etc.
Other winners: BADAL, SHARE THE SPIRIT (dam of CENTRE COURT, 7 wins, etc), etc.
Mountains of Mist, placed; dam of BEST WISHES (3 wins), APACHE SUNRISE, etc.
ARIEL, 1 win; granddam of OPERA PRINCESS, ALL THAT JAZZ (2 wins each), etc.
Other winners: AIR MARSHAL (3 wins, ₹ 2,74,500) and REVEILLE (1 win, ₹ 73,550).

GOLDEN HARVEST won 9 races, ₹ 1,36,680 from 11 starts incl. Eclipse Stakes of India, Gr.3, C.N. Wadia Gold Cup, L, placed 2nd in Eve Champion Trophy, Gr.3, etc; dam of 6 winners:
Commissar, 9 wins, ₹ 2,68,450 incl. Ashoka Chakra Cup; 2nd in S.I. Derby, Gr.1, etc.
Other black-type placed winners: Royal Academy and Martial Air (above).
Other winners: KINGS HEAD, EXECUTIVE AIR and SALUTATION (3 wins each).

Half-sister to VALAMOUR (13 wins incl. Champagne Stakes, Gr.3, etc), FAIRY GOLD (4 wins incl. Idar Gold Cup, Gr.3; 2nd in Indian 1000 Guineas, Gr.1, Indian Oaks, Gr.1, etc), etc. Their dam half-sister to Lumiere (2nd in Indian 1000 Guineas, Gr.1), FLYING FAIRY (dam of NEON, 8 wins incl. S. I. Derby, Gr.1, S.I. Oaks, Gr.1, S. I. St. Leger, Gr.1, Die Hard, sire, etc; granddam of BEANDAZ, sire, PRINCE JEHAN, 7 wins incl. Indian 2000 Guineas, Gr.1, NIGHT CROWN, sire, etc; 3rd dam of STAR STYLE GIRL, won Sprints’ Classic, Gr.1, etc; 4th dam of AIR FLIGHT, etc; 6th dam of ALDEBURGH, sire), etc. Tracing to WENONAH. Family in India of MISS SOPHISTICATED, CRIMSON PRINCESS, RAFA, etc. Family in 2019 of NICHOLAS (Gran Premio Miguel Alfredo Martinex de Hoz, Gr.1), ELOGIADO, EVINCING, etc.
Stud: Villoo’s Greenfield

Property of Villoo’s Greenfield Farms
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Chesnut Colt
Apr 1, 2018
Seventh Foal

DNA-Typed: Accessorize[IRE]
Branded: Galileo

Pivotal
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Stud: Poonawalla Breeders’ Multi-Million 2021

**VILLOO’S**
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**ESPADRILLE**

**Chestnut Colt**

**April 1, 2018**

**Seventh Foal**

**DNA-Typed Branded**

**LS - P 8**

**G18**

**ACCESSORIZE[IRE]** did not race; dam of:

- **ALLEE BLEUE** (b f 2012 by Invincible Spirit), 1 win, ₹ 2,18,250 and placed; producer.
- **Midnight Sky** (b f 2013 by Ace[IRE]), 2 wins, ₹ 6,12,955 and placed.
- **Yuvan** (b f 2015 by Arazan[IRE]), died as yearling.
- **PLYMSOLE[USA]**, 1 win; dam of
  - **Sunset** (11 wins incl. Champions Invitational Handicap, etc; sire, etc), **Lisadeill** (2 wins incl. Coronation Stakes, etc; sire in UK and Italy), **Sword Dancer** (bred in USA), **Puppet Dance** (bred in USA), and **Key of Solomon** (bred in USA).
  - **Pump** (3 listings).

**Pump did not race; dam of 9 winners:**

- **Dockside** (6 wins, £ 129,391 + € 139,071 + HK $ 4,060,000 incl. Berlin Brandenburg Trophy, Gr.2, Hong Kong Mile, Gr.1, Laurence Perrier Meile, Gr.3; 2nd in Champagne Lanson Sussex Stakes, Gr.1, Laurence Perrier Rose Champagne Stakes, Gr.2, Queen Anne Stakes, Gr.2, Mehul-Mulhens Rennen, Gr.2, 3rd in Breeders’ Cup Mile, Gr.1, etc; sire in UK and Italy).
- **Classic Sport[USA]**, 3 wins, £ 27,896 incl. EBF Lapis Stakes, L, etc; sire in India, died.
- **Filoa Beach** (5 wins, € 33,386 + Francs 50,000 + $ 63,250; 3rd in Prix Omnium II, L, etc; 2nd in Grande Priere and placed.)
- **Plymsole[USA]**, 1 win; dam of
  - **Maduro** (5 wins; 3rd in Karnataka Juv. Million, Gr.2, etc; Other winners: **Great Interoogator** (3 wins, $ 26,830), **Classic Legend** (2 wins, $ 6,079), **Spice Heel** (2 wins, $ 74,550), **Aleida** (1 win) and others)
  - **Panagia[USA]**; dam of **Picayune** (2nd in Grosser Preis der Metallbau, L, etc; producer, etc).

**Espadrille** won 3 races in USA at 2 and 3, $ 63,228 incl. Busanda Stakes, L, etc; dam of:

- **Pump**, and above.

Half-sister to **King Pellinore** (11 wins incl. Champions Invitational Handicap, Gr.1, Oak Tree Invitational Handicap, Gr.1, etc; sire in USA), **THATCH** (Champion 2YO, Champion Miller, 7 wins incl. Sussex Stakes, Gr.1, etc; Champion Sire), **Lisadell** (2 wins incl. Coronation Stakes, Gr.2, etc; dam of **Fatherland** won Smurfit National Stakes, Gr.1, etc; **Yeats**, sire, **Golden Dome**, etc; grandam of **Sword Dance**, won Del Mar Handicap, Gr.2, etc; **Endless Joy**, **Campo Catino**, **Miss Tobacco**, etc; 3rd dam of **El Condor Pasa**, won Japan Cup, Gr.1, etc; sire, **Bachelor Duke**, won Irish Two Thousand Guineas, Gr.1, etc; sire, **Bodyguard**, **And Na Greine**, **Key of Solomon**, **Translucid**, **White Gulp**, **Alma Mater**, won Indian 1000 Guineas, Gr.1, etc; Grand Passage, etc; 4th dam of **Timeless**, etc; 5th dam of **Endless Hall**, etc; Handsewn (dam of **Hymen**[IRE]), etc; 6th dam of **Irrigation**, etc; dam of **Thong**, won 5 races and placed incl. 2nd in Alcibiades Stakes, etc. Tracing to Simon’s Shoos Family in 2019 of **Crown Prosecutor** (New Zealand Derby, Gr.1), **Camphoratus**, etc.
AGILITY won 1 race, €5,80,962 and placed 3rd in Police Commissioner’s Cup, etc; dam of: Chivalrous Knight (b g 2011 by Chevalier[IRE]), unplaced.

Maia (b f 2013 by Chevalier[IRE]), placed, €2,76,750 incl. 3rd in BOL Publication Cup.

Divine Timing (b f 2016 by Surfrider[IRE]), unplaced.

AGILITY won 1 race, €4,201 + $11,420 in cl. Suwannee River Handicap, etc; 3rd in McDowell Indian St. Leger, etc; dam of:

FLIRTING around (Leader), etc; dam of:

FLIRTING FEATHER[IRE] won 1 race in France at 3, €4,040, etc; dam of 9 winners:

113 Ruia Stud Farms Private Limited

Property of Ruia Stud Farms Private Limited

Surfrider[IRE]
(b - 2008)

Bay Filly
Jan 18, 2018

Seventh Foal

DNA-Typed
Branded:
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Furajet

China Visit[USA]

F inters Feather[IRE]

LS - NR RS - 8 4

AGILITY won 1 race, placed 3rd in Police Commissioner’s Cup, etc; dam of:

AGILITY won 1 race, placed 3rd in Police Commissioner’s Cup, etc; dam of:

FLIRTING, 7 wins, €10,54,634 incl. Queen Elizabeth II Cup, etc.

Especially Rare, 3 races, €4,23,200; 3rd in Breeders’ Produce Stakes, etc.

Go Feather Go won 1 race at 2, €1,591 and placed; dam of 9 winners:

FLIRTING FEATHER[IRE] won 1 race in France at 3, €4,040, etc; dam of 9 winners:

FLIRTING VISION, 8 wins, €20,27,213 incl. Kingfisher Derby Bangalore, etc.

FLIRTING, 7 wins, €22,805 incl. Valley View Cup, Police Cup and placed; producer.

CREST STAR, 5 wins, €6,14,275 incl. Leading Owner Trophy and placed.

Other winners: FLIRTING PRINCE (5 wins), LOCHMABEN (3 wins), etc.

Half-sister to POCKET BOY (17 wins incl. Autumn Stakes and placed 3rd in Lincoln Derby, etc), MARIANNA TRENCH (dam of BOLD STYLE, sire, MARIANNA’S GIRL, SET FREE, sire, etc; grandam of MARASTANI, GAUNTLET BOY, SECOND SYMPHONY, CHRISTINE’S OUTLAW, etc; 3rd dam of TAAAREEF, won Prix Daniel Wildenstein, etc).
**Property of Yeravada Stud & Agricultural Farm**

**ALARIC** won 3 races, ₹ 6,33,000 incl. Smart Chieftain Trophy, Leading Stud Cup, etc; dam of:

- **Super Racer** (dk b c 2013 by New Famous[BRZ]), placed, ₹ 2,26,730; died at 3.
- **AMAZING MOONLIGHT** (f 2014 by Whatshescript[IRE]), 3 wins, ₹ 10,01,000 and placed.
- **OXYGEN** (b f 2015 by New Famous[BRZ]), 2 wins, ₹ 12,50,000; 2nd in New Year Cup, etc.
- **Excelentcompanion** (dk b c 2016 by New Famous[BRZ]), unplaced, ₹ 18,000.

Intellence (b f 2017 by Western Aristocrat[USA]), in training.

**Sensuality** won 1 race, ₹ 1,92,557; 4th in Calcutta Oaks, Gr.3, etc; dam of 7 winners:

- **SILK CUT**, 6 wins, ₹ 22,14,355 incl. Tattersalls Classic Trial Million and placed.
- **ANONYMYITY**, 1 win; dam of **APRIALLIA** (6 wins, ₹ 43,28,850 incl. Byerly Turk Stakes, Gr.3; dam of **APALACHEE**, 5 wins), **ANONYMOUS**, LADY DUFF (dam of EYE SIGN), etc.

Other winners: **STARRY** (2 wins; dam of **SILK CUT**, 6 wins, ₹ 10,58,620 incl. Bangalore Derby, etc), etc; dam of: **ARMEL**, SENSUOUS TOUCH, SO PRECIOUS (producer) and **ALARIC** (above).

**Speedbird** won 5 races; 2nd in Fillies’ and Mares’ Stakes, Gr.3, etc; dam of 9 winners:

- **ESTERELLI**, 4 wins, ₹ 9,02,563 incl. F.D. Wadia Trophy, Gr.2 and placed.
- **Sensuality**, above.

Other winners: **ANONYMITY**, 1 win; dam of **APRIALLIA** (6 wins, ₹ 43,28,850 incl. Byerly Turk Stakes, Gr.3; dam of **APALACHEE**, 5 wins), **ANONYMOUS**, LADY DUFF (dam of EYE SIGN), etc.

Other winners: **STARMANIAC**, DAZZLING GOLD (17 wins), etc; dam of **PANAMERA**, SANS FRONTIERES, etc; dam of: **MICKEY MOUSE**, KINGOFTHEWORLD, etc.

**CHARENZACCIO**[FR] won 1 race in France and placed 5 times; dam of 9 winners incl.:

- **DIVINE LIGHT**, 10 wins, ₹ 1,05,98,620 incl. Bangalore Derby, Gr.1, etc; dam of:

  - **MYSTIC MEMORY**, 10 wins, ₹ 55,22,420 incl. Indian St. Leger, Gr.1, etc; dam of **MYSTIGAL** (16 wins in India & UAE incl. Indian Turf Invitation Cup, Gr.1, etc).

  - **CASTLE PARK**, Starcent, Randsberg, Star of Marmalade; grandam of SOUTHERN EMPEROR, Mystical Bay, etc; 3rd dam of **CASTLEBRIDGE** (10 wins incl. Mysore Derby, Gr.1, etc).

  - **DIVINE DREAMS**, 5 wins incl. Golconda Derby, Gr.1, etc; dam of SUN DIVINE, etc; grandam of **CAPTAIN COURAGE** (6 wins, ₹ 37,27,100 incl. Dr S C Jain Sprints’ Championship, Gr.2, etc).

  - **WOMAN ON TOP** (dam of winners); 3rd dam of Areca Legend. Other black-type winners: **AIR STRIKE** (6 wins), **ASCOT LASS** (dam of **GREEN BAX**), etc.

  - Other black-type placed winners: Stara Zagora and Desert Pride (in India and Malaysia).

Crown Collection; dam of **GUEST CONNECTIONS** (dam of **WELL CONNECTED**), won Bangalore Derby, Gr.1, Fillies Championship Stakes, Gr.1, APACHE SUNRISE, etc, etc.

- **MINISTERIAL**, 8 wins, ₹ 61,95,841 incl. Classic Indian Turf Invitation Cup, Gr.1, etc.

- **MINISTRELLA**, 8 wins incl. Derby Bangalore, Gr.1; dam of MINISTERIAN (St. Leger, Gr.2).

- Other black-type placed winners: Deutsche Mark and Speedbird (above).

Schiaparelli[HOL], unraced; dam of:

- **ADLER**, 9 wins in India & USA, ₹ 32,02,705 + $ 16,203 incl. Classic Indian Turf Invitation Cup, Gr.1, McDowell Indian 2000 Guineas, Gr.1, Indian St. Leger, Gr.1- ETR, etc; sire.

- **SHOCKING**, 5 wins; dam of **ANGEL HEIGHTS** (dam of MR GREEDY, Angel Star, Ministrel Heights, Rave, etc). The Royals (Deccan Derby, Gr.1); grandam of Heatwave.

- Other black-type winners: STAR COMRADE and VESUVIUS (sire).

- Other black-type placed winners: Amazing Crown, Sans Egale (dam of SANS PAREIL, PANAMERA, SANS FRONTIERES, etc; grandam of SANS PEUR, San Martino, etc).

- **IMPERIAL SATSUMA**, 5 wins; dam of BUSINESS TYCOON (Golconda Derby, Gr.1), CLASSIC SKY, etc; grandam of ROYAL BLUE STAR, MAURITANIA, Balthazar, etc.

- Spectacular Blood; grandam of ROCK WITH U, That’s My Class, KING’S CROWN, etc.

Tracing to SCHIAPIARELLI. Family in India of MICKEY MOUSE, KINGOFTHEWORLD, etc.
Property of Ruia Stud Farms Private Limited

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stud: Ruia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dansili</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surfrider[IRE] (b - 2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hasili</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecoutilla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNA-Typed: Areek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deputy Minister</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aljawza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kingfisher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Branded : Alhuda[USA]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al Bahathri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sixth Foal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 3, 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alhaarth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b - 2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rahy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soundings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bay Filly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b c 2017 by Quasar)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Areek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deputy Minister</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al Jawza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riverman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gallanta</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ALHUDA[USA] did not race; dam of:

**TOP WIZARD** (b g 2012 by Chevalier[IRE]), 2 wins, ₹ 5,88,101 and placed.

**ANNIVERSARY GIRL** (b f 2014 by Chevalier[IRE]), 1 winner, ₹ 6,23,728; 2nd in DC Shah Trophy.

**RUSH FOR GOLD** (b g 2016 by Chevalier[IRE]), 1 winner, ₹ 4,49,140; 3rd in Pat Quinn Mem. Cup.

**AREEK** won 7 races in USA at 3 and 4, ₹ 283,200 incl. Regret Stakes, L and placed 2nd in Floral Park Handicap, Gr.3, 3rd in West Long Branch Stakes, L, etc; dam of: Alhuda[USA], above.

**ALJAWZA** won 3 races in France at 2 and 3, € 70,279 incl. Prix de Cabourg, L and placed 2nd in Prix Morny, Gr.1, 4th in Poule d'Essai des Pouliches-French One Thousand Guineas, Gr.1, Prix du Gros-Chene, Gr.3, etc; dam of 12 winners incl.:

**GAY GALLANTA**, Champion 2YO Filly in Europe, 2 wins in England at 2, £ 137,347 incl. Cheveley Park Stakes, Gr.1, Queen Mary Stakes, Gr.3, etc; dam of:

**BYRON**, 3 wins in England at 2 and 3, £ 124,893 incl. Betfair Cup Lennox Stakes, Gr.2, Mill Reef Stakes, Gr.2 and placed 3rd in Poule d'Essai des Poulains, Gr.1, etc; sire.

**Gallant**, 6 wins at 4 to 7, £ 13,926 + £ 216,529; 3rd in Burke Handicap, Gr.3, etc; sire.

**Gay Heroine**, placed; dam of **CORNET OBOLENSKY** (Gran Steeplechase di Milano, Gr.1).

**GALLIVANT**, 2 wins; dam of **PLUJA** (3 wins incl. Classic Polla de Potrancas, Gr.2), etc.

**RESORT**, 2 wins; dam of **Secret Venture** (3rd in Harry Rosebery Stakes, L), etc.

Frivolity, unraced; dam of **MYSTIC DAWN** (2 wins incl. Summer Stakes, Gr.3, etc), etc.

**SPORTSWORLD**, 3 wins at 3, £ 62,800 incl. Windfields Farm Gallinule Stakes, Gr.2, etc.

**OBSCURA**, 1 win; dam of **SEMARANG** (3 wins, € 85,300 incl. Prix Sicy, L and placed), etc.

**MAYVILLE’S MAGIC**, 1 win in England at 3, £ 5,386; dam of:

**MYSTIC**, 4 wins incl. West Virginia House of Delegates Speaker’s Cup Handicap, L, etc.

**Cabbage Key**, 3 wins, $ 63,320; 2nd in Little Silver Stakes, L, etc; dam of winners.

Other black-type placed winners: **Magical Affair** (dam of winners) and **Magical Steps**.

ALJAWZA, above.

Half-sister to **GAY MECENE** (5 wins incl. Grand Prix de Saint-Cloud, Gr.1, etc; Leading Sire), **GALLAPIAT** (sire), **LASSIE DEAR** (dam of **WOLFHOUND**, 6 wins incl. Sprint Cup, Gr.1, etc; **WEEKEND SURPRISE**, **SPECTACULAR SPY**, **FOXHOUND**, sire, etc; dam of **SUMMER SQUALL**, sire, **DUKE OF MARMALADE**, sire, **LEMON DROP KID**, sire, **STATUE OF LIBERTY**, sire, **BRULAY**, **BITE THE BULLET**, sire, **WELCOME SURPRISE**, **EAVESDROPPER**, **SHUAILAAN**, sire; 3rd dam of **DUKE OF MARMALADE**, sire, **MADISON’S CHARM**, etc; **COURT VISION**, sire, **RULER OF THE WORLD**, sire, **NEKO BAY**, sire), **DRY FLY** (dam of **FOTTIENGO**, etc), etc. Tracing to **UVIRA** (Irish Oaks).
AMAZING QUEEN won 1 race, ₹1,65,500 and placed; dam of:
GIFT OF VALENTINE (b g 2012 by Ace[IRE]), 3 wins, ₹12,88,858 incl. Indian Air Force Cup. Konigin (b f 2013 by Arazan[IRE]), unplaced.
KANEZ (b f 2014 by Excellent Art[GB]), 2 wins, ₹16,07,749 incl. VIVONO Million & placed.
INTO THE GROOVE (b f 2015 by Excellent Art[GB]), 3 wins, ₹21,06,909 incl.Hemavati Salver. _______ (b f 2016 by Leitir Mor[IRE]), died since birth.

AMAZING PRINCESS won 5 races, ₹23,37,595 incl. South India Oaks, Gr.1 and placed 2nd in Indian Champion Cup, Gr.2, Nizam's Gold Cup, Gr.2, Golconda St. Leger, Gr.2, Bangalore 1000 Guineas, Gr.2, 3rd in President of India Gold Cup, Gr.1, etc; dam of 6 winners:
STAR ANGEL, 24 wins, ₹47,37,329 incl. Calcutta Oaks, Gr.1, in Calcutta Derby, Gr.1, etc; dam of Justice Angel (4 wins, ₹36,14,486; 2nd in HH Sri Krishnaraj Wadiyar Memorial Trophy, Gr.3, 3rd in Bangalore Juv. Million, Gr.3), BRIGADIER (4 wins), STRIKING VIEW (3 wins), SPEED ANGEL (2 wins), GALLANT KNIGHT, ARTICULATE (1 win each), etc.
ORDAINED ONE, 20 wins, ₹1,44,63,094 incl. President of India Gold Cup, Gr.1, Nizam's Gold Cup, Gr.3 and placed 3rd in Indian St. Leger, Gr.1, Golconda Derby, Gr.1, etc.
NOBLE PRINCE, 7 wins, ₹1,21,72,023 incl. Indian St. Leger, Gr.1, Chief Justice's Cup, Gr.3 and placed 2nd in Kingfisher Derby Bangalore, Gr.1, 3rd in Indian Derby, Gr.1, etc.
Theatre Lady, 2 wins, ₹4,37,502 and placed 4th in Gen. Rajendrasinhji Trophy, Gr.3, etc. Other winners: MONTEZUMA (4 wins, ₹14,78,695) and AMAZING QUEEN (above).
Bolt, unraced; dam of BONAFIDE (2 wins, ₹7,14,027; 3rd in Dr MAM Ramaswamy Million), etc.

KIROV BALLET[USA] did not place; dam of 4 winners:
OPERA PRINCE, 5 wins incl. S.I.St. Leger, Gr.1 and placed 2nd in Golconda Derby, Gr.1, etc.
AMAZING PRINCESS, above.
Azilian, 5 wins, ₹7,01,480 incl. Calcutta Trophy; 3rd in Calcutta Gold Cup, Gr.2, etc.
VICTORY AND GOLD, 1 win from one start, ₹40,000; dam of:
NEONA, 4 wins, ₹42,23,398 incl. F D Wadia Trophy, Gr.2, S.A. Poonawalla Multi-Million, Gr.2 and placed 2nd in Threptin Fillies' & Mares' Stakes, Gr.3, etc; producer.
Arabian Victory, 3 wins, ₹6,45,650 and placed 4th in S.A. Poonawalla Million, Gr.2, etc.
Keringdingan, 1 win, ₹25,95,600 and placed 3rd in Gool S. Poonawalla Million, Gr.3, etc.
CLEAN SWEEP, 1 win; dam of SHE'S SWEET, CRUISE CLEAR (both producer), etc.
Other winners: EMPIRICAL (29 wins, ₹63,73,450), BLUE DANUBE (6 wins, ₹17,98,999), HEROISM (5 wins), ARCHIMEDES and MONOPOLY (dam of STUNNER, 3 wins, etc).

PIED PRINCESS did not race; dam of 7 winners incl.: 
MAJESTY'S PRINCE, 12 wins, $2,030,452 incl. International Stakes, Gr.1 (twice), etc; sire.
I'M SNACK BITE, 4 wins in USA at 3 and 4, $21,003 and placed; sire.
PRICELESS BOND[USA], 1 win; granddam of BANK OF BURDEN (19 wins), ROCK OF RIDD (9 wins; producer), Dunia, Forest Storm (in India),etc; 3rd dam of Campus Drive, etc.
LITTLE CINDERELLA[USA], 1 win; dam of PROTÉGÉ (Indian St. Leger, Gr.1, etc; sire), etc.
Free The Princess, placed; dam of TOP BRACKET, In By Six, Becoming, Photar, etc; granddam of TIGER SHARK, Scarlet Regent (in India), etc; 3rd dam ofNorjac, etc Kirov Ballet[USA], above.

Half-sister to SECOND COUNTER (sire). EAGER EXCHANGE, HAGLEY'S RELIC (dam of HAGLEY'S QUEST, etc), SPECIAL EDITION (dam of PROSPERATOR'S NEWS, etc), etc. MIRANDA branch of ADMIRATION family. Family in 2019 of HOLY DAY, etc.
Amazing Blaze (ch f 2017 by Leitir Mor[IRE]), un-named.

DIVINE POWER (b g 2015 by Arazan[IRE]), 3 wins,

CHAPLIN (ch g 2014 by Excellent Art[GB]), 3 wins,

______ (b f 2013 by Arazan[IRE]), destroyed as yearling.

Amazonian (b c 2012 by Ace[IRE]), died at 3.

Gitanjali Indian 1000 Guineas,

3 rd in S.I. 1000 Guineas,

placed 2 nd  in Bangalore Derby,

Other winners: INTO THE SPOTLIGHT (6  wins), RUNNING SUN and LAVENDER BROWN.

won 6 races,

MENORAH

Other winners: RADICAL POWER (1 win,

Half-sister to COLUMBIA (6 wins Indian Turf Invitation Cup, Gr.1, etc; sire), Silver Sovereign (3 rd in Calcutta St. Leger, Gr.1, etc), Sovereign Edition (dam of PENTIRE: won Calcutta 2000 Guineas, Gr.1, etc), etc. Tracing to BENDLET; ancestress also of ST. BRENDAN, DEIRI, etc.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DNA-Type</th>
<th>Branded:</th>
<th>LS</th>
<th>Y</th>
<th>25</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oasis Dream</td>
<td>Perfect Stride[GB]</td>
<td>(b - 2005)</td>
<td>First</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bay Colt</td>
<td>Amorina</td>
<td>Steinbeck[USA]</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenth Foal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**AMORINA** won 4 races, ₹ 22,18,956 incl. Usha Stud Calcutta Oaks, Gr.3; 2nd in Calcutta Derby, Gr.1, Calcutta 1000 Guineas, Gr.3, 3rd in Calcutta 2000 Guineas, Gr.2 etc; dam of: Winds of Luck (b g 2009 by China Visit[USA]), unplaced.

**ALVARADA** won 4 races, ₹ 10,98,722 incl. Usha Stud Calcutta Oaks, Gr.3 and placed 2nd in Calcutta 1000 Guineas, Gr.3, 4th in Queen Elizabeth II Cup, Gr.3, etc; dam of 6 winners: SYSTEMATIC, 3 wins, ₹ 27,33,362 incl. Bangalore Oaks, Gr.2 and placed 2nd in Santorini Star Trophy, 3rd in Vijay Textiles Golconda Derby Stakes, Gr.1, etc; dam of: Nimble Mind, 4 wins, ₹28,94,946; 2nd in Golconda Oaks, Gr.2, 3rd in Golconda St. Leger, Gr.2. Splendid Splasher, 1 win, ₹ 14,34,470 and placed 2nd in Bangalore Summer Million, Gr.3, etc AMORINA, above.

**ALVARADA** won 4 races, ₹ 10,98,722 incl. Usha Stud Calcutta Oaks, Gr.3 and placed 2nd in Calcutta 1000 Guineas, Gr.3, 4th in Queen Elizabeth II Cup, Gr.3, etc; dam of 6 winners: SYSTEMATIC, 3 wins, ₹ 27,33,362 incl. Bangalore Oaks, Gr.2 and placed 2nd in Santorini Star Trophy, 3rd in Vijay Textiles Golconda Derby Stakes, Gr.1, etc; dam of: Nimble Mind, 4 wins, ₹28,94,946; 2nd in Golconda Oaks, Gr.2, 3rd in Golconda St. Leger, Gr.2. Splendid Splasher, 1 win, ₹ 14,34,470 and placed 2nd in Bangalore Summer Million, Gr.3, etc AMORINA, above.

**ENFIN SEULE[USA]** won 2 races in France at 3, ₹ 10,908 and placed; dam of 7 winners: TREASURE GIRL, 5 wins, ₹ 6,38,710 incl. Kingfisher Derby Bangalore, Gr.1, etc. ALVARADA, above.

**State of Mind**, 2 wins, ₹ 4,65,865; 2nd in The Hindu South India 1000 Guineas, Gr.2, 3rd in S. I. Oaks, Gr.1, etc; dam of RARE SIGHT (2 wins; dam of WHAT A SIGHT, 6 wins).

**Cisitalia**, 2 wins; 2nd in Calcutta Oaks, Gr.1, etc; dam of RAVENOUS (4 wins, ₹3,43,550). Penzance, placed, ₹ 2,99,744 incl. 4th in Breeders' Produce Stakes, Gr.2, etc. Other winners: SPARKLING NECTAR, TREASURE BOY, ALONG ALL (dam of winners). Blind Faith, unplaced; dam of LOVEYBLIND (2 wins; 4th in Indian Produce Stakes, Gr.3), ABSOLUTE FAITH (6 wins; dam of MASTEROFOTHEROLLS, 3rd in Matchmaker Turf Sprint Stakes, etc).

**PEACEFUL MAID** won 1 race in USA at 2, ₹ 2,100; dam of 6 winners: LAWYER GIRL, 7 wins, $18,491 and placed; dam of BUCK AND RUN (12 wins), etc. ANGEL CAKE, 4 wins at 3, $30,605; dam of NUM NUM (4 wins), STIR GENTLY, etc. Other winners: PEACEFUL SILENCE (5 wins, $32,710), ROYAL PEACE (3 wins, $19,338), MAID OF PEACE (1 win; grandam of IRO NHEAD, etc) and ENFIN SEULE[USA] (above). Peaceful Role, unplaced; 3rd dam of AMARULA (3rd in Matchmaker Turf Sprint Stakes, etc).

Half-sister to TREACHEROUS (11 wins incl. Black Helen Handicap, etc; dam of SHIFTY SHEIKH, 2nd in Woodward Stakes, Gr.1, etc; WILD DANCER, 8 wins in Venezuela incl. Premio Mathieu Valery, etc), EXPLODENT (sire), Tilt Top (sire), HOLY TERROR (dam of QUEEN'S TERROR, etc; grandam of BLESSEDLY BOLD, sire, LEXINGTON PARK, etc; 3rd dam of GOLD N DELICIOUS, GOLDEN SAINT, etc; 4th dam of BEAUTY MELODY, OUT OF MY WAY, etc), TURF PRINCESS (dam of JUST A DANDY, sire, HONESTOUS, etc; grandam of COZZYANDKEEN, etc), Canada (grandam of GREGORIAN CHANCE, etc), Appearance (dam of CONCIERGE, sire, etc). Tracing to SAUCY SUE.
Konkona Sen Sharma in a saree on a boat, image description.
ANALEAH won 2 wins, ₹ 7,08,789 incl. Municipal Commissioner's Trophy and placed 2nd in F.D. Wadia Trophy, ₹ 7,50,290 and placed.

Rhapsody (b f 2016 by Speaking of Which [IRE]), 2 wins, ₹ 6,29,000 and placed.

PREVALENCE (b c 2017 by China Visit [USA]), died as yearling.

PREVALENCE won 8 races, ₹ 24,77,350 incl. Mount Shivalkik North India Derby, Gr.3; 3rd in Byerly Turk Stakes, Gr.3, 4th in KRHOA Mysore 1000 Guineas, Gr.3, etc; dam of 8 winners:

PREVALENT FORCE, 9 wins, ₹ 2,25,81,934 incl. S. I. Derby, Gr.1, Deccan Derby, Gr.1, Golconda 2000 Guineas, Gr.2, Colts' Championship Stakes, Gr.3, H H Sri Krishnaraja Wadiyarar Mem. Trophy, Gr.3; 2nd in BTC Anniversary Cup, Gr.2, Chief Justice's Cup, Gr.3.

FLAMING ACE, 7 wins, ₹ 31,55,562 incl. S.A. Poonawalla Million, Gr.2, London Bridge Cup and placed 4th in F.D. Wadia Trophy, Gr.2, Gool S. Poonawalla Million, Gr.2, etc.

SUNSHINE GIRL, 1 win, ₹ 60,73,257 incl. Calcutta Million, Gr.2; 2nd in Calcutta 1000 Guineas, Gr.3, 3rd in Calcutta Monsoon Derby, Gr.2, Calcutta Oaks, Gr.3, etc.

Star Formation, 2 wins, ₹ 62,76,282; 2nd in Fillies' Championship Stakes, Gr.1, Eat India Company Indian 1000 Guineas, Gr.1, Mysore 1000 Guineas, Gr.3, etc; producer.

Ave Maria, 9 wins, ₹ 31,49,445; 3rd in Golconda Oaks, Gr.2, 4th in Golconda 1000 Guineas, Gr.2, etc; dam of DEVOTED EYES (2 wins, ₹ 97,92,125; producer), SPYGLASS HILL (producer), Gnostic Eyes (2 wins), Sunflower, Roman Senator, (1 win each), etc

Other winners: Vittoria (4 wins; dam of Gallantry, 2 wins; 3rd in Breeders' Juvenile Colts' Championship, Gr.3, etc; VENZIA), CIRCUS RING (producer) and ANALEAH (above).

FLORESCENCE won 5 races, ₹ 1,37,377 incl. Jasdanwalla Cup, etc; dam of 5 winners:

REGAL EQUITY, 9 wins, ₹ 43,57,215 incl. McDowell Bangalore 2000 Guineas, Gr.2, F.D. Wadia Trophy, Gr.2; 2nd in Mysore Derby, Gr.1, 3rd in Indian 2000 Guineas, Gr.1, etc; PREVALENCE, above.

MICHELLELLA, 5 wins, ₹ 2,51,932 incl. Jasdanwalla Trophy; 3rd in Jeanne D'arc Trophy, etc; Other winners: COSTA SMERALDA (2 wins, ₹ 1,47,500), ABOLISHER (1 win, ₹ 1,04,325).

Sparkling Vision, unraced; dam of: DROPOD DEAD GORGEOUS, 2 wins; dam of MR. GORGEOUS (11 wins, ₹ 93,85,350 incl. Calcutta Gold Cup, Gr.2; 2nd in Indian Champion Cup, Gr.1, etc), GORGEOUS (5 wins), etc

Deserving Lady, placed, ₹ 69,800; dam of: Deserving Visit, 6 wins, ₹ 45,78,000 and placed 2nd in Indian Champagne Stakes, Gr.3, etc

Abubble, 4 wins, ₹ 27,24,955 incl. T.N. Banerjea Cup; 3rd in Calcutta St. Leger, Gr.3, etc.

STAMEN[GB] won 2 races in England, £ 2,901 and placed; dam of 6 winners:

SPECTACULAR, 5 wins, £ 3,20,402 incl. Vijay Chaubal Trophy, Rose Royal Trophy, etc; Other winners: BRAVE DON (5 wins), RIVER LEAF (5 wins), ACE OF SPADES (4 wins), Silverestro (4 wins) and FLORESCENCE (above).

Half-sister to THE NEUROLOGIST (Trigo Stakes, L, etc), FAHREWohl, Fashionable (dam of MY EBONY BOY, etc), etc; Their dam, half-sister to CHATEAU ROSE (dam of NICHIDOU ARASHI, sire, etc), Pride City Gal (dam of OUI MADAME ROSE, etc), etc; Tracing to Boudoir II; ancestress also of ALEXANDER TANGO (Garden City Stakes, Gr.1) and in India of SIACHEN, etc. Family in 2019 of MY TRAINING MATE (Clasico Scopeco, Gr.3), etc.
ANALYST won 6 races, ₹ 17,36,850 incl. Stoney Valley Cup, Alice Spring Cup, etc; dam of: _______ (b f 2017 by Crimson China[USA]), in training.

SWEET PEA JAMIE[IRE] did not race; dam of 3 winners:
POWER OF FREEDOM, 5 wins, ₹ 17,66,496 incl. King Wajid Ali Shah of Oudh Cup, etc. JAMIE, 1 win, ₹ 8,94,420 and placed.
ANALYST, above.

MUJADO won 3 races in England and USA, £ 18,104 + $ 66,373 incl. Local Thriller Stakes, L-NCR and placed 2nd in Wedding Jitters Handicap, L, dam of 4 winners:
JOHA, 4 wins in USA at 2 and 3, $ 613,182 incl. Dixiana Breeders’ Futurity, Gr.1 and placed 2nd in With Anticipation Stakes, Gr.2, 3rd in Saranac Stakes, Gr.3, etc.
CRY HALLELUJAH, 1 win at 4, $ 49,080 and placed; dam of:
SUPERCOMMITTEE, 4 wins at 3 and 4, $ 213,539 incl. 2019 Ginger Punch Stakes and placed 2nd in With Anticipation Stakes, Gr.2, 3rd in Saranac Stakes, Gr.3, etc.
IAN SMITH, 3 wins at 2 to 5, $ 123,523 and placed incl. 3rd in Juvenile Turf Stakes, etc.
MUCHADO, 1 win at 5, $ 42,907 and placed.
SURFER ROSA, 1 win at 2, $ 11,411 and placed.
Sweet Pea Jamie[IRE], above.

UNARIA did not place; dam of 8 winners incl.:
LIMANDA, 5 wins, € 11,452 + $ 91,765 incl. Queen Breeders Cup Stakes, L, etc; dam of:
PARDON, Champion Imported 2YO in Turkey, 8 wins at 2 to 5 and placed; sire.
ALTN BIKE, Champion Miler in Turkey, 7 wins at 3 to 5 and placed; producer.
Other winners: ILBEYI! (9 wins in Turkey), LIMANDAM, DELALIM, ERCIYES, PASABEY.
MUJADO, above.

Unaria’s Pet, 10 wins in Italy, € 40,387 and placed incl. 2nd in Premio Divino Amore, L, etc.
VALLEY OF THE MOON, 3 wins, £ 28,415; dam of KROY, ARTISTIC INTEGRITY, etc.
Half-sister to GAUIS (12 wins incl. Premio Melton Gr.2, Concorde Stakes, Gr.2, etc; sire) and full-sister to ROYAL WOLF (2 wins; dam of CHOKIE HEILTON, 7 wins, £ 108,513 incl. Totesport.com Beverley Bullet Sprint Stakes, L and placed 3rd in Patrick P. O’Leary Memorial Phoenix Sprint Stakes, Gr.3, etc, She-Wolf[IRE], 1 winner and placed incl. 2nd in Prix du Cercle, L, etc; 3rd dam of ILENY PRINCESS, etc, Batsford (dam of Birdie Nam-Nam, 2 wins and placed incl. 3rd in Kobenhavns Store Sprint, L, etc, etc). Their dam SANDFORD LADY won 6 races incl. Spring Handicap, L, etc and half-sister to SANDFORD LAD (7 wins incl. Nunthorpe Stakes, Gr.2, Prix de l’Abbaye, Gr.2, etc; sire), GREENHILL GOD (6 wins incl. Ward Hill Bunbury Cup Handicap, L, etc; sire), Blue Queen (dam of REPROCOLOR, 3 wins incl. Lancashire Oaks, Gr.3, etc; grandam of CEZANNE, sire, BELLA COLORA won Prix de l’Opera, Gr.2, etc, COLORSPIRIR won Irish Oaks, Gr.1 and placed 4th in Epsom Oaks, Gr.1, etc, RAPPA TAP TAP, etc; 3rd dam of KAYF TARA won Ascot Gold Cup, Gr.1, etc; sire), OPERA HOUSE, Champion Older Horse in Europe incl. Coronation Cup, Gr.1, etc; sire), ZEE ZEE TOP, STAGECRAFT, sire, HYABELLA, BALALAIA, CROSEO CORIAD, MONA LISA, PHOTOGENIC, TORCH ROUGE, POLISH PRINCESS, SUEZ, CROSEO CARIAD, etc; 4th dam of NECKLACE (Moyglare Stakes, Gr.1, etc, etc. Tracing to ERYHOLME; ancestress of RIVER LAD, etc. Family in 2019 of TELECASTER (Dente Stakes, Gr.2), QUEST THE MOON (Prix du Lys, Gr.3, etc.}
Stud: Pratap

Property of Pratap Stud Farm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DNA-Typed</th>
<th>Stud</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Dam</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Birth Year</th>
<th>Foal</th>
<th>Race Results</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ANTILIA won 1 race, ₹ 1,52,000 and placed; dam of:


SHANAVI won 3 races, ₹ 4,11,539 and placed; dam of 7 winners:
ROYAL SHAAN, 9 wins, ₹ 38,29,397 incl. Raja Mehoob Karan Mem. Cup, Nairn Trophy.
LAVA, 7 wins, ₹ 20,76,025 incl. Air Force Cup, Rajyotsava Cup; 3rd in Mysore Trophy, etc.
MRIGGANNEE, 6 wins, ₹ 10,82,163 incl. Juvenile Cup; 2nd in Sohna Million, etc; producer.
KATANIA, 3 wins, ₹ 4,05,000 and placed incl. 4th in Rose De Bahama Trophy, etc.
Other winners: SHINNING SILK (2 wins), ASHWA NAINEE (1 win) and ANTILIA (above).

SMOOCHING[IRE] did not race; dam of 5 winners:

ACHATES, 10 wins, ₹ 6,99,705 incl. Colts' Handicap Stakes; 4th in Bookmakers' Trophy, Gr.3.
KISS AND TELL, 6 wins, ₹ 6,56,159 incl. Galstaun Cup, Mysore Cup and placed 2nd in Royal Hongkong Jockey Club Trophy, Gr.3, 3rd in Bahrain Trophy, Gr.3, etc; dam of:
ANATOMOL, 8 wins, ₹ 14,12,245 and placed incl. 3rd in Chief Minister's Cup, Gr.3, etc.
Other winners: EGGLESVKY, MOVIE QUEEN, SPLENDID GLORY and EMERALD QUEEN. Other winners: ELECTRICITY (4 wins), SCANDALISE (2 wins) and SHANAVI (above).

CLOSE RELATION placed in Ireland at 3; dam of 2 winners:
SYBIL'S DARLING, 20 wins in Italy at 2 to 7, ₹ 62,590 and placed.
GREAT IMMATE, 1 win in Great Britain at 2, £ 1,138 and placed.
Smooching[IRE], above.

Half-sister to GREAT NEPHEW (5 wins incl. Prix du Moulin de Longchamp, etc; Champion Sire), SYBIL'S COMB (3rd dam of MEINER AMUNDSEN, won Epsom Cup, Gr.3, etc).
CREPELLO'S DAUGHTER (1 win viz. Cherry Hinton Stakes, etc; 3rd dam of TREASURE HOPE, won Italian One Thousand Guineas, Gr.2, etc; 4th dam of L'EXPRESS, won Gran Premio Nacional, Gr.1, etc).
ANOTHER DAUGHTER (dam of ZELENKO[GB], sire, etc; grandam of ALEX THE GREAT, won Sword Dancer Invitational Handicap, Gr.1, etc; sire),
MARTIAL MAIDEN (dam of INVERNESS DRIVE, sire, etc; grandam of SALTGRASS, sire),
GREAT NIECE (grandam of NANGELA, NEATRICE, etc; 3rd dam of SQUARE ANGEL, won Champion 3YO in Canada, won Canadian Oaks, Gr.1, etc; LAND FORCE, won G.P. Linneo de Paula Machado, Gr.1, etc; BOTICAO DE OURO, won Gran Premio Ipirango, Gr.1, etc; EMMSMON, won William Hill Futurity, Gr.1, etc; sire, WHO KNOWS, sire; FAMILY FRIEND, etc; 4th dam of KAMAR, Champion 3YO Filly in Canada, won Canadian Oaks, Gr.1, etc).
LOVE SMITTEN, won Apple Blossom Handicap, Gr.1, etc; LE DANSEUR, sire, etc; 5th dam of KEY TO THE MOON, Champion 3YO in Canada, won Queen's Plate, Gr.1, etc; GORGEOUS, won Hollywood Oaks, Gr.1, etc; SWAIN, sire, SEASIDE ATTRACTION, won Kentucky Oaks, Gr.1, etc; HIAAM, won Princess Margaret Stakes, Gr.1, etc; 6th dam of CAPE TOWN, won Florida Derby, Gr.1, TAP TO MUSIC, won Gazelle Stakes, Gr.1, etc; GOLDEN ATTRACTION, won Frizette Stakes, Gr.1, etc; 7th dam of FANTASTIC LIGHT, sire, etc), etc.
Tracing to PRETTY POLLY. Family in India of AUTUMN PEARL, ROYAL SALUTE, LIGHTS OF HEAVEN, WIND STREAM, CRITICS CHOICE, MOONDANCER, PSYCHIC WARRIOR, etc. Family in 2019 of KASIMIR (Cape Flying Championship, Gr.1, etc), ADVERTISE, etc.
ARTESIA won 8 races, ₹ 1,61,76,542 incl. Calcutta Oaks, Gr.3, Calcutta St. Leger, Gr.3, Monsoon Cup, Alternator Cup (twice) and placed 2nd in Calcutta Derby, Gr.1, Calcutta 1000 Guineas, Gr.3, Queen Elizabeth II Cup, Gr.3, 3rd in Queen Elizabeth II Cup, Gr.3, etc; dam of: Ansigar (b c 2017 by Speaking of Which[IRE]), in training.

TROIS ETOILES[USA] won 3 races in France, € 11,677 and placed; dam of 13 winners:
Noble Opinion, 3 wins, ₹ 43,98,567 incl. Poonawalla Breeders’ Multi-Million, Gr.1, etc.

Artésia, above.

Set Aside, 7 wins, ₹ 10,88,151; 3rd in Calcutta 1000 Guineas, Gr.3, etc; dam of:

Set Alight, 11 wins, ₹ 2,20,13,765 incl. Derby Bangalore, Gr.1, Indian 1000 Guineas, Gr.1, Fillies’ Trial Stakes, Gr.1, President of India Gold Cup, Gr.1; 2nd in Indian Derby, Gr.1, etc; dam of Satellite (7 wins incl. Kakatiya Million, Gr.3, etc; broodmare),

Shaman (4 wins; 2nd in Calcutta 2000 Guineas, Gr.2, 3rd in Calcutta Derby, Gr.1, etc), etc.

Setaflame, 8 wins, ₹ 1,26,99,473 incl. Calcutta St. Leger, Gr.3, 2nd in Monsoon Derby, Gr.2, Calcutta Million, Gr.2, 3rd in Calcutta Derby, Gr.1, Calcutta 2000 Guineas, Gr.2, etc; dam of: Advika (2 wins; ₹ 74,60,070 incl. B T C), Alysheba, Ruby Ransom, etc.

Set Ablaze, placed; dam of: Allez Indi (dam of MASTERS GLORY), Our Dynasty, etc; Karisini, 3 wins, ₹ 5,40,625; dam of PLATTS TOUR (4 wins), LIKEAKNIFE & DEFENDER. Other winners: NOBLE KINGDOM (17 wins, ₹ 51,49,612), NOBLE POSSESSION, DUCKWORTH (2 wins each), RIVENDELL (dam of NORTH CAPE, etc) and STAR ALONE.

Trefoil won 3 races in France at 3 and 4, ₹ 47,183 and placed; dam of 6 winners incl: Firecrest, 5 wins incl. Galtres Stakes, L; dam of All Set To Go (3rd Ballysax Stakes, Gr.3).

Trefoil[USA], above; Gentle Thoughts, placed; dam of Blue Bajan (12 wins incl. Henry II Stakes, Gr.2, etc), etc; Mink Mitten[GB], placed; dam of Cavaalvo Veloce (9 wins, ₹ 74,60,070 incl. B T C Anniversary Cup, Gr.2, Chief Minister’s Cup, Gr.3; 3rd in Nilgiris 2000 Guineas, Gr.2, etc). Second City[GB], unplaced; dam of Eastern Crown (2nd in Indian Champagne Stakes, Gr.3).

Second Prayer[IRE]; dam of Malpas Missile (dam of RENFREW STREET, etc).

First Bloom won 4 races incl. Prix Thomas Bryan, Gr.3, etc; dam of 7 winners:

First Prayer, 14 wins incl. Grand Prix de Deauville, Gr.2, etc.

Water Lily, 4 wins incl. Next Move Handicap, Gr.3, Prix Yacowlef, L, etc; dam of: Talinum, 6 wins incl. Flamingo Stakes, Gr.1, Suryvesant Handicap, Gr.2, etc, sire; Gharam; dam of Elshamms, Shaya, etc; grandam of MASTER OF WAR, TAMWEEL, etc.

Kelly Pond, 2 wins; dam of Wolf Man Rocket (Northern Spur Stakes, L, etc).

Noble Lily; dam of Noble Rose, Simeon; grandam of NOTABILITY, 3rd dam of Desire.

Hamaya, unplaced; dam of Waquaas (Taby Open Sprint Championship, Gr.3, etc), etc.

Matin D’Ete, 1 win in France, ₹ 74,618 incl. Prix Omnium, L and placed.

Colourful, 1 win and placed incl. 4th in Prix de la Grotte, Gr.3, etc; dam of: Youthful; dam of Jeune (sire), Beneficial (sire), etc.

Other winners: BOUTONNIERE (1 win; 3rd dam of Aqua Frio, etc) and Trefoil (above).

Snowdrop; dam of ASCETIC SILVER, SILVER CROSS (sire), Snowflake, etc.

Tracing to SALAMANDRA. Family in 2019 of LITTLE GIANT (Sha Tin Vase, Gr.3, etc).
AUTUMN SKY did not place; dam of:
Autumn Shower (dk b f 2017 by Senure[USA], in training.

ANDALUZ won 1 race, ₹ 2,34,400 and placed 3rd in Leading Owner Trophy; dam of 3 winners:
DOUBLE OR QUITS, 2 wins, ₹ 8,25,812; 2nd in Volkswagen India Trophy, etc; producer.
BLACK LIGHTNING, 2 wins, ₹ 7,45,565 incl. W T Craig-Jones Memorial Trophy and placed.
HIS EMINENCE, 2 wins, ₹ 6,48,760 incl. BOL Publication Trophy and placed.

Look[USA] won 1 race at 2, $ 11,750; dam of 8 winners:
FICKLE FATE, 6 wins incl. Searching Stakes; dam of GRANT PARK (5 wins in USA; producer).
Devil’s Look, 3 wins in Panama and placed incl. 3rd in Premio Carlos Luis Salazar, etc.
EXPOSED, 2 wins; dam of MAX’S BUDDY (5 wins) and EXPLOIT EXPOSED (5 wins), etc.

Visorama, 3 wins, € 103,800 incl. Prix Greffulhe, Gr.2, etc; sire.
Visordan, 3 wins, € 153,755 incl. Prix de Flore, Gr.3, etc; dam of VAZIRABAD (15 wins incl.
Prix du Cardan, Gr.1, Dubai Gold Cup, Gr.2, etc), VISORITYNA (3 wins incl. Prix la Sorellina, L and placed 3rd in Prix Perth, Gr.3, etc; dam of a winner, etc). Visionary, 2 wins in USA at 2 and 3, $ 94,671 incl. PRIX DE LA FORET, Gr.3; sired by Visionnaire.

Visorhill, 4 wins in France and Hong Kong and placed incl. 4th in Prix Dollar, Gr.2, etc.
Visionnaire, 1 win; 2nd in Prix de la Grotte, Gr.3, etc; dam of VISIONARIO, Visiyan, etc;
grandam of Visinari (3rd in 2019 Tattersalls July Stakes, Gr.3), Viserano, etc.

Viyadana; dam of DANO MAJOR (Miyako Oji Stakes, L; 2nd in Nisai Stakes, Gr.3, etc), etc.
LIQUID GOLD, 1 win; dam of AREATOR (10 wins), VALAHAK, BORN FOR STAKES, etc.
Other winners in India; CALIFORNIA (producer), INSPIRE and ANDALUZ (above).

TUERTA won 9 races incl. Long Island Handicap, Gr.3, etc; dam of 7 winners:
SWALE, Champion 3YO Colt, 9 wins at 2 and 3, $ 1,583,660 incl. Kentucky Derby, Gr.1,
Berkshire, Gr.1, Young America Stakes, Gr.1, Florida Derby, Gr.1, etc.
Other black-type placed winners: ILLUMINATE (sire), SIGHT (dam of DECORE, 7 wins in USA).
Other winners: LENS (6 wins), BEAR ISLAND, KARENSKY (sire) and LOOK[USA] (above).

Half-sister to YAMANNIN (11 wins, $ 301,698 incl. Widener Handicap, Gr.1, etc; sire), FILE (5
wins incl. Cinderella Stakes; dam of FORTY NINER, 11 wins incl. Travers Stakes, Gr.1, sire, etc;
grandam of FORTY NINE DEEDS, Rankhasprivileges, etc; 3rd dam of SOBRE ACTION,
6 wins incl. Clasico 25 de Mayo de 1810, Gr.2, etc, SORT IT OUT, sire, WATER LOURDES,
Gilding Alone, Enchante, Hawk Attack, etc), LIST (sire), PERPETUAL (sire), CHAIN (dam of
CHAIN BRACELET, won Top Flight Handicap, Gr.1, etc, DANCING SLIPPERS, etc;
grandam of ELANAAKA, GRAND DEED, etc; 3rd dam of ZOFTIG, GOLD TULIP, LEMON
CHIFFON, MASKED MAIDEN, Helen, Cappal Mor, etc), CONTINUANCE (dam of DR.
NEALE, etc; 3rd dam of MILT’S OVERTURE, sire, ACREDITE EM MIM, etc), CONTINUATION
(1 win; grandam of SHADEED won Two Thousand Guineas, Gr.1, etc; sire; 3rd dam of RIDGE
MAN, STRONG BLOOD, etc; 4th dam of ASHOK CHAKRA, etc), FURLING (1 win; grandam of
BRUNSWICK, sire, BISHOPS IDEA, etc; 3rd dam of GAL’S HONEY, MAMURA MARS, etc),
PLANE (1 win; grandam of COOL SLAVE, CHARLIE BARON, BURBUJA, AMY, etc; 3rd
dam of BAMBOCHE, 10 wins incl. Polla de Potrillos, Gr.1, etc; sire), etc. Their dam, half-sister to
KNIGHTLY MANNER (sire), DIGNITAS (sire), RESPECTED, etc. Tracing to CHELANDRY.
Family in 2019 of AMERICAN SONG (Gran Premio Gilberto Lorena, Gr.1, etc).
Stud: Villoo’s Greenfield
Property of Villoo’s Greenfield Farms

Galileo
Sadler’s Wells
Northern Dancer
Rodenic O’Connor[IRE]
Urban Sea
Fairy Bridge
(b - 2008)
Miswaiki
Allegretta
Secret Garden
Danzig
Razanya
Chalamont
Kris
Danehill
Durtal
Danehill
Razanya
Avec Plaisir[GER]
Danehill
Bournville
Avec Pleasure
Mahrah
Vaguely Noble
Danehill
Danzig
Avec Plaisir[GER]
Avec Plaisir[GER]
Avec Plaisir[GER]
Avec Pleasure
Acatenango
Surumu
DNA-Typed
Oratorio
Aggravate
(b - 2008)
Alveradis
Local Suitor
Avec Pleasure
Montage
Avec Pleasure
Algeria
SINGAPORE SLING, 2 wins, £ 4,71,825 and placed incl. 2nd in B A Nanaiah Memorial Trophy, etc. AVEC PLAISIR[GER], above.

AVEC PLEASURE did not race; dam of:

(b f 2012 by Ace[IRE]), destroyed.
Etihaaad (l g 2013 by Arazan[IRE]), unplaced.

Excellent Victory (b c 2014 by Excellent Art[GB]), unraced.

Ettihaad (b g 2013 by Arazan[IRE]), unplaced.


(b c 2015 by Arazan[IRE]), died since birth.

Excellent Victory (b c 2014 by Excellent Art[GB]), unraced.

Ettihaad (b g 2013 by Arazan[IRE]), unplaced.


(b f 2012 by Ace[IRE]), destroyed.

AVEC PLAISIR[GER] won 5 races in Ireland at 4 and 5, £ 44,752; dam of

_________ (b f 2017 by Arazan[IRE]), in training.
_________ (b c 2016 by Arazan[IRE]), un-named.
_________ (b c 2015 by Arazan[IRE]), died since birth.

Excellent Victory (b c 2014 by Excellent Art[GB]), unraced.

Ettihaad (b g 2013 by Arazan[IRE]), unplaced.


(b f 2012 by Ace[IRE]), destroyed.

AVEC PLEASURE did not race; dam of:

AVENGER, 3 wins in Germany at 3, € 13,141 and placed.
ACHENBACH, 5 wins in Germany at 5 to 8, € 24,391 and placed 16 times.
ACTINA, 10 wins, € 99,025 and placed 29 times; dam of ETIHOPE, SWIFT REACTION, etc

Other winners: AZARIA (1 win; dam of AZZARDO, AMORAZZO, etc), AMINATA (above).

Half-sister to AUDIO (4 wins in France, Italy, Turkey and USA incl. Premio Bereguardo, L, etc), AKELEI (3 wins; dam of ARDILAN, won BMW Handler-Trophy, Gr.3, etc, Augustus Rex, etc), Amos (2 wins at 3 and 4 and placed incl. 2nd in Concord Uhren Preis, L, etc; sire), ALLIANCE (4 wins; dam of Allamit, placed 2nd in Arthur von Weinberg Rennen, L, etc, Abaton, etc), Albertville (dam of ALPACCO, 7 wins incl. RWE Rhein-Ruhr AG Derby-Trial, L and placed 3rd in Grosser MSD Bavaria-Preis, L, etc), etc. Their dam, ANMUT won 3 races in Germany at 2 and 3 incl. Gert von Gontard-Erinnerungsrennen, L and placed twice incl. 4th in Preis der Dian, Gr.2, etc. Immediate family of ARIEL (Deutsches Derby), ALBA (Deutsches Derby), ALLASCH, ASTERIOS, IMPRESSIONIST, ALGAU, etc. Family in India of STRIKE THE STARS (Bangalore Summer Million, Gr.3, etc), etc. Tracing to MAID OF MASHHAM. Family in 2019 of ADORE (Lone Star Park Stakes, L, etc), BEST IN TOWN, etc.

Other winners: ALACKADAY (4 wins), ASTA LA VISTA, AVEC BONHEUR (1 win each).

AVEC PLAISIR[GER], above.

AVEC PLAISIR[GER] won 5 races in Ireland at 4 and 5, £ 44,752; dam of 5 winners:

KING T’CHALA, 4 wins, ₹ 31,12,570 incl. Madras Gold Vase, Gr.3, Mysore Colts’ Trial Stakes, Gool & Soli Poonawalla Memorial Trophy; 2nd in Christmas Cup, Gr.3, etc. ROSWALD, 4 wins, ₹ 12,15,177 incl. Jayaramdas Patel Gold Trophy, Pronto Pronto Trophy.

GOLDEN DIAMOND, 2 wins, ₹ 9,57,735 incl. Leading Bookmaker Trophy and placed.

SINGAPORE SLING, 2 wins, ₹ 3,06,300.

SPOT LIGHT, 1 win, ₹ 4,71,825 and placed incl. 2nd in B A Nanaiah Memorial Trophy, etc. AVEC Pleasure, above.

AMINATA won 3 races in West Germany at 3 and 4; dam of 5 winners:

AMIR.TIC, 5 wins at 2 to 4; £ 82,608 incl. Schleuderhaner Stuten-Preis, L; 3rd in Preis Zino Davidoff-Preis der Deutschen Einheit, Gr.3, etc; dam of:

ASKAR TAU, 8 wins, £ 282,555 incl. Weatherby’s Insurance Lonsdale Cup, Gr.2, etc.

AMIE NOIRE, 7 wins, Krona 2,366,370 incl. Coolmore Matchmaker Stakes, L, etc; producer Other black-type placed winners: Austrian (3rd in Dallymayr Coupe Lukull, L), Arango, Azorina; dam of AVABIN (Criterium Nazionale, L, etc), ALCANTARIL, 6 wins in France & Italy). AVEC PLAISIR[GER], above.

Other winners: ALACKADAY (4 wins), ASTA LA VISTA, AVEC BONHEUR (1 win each).

ALVERADIS won 2 races in West Germany incl. Fruhjahrs-Stuten-Preis, L; dam of 7 winners:

AMBRA, 2 wins incl. Preis von Koln, L; 3rd in German One Thousand Guineas, Gr.2, etc; 3rd dam of AMIGO (2 wins, ₹ 40,700 incl. Grosser wbn Sommerpreis, L, etc), etc.
ACTINA, 10 wins, € 99,025 and placed 29 times; dam of ETHIOPE, SWIFT REACTION, etc

ACHEBACH, 5 wins in Germany at 5 to 8, € 24,391 and placed 16 times.
ARIGATO, 3 wins in Germany at 3, € 13,141 and placed.
ABERDEEN, 1 win in Germany; dam of AT ONCE (dam of AZEVILLE, etc), ADAMANTINOS (Kronimus Rennen, L, Grosser AVAYA-Preis Sierstorppf-Rennen, L and placed incl. 3rd in Prix Eclipse, Gr.3, etc), AT First Sight (dam of Adelaide Rose, etc), etc.

Other winners: AZARIA (1 win; dam of AZZARDO, AMORAZZO, etc), AMINATA (above).

ALVERADIS won 2 races in West Germany incl. Fruhjahrs-Stuten-Preis, L; dam of 7 winners:

AMBRA, 2 wins incl. Preis von Koln, L; 3rd in German One Thousand Guineas, Gr.2, etc; 3rd dam of AMIGO (2 wins, ₹ 40,700 incl. Grosser wbn Sommerpreis, L, etc), etc.
ACTINA, 10 wins, € 99,025 and placed 29 times; dam of ETHIOPE, SWIFT REACTION, etc

ACHEBACH, 5 wins in Germany at 5 to 8, € 24,391 and placed 16 times.
ARIGATO, 3 wins in Germany at 3, € 13,141 and placed.
ABERDEEN, 1 win in Germany; dam of AT ONCE (dam of AZEVILLE, etc), ADAMANTINOS (Kronimus Rennen, L, Grosser AVAYA-Preis Sierstorppf-Rennen, L and placed incl. 3rd in Prix Eclipse, Gr.3, etc), AT First Sight (dam of Adelaide Rose, etc), etc.

Other winners: AZARIA (1 win; dam of AZZARDO, AMORAZZO, etc), AMINATA (above).

Half-sister to AUDIO (4 wins in France, Italy, Turkey and USA incl. Premio Bereguardo, L, etc), AKELEI (3 wins; dam of ARDILAN, won BMW Handler-Trophy, Gr.3, etc, Augustus Rex, etc), Amos (2 wins at 3 and 4 and placed incl. 2nd in Concord Uhren Preis, L, etc; sire), ALLIANCE (4 wins; dam of Allamit, placed 2nd in Arthur von Weinberg Rennen, L, etc, Abaton, etc), Albertville (dam of ALPACCO, 7 wins incl. RWE Rhein-Ruhr AG Derby-Trial, L and placed 3rd in Grosser MSD Bavaria-Preis, L, etc), etc. Their dam, ANMUT won 3 races in Germany at 2 and 3 incl. Gert von Gontard-Erinnerungsrennen, L and placed twice incl. 4th in Preis der Dian, Gr.2, etc. Immediate family of ARIEL (Deutsches Derby), ALBA (Deutsches Derby), ALLASCH, ASTERIOS, IMPRESSIONIST, ALGAU, etc. Family in India of STRIKE THE STARS (Bangalore Summer Million, Gr.3, etc), etc. Tracing to MAID OF MASHHAM. Family in 2019 of ADORE (Lone Star Park Stakes, L, etc), BEST IN TOWN, etc.
AVIETTE won 5 races, ₹ 19,55,750 incl Burning Fire Cup, Fair Haven Cup and placed dam of:
______ (b c 2017 by Arazan[IRE]), in training.

ALEXANDER CHARLOTE[IRE] won 1 race at 3, $ 31,768 and placed; dam of:
ALEXANDER CHARLOTE[IRE], above.

SABANIYA won 1 NH Flat Race and placed twice; dam of:
SABANIYA (above).

ALSO:

Other winners:
PRINCE SAMOS (3 wins, £ 38,384) and BALLYBEG (2 wins, £ 8,961).

ABGAL (1 win viz. Prix La Force and placed), Perinthe (dam of THE DAAN, Tudorville, etc). Their dam Bielka, a half-sister to COREJADA (Poul d’Essai des Pouliches, etc), ALBANILLA, FLORIANA, etc. Tracing to FRIZETTE; dam of BANSHEE (Poule d’Essai des Pouailles, etc), DURZETTA, etc. Family in India of ROCHESTER (Indian Derby, Gr.1, R R Ruia Gold Cup, Gr.2, etc), WINDSOR FOREST, etc. Family in 2019 of NAOMI BROADWAY (Grande Premio Zelia Gonzaga Peixoto de Castro, Gr.1), etc.
AZARENKA won 3 races, ₹14,62,251 incl. Pocharm Cup; 2nd in Prince Pradeppe Cup, etc.

TETISHIER[IRE] did not race; dam of 4 winners:
ARRIVE, 5 wins, ₹18,73,405 incl. Koku-Kika Trophy, Elusive Pimpernel Trophy, etc.
CHAMPION BULL, 4 wins, ₹27,69,892 incl. Sri S Ramakrishnan Raju Mem. Cup and placed.
JERSEY BEAUTY, 1 win, ₹6,91,475 viz. Champion Jockey Trophy and placed; producer.
AZARENKA[IRE], above.

KHAMSIN placed 5 times in France at 3, €4,193; dam of 5 winners:
Subeen, 1 win at 2, £22,179 and placed 3rd in Cheveley Park Stakes, Gr.1, etc; dam of:
CLOSING RANGE, 5 wins, $214,353 incl. La Prevoyante Handicap, Gr.3, etc; producer.
STUPENDOUS MISS, 4 wins incl. All Along Breeders’ Cup Stakes, Gr.3, etc; dam of:
DO IT ALL, 4 wins incl. Zabeel Mile, Gr.2; 3rd in San Fernando Stakes, Gr.2, etc.
TALES OF GRIMM, 5 wins in England and Australia at 2 to 6 incl. Dubai Zabeel Mile, Gr.2 and placed 2nd in Panthers Hawksworth Gold Cup, Gr.3, Darley Stakes, Gr.3, etc.
Moll Davis, 2 wins in England, £16,257 and placed 3rd in Grand Prix de Nantes, L, etc.
Palace des Vosges, 4 wins, $242,685 and placed 2nd in CTT and TOC Handicap, etc.
Marachi Band, 2 wins at 3, £16,115; 3rd in Prix Urban Sea, L; etc; dam of winners.
KALKISSA; dam of Kassie’s Angel (3rd in G P Zella Gonzalez Pizoto de Castro, Gr.1), etc.
Other winners: DIFFERENT VIEW, SPRINGTIME ROMANCE (dam of winners). Tetisheri[IRE], above.

Stormette won 1 race; 3rd in Shanbally House Stud Stakes, L, etc; dam of 4 winners incl.: STORM TROOPER[USA], 7 wins, £379,971 incl. Hollywood Turf Handicap, Gr.1, etc; sire.
MARILLETTE, 5 wins incl. May Hill Stakes, Gr.3, etc; grandam of Eire (dam of Happy Approach, 3rd in Prix Allez France, Gr.3, etc; Tojk, 2nd in Prix la Rochette, Gr.3, etc), etc.
Forest Storm; dam of Fann (dam of BLACK ARROW, Future Empire), Amazing Storm, etc.
Barometer; dam of GIADA VEGAS (Blushing K D S, etc), Battleofwinterfell, etc.
Khamsin, above.

Half-sister to STORM BIRD (leading sire), NORTHERNETTE (Canadian Oaks, Gr.1, etc; dam of GOLD CREST, sire, SCOOT, Groomed To Win, etc; grandam of GENTLEMAN CHESTER, TOSHO KNIGHT, Eubeef[FR], Dynamism, Sakiyah, etc; 3rd dam of INDIVIDUAL DANCE, LENATAREESE, WINDYA, SENDMYLOVETOROSE, JOYFUL BALLAD, YA TA HAY, WINTER ROMANCE, Arcaro, etc; 4th dam of DIDIMO, etc), OCEAN’S ANSWER (grandam of GREEN TUNE, sire, DIDIME, PRETTYHAPPYABOUTIT, TIGER’S ROCK, BORN TO ROCK, HIGH MAINTENANCE, Blue Ridge, etc; 3rd dam of SAYING, SUNDAY DOUBT[USA], sire, SNOWDAY, OKANA, SONNERIE, SURFRIDER[IRE], ENTICEMENT, SILENTO, WHISPERING BROOK, won 2019 Stanloey Wootton, Gr.2, 2019 Standish Handicap, Gr.3, etc, A. P. WARRIOR, sire, BRONX, won RWITC Ltd Gold Cup, Gr.2, etc;
KIARA, won Gool S Poonawalla Million, Gr.3, etc, STONE TORNADO, MASTER MERION, Danger Diabolic, Stone of Destiny, etc; 4th dam of DR. ZIC, DICTION, GLOWING GLORY, GLOBAL VIEW, sire, MAHATEJI, won Golconda Derby, Gr.1, etc), LET’S GO SOUTH (sire), South Sea Dancer (dam of SIGNAL TAP, sire, etc; grandam of WINTER ROMANCE, COOL COAL MAN, KATHLEENS REEL, DESTINY CALLS, etc; 3rd dam of DESERT POWER, KLIPSpringer, etc), Ocean (dam of B I WA SHINSEIKI, etc; grandam of T O ENERGY, LINDSAY JEAN, HONOUR COLONY, CROZET, etc; 3rd dam of INDIAN OCEAN, etc), etc.
Tracing to SISTER LUMLEY. Family in 2019 of CLASSIC WEIWEI, MS LOCUST POINT, etc.
BELLA won 3 races, ₹7,54,890 incl. Mayor’s Trophy, Amorous Knight Trophy, etc; dam of: Corabella (dk b f 2012 by Top Class[USA]), placed, ₹94,500.

KING’S CROWN (b g 2013 by Top Class[USA]), 4 wins, ₹12,16,950 incl. INS Hoogly Cup, etc.

THAT’S MY CLASS (dk b g 2014 by Top Class[USA]), 4 wins, ₹51,96,367 and placed incl. 2nd in Air Command Cup, 3rd in Godolphin Barb Million, GR.3, Alcock Arabian Million, GR.3, etc.

BAGLIIONI (b f 2015 by Top Class[USA]), 1 win, ₹3,01,705; 2nd in David Jacob Cup, etc, Paolita (b f 2016 by Top Class[USA]), unraced.

________ (b c 2017 by Top Class[USA]), in training.

SPECTACULAR BLOOD did not race; dam of 6 winners:

LYRICAL LASS, 5 wins, ₹12,46,229 incl. Vandevala Foundation Trophy, etc; producer.

NOBLE EXCELLENCY, 3 wins, ₹4,97,150 and placed 2nd in Hampi Cup, etc; dam of:

ROCK WITH U, 8 wins, ₹45,13,406 incl. Chief Minister’s Cup, GR.3, Maj Newton Davis Memorial Cup; 2nd in Rajyotsava Trophy, GR.3, 3rd in Bangalore City Gold Cup, GR.3, etc.

Other winners: WISH UPON A STAR (3 wins, ₹9,07,233) and NOBLE LADY (producer). Other winners: VIJAYSHEEL (producer), RAIDER’S SUN, SWIFT ARROW, BELLA (above).

CHARENZACCIO[FR] won 1 race in France and placed 5 times; dam of 9 winners incl.:

DIVINE LIGHT, 10 wins, ₹10,58,620 incl. Bangalore Derby, GR.1, etc; dam of:

MYSTICAL, 16 wins incl. Indian Turf Invitation Cup, GR.1, etc; dam of:

CASTLE PARK, Starcent, Randsberg, Star of Marmalade; granddam of:

SOUTHERN EMPEROR, Mystic Bay; dam of

CASTLEBRIDGE, 10 wins incl. Mysore Derby, GR.1, etc; dam of:

DIVINE DREAMS, 5 wins incl. Golconda Derby, GR.1, etc; dam of:

CAPTAIN COURAGE (6 wins, ₹37,27,100 incl. Dr S C Jain Sprints’ Championship, GR.2, etc), WOMAN ON TOP (dam of winners); 3rd dam of:

ARECA LEGEND.

Other black-type winners: AIR STRIKE (6 wins), ASCOT LASS (dam of GREEN BAX), etc.

Other black-type placed winners: STARA ZAGORA and DESERT PRIDE (in India and Malaysia).

Crown Collection; dam of:

GUEST CONNECTIONS (dam of WELL CONNECTED), won Bangalore Derby, GR.1, Fillies Championship Stakes, GR.1, APACHE SUNRISE, etc, etc.

MINISTERIAL, 8 wins, ₹61,95,841 incl. Classic Indian Turf Invitation Cup, GR.1, etc.

MINISTERRELLA, 8 wins incl. Derby Bangalore, GR.1; dam of:

MINISTERIAN (St. Leger, GR.2), Speedbird, 5 wins; ₹2,64,904 and placed 2nd in Fillies’ and Mares’ Stakes, GR.3, etc; dam of:

ESTERElli, 4 wins, ₹9,02,563 incl. F.D. Wadia Trophy; GR.2, 2nd in Fillies’ Stakes, etc.

SENSUALITY, 1 win, ₹1,92,557 and placed 4th in Calcutta Oaks, GR.3, etc; dam of:

BALLYMSGREY and MAURITANIA; dam of:

APRILLIA (6 wins incl. Byerly Turk Stakes, GR.3, dam of a winner), etc.

Schiaparelli[ITALY], unraced; dam of:

ADLER, 9 wins in India & USA, ₹32,07,025 + $16,203 incl. Classic Indian Turf Invitation Cup, GR.1, McDowell Indian 2000 Guineas, GR.1, Indian St Leger, GR.1- ETR, etc; sire.

SHOCKING, 5 wins; dam of:

ANGEL HEIGHTS (dam of MR GREEDY, Angel Star, Ministrel Heights, Rave, etc), The Royals (Deccan Derby, GR.1); granddam of:

HEATWAVE.

Other black-type winners: STAR COMRADE and VESUVIUS (sire).

Other black-type placed winners: Amazing Crown, Sans Egle (of SAME PARIS, PANAMA, SANS FRONTIERES, etc), granddam of:

SANS PEUR, SAN MARTINO, etc.

IMPERIAL SATSUMA, 5 wins; dam of:

BUSINESS TCOYCO (Golconda Derby, GR.1), CLASSIC SKY, etc; dam of:

ROYAL BLUE STAR, MAURITANIA, BALTHAZAR, etc.

Spectacular Blood, above.

Tracing to SCHIAPARELLI. Family in India of:

MICKY MOUSE, KING OF THE WORLD, etc.
Property of Poonawalla Astonish Stud Private Limited

Black Magic Woman won 6 races, ₹ 43,15,123 incl. Hello Million and placed 2nd in Fillies’ Championship Stakes, Gr.1, 3rd in Indian 1000 Guineas, Gr.1, etc; dam of:
Bewitched (b f 2014 by Azraban[IRE]), placed, ₹ 1,91,040 (b f 2015 by Asraban[IRE]), un-named; died at 3.
BEEMER (b c 2016 by Leitir Mor[IRE]), 1 win, ₹ 3,42,362.
Magic in The Wind (ch f 2017 by Leitir Mor[IRE]), in training.

ONE MAGIC MOMENT won 5 races, ₹ 23,26,677 incl. Juvenile Sprinters’ Million, Gr.3 and placed 2nd in Karnataka Juvenile Million, Gr.2, 3rd in Nanoli Stud Million, Gr.3, 4th in Poonawalla Breeders’ Multi-Million, Gr.1, etc; dam of 7 winners:
Black Magic Woman, above.

WHITE MAGIC won 4 races, ₹ 4,66,059 incl. Jasdanwalla Trophy, etc; dam of 6 winners:

LADY OF LEGEND[GB] did not race; dam of 7 winners:

Half-sister to KIERKEGAARD (10 wins incl. Premio Bereguardo, L, twice and placed 2nd in Premio Vittorio di Capua, Gr.1, twice, sire), etc. Their dam, half-sister to JUNGLE PIONEER (Santa Gertrudes Handicap, L, etc), Private Vie (2nd in Premio Lydia Tesio, Gr.1, etc; grandam of TAZEEZ, won Darley Stakes, Gr.3 and placed 3rd in Arlington Million, Gr.1, Prince of Wales’s Stakes, Gr.1, etc; 3rd dam of PASO ALEGRE, etc.), Enfant d’Amour (dam of LOVE SHACK, etc; dam of RINGMOOR DOWN, etc), etc. Tracing to BLOODROOT, Family in India of BIG SUR (Karnataka Mile Championship Cup, Gr.2, etc), JAIVANT (Calcutta Million, Gr.2, Indian Champagne Stakes, Gr.3, etc), etc. Family in 2019 of GOTHAM GALA, etc.
Blackjack won 4 races, ₹26,69,798 incl. Goffs Juvenile Million, Saarthi Maiden Million, Smart Chieftan Trophy and placed 3rd in Gitanjali Lifestyle Indian 1000 Guineas, Gr.1, etc; dam of: Bluebird (b 2013 by Ace[IRE]), unplaced, ₹53,070.
Ace Two Three (b f 2014 by Arazan[IRE]), placed, ₹1,12,450; 3rd in Nahar Trophy, etc.
Solomon’s Mines (b c 2015 by Excellent Art[GB]), unraced.
Will To Win (b f 2016 by Arazan[IRE]), placed once,
Solomon’s Mines (b c 2015 by Excellent Art[GB]), unraced.

ACADEMY won 3 races, ₹7,41,000 incl. Kwality Fillies’ Million, etc; dam of 8 winners:

**ROSMINI**, 7 wins, ₹31,87,423 incl. Pratap Stud Million, Gr.3, Maharaja of Morvi Trophy and placed 3rd in Poonawalla Breeders’ Multi-Million, Gr.1, etc; sire.

**ONLY FOR GOLD**, 15 wins, ₹22,39,690 incl. Golconda 1000 Guineas, Gr.2, DBA Fillies’ Trial Stakes and placed 2nd in Bangalore 1000 Guineas, Gr.2, etc; dam of: HARVEY, 6 wins, ₹23,66,208 incl. IBA Trophy and placed in 2nd in B T C Trophy.

Other winners: **EXCELLENT GOLD** (4 wins, ₹19,56,103), **FORTUNE HUNTER** (4 wins, ₹18,18,851), **MEHERANI**, **SUPER START** (3 wins each), **SMART N NOBLE** and **AGRAMI**

Blackjack, above.

QUEEN’S GUEST, 23 wins; dam of **GOLDEN GUEST** (3 wins, ₹11,61,937 incl. F D Wadia Trophy, Gr.3, etc), JUNO’S GUEST (3 wins, ₹5,82,249) and **QUEEN’S ACE** (1 win), etc.

PRINCE ACADEMY, 2 wins, ₹6,12,385 and placed.

ALUMINA, 1 win; dam of ALUMINOUS (4 wins, ₹3,67,500), **MORE THAN A WOMAN**, etc.

Other winners: **FREE STYLER** and **GLORIOUS SPIRIT** (1 win each).

**LOVELY SMITHA** won 4 races, ₹1,01,040 incl. Bangalore Oaks, Gr.3 and placed 3rd in Bangalore 1000 Guineas, Gr.3, 4th in Arc De Triomphe, Gr.1, etc; dam of **11 winners** incl.:

APHROZ, 4 wins, ₹8,18,096 incl. Classic Calcutta Derby, Gr.1, etc.

**IRRISITIBLE**, 5 wins; 4th in Breeders’ Cup, Gr.2, etc; dam of **Rescue Act**, Persuasion, etc.

**My Colours**, 4 wins; 2nd in S.I. Oaks, Gr.1; dam of **Fruits And Flowers** (4th in Godolphin Barb Stakes, Gr.3), **God’s Desire** (4th in Royal HKJC Trophy, Gr.3; dam of winners), etc.

**WHITE LIGHTNING**, 4 wins; dam of **ROMANTIC BLAZE** (Byculla Club Trophy, L, etc), etc.

SO SMITTEN, 7 wins, ₹2,19,845 incl. Christmas Gold Cup, etc; dam of:

**Pearl White**, 11 wins, ₹5,75,515 and placed incl. 3rd in South India St. Leger, Gr.2, etc.

**FUNNY GIRL**, 3 wins, ₹1,76,264; dam of **Bounty Bay** (3 wins, ₹5,98,998; 2nd in Godolphin Barb Stakes, Gr.3, 3rd in Governor’s Trophy, Gr.3), **LADY CHALLENGER** (13 wins), **BOLD CONCORDE**, GOLIATH, etc; granddam of **Oasis Dream** (2nd in S.I. Oaks, Gr.1, S.I. Derby, Gr.1, S.I. St. Leger, Gr.2, S.I 2000 Guineas, Gr.2, 3rd in Nilgiris Derby Stakes, Gr.1, S.I. 1000 Guineas, Gr.2), **Dashing Brave** (2nd in S.I. St. Leger, Gr.2, etc)

ACADEMY, above.

City Queen, placed; dam of **Pepe Junior**, **Colour Me Pretty**, **DECK OF CARDS**, etc.

Half-sister to JEEVAN JYOTI (7 wins; dam of **ZELDA**, won Calcutta Oaks, Gr.2, etc; 3rd dam of **PRISTINE PRINCESS**, 6 wins incl. Golconda Oaks, Gr.2, etc), **MOON DUST** (4 wins; granddam of **ATALANTA’S GLORY**, etc), **ENTER AND CANTER** (3 wins; dam of **ENTER THE RED**, etc), **Maandavi**, etc; granddam of **TURF RULER**, 8 wins incl. Guindy Grand Prix, Gr.2, **DESERT WARRIOR**, sire, **LA BONNE VIE**, etc; 3rd dam of **STAR WAVE**, **LA UNIQUE**, **CIEL FLEURI**, **BOURBON KING**, Indian 2000 Guineas, Gr.1, **MAGISTERIAL**, **ARSENAL**, **STAR MAGIC**, **OLYMPIC FLAME**, sire, **EMPEROR CRUISE**, etc, etc; 4th dam of **CIELO RAY**, etc.

Tracing to WIDGEON. Family in 2019 of **OLYMPICO** (Fort Marcy Stakes, Gr.3), etc.
BELLE JOUR[USA] did not place in USA, $2,108; dam of:
Smart Reward (ch f 2010 by Good Reward), unplaced in USA, $460.
QUASAR, (ch c 2011 by Seeking the Dia), 16 wins, ₹66,391,873 incl. Indian Turf Invitation
Cup, Gr.1, Indian St. Leger, Gr.1, President of India Gold Cup, Gr.1, Deccan Bookmakers
Golconda Derby, Gr.1, Calcutta Derby, Gr.1, Nanoli Stud Pune Derby, Gr.1, Bangalore St. Leger, Gr.2, Golconda St. Leger Gr.7, Calcutta 2000 Guineas, Gr.2, Eclipse Stakes of India,
Gr.2, Maharaja’s Gold Cup, Gr.2, Shapoorji Paltonji Breeders’ Juvenile Colts’
Championship, Gr.3, Chief Justice’s Cup, Gr.3 and placed 2nd in Indian Turf Invitation Cup,
Gr.1, Governor’s Cup, Gr.2, 3rd in McDowell Signature Indian Derby, Gr.1, etc; sire.
__________________________ (b f 2015 by Saamidd[GB] or Net Whizz[USA]), died since birth.

SKY LEGEND did not race; dam of 4 winners:
FIRST LEGEND, 6 wins in Mexico at 3 to 7, Pesos 228,704 and placed.
DESSERT QUEST, 4 wins at 2 to 5, $89,532 and placed.
Other winners: STREET BOY (2 wins in Russia) and LEGENDINGTON (1 win, $22,235).

SKY BEAUTY Champion Older Mare in USA, Filly Triple Crown in USA, won 15 races in 21
starts at 2 to 5, $1,336,000 incl. Coaching Club American Oaks, Gr.1, Acorn Stakes, Gr.1,
Mother Goose Stakes, Gr.1, Alabama Stakes, Gr.1, Ruffian Handicap, Gr.1, Go for Wand
Stakes, Gr.1, Hempstead Handicap, Gr.1, Shuvee Handicap, Gr.1, Matron Stakes, Gr.1,
Adrondack Stakes, Gr.2, Rare Perfume Stakes, Gr.2, etc; dam of 5 winners:
HURRICANE CAT, 2 wins at 2. £23,200 + €26,255 incl. Stan James Harris Hill Stakes,
Gr.3 and placed 3rd in EBF Tetrarch Stakes, Gr.3, Concorde Stakes, Gr.3, etc; sire.
DESSERT TIGRESS, 1 win in Ireland at 2, €18,007 and placed; dam of:
GROWL, 5 wins in England at 2 to 7, £387,229 incl. Wentworth Stakes, L and placed 2nd
in QIPCO British Champions Sprint Stakes, Gr.1, Mill Reef Stakes, Gr.2, etc.
Other winners: SUNDARBAN (4 wins at 4, £103,340; sire) and FANG (8 wins, £12,148).
Smoke Ring[Ire] (b f 2011 by Innovation), dam of:
KARIEGA (2 wins at 2, £20,85,366 incl. Breeders’ Juvenile Fillies’
Championship, Gr.3, etc), SAKURA (4 wins, ₹48,67,118; 2nd in K.R.O.A Mysore 1000
Guineas, Gr.3, 3rd in Golconda 1000 Guineas, Gr.2, Championship Cup, Gr.2, etc).
STORMING BEAUTY, 1 win; dam of VIOLENT BEAUTY (dam of VIOLENCE, 3 wins at 2,
₹623,000 incl. Cash Call Futurity, Gr.1, Nashua Stakes, Gr.2; 2nd in Fountain of Youth
Stakes, Gr.2, sire), SMART WOMAN (7 wins; dam of BRUNTINO, 5 wins, $90,120; sire).
Other winners: PORTOBELLO ROAD (1 win, $67,504; sire), BESTYOCANBE (1 win; sire).
Sky Legend, above.

MAPLEJINSKY won 5 races in 9 starts at 3, $293,196 incl. Alabama Stakes, Gr.1, Monmouth
Oaks, Gr.1 and placed 4th in Gazelle Handicap, Gr.1, etc; dam of 5 winners incl.: AJAYI, 1 win, £10,720; dam of Harb (2nd in Ripon Champion Two-Year-Old Trophy, L), etc.
Silence Beauty; dam of TALE OF EKATI, sire, TALE OF SILENCE (Westchester Stakes,
Gr.3; 2nd in 2019 Gulfstream Park Mile, Gr.2, 2019 Bold Ruler Handicap, G.3, etc), etc.
Our Country; dam of PLEASANT HOME, COUNTRY HIDEAWAY; etc; grandam of:
POINT OF ENTRY, sire, PINE ISLAND, BOCA GRANDE, VACATION, sire, BIRDIE BIRDIE, sire, etc; 3rd dam of GUARANA (2019 Acorn Stakes, Gr.1), MAGIC DANCE, CAT’S CLAW, etc.
Million Gift, unplaced; dam of MILLION SELLER, etc; grandam of YORKTON, Nipigon, etc.

Half-sister to DAYJUR (Horse of the Year in England, Champion 3YO in England, Champion
Sprinter in England, won Ladbroke Spring Cup, Gr.1, etc), etc. Tracing to MAY FLOWER.
BLUE SECTION

ELEVEN LOTS

1. The Blue section contains details of 11 horses.

2. Horses which qualify to be featured in the Blue Pages are one of these :-

   (a) Horses entered by Breeding Establishments / Vendors which have produced at least one Indian Classic Winner (i.e. Indian Derby, Indian 1000 Guineas, Indian 2000 Guineas, Indian Oaks and Indian St. Leger) run in Western India.

   (b) Lots out of a Group Winning dam.

   (c) Lots which are siblings to a Group Winner in India or abroad.

Write-ups appearing under the photographs of the Blue pages are as given by the vendors.
By Champion Sire EXCELLENT ART this colt is out of American Listed winner and Listed placed SCHOLASTIC GIANT by GIANT’S CAUSEWAY.

On 1st October 2019, her half-sister’s yearling colt sold for Euros 380,000 (approx. 3 crores) in Ireland.

SCHOLASTIC GIANT is out of Listed Winner OXFORD SCHOLAR and she is sister to 9 winners, incl. Stakes horses SMOKING FOREST and Turnbolt.

Her grandam, Listed Winner FULBRIGHT SCHOLAR produced 8 winners including Graded horses TUTORIAL, SEEKING REGINA, SAHARA SKY (multiple Grade winner, 8 wins, incl. the Gr.1 Metropolitan Handicap).
SCHOLASTIC GIANT[USA] won 3 races at 2 and 3, $114,120 incl. Twin Lights Stakes, L, etc; dam of:
PERFECTLY ANNA (b f 2010 by Pleasantly Perfect), 2 wins in USA at 2 and 3, $15,494.
Celtic Legacy (ch c 2011 by Lemon Drop Kid), unraced.
STAR SCHOLAR (ch g 2013 by Ace[IRE]), 2 wins, $5,82,797 and placed.
Ginger Benz (b f 2014 by Arazan[IRE]), placed $1,83,000.
Octopussy (ch f 2015 by Excellent Art[GB]), unplaced.

OXFORD SCHOLAR won 3 races at 2 and 3, $102,030 incl. Valley Steam Stakes, L and placed 2nd in Jersey Jumper Stakes, etc; dam of 11 winners:
SMOKING FOREST, 11 wins at 2 to 6, $137,785 incl. M Tyson Gilpin Stakes, etc.
SCHOLASTIC GIANT[USA], above.
Turnbolt, 4 wins at 4 and 6, $219,234; 2nd in Vernon O. Underwood Stakes, Gr.3, etc.
PLEASANT SCHOLAR, 1 win at 3; dam of Don't Fear The Reaper (2 wins at 3, $80,227 and placed 2nd in Romano Gucci Stakes, etc); MENSA MAMA, PROUD STUDENT, etc.
Other winners; SEEKING THE COACH (9 wins, $59,378), DIFFERENT CLASS (5 wins, $64,875), GOLDEN SCHOLAR (4 wins, $62,676), SCHOLARSHIP (3 wins, $64,875), FINDING FORESTRY (2 wins, $52,340), IT'S ALL ME and BIG TOM D.

FULBRIGHT SCHOLAR won 4 races at 2 to 4, $102,505 incl. Busher Handicap, L, etc; dam of 8 winners:
TUTORIAL, 5 wins at 2 to 4, $198,217 incl. Central Iowa Stakes and placed 2nd in Pocahontas Stakes, L; 3rd in Arlington Matron Handicap, Gr.3, etc; dam of:
DIXIE BAND, 4 wins, $198,201 incl. Arlington-Washington Futurity, Gr.3 and placed.
SEEKING REGINA, 2 wins at 2, $98,054 incl. Adirondack Stakes, Gr.2, etc; dam of:
SEEKING THE SKY, 2 wins, $143,589 incl. Interborough Handicap, Gr.3; dam of SAHARA SKY (8 wins incl. Metropolitan Handicap, Gr.1, etc), ANIMAL STYLE, etc.
Other black-type placed horses: Seeking The Money, Seeking the Glory & Seeking It All. SEEKING GABRIELLE, dam of NYQUIST (8 wins incl. Kentucky Derby, Gr.1, Florida Derby, Gr.1, Breeders’ Cup Juvenile, Gr.1, Del Mar Futurity, Gr.1, etc), etc.
OXFORD SCHOLAR, above.
Liberty School, 2 wins; 2nd in Wilma C. Kennedy Stakes, etc; dam of JUST JENDA (Molly Pitcher Stakes, Gr.2, etc); grandam of JENDA'S AGENDA, TIZ'NAZ, etc.
Other winners: LAW REVIEW (13 wins), VIRTUAL ZONE (6 wins), HOMILY, OXBRIDGE.

MATRICULATION won 5 races at 3 and 4, $20,285 incl. Gunflint Visitation Stakes and placed 2nd in Water Prince Visitation Stakes, etc; dam of 9 winners incl.;
BACHELOR BEAU, 11 wins at 2 to 6, $506,159 incl. Blue Grass Stakes, Gr.1, etc.
PARTY SCHOOL, 7 wins, $93,333 incl. Kentucky Stakes, etc.
FULBRIGHT SCHOLAR, above.
DEGREE, 3 wins at 3, $50,237 and placed; dam of:
SUNSHINE SCHOLAR, 8 wins, $75,371 incl. Washington HBPA Handicap, etc.
Second Degree, 2 wins; 2nd in Autumn Leaves Stakes, L, etc; dam of PLUMLAKE LADY, etc; grandam of MYWOMANFROMTOKYO, ALL SQUARED AWAY, etc.
Home School, unraced; dam of SCHOOLLIN YOU (2 wins incl. Gottstein Futurity, L), etc.
Striking Scholar, dam of STYKER PHD, MADAME PELE, etc.
Ten for Ten, unraced; dam of PERFECT SCORE, etc; grandam of Oh Mambo Girl, etc.

Tracing to NUSHKA. Immediate family of BUCKLEIGH, SUPERBE (Irish Oaks), etc.
An extraordinarily athletic filly, with a lovely action and good over-reach, she bears a very strong resemblance to her group winning and classic placed dam placed 2nd in the Indian 1000 Guineas, Gr.1. and Indian Oaks, Gr.1. to Jacqueline. This filly is from the family of The 1000 Guineas, Gr.1. heroine HARAYIR. Being a late foal, she has now matured and is certainly a must buy for anyone looking for quality and speed.

10% discount on the hammer price offered to the Purchaser by Usha Stud Poonawalla Group
ASTRAL FLASH won 5 races, ₹ 68,53,213 incl. Fernhill’s Palace Juvenile Million, Gr.2, Forbes Breeders’ Juvenile Fillies’ Championship, Gr.3 and placed 2nd in Giantti-Gitanjali Indian 1000 Guineas, Gr.1, HDIL Indian Oaks, Gr.1, 3rd in Kingfisher Derby Bangalore, Gr.1, 24k Kolte-Patil Premium Fillies’ & Mares’ Stakes, Gr.3, etc; dam of:  
ASTRAL FLARE (b f 2014 by Multidimensional[IRE]), 1 win, 24k Kolte-Patil Premium Fillies’ & Mares’ Stakes, Gr.3, etc; dam of:

BUROOQ[USA] did not race; dam of 9 winners:  
ASTRAL FLASH, above.  
Point To Prove, 2 wins, ₹ 21,16,674; 2nd Cal.St. Leger, Gr.3, 3rd in Bangalore St. Leger, Gr.2 STRENGTHANDBEAUTY, 5 wins, ₹ 27,66,766; 2nd in J S Dhariwal Memorial Cup, etc.  
ULTIMATE MAGIC, 1 win, ₹ 10,96,750 and placed 2nd in Margrove Estate Trophy, etc.  
DEL PORTO, 2 wins, ₹ 9,75,500 incl. Mysore Cup and placed.  
KNIGHTON, 1 win, ₹ 6,75,245 viz. Goffs Salver and placed.  
Other winners: SEGOMO (1 win, ₹ 3,41,565 and placed) and FONTAINBLEAU (producer).  

NASAAYEM won 1 race in England at 3, ₹ 11,700 and placed.  

SAFFAANH won 1 race at 3, ₹ 6,719 and placed 3 times; dam of 5 winners:  
HARAYIR, 6 wins; 2nd in Ballymacoll Stud Stakes, L, Upavon Stakes, L, etc; dam of:  
TRyster, 7 wins, ₹ 269,987 + Dhs 3,305,177 incl. Coral.co.uk Winter Derby, Gr.3, etc.  
Mutasallil, 6 wins, ₹ 32,125 + Dhs 901,034 incl. Abu Dhabi Championship, L, etc; sire.  
Ajhar, 3 wins, ₹ 47,063 and placed incl. 3rd in Cumberland Lodge Stakes, Gr.3, etc.  
Other winners: ELTIZAAM (5 wins in Denmark), AHRAAR and NASAAYEM (above).  
Ali Amlah, unraced; dam of FAT CHOY ICHIBAN, etc; grandam of Sakheart (producer), etc.  
Waqood; dam of DORCAS LANE (dam of Atty Persse, etc); grandam of MERHABA, etc.  
Desert Grouse[USA]; dam of Clare Glen (3rd Alleged Stakes, L, etc; dam of a winner), etc.  

Half-sister to ALSHAKR (2 wins, ₹ 72,862 incl. Sportingodds.com Falmouth Stakes, Gr.2 and placed 2nd in Peugeot Sun Chariot Stakes, Gr.2, 3rd in Dubai Poule d’Essai des Pouliches, Gr.1, etc), Lughz (grandam of TARGARYEN, etc), Their dam, GIVE THANKS, won 6 races at 3, ₹ 142,044 incl. Irish Guinness Oaks, Gr.1; etc and half-sister to Simply Gorgeous (grandam of IMPERIAL DANCER, sire, LAFITE, PRISM, etc; 3rd dam of DOUBLe TOUCHe, etc), Cala Blava (grandam of HONORIOUS, etc), Mill Path (dam of MILLSTREET, etc; grandam of CAMPsie FELLS, etc), etc.  

Immediate family of TEENOSO (sire), SIR PERCY (sire), OLD COUNTRY (Derby Italiano, Gr.1), GIVE NOTICE, NICOLEtTe (sire), FAVOletTA (Irish 1000 Guineas, Gr.1), LAQUER (Irish 1000 Guineas, Gr.1), BRAISWICK, ASHAYER, QAaARID, TOP GUEST (sire), etc.  
Tracing to HORAMA. Family in 2019 of ALAMpUR, etc.
ARAZAN was a leading two-year-old in Ireland, winning the Galileo EBF Futurity Stakes Gr.2, 1400m and was 3rd in the Bank of Scotland National Stakes Gr.1, 1400m.

The leading winners from his current 5th crop (four-year-olds in 2020) are WELL CONNECTED (Bangalore Fillies Championship Gr.1, Bangalore Derby Gr.1, Deccan Fillies Championship Gr.3), MISSING YOU (Poonawalla Breeders’ Multi Million Gr.1 & Gen. Rajendrasinhji Million), SULTAN SULEIMAN (S.A.Poonawalla Million Gr.3), PASO ROBLES (Golconda 1000 Gns.) SITARA (Byerly Turk Million Gr.3) and FREE GOLD (Gool S Poonawalla Million Gr.3 Mumbai).

Statistics: 2018-19: 3rd on the List of Leading Sires with 59 winners, 96 races, Rs. 8,68,17,000.

LA JOIE DE VIE won 2 races Rs. 6,26,090 incl. October Handicap Pune. Dam of IZZY (4 wins, incl. Calcutta 1000 Gns. Gr.3 & Calcutta Monsoon Fillies Trial and Rs. 38,10,081), WELCOME BABY (3 wins and Rs.10,55,000) and two other winners.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Dam</th>
<th>G1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LA JOIE DE VIE</td>
<td>Watership</td>
<td>Foolish Pleasure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TURTLE COVE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WATERSHIP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAGICAL SCRIPT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LA JOIE DE VIE won 2 races, ₹ 6,26,090 incl. October Handicap and placed; dam of: OUR LITTLE DRAGON (b c 2011 by New Famous[BRZ]), 1 win, ₹ 14,40,916 and placed. __________ (b c 2012 by New Famous[BRZ]), died as yearling.

Rule of the World (ch f 2013 by Tariq[GB]), unplaced. MAGICAL SCRIPT (b f 2014 by Whatsthescript[IRE]), 2 wins, ₹ 3,93,000 and placed. WELCOME BABY (dk b f 2015 by New Famous[BRZ]), 3 wins, ₹ 10,85,000; 3rd in DRC Cup. IZZY (b f 2016 by Western Aristocrat[USA]), 3 wins, ₹ 20,26,581 incl. Classic Sky Cup, etc. Marino (dk b f 2017 by New Famous[BRZ]), in training.

LA JOYA[IRE] placed thrice at 3 from only 4 starts, £ 770; dam of 4 winners: RED HOT BABE, 2 wins, £ 3,94,500; dam of KOHINOOR VICTORY (4 wins, £ 15,60,500) Other winners: MAGICAL MIDNIGHT, GENEROSITY (1 win each), LA JOIE DE VIE (above). Affirmedfriendship, placed; dam of HACKETT (5 wins, £ 20,33,258 and placed), etc.

WATERSHIP ran a few times in USA at 2 to 4; dam of 6 winners: RENZO, 7 wins, £ 63,574 and placed 13 times; also 2 wins over hurdles. CAPTAIN’S GUEST, 4 wins at 3 and 4, £ 72,248 and placed. Other winners: JOHNSON’S POINT (producer), BLUE, GRAND CAPO and LANZERAC. La Joya[IRE], above.

TURTLE COVE won 3 races in USA at 2 and placed 4 times; dam of 6 winners: GREAT NECK, 10 wins, $ 450,304 incl. Canadian International Championship Stakes, Gr.1, Bowling Green Handicap, Gr.2, Seneca Handicap, Gr.3, twice, etc; sire in USA. PINK TURTL, 4 wins incl. Prix Madame Couturie, L; 2nd in Prix Vermeille, Gr.1, etc; dam of LADY PASTEL, 6 wins, ¥ 432,073,000 incl. Yushun Himba-Japanese Oaks, L; etc; dam of: Lord Rock Star, 4 wins at 2 to 6, ¥ 80,711,000 and placed 3rd in Shim bun Hai, Gr.2, etc.

Lord Acclaim, 2 wins, ¥ 38,360,000; 2nd in Kobe Shim bun Hai, Gr.2, etc.

La Happiness, unplaced; dam of: Mateno Happiness (3rd in Arlington Cup, Gr.3), etc.; PINOCHET; dam of: Spirytus (2nd in Yonago Stakes, L); grandam of TAMANO BRUNETTE (Champion 3YO Colt in Venezuela, 12 wins incl. Clasico Simon Bolivar), DEMONS CLOAK (sire), IRISH COLONIAL, GRAN ABEULO, HEDONISTA, GLENWOOD CANYON, etc; 3rd dam of AFRODITA DE PADUA (2019 Clasico General Joaquin Crespo, Gr.1, 2019 Clasico Prensa Hipica Nacional, Gr.1, 2019 Clasico Prensa Hipodromo la Rinconada, Gr.1, 2019 Copa Senegal, Gr.2, etc.), DALASAN (2019 Dante Hill Stakes, Gr.2, 2019 Spring Stakes, Gr.3 and placed 2nd in 2019 Sires’ Produce Stakes, Gr.2, etc.), MANUSCRITO, JOE VANN, etc.

Cove Dancer, 8 wins, $ 111,139 and placed incl. 2nd in Hasta La Vista Handicap, etc. Other winners:BELLE GLADE (grandam of Danzig Prince Race, sire), STOP THAT TURTLE Miao shu, unplaced; dam of GALIC BOY (sire); grandam of DREADNAUGHT (Red Smith Handicap, Gr.2, etc.), SMOKEY STOVER, PUT BACK THE SHU, HE’S QUITE A GUY, etc; 3rd dam of MELLOW FELLOW, YOURDREAMSORMINE, Atthispointintime, etc.

Terrapin, unraced; dam of REDISUR, etc; 3rd dam of HIJA BELLA, Don Ale, Crazy Dollar. Watership, above.

Half-sister to CRUCIBLE (Prix Maurice de Nieuw, Gr.2), COSTA SOLA (dam of SUN PRINCE, sire, BOULEVARD, etc; grandam of WATERWAY, Road To Glory[FR], sire in India, etc; 3rd dam of HELEN STREET, etc; 4th dam of STREET CRY, sire, SHAMARDAL, sire, FAIRY PATH, PAINTER’S ROW, HISTORIAN, GAIKOS, etc), etc. Tracing to PARAFFIN. Family in 2019 of HARLEM (Australian Cup, Gr.1), AIR STRIKE (Triple Bend Stakes, Gr.1), etc.
An athletic, well proportioned and perfectly correct yearling half sister to classic winning SIMPLY STYLISH and ORIANA, winners of Golconda Oaks, Gr.2 and The Calcutta Oaks, Gr.3, respectively.

Dam rated 117, is a full sister to classic winner ALLAIRE who has produced classic winners like REAL EXCELLENCE, STAR NIJINSKY. This filly is from the family of FLY FOR AVIE, winner of E P Taylor Stakes, Gr.1. Those looking for a classic prospect, need look no further.
SILKEN STAR won 5 races, ₹10,83,943 incl. Balchand Trophy and placed; dam of:

CAPRIOLE (ch f 2008 by China Visit[USA]), 5 wins, ₹34,56,902 incl. ITM & Goffs RWITC Ltd. Gold Cup, Gr.2, Fillies’ & Mares’ Stakes, Gr.3, etc; dam of CASEY, KING CREOLE, etc!

SIMPLY STYLISH (b f 2009 by Steinbeck[USA]), 3 wins, ₹30,78,139 incl. Golconda Oaks, Gr.2; 2nd in Mysore Million, Gr.3, Taminnadu Commemoration Gold Cup, etc; producer.

EVRAZ (b g 2010 by Multidimensional[IRE]), 3 wins, ₹13,36,485 incl. R C T C Trophy, etc.

Shooting Star (b g 2012 by Multidimensional[IRE]), placed, ₹96,000; died at 4.

SILKEN EYES (b f 2013 by Multidimensional[IRE]), 1 win, ₹14,62,886 viz. An Acquired Taste Trophy and placed incl. 2nd in S A Poonawalla Multi-Million, Gr.3, etc; producer.

ORIANA (b f 2015 by Multidimensional[IRE]), 2 wins, ₹22,48,480 incl. Calcutta Oaks, Gr.3 and placed 2nd in Highland Rule Trophy, 3rd in Calcutta St. Leger, Gr.3, etc; died at 4.

NANDISH (b g 2016 by Multidimensional[IRE]), 1 win in one start, ₹2,65,750.

Alita (b f 2017 by Multidimensional[IRE]), in training.

FLY FOR BABY[USA] won 1 race at 3, ₹15,860 from only 5 starts; dam of 7 winners:

ACROBAT, 8 wins, ₹72,89,163 incl. Kingfisher Colts’ Trial Stakes, Gr.1; 2nd in Poonawalla Breeders’ Million, Gr.1. Herbertsons Bagpiper Gold Bangalore Derby, Gr.1, 3rd in Kingfisher Derby Bangalore, Gr.1, 4th in Maj P K Mehra Mem. Super Mile Cup, Gr.1, etc.

FLY FOR AVIE, 5 wins incl. E.P. Taylor Stakes, Gr.1, etc; dam of AVIE’S TALE (producer), AVIE’S QUALITY, Avie’s Sense, etc; grandam of AVIE’S FLATTERY (2019 Transylvania Stakes, Gr.3, etc), AVIE’S MINESHAFT, Avie’s Mesa (2nd in 2019 Singspiel Stakes, Gr.3, etc), Avie’s Samurai (3rd in 2019 Princess Elizabeth Stakes, etc).

ALLAIRE, 7 wins, ₹1,00,73,593 incl. Kingfisher Indian Oaks, Gr.1, Kingfisher Derby Bangalore, Gr.1 and placed 2nd in McDowell Indian Derby, Gr.1, etc; dam of:

REAL EXCELLENCE, 4 wins, ₹35,75,760 incl. KROA Mysore 1000 Guineas, Gr.3; 2nd in Poonawalla Mysore Derby, Gr.1. 1000 Guineas, Gr.2, etc; dam of WINGED FOOT (2 wins incl. Bangalore Oaks, Gr.2, etc; producer), Real Presence (producer), etc.

STAR NIJINSKY, 4 wins, ₹73,36,229 incl. Deccan Derby, Gr.1. Hill Stayers Trial Stakes and placed 3rd in Golconda St. Leger, Gr.2, Maharaja’s Cup, Gr.3, etc; producer.

Abriella, 8 wins, ₹26,97,723 and placed 2nd in Queen Elizabeth II Cup, Gr.3, etc; producer.

Reflected Glory, 3 wins, ₹10,12,441; 3rd in Golconda 1000 Guineas, Gr.2, etc; dam of:

Multiglory, 6 wins, ₹38,17,723 and placed 2nd in Queen Elizabeth II Cup, Gr.3, etc.

Alidoro, 4 wins, ₹15,66,204 and placed incl. 2nd in Calcutta St. Leger, Gr.3, etc.

AKSINYA, 2 wins; dam of LUCKY LUCIANO (3 wins) and ABERCROMBE(1 win).

Other winners: STAR SALUTE, ALERIO (6 wins each), ARLENE, AGIOS NIKOLAOS and AKALIKI (dam of Akita Pro, 2 wins, ₹14,75,875; 3rd in S. I. 1000 Guineas, Gr.2, etc).

SUPERIOR FORCE, 4 wins, ₹41,73,131 incl. S D Parkash Memorial Super Mile Gold Trophy, Gr.3 and placed 2nd in Kingfisher Derby Bangalore, Gr.1, etc; died at 4.

FLASHY WINGS, 2 wins, ₹9,41,730 incl. Bangalore Winter Million, Gr.3 and placed.

Presentation, 2 wins, ₹20,83,086 and placed incl. 2nd in Indian 1000 Guineas, Gr.1, 3rd in Poonawalla Mysore Derby, Gr.1, Indian Oaks, Gr.1, etc; died at stud.

SILKEN STAR, above.

ACTIVE VOICE won 3 races incl. Real Delight Handicap, etc; dam of 3 winners:

SENORIA TIPPY, 5 wins incl. Prix de la Teste, L; 3rd in Diana Handicap, Gr.3, etc; dam of TIPPITY WITCH (won Washington Stakes, Gr.3, etc; dam of winners), SENOR BENNY, etc.

Other winners: DEMON DAME (3 wins; dam of winners) and FLY FOR BABY[USA] (above).

Kind Reception, unraced; dam of QUEEN CARSON (3 wins incl. Colleen Stakes, L, etc).

Half-sister to BRORITA (dam of MENDOCINO, sire), etc. Tracing to COURT DRESS.
By Champion Sire EXCELLENT ART out of the well rated STRAVELLA, who’s dam PRINCESS ELLEN placed second in the English 1000 Guineas, Gr.1 and the Coronation Stakes, Gr.1 at Royal Ascot and 3rd in the Nassau Stakes, Gr.1.

This colt is full brother to RIKKI TIKKI TAVI (2nd in the Maj. P.K. Memorial Super Mile Cup, Gr.1, 3rd in the Golconda Derby, Gr.1, Colts’ Championship Stakes, Gr.1,Golconda 2000 Guineas, Gr.2) and Glittering Gold (3rd in the South India 1000 Guineas, Gr.2 and Mysore 1000 Guineas, Gr.3).
Stud: Poonawalla Astonish

Property of Poonawalla Astonish Stud Private Limited

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pivotal</th>
<th>Polar Falcon</th>
<th>Nureyev</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Excellent Art[GB](b - 2004)</td>
<td>Fearless Revival</td>
<td>Marie d'Argonne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obsessive</td>
<td>Seeking The Gold</td>
<td>Cozzene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secret Obsession</td>
<td>Mr. Prospect</td>
<td>Stufida</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Con Game</td>
<td>Ann Stuart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stravinsky</td>
<td>Special</td>
<td>Northern Dancer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNA-Typed</td>
<td>Fire the Groom</td>
<td>Special</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stravella[IRE](b - 2005)</td>
<td>Tiro[IRE]</td>
<td>Blushing Groom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Prospector's Fire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Alpine Niece</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SAWAKI won 2 races at 3 and 4 and placed thirce; dam of: 4 winners: REBEL RHYTHM, above.

Celt Song, above.

RAINY DAY SONG, unplaced; dam of CYCLONIC (8 wins), RAINY NIGHT (3 wins), etc.

Pazza Idea, unraced; dam of LOUGH GEM (5 wins in Ireland at 2 and 4, € 111,169), etc.

SAWAKI DRAWN, 1 win in Italy at 3, € 30,662 and placed.

CUMBRIAN HARMONY, 3 wins at 2 and 3 and placed.

AMAH ZEFIR, 9 wins in Italy at 3 to 6, € 62,660 and placed.

SAWAKI DRAWN, 1 win in Italy at 3, € 30,662 and placed.

Discretion, unplaced; dam of RUNNING FLAME (5 wins), BRONTOLO (3 wins), etc.

Celit Sone, unplaced; dam of CYCLONIC (8 wins), RAINY NIGHT (3 wins), etc.

Half-sister to Don't Presume (5 wins and placed 3rd in Hurry Countess Handicap, L, etc; broodmare), SUPER LUNAR (3 wins, € 21,422 and placed 20 times), CHAHAYA TIMOR (3 wins, € 9,475), ROXY MUSIC[IRE] (dam of FOOT BATTALION, 3 wins, € 21,869), FARRAS, MUJARI (both dam of winners), etc. Their dam, half-sister to SAULINGO (6 wins incl. Temple Stakes, Gr.3, Prix du Gros-Chene, Gr.3 and placed 3rd in Norfolk Stakes, Gr.1, New Stakes, Gr.1, 4th in Nunthorpe Stakes, Gr.2, etc; sire in UK and Australia), MUSIC MAESTRO (5 wins incl. Flying Childers Stakes, Gr.1, King George Stakes, Gr.3 and placed 3rd in King's Stand Stakes, Gr.1, etc; sire), OUTER CIRCLE (3 wins incl. Champion Trophy, L, Kingsclere Stakes, L, 4th in Cheveley Park Stakes, Gr.1, etc; grandam of CIRCULATING, PERISCOPE, etc; 3rd dam of RING OF FLOWERS, Fogerty, etc; 3rd dam of LA GRANDE MAMMA, etc), MILL FURY (3rd in Premio Rumon, L, etc), etc. The next dam SAULISA, won 2 races incl. Hilary Needler Trophy and placed 2nd in Molecule Stakes, etc. Tracing to SILVER FOWL, etc; dam of FIFINELLA (Epsom Derby), SILVERN, SILVER TAG, etc; ancestress also of PINZA (Epsom Derby), PASCH (Two Thousand Guineas), PRETENSE, HILENA, PRESS GANG, TAI YANG, etc. Family in 2019 of WORLD OF TROUBLE (Carter Handicap, Gr.1, etc), etc.
KINGDA KA, was a successful racehorse in Australia, winning up to 1400 m and placing 2nd in the Rosehill Guineas Gr.1 over 2000m. His leading winners include ZACHARY (Maj.P.K.Mehra Memorial Super Mile Cup Gr.1), LA RONDINE (Indian 1000 Gns Gr.1), KING CHARLES (Golconda Derby Gr.1, Golconda 2000 Gns. Gr.2), BOOKER JONES (Nizam’s Gold Cup Gr.2 and placed 11 Group races, Rs.1,41,11,613) and JACK FROST (Maharaja Jiwajirao Scindia Trophy Gr.2, C N Wadia Gold Cup Gr.2, Southern Command Gold Trophy etc.)

TOP ROMANCE won 7 races Rs.11,44,000 incl. J Rustomji Soparivala Trophy. Both her runners are winners viz SEVENTH STEP (3 wins Rs.11,07,170 from 1400 to 1800m and placed at 2000m) and TRUE GENIUS.

The next dam MULBERRY won 4 races and placed 3rd in the Indian Oaks Gr.1. She was dam of 8 winners and has established an excellent running family herself and through her daughter SILKEN MAGIC. This is the female line of GHAZALAH, dam of dual National Classic winners NOOR-E-SHIRAZ and GHAZAB.

This filly offers dual value as a racehorse and as a future broodmare.
Bay Filly
Mar 6, 2018

Fourth Foal

DNA-Typed
Branded:
LS - Y 8

13

TOP ROMANCE won 7 races, ₹11,46,000 incl. J Rustomji Soparivala Trophy, etc; dam of:
TRUE GENIUS (b rig 2014 by Serious Spender[USA]), 1 win, ₹2,31,453.
SEVENTH STEP (dk b f 2015 by New Famous[BRZ]), 2 wins, ₹9,29,870 and placed.

Mulberry
won 4 races, ₹7,34,451 incl. Canny Scot Trophy, Governor’s Trophy, H.R. Shantidas Trophy and placed 2nd in Madras Race Club Trophy, 3rd in Kingfisher Indian Oaks, Gr.1, 4th in Bombay Dyeing C.N. Wadia Gold Cup, Gr.2, etc; dam of 8 winners:
Falconet, 3 wins; 3rd in Indian Champion Cup, Gr.2, 4th in Queen Elizabeth II Cup, Gr.3, etc.
BAYBERRY, 6 wins, ₹14,90,839 and placed incl. 3rd in Freelancer Cup, etc; dam of:
JULIO CESARO, 2 wins, ₹9,29,060 incl. Masoom Master Trophy; 3rd in Vinayak Trophy, etc.
SERIOUS WARRIOR, 5 wins, ₹12,81,104 and placed incl. 2nd in Huntsey Stud Trophy.
BORN PURPLE, 4 wins, ₹8,29,076 and placed incl. 2nd in Leading Tipster Trophy, etc.
SILKEN MAGIC, 3 wins, ₹4,46,985 incl. Lt Col Gaunt Memorial Cup, Datta Jewellers Gold Cup and placed 3rd in Jog Cup, D.M. Shivaswamy Memorial Cup, etc; dam of:
SMOOTH AS SILK, 6 wins, ₹23,92,250; 2nd in Mysore Race Club Cup, etc; producer.
BAYBERRY, 5 wins, ₹13,31,750 incl. INS Hooghly Cup and placed; producer.
Other winners: SILKEN DANCER (dam of LADY TWO, BALLER), LUCKY STREAK (3 wins) Other winners: SNOWBERRY (3 wins), REWARDING KING and TOP ROMANCE (above).

BLUEBERRY ran only once; dam of 12 winners:
Mulberry, above.
TOP CLASS, 8 wins, ₹5,17,800 incl. Telangana Cup, Madras Trophy, etc.
POWDER BLUE, 7 wins, ₹2,38,012 incl. Nilgiris Gold Cup and placed.
HABENDUM, 3 wins, ₹96,195; dam of INSPECTOR EAGLE (3 wins), BAAZ (2 wins), etc.
WILD BEAUTY, 2 wins, ₹75,500 and placed; producer.
ELUSIVE, 1 win, ₹1,06,762; dam of ELUSIVE BAY (12 wins, ₹5,44,000), APACHE TROOPER, etc; grandam of SIXTY SECONDS (4 wins), SHE’S A STAR (3 wins), etc.
BLUE FAIRY, 1 win, ₹16,700; dam of JESSE JAMES (5 wins), CANNON BAY, etc.
GOLDEN BERRY, 1 win, ₹15,400 and placed; dam of DOWN TOWN GIRL, etc.
Other winners: BEAVERBROOK (3 wins, ₹1,55,000), GOOSEBERRY (3 wins, ₹1,10,164), RUNNING BRAVE (2 wins and placed) and GLARING EAGLE (1 win, ₹41,000).

GHAZALAH placed twice from only 3 starts, ₹1,800; dam of 3 winners incl.:
GHAZAB, 7 wins, ₹3,14,140 incl. Indian 1000 Guineas, Gr.1, Indian Oaks, Gr.1, Eve Champion Cup, Gr.3, Maharaja Jiwajirao Scindia Gold Cup, Gr.3 and placed.
NOOR-E-SHIRAZ, 7 wins, ₹2,46,893 incl. Indian 2000 Guineas, Gr.1, Indian St. Leger, Gr.1-NTR, R.R. Ruia Gold Cup, Gr.3, Mulberry Cup and placed; sire.
Other black-type placed winners: Royal Favour and Sweetheart (dam of a winner).
Other winners: VALMOSS (11 wins incl. Gen. Obaidullah Khan Cup), CRANKY BOY (9 wins incl. Governor’s Cup), SKANDA (8 wins), GHALIB and SAMANA (2 wins each).
Blueberry, above.

Her dam, half-sister to grandam of REGENT STREET (Prix de la Foret), etc. Their dam half-sister to TILLER* (dam of HIGH SEAS, won South India 2000 Guineas, Gr.2, etc), etc. Tracing to FREE TRADE; ancestress also of MASSINE (Prix de l’Arc de Triomphe, etc; sire), BROWN DUCHESS (Epsom Oaks, etc), LA CAMARGO (Prix de Diane, etc).
10% discount on the hammer price offered to the Purchaser by Usha Stud & Poonawalla Group.
LADYBIRD won 4 races ₹ 14,58,093 incl. J V Shukla-Ashwamitra Trophy, Jimmy Bharucha Trophy and placed 2nd in Delhi Race Club Trophy, Jasdanwalla Gold Cup, etc; dam of: __________ (ch, mtg, c 2017 by Kingda Ka[AUS]), died since birth.

LADY FABIOLA[USA] won 2 races in Italy at 2 and 3, € 45,200 and placed; dam of 4 winners: WINNING EXPRESS, 3 wins in England at 2 and 3, £ 136,156 incl. EBF Stallions / Arkle Finance Eternal Stakes, L, Country Gentlemen’s Association EBF Dick Poole Fillies’ Stakes, L and placed 2nd in Jaguar Cars Cheveley Park Stakes, Gr.1, Betfred TV Oak Tree Stakes, Gr.3, 3rd in Lanwades Stud Nell Gwyn Stakes, Gr.3, etc; dam of: ROCKET ACTION, 3 wins in England at 2 and 3, £ 36,910 and placed.

REASON TO BELIEVE, 2 wins in England at 2 and 3, £ 5,630 and placed.

LADY ARABELLA, 1 win in England at 8, £ 2,161; dam of BELLA SENZ’ANIMA, etc.

LADYBIRD, above.

SACRE LOOK won 2 races in France at 2 and 3, € 75,622 incl. Prix d’Angerville, L and placed 2nd in Prix de la Grotte, Gr.3, 3rd in Dubai Poule d’Essai des Pouliches-French One Thousand Guineas, Gr.1, Prix des Rezevoirs, Gr.3, etc; dam of 8 winners: Magic Flute, 3 wins in USA at 3, $ 147,350; 2nd in Col. R S McLaughlin Stakes, Gr.3, etc.

LA GRANDE DAME, 4 wins in USA at 4 to 5, $ 37,588 and placed.

WORLD CUP, 4 wins in USA at 3 and 5, $ 43,511 and placed.

ZERO TOLERANCE, 3 wins in USA at 3 and 5, $ 64,778 and placed; sire.

DANCE OF JOY, 2 wins in USA at 3 and 5, $ 62,899 and placed; producer.

INSILVER, 1 win in USA at 3, $ 27,390 and placed.

SACRE AMOR, 1 win in USA at 3, $ 14,106 and placed.

LADY FABIOLA[USA], above.

GOBERN placed 5 times in France; dam of 10 winners:

SACRE LOOK, above.

GOBURGE, 8 wins in France; dam of GORGIBUS (2 wins in France, € 43,680), etc.

HEHALOR, 7 wins in France at 3 to 8, € 97,177 and placed.

GOBE MOUCHE, 3 wins in France at 3 and 5, € 29,225 and placed.

WAKIME, 3 wins in France at 3, € 12,831.

ROBERN, 3 wins in France at 2 and 3, € 22,669 and placed; dam of:

COUNI BOY, 2 wins in France at 3 and 4, € 30,947 and placed.

Other winners: WANINI BOY, BOYCOUNINE (dam of winners) and QUINY BOY.

Other winners: LOOKLING (3 wins in Belgium), TOP AT WALL STREET (1 win, € 13,933), BOUCHEE DOUBLE (1 win, € 4,802) and BONSIRE (1 win, € 3,811).

Tagamet, placed in France; dam of MISS BEYSSAC, CYBELE DE LANGLE (2 wins each).

Her dam Woodberne won 4 races in Belgium and placed 3rd in Poule d’Essai des Pouliches, L, etc; dam of LIBRE A VOUS (7 wins), TYBERN, etc and half-sister to MAVORNEEN (Prix Edmond Drugman, etc), MAY BE (Grand Criterium d’Ostende, etc), etc. Tracing to CRYSTAL. Family in 2019 of HEAVENHASMYNIKKI (Vagrancy Handicap, Gr.3), ETYMOLOGY, etc.
By Champion Sire EXCELLENT ART, this colt is by the Class 1 mare SWEEPING STAR, daughter of ‘FILLY OF THE YEAR 2007-'08 SWEEPING SUCCESS (winner of the Indian Turf Invitation Cup, Gr.1, Deccan Derby, Gr.1, Indian 1000 Guineas, Gr.1, Indian Oaks, Gr.1, 2nd in the Indian Derby, Gr.1, Indian St. Leger, Gr.1, Mysore 1000 Guineas, Gr.3, Golconda St. Leger, Gr.2, 4th in the Fillies Trial Stakes, Gr.1, Bangalore St. Leger, Gr.2).

SWEEPING SUCCESS’s dam LADY MOURA was winner of the Maharaja Jiwajirao Scindia Trophy, Gr.3 and was a short-head 2nd to Champion Filly SIX SPEED in the Indian 1000 Guineas, Gr.1 as well as in the Poonawalla Breeders’ Multi Million, Gr.1.
Tuesday, February 4th

Multi-Million Poonawalla, won A.C. Ardeshir Trophy, Irish Boss etc. Other winners: DARSHISH (1 win, Memorial Cup, Republic Cup and placed 2nd in Queen Elizabeth II Cup, etc), DANSEUSE ETOILE (dam of 2YO Filly in USA etc), FEUILLE D’ERABLE (grandam of Stakes, 4th in Canadian Oaks, etc. Their dam, half-sister to GRATUIT (7 wins, $42,622), FORT CHIMO, MIDNIGHT MAGIC, AMBER PEARL (producer), grandam of ORBIT, 6 wins, MASTER TIGER, 5 wins, etc) , HONG KONG BOY (10 wins), SWEEPING SUCCESS, above. placed 2nd in Poonawalla Breeders’ Multi-Million, ILE DES SOEURS[CAN] won 7 races, $28,771 and placed; dam of FOREST VISION (4 wins), PERSONIFY and ANOTHER ACE (1 win each). Other winners: FRONTIER FLAME (4 wins, $7,711,201) and MANDALAY BAY (4 wins).

SWEEPING SUCCESS won 6 races, $1,90,84,729 incl. Deccan Derby, GR.1, HDIL Indian Oaks, GR.1, Indian 1000 Guineas, GR.1, Indian Turf Invitation Cup, GR.1, A P Kothavala Memorial Cup and placed 2nd in McDowell Indian Derby, GR.1, Indian St. Leger, GR.1, Golconda St. Leger, GR.2, KROA Mysore 1000 Guineas, GR.3, etc; dam of 2 winners: MY LAKSHMI won 2 races, $5,92,499; dam of HER LEGACY (1 win, $10,75,400), etc. SWEEPING STAR, above.

LADY MOURA won 5 races, $30,73,376 incl. Maharaja Jiwajirao Scindia Trophy, GR.3 and placed 2nd in Poonawalla Breeders’ Multi-Million, GR.1, Kingfisher Indian 1000 Guineas, GR.1, 3rd in Manjri Stud Breeders’ Juvenile Fillies Championship, GR.3, etc; dam of 7 Winners: SWEEPING SUCCESS, above.

LADY ONE, 4 wins, $19,17,269 incl. Vijayanagar Cup, Bangalore Turf Club Trophy and placed 2nd in DBA Sprints’ Cup, GR.1, Bangalore City Gold Cup, GR.3, etc; dam of: ADAMARO, 4 wins, $26,76,121 incl. Maharajadhijiraja Uday Chand Mahatab of Burdwan Memorial Cup, Republic Cup and placed 2nd in Queen Elizabeth II Cup, GR.3, etc. Other winners: DARSHISH (1 win, $11,10,868) and FORGOTTON VOICE (1 win).

ANGELS TOUCH, 3 wins, $11,57,722; 3rd in Forbes Breeders’ Fillies’ Championship, GR.3, etc. LADYSHIP, 4 wins, $10,32,750; dam of KING OF THE WIND (1 win, $6,38,960), etc. Other winners: FOREST VISION (4 wins), PERSONIFY and ANOTHER ACE (1 win each).

ILE DES SOEURS[CAN] won 7 races, $28,771 and placed; dam of 4 winners: LADY MOURA, above. LA PRIMAVERA; dam of MOUNT ROYALE (4 wins, $10,04,656) and KINNARI (producer). Other winners: FRONTIER FLAME (4 wins, $7,711,201) and MANDALAY BAY (4 wins).

Half-sister to ALOUETTE (6 wins, $8,90,355 incl. Breeders’ Produce Stakes, GR.2, etc; dam of winners), ABIELLA (1 win, $98,735 and placed incl. 3rd in CROS Champagne Stakes, GR.3, etc; dam of GRANDAM of ORBIT, 6 wins, MASTER TIGER, 5 wins, etc) , HONG KONG BOY (10 wins), GRATUIT (7 wins, $42,622), FORT CHIMO, MIDNIGHT MAGIC, AMBER PEARL (producer), etc. Their dam, half-sister to L’ANSE AU GRIFON (5 wins and placed incl. 2nd in Bisons City Stakes, 4th in Canadian Oaks, GR.1, etc; dam of NORTHERN LANCE, 4 wins incl. Eclipse Handicap, GR.3, etc; grandam of BOND JAMES BOND, 5 wins incl. Canadian Juvenile Stakes, etc, EXCITING METRO, etc), ECUME DE MER[CAN] (dam of ZETA JONES, 4 wins and placed 3rd in Poonawalla Breeders’ Multi-Million, GR.1, etc), Secret Diary[USA] (dam of BRAVE HERO, 19 wins and placed incl. 4th in Guindy Gold Cup, GR.3, etc, BEARNSTEIN, 5 wins in India and South Korea and placed incl. 3rd in Dashmesh and Hargobind Stud Million, GR.3, etc), BAIE St. Paul (3rd dam of PREGUNTALE, etc), etc. The next dam half-sister to LA PREVOYANTE (Champion 2YO Filly in USA etc), FEUILLE D’ERABLE (grandam of GULLIVIEGOLD, ASHATAMASHA, etc), DANSEUSE ETOILE (dam of DRAPEAU TRICOLOR, DAPPIERRE, etc; grandam of IRISH BOSS, won A.C. Ardeshir Trophy, GR.2, etc, PROUD CITIZEN, etc; 3rd dam of DANCING SHUFFLE, DIAMOND EYES, etc), etc. Their dam, Arctic Dancer, full-sister to NORTHERN DANCER (Champion Sire), etc. Tracing to FLYING WITCH; ancestress in India of SUPERVITE, BOLD CLASSIC, etc. Family in 2019 of DANCING AGAIN, etc.

Stud: POONAWALLA EXHILARATION STUD PVT LTD

Property of POONAWALLA EXHILARATION STUD PVT LTD
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11,10,868) and FORGOTTON VOICE (1 win).

2 winners:

MY LAKSHMI won 2 races, $5,92,499; dam of HER LEGACY (1 win, $10,75,400), etc.

ILE DES SOEURS[CAN] won 7 races, $28,771 and placed; dam of 4 winners:

LADY MOURA, above.

LA PRIMAVERA; dam of MOUNT ROYALE (4 wins, $10,40,656) and KINNARI (producer). Other winners: FRONTIER FLAME (4 wins, $7,711,201) and MANDALAY BAY (4 wins).

Half-sister to ALOUETTE (6 wins, $8,90,355 incl. Breeders’ Produce Stakes, GR.2, etc; dam of winners), ABIELLA (1 win, $98,735 and placed incl. 3rd in CROS Champagne Stakes, GR.3, etc; dam of GRANDAM of ORBIT, 6 wins, MASTER TIGER, 5 wins, etc) , HONG KONG BOY (10 wins), GRATUIT (7 wins, $42,622), FORT CHIMO, MIDNIGHT MAGIC, AMBER PEARL (producer), etc. Their dam, half-sister to L’ANSE AU GRIFON (5 wins and placed incl. 2nd in Bisons City Stakes, 4th in Canadian Oaks, GR.1, etc; dam of NORTHERN LANCE, 4 wins incl. Eclipse Handicap, GR.3, etc; grandam of BOND JAMES BOND, 5 wins incl. Canadian Juvenile Stakes, etc, EXCITING METRO, etc), ECUME de Mer[CAN] (dam of ZETA JONES, 4 wins and placed 3rd in Poonawalla Breeders’ Multi-Million, GR.1, etc), Secret Diary[USA] (dam of BRAVE HERO, 19 wins and placed incl. 4th in Guindy Gold Cup, GR.3, etc, BEARNSTEIN, 5 wins in India and South Korea and placed incl. 3rd in Dashmesh and Hargobind Stud Million, GR.3, etc), BAIE St. Paul (3rd dam of PREGUNTALE, etc), etc. The next dam half-sister to LA PREVOYANTE (Champion 2YO Filly in USA etc), FEUILLE D’ERABLE (grandam of GULLIVIEGOLD, ASHATAMASHA, etc), DANSEUSE ETOILE (dam of DRAPEAU TRICOLOR, DAPPIERRE, etc; grandam of IRISH BOSS, won A.C. Ardeshir Trophy, GR.2, etc, PROUD CITIZEN, etc; 3rd dam of DANCING SHUFFLE, DIAMOND EYES, etc), etc. Their dam, Arctic Dancer, full-sister to NORTHERN DANCER (Champion Sire), etc. Tracing to FLYING WITCH; ancestress in India of SUPERVITE, BOLD CLASSIC, etc. Family in 2019 of DANCING AGAIN, etc.
10% discount on the hammer price offered to the Purchaser by Usha Stud & Poonawalla Group
NAPOLEONS MISTRESS[IRE] did not place; dam of:
LORD GRANTHAM (ch g 2013 by Sakhee’s Secret), 1 win, £ 3,26,500 and placed.
________ (b f 2014 by Midnight Interlude[USA]), died since birth.
Naukratis (ch g 2015 by Kingda Ka[AUS]), placed once, £ 2,20,449.
ALEXANDRE DUMAS (b c 2016 by Kingda Ka[AUS]), 1 win, £ 4,93,000 and placed.
________ (b c 2017 by Kingda Ka[AUS]), died since birth.

STATE CRYSTAL won 2 races at 2 and 3, £ 58,549 + £ 24,392 incl. Lancashire Oaks, Gr.3; 2nd in Sun Chariot Stakes, Gr.2, 3rd in Yorkshire Oaks, Gr.1, etc; dam of 9 winners:
Crystal Curling, 1 win, £ 14,394; 3rd in Letheby & Christopher Cheshire Oaks, L, etc; dam of: SPARKLING CRYSTAL[IRE], 1 win; dam of Royal Crystal (1 win, £ 33,86,733; 2nd in Deccan Derby, Gr.1, Deccan Colts’ Championship Stakes, Gr.3, etc), WOTABREEZE (4 wins in England, £ 25,767), QUEENS HALL (3 wins, £ 10,98,250), CHECKMATE, etc. Other winners: BOB THE KING (1 win in France) and BERDEPSIARIS (1 win in Greece).
TRUE CRYSTAL, 1 win in England at 3, £ 4,865; dam of:
LIBRAN, 9 wins in England and Australia at 3 to 6, £ 52,010 + Aus$ 1,325,050 incl. Chairmans Handicap, Gr.2; 2nd in Sydney Cup, Gr.1, 2019 Neville Sellwood Stakes, Gr.3.
Other winners: INSIDE TRACK (8 wins), ALANS PRIDE (6 wins), KINGSTAND (2 wins).
TIME CRYSTAL, 1 win in England at 3, £ 6,766 and placed; dam of:
SPARKLING PORTRAIT, 4 wins in England, £ 42,381 incl. Glasgow Stakes, L, etc.
Start Right, 4 wins, £53,905 + £1,365,000 + Dhs 625,247; 3rd Abu Dhabi Championship, Gr.3.
Other winners: JACK THE GIANT (9 wins, £ 221,458), MALAKIYA (5 wins), CRYSTAL ROCK, ANGELS GUARD THEE, NO TRUTH (both producer) and MOUNT CRYSTAL.
Top Crystal, unplaced; dam of THREE ROCKS (5 wins, £ 134,768 incl. Keeneland Minstrel Stakes, Gr.3 and placed 2nd in Desmond Stakes, Gr.3, Amethyst Stakes, Gr.3, etc), etc. Opera Aida, unplaced; granddam of ZELZAL (4 wins, £ 365,495 incl. Prix Jean Prat, Gr.1), IBIZA (2 wins, £ 70,000 incl. Morocco Cup Prix Chloe, Gr.3, etc; producer), Ice Cave (6 wins, £ 30,24,782; 2nd by Herly Turk Million, Gr.3), ZENBENNIE (1 win, $ 76,184; 3rd in Hall of Fame Stakes, L, etc), TIME FOR FUN (8 wins, ₹ 49,44,842), SADDLE THE WIND, etc. Napoleons Mistress[IRE], above.

CRYSTAL SPRAY won 1 race in Ireland at 4, ₹ 1,24,00 and placed; dam of 7 winners incl.: CRYSTAL MUSIC, 3 wins, £ 20,551 + £ 55,138 incl. Fillies’ Mile Stakes, Gr.1; 2nd in Coronation Stakes, Gr.1; dam of Treasury Devil, Crystal Moment, Crystany, etc; granddam of OCOVANGO (sire), Vivianite (3rd in 2019 Conqueror Stakes, L), Glitter Girl (producer). DUBAI SUCCESS, 3 wins, £ 110,626 + £ 24,800 + Riyals 4,680 incl. Dubai Irish Village Stakes, Gr.3 and placed 2nd in Geoffrey Freer Stakes, Gr.2, Curragh Cup, Gr.3, etc. SOLAR CRYSTAL, 2 wins, £ 34,433 + £ 24,392 incl. May Hill Stakes, Gr.3, etc; dam of Feared In Flight (3rd in Racing Post Trophy Stakes, Gr.1); granddam of Crystal Fashion, etc. STATE CRYSTAL, above.
Tchaikovsky, 2 wins, £ 118,379; 2nd in Derby Trial Stakes, Gr.3, 3rd in Irish Derby, Gr.1, etc. SNOW CRYSTAL; granddam of SPACE TRAVELLER (2019 Solonaway Stakes, Gr.2, 2019 Jersey Stakes, Gr.3, 3rd in 2019 Strensall Stakes, Gr.3, etc), PELLUCID (producer), etc. Crystal Melody, unraced; dam of GRANDE MELODY (dam of Broadway Boogie, etc), etc.

Half-sister to CRYSTAL HEARTED (Flughafen Frankfurt Trophy, Gr.2, etc), PINK CRISTAL (dam of ALWAYS FIRST, etc), etc. Their dam, half-sister to ROYAL PALACE (Leading Sire), PRINCE CONSORT (sire), SELHURST (sire), etc. Tracing to ABSURDITY. Family in India of ARROGANT APPROACH (Maharaja’s Cup, Gr.3, etc), STAR INSPIRATION, etc.
By the mighty GALILEO’s Group 1 and Classic Winning son, RODERIC O’ CONNOR (Voted Champion Sire in Brazil 2017) and from his first crop in India, this filly is out of the American winning and Gr.3 placed SWEET SOLAIRO.

Her dam Sweetascake is half-sister to HERO’S LOVE (Champion Grass Horse in Canada and was honoured with the Sovereign Award, Multiple Graded Winner, 9 Wins, incl. the E. P. Taylor Stakes, Gr.2 (now Gr.1). and dam of Listed Winners LOVE KISS and LOVE STING.

SWEET SOLAIRO’s grandam was out of FLYING PARTNER (Gr.1 Fantasy Stakes, Gr.2 Santa Ynez Stakes) who produced Group Winners ARYANOUSH (Byerly Turk Stakes, Gr.3, 2nd in the Golconda Oaks, Gr.2, 3rd in the Fillies Trial Stakes, Gr.1) and INTEGRITY (Byerly Turk Stakes, Gr.3, 2nd in Golconda 1000 Guineas, Gr.3, Golconda Oaks, Gr.2, 4th in the Golconda Derby, Gr.1).
Enter For Poonawalla Breeders’ Multi-Million 2021

Chestnut Filly
Jan 28, 2018
Seventh Foal

DNA-Typed: Sweet Solairo[USA] (dk br/br - 2002)
Branded: Sweetascake

Sweet Solairo[USA] won 1 race at 2, $133,855; 2nd in Natalma Stakes, Gr.3, etc; dam of: ENCHANTED MESA (dk b f 2008 by Sky Mesa), 3 wins at 3 & 4, $46,585; dam of a winner. NORTH OF NEVER (b c 2009 by North Light), 7 wins in USA at 3 to 7, $177,573 and placed. Feisty Lass (b f 2011 by Tiz Wonderful), placed, $1,20,000; 2nd in Sir J Jeejeebhoy Trophy. (b c 2012 by Ace[IRE]), destroyed.

Amorata (b f 2013 by Arazan[IRE]), placed, $2,23,680.
SHADOW OF LOVE (b f 2016 by Arazan[IRE]), 3 wins, $16,50,200 viz. Nilgiris Gold Trophy, Ameliorate (b f 2013 by Arazan[IRE]), placed, ________ (b c 2012 by Ace[IRE]), destroyed.

Other winners: CARAZI, MUNHALL MISS (producer), AVY BABY (1 win each in USA).

Sweetascake did not race; dam of: SHADOW OF LOVE (b f 2016 by Arazan[IRE]), 3 wins, $16,50,200 viz. Nilgiris Gold Trophy, Ameliorate (b f 2013 by Arazan[IRE]), placed, ________ (b c 2012 by Ace[IRE]), destroyed.

Other winners: M J’S SULTAN (4 wins), SPICY TALE (dam of HIDDEN SPICE, etc), etc; dam of: Feisty Lass (b f 2011 by Tiz Wonderful), placed,

ENCHANTED MESA (dk br/br - 2008 by Sky Mesa), 3 wins at 3 & 4, $46,585; dam of a winner. NORTH OF NEVER (b c 2009 by North Light), 7 wins in USA at 3 to 7, $177,573 and placed. Feisty Lass (b f 2011 by Tiz Wonderful), placed, $1,20,000; 2nd in Sir J Jeejeebhoy Trophy. (b c 2012 by Ace[IRE]), destroyed.

Amorata (b f 2013 by Arazan[IRE]), placed, $2,23,680.
SHADOW OF LOVE (b f 2016 by Arazan[IRE]), 3 wins, $16,50,200 viz. Nilgiris Gold Trophy, Ameliorate (b f 2013 by Arazan[IRE]), placed, ________ (b c 2012 by Ace[IRE]), destroyed.

Other winners: CARAZI, MUNHALL MISS (producer), AVY BABY (1 win each in USA).

BAFFLED RACE did not race; dam of 3 winners:

HERO’S LOVE, 9 wins at 3 to 6, $787,680 Champion Grass Horse in Canada, E. P. Taylor Stakes, Gr.2, San Gorgonio Handicap, Gr.2, Modesty Stakes, Gr.3, etc; dam of:

LOVE KISS, 4 wins incl. Tippett Breeders Cup Stakes, L; 2nd in Natalma Stakes, Gr.3, etc; dam of HAMPSTEAD HEATH (Olg Halton Stakes, twice; 2nd in Nijinsky Stakes, Gr.3), etc.

LOVE STING, 4 wins incl. Calder Oaks, L; dam of AREZZO (Clasico OSAF, Gr.2, etc), etc.

HERZBLATT; dam of AWESOMEHERO, Zapparition, Gatabakana (both dam of winners). Blushing Doe, unraced; dam of: WANOETA (Trakya Trophy, Gr.3, etc), Wakanda, etc.

Other winners: M J’S SULTAN (4 wins), SPICY TALE (dam of HIDDEN SPICE, etc), etc; dam of: Feisty Lass (b f 2011 by Tiz Wonderful), placed,

ENCHANTED MESA (dk br/br - 2008 by Sky Mesa), 3 wins at 3 & 4, $46,585; dam of a winner. NORTH OF NEVER (b c 2009 by North Light), 7 wins in USA at 3 to 7, $177,573 and placed. Feisty Lass (b f 2011 by Tiz Wonderful), placed, $1,20,000; 2nd in Sir J Jeejeebhoy Trophy. (b c 2012 by Ace[IRE]), destroyed.

Amorata (b f 2013 by Arazan[IRE]), placed, $2,23,680.
SHADOW OF LOVE (b f 2016 by Arazan[IRE]), 3 wins, $16,50,200 viz. Nilgiris Gold Trophy, Ameliorate (b f 2013 by Arazan[IRE]), placed, ________ (b c 2012 by Ace[IRE]), destroyed.

Other winners: CARAZI, MUNHALL MISS (producer), AVY BABY (1 win each in USA).

FABULOUS PARTNER won 4 races incl. Fantasy Stakes, Gr.1, Santa Ynez Stakes, etc; dam of: Baunemnon[USA], unraced; dam of:

ARYANOUSHR, 7 wins, $19,63,780 incl. Alcock Barb Stakes, Gr.3 and placed 2nd in Golconda Oaks, Gr.2, 3rd in Fillies’ Trial Stakes, Gr.1, DBA Fillies’ Trial Stakes, etc.

INTEGRITY, 4 wins, $8,66,875 incl. Byerly Turk Stakes, Gr.3, etc; dam of winners. INTEGRAL, 6 wins, $16,23,680; 2nd in Golconda 1000 Guineas, Gr.2, etc; dam of winners. ARACRUZ, 3 wins; dam of HERECOMESTHABBE (Alcock Arabian Stakes, Gr.3, etc; dam of LADY PIMPERNEL, ASTA LA VISTA BABE, etc), ACCURACY (5 wins), etc.

NORTHERN ANGEL; dam of INTEGRA (dam of DESPERADO, 3 wins, $24,99,043 incl. Bangalore Summer Million, Gr.3, 3rd in Pune Derby, Gr.1, etc, Let There Be Light, etc). Fly to Seattle[USA], unraced; granddam of DÉJÀ VU (Juvenile Sprinters’ Million, Gr.3, etc), etc; dam of: Feisty Lass (b f 2011 by Tiz Wonderful), placed,
This colt by ARAZAN (Sire of 10 Classic Wins, incl. 4 Classic Wins and 3 Grade 1 Wins in 2019), out of FLAMING GLORY is full brother to CHIEF OF COMMAND (8 wins, incl. the Gr.1 Nilgiris Derby, Gr.1 Nilgiris 2000 Guineas, placed in the Gr.1 South India Derby) and SITARA (winner of the Byerly Turk Million, Gr.3, 2nd in the Juvenile Million, Gr.3).

FLAMING GLORY who was runner up in the Gr.1 Poonawalla Breeders’ Multi Million is full sister to Champion Miler PALAZZIO and RAPIER. PALAZZIO, a multiple Group Winner, won 9 races (two by a distance) incl. the Gr.1 Maj. P. K. Memorial Super Mile Trophy (NTR), Gr.2 S. C. Jain Sprinters’ Trophy (twice), 2nd in the Gr.1 Sprinters’ Cup (twice); RAPIER (dual Group Winner and placed 2nd in the Gr.1 Indian Derby, Gr.1 Indian 2000 Guineas and 4th in the Gr.1 Indian St. Leger).

FLAMING GLORY’S dam STATELY HOME was winner of the Nilgiris Fillies Trial Stakes, Gr.3 and is grand daughter of Near Lynn who was half-sister to WHITE STAR LINE (Kentucky Oaks, Gr.1, Delaware Oaks, Gr.1, Alabama Stakes, Gr.1), FAIRWAY FUN, FILBERTO (Gr.1 Prix Morny, third-High-Weighted Colt on the French Free Handicap)
| Stud: Poonawalla Mystical |

Property of Poonawalla Mystical Stud Private Limited

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bay Colt</th>
<th>May 5, 2018</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ninth Foal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DNA-Typed</th>
<th>Placerville[USA]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stately Home</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DNA-Typed</th>
<th>Flaming Glory (b - 2003)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stately Home</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DNA-Typed</th>
<th>Anabaan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Danzig</td>
<td>Northern Dancer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balbonella</td>
<td>Pas de Nom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asmara</td>
<td>Gay Mecene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Prospector</td>
<td>Barieres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classy Cathy</td>
<td>Roberto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santiago[IRE]</td>
<td>Wac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lear Fan</td>
<td>Darshaan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gold Digger</td>
<td>Azaanka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spring Bride</td>
<td>Raise a Native</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irish Tower</td>
<td>Gold Digger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Near Lyn</td>
<td>Private Account</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Flaming Glory won** 2 races, ₹ 21,00,058 incl. N.M. Irani Trophy and placed 2nd in Poonawalla Breeders’ Multi Million, Gr.1, 3rd in Breeders’ Produce Stakes, Gr.2, etc; dam of: Stolen Relic (dk b g 2009 by Ace[IRE]), placed, ₹ 1,51,907; 2nd in Rustomji Byramji Trophy.

**IMPRESSIVE GLORY (b g 2010 by Ace[IRE]), 2 wins, ₹ 6,27,200 incl. Xisca Cup; died at 4.**

**MOUSSAEIF (b f 2011 by Alnasr Alwasheek[GB]), 2 wins, ₹ 7,10,980; producer.**

**SAFDAR (b g 2013 by Ace[IRE]), 3 wins, ₹ 21,42,543incl. Baburao Sanas Memorial Million.**

**CHIEF OF COMMAND (b c 2014 by Arazan[IRE]), 8 wins, ₹ 1,20,11,080 incl. Nilgiris Derby, Gr.1, Nilgiris 2000 Guineas, Gr.2, Madras Gold Vase, Gr.3, Christmas Gold Cup, Gr.3, etc.**

**FLAMING MARTINI (b f 2015 by Excellent Art[GB]), 3 wins, ₹ 16,60,300 and placed.**

**SITARA (b f 2016 by Arazan[IRE]), 2 wins, ₹ 20,18,735 incl. Byerly Turk Million, Gr.3, etc.**

El Capitan (b c 2017 by Arazan[IRE]), in training.

**STATELY HOME** won 7 races, ₹ 13,90,900 incl. Nilgiris Fillies’ Trial Stakes, Gr.2, Kwalay Wallis Fillies’ Million and placed 3rd in Bangalore Juvenile Million, Gr.2, etc; dam of 7 winners: PALAZZIO, 9 wins, ₹ 36,94,324 incl. Maj P K Mehra Memorial Super Mile Cup, Gr.1, Dr. S.C. Jain Sprinters’ Trophy, Gr.2, twice, Turf Club Trophy, Gr.2, etc; dam of: PALAZZIO’S SUN, 8 wins, ₹ 73,93,350 incl. Sprinters’ Cup, Gr.1, 2nd in Nanoli Stud and Breeders’ Sprinters’ Cup, Gr.1, 3rd in Bangalore 2000 Guineas, Gr.2, etc.

Coccinella, 6 wins, ₹ 18,47,391; 2nd in Dr S C Jain Sprinters’ Championship, Gr.2, producer.

MESSALINA, 2 wins, ₹ 36,97,475; 2nd in Mysore Derby, Gr.1, etc; dam of: Spirited Regent, 1 win, ₹ 14,10,258 and placed 2nd in Bangalore Juvenile Million, Gr.3, etc

STATE GODDESS, 5 wins, ₹ 9,42,689 incl. K M Munshi Trophy, etc; dam of: CHASE YOUR DREAMS (6 wins, ₹ 51,56,118 incl. Darley Arabian Million, Gr.3, etc); SONGKRN, etc.

RAPIER, 3 wins, ₹ 20,20,476 incl. Maharaja Sir Harisinghji Trophy, Gr.3; 3rd in Indian Derby, Gr.1, McDowell Indian 2000 Guineas, Gr.1, 4th in McDowell Indian St Leger, Gr.1, etc.

Flaming Glory, above.

SEA QUEEN, 2 wins, ₹ 5,34,460; dam of LUMOS (3 wins, ₹ 19,24,275), ASTRILD (2 wins).

Other winners: DISTINCTLY AHEAD, QUANTI CO (3 wins each) and SUNSTORM (2 wins).

**STATELY TREASURE[USA] won** 1 race in USA, ₹ 17,907 and placed; dam of 7 winners incl.: STATELY HOME, above.

FIVE SHILLINGS, 4 wins in USA at 3, ₹ 8,777 and placed.

BAYWATCH, 4 wins; dam of Cote d’Azur (dam of MASTER NOVAK, 9 wins, ₹ 31,25,100)

COURBETTE, 1 win; dam of GUIDING LIGHT (dam of a winner), ATHLETIC STAR, etc.

NEAR LYN did not race; dam of 9 winners incl.: NEAR THE LIMIT, 10 wins incl. Sentinel Stakes; 2nd in Louisiana Derby, Gr.3, etc; sire. Profanity, 10 wins, ₹ 73,997 and placed 2nd in Ole Plantation Handicap, etc; sire.

Raise a Princess, 1 win; dam of NATIVE SAL, etc; granddam of BALLY’S STARLET, etc.

LEPRECHAUN LYN; dam of KITS PEAK; granddam of CARLSBAD (Hollywood Oaks, Gr.2), STATELY TREASURE[USA], above.

Desire, placed; dam of ADVOCATE TRAINING (sire), TOTAL TEMPO, etc; grandam of TAKES TWO TO MANGO, etc; 3rd dam of TWO TO GET READY, Cahill Home, etc.

Fallibility, unplaced; dam of ALL ABILITY, etc; grandam of AVAILABILITY, etc.

Nearly a Princess, unraced; dam of AUTOBOT (6 wins incl. Hawthorne Derby, Gr.3), GREG AT BAT, etc; grandam of RIVER MOUNTAIN RD, UPPITY KITTY, etc.

Half-sister to WHITE STAR LINE (dam of WHITEHAVEN, NATIVE WIZARD, etc; grandam of COPELAND, 3rd dam of ÉCLAIR BIG BANG, FILIBERTO, sire), etc. Tracing to MAGNOLIA.
STALLIONS
Danehill Dancer, from 5 crops of 88 named foals, 66 starters, 29 winners, 6 black-type performers, 79 wins, € 43,500 + £ 536 viz. Prix Yacowlef, L and placed incl. 2nd in Prix de Cabourg-Jockey Club de Turquie, Gr. 3, etc. Retired to stud in 2011. Sire, from 17 crops of 2493 foals, of 2036 starters, 1390 winners 290 black-type performers, 5 champions, 4180 wins, $ 135,744,485 incl. MASTERCRAFTSMAN (sire), DANCING RAIN, ATOMIC FORCE, LILLIE LANGTRY (Coronation Stakes, Gr.1, etc), AVE. AGAIN (4 wins incl. Irish One Thousand Guineas, Gr.1, etc), ALFRED NOBEL, LIGHT FANTASTIC, WHERE OR WHEN (sire), ALEXANDER TANGO, SPECIOSA, MISS BEATRIX (Moyglare Stud Stakes, Gr.1), PRIVATE STEER, ARAPAHO MISS, CHOISIR (sire), WAJIR (Prix Hoocqart, Gr.1), DECAPO[IRE] (sire in India), SILENT TIMES (sire), LIZARD ISLAND, TAMAZIRTE, QEMA, CALLWOOD DANCER, ANNA PAVLOVA, SNAEFELL, NORDTANZERIN, WESTPHALIA, MONSIEUR BOND (sire), JUST MAMBO, STRIPPER, LIEUTENANT, BREAK THE BARRIER, TURAGA, GO CART, ICE QUEEN, LORNE DANCER, MISTY BOND (sire), etc. Tracing to SANTA NOMIS.

TROIS GRACES, dam of ABBEYSIDE[GB], won 1 race, € 12,883; dam of 5 winners incl. FLAT SPIN (2 wins incl. Easter Stakes, L, etc), ABBEYSIDE[GB], Exquisite[IRE] (unraced; dam of SMASHING, 6 wins incl. Zoom Indian Oaks, Gr.1, etc, SMASHER, Swashbuckler, etc), Star of Soho[IRE] (dam of SEA KING, S.I. St. Leger, Gr.2, etc. Her dam ANCIENT REGIME, won 3 races incl. Prix Morny, Gr.1, etc; dam of 6 winners viz. RAMI (sire), CRACK REGIMENT (sire), LA GRANDE EPOQUE (dam of PRINCE TUM TUM, MATELOT, sire), Dancing Maestro, DIAMOND SNOW (grandam of MEINER FROST, etc) and TROIS GRACES, Quelle Epoque (dam of Lequarn, etc; grandam of Majestic Sight, etc), Air de Noblesse (dam of L'Arosse, etc), Quelle Affaire (dam of Ma Yoram, etc; grandam of CASTOR TROY, etc; 3rd dam of WINTER, 5 wins incl. Irish One Thousand Guineas, Gr.1, etc), etc. Tracing to SANTA NOMIS.
AMORAMA
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(Standing at Equus Stud Pvt Ltd, Pune, Maharashtra)
ARAZAN[IRE]
(Standing at Yeravada Stud Pune, Maharashtra)

ANABAA

Retired to stud in 2011. Sire, from 5 crops of 305 named foals, 280 starters, 170 winners, 29 black-type performers, 415 wins, ₹29,98,29,042 incl. ETERNAL FLAME (6 wins, ₹1,15,44,764 incl. Fillies’ Championship Stakes, Gr.1, Kunigal Stud Breeders’ Produce Stakes, Gr.3, etc), WELL CONNECTED (4 wins, ₹2,04,43,713 incl. Fillies’ Championship Stakes, Gr.1, Kingfisher Ultra Derby Bangalore, Gr.1, etc), ICE GLACIER (4 wins, ₹1,30,58,185 incl. Mysore Derby, Gr.1, Bangalore Oaks, Gr.2, etc), MISSING YOU (2 wins, ₹1,02,11,735 incl. Poonawalla Breeders’ Multi-Million, Gr.1, etc), CHIEF OF COMMAND (8 wins, ₹1,20,11,080 incl. Nilgiris Derby, Gr.1, Nilgiris 2000 Guineas, Gr.2, etc), BOLD COMMAND (7 wins, ₹1,58,62,124 incl. BTC Anniversary Cup, Gr.2; 2nd in Mysore Derby, Gr.1, etc), DENNY CRANE (10 wins, ₹45,74,089 incl. Chief Minister’s Cup, Gr.3, etc), NEW ENGLAND (8 wins, ₹60,03,151 incl. Rusi Patel Trophy, Gr.1 and placed 3rd in Maj P K Mehta Memorial Super Mile Cup, Gr.1, etc), BOLD MARCH (4 wins, ₹71,04,880 incl. Kunigal Stud Breeders’ Produce Stakes, Gr.3, etc), CHER AMIE (4 wins, ₹40,75,336 incl. Guindy Grand Prix, Gr.3 and placed 3rd in Nilgiris Derby, Gr.1, etc), KING T’CHALA, SITARA, SULTAN SULEIMAN, STAR COUNCILLOR, FREE GOLD, Bold Appeal, Nostalgic Memories, After Shock, Ageless, Justice Angel, Spirited Regent, Honey Dew, Dancing Leaf, Dazzling Bay, Mon General, Unforgettable You, Lady Danehill, Sporting Pleasure, Super Chic, FOUND MONEY, SPIRIT AND TRUTH, KNIGHTHOOD, HARVEY, JOSS, EXODUS, ADZUKIS, CHAMPAGNE, MAGNICIENCE, FOREST FAIRY, GOLDIE’S PET, FOREVER YOURS, SIEMPRE NUEVA, PERSIAN PRINCE, etc.

His sixth crop is in training. This is his seventh crop.

ANABAA, sire of ARAZAN[IRE]. Champion Older Sprinter in Europe in 1996, won 8 races at 3 and 4 (5 fur. to 8 fur.) incl. Darley July Cup Stakes, Gr.1, Prix Maurice de Gheest, Gr.1, Prix du Gros-Chene, Gr.2, Prix de Saint-Georges, Gr.3, Prix Cor de Chasse, L, Prix Servanne, L and placed 2nd in Prix de l’Abbaye d Longchamp, Gr.1, etc.

Retired to stud in 1997 and died in 2009. Sire, from 13 crops of 1400 foals, of 1125 starters, 801 winners, 5 champions, 164 black-type performers, 2,270 wins, $75,488,845 incl: GOLDIKOVA (Prix Rothschild, Gr.1, etc), ROUVRES (sire), ANABAA BLUE (sire), AMONITA, PRECISION, MANANABAA, TERANABA, YELL, HEADTURNER, VIRAGE DE FORTUNE, LOUP BRETON, ANA MARIE, MARTILLO (sire), DANABAA, FRENCH BID, COURT, HAPSBURG, PASSAGER, CELTIC SLIPPER, DALTAYA, MARSHALL, DALNA, MISS ANABAA, VILLADOLIDE, STELLA BLUE, STYLE VENDOM, TRES BLUE, etc.

ARMASAR, dam of ARAZAN[IRE], won 2 races incl. Trigo Stakes, L and placed 2nd in Derrinstown Stud 1000 Guineas Trial, L, etc; dam of 8 winners incl. AHSANABAD (Champion Older Horse in Ireland) and Ahsanabad, 3rd in Desmond Stakes, Gr.3, etc), Surveyor, etc. Her dam ANAZA, won 2 races incl. Prix Herbager, L, etc; dam of 10 winners incl. ASTARABAD (sire), ARMASAR, Astarak, ANSARIYA (1 win; dam of CUMMISKEY, Answering, etc), ANZARA (1 win; dam of ANZARI, AZANO, won 2019 Prix Paul de Moussac, Gr.3, etc), ANADIYLA (dam of ARYA TARA, etc), etc. Tracing to OUR LIZ.
DANEHILL, sire of Chevalier[IRE], Champion 3YO Sprinter in Europe, won 4 races at 2 and 3 (1200 m. and 1400 m.), £175,924 incl. Ladbroke Sprint Cup, Gr.1, Cork and Orrery Stakes, Gr.3, European Free Handicap, L and placed 3rd in Two Thousand Guineas, Gr.1, etc.

Retired to stud in 1990; shuttled to Australia and Japan; died in 2003. Sire, from 14 crops of 2500 foals, of 2086 starters, 1608 winners, 582 black-type performers, 27 champions, 5381 wins, $283,119,287 incl. DUKE OF MARMALADE (sire), GEORGE WASHINGTON (sire), ROCK OF GIBRALTR (sire), DANEHILL DANCER (sire), EXCEED AND EXCEL (sire), REDOUTE’S CHOICE (sire), ORATORIO (sire), CAIQIE (sire), PEEPING FAWN (Irish Oaks, Gr.1), CHAMPS ELYSEES, ZIPPING, PROMISING LEAD, ECHELON, ARTISTE ROYAL, HOLY ROMAN EMPEROR (sire), MOUNTAIN HIGH (sire), DESERT KING (sire), LANDSEER (sire), SIMPLY PERFECT, RUMPLESTILSKIN, WESTERNER (sire), INDIAN DANEHILL (sire), MOZART (sire), TIGER HILL (sire), CLODOVIL (sire), SPARTACUS (sire), THE DUKE, DARCI BRAHMA (sire), BANKS HILL, PUNCTILIOUS, ELVSTROEM (sire), DANSILI (sire), AUSSIE RULES, (sire), ACE[IRE] (sire), MULTIDIMENSIONAL[IRE] (sire), ADMIRALOFTHETHEELFLEET[USA] (sire), etc.

Chevalier[IRE] won 1 race at 2 (1600 m.), €73,370; 2nd in Criterium International, Gr.1, etc.

Retired to stud in Ireland in 2004; relocated in India in 2010 and died in Dec 2018. Sire from 11 crops of 470 named foals, 283 starters, 154 winners, 13 black-type performers, 425 wins, $3,491,009 + €11,34,61,688 incl. MONSIEUR CHEVALIER (14 wins incl. Betfair Molecomb Stakes, Gr.3 and placed 2nd in Golden Jubilee Stakes, Gr.1, Gimcrack Stakes, Gr.2, etc), Whisper Louise (2 wins and placed 2nd in Providence Stakes, Gr.2), Waydownsouth (8 wins and placed 3rd in Wolferton Handicap, L, etc), Bancnuanaheireann (6 wins and placed 2nd in Churchill Stakes, L, etc), Separate Ways (5 wins and placed 3rd in Navigation Stakes, L), Kimshasa (5 wins), Queen of Clubs (4 wins, ₹33,23,167; 2nd in Nilgiris Derby, Gr.1, etc), Brahmacalri (8 wins, ₹53,44,421; 3rd in Dr S C Jain Sprints’ Championship, Gr.2, etc), Ballister (3 wins, ₹21,99,179; 3rd in Calcutta 2000 Guineas, Gr.2, Calcutta St. Leger, Gr.3, etc), Escalante (2 wins, ₹27,70,920; 2nd in Alcock Arabian Million, Gr.3, etc), Zenofic (1 win, ₹11,07,000; 2nd in Forbes Breeders’ Juvenile Fillies’ Championship, Gr.3, etc), Dandi March (3 wins, ₹17,18,786; 3rd in Goal S Poonawalla Million, Gr.3, etc), Habanero (2 wins, ₹16,14,667; 3rd in Bangalore Winter Million, Gr.3, etc), FAIR GAME (7 wins, ₹36,94,430), PRIMROSE (6 wins, ₹18,28,250), ACCESSOR (6 wins, ₹12,75,500), AMORINO, GREEK GOD, ASCRIPTIVE, GIMME CREDIT, BREAKING AWAY, SANTERO, MELLOW FELLOW, MAGNA CARTA, etc.

His twelfth crop is in training. This is his thirteenth crop.
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CHEVALIER[IRE]

(Stood at Ruia Stud, Shirval, Maharashtra)

DANEHILL

Retired to stud in Ireland in 2004; relocated in India in 2010

Champion Sire in Australia 9 times. Champion Sire in British Isles in 2005

LEGEND MAKER
dam of Chevalier[IRE], won 2 races, €61,437 incl. Prix de Royaumont, Gr.3, etc; dam of 5 winners incl. VIRGINIA WATERS (3 wins incl. One Thousand Guineas, etc; dam of EMPEROR CLADIUS, etc; granddam of RAIN GODDESS, etc), ALEXANDER OF HALES, Chief Lone Eagle, Chevalier[IRE], Qurrah (dam of QERTAAS, etc; grandam of MUNTASHAA, Cosmic Love, etc), Canterbury Lace (dam of CHAMMAIDAIDEE, J WONDER, CHIEF WHIP, etc; grandam of KLAISIQUE, won 2019 Pinnacle Stakes, Gr.3, 2nd in 2019 Warwick Fillies’ Stakes, L, 3rd in 2019 Lancashire Oaks, Gr.2, etc), CELESTIAL PATH, Noivado, etc, etc. Her dam, HIGH SPIRITED won 2 races; dam of 8 winners incl. AMFORTAS (sire), LEGEND MAKER, Dollar Bird (dam of Higher Love, etc; grandam of ALIVE ALIVE OH, etc), DEVIL’S IMP (dam of MISS LUCIFER, etc; grandam of SHURUQ, SPACE BLUES, won 2019 Surrey Stakes, L; 2nd in 2019 Prix Jean Prat, Gr.1, etc), Singing Diva (grandam of BACIAMI PICCOLA, etc), etc. Tracing to ZARIBA.
**CRIMSON CHINA[USA]**

*(Standing at Gee Stud, Jaipur, Rajasthan)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Storm Cat</th>
<th>Storm Bird</th>
<th>Northern Dancer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Giant's Causeway</td>
<td>Terlingua</td>
<td>South Ocean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mariah's Storm</td>
<td>Rahy</td>
<td>Secretariat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRIMSON CHINA[USA] (b - 2008)</td>
<td>Immense</td>
<td>Crimson Saint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Greeley</td>
<td>Gone West</td>
<td>Blushing Groom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parisian Affair</td>
<td>Long Legend</td>
<td>Glorious Song</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Star of Paris</td>
<td>Dayjur</td>
<td>Roberto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Imsoedar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Roberto</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CRIMSON CHINA[USA]** won 3 races at 2 and 3 (8.5 fur. and 9 fur.), £ 2,875+ $ 154,855 incl. Lamplighter Stakes and placed 2nd in Rushaway Stakes, L, etc.

**Retired to Stud in 2014.** Sire, from 2 crops, of 22 named foals, 18 starters, 6 winners, 8 wins ₹ 57,56,363 viz. TOP SECRET (3 wins, ₹ 14,97,400), CRIMSON FIRE (1 win, ₹ 11,29,471), MISS MARVELLOUS (1 win, ₹ 10,21,501), DUXTON (1 win, ₹ 6,61,355), GENUINE STAR (1 win, ₹ 3,21,040) and TRENDING PRINCESS (1 win, ₹ 3,21,040) and TRENDING PRINCESS (1 win, ₹ 1,71,000).

His third crop is in training. This is his fourth crop.

**GIANT'S CAUSEWAY**, sire of **CRIMSON CHINA[USA]** Champion 3YO Miler in Europe in 2000, won 9 races at 2 and 3 (6 fur. to 10 fur.), £ 2,031,426 incl. Sussex Stakes, Gr.1, Coral Eclipse Stakes, Gr.1, Irish Champion Stakes, Gr.1, Juddmonte International, Gr.1, Prix de la Salamandre, Gr.1, St. James's Palace Stakes, Gr.1 and placed 2nd in Breeders' Cup Classic, Gr.1, Irish 2000 Guineas, Gr.1, Queen Elizabeth II Stakes, Gr.1, Two Thousand Guineas, Gr.1, etc.

**Retired to stud in USA in 2001; Shutttled to Argentina and died in 2018.** Sire, from 16 crops, of 2550 foals, 2003 starters, 1338 winners, 8 champions, 338 black-type performers, 4148 wins, $ 185,751,916 incl. GHANAATI (Coronation Stakes, Gr.1, etc), ARAGORN (sire), MY TYPHOON, SWIFT TEMPER, HEATSEEKER (sire), TAKE CHARGE BRANDI, GIANT'S STEPS, STEP IN TIME, KUNG FU MAMBO, DULCALA, MAN OF IRON (sire), RED GIANT (sire), FIRST SAMURAI (sire), INTENSE FOCUS (sire), FOOTSTEPINTHESEDAND (sire), EISHIN APOLLON, FROST GIANT (sire), MAIDS CAUSEWAY, CARRIAGE TRAIL, JUSTE MIMENTE, OUR GIANT, GIANO AK (sire), CARPE DIEM, AWAIT THE DAWN, SHOWCAUSE, CREATIVE CAUSE (sire), WORTH REPEATING, STRAIGHT STORY, INTERNALLYFLAWLESS, FAIRBANKS (sire), COWBOY CAL (sire), NEKO BAY (sire), SUZUKA CAUSEWAY, CONNEMARA, MIKE FOX (sire), NADEJE, TIGER'S ROCK, PRIMARY (sire), HOLD ME BACK (sire), GIANT GIZMO (sire), ANGLIANA (sire), SHAMARDAL (sire), ESKEPENDERYA (sire), CORPORATE JUNGLE[USA] (sire), BRODY'S CAUSE (Blue Grass Stakes, Gr.1, etc), DESTIN, POINT PIPER, etc. Sire in 2019 of BRICKS AND MORTAR (Breeders' Cup, Turf, Gr.1, etc).

**PARISIAN AFFAIR**, dam of **CRIMSON CHINA[USA]**, won 5 races $ 114,968 incl. Phoenix Stakes, etc; dam of 4 winners viz. **CRIMSON CHINA[USA]** AMERICAN TOP, PHILLY MIGNON and BELLE CHAUSSE. Her dam, Star of Paris did not race; dam of 4 winners viz. ELUSIVE CITY (Prix Morry, Gr.1, etc; sire), PARISIAN AFFAIR, MOYGADDY and TERHAAB. The next dam, LITURGISM, won 7 races, $ 121,116 incl. Highland Park Stakes, etc; dam of 8 winners incl. MILLIONS (3 wins incl. Laurel Futurity, Gr.3, etc; sire), Young Senor[USA] (Sire in India), Brentsville (3rd in Waterford Foods Phoenix Sprint Stakes, Gr.3, etc; dam of Sylva Paradise, etc), BETTY'S PET (dam of VAULCLEUSE, etc; granddam of LUKES ALLEY, won Gulfstream Park Turf Handicap, Gr.1, etc), MS URBANA (dam of Urbana Light, etc; granddam of COUP DE FUSIL (8 wins incl. Ruffian Handicap, Gr.1, John A. Morris Handicap, Gr.1, Delaware Handicap, Gr.1-NTR, etc; dam of DERIVATIVE, 24 wins, $ 558,061 incl. Thanksgiving Day Handicap, L, etc; granddam of Thats a Good Thing, etc), GUYANA (21 wins, $ 329,114 incl. Gold Beach Handicap, etc), King's Pact (dam of THOROUGHLY, etc, etc. Tracing to MAID OF THE MIST.
DANDIFIED
(Standing at Dashmesh Stud, Sarai Nanga, Punjab)

Mr. Greeley                    Long Legend          Mr. Prospector
Gone West                     Secrettame           Reviewed
Rebuttal[USA]                  Lianga
Dandoff An                       Fappiano
Reboot                       Ruby Slippers
Launch Light Tek               Relaunch
DANDIFIED (b – 2008)
Dandoona[GB]
Gone West                     Mr. Prospector
Zafonic                       Secrettame
Zaizafoni                      The Minstrel
Danhill                       Mofida
Danehill                       Razayana
Speedybird                    Milie Fleurs
Mille Fleurs                  Jacinto
Milan Mill

DANDIFIED won 26 races at 3 to 7 (6 fur. to 10 fur.), ₹ 3,17,56,673 incl. Indian Champion Cup, Gr.1, Calcutta 2000 Guineas, Gr.2, Calcutta Million, Gr.2, Calcutta Gold Cup, Gr.2, Calcutta Monsoon Derby, Gr.3, Calcutta Champions’ Sprint Trophy, Gr.3 (twice) and placed 2nd in Eveready Calcutta Derby, Gr.1, Indian Champion Cup, Gr.1, Calcutta Gold Cup, Gr.2, 3rd in Calcutta Gold Cup, Gr.2, etc.

Retired to stud in 2016. His first crop is in training. This is his second crop.

Rebuttal[USA], sire of DANDIFIED, won 2 races from 10 starts at 2 and 4 (1200 m. and 1600 m.), £ 57,008 + $ 42,450 incl. Evening Standard Maiden Stakes; 2nd in Shadwell Stud Middle Park Stakes, Gr.1, Guineas Maiden Stakes, 3rd in Mill Reef Stakes, Gr.2, etc.

Retired to stud in 2007 and died in 2013. Sire from 6 crops of 371 named foals, 335 starters, 228 winners, 34 black-type performers, 730 wins, ₹ 1,57,00,397 incl. Bangalore Derby, Gr.1, Indian Champion Cup, Gr.1 and placed 2nd in Villoo Poonawalla Stayers’ Cup, Gr.1, etc), SOLOMON (7 wins, ₹ 73,00,612 incl. Attila Sprinters’ Cup, Gr.1 and placed 2nd in Sprinters Trial Stakes, Gr.3, etc), SUPER STORM (6 wins, ₹ 3,24,17,596 incl. McDowell Signature Premier Indian Derby, Gr.1 and placed 2nd in Kingfisher Derby Bangalore, Gr.1, Poonawalla Mysore Derby, Gr.1, Kimmane Bangalore Derby, Gr.1, etc), LOVELY KISS (4 wins, ₹ 70,33,776 incl. Fillies Championship Stakes, Gr.1, etc), SUPREME STAR (9 wins, ₹ 1,26,36,948 incl. Karnataka Mile Championship Cup, Gr.2 and placed 2nd in 2000 Guineas, Gr.2 and placed 2nd in President of India Gold Cup, Gr.1, etc), CITY OF HARMONY, TIBERIUS, ASHOK CHAKRA, IM DIFFERENT, REWALDING, STAR PORTAL, WOMAN OF THE TURF, MIRACLE MEMORIES, Magistero, Ace Bucephalus, Jeannine, Dysnomia, Nadia, Albertino, Own Asset, Manyatta, Palace on Wheels, Emeritus, Torsoro, Zamorin, Hometown Hero, Santa Monica, Burnished Gold, King of Lords, Amber Crown, Flicka, Bright Lady, etc.

Dandoona[GB], dam of DANDIFIED, did not place; dam of 1 winner viz. DANDIFIED. Her dam, SPEEDYBIRD, won 1 race at 3 and placed; dam of 4 winners viz. Letizia Relco (placed incl. 3rd in Criterium Labronico, L, etc), A BIT SPECIAL (1 win; dam of MISS BLAKELY, 4 wins, $ 165,100 incl. Boynton Beach Stakes and placed 3rd in Woodbine Oaks, etc; grandam of Conquest Cavalry, etc), KAMMAMURI (4 wins incl. St. Leger Italiano, Gr.2 and placed; sire), IN THE PICTURE (4 wins), SPEEDYBIRD, etc. The next dam, MILAN MILL ran twice; dam of 4 winners incl. MILL REEF (Champion Sire), MEMORY LANE (2 wins incl. Princess Elizabeth Stakes, Gr.3, etc; dam of FIELDS OF SPRING, etc; grandam of RONDA, SILVER GILT, etc; 3rd dam of ISTAN, Olvia, etc), MILLE FLEURS, Millicent (unraced; dam of WESTERN SYMPHONY, sire, PETERHOF, sire, MOSCOW BALLET, sire, In Excelsis, 2nd in Alliance Stakes, Marston’s Mill, etc; grandam of MANE MINISTER, sire, Cut of the Cloth[CAN], etc; 3rd dam, FUJI KISEKI, SHININ’ RACER, MASTER DREAMER, REBELLIOUS DREAMER, IN DEFIAINCE, YOU DREAMER, ZURBARAN, ARTOIS, COMMON KNOWLEDGE, etc; 4th dam, SHININ’ RUBY, etc), etc. BLACK RAY family of BLUSHING GROOM (Champion Sire), GOLD RIVER (Prix de l’Arc de Triomphe, Gr.1, etc).
GALILEO, sire of DAVID LIVINGSTON[IRE], Champion 3YO in Europe in 2001, won 6 races, (8 fur. to 12 fur.), £ 1,621,110 incl. Budweiser Irish Derby, Gr.1, King George VI & Queen Elizabeth Stakes, Gr.1, and placed 2nd in Irish Champion Stakes, Gr.1. Retired to stud in 2002. Sire, from 15 crops of 2749 foals, of 2131 starters, 1446 winners, 504 black-type performers, 14 champions, 3797 wins, $ 260,944,791 incl.

FRANKEL (sire), TEOFILO (Darley Dewhurst Stakes, Gr.1, etc; sire), NEW APPROACH (sire), RIP VAN WINKLE (sire), RULER OF THE WORLD (Epsom Derby, Gr.1, etc; sire), ALANDI (Irish St. Leger, Gr.1, etc; sire), LUSH LASSES (Coronation Stakes, Gr.1, etc), RODERIC O’CONNOR[IRE] (sire in India), SOLDIER OF FORTUNE (sire), CAPE BLANCO (sire), RED ROCKS (sire), SPIRITIJ, CIMA DE TRIOMPHE (sire), NIGHTIME (Irish 1000 Guineas, Gr.1, etc), KINGSBARNs (sire), ROMANTICA (Prix Jean Romanet, Gr.1, etc), ALLEGRETTO, LINTON, SOUSA, GOLDEN LILAC, IGUGU, NATHANIEL (sire), WAS, GREAT HEAVENS, TREASURE BEACH (sire), MISTY FOR ME, SIXTIES ICON (sire), GALIKOVA, GALLANT TESS, INCANTO DREAM, VENDANGEUR, AGE OF AQUARIUS, ADORED, GRAVITATION, PRIMA LUCE, MAHLER (sire), HELIOSTATIC (sire), BATTLE OF MARENGO (sire), INTELLO (sire), FLYING THE FLAG (sire), THE UNITED STATES, LILY OF THE VALLEY, GLOBAL VIEW (sire), ADELAIDE, NOBLE MISSION (sire), SEVILLE (sire), AUSTRALIA (sire), TOGETHER, FOUND, GLENEAGLES (sire), THE GURKHA (sire), SANS FRONTIERES (sire), TAPESTRY, MARVELLOUS, MAGICIAN (sire), TELESCOPE (sire), GOSPEL CHOIR, ALTANO, HYDRANGEA, PLANETAIRe[GB] (sire in India), AMPERE[FR] (sire in India), ORDER OF ST GEORGE, CAPRI, RHODODENDRON, IDAHO, TAJ MAHAL, FOREVER TOGETHER, FLAG OF HONOUR, YUCATAN, CALL TO MIND, ULYSSES, etc. Sire in 2019 of MAGIC WAND, MAGICAL, WALDGEIST, LOVE, ANTHONY VAN DYCK, HERMOSA, GREY LION, JAPAN, CAPE OF GOOD HOPE, Klassique, Kew Gardens, etc.

DAVID LIVINGSTON[IRE], won 3 races in Ireland and England at 2 and 4 (7 fur. to 10 fur.), € 84,925 + £ 49,552 incl. Juddmonte Beresford Stakes, Gr.2, Rose of Lancaster Stakes, Gr.3; 3rd in National Stakes, Gr.1, Irish St Leger Trial, Gr.3, Foundation Stakes, L, etc.

Retired to stud in 2016. His first crop is in training. This is his second crop.

Mora Bai dam of DAVID LIVINGSTON[IRE], did not race; dam of 5 winners viz. DAVID LIVINGSTON[IRE], HUNTING HORN (2 wins incl. Hampton Court Stakes, Gr.3 and placed 2nd in Prix Hiel, Gr.2, etc), Scream Eagle (6 wins), GOODWILL (2 wins) and TUPELO HONEY (1 win). Her dam, KASORA, did not race; dam of 9 winners incl. HIGH CHAPARRAL (10 wins at 2 to 4, £ 3,446,245 incl. Derby Stakes, Gr.1, Budweiser Irish Derby, Gr.1, Ireland The Food Island Champion Stakes, Gr.1, Racing Post Trophy, Gr.1, John Deere Breeders’ Cup Turf, Gr.1, twice; Champion Sire), BLACK BEAR ISLAND (2 wins, £ 180,258 incl. itesport.com Dante Stakes, Gr.2 and placed 2nd in Secretariat Stakes, Gr.1, 3rd in King Edward VII Stakes, Gr.2, etc), Treasure The Lady (1 win and placed incl. 3rd in Silken Glider Stakes, L, etc; dam of winners), HELENA MOLONY (1 win and placed incl. 2nd in IPS Victor McCallmont EBF Stakes, L, 3rd in Mcinerney Homes Martin Molony Stakes, L, etc; dam of winners), CHENCHIKOVA (dam of SMUGGLER’S COVE[IRE], 2 wins at 2, £ 87,477 incl. EBF Star Appeal Stakes, L and placed 3rd in Dubai Dewhurst Stakes, Gr.1, etc; sire in India), etc. The next dam, KOZANa won 4 races, € 219,534 incl. Prix de Malleret, Gr.2, etc; dam of KHANATA (dam of Khatarra, etc), KOTAMA (granddam of ART EYES, Heidilicious, Sherpa Tenzing, etc), Khoraz, Korasoun, etc and half-sister to KARKOUR (Prix du Cadran, Gr.1, etc), etc. Tracing to CHELANDRY (1000 Guineas).
EXCELLENT ART[GB]
(Standing at Poonawalla Astonish Stud, Pune, Maharashtra)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pivotal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Polar Falcon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nureyev</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Dancer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marie d'Argonne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jefferson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mohair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cozzene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ride The Trails</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stufida</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bustino</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zerbinetta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr Prospector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raise a Native</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Con Game</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gold Digger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buckpasser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secretariat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bold Ruler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secret Obsession</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Something royal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ann Stuart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lypnard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miss Carmie</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EXCELLENT ART[GB] won 4 races at 2 and 3 (5 fur. to 8 fur.), £ 311,048 + € 74,095 + $ 526,000 incl. St James’s Palace Stakes, Gr.1, Dubai Duty Free Mill Reef Stakes, Gr.2, National Stakes, L; 2nd in Queen Elizabeth II Stakes, Gr.1, Sussex Stakes, Gr.1, Netjets Breeders’ Cup Mile, Gr.1, 3rd in Darley Prix Morny, Gr.1, Parks Railway Stakes, Gr.2, etc.

Retired to Stud in England in 2008; shuttled to Australia; Relocated in India in 2013. Sire, from 8 crops, of 920 foals, 745 starters, 498 winners, 73 black-type performers, 4 champions, 1510 wins, $ 26,609,182 + £ 24,92,59,429 incl. RUFFINA (13 wins, 2 $ 20,09,14,750 incl. Poonawalla Breeders’ Multi-Million, Gr.1, Sprints Cup, Gr.1, twice, etc), STAR SUPERIOR (10 wins, ₹ 3,72,07,219 incl. Kingfisher Ultra Indian Derby, Gr.1 and placed 2nd in Colts’ Championship Stakes, Gr.1, Kingfisher Ultra Derby Bangalore, Gr.1, Indian 2000 Guineas, Gr.1, 3rd in Indian Turf Invitation Cup, Gr.1, etc), UNDER THE LOUVRE (9 wins incl. Stradbroke Handicap, Gr.1, etc), CORFE CASTLE (6 wins incl. Poonawalla Breeders’ Multi-Million, Gr.1, etc), INDIAN PHARAOH (2 wins incl. Golconda Derby, Gr.1, etc), LADY LARA (Honey Fox Stakes, Gr.2, etc), MAURITANIA, REALMSOFFANTASY, HAZEL LAVERY, ABOVE THE REST, AIM TO PLEASE, GRAPHIC, ARTISTIC JEWEL, TROPAIOS, ISN’T SHE LOVELY, SELFIE STAR, CHASE YOUR DREAMS, MOONDANCER, EXCELLENT, MERITOCRACY, APACHE SUNRISE, ABSOLUT EXCELENCIA, DYNAMIC LIPS, ALART, SPARKLING POTRAIT, NIMOHE, CORFE CASTLE, AUNT ELLIPSIS, ABSOLUT ABUNDANCE, IMMOBILE, HUMOURESQUE, DIAMOND WINGS, LAURKY, SIGHTSEEK, HAPPY ENDING,馬, etc. The next dam, Secret Witness, dam of 6 winners incl. MISS CARMIE, TRAILBLAZER (sire), etc. The next dam, Miss Carmie, dam of 6 winners incl. MISS CARMIE, TRAILBLAZER (sire), etc.

PIVOTAL, sire of EXCELLENT ART[GB] won 4 races at 2 and 3 (1000 m. to 1200 m.), £ 148,023 incl. Nunthorpe Stakes, Gr.1, King’s Stand Stakes, Gr.2, etc.

Retired to Stud in 1997. Sire, from 20 crops, of 1811 foals, 1326 starters, 234 black-type winners, 9 champions, 3230 wins $ 26,609,182 + $ 3,11,048 incl. SARISKA (Irish Oaks, Gr.1, Oaks Stakes, Gr.1, etc), BUZZWORD (sire), SIYOUNI (sire), AMANEE, VIRTUAL (sire), IMMORTAL VERSE, REGAL PARADE, FALCO (sire), HALFWAY TO HEAVEN, CAPTAIN RIO (sire), SAIOIRE, PEERESS, KYLLACHY (sire), CHORIST, SOMNUS, MEGAHertz, GOLDEN APPLES, SILVESTER LADY, LEO, PIVOTAL POINT, PENKENNA PRINCESS, NEEDWOOD BLADE (sire), RINGMOOR DOWN, WINDSOR KNOT (sire), HUMOURESQUE, RATIO, STOLZING, LUCKY SPIN, LOW PIVOT, HEAVEN SENT, INFAILLIBLE, JAZZ JAM, IL WARRD, SALAMANCA, MISS GEORGE, MISS MEGGY, FEET SO FAST, GOLDEN PIVOTAL, NORTH AMERICA, TALCO, QUEEN’S JEWEL, AFRICAN STORY, WINGS OF DESIRE, BRANDO, BLAIR HOUSE, ALILIU, TOGETHER AGAIN, ROSA IMPERIAL, HAGGLE, Basem[GB], etc.

Obsessive, dam of EXCELLENT ART[GB], won 1 race and placed incl. 2nd in Oh So Sharp Stakes, L and placed 3rd in Musidora Stakes, Gr.3, etc; dam of 6 winners incl. EXCELLENT ART[GB], DOUBLE OBSESSION, Lulawin (unraced; dam of PAINTED CLIFFS, won Railway Stakes, Gr.2, etc), etc. Her dam, SECRET OBSESSION won 1 race; dam of 8 winners incl. Obsessive, It’s A Secret (dam of Secret Witness, etc), TRAILBLAZER (sire), etc. The next dam, Ann Stuart did not race; dam of 8 winners incl. BEYTON (sire), Ann Alleged (3rd dam of AUNT ELLIPSIS, etc), etc. The next dam, MISS CARMIE, won 3 races incl. Clipsetta Stakes, etc; dam of 8 winners incl. CHRIS EVERT (grandam of CHIEF’S CROWN, sire, etc; 3rd dam of SIGHTSEEK, TATES CREEK, etc), ALL RAINBOWS (dam of WINNING COLORS, etc), etc. Tracing to GALOPADE.
IVORY TOUCH[USA]

(Standing at Jai-Govind Stud, Jaipur, Rajasthan)

Ivory Touch[USA] did not race.

**Retired to stud in 2008.** Sire, from 8 crops of 100 foals, of 82 starters, 42 winners, 138 wins, $5,96,69,130 incl. BLACK BOLT (7 wins, $36,61,061), AUGUST RUSH (7 wins, $8,49,759), SWEETY GIRL (6 wins, $25,00,459), SAGRADA (5 wins, $34,12,200), MYSTIC MUSIC (5 wins, $26,84,652), HIGHLANDER (5 wins, $25,25,551), ARUDRA (5 wins, $22,74,419), BACK OF BEYOND (5 wins, $22,03,240), ETERNAL INSTINCT (5 wins, $15,73,350), TRIUMPH (5 wins, $14,22,638), NOBLE AND NICE (5 wins, $13,53,084), QUEENS TOUCH (5 wins, $11,53,200), KOMO KOMO KOMO (4 wins, $18,96,295), FIRST STEP (4 wins, $16,94,230), TUSKER (4 wins, $14,34,189), INDIAN LEGEND (4 wins, $13,39,515), BROKEN ARROW (4 wins, $13,08,600), NOBLE FLAIRE (4 wins), KIANOOSH (3 wins), REVAN STAR (3 wins), ADORA (3 wins), LUCK LUCK LUCKY (3 wins), HOLY MOLY (3 wins), TRUE BLUE (3 wins), BLACKTYPE (sire), PLAN (sire), MR SIDNEY (sire), ONTARIO[USA] (sire), PLANET FIVE (sire), etc.

His ninth crop is in training. This is his tenth crop.

**STORM CAT**, sire of Ivory Touch[USA], won 4 races in USA at 2 and 3 (6 fur. to 8.5 fur.), $570,610 incl. BLACK BOLT (7 wins, $36,61,061), AUGUST RUSH (7 wins, $8,49,759), SWEETY GIRL (6 wins, $25,00,459), SAGRADA (5 wins, $34,12,200), MYSTIC MUSIC (5 wins, $26,84,652), HIGHLANDER (5 wins, $25,25,551), ARUDRA (5 wins, $22,74,419), BACK OF BEYOND (5 wins, $22,03,240), ETERNAL INSTINCT (5 wins, $15,73,350), TRIUMPH (5 wins, $14,22,638), NOBLE AND NICE (5 wins, $13,53,084), QUEENS TOUCH (5 wins, $11,53,200), KOMO KOMO KOMO (4 wins, $18,96,295), FIRST STEP (4 wins, $16,94,230), TUSKER (4 wins, $14,34,189), INDIAN LEGEND (4 wins, $13,39,515), BROKEN ARROW (4 wins, $13,08,600), NOBLE FLAIRE (4 wins), KIANOOSH (3 wins), REVAN STAR (3 wins), ADORA (3 wins), LUCK LUCK LUCKY (3 wins), HOLY MOLY (3 wins), TRUE BLUE (3 wins), BLACKTYPE (sire), PLAN (sire), MR SIDNEY (sire), ONTARIO[USA] (sire), PLANET FIVE (sire), etc.


**Lady Bonanza**, dam of Ivory Touch[USA], won 4 races in Japan and placed incl. 2nd in Flower Cup, L, etc. Her dam BORN A LADY, won 4 races incl. Pearl Necklace Stakes, etc; dam of 6 winners incl. ARROWTOWN, Lady Bonanza, DEVILTANTE (1 win; granddam of SIX HITTER, etc), LAMBADA LADY (granddam of TAGANO AZAGHAL, Taisei Chevalier, Little Red Rocket, etc), Little Arrow (dam of ANTONIO BAROWS, etc), Timber Nymp (granddam of BLACKTYPE, won Commonwealth Turf Cup Stakes, Gr.2-NCR and placed 3rd in Dixie Stakes, Gr.2, etc). The next dam Natalma won 3 races and placed incl. 3rd in Spinaway Stakes, etc; dam of 10 winners incl. NORTHERN DANCER (Champion Sire), NATIVE VICTOR, REGAL DANCER, Arctic Dancer (dam of LA PREVOYANTE, etc; granddam of IRAISH BOSS, ALOUETTE, etc; 4th dam of LADY MOURA, etc), SPRING ADIEU (3 wins; granddam of DANEHILL, Champion Sire, EAGLE EYED, HARPIA, etc; 3rd dam of QUEENS BAY, etc). Raise The Standard (dam of COUP DE FOLIE, etc; granddam of MACHIAVELLIAN, sire, EXIT TO NOWHERE, sire, COUP DE GENIE, ORPEN, sire, JULES, etc; 3rd dam of WAY OF LIGHT, BLUEMAMBA, etc; 4th dam of BAGO, sire, ADMIRALOFTHEFLEET[USA], sire, etc). Tracing to FLYING WITCH.
Retired to stud in 1996 and placed 2nd in Blue Diamond Stakes, FLYING SPUR

His seventh crop is in training

Retired to stud in 2010

Kingda Ka[AUS] (b – 2004) Royal Academy

FIZZI LIZZI, dam of

Volcanic Star

KARIEGA

Gr.1

JACK FROST

Ms Margaret

51,52,724 incl. Spartan Poker Indian 1000 Guineas, NEW SPICE, etc), WOMAN O-war

Square The Circle

PRIMUS

SHAFT

20,54,327; 2nd in Nanoli Stud Pune Derby, 1,41,11,610 incl. Nizam's Gold Cup,

Rafferty

FLYING BABE

Gr.2

VINTEDGE

Gr.1

20,85,366 incl. Forbes Breeders' Juvenile Fillies' Championship, FRENCH BRAIDS

Gr.1

MENTALITY

OSTERHASE

SAN LUIS

KRUPP (sire), ALL TIME HIGH

FANCY MISS

CELEBRITY MISS

SLEEK CHASSIS

(Blue Diamond Stakes, Gr.1), DEALER PRINCIPAL, JUANMO, CASINO PRINCE

(sire), PRIMUS (sire), WAGER, FRENCH BRAIDS, US (sire), JET SPUR (sire), VOLITANT (sire), SHAFT (sire), ZUPAONE (sire), OSTERHASE, SAN LUIS, KRUPP (sire), ALL TIME HIGH, FLYING BABE, FLYING TRISTRAM, MONTANA FLYER, FIREBOLT, PONTON FLYER, VINTEDGE, STEENBERG, TORNADO ALLY, ASTRODAME, WIND SHEAR, ROCKFORD BAY, RASMUSSEN, MOTSPUR, BOOM TIME, etc.

FIZZI LIZZI, dam of Kingda Ka[AUS] won 1 race, Aus $ 24,950; dam of 6 winners incl. Kingda Ka[AUS], Sevillano (dam of SCREAM MACHINE, PARRIWI, etc), etc. Her dam, FANCY MISS, won 1 race in New Zealand viz. Selwyn Motors Stakes, L, etc; dam of 4 winners incl. MISS MARGARET (8 wins incl. Chrysler Stakes, Gr.1, etc; dam of CONFRONT, CELEBRITY MISS, Rafferty, Seafarer, etc), STARNEt (2 wins; dam of DANCES ON STARS, sire, Volcanic Star, etc), FRANTOIO (dam of GOT UNDERS, won Australian Bloodstock Cameron Handicap, Gr.3), Legal Consent (dam of DREAMAWAY, won Schweppes WATC Derby, Gr.1, etc, NEW SPICE, etc), etc. Tracing to GOLD ANN.

KINGDA KA[AUS] (Standing at Nanoli Stud, Vadgaon, Maharashtra)

Danehill

Northern Dancer

Pas de Nom

His Majesty

Spring Adieu

Raise a Native

Gold Digger

Sir Ivor

Fanfreluche

Flying Spur

Razyana

Mr. Prospector

Grand Luxe

Sir Tristram

Crimson Saint

Northern Dancer

Flaming Page

Crimson Satan

Boleto Rose

Resurgent

Gold Ann
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Spring Adieu

Raise a Native

Gold Digger

Sire, from 17 crops of 1822 foals, of 1489 starters, 1010 winners, 172 black-type performers, 3 champions, 3471 wins, $ 102,523,018 incl. ALVERTA (Coolmore Classic, Gr.1, etc), MAGNUS (sire), FORENSICS (Coolmore Classic Stakes, Gr.1, etc), INSPIRATION (Hong Kong Sprint, Gr.1, etc), MENTALITY (Thifty Royal Randwick Guineas, Gr.1, etc), SLEEK CHASSIS (Blue Diamond Stakes, Gr.1), DEALER PRINCIPAL, JUANMO, CASINO PRINCE (sire), PRIMUS (sire), WAGER, FRENCH BRAIDS, US (sire), JET SPUR (sire), VOLITANT (sire), SHAFT (sire), ZUPAONE (sire), OSTERHASE, SAN LUIS, KRUPP (sire), ALL TIME HIGH, FLYING BABE, FLYING TRISTRAM, MONTANA FLYER, FIREBOLT, PONTON FLYER, VINTEDGE, STEENBERG, TORNADO ALLY, ASTRODAME, WIND SHEAR, ROCKFORD BAY, RASMUSSEN, MOTSPUR, BOOM TIME, etc.

Kingda Ka[AUS] won 2 races at 3 and 4 (1300 m. and 1400 m.), Aus $ 347,775 and placed 7 times incl. 2nd in Dubai Rosehill Guineas, Gr.1, Schweppes Royal Sovereign Stakes, Gr.2, Gold Golden Stakes, L, 3rd in Tooheys New Golden Rose, Gr.2, etc.

Retired to stud in 2010. Sire, from 6 crops of 113 named foals, 101 starters, 64 winners, 17 black-type performers, 204 wins, $ 14,33,29,359 incl. KING CHARLES (7 wins, $ 83,18,353 incl. Golconda Derby, Gr.1, Golconda 2000 Guineas, Gr.2, etc), ZACHARY (6 wins, $ 89,95,686 incl. Maj P K Mehra Memorial Super Mile Cup, Gr.1, etc), LA RONDINE (4 wins, $ 51,52,724 incl. Spartan Poker Indian 1000 Guineas, Gr.1; 3rd in South India Oaks, Gr.1, etc), JACK FROST (8 wins, $ 62,41,879 incl. C N Wadia Gold Cup, Gr.2, etc), BOOKER JONES (7 wins, $ 1,41,11,610 incl. Nizam's Gold Cup, Gr.2; 3rd in President of India Gold Cup, Gr.1, etc), WOMAN O WAR (9 wins, $ 76,15,946 incl. Byerly Turk Million, Gr.3; 3rd in Deccan Derby, Gr.1, etc), SNIPER (4 wins, $ 31,02,170 incl. Indian Champagne Stakes, Gr.3, 3rd in Calcutta Million, Gr.2, etc), ATHENAUS (2 wins, $ 24,11,572 incl. Darley Arabian Million, Gr.3, etc), KARIEGA (2 wins, $ 20,85,366 incl. Forbes Breeders' Juvenile Fillies' Championship, Gr.3, etc), Square The Circle (2 wins, $ 30,85,755; 2nd in Mysore Derby, Gr.1, etc), Rigoletto (2 wins, $ 20,54,327; 2nd in Nanoli Stud Pune Derby, Gr.1, etc), Crescendo (7 wins, $ 36,44,245; 3rd in Nilgiris Derby, Gr.1, etc), Van Dyke (1 win, $ 31,83,623; 3rd in Kingfisher Ultra Derby Bangalore, Gr.1, etc), Otus, Apalis, Mzilikazi, Gallantry, BAASHAGAR (7 wins), PABLITO (7 wins) SHIP ROCK, etc.

His seventh crop is in training. This is his eighth crop.

FLYING SPUR, sire of Kingda Ka[AUS], won 6 races at 2 and 3 (5.5 fur. to 8 fur.), Aus $ 2,039,328 incl. Golden Slipper Stakes, Gr.1, Cadbury Australian Guineas, Gr.1, All-Aged Stakes, Gr.1, Peter Pan Stakes, Gr.2, Mercedes-Benz Blue Diamond Prelude Stakes, Gr.3 and placed 2nd in Blue Diamond Stakes, Gr.1, Futurity Stakes, Gr.1, Hill Stakes, Gr.2, etc.

Retired to stud in 1996. Shuttled to Ireland; pensioned in 2012 and died in 2018. Sire, from 17 crops of 1822 foals, of 1489 starters, 1010 winners, 172 black-type performers, 3 champions, 3471 wins, $ 102,523,018 incl. ALVERTA (Coolmore Classic, Gr.1, etc), MAGNUS (sire), FORENSICS (Coolmore Classic Stakes, Gr.1, etc), INSPIRATION (Hong Kong Sprint, Gr.1, etc), MENTALITY (Thifty Royal Randwick Guineas, Gr.1, etc), SLEEK CHASSIS (Blue Diamond Stakes, Gr.1), DEALER PRINCIPAL, JUANMO, CASINO PRINCE (sire), PRIMUS (sire), WAGER, FRENCH BRAIDS, US (sire), JET SPUR (sire), VOLITANT (sire), SHAFT (sire), ZUPAONE (sire), OSTERHASE, SAN LUIS, KRUPP (sire), ALL TIME HIGH, FLYING BABE, FLYING TRISTRAM, MONTANA FLYER, FIREBOLT, PONTON FLYER, VINTEDGE, STEENBERG, TORNADO ALLY, ASTRODAME, WIND SHEAR, ROCKFORD BAY, RASMUSSEN, MOTSPUR, BOOM TIME, etc.

FIZZI LIZZI, dam of Kingda Ka[AUS] won 1 race, Aus $ 24,950; dam of 6 winners incl. Kingda Ka[AUS], Sevillano (dam of SCREAM MACHINE, PARRIWI, etc), etc. Her dam, FANCY MISS, won 1 race in New Zealand viz. Selwyn Motors Stakes, L, etc; dam of 4 winners incl. MISS MARGARET (8 wins incl. Chrysler Stakes, Gr.1, etc; dam of CONFRONT, CELEBRITY MISS, Rafferty, Seafarer, etc), STARNEt (2 wins; dam of DANCES ON STARS, sire, Volcanic Star, etc), FRANTOIO (dam of GOT UNDERS, won Australian Bloodstock Cameron Handicap, Gr.3), Legal Consent (dam of DREAMAWAY, won Schweppes WATC Derby, Gr.1, etc, NEW SPICE, etc), etc. Tracing to GOLD ANN.
CHRISTINAS LETTER, dam of Retired to stud in 2007

HOLY ROMAN EMPEROR
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Champion 2YO Colt in France in 2006, won 4 races at 2 (6 fur. and 7 fur.), £ 414,496 incl. Phoenix Stakes, Gr.1, Prix Jean-Luc Lagardere-Grand, Criterium, Gr.1, Railway Stakes, Gr.2; 2nd in Dewhurst Stakes, Gr.1, etc.

Retired to stud in 2007. Sire, from 10 crops, of 1746 foals, 1269 starters, 805 winners, 158 black-type performers, 2164 wins, $ 85,690,979 incl. JELLABY ASKHIR (dam of JELLABY ASKHIR, 2021 Spring Adieu Stakes, Gr.1, Turnberry Stakes, Gr.1, Prix du Haras de Fresnay-Le-Buffard-Jacques-Le-Marois, etc; sire), LADY SHIPLEY, ROSE OF TRALEE (dam of SERENADE ROSE, etc), FINGER OF LIGHT (dam of BANIMPIRE, 3rd in Signature Premier Indian Derby, etc; sire), etc.

CHRISTINAS LETTER, dam of LEITIR MOR[IRE], did not race; dam of 4 winners viz.

LEITIR MOR[IRE], Intensical, OPEN HOUSE and INVINCIBLE VINE. Her dam, DANEMARQUE, did not place; dam of 6 winners viz. Whip Rule (2nd in Golden Fleece Stakes, L, etc), WHIP STORM, ROCHES CROSS, HERACLIO, WHIP MARK and PLAMAS. The next dam, CIRCUS RING, Joint Champion 2YO Filly in Europe in 1981, won 3 races at 2 incl. Lowther Stakes, Gr.2, etc; dam of 7 winners incl. ELLIE ARDENSKY (dam of Polestar, etc), LADY SHIPLEY, ROSE OF TRALEE (dam of SERENADE ROSE, etc), FINGER OF LIGHT (dam of FAR HOPE, won Premio Vittorio Crespi, L, etc; granddam of VOILA ICI, etc), Circus Act (dam of BRAVE ACT[GB], sire, JELLABY ASKHIR, etc; granddam of COMIC STRIP, LAUGHING, etc; etc. Traiding to CAMPANULA (One Thousand Guineas).
MIDNIGHT INTERLUDE[USA]

Midnight Kiss, dam of MIDNIGHT INTERLUDE[USA] won 2 races at 2 and 3 (6 fur. to 8 fur.), $ 1,130,600 incl. Breeders’ Cup Mile, Gr.1, Oak Tree Breeders’ Cup Mile Stakes, Gr.2, San Rafael Stakes, Gr.2 and placed 2nd in San Francisco Mile, Gr.1, etc. Sire, from 16 crops of 994 foals, 513 winners, 85 black-type performers, 1 champion, 1726 wins, $ 50,917,986 incl. KINGSFORT (National Stakes, Gr.1, etc), CHAMBERLAIN BRIDGE (Breeders’ Cup Turf, Gr.2, etc), BRILLIANT (Jefferson Cup Stakes, Gr.2 and placed 2nd in Turf Classic, Gr.1, etc), WAR KILL (Beaumont Stakes, Gr.2, etc), CARLOS GARDEL (Gran Premio Criadores, Gr.2 and placed 2nd in Tanteo de Potrillos, Gr.1, etc), KAREN’S CAPER (Eatonville Stakes, Gr.3, etc), BALLYMORE LADY (Endeavour Stakes, Gr.3, etc), EL ROBLAR (sire), ASPERITY, NORMAN INVADER (Round Tower Stakes, Gr.3, etc), SEA CHANTER (Miesque Stakes, Gr.3), CHATTAHOOCHEE WAR (sire), VARIATION (West Australian Guineas, Gr.2, etc), TIME CHANT, DONCASTER ROVER (sire), FLAWLESS TREASURE, WAR MONGER, WINSOME, SPECIALE, UP LIKE THUNDER, WAR CHARM, AMANSARA, FOR ALWAYS, SKARABEUS, MOLTO GRANDE, CENTRAL COAST, RALLYING CRY (sire), SLEEPLESS KNIGHT, MIDNIGHT CROONER, CEASE, TAROQ, etc. Sire in 2019 of WAR SAINT (W A Guineas, Gr.2), etc.

Midnight Kiss, dam of MIDNIGHT INTERLUDE[USA] won 2 races at New Zealand at 3, NZ $ 38,500 and placed incl. 3rd in New Zealand Oaks, Gr.1, etc; dam of 5 winners viz. MIDNIGHT CROONER (sire), MIDNIGHT INTERLUDE[USA], INFINITE MIDNIGHT, FORMULATE and PRIME KISS. Her dam, Midnight Assembly, did not race; dam of 8 winners incl. OR ACIER, SHOOTING SCRIPT (3 wins; dam of FIT THE SCRIPT, etc; grandam of Local Case, etc), INDIAN OCEAN (2 wins; grandam of JC’S SHOOTING STAR, etc; grandam of POLAR VERTEX, etc), MATIKA (grandam of DIXIE TACTICS, Groovy Luck, etc; 3rd dam of PURE TACTICS, etc), Bungalow Eight (dam of STONEYER, sire, etc) and full-sister to WHO’S TO ANSWER (Roses Handicap, Gr.3, etc) and half-sister to SLIP SCREEN (Long Island Handicap, Gr.3, etc), BEMIS HEIGHTS (Ruthless Stakes, Gr.3, etc). Tracing to ALOE.

WAR CHANT, sire of MIDNIGHT INTERLUDE[USA], won 5 races at 2 and 3 (6 fur. to 8.5 fur.), $ 1,130,600 incl. Breeders’ Cup Mile, Gr.1, Oak Tree Breeders’ Cup Mile Stakes, Gr.2, San Rafael Stakes, Gr.2 and placed 2nd in San Francisco Mile, Gr.1, etc. Sire, from 16 crops of 994 foals, 513 winners, 85 black-type performers, 1 champion, 1726 wins, $ 50,917,986 incl. KINGSFORT (National Stakes, Gr.1, etc), CHAMBERLAIN BRIDGE (Breeders’ Cup Turf, Gr.2, etc), BRILLIANT (Jefferson Cup Stakes, Gr.2 and placed 2nd in Turf Classic, Gr.1, etc), WAR KILL (Beaumont Stakes, Gr.2, etc), CARLOS GARDEL (Gran Premio Criadores, Gr.2 and placed 2nd in Tanteo de Potrillos, Gr.1, etc), KAREN’S CAPER (Eatonville Stakes, Gr.3, etc), BALLYMORE LADY (Endeavour Stakes, Gr.3, etc), EL ROBLAR (sire), ASPERITY, NORMAN INVADER (Round Tower Stakes, Gr.3, etc), SEA CHANTER (Miesque Stakes, Gr.3), CHATTAHOOCHEE WAR (sire), VARIATION (West Australian Guineas, Gr.2, etc), TIME CHANT, DONCASTER ROVER (sire), FLAWLESS TREASURE, WAR MONGER, WINSOME, SPECIALE, UP LIKE THUNDER, WAR CHARM, AMANSARA, FOR ALWAYS, SKARABEUS, MOLTO GRANDE, CENTRAL COAST, RALLYING CRY (sire), SLEEPLESS KNIGHT, MIDNIGHT CROONER, CEASE, TAROQ, etc. Sire in 2019 of WAR SAINT (W A Guineas, Gr.2), etc.

MIDNIGHT INTERLUDE[USA]

MIDNIGHT INTERLUDE[USA] won 3 races at 3 (8 fur. to 9+ fur.), $ 769,232 incl. Santa Anita Derby, Gr.1, Tsunami Slew Stakes, L and placed 2nd in Del Mar Derby, Gr.2, etc.

Retired to stud in 2013. Sire, from 3 crops of 30 named foals, 29 starters, 16 winners, 2 black-type performers, 39 wins, $ 2,32,76,371 viz. OOMPH (1 win, $ 43,67,230 viz. Bangalore 1000 Guineas, Gr.1, etc), MIDNIGHT PHANTOM (1 win, $ 43,67,230 viz. Bangalore 1000 Guineas, Gr.1, etc), FANTASIA (5 wins, $ 13,96,613), POTHUS (4 wins, $ 18,34,240), SEMELE (4 wins, $ 14,13,000), TAMAN (3 wins, $ 14,33,250), RAFAELE (3 wins, $ 8,45,000), MIDNIGHT DREAM (2 wins, $ 14,13,000), TREASURE DELIGHT (2 wins, $ 12,21,120), BIG TIME BAY (2 wins, $ 8,03,600), AYUR SHAKTI (2 wins, $ 6,68,002), MAHALI (2 wins, $ 5,89,205), CAPTAIN ROY (2 wins, $ 4,57,301), ROYAL AVENGER (1 win, $ 4,57,301).

His fourth crop is in training. This is his fifth crop.
MULTIDIMENSIONAL[IRE]

(Standing at Usha Stud, Gurgaon, Haryana)

Danzig

Northern Dancer Nearctic

Danehill

Pas de Nom Nalata

Razanya

His Majesty Ribot

MULTIDIMENSIONAL[IRE]

(b - 2003)

Spring Adieu Flower Bowl

DIESIS

Sharpen Up Alan

Doubly Sure Reliance II

Sacred Song

Red Ransom Roberto

Ruby Ransom Arabia

MULTIDIMENSIONAL[IRE] won 5 races at 3 to 5 (1800 m.), £ 122,983 + € 103,100 incl. Prix Guillaume d’Omano-Haras d’Etreham, Gr.2, Rose of Lancaster Stakes, Gr.3 and placed 2nd in Hardwicke Stakes, Gr.2, 3rd in Dubai Duty Free Arc Trial, Gr.3, 4th in Irish Champion Stakes, Gr.1, Huxley Stakes, Gr.3, Earl of Sefton Stakes, Gr.3, etc.

Retired to stud in 2009. Sire, from 7 crops of 285 named foals, 256 starters, 192 winners, 67 black-type performers, 638 wins, £ 1,30,20,697 incl. The Hindu Sprinters’ Cup, etc), etc), etc), etc), etc.

This is his ninth crop. His eighth crop is in training. This is his ninth crop.

DANHEILL, sire of MULTIDIMENSIONAL[IRE], won 4 races at 2 and 3 (1200 m. and 1400 m.), £ 175,924 incl. Ladbroke Sprint Cup, Gr.1, and placed 3rd in Two Thousand Guineas, Gr.1, July Cup, Gr.1, etc. Retired to stud in 1990; shuttled to Australia and Japan; died in 2003. Sire, from 14 crops of 2500 foals, of 2086 starters, 1608 winners, 582 black-type performers, 27 champions, 5381 wins, $ 283,119,287 incl. Niagara Breeders’ Cup Handicap, etc, etc.

SACRED SONG, dam of MULTIDIMENSIONAL[IRE], won 4 races incl. Halliwell Landau Lancashire Oaks, Gr.3; 2nd in Aston Upthorpe Yorkshire Oaks, Gr.1, etc; dam of 3 winners viz. MULTIDIMENSIONAL[IRE], STEROE and SEA MEETS SKY. Her dam, RUBY RANSOM, won 2 races; dam of 3 winners incl. STRUT THE STAGE (10 wins incl. Niagara Breeders’ Cup Handicap, Gr.2, etc), SACRED SONG, etc. Tracing to FRIZETTE.
OISEAU DE FEU[USA]

(Standing at Samra Stud, Kaniawali, Punjab)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sire/Gr.</th>
<th>Colt/Gr.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nureyev</td>
<td>Nearctic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stravinsky</td>
<td>Forli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blushing Groom</td>
<td>Thong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire the Groom</td>
<td>Red God</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prospector's Fire</td>
<td>Runaway Bride</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seattle Slew</td>
<td>Bold Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slewadora</td>
<td>My Charmer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deputy Minister</td>
<td>Fair Charmer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adorable Minister</td>
<td>Mint Copy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adorable Micol</td>
<td>Riverman</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OISEAU DE FEU[USA] (b - 2006)

OISEAU DE FEU[USA] won 5 races in France at 2 and 3 (1200 m. to 1700 m.), € 237,220 incl. Prix Paul de Moussac, Gr.3 and placed 2nd in Etihad Airways Prix Jean Prat, Gr.1, 3rd in Prix de Fontainebleu, Gr.3, etc.

Retired to stud in 2011. Sire, from 5 crops of 31 foals, 29 starters, 17 winners 35 wins, €1,928,876 viz. GLORIOUS FIRE (6 wins, €29,80700), QUEENS GRACE (4 wins, €13,58249), BLACK SWAN (2 wins, €10,67095), FORWARD THRUST (3 wins, €15,90500), QUEEN SUPREME (3 wins, €9,49562), NYMERIA (1 win, €8,77000), YOU CAN I CAN (1 win, €8,66849), GLORIOUS VICTORY (1 win, €8,07500), NORTHERN STAR (1 win, €4,39500), I AM THE WAY (1 win, €3,82963), WINNER’S DELIGHT (1 win, €3,43095), PROMISE OF LOVE, RUNNING STORM and SEPAL.

His sixth crop is in training. This is his seventh crop.

STRAVINSKY, sire of OISEAU DE FEU[USA], Champion Sprinter in Europe in 1999. Champion 3YO Colt, won 3 races at 2 and 3 (5 fur. to 6 fur.), $361,450 incl. Darley July Cup, Gr.1, Persimmon Homes Nunthorpe Stakes, Gr.1 and placed 3rd in Saudi Arabian Airlines Dewhurst Stakes, Gr.1, etc.

Retired to stud in 2000. Sire from 17 crops of 1532 foals, of 1245 starters, 898 winners, 137 black-type performers, 2 champions, 3149 wins, $91,768,306 incl.: SERENADE ROSE (8 wins incl. Crown Oaks, Gr.1, Australian Oaks, Gr.1, etc), BALTMON (4 wins incl. Middle Park Stakes, Gr.1, etc; sire), KEENINSKY (7 wins incl. Ford Manawatu Sires’ Produce Stakes, Gr.1, etc; sire), BENBAUN (13 wins incl. PRIX DE L’ ABBAYE, GR.1, etc), BARITONE (AAAMI Stradbroke Handicap, Gr.1, etc), FLEUR DE LUNE (Railway Handicap, Gr.1, etc), SOLDIER’S TALE (sire), KONGO RIKISHIO (7 wins incl. Yomiuri Milers Cup, Gr.2, etc), BALLET SOCIETY, CHINESE DRAGON (sire), STEEL LIGHT, FIREBOLT, ORATORIO (sire), COOL CONDUCTOR (sire), ALINSKY (Westbury Stud Eclipse Stakes, Gr.3, etc), SHASTRI, VIOLON SACRE, MISS MAREN, HIPS DON’T LIE, MR. STRADIVINSKY, GOLDEN STRADIVINSKY (sire), PATAPAN (sire), FLYING FIREBIRD, OCEAN SYMPHONY, VENABLES, STEFFI, JULINSKY PRINCESS, FICTIONAL AMOUNT, DANCE TO MY TUNE, TUXEDO MOON, I LOVE RIRI, EL CHICO (Stewards Stakes, Gr.3, etc), INDARRA, INSIDE AGENT, etc.

SLEWADORA dam of OISEAU DE FEU[USA], won 1 race; dam of 2 winners viz. OISEAU DE FEU[USA] and SATO CHURYO (4 wins). Her dam Admiral Minister, did not race; dam of 9 winners viz. GRATIAEN (Albany Handicap, L, etc), CUTE COGNAC (3 wins incl. Office Miss Stakes, L, etc; dam of Tesserlon, etc), CHRISTINA’S MELODY (dam of MELODIC, 2 wins incl. Joseph A Gimma Stakes, etc), SEPERATIST, ABSOLUTELY JOE, COUNT SEQUENCE, AVERYMOMENT, HOPE AND YOU and SLEWADORA. The next dam ADORABLE Micol, won 5 races incl. Countess Fager Handicap, Gr.3, etc; dam of 6 winners incl. ADCAT (sire), ADORYDAR (3 wins incl. Torrey Pines Stakes, L and placed 2nd in Fantasy Stakes, Gr.2, Senorita Breeders’ Cup Stakes, Gr.3, etc), Adoryphar (dam of RUTHIAN, 4 wins incl. Firecracker Handicap, L, etc; dam of RUTHERIENNE, 4 wins incl. Del Mar Oaks, Gr.1, etc), RUTHENIA, 5 wins incl. Violet Stakes, Gr.3, etc, RUTHVILLE, Big Wig, etc), ADORAHY (1 win; dam of ICABAD CRANE, 3 wins incl. Federico Tesio Stakes, L, etc, OUR GLODEN DREAM, etc; grandam of SAVVY STREET, etc), etc. Tracing to MAIDEN.
# PERFECT STRIDE[GB]

*(Standing at Yeravada Stud, Pune, Maharashtra)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Green Desert</th>
<th>Danzig</th>
<th>Northern Dancer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oasis Dream</td>
<td>Foreign Courier</td>
<td>Sir Ivor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dancing Brave</td>
<td>Courty Dee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bahamian</td>
<td>Navajo Princess</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PERFECT STRIDE[GB]** *(b - 2005)*

| Highest Honor | Kenmare | Kalamoun |
|              | Dancing Brave | Navajo Princess |
|              | Bahamian | Mill Reef |

**PERFECT STRIDE[GB]** won 4 races at 2 to 4 (7 fur. to 10 fur.), £ 113,846 incl. Wolferton Handicap, L, Britain’s Got Talent Paradise Stakes, L and placed 2nd in First Drinks Brands Foundation Stakes, L, 3rd in Sky Bet Strenshall Stakes, Gr.3, Select Racing UK on Sky 432 Stakes, Gr.3, etc.

Retired to stud in 2017. This is his first crop.

**OASIS DREAM**, sire of **PERFECT STRIDE[GB]**, Champion 2YO in Europe, won 4 races in England at 2 and 3 (5 fur. and 6 fur.) incl. Darley July Cup, Gr.1, Victor Chandler Nunthorpe Stakes, Gr.1, Shadwell Stud Middle Park Stakes, Gr.1 and placed 2nd in Stanley Leisure Sprint Cup, Gr.1, 3rd in Kings Stand Stakes, Gr.2, etc.

Retired to stud in 2004. Sire, from 13 crops, of 1455 foals, 1170 winners, 3 champions, 196 black-type performers, 2492 wins, $ 74,450,760 incl. MIDDAY (9 wins incl. Pretty Polly Stakes, Gr.1, etc), PROHIBIT (9 wins incl. King’s Stand Stakes, Gr.1, etc), GOLDSREAM (6 wins incl. King’s Stand Stakes, Gr.1, Palace House Stakes, Gr.3, etc), MUHAARAR (5 wins incl. July Cup, Gr.1, Commonwealth Cup, Gr.1, etc; sire), LADY JANE DIGBY (7 wins incl. Grosse Dallmayr-Prius-Bayerisches Zuchtrennen, Gr.1, etc), CHARMING THOUGHT (sire), QUERARI (sire), ALTA FEDELTUA, TUSCAN EVENING (Gamely Stakes, Gr.1, etc), MUARRAB (Dubai Golden Shaheen, Gr.1, etc), ARCANO (sire), NAAQOS (sire), POWER (sire), APPROVE (sire), AQLAAM (sire), SRI PUTRA (sire), CLADOCERA, FROZEN POWER (sire), MONITOR CLOSELY (sire), SHOWCASING (sire), MISHEER, RAINFALL, SANDBAR, VISIT, CAPTAIN GERRARD (sire), GALE FORCE TEN (sire), STARLIT SANDS, FIELD OF DREAM, RAIN DELAYED, MULLEN, KEREDARI, YOUNG PRETENDER, EASTERNROMANCE, WILKI, MAIN AIM (sire), THAI HAKU, RIPTH, PEACE OF OASIS, ANNE OF KIEV, FLAMBEAU, QUIET OASIS, WELWITSCHIA, HARD DREAM, SARKIYLA, JWALA, PEACE AT LAST, MIRZA, MAINSAIL, OASIS DANCER, PILOTE D’ESSAI, GROWL, CREATE A DREAM, FOLEGIA, POLYDREAM, MYSTIC DAWN, GUSTO[GB] (sire), ERTIJAAL, MRS GALLAGHER, PRETTY POLLYANNA, ENCORE D’OR, etc. Sire in 2019 of SHARJA BRIDGE, IMAGING, AZANO, SHINE SO BRIGHT, CLINT MAROON, MR RITZ, WELL OF WISDOM, etc.

**FIRST**, dam of **PERFECT STRIDE[GB]** won 2 races in France at 3, € 53,662 incl. Prix Ceres, Maisons-Laffitte, L, etc; dam of 7 winners incl. AU REVOIR (5 wins incl. Deadly Design Zipping Sandown Classic, Gr.2, etc), LAW LORD (3 wins incl. Prix Saraca, L, etc), **PERFECT STRIDE[GB]**, Among Equals (2 wins and placed incl. 3rd in KARE Race Day Minstrel Stakes, Gr.3, etc), QAZYNA (2 wins incl. Prix Casimir Delamarre, L, etc). Her dam, PUSHY, won 4 races, £ 37,305 incl. Queen Mary Stakes, Gr.2, Cornwallis Stakes, Gr.3, etc; dam of 13 winners incl. BLUEBOOK (4 wins incl. Fred Darling Stakes, Gr.3, etc; dam of NAKAYAMA EXPRESS, 2 wins incl. EBF Rockingham Handicap, L, etc, Salt Lake, etc), MYSELF (2 wins incl. Nell Gwyn Stakes, Gr.3, etc; dam of SINGLE, GHAYTH, EGO, etc; grandam of Chef, Self Centre'd, etc; 3rd dam of FEEL GLORIOUS, Memories of Silver Stakes, L, etc, MOI MOI MOI, etc), OVAL OFFICE (dam of GLASS OFFICE, 4 wins incl. Duke of York Clipper Logistics Stakes, Gr.2, etc), PUSHOFF (dam of THRILLING DAY, 6 wins incl. Nell Gwyn Stakes, Gr.3, etc; grandam of In Space, Naxos Beach, etc), EYE DROP (dam of THORN TREE, won Kentucky Colonel Stakes, etc; dam of Latahaab, etc; grandam of Jewelled, etc; 3rd dam of ADORNMENT won 2019 Ascot 1000 Guineas, L, etc), NANDA (grandam of VOLKS LIGHTNING, 6 wins incl. Sweynesse Stakes, Gr.3, 2019 Lightning Handicap, L, etc), etc. Tracing to ADMIRATION.
POWER
(Standing at Oaksland Stud, Toowoomba, Australia)

Green Desert | Danzig | Northern Dancer
Oasis Dream | Foreign Courier | Sir Ivor | Courtly Dee
Hope | Dancing Brave | Lyphard
Frappé | Bahamian | Mill Reef | Navajo Princess
Inchinor | Ahonoora | Lorenzaccio
Frappé | Inchmurrin | Helen Nichols

POWER
(b - 2009)

Retired to Stud in 2013. Sire from 4 crops, of 573 named foals, 260 starters, 127 winners, 21 black-type performers, 301 wins, $7,521,792 + ₹46,77,901 incl. GIFT OF POWER (11 wins incl. Wakefield Challenge Stakes, Gr.2, etc), LA FORCE (3 wins incl. 2019 Santa Maria Stakes, Gr.2, etc), CASTILIAD (2 wins incl. Nilgiris 2000 Guineas, Gr.2, etc), POWER O’HATA (Inglis Sales Cambridge Breeders Stakes, Gr.3, etc), PLEASELETMEWIN (Horris Hill Stakes, Gr.3, etc), PEACE ENVOY (sire), MR CLINT (Singapore Guineas, L, etc), RESPIN (NZB Insurance Stakes, L, etc), BIZ POWER, CRISTAL FIZZ, FASOOBA (2019 Macau Summer Trophy, L, etc), Damselfly, Good Complicity, Cry Baby, Jolie, Caricature, Nuclear Fusion, Ohcheede, Divine Power, Satin Belt, Power ‘N’ Glory, etc.

OASIS DREAM, sire of POWER, Champion 2YO in Europe, won 4 races in England at 2 and 3 (5 fur. and 6 fur.) incl. Darley July Cup, Gr.1, Victor Chandler Nunthorpe Stakes, Gr.1, Shadwell Stud Middle Park Stakes, Gr.1 and placed 2nd in Stanley Leisure Sprint Cup, Gr.1, 3rd in Kings Stand Stakes, Gr.2, etc.

Retired to stud in 2004. Sire, from 13 crops, of 1455 foals, 1170 starters, 795 winners, 3 champions, 196 black-type performers, 2492 wins, $74,450,760 incl. MIDDAY (9 wins incl. Pretty Polly Stakes, Gr.1, etc), PROHIBIT (9 wins incl. King’s Stand Stakes, Gr.1, etc), GOLDDREAM (6 wins incl. King’s Stand Stakes, Gr.1, Palace House Stakes, Gr.3, etc), MUHAARAR (5 wins incl. July Cup, Gr.1, Commonwealth Cup, Gr.1, etc; sire), LADY JANE DIGBY (7 wins incl. Grosser Dammayr-Preis-Bayerisches Zuchtenrnenn, Gr.1, etc), CHARMING THOUGHT (sire), QUERARI (sire), ALTA FEDELTALTA, TUSCAN EVENING (Gamelly Stakes, Gr.1, etc), MUARRAB (Dubai Golden Shaheen, Gr.1, etc), ARCANO (sire), NAAQOOS (sire), APPROVE (sire), AQLAAM (sire), SRI PUTRA (sire), CLADOCERA, FROZEN POWER (sire), MONITOR CLOSELY (sire), SHOWCASING (sire), MISHEER, RAINFALL, SANDBAR, VISIT, CAPTAIN GERRARD (sire), GALE FORCE TEN (sire), STARLIT SANDS, FIELD OF DREAM, RAIN DELAYED, MULLEIN, KEREDARI, YOUNG PRETENDER, EASTERNROMANCE, WILKI, MAIN AIM (sire), THAI HAKU, RITHP. PEACE OF OASIS, ANNE OF KIEV, FLAMBEAU, QUIET OASIS, WELWITSCHA, HARD DREAM, SARKIYLA, JWALA, PEACE AT LAST, MIRZA, MAINSAIL, OASIS DANCER, PILOTE D’ESSAI, GROWL, CREATE A DREAM, FOLEGA, POLYDREAM, MYSTIC DAWN, GUSTO[GB] (sire), ERTIJAAL, MRS GALLAGHER, PRETTY POLLYANNA, ENCORE D’OR, etc. Sire in 2019 of SHARJA BRIDGE, IMAGING, AZANO, SHINE SO BRIGHT, CLINT MAROON, MR RITZ, WELL OF WISDOM, etc.

FRAPPE, dam of POWER, 1 win in England; dam of 5 winners viz. THAKAFAAT (3 wins, £104,719 incl. Ribblesdale Stakes, Gr.2, etc; dam of winners), POWER, CURVY (2 wins incl. E.P. Taylor Stakes, Gr.1, Ribblesdale Stakes, Gr.2, etc), APPLAUDED (1 win; dam of AMNESIA, 2 wins, £37,926 incl. Wine Country Stakes, L, etc) and QUANTUM (1 win; dam of winners). Her dam GLATISANT won 2 races, £31,149 incl. South Coast World Prestige Stakes, Gr.3, etc; dam of 5 winners incl. FOOTSTEPSINTHESAND (2 wins, €58,008 incl. Ultimatepoker.com 2000 Guineas, Gr.1, etc; sire), PEDRO THE GREAT (2 wins incl. Keeneland Phoenix Stakes, Gr.1, etc; sire), BELLE D’OR (2 wins incl. The Coral Distaff, L; 3rd in Charm Spirit Dahlia Stakes, Gr.2, etc), FRAPPE, Marie Laurencin (dam of JUNIA TEPZIA, etc), etc. Tracing to MALVA (dam of BLENHEIM, KING SALMON, etc), etc.
RODERIC O’CONNOR[IRE]

(Sitting at Villoo’s Greenfield Farms, Pune, Maharashtra)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sadler’s Wells</th>
<th>Northern Dancer</th>
<th>Neartic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fairy Bridge</td>
<td>Natalma</td>
<td>Bold Reason</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miswaki</td>
<td>Mr. Prospector</td>
<td>Special</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban Sea</td>
<td>Hopespringseternal</td>
<td>Anatevka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allegretta</td>
<td>Lombard</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RODERIC O’CONNOR[IRE] (b – 2008)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Danehill</th>
<th>Danzig</th>
<th>Northern Dancer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Razyana</td>
<td>Pas de Nom</td>
<td>His Majesty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kris</td>
<td>Spring Adieu</td>
<td>Doubly Sure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Durtal</td>
<td>Lyphard</td>
<td>Dema II</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RODERIC O’CONNOR[IRE] won 3 races at 2 and 3 (8 fur.), € 373,030 + £ 68,261 incl. Abu Dhabi Irish 2000 Guineas, Gr.1, Criterium International, Gr.1; 2nd in Dubai Dewhurst Stakes, Gr.1, etc.


This is his sixth crop and the first crop in India.

GALILEO, sire of RODERIC O’CONNOR[IRE], Champion 3YO in Europe in 2001, won 6 races, (8 fur. to 12 fur.), £ 1,621,110 incl. Budweiser Irish Derby, Gr.1, King George VI & Queen Elizabeth Stakes, Gr.1, Vodafone Derby Stakes, Gr.1 and placed 2nd in Irish Champion Stakes, Gr.1. Retired to stud in 2002. Sire from 15 crops of 2749 foals, of 2131 starters, 1446 winners, 504 black-type performers, 14 champions, 3797 wins, $ 260,944,791 incl. FRANKEL (sire), TEOFIL (Darley Dewhurst Stakes, Gr.1, etc; sire), NEW APPROACH (sire), RIP VAN WINKLE (sire), RULER OF THE WORLD (Epsom Derby, Gr.1, etc; sire), ALANDI (Irish St. Leger, Gr.1, etc; sire), LUSH LASHES (Coronation Stakes, Gr.1, etc), AMPERE[FR] (sire in India), SOLDIER OF FORTUNE (sire), CAPE BLANCO (sire), RED ROCKS (sire), SPIRITJIM, CIMA DE TRIOMPHE (sire), NIGHTTIME (Irish 1000 Guineas, Gr.1, etc), KINGSBARNS (sire), ROMANTICA (Prix Jean Romanet, Gr.1, etc), ALLEGRETTO, LINTON, SOUSA, GOLDEN LILAC, IGUGU, NATHANIEL (sire), WAS, GREAT HEAVENS, TREASURE BEACH (sire), MISTY FOR ME, SIXTIES ICON (sire), GALIKOVA, GALLANT TESS, INCANTO DREAM, VENDANGEUR, AGE OF AQUARIUS, ADORED, GRAVITATION, PRIMA LUCE, MAHLER (sire), HELIOSTATIC (sire), BATTLE OF MARENGO (sire), INTELLO (sire), FLYING THE FLAG (sire), THE UNITED STATES, LILY OF THE VALLEY, GLOBAL VIEW (sire), ADELAIDE, NOBLE MISSION (sire), SEVILLE (sire), AUSTRALIA (sire), TOGETHER, FOUND, GLENEAGLES (sire), THE GURKHA (sire), SANS FRONTIERES (sire), TAPESTRY, MARVELLOUS, MAGICIAN (sire), TELESCOPE (sire), GOSPEL CHOIR, ALTANO, HYDRANGEA, PLANETAIREFGB (sire in India), DAVID LIVINGSTON[IRE] (sire in India), ORDER OF ST GEORGE, CAPRI, RHODODENDRON, IDAHO, TAJ MAHAL, FOREVER TOGETHER, FLAG OF HONOUR, YUCATAN, CALL TO MIND, ULYSSES, etc. Sire in 2019 of MAGIC WAND, MAGICAL, WALDGEIST, LOVE, ANTHONY VAN DYCK, HERMOSA, GREY LION, JAPAN, CAPE OF GOOD HOPE, KLAISSE, KEW GARDENS, etc.

SECRET GARDEN, dam of RODERIC O’CONNOR[IRE] won 4 races at 3, $ 91,000 incl. Miles and Morrison October Stakes, L, etc; dam of 5 winners incl. DAZZLING (2 wins incl. Salsabil Stakes, L and placed 2nd in Munster Oaks Noblesse Stakes, Gr.3, etc), RODERIC O’CONNOR[IRE], Weatherstaff, etc. Her dam, CHALAMONT won 2 races and placed; dam of 6 winners incl. SECRET GARDEN, Lady Aquitaíne (dam of CLINT MAROON, won 2019 Woodhaven Stakes, L, etc, LADY OF KYUSHU, etc), Chetwynd (dam of WICKWING, etc; grandam of Delicatezza, etc, etc). Tracing to SPICEBOX.
ROYAL GLADIATOR
(Standing at Pratap Stud, Himmatnagar, Gujarat)

Relaunch
In Reality
Intentionally

Honour and Glory
Foggy Note
The Axe II

Fair to All
Al Nasr
Lyphard

ROYAL GLADIATOR (b - 1998)
Gonfalon
Francis S.

Ela-Mana-Mou
Pitcairn
Petingo

Goodnight Moon[GB]
Rose Berlin
High Hat

Her Grace
Honeyeway
Sybil's Niece

Front Row
Epaulette
Panaview

ROYAL GLADIATOR won 6 races at 3 and 4 (1200 m. to 2800 m.) incl. Kingfisher Colts’ Trial Stakes, Gr.1, Golconda 2000 Guineas, Gr.2, Golconda St. Leger, Gr.2, Nanoli Stud Bangalore Juvenile Million, Gr.2 and placed 2nd in Romanov Bangalore Derby, Gr.1, Knock Out Million, Gr.2, 3rd in The Hindu Golconda Derby, Gr.1, Indian Turf Invitation Cup, Gr.1, 4th in Kingfisher Derby Bangalore, Gr.1, Indian St. Leger, Gr.1, etc.

Retired to stud in 2003. Sire from 13 crops of 251 named foals, of 220 starters, 147 winners, 9 black-type performers, 489 wins, ₹ 19,76,87,115 incl.

LYCIA FALCON (2 wins, ₹ 23,61,565 incl. Calcutta Million, Gr.1, etc), Royal Ambassador (6 wins, ₹ 31,15,780; 2nd in Colts’ Trial Stakes, Gr.1, 4th in Bangalore Juvenile Million, Gr.2, etc), Sound of Cheers (3 wins, ₹ 15,67,757; 4th in Calcutta Million, Gr.2, etc), Secret Punch (6 wins, ₹ 40,54,721; 2nd in Chief Minister's Cup, Gr.3, Mysore Dasara Sprint Championship, Gr.3, etc), Two in One (5 wins, ₹ 40,63,324; 2nd in Calcutta 1000 Guineas, Gr.3, etc), Deep Blue Sky (7 wins, ₹ 24,17,693; 3rd in Mysore Million, Gr.3, etc), Solitaire Royale (6 wins, ₹ 25,49,724; 3rd in Juvenile Sprinters’ Million, Gr.3, etc), Aphrodiasiac (10 wins, ₹ 37,84,285), ROYAL SHAAN (9 wins), ALBERTON STAR (9 wins), READY TO MINGLE (9 wins), ROYAL PRODIGY (9 wins), FLORI DI CAMA (9 wins), etc.

HONOUR AND GLORY, sire of ROYAL GLADIATOR, won 6 races at 2 and 3 (6 fur. to 8.5 fur.) incl. Metropolitan Handicap, Gr.1, San Rafael Stakes, Gr.2, King’s Bishop Stakes, Gr.2, Breeders’ Futurity, Gr.2, and placed 2nd in Santa Anita Derby, Gr.1, Vosburgh Stakes, Gr.1, Boojum Handicap, Gr.2, 3rd in Breeders’ Cup Sprint, Gr.1, Futurity Stakes, Gr.1, etc.


CARESSING (Champion 2YO Filly in USA, won Breeders’ Cup Juvenile Fillies’, Gr.1, etc), SMASHING GLORY (G. P. Jorge de Atucha, Gr.1, etc), PUT IT BACK (sire), KEYED ENTRY (Hutcheson Stakes, Gr.2, etc; sire), COME INTO, EVANGEL GLORY, CUEQUITA GLORY, ONLY GLORY, ALL GLORY, BLUES AND ROYALS (UAE Derby, Gr.2), BATTLE WON, DISCREET HERO, ONE AND TWENTY, HOSCO, MINSON, GLORIOUS ROYAL, PLAYIN ‘N GOLD, NO OTHER NAME, NAME VALUE, LIRIOPE, TIME OVER TIME, LIMITED EDITION, INDIAN GLORIOUS, MACH GLORY, CODIGO DE HONOR, HONOUR DEVIL (sire), BOUCLETTE GLORY, CHEVRONIC, COY COYOTE, U D GHETTO, HENRY NEVER PAYS, BUENAS COSTUMBRES, Take Arms (sire), Dayton Flyer (sire), etc.

Goodnight Moon[GB], dam of ROYAL GLADIATOR, won 4 races and placed 3rd in X.O. Killavullen Stakes, Gr.3, etc; dam of 6 winners incl. ROYAL GLADIATOR, GLENSANDA (2 wins incl. Idar Gold Trophy, Gr.3, etc; dam of Granados, etc), Troppa Freska[USA] (dam of Vijayshaurya, 7 wins, ₹ 54,80,862; 2nd in VIF Godolphin Barb Million, Gr.3, 3rd in Deccan Derby, Gr.1, Golconda 2000 Guineas, Gr.2, etc), Cozzene’s Pride (dam of TSAR XAAR, BOOMERANG BOB, etc; grandam of HAPPY GUY, won Kakatiya Million, Gr.3, etc), etc.

Her dam, Her Grace; dam of 7 winners incl. WARHEAD, etc. Tracing to DISTANT VIEW.
SEDGEFIELD[USA]
(Standing at Jai-Govind Stud, Jaipur, Rajasthan)

Mr. Prospector
Raise a Native
Native Dancer

Gold Digger
Raise You
Nashua

Smart Strike
Smarten
Sequence

Classy 'n Smart
No Class
Cyane

Theatrical
Nureyev
Smarty

Belva
Tree of Knowledge
Sassafras

Committed
Minstinguette
Royal Warrant

SEDGEFIELD[USA]
(ch - 2004)

Sedgefield[USA], won 2 races at 2 and 3 (8 fur.), $ 249,803 and placed incl. 2nd in Lane's End Stakes, Gr.2, Tropical Park Derby, Gr.3, Hallandale Beach Stakes, etc.

Retired to stud in 2009. Sire, from 7 crops of 189 named foals, of 174 starters, 102 winners, 11 black-type performers, 306 wins, $ 16,37,68,388 incl. RAAMES (9 wins, $ 56,98,546 incl. RWITC Ltd. Gold Cup, Gr.2 and placed 2nd in Stayers' Cup, Gr.1, etc), TURF STRIKER (4 wins, $ 85,28,571 incl. Dr P Dayananda Pai & P Sathish Pai Bangalore 2000 Guineas, Gr.2 and placed 2nd in Derby Bangalore, Gr.1, etc), GOLD BAG (8 wins, $ 44,67,092 incl. Noshir & Dolly Dhnjibhoy Sprint Million, Gr.3; 2nd in Dr S C Jain Sprinters' Championship, Gr.2, etc), PURE ZINC (2 wins, $ 29,64,462 incl. Breeders' Juvenile Colts' Championship, Gr.3, etc), Golden Fortune (4 wins, $ 26,62,725; 3rd in Indian St Leger, Gr.1, etc), Vulcan (7 wins, $ 37,87,107; 2nd in C N Wadia Gold Cup, Gr.2, etc), Royal Passion (3 wins, $ 15,53,246; 2nd in S A Poonawalla Multi-Million, Gr.2, etc), Artistry (2nd in Alcock Arabian Million, Gr.3, etc), Ashwa Raftar (7 wins, $ 67,67,054; 3rd in Juvenile Sprinters' Million, Gr.3, etc), Flash Drive (6 wins, $ 42,62,784; 3rd in Maharaja's Cup, Gr.3, etc), Lantana Lady, etc

His eighth crop is in training. This is his ninth crop.

SMART STRIKE, sire of Sedgefield[USA], won 6 races $ 337,376 incl. Philip Handicap, Gr.1, Salvador Mile Handicap, Gr.3, etc.

Retired to stud in 1997 and died in 2015. Sire from 19 crops of 1596 foals, 1290 starters, 957 winners, 244 black-type performers, 13 champions, 3109 wins, $ 150,280,289 incl. CURLIN (sire), SOARING FREE (Atto Mile Stakes, Gr.1), ENGLISH CHANNEL (sire), LOOKIN AT LUCKY (Cashcall Futurity, Gr.1, etc; sire), MY MISS AURELIA (Frizette Stakes, Gr.1, etc), SHADOW CAST (Personal Ensign Handicap, Gr.1, etc), FABULOUS STRIKE (Vosburgh Stakes, Gr.1, etc), SQUARE EDDIE (Breeders' Futurity, Gr.1, sire), STREAMING (Starlet Stakes, Gr.1, etc), CENTRE COURT (Jenny Wiley Stakes, Gr.1, etc), NEVER RETREAT (First Lady Stakes, Gr.1, etc), FORUDEST LAND (Breeders' Cup Dirt Mile, Gr.1, etc), SWAGGER JACK (sire), CROWN QUEEN (Queen Elizabeth Challenge Cup, Gr.1, etc), MINORETTE (Belmont Oaks Invitational Stakes, Gr.1, etc), AIR SUPPORT[USA] (sire in India), SCARLET STRIKE, EYE OF THE SPHYNX, TENPINS (sire), PAPA CLEM (sire), SILVER STREAKER, SHOAL WATER, STRIKE SOFTLY, TUNGSTEN STRIKE, BEL AIR BEAUTY, HIGH STRIKE ZONE, SMART N CLASSY, SUPER FREAKY, FLY SMARTLY, PORTCULLIS, GOLD STRIKE, ADDED EDGE (sire), COMMUNIQUE, UNTIL SUNDOWN (sire), PLEASANT STRIKE (sire), ZANZIBARI (sire), MIDNIGHT CRY, CHIN HIGH, SARANAC LAKE, STRIKE A DEAL, TWILIGHT METEOR, DON'T STRIKE OUT, DEPUTY STRIKE, CAUGHT OUT, WISHLFUL SPLENDOR, MULMUR, NOBLE STRIKE, FEATHERBED, MATCHED, STARLIGHT STRIKE, STRIKE IT UP, PELHAM BAY, COASTAL STRIKE, SMARTY DEB, SPEAK WISELY, DOMINUS (sire), SMART BID (sire), AMOUR BRILLER, GREEN SWEET, LADY OF KYUSHU, DR ARBATACH, FAMILY TREE, EVIDENTLY, etc. Sire in 2019 of BATTLE OF MIDWAY, etc.

Belva, dam of Sedgefield[USA] did not race; dam of 3 winners incl. ENGLISH CHANNEL (13 wins, $ 5,319,028 incl. Breeders' Cup Turf, Gr.1, United Nations Stakes, Gr.1-NCR, etc; sire), Sedgefield[USA], etc; granddam of LUCIDA (Rockfel Stakes, Gr.2 and placed 2nd in Moyglare Stud Stakes, Gr.1, etc), BOBBY'S WICKED ONE (2019 Commonwealth Stakes, Gr.3 and placed 2nd in 2019 Churchill Downs Stakes, Gr.2, etc), etc. Her dam, COMMITTED, Champion Sprinter, won 12 races in Ireland incl. Prix de l'Abbaye de Longchamp, Gr.1, twice; dam of 7 winners incl. PHARMA (dam of Stoptalkingmariag, Petrovich, etc; granddam of MISS FROST, etc), HAP (sire), COMMITTED DANCER, etc, Tracing to SWEETHEART.
SMUGGLER’S COVE[IRE]
(Standing at Track Supreme Stud, Ganganagar, Rajasthan)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Dam</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Danzig</td>
<td>Northern Dancer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fastnet Rock</td>
<td>Pas de Nom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Royal Academy</td>
<td>His Majesty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catana</td>
<td>Spring Adeiu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danzig</td>
<td>Crimson Saint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Dancer</td>
<td>Twigaale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fair Bridge</td>
<td>Nearctic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fairy Bridge</td>
<td>Natalma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darshaan</td>
<td>Bold Reason</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kasora</td>
<td>Special</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kozana</td>
<td>Shirley Heights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kozana</td>
<td>Kris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kozana</td>
<td>Koblenza</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SMUGGLER’S COVE[IRE] won 2 races at 2 (7 fur.), £ 87,477 incl. EBF Star Appeal Stakes, L and placed 3rd in Dubai Dewhurst Stakes, Gr.1, etc.

Retired to stud in 2016. This is his first crop.

FASTNET ROCK, sire of SMUGGLER’S COVE[IRE]. Champion 3YO Colt in Australia in 2004-05, won 6 races at 3 and 4 (5 fur. and 6 fur.), Oakleigh Plate, Gr.1, TEAC Lightning Stakes, Gr.1, Lexus Classic Linlithgow Stakes, Gr.2, Up And Coming Stakes, Gr.2, Rory’s Jester Plate, Gr.3, Roman Consul Stakes, Gr.3 and placed 2nd in Blackmores T J Smith Stakes, Gr.1, Newmarket Handicap, Gr.1, Pago Pago Stakes, Gr.2, San Domenico Stakes, Gr.2, Guineas Prelude, Gr.3, Skyline Stakes, Gr.3, 3rd in Sires’ Produce Stakes, Gr.1, etc.

Retired to stud in 2005. Sire, from 12 crops of 2392 foals, of 1709 starters, 1211 winners, 277 black-type performers, 7 champions, 3208 wins, $ 151,118,170 incl. ALBANY REUNION (Manco Easter Handicap, Gr.1, etc), AMICUS (Schweppes The 1000 Guineas, Gr.1, etc), ATLANTE (Sothys New Zealand 2000 Guineas, Gr.1, etc), ATLANTIC JEWEL (Cathay Pacific Caulfield Stakes, Gr.1, Netc), DIAMONDSANDRUBIES (Sea the Stars Pretty Polly Stakes, Gr.1, etc), DRIENDOFFIN (R. Sangster Stakes, Gr.1, etc), FASCINATING ROCK (Qipco Champion Stakes, Gr.1,etc), FIRST SEAL (Coolmore Flight Stakes, Gr.1, etc), FOXWEDGE (sire), HEROIC VALOUR (Sires' Produce Stakes, Gr.1, etc), IRISH LIGHTS (1000 Guineas, Gr.1, etc), LONE ROCK, MAGICOOL, MOSHEEN (Australian Guineas, Gr.1, etc), NECHTA (Ascot Vale Stakes, Gr.1, etc), PLANET ROCK (1000 Guineas, Gr.1, etc), QUALIFY (Oaks Stakes, Gr.1, etc), ROCK N POP (sire), ROCK CLASSIC, SEA SIREN (BTC Cup, Gr.1, etc), SUPER COOL (Darley Australian Cup, Gr.1, etc), WANTED (sire), YOUR SONG (sire), CLUSTER, CURVED BALL (sire), EMPRESS ROCK, HIGHLY RECOMMENDED (sire), HVASSTAN, JOLIE BAY, LUMOSTY, NINTH LEGION, ONE FOOT IN HEAVEN, PETROLOGY, RAIN DRUM, ROCK STURDY, ROETHESAY (sire), SCANDIVA, SMART MISSILE (sire), TURRET ROCKS, VALENTIA, ZULU LAND, BULL POINT, COUGAR MOUNTAIN[IRE], DINO MAK, FAST N ROCKING, (sire), JADE MARAUDER, JAZZ SONG, LA SALDANA, MISROCK, LOVE MELIKEAROCK, NEENA ROCK, SERENE MAJESTY, STRYKER (sire), UCHENNA, WE'RE GONNA ROCK, ZHUKOVA, AMAH ROCK, ANATINA, AWESOME ROCK, etc.Sire in 2019 of PRINCE FAWAZ (J J Atkins Plate, Gr.1, etc), DREAMFORCE (Tramway Stakes, Gr.2, etc), AVANTAGE, FIANO ROMANO, LONG LEAF, BRIHAM ROCKS, FASTNET TEMPEST, etc.

CHENCHIKOVA dam of SMUGGLER’S COVE[IRE], won 1 race; dam of 3 winners viz. SMUGGLER’S COVE[IRE], UNEX MICHELANGELO (3 wins) and INSTRUCTION (2 wins). Her dam, KASORA, did not race; dam of 9 winners incl. HIGH CHAPARRAL (Champion Sire), BLACK BEAR ISLAND (2 wins incl. totesport.com Dante Stakes, Gr.2 and placed 2nd in Secretariat Stakes, Gr.1, etc), Treasure The Lady (dam of winners), Helena Molony (dam of winners), FATHER OF SCIENCE, THE ETHIOPIAN, CHENCHIKOVA, Mora Bai (unraced; dam of DAVID LIVINGSTON[IRE], sire in India, etc), etc. The next dam, KOZANA, Joint Champion 3YO Filly in France in 1985, won 4 races in France incl. Prix de Malleret, Gr.2 and placed 2nd in Prix du Moulin de Longchamp, Gr.1, etc; dam of 8 winners incl. KHANATA, KOTAMA (granddam of ART EYES, etc), Khoraz (5 wins; 2nd in Premio Paroli-2000 Guineas, Gr.1, Oak Tree Turf Championship Stakes, Gr.1, 3rd in Smurfit National Stakes, Gr.1, etc), Korasoun, etc. Tracing to CHELANDRY (1000 Guineas).
**SPEAKING OF WHICH [IRE]**

(Standing at Usha Stud, Gurgaon, Haryana)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Dam</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Gait</th>
<th>Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Danzig</td>
<td>Northern Dancer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Courier</td>
<td>Sir Ivor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kris</td>
<td>Curly Dee</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eljazzi</td>
<td>Artaius</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Prospector</td>
<td>Raise You</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gold Digger</td>
<td>Iva Reputation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alysheba</td>
<td>Bel Sheba</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SPEAKING OF WHICH [IRE]**

(b.br – 2009)

- **SUITABLY DISCREET**
  - **Alywow**
  - **Triple Wow**

**SPEAKING OF WHICH [IRE]**

- **PEGASUS BYSTORM**
  - **Gr.2 (sire)**
  - **CONQUERING QUEEN**
  - **BAILEYS CACAO**
  - **MADAME TROP VITE**
  - **2019 LOCKWOOD**
  - **5,58,375**
  - **MY PASSION**
  - **1 win, 12,18,750**
  - **ET QUES**
  - **5,38,385**

**ALYWOW**

- **Sire, from his first crop of 24 named foals, 19 starters, 12 winners, 2 black-type performers, 16 wins, ₹ 1,18,11,064 viz.**
- **WIZARD OF STOCKS**
  - **1 win, ₹ 13,22,050**
- **GIFT OF GRACE**
  - **1 win, ₹ 12,75,943**
  - **2nd in Deccan Fillies’ Championships Stakes, Gr.3, etc.**
- **ANGEL GRACE**
  - **2 wins, ₹ 6,07,501**
- **THE GREAT GATSBY**
  - **2 wins, ₹ 9,48,410**
- **WINNING OF STARS**
  - **1 win, ₹ 8,08,385**
- **CAPTAIN MARVELOUS**
  - **1 win, ₹ 7,51,270**
- **DAME ALICIA**
  - **dam of 3 winners incl. DOUBLE WOW (dam of W Meadow SWEET, etc; grandam of MALOSSOL, etc), etc. Tracing to JUVENTAS (Premio Eliseo Ramirez, etc), etc.**

**INVINCIBLE SPIRIT**, sire of **SPEAKING OF WHICH [IRE]**, **won 7 races at 2 to 5 (1200 m.), £ 374,711 incl. Stanley Leisure Sprint Cup, Gr.1, Duke of York Stakes, Gr.3, MacDonagh Boland Stakes, Gr.3, Ripon Champion Trophy 2YO Trophy Stakes, L, Hackwood Stakes, L and placed incl. 2nd in Prix de la Moyse, Gr.3, etc.

**Retired to stud in 2015.**

- **from his first crop of 24 named foals, 19 starters, 12 winners, 2 black-type performers, 16 wins, ₹ 1,18,11,064 viz.**
- **WIZARD OF STOCKS**
  - **1 win, ₹ 13,22,050**
- **GIFT OF GRACE**
  - **1 win, ₹ 12,75,943**
  - **2nd in Deccan Fillies’ Championships Stakes, Gr.3, etc.**
- **ANGEL GRACE**
  - **2 wins, ₹ 6,07,501**
- **THE GREAT GATSBY**
  - **2 wins, ₹ 9,48,410**
- **WINNING OF STARS**
  - **1 win, ₹ 8,08,385**
- **CAPTAIN MARVELOUS**
  - **1 win, ₹ 7,51,270**
- **DAME ALICIA**
  - **dam of 3 winners incl. DOUBLE WOW (dam of W Meadow SWEET, etc; grandam of MALOSSOL, etc), etc. Tracing to JUVENTAS (Premio Eliseo Ramirez, etc), etc.**

**SUITABLY DISCREET**, dam of **SPEAKING OF WHICH [IRE]**, did not race; dam of 7 winners incl. **SPEAKING OF WHICH [IRE]**, **Capital Exposure** (2nd in Juddmonte Beresford Stakes, Gr.2), etc. Their dam, **ALYWOW**, Champion 3YO filly in Canada in 1994, won 7 races, $648,431 incl. Najana Stakes, Gr.3, etc; dam of 3 winners incl. **CITY CENTURY** (Goffs International Stakes Gr.2; 2nd in Irish 2000 Guineas, Gr.1, etc), **HIDDEN CAT** (dam of PEGASUS BYSTORM, GLOBAL POWER, etc), **DAME ALICIA** (dam of Star of Rory, etc), etc. The next dam **TRIPLE WOW** won 14 races, £ 453,274 incl. Next Move Handicap, Gr.3, etc; dam of 7 winners incl. **WOW ME FREE, LA PERouse**, etc; grandam of **MALOSSOL**, etc, etc. Tracing to **JUVENTAS** (Premio Eliseo Ramirez, etc), etc. **SPEAKING OF WHICH [IRE]** won 5 races in Ireland and USA at 3 to 5 (1600 m. to 2000 m.), € 48,930 + $ 271,920 incl. Monmouth Stakes, Gr.2, Tropical Turf Handicap, Gr.3, Airlie Stud Gallinule Stakes, Gr.3 and placed 2nd in Twilight Derby, Gr.2, 3rd in KPMG Enterprise Killerman Stakes, Gr.3, Colonel E.R. Bradley Handicap, Gr.3, etc.
SURFRIDER[IRE]
(Standing at Ruia Stud, Shirval, Maharashtra)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Danehill</th>
<th>Danzig</th>
<th>Northern Dancer</th>
<th>Pas de Nom</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dansili</td>
<td>Razyana</td>
<td>His Majesty</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kahyasi</td>
<td>Ile de Bourbon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kerali</td>
<td>High Line</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SURFRIDER[IRE]
(b - 2008)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rahy</th>
<th>Blushing Groom</th>
<th>Runaway Bride</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ecoutila</td>
<td>Glorious Song</td>
<td>Halo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Manila</td>
<td>Lyphard</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ecoute</td>
<td>Dona Ysidra</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Soundings</td>
<td>Ocean’s Answer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SURFRIDER[IRE] won 3 races in France and USA at 2 to 4 (1200 m. and 1400 m.), € 103,390 + $ 54,400 + Can $ 400 incl. Prix Djebel, Gr.3 and placed 3rd in Qatar Prix de la Foret, Gr.1, Prix des Chenes, Gr.3, etc.

Retired to stud in 2013. Sire, from 3 crops of 45 named foals, 42 starters, 23 winners, 7 black-type performers, 66 wins, ₹ 4,54,82,371 incl. TROUVAILLE (2 wins, ₹ 76,85,200 incl. Pune Derby, Gr.1 and placed 2nd in Poonawalla Breeders’ Multi-Million, Gr.1, etc), TIMELESS (6 wins, ₹44,62,851 incl. Pune Bookmakers’ Association Turf Club Trophy, Gr.3 and placed 3rd in Poonawalla Breeders’ Multi-Million, Gr.1, etc), Mansuétude (2 wins; 3rd in Golkonda 1000 Guineas, Gr.2, etc), Turning Point (6 wins; 2nd in Threptin Fillies’ & Mares’ Stakes, Gr.3, etc), Smashing Approach (3 wins; 3rd in Madras Gold Vase, Gr.3, etc), Gazino (5 wins; 3rd in Akkasaheb Maharaj Trophy, Gr.3, etc), Dunkirk (2 wins; 3rd in Byerly Turk Million, Gr.3, etc), LONG RANGE (5 wins, ₹ 20,19,189), NEWS O’ STAR (4 wins, ₹ 28,13,405), SARVATRA (4 wins, ₹ 18,28,691), CARPE NOCTEM (4 wins, ₹ 13,09,175), BETWEEN THE WATERS (4 wins, ₹ 11,14,512), SURF ROMANCE (3 wins, ₹ 14,60,870), SKYSURFER (3 wins, ₹ 5,69,378), NOAHS ARK (2 wins, ₹ 17,75,750), DESERT HAWK (2 wins), EXOTIC LADY (2 wins), LOIRE (2 wins), WILD WINGS, SMARTY, etc

His fourth crop is in training. This is his fifth crop.

DANSILI, sire of SURFRIDER[IRE], won 5 races at 2 to 4 (8 fur.), ₹ 373,602 incl. Prix du Muguet, Gr.2, Prix Messidor, Gr.3, Prix Edmond Blanc, Gr.3 and placed 2nd in Champagne Lanson Sussex Stakes, Gr.1, Dubai Poule d’Essai des Poulains-French Two Thousand Guineas, Gr.1, Prix de la Foret, Gr.1, 3rd in Prix du Moulin de Longchamp, Gr.1, etc.

Retired to stud in 2001. Sire, from 16 crops, of 1523 foals, of 1190 starters, 851 winners, 215 black type performers, 3 champions, 2585 wins, $ 101,049,109 incl. RAIL LINK (sire), ZAMBEZI SUN (sire), PRICE TAG (Matriarch Stakes, Gr.1), WE ARE (Prix Saint-Alary, Gr.1, etc), MISS FRANCE (English 1000 Guineas, Gr.1, etc), WITH YOU, THE FUGUE, HARBINGER (sire), PROVISO, FLINTSHIRE (sire), QUEEN’S TRUST (Breeders’ Cup Filly & Mare Turf, Gr.1), AVIATE, MAGO, ZOFFANY (sire), FAMOUS NAME (sire), ICE BLUE, ZACINTO (sire), ILLUSTRIOUS BLUE (sire), STRATEGIC PRINCE (sire), DIAMOND DIVA, STRAWBERRYDAQUIRI, PASSAGE OF TIME, JUST WONDERFUL, GENERAL JUMBO, SENSE OF JOY, SILVER TOUCH, THOUSAND WORDS (sire), EARLY MARCH (sire), CUSSOON, DONT DILI DALI[GB], HIGH HEEL SNEAKERS, QUENCHED, DARING DIVA, DANSANT (sire), BATED BREATH (sire), SHAWEEL (sire), EMULOUS, REQUINTO (sire), DELEGATOR (sire), CHAMPIONS GALLERY (sire), GRANTLEY ADAMS, DREAM PEACE, TESTOSTERONE, DANDINO, HOME AFFAIRS[GB] (sire), FORETTELLER, RIPOSTE, BEWITCHED, FIRE LILY, GRAND MARSHAL, MAHSOOB (sire), ENTIFAADHA, TRAIR FLUORS, GRAND JETE, SHUTTER SPEED, MUNTAHAA, MOOTASADIR, etc. Sire in 2019 of LE JUGE, BLOWOUT, etc.

Leading Sire in 2006. Ecoutila dam of SURFRIDER[IRE] did not race; dam of 4 winners viz. ENTICEMENT (dam of DIPLOMA, etc), SURFRIDER[IRE], Loyalty and BETILLA (dam of winners). Her dam, ECOUTE, won 4 races incl. Prix Isola Bella, L: 3rd in Prix Saint-Alary, Gr.1, etc; dam of 2 winners viz. Listen Indy (Norfolk Stakes, Gr.2, etc) and MINDTWIST, Listen A.P. (dam of SILENTO, etc), Secret Question (dam of Jo All The Way, Sommesnil, Al Mohalhal, etc), etc. The next dam, SOUNDINGS, won 2 races; dam of 7 winners incl. PAS DE REPONSE (Cheveley Park Stakes, Gr.1, etc; dam of SONNERIE, SAYING, SUNDAY DOUBT[USA], sire in India, etc; grandam of DICTON, etc), GREEN TUNE, ECOUTE, DIDYME, Oceanique (dam of SNOWDAY, OKANA, etc), etc. Tracing to SISTER LUMLEY.
SUSSEX[GB]
(Standing at Pratap Stud, Himmatnagar, Gujarat)

Danehill
Northern Dancer
Pas de Nom
Razyana
His Majesty
Chandelle
Graustark
Sussex[GB]
(b - 2001)

Danehill
Northern Dancer
Nearctic
Pas de Nom
Admiral’s Voyage
Razyana
Spring Adieu
Buckpasser
Kris
Doubly Sure
Reliance II
Oh So Sharp
Graustark
Ribot
Oh So Fair
Chandelle
Ribot
Flower Bowl
Flower Bowl

Sussex[GB] placed 2nd in his only start at 2, £ 1,736.

Retired to stud in 2006. Sire, from 10 crops of 126 named foals, of 118 starters, 84 winners, 4 black-type performers, 258 wins, £ 11,03,18,115 incl. TOP STRIKER (5 wins, £ 45,06,846 incl. Bangalore Winter Million, Gr.3, etc), Blazing Touch (3 wins, £ 32,89,288 and placed incl. 2nd in Golconda Derby, Gr.1, etc), Cocoanut (6 wins, £ 34,55,811; 2nd in BJR’s Gallops North India Derby, Gr.3, etc), Topspot (6 wins; 3rd in Juvenile Sprinters’ Million, Gr.3, etc), JHLMIL (8 wins, £16,81,800), BRAVE FIGHTER (8 wins, £ 15,94,586), GREEN IMAGE (7 wins, £ 36,84,216), EXTRA SPARK (7 wins, £ 27,75,375), WIN AGAIN (7 wins, £ 23,60,650), ROBUST (6 wins, £28,96,799), DISTANT DRUMS (6 wins, £ 24,73,991), WINDS AND WAVES (5 wins, £ 21,05,664), FINE RACER (5 wins, £ 18,75,000), BLACK CAVIOUR (5 wins, £16,89,850), BLUES LEGEND (5 wins, £ 16,58,215), CONTRIBUTOR (5 wins, £ 14,73,760), SONG OF AFRICA (5 wins, £13,59,279), STOLEN DATE (5 wins, £ 12,88,639), BALAS GLORY (5 wins, £ 11,77,652), STAR PROSPECT, SUSSEX DOWN, ONE OF A KIND, SALSA TOUCH, PHENOMENAL SPEED, XLITE, JOEY, ESTABLISH PREDATOR, SHARP GIRL, UNTITLED, BRIGHT HEART, GREEN OLIVE, GOOD EARTH, FIRELIGHT, etc.

His eleventh crop is in training. This is his twelfth crop.

DANEHILL, sire of Sussex[GB] Champion 3YO Sprinter in Europe, won 4 races at 2 and 3 (1200 m. and 1400 m.), £ 175,924 incl. Ladbroke Sprint Cup, Gr.1, Cork and Orrery Stakes, Gr.3, European Free Handicap, L and placed 3rd in Two Thousand Guineas, Gr.1, etc.

Retired to stud in 1990; shuttled to Australia and Japan; died in 2003. Sire, from 14 crops of 2500 foals, of 2086 starters, 1608 winners, 582 black-type performers, 27 champions, 5381 wins, $ 283,119,287 incl. DUKE OF MARMALADE (sire), GEORGE WASHINGTON (sire), ROCK OF GIBRALTAR (sire), DANEHILL DANCER (sire), EXCEED AND EXCEL (sire), REDOUTE’S CHOICE (sire), ORATORIO (sire), CAICIQUE (sire), PEEPING FAWN (Irish Oaks, Gr.1), CHAMPS ELYSEES, ZIPPING, PROMISING LEAD, ECHELON, ARTISTE ROYAL, HOLY ROMAN EMPEROR (sire), MOUNTAIN HIGH (sire), DESERT KING (sire), LANDSEER (sire), SIMPLY PERFECT, RUMPLESTILTSKIN, WESTERNER (sire), INDIAN DANEHILL (sire), MOZART (sire), TIGER HILL (sire), CLODOVIL (sire), SPARTACUS (sire), THE DUKE, DARCI BRAHMA (sire), BANKS HILL, PUNCTILIOUS, REGAL ROSE, WANNABE GRAND, DANISH, ELVSTROEM (sire), DANSILI (sire), AUSSIE RULES (sire), ACE[IRE] (sire), MULTIDIMENSIONAL[IRE] (sire), ADMIRALOFTHEFLEET[USA] (sire), Chevalier[IRE], etc.


OH SO SHARP, dam of Sussex[GB], Champion 3YO Filly, won 7 races incl. One Thousand Guineas, Gr.1, etc; dam of 7 winners viz. ROSEFINCH (2 wins incl. Prix Saint-Alary, Gr.1, etc; dam of ROCSIUS, etc; grandam of JIMANDO, TRUE STORY, etc), SHAIMA (dam of SHANTOU, sire, etc; grandam of Hazeymm, Black Eagle, etc), Sacho, Savoire Vivre, Ben Alisky, OUTSPOKEN, FELITZA, Sharpwitted (dam of FUN AND GAMES, etc), etc. Her dam, OH SO FAIR, won 1 race; dam of 9 winners incl. OH SO SHARP, ROUSSALKA (dam of RISTNA, SHAHID, etc; grandam of JEDBURGH, etc; 3rd dam of AMEERAT, NIGHT CARNATION, COLLIER HILL, etc), ENTIENNE GERARD (sire), PALM ISLAND (sire), MY FAIR NIECE, Maratona (grandam of WATERWAYS, ADRIAN, in India, etc), Oh So Hot (3rd dam of HIBAAYEB, ARNOLD LANE, etc), etc. Tracing to MUMTAZ MAHAL.
TALE OF THE CAT
Retired to stud in 2017

TALE OF A CHAMPION[USA]
Retired to stud in 1999

IF ANGELS SANG dam of
ALPHA KITTEN
BLACKJACKCAT
TRUSTING

TALE OF EKATI

SUNRISE
Possibly Perfect Stakes,
Fair Grounds Handicap,
TELL A TALE

LION HEART
(Standing at Sarvang Stud, Bengaluru, Karnataka)

Storm Cat
Storm Bird
Northern Dancer
South Ocean
Terlingua
Secretariat
Crimson Saint
Mr. Prospector
Narrate
Raise a Native
Gold Digger
Bold Reasoning
Boldernessian
My Charmer
Reason to Earn
Poker
Northern Dancer
Terlingua
Crimson Saint

TALE OF A CHAMPION[USA] won 6 races in USA at 4 and 5 (1000 m. to 2000 m.), $ 271,193 incl. Charles Whittingham Memorial Handicap, Gr.2, Bob Umphrey Turf Sprint Stakes, L and placed 3rd in Joe Hernandez Stakes, L, etc.
Retired to stud in 2017. This is his first crop.

TALE OF THE CAT, sire of TALE OF A CHAMPION[USA], won 5 races at 3 and 4 (7 fur. and 9 fur.), $ 360,900 incl. King Bishop’s Stakes, Gr.2 and placed 2nd in Whitney Handicap, Gr.1, 3rd in Vosburgh Stakes, Gr.1 (twice), etc.
Retired to stud in 1999. Sire, from 18 crops of 2618 foals, of 2044 starters, 236 black-type performers, 4 champions, 4545 wins, $ 141,166,465 incl. GIO PONTI (Champion Turk Male, twice and Older Male, 12 wins, $ 6,169,800 incl. Arlington Million Stakes, Gr.1, Man o’ War Stakes, Gr.1, twice, Shadwell Turf Mile Stakes, Gr.1, twice, etc; sire), SHE’S A TIGER (Champion 2YO Filly, 3 wins, $ 727,657 incl. Del Mar Debutante Stakes, Gr.1, 2nd in Breeders’ Cup Juvenile Fillies, Gr.1, etc), STOPCHARGINGMARRIA (9 wins, $ 3,014,000 incl. Longines Breeders’ Cup Distaff, Gr.1, Alabama Stakes, Gr.1, American Oaks, Gr.1, etc), LION HEART (5 wins, $ 1,390,800 incl. Haskell Invitational Handicap, Gr.1, etc; sire), TALE OF EKATI (5 wins, $ 1,182,992 incl. Wood Memorial Stakes, Gr.1, etc; sire), GATHERING (4 wins, $ 945,289 incl. WATC Railway Stakes, Gr.1, etc), GLAMOUR PUSS (Seppelt Slinger Stakes, Gr.1, etc), MY TRUSTY CAT (Humana Distaff Handicap, Gr.1, etc), TELL A TALE (First Sovereign Trust New Zealand Two Thousand Guineas, Gr.1, etc), CAT MOVES (Prioress Stakes, Gr.1, etc), CATBOAT, A SHIN TOP, FAVORITE TALE, BLACKJACKCAT, TALE OF SILENCE, MEAL PENALTY (sire), PURREALIST (sire), TRUSTING (sire), APPEALING TALE, FORTY TALES (sire), REAL SAGA (sire), BE GENTLE, SPELLBINDER (sire), MALEVOLA, PLATINUM COUPLE, FALKIRK (sire), BENZINI, CAT BY THE TALE, SCAREDEE CAT (sire), PURENESS, WILLOW CREEK, ALPHA KITTEN, DE LIGHTNING RIDGE, WHOOP! CAT, OVERDRIVEN (sire), FELINE STORY, UBQUITOUS, STARS TO SHINE, QUEEN OF THE CASTLE, ARTEMUS SUNRISE (sire), ASHLEY’S KITTY, NINE TALES, CATCOMINATCHA, GRAND PRIX, etc.

IF ANGELS SANG dam of TALE OF A CHAMPION[USA] won 4 races, $ 108,715 and placed; dam of 7 winners incl. ILUSORA (5 wins, Pesos 221,000 incl. Ines Victorica Roca, Gr.3, etc; dam of a winner), MR. ROARY (4 wins, $ 249,730 incl. Eddie D Stakes, Gr.3 etc), TALE OF A CHAMPION[USA], BANDUA (3 wins incl. 2019 Arlington Handicap, Gr.3-NCR; 2nd in 2019 Fair Grounds Handicap, Gr.3, 3rd in 2019 Secretariat Stakes, Gr.1, etc), THEATRE BUFF (dam of ODEON, 6 wins incl. James Boags Premium Melbourne Cup Day Stakes, etc), Just Pray (dam of OLYMPIC FLUKE, 7 wins, Reals 168,448 incl. Enio Buffolo, Gr.3, etc), etc. Her dam CHAPEL OF DREAMS, won 7 races, $ 643,912 incl. Palomar Handicap, Gr.2, etc; dam of 6 winners incl. Seeking The Dream (6 wins and placed 3rd in Kentuckiana Stakes, L, etc), BRIDAL TEA (dam of POSTPONED, sire, BRIDESMAID, etc), Wiener Wald (dam of ON REFLECTION, Wiener Valkyrie, Riotous Applause, etc; granddam of TICKER TAPE, 8 wins incl. Queen Elizabeth II Challenge Cup Stakes, Gr.1, etc), BRANDO, 8 wins incl. Coral Charge Sprint Stakes, Gr.3 and placed 2nd in 2019 Prix Maurice de Gheest, Gr.1, 3rd in 2019 Abernant Stakes, Gr.3, etc, INVINCIBLE WARRIOR, DARING DANCER, HAMP, etc; 3rd dam of RECKLESS ABANDON, won Middle Park Stakes, Gr.1, etc, BEST APPROACH, etc), Child Bride (dam of JUNIPER PASS, etc; grandam of LEMOONA, won 2019 Possibly Perfect Stakes, L, etc, etc. Tracing to CHEROKEE ROSE II.
TOP CLASS[USA]
(Standing at Mukteshwar Stud, Shakarpur Samaspur, Uttar Pradesh)

**Storm Bird**
Northern Dancer – Nearctic
South Ocean – Natalma
Storm Cat
Shining Sun – New Providence
Crimson Saint – Bold Ruler
Top Class[USA] (dk b/r - 2004)
Mr Prospector – Shadai
Secretariat
Terlingua
Crimson Saint – Somethingroyal
Coup de Folie
Mr Prospector – Raise A Native
Gone West
Secrettame
Salchow
Nijinsky[CAN] – Northern Dancer

STORM CAT, sire of TOP CLASS[USA], won 4 races in USA at 2 and 3 (6 fur. to 8.5 fur.), $570,610 incl. Young America Stakes, Gr.1 and placed incl. 2nd in Breeders’ Cup Juvenile, Gr.1, World Appeal Stakes, 4th in Annapolis Stakes, L, etc.

Retired to stud in 2010. Sire from 6 crops, of 114 named foals, 103 starters, 68 winners, 10 black-type performers, 204 wins, $11,65,82,109 incl. SHIVANSH (7 wins, $89,96,425 incl. Calcuta Monsoon Derby, Gr.2; 3rd in Calcuta Derby, Gr.1, etc), EMPEROR CRUISE (3 wins, $32,98,264 incl. Juvenile Sprinters’ Million, Gr.3, etc), Thailand (1 win, $20,83,391; 2nd in Fillies’ Championship Stakes, Gr.1, 3rd in Forbes Breeders’ Juvenile Fillies’ Championship, Gr.3, etc), Topnotch (2nd in Calcutta Million, Gr.2, etc), Interstellar (9 wins; 2nd in Calcutta 1000 Guineas, Gr.3, etc), That’s My Class (4 wins, $51,96,367; 3rd in Godolphin Barb Million, Gr.3, Alcock Arabian Million, Gr.3, etc), Theo (4 wins; 3rd in Indian Champagne Stakes, Gr.3, etc), Furious N’ Fast (2 wins, $15,54,209; 3rd in Forbes Breeders’ Juvenile Fillies’ Championship, Gr.3, etc), Victory Parade (2 wins; 3rd in Godolphin Barb Million, Gr.3, etc), Avellino (3rd in Indian Champagne Stakes, Gr.3, etc), MASTER NOVAK (9 wins, $31,25,100), VAZRA (6 wins, $22,29,975), NOBLE ONE (6 wins, $14,69,500), ASHWA JAGIRA (6 wins, $13,47,500), TOP KING (6 wins), PEREGRINE (6 wins), etc.

His seventh crop is in training. This is his eighth crop.

SIMADARThA, dam of TOP CLASS[USA], won 1 race in France; dam of 4 winners incl. Vault (2 wins; 3rd in Two Thousand Guineas Trial Stakes, Gr.3, etc), TOP CLASS[USA], Big Sink Star (unplaced; dam of CALGARY CAT, etc), Sheer Brilliance (unraced; dam of Champagne’ni Caviar, etc). Her dam, Salchow, did not race; dam of 5 winners incl. WAY OF LIGHT (sire), TIMBER ICE (2 wins; dam of Perfect Timber, etc), PHI, TRIANGULAR, etc. The next dam COUP DE FOLIE, won 4 races incl. Prix d’Aumale, Gr.3, etc; dam of 7 winners incl. COUPE DE GENIE (dam of DENEBOLA, SNAKE MOUNTAIN, GLIA, LOVING KINDNESS, etc; grandam of BAGO, sire, BETA, PEACE CAMP, MAXIOS, etc; 3rd dam of EMMOLLIENT, etc), MACHIAVELLIAN (Leading sire), EXIT TO NOWHERE (sire), HYDRO CALIDO (dam of SHINKO CALIDO, ESPERERO, etc; grandam of FIFTY ONER, etc; 3rd dam of FESTIVALE, etc), OCEAN OF WISDOM (sire), Fomalhaut, Rafina (dam of ADMIRALOTHFLEET[USA], sire in India, etc), etc. Tracing to FLYING WITCH.
VARENAR[FR]  
(Standing at Equus Stud, Talegaon, Maharashtra)

Danehill  
Danzig  
Northern Dancer  
Pas de Nom  
Mr. Prospector  
His Majesty  
Spring Adieu  
Unilateral  
What a Treat  
Varenar  
Push a Button  
Bold Lad[IRE]  
Rock of Gibraltar  
Mr. Prospector  
Razayana  
Visor  
Be My Guest  
Northern Dancer  
Visoramo  
Raise a Native  
River Lady  
Visorina  
Gold Digger  
Nashua  
Society Rock  
Sangfroid  
Spectacular Bid  
Bold Bidder  
Society Rock  
Visor  
Society Rock  
Tuerta  
Forti  

VARENAR[FR], Highweighted at 3 on French Free Hand, won 4 races at 2 and 3 (7 fur. and 8 fur.), € 246,525 + £ 5,400 incl. Prix de la Foret, Gr.1 and placed 2nd in Prix de la Porte Maillot, Gr.1, Prix du Pin, Gr.3, etc.


ROCK OF GIBRALTAR, sire of VARENAR[FR]. Champion 3YO in Europe in 2002, Joint 2nd Top Rated 2YO Colt in England in 2001, won 10 races at 2 and 3 (5 fur. to 8 fur.), € 1,888,048 incl. Irish 2000 Guineas, Gr.1, 2000 Guineas, Gr.1, Dewhurst Stakes, Gr.1, Grand Criterium, Gr.1, Prix du Moulin de Longchamp, Gr.1, St. James’s Palace Stakes, Gr.1, Sussex Stakes, Gr.1, Railway Stakes, Gr.3; 2nd in Breeders’ Cup Mile, Gr.1, etc.

Retired to study in 2003; shuttled to Australia. Sire, from 15 crops of 2584 foals, of 2063 starters, 1334 winners, 248 black-type performers, 6 champions, 4217 wins, ₹ 109,246,102 incl. MOUNT NELSON (sire), ALBORAN SEA (Flying Championship, Gr.1, etc), SOCIETY ROCK (sire), PRINCE GIBRALTAR (sire), EAGLE MOUNTAIN (sire), DIAMONDRELLA (Just a Game Handicap, Gr.1, etc), ROCK KINGDOM, SEVENTH ROCK (sire), SAMITAR, GOLDEN ARCHER (sire), EUROPA POINT, BRILLO DESOL, ADMIRAL, PAMPELONNE, TRUE TO FORM, SEA OF HEARTBREAK, BELLE DE CRECY, CELTIC ROCK, ARCETRI, RICH GIRL, PROART (sire), GIBRALTAR BLUE, LOVETRISTA, LA ROCKET, BOOK OF KELLS, ROCK ME BABY, EISHIN OSMAN, KITTY MATCHAM, SOFAST, TRES ROCK, DANON, SOLID BILLING, STARLISH, BLESSED LUCK, GAMBLE ME, THREE ROCKS, GENUINE DEVOTION, HIGH ROCK, MUSIDORA, ROCK OF ROCHELLE (sire), MURTAJILL (sire), SEVENTH ROCK (sire), KANDAHAR RUN (sire), UNILATERAL, SWEETER STILL, YELLOWSTONE (sire), SANTINO THEANN, PILLAR OF HERCULES, ROCKHORSE, Utrecht, AJAXANA, CASCADA SURENA, JESSY BELLE, TEXAS ROCK, MAGIA PARA TODOS, ROCK 'N' GOLD, GIBRALTAR POINT, QUARTETO DE CORDAS, etc. Sire in 2019 of GRITOGANADOR, LA DOROTHEA, ZIYAD, etc.

VISOR, dam of VARENAR[FR], won 1 race, $ 14,775; dam of 9 winners incl. VARENAR[FR], VISINDAR (3 wins incl. Prix Greffulhe, Gr.2, etc), VISORAMA (3 wins incl. Prix de Flore, Gr.3 and placed 3rd in G.P. de Saint-Cloud, Gr.1, etc; dam of VAZIRABAD, won Dubai Gold Cup, Gr.2, Prix Vicomtesse Vigier, Gr.2; 2nd in Prix Royal-Oak, Gr.1, etc, VISORIYNA, etc), VISIONARY (sire), Visorhill, Visionnaire (3rd in French Oaks, Gr.1, etc; dam of VISIONARIO, etc, Vision Celebre, Visiyan, etc; granddam of Viserano, etc), Viyadana (dam of DANON MAJOR, etc, etc). Her dam, LOOK[USA], won 1 race; dam of 8 winners incl. FICKLE FATE (dam of Grant Park, Devil’s Look, etc), etc. Tracing to CHELANDRY.
ARISTOCRATIC LADY, dam of WESTERN ARISTOCRAT[USA]. Retired to stud in 2013. Sire, from 3 crops of 92 named foals, of 84 starters, 57 winners, 14 black-type performers, 156 wins, $ 27,470 + $ 180,000 incl. Jamaica Handicap, Gr.1 and placed 3rd in Hollywood Derby, Gr.1, Jersey Stakes, Gr.3, RSA Thoroughbred Stakes, L, etc.

**Retired to stud in 2013.** Sire, from 3 crops of 92 named foals, of 84 starters, 57 winners, 14 black-type performers, 156 wins, $ 27,470 + $ 180,000 incl. Jamaica Handicap, Gr.1 and placed 3rd in Hollywood Derby, Gr.1, Jersey Stakes, Gr.3, RSA Thoroughbred Stakes, L, etc.

**WESTERN ARISTOCRAT[USA]**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mr. Greeley</th>
<th>Raise a Native</th>
<th>Gold Digger</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Secretame</td>
<td>Secretariat</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamerett</td>
<td>Bold Ruler</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broadway</td>
<td>Dancer's Image</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leven Ones</td>
<td>Hail to Reason</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bramalea</td>
<td>Princequillo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bridgework</td>
<td>Fappiano</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Jove</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Savage Bunny</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Westminster Lady**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kris S.</th>
<th>Sharp Queen</th>
<th>Prancequillo</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Roberto</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dancer's Image</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leven Ones</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hail to Reason</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bridgework</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fappiano</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Jove</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Savage Bunny</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**American Dynasty**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Northern Dynasty</th>
<th>Northen Jove</th>
<th>Savage Bunny</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Demure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
WHATSTHESCRIPT[IRE]
(Standing at Kunigal Stud, Kunigal, Karnataka)

Waajib
Royal Applause
Flying Melody
Lion Cavern
Grizel
Polska

WHATSTHESCRIPT[IRE]
(b – 2004)

WHATSTHESCRIPT[IRE] won 7 races in Ireland and USA at 2 to 6, € 16,044 + $ 979,623 incl. Del Mar Mile Handicap, Gr.2, American Handicap, Gr.2, Generous Stakes Handicap, Gr.3, Pasadena Stakes, L, Keep The Promise Stakes, Pinjara Stakes and placed 2nd in Eddie Read Handicap, Gr.1, Crown Royal American Turf Stakes, Gr.3, Knickerbocker Stakes, Gr.3, 3rd in Breeders Cup Mile, Gr.1, Eddie Read Stakes, Gr.1, American Handicap, Gr.2, Oak Tree Mile Stakes, Gr.2, Korean Racing Association Tyros Stakes, L, Battlefield Stakes, etc.

Retired to stud in USA in 2010; put into training in USA in 2011; retired to stud in USA in 2011; relocated in India in 2012. Sire, from 6 crops of 122 foals, 108 starters, 72 winners, 11 black-type performers, 183 wins, $ 641,819 + ₹ 10,25,28,490 incl. GERMANICUS (5 wins, ₹ 1,08,57,125 incl. Golconda Derby, Gr.1, Golconda 2000 Guineas, Gr.2; 2nd in Kingfisher Ultra Pune Derby, Gr.1, etc), WATCHMYSERIPT (9 wins, ₹ 90,83,426 incl. Threptin Fillies’ & Mares’ Stakes, Gr.3; 2nd in Bangalore 1000 Guineas, Gr.2, etc), SERENITA (4 wins, ₹ 37,39,438 incl. Gool $ Poonawalla Million, Gr.3, etc), Shesmyscript (2nd in Bangalore Summer Million, Gr.3, etc), Emidio (2nd in Juvenile Sprinters’ Million, Gr.3, etc), Malwa (1 win; 2nd in Mysore 2000 Guineas, Gr.3, etc), Aragonda Princess (3rd in Alcock Arabian Million, Gr.3, etc), Victorious Sermon (3rd in S A Poonawalla Million, Gr.3, etc), Swansea (3rd in Byerly Turk Million, Gr.3, etc), Demerara (3rd in Christmas Cup, Gr.3, etc), Whatssalutedrama (2nd in Generous Portion Stakes, etc), NAAZAAN (8 wins), SPLASH PROOF (6 wins), ETERNALINSPIRATION (5 wins), SCRIPT WRITER, FLAG FLYING, POWER OF THOR, OPENING ACT, NEW BEGINNING, etc.

His seventh crop is in training. This is his eighth crop.

Champion freshman sire in India in 2015-16.

ROYAL APPLAUSE, sire of WHATSTHESCRIPT[IRE], Champion Older Sprinter in Europe, won 9 races at 2 to 4 (1050 m. to 1200 m.), £ 374,437 incl. Middle Park Stakes, Gr.1, Haydock Park Sprint Cup, Gr.1, Gimcrack Stakes, Gr.2; 2nd in July Cup, Gr.1, etc.

Retired to Stud in 1998. Sire, from 19 crops of 1436 foals, 1166 starters, 716 winners, 93 black-type performers, 1 champion, 2275 wins, $ 46,191,970 incl. TICKER TAPE (8 wins incl. Queen Elizabeth II Challenge Cup Stakes, Gr.1, American Oaks Invitational, Gr.1, etc), ACCLAMATION (sire), FINJAAN (sire), BATTLE OF HASTINGS, LOVELACE (sire), PLEASE SING, NEVISON LAD, MISTER COSMI, CRIME SCENE, HABAAYIB, TAKE A BOW, MAJESTIC MISSILE (sire), PRINCE SIEGFRIED, MOTH BALL, TREMAR, PEAK TO CREEK, SAIGON, ROYAL EXCHANGE, EXPENSIVE, LUNA ROYALE, NICE APPLAUSE, ROYAL INTRIGUE, PRINCE CHARMING, ROYAL STORM, AUDITORIUM, ROSA DELLE ALPI, COLONEL COTTON, MARIINSKY, SIR ALBERT, THE BONS KING, KULACHI, SPIDER POWER (sire), SIR MAXIMILIAN, NICE NAME, JAKABY JADE, BRIDGE ROYAL GAME, ROYAL JULIUS, etc. Sire in 2019 of ROYAL ALBERT HALL, etc.

GRIZEL, dam of WHATSTHESCRIPT[IRE], won 3 races and placed; dam of 1 winner viz. WHATSTHESCRIPT[IRE]. Her dam, POLSKA, won 1 race; dam of 9 winners incl. QUEEN OF POLAND (2 wins incl. Star Stakes, L; 2nd in May Hill Stakes, Gr.2, etc; dam of Briateke, etc), PERSIAN SEA, Policy (grandam of ELUSIVE TIME, etc), etc. The next dam, AQUABA, won 7 races incl. Cottilion Handicap, Gr.3, etc; dam of 7 winners incl. MILLSTREAM (dam of BAARIDD, Core Element, etc), Dancing Diamonds (dam of MACTAYMAN, etc; grandam of MINE OF FIRE, etc), etc. Tracing to HEATHER BELL.
# SPECIALTY EQUINE INTEREST PRODUCTS AT A GLANCE

## EQUINE BREEDING SPECIALTY MEDICINES & INSTRUMENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pneumabort-K+1b</td>
<td>Equine Rhinopneumonitis Vaccine)</td>
<td>10 Doses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calvenza 03 EIV</td>
<td>Equine Influenza Virus Vaccine)</td>
<td>20 ml</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLUVAC Innovator EHV 4/1</td>
<td>Equine Influenza &amp; EHV 4 &amp; 1 Vaccine)</td>
<td>10 ml</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estrumate Injection</td>
<td>CloprostenolSodiumInj.250mcg/ml</td>
<td>20 ml</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regumate Equine Oral</td>
<td>Synthetic Progestagen-allyltrenbolone)</td>
<td>1 Litre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xylaxil-100Injection</td>
<td>XylazineHCl100mg/ml</td>
<td>50 ml</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finadyne Injection</td>
<td>Flunixin Meglumine 50 mg/ml Injection)</td>
<td>20 ml</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essential 6 Spot On Horse</td>
<td>help manage cutaneous disorders in Horse</td>
<td>4x30ml</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## HOOF CARE & REPAIR SYSTEM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EQUILOX</td>
<td>Hoof Repair Material</td>
<td>2 Oz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EQUILOX</td>
<td>Hoof Repair Material</td>
<td>14 Oz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispensing Gun</td>
<td>For Dispensing from more economic14 oz Equilox Bottle)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SURESHOT EQ</td>
<td>Hoof Deep Cleanser in Sachet)</td>
<td>5 gms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SURESHOT BOOT</td>
<td>Activator Boot for Sure Shot EQ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Other Veterinary Instruments & Equipments

- DbI Guarded Culture Swabs
- Vaginal Speculum
- Equine Dental Instruments
- Hoof Care Instruments
- Castration Instruments
- Equine Specialty Instruments
- Estrus Detector - Cow/Mare
- IV Flushing Catheter Sets
- Castration Instruments
- Dental RASPs
- Hoof Cutters/Trimmers
- Obstetrical Instruments
- Pole Syringes (Jab Sticks)
- Ultrasound Machines
- Stomach & Feeding Tubes
- Other Obstetrical Instruments
- Mouth Gag
- Hoof Knives & RASP
- Orthopedic Instruments
- Pole / Dog Catchers
- Tattooing Instruments

## Powerful Animal Hair Clippers and Special Blades

**ANDIS & HAUPTNER**

High Power Professional Clippers a Wide Range of Blades for All Needs

**trovan UNIQUE**

(Electronic Animal Identification – Microchips & Readers)

## Sole Distributor in India

**HELPRO HEALTH PRODUCTS & SERVICES**

Pune : 127-128 (1st Floor Parmar Park-Ii, Wanowarie, PUNE - 411 040.

Tele:(020)26854376 Mob:9422316420 Email:helpro.mehra@gmail.com

Do Consult Your Horse Vet Before Administering Drugs or Carrying Out Any Veterinary Procedure

(Above being imported products their supply is subject to availability at the time of receipt of order)
CLASSIC DOUBLE BY LEADING 1ST CROP SIRE SPEAKING OF WHICH

GIFT OF GRACE b f 2016
SPEAKING OF WHICH x APPEASING
Indian1000 Guineas, Gr.1, 21 Dec. 2019

ROSINA b f 2016
SPEAKING OF WHICH x ROSES IN BLOOM
The Calcutta Oaks, Gr.3, 21 Dec. 19

Other Notable Winners: SLICE OF HEAVEN (record holder by 8½ lengths, WIZARD OF STOCKS (classic placed 2nd in The Pune Derby, Gr.1. and 4th in Indian 2000 Guineas, Gr.1., FLAMEOFTHeforeST, RHAPSODY, MAKHTOOB, SPEAKING OF STARS, CONSCIOUS GIFT, RULETHEWORLD etc.

“Breeds Horses To Win Classics”

- MULTIDIMENSIONAL: Champion CLASSIC Sire of india Stakes Earned - Rs.74,60,18,643. Progeny has won over 100 Group Races

- USHA STUD FARM: Home of 598 Group wins and 342 Classics

E-mail: ameetamehra@hotmail.com; Website: www.ushastud.com